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PREFACE.

This book docs not intend to give more than a summary account of the prin-

cipal events and names that occur in the History and Geography of Japan.

Consequently, the alphabetical order has been adopted, an arrangement that will

undoubtedly contribute to the usefulness of the book.

It contains but little discussion of dates and facte, as it is not meant to be a

critical history. Therefore the official chronicle which assigns the year 660 B.C.

as the date on which JimimiAenno, the first Emperor of Japan, ascended tho

throne, has been adopted. But, the critical study of Japanese history seems to

place this event some 600 years later, and does not guarantee certainty, at least for

its principal facte, beyond the VII century of our era. Nevertheless, as we want

to give the traditions of Japan on tho origin and development of the country, we

deem it appropriate to place mythology, legend and liistory on the same footing,

and usually leave the discernment of truth from error to the judgment of the

reader.

History, in our days, has left the beaten track of merely narrating battles and

giving a vocabulary of more or less famous names. It strives to explain the

existence of the customs, morals and the common ideas of the people. We have

followed this view, and our Dictionary gives an amount of information on the

usages, customs, feasts, dignities, taxes, etc. of tho country, and affords a deeper

insight into tho Genius of Japan which is still so enigmatical to the Western

World. An alphabetical index of English names, which refers to the articles of

the Dictionary, will be of help to those who use the book. (Appendix I).

It seemed logical to us to group in chronological order, under the family name,

all biographical notices of those who rendered that name famous. However, as

wo often find eminent persons designated only by their forename, wo have made
an alphabetical list of forenames and refer to the family names where the desired

information can be found (Append. II). Thus, the biographical sketch of

Nobunaga will be found under the title of Oda, that of Hideyoshi, under that of

Toyotomi

;

that of leyam, under that of 'lokugawa, etc.

The sketches of the Emperors are to be found under their posthumous title,

the only one in fact, by which they are known in history : however, the name
which they bore during their life-time, is given in the notice. It may be of

interest to know that the name of the reigning sovereign is never pronounced
;

Kinjo-heika, Konjo-heika, Tenno-heika, (H.M. the Emperor), etc. are used

instead.

The prefix go (coming after) written before the name of an Emperor, answers

to the title “Second” thus Go-Murakami means Murakami II.

We add a number to each Sovereign to indicate his place in the chronological

list, — thus, Hanazonodenno, 95th Emperor of Japan. We could not of course,

use the same word for the Empresses and therefore placed their number between

braokets
;
thus, Kogyoku-temw, Empress (35) of Japan,
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OflSIlfifa. Sovereign begins to rule only in the year following the death or

the rei^JsStliteSi of his predecessor.

As fc'-SS® iiengo or periods of years, it is well to remember that the change
of name (kaigen) was made at any time of the year and that the new name, by
retroactive effect, was given to the part of the year already passed. Thus the year
1573 begins the 4th year of Genki. On the 28th day of the 7th month, the

neago was changed into that of Temho, which is then supposed to start with the

lieginning of the year and in history, Genki has no 4th year. Consequently,

if any Japanese work assigns a given fact to the 4th year of Genki, it must be
understood to refer to the year 1573, before the change of Genki into that of
Kensho had been made. In order not to give two different nengo to the same
year for the end of the first and the beginning of the second, we have followed

the official system and indicate:

—

Genki: nengo, 1570-1572; Temho : nenqo,

1573-1591, etc.

Readers familiar with the history of the Empire of the Rising Sun may be
astonished to see a modification in some historical names, the orthography of
which had been generally accepted. Thus, instead of Yamatodake we say
Yamatotakem ; Takeshiucld instead of Takenouchi ; Isliida Kazushige instead of
Iskida Mitsunari ; Kiso Yoshinaka, instead of Yoshihide, etc. A painstaking
and deep study of ancient documents by some learned professors of the University
has brought to light the real pronunciation of these names and we have adopted it.

There is no fixed rule in Japanese for the euphonic softening (nigori) of some
syllables,— such as da for ta, go for ko, etc., and we may find in almost any
Itook Ukita and Ukida, Takikawa and Takigawa, etc. We have followed the most
common pronunciation.

The preposition no between the name and forename has been mostly omitted.

Formerly in common use it has been gradually dropped
;
thus we say Minamoto

no Yontomo or Minamoto Yoritomo.

We have been obliged to limit ourselves in the Geographical part. With the
exception of historical places, only such cities are mentioned in this Dictionary

as ]>osscss at least 10,000 inhabitants, rivers of more than 100 kilometers or
mountains over 1,000 meters in height.

Instead of giving the 639 districts (Icon, gun) in their alphabetical order, we
have put them together under the name of their respective provinces.

The illustrations are reproductions of famous Japanese paintings. The his

torical figures, anterior to the 14th century were mostly taken from the Zenken-
kojitsu of Kikuchi Yosai (1788-1878).
We have given the escutcheons (man) of the principal noble families

;
explana-

tions in this respect are furnished under the heading “ wion.”

As the Dictionary contains only Japanese na mes, we thought it would be agree-

able to many readers to present, in a Supplement, a short sketch of the principal

foreigners connected with Japan from the first arrival of the Portuguese (1542)
down to the Imperial Restoration (1868).

Detailed information on some points may be found either in the several

Appendices, or in synoptical tables.

In the choice of sources we have preferred Japanese treaties on History ami
Geography, the catalogue of which would be too extensive and of too little interest

to be given here. But we have not entirely excluded European writers and
owe much valuable information to M. B.-H. Chamberlain’s books ( Things
Japanese, Handbook for Japan, Moji no Shirube, translation of the Kcgi-ki,

etc.) which are all known for their high standard of erudition and trustworthy

scholarship.
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Iu transliterating Japanese sounds into we have followed the

rules laid down by Dr. Hepburn, the of English-Japanese

Dictionaries. This method has been generally adopted and is the standard of

pronunciation. In this system :

a has the sound of a in father, am.
e has the sound of ey in they, prey.

i has the sound of i in machine, pique or like the sound of e in mete,

u has the long sound of u iu rule, tme, or oo an moon, excepting in the

syllables tm, zu, and su, when it has a close sound, resembling, its near

as possible, the sound of u pronounced with the vocal organs fixed in

the position they are in just after pronouncing the letter s.

o has the sound of o in no, so. The horizontal mark over 5 and u indi-

cates merely that the sound of o and u is prolonged.

ai has the sound of at in aisle, or like eye.

an has the sound of ow in cow, how.

ch is pronounced like ch in cheek, cheap,

sh is pronounced like sh in shall, ship, shop.

f has a close resemblance to the sound of the English/, but differs from

it, in that the lower lip does not touch the upper teeth
;
the sound is

made by blowing fa softly through the lips nearly closed, resembling

the sound of wh in who
:
fit is an aspirate, and might for the sake of

uniformity, be written hit.

g in the Tokyo dialect has the sound of ng, but in Kyoto, Nagasaki, and

the southern provinces it has the hard sound of g in go, gain,

r in ra, re, ro, ru, has the sound of the English r

;

but in ri is pronounced

more like d. But this is not invariable, as many natives give it the

common r sound.

se in Kyoto, Nagasaki and the southern provinces is pronounced she, and

ze like ye.

The final n, when at the end of a word, has always the sound of ng

;

as mon=
mong, san= sang, min= ming, but in the body of a word, when followed by a

syllable beginning with b, m or p, it is pronounced like m, as banrnin= bamming,

monrban= mombang ; slviropai= shimpai. Before the other consorfants it has the

sound of n; as, an-nai, bandai, hanjo.

The sounds of the other consonants, viz., b, d, h, j, k, m, n, p, s, l, w, y and z do

not differ from their common English sounds.

Finally, we also give the Chinese pronunciation (kanron and go-on) of the

most usual Geographical terms and of the words that most frequently enter into

the composition of local and personal names.
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Romaji
Japanese

Pronttnciation of
Chinese Characters

W koku
ken, gen

Iff fu
8R gun

g kyo

f? to

iB sAi, ji

n chs

5 9s« eon

M r»

^ sAo, so

||J
ch

°.’ J®

JJ
«At'n, sen

W rin

III son, sen

Jtt f/afat

H id

* Ao,Ju

H liii

* ah°’jo

« nan gen
W hen, Kan
(• kyo, gyo
lit to, do
S koku

W ten, den
M gen, gwan
nr ya, e

rn *d, zb

n kwan, ken
& en, on

X hd

hen

)K to, leu

Bf eai, eei

m nan
hoku

n o

id en, on

A kaku

Hi kai, kei

2 y°

W vxin, en

tt kd

A?'/k
}£ ehvn

f
shd
ko, ku
cki,ji

KB kutm
111 sen

S> to

m kd

Aon

city

town
district

village

forest

wood
mountain
summit

mountain neck
terrace

mound of earth
rock
ascent
bridge
road
valley

field

rice field

mOMt pifritln

» - nmim

East
West
South
North
back
deep pool (eddy)
horn

harbor, port
marsh
lake

pond
canal
river

UsAm
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ROMAJI
Japanese

Pronunciation of
Chinese Characters

on, o, mi V •<?°-

<ami, ue ± sho, jo
ka, geshimo, shita T

soto gwai, ge

naka ip chu
uchi (*1 dai, nai
moto 7C gen, gioan

0 * tai, dai
ko <!' sho

hito K jin, nin
otoko % dan, nan
onna ic jo, nyo
chi, tsuchi ± do, to, tea

ame, ama ?c ten

hi a jitsu, nichi
tsuki n getsu, gwatsu
hoshi & sei

hi tk kwa
mizu sui

yu
, •

» to

yuki S setsu

kori * hyo
ki * boko, moku
matsu sho, shu
sugi *2 san, sen

sakaki m
kiri si to, do
fuji

take
1 fed

to, do
chiku

(term of respect)

above
below
exterior
interior

,,

source
.great

small
man
boy
girl, woman
earth

heaven
sun, day
moon, month
star

fire

water
hot water
snow
ice

tree, wood
pine
cedar
Cleyera Jap.

tin nan, dan
’1? kmn, ken

}® bai, mai
m do

& sai, se

£ shi

camphor tree

sedge
plum
rice before bio.

brush-wood
lawn

kua, ke flower

kin
,
Icon metal

M ren, ran sickle

IS seld, jaku stone

5K ka, ke house
T* ko, ge door
f) mon, bon door, gate

precious stone

S hb,fu abundance

8 fu,fn wealth

% toku virtue
kichi, kitau happiness

M: bi, mi tail

sei, sho well
hei, byo flat (adj.)

large, wide

# selci, skakn red

* sei, sho blue, green
0 halm, byaku white

ft kolcu black
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Romaji
Japanese

haya
omo
karn
fuka
asa
naga
liisa

furu
nii, alarashi

ima
inae

saki

ato

asa
ban, yu
liaru

natsu
aki
fuyu
hotoke
kami
miya
tera

Pronunciation of
Chinese Characters

JTC cho, ju
IB kei, kyb
® shin, son

*8 sen

& cho

(k. kyu, ku

S.i, fe kv,

•
.

<an
M: '

t# fcx 03

«T fljfe

rS*

# skips'

<K to. j?e

m sas
:* ra

f® fodstirfittsv.

m *ihin,j(n

S' ,%fi, /»6>

t Jsyr
JJ* Mill, So

iE An, he

j® ryu, ru
tennb

Aogo

S %gn
*IJ±. Shinno

± a/u

Ui shin, jin
Si sai

M ken

71 to

kwan

8b ba

H ken

38 ere

46 hr,

81 yaka

JfD ku, ko

& cho

m yu
— ichi, itm
— ni

H 5071

m «a»

$ JO
rofcu

-fa shichi

A hachi

ft k-u

+ ju
'8 hyaku

T sen

Jit, man, ban

i
rapid

! heavy
light

deep •

shallow

i

l°nB
long (time)
ancient
new
at present
in front, before

after

morning
evening
.spring

summer
fall or autumn
winter

Buddh. divinity
Shint. divinity
Shint. temple
Buddh. „
religion

branch
current, stream
emperor
empress
imperial prince

.
”

knight
vassal

religious feast

sword (long, double edged)
sword
building
hat
wine (from rice)
horse

dog
monkey
bee

crane
colt

bird

bear

1

2
8
4
5
(i

7

8
9

10
100

1,000

10,000
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The History of Japan may be divided into three periods, the first of

which begins with the origin of the Japanese people and extends to the times

of the Kamakura Shogun. It comprises 18 centuries (660 B.C.— 1192
A.D.). During this period, the power was in the hands of the Emperors.

The second extends from the Minamoto Shogun (1192) to the end of the

Tokugawa (1868) and is the age of military feudal sway. The third

period begins with the Imperial Restoration. During this time the

customs of the people undergo a complete transformation
;
the administra-

tion of the country follows modern ideas and Japan ranks among the

great nations of the world.

We shall here give the whole of this history in a succinct- form. It is

narrated in detail in the pages of the book.

I. — Period of Autocracy (660 B.C. — 1192 A.B.)

According to Japanese traditions a tribe— probably of Malayan origin,

— came to the shores of Kyushu in the 7th century before the Christian

era. Later on it is said to have gone northward, and to have subjected

the Aborigines to its authority, and, after numerous struggles for many
years, to have finally settled in the district of Yamato. The leader of

these adventurers, Hasanu no Mikoto became the first Emperor of Japan
(Jimmu-tenno). His enthronement, according to the aforesaid source of

information, took place in the year 660 B.C. This event is considered as

the foundation of the Empire, and the beginning of a dynasty of

sovereigns who have ruled over Japan for more than 25 centuries.

From that date the Annals are silent for a space of 500 years, after

which an attempt at civilization began under the reigns of Sujin (97-30

B C.) and Suinin (29 B.C.— 70 A.D.). Then comes the legend of the

famous hero Yamatotakeru (81-113), who enters the western provinces

on a tour of exploration and subjugates the aboriginal tribes at least

temporarily to the sway of Imperial authority. Yamatotakeru’

s

son

reigns only a few years (Ghuai ,
192-200) ; his widow the Empress

Jingo ascends the throne after him. Japanese chronicles attribute to her

the conquest of the three small kingdoms (San-Kan) in the southern

portion of the Korean peninsula, but Chinese and Korean annals do not

mention this expedition. Moreover, the Empress, being with child a,t the

beginning of the campaign, found means to retard her delivery until the

following year when she returned to Tsukushi

:

a fact which seems to

darken, according to some authorities, the pure sky of divine descent.
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The child that was born became the Emperor Ojin, lived 1 10 years and
was honored as a god under the name of Hachiman.

Ojin’s son, Nintoku, ruled, for 87 years (313-399). His reign is

known as the golden time of a patriarchal age which however did not
last very long. In the followipg century rivalry was the order of the
day, bloody dramas were of frequent occurrence in the imperial family
and ended by the disappearance of Nintoku’

s

descendants, when its last
scion, a young madman, a kind of Heliogabalus, Buretsu-tenno by name,
was assassinated in his palace (506).

A lateral branch descendant from Ojin was then raised to the throne,
and under Kimmei (540-571), its fourth sovereign, Buddhism was intro-
duced into Japan by bonzes who came from Korea (552),
From the very first, war broke out on the religious question between

the principal ministers who were jealous of one another. The Mononobe,
supporters of national Shintoism, were overthrown, and the Soga, the
enthusiastic adherents of the new creed, found themselves at the height of
undisputed power. They abused it and did not shrink even from mur-
dering the Emperor Sushun, (592) . This act roused the animosity of the
princes and lords against them and fifty years after (644), they were
murdered to make way for the Fujiwara whose influence was to extend
over a longer period.

However, the introduction of Buddhism caused great changes in the
ideas and customs of Japan. The bonzes from China and Korea im-
ported a continental civilization : Chinese literature, arts, sciences, archi-
tecture, calendar, etc. Prince Shotoku (573-62.1), who has been called
the Constantine of Buddhism, favored these improvements and put the
rudimentary administration of the country on a more advanced footing.
But the honor of bringing this to a successful issue belongs to the
Emperor Kotoku (645-654), through his famous reform of the Taikica
era. Henceforth everything was copied from the Chinese mode of
government : the ministers, the administration of the provinces, the
dignities and ranks at court, the periods of years (nengo), taxation, etc.,
and this system, if we except some trifling details, remained in vogue to
the present time.

In the following century, the Empress Gemmei (708-7141 amoved the
capital to Nara, where she remained for 75 years (710-784).' The Koji-ki
(712) and the Nihon-shoki (720), the two most ancient bisterisal works
were compiled during her reign. Buddhism continued to prosper,
national poetry produced its first songs which have come down to us, in
the anthology called Man-yo-shu.
The 50th Emperor, Kwammu (782-805), founded the city of Kyoto

(794) which was built ©a the model of a Chinese capital and was to be
the Court-residence to the time of the Imperial Bestoration. The Fuji-
wara were all-powerful : the Empress was always chosen from that
family. They thus became the uncles and grandfathers of the Emperors
and were the natural regents of young sovereigns during their minority,
and, even after the emperor had attained the legal age they continued to
rule, under the title of Kwampaku.
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Meanwhile the number of princes went on increasing in the imperial

family and their maintenance was a heavy burden on a treasury that

found it difficult to defray even the ordinary court expenses. To obviate

this inconvenience, the princes received a family name : Taira, Minamoto,
and the government of a province. Their descendants formed the
military caste which soon took precedence over the effeminate nobility of

the Court which had neglected the profession of arms, and found a
congenial occupation only in poetical tilts and similar frivolous pastimes.

Owing to this decline of imperial authority, disorder arose on all

sides, and revolts were of frequent occurrence : Taira Masakado (940),

Abe Yoritoki (1056), the Kiyoivara (1087) aimed at creating independent
principalities and even the bonzes of important temples were not afraid

of presenting petitions or complaints, arms in hand. To quell these
rebels, the Court implored the help of the great military families, and
rewarded them when peace was restored by increasing their domains, and
thus unwittingly caused their power to become formidable.

The Taira and the. Minamoto, descendants of the Emperors Kwammu
and Seiwa (859-876), lose to great power. They vied with each other
for preponderance, and during a space of 35 years their antagonism
caused bloody conflicts all over Japan. The Taira conquered through
the energy of the chiefs Tadamori (1096-1153), KiyOm&ri (1118-1181)

;

their triumph was finally secured during the Hogen (1156) and the Heiji

(1159) civil wars. They felt confident of having overtliTown the rival

party. But Kiyomori had scarcely passed away, when the Minamoto
rose in revolt and in a few years were able to annihilate their adversaries

(1185).

Yoritomo, after his victory, placed a child of 4 years on the throne and
assumed the title of Sei-i-taishogun. That day saw a complete change
in the system of government : a new era had begun in the history of

Japan.

II. -Feudal Period (1192-1868).

Thus far, the rule of the Kyoto Court over the eastern and northern
provinces had been little more than nominal. There was no tie of union
between this region and the rest of the Empire : climate, race, customs,
all were different. The West was the invading power, and with its

Chinese civilization had exerted, it is true, a refining but at the same
time, a weakening influence. The East represented the aboriginal' race,

backward no doubt, but animated by its native and somewhat fierce energy.
Thus the tie binding these two races, was very loose and the aforementioned
great revolts had all arisen in the East. This rivalry, the study of which
has been more or less neglected by historians, continued to the time
of the Imperial Restoration. Can we say that it has entirely disappeared
even at the present time? It is a factor that has not yet been brought
ully to light and which would help to solve many difficult questions of
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Japanese history. Yoritomo knew how to make use of this rivalry to
strengthen his own authority. When he was named Shogun, he made
Kamakura the seat of government and distributed the Northern and
the Eastern provinces among his followers who had rendered his elevation
possible. In the West and South he placed some members of his family
and some of the Fujiwara whose fidelity he had secured

; thus, each
province, instead of being as heretofore governed by an officer sent from
Kyoto for the space of 3 to 5

.
years, formed one or several hereditary

fiefs. Some of these families transmitted their rights in the same lineage
for the space of fully 7 centuries : as for instance the Shimazu in Satsuma,
the Nanibu in Mutsu, the So in Tsushima, etc. Furthermore, Yoritomo
resolved to reorganize the administration in such a way as to have full

control in his own hands Unfortunately he died before he could carry
out his plans (1199). His two sons and successors, Yoriie and Sanetomo,
did not possess equal energy and allowed their power to pass to the
Hojo, to whom they were related through their mother. These latter

could not or dared not take the title of Shogun after the extinction of
Yoritomo'

s

direct lineage, and they selected for this office a child of the
Fujiioara family (1219), and later on an imperial prince (1252) in
whose name they governed at will. However, they took the name of
Shikken (regent), and under that name were able to retain full

power during an entire century, which was one of the most prosperous
in Japanese history. Their authority was not always lenient and even
became insupportable to more than one Emperor, but all efforts to check
it proved futile and occasioned the overthrow or the exile of several
emperors. Moreover, to forestall even the slightest desire of independence
on the part of the Kyoto Court, which they watched very closely from
their Rokuhara, the Hojo took great care to elevate only children to the
throne. Interior dissensions in the imperial family were also of great
value to them, and an understanding was concluded which allowed an
Emperor to rule only for the space of ten years, after which he was
obliged to resign in favor of the rival branch. The Fujiwara however
were still powerful at Court and to weaken their influence, it was decided
that the offices of Sessho and Kwampaku were alternately to be entrusted to
members of the five branches (go seiche) of the family, who it will be seen
were afterwards divided by jealousy. In the meantime, the only foreign
invasion with which Japan was threatened in the course of her history,
that of the Mongols, came to nought through the energy m Wjjd Toki-
mune and a fortuitous tempest that destroyed the whole fleeiM4h$ enemy
(1281).

:>v

The Hojo, like the Minamoto, and as will be seen later on, the Ashikaga
and the Tokugawa lost their influence. For a time the administra-
tion was carried on by men of genius, then followed a period of decline,
interior dissensions incJS&aed. usurped authority was weakened and the
way for the restoration of Imperial Power was thus prepared.
The instrument of this work of restoration was the Emperor Go-Daigo

(1319-1338). Having been raised to the throne at the age of 30, he
swore the destruction of the powerful Shikken. Herein he was aided by
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such faithful servants as Yoikwida, Kusunoki Masashige, Nawa
Nagatoshi, and in less than two years, he overthrew the supreme power
of the Kamakura Shogun (1333).

But Go-Daigo had scarcely recovered his independence, and begun the

work ofreorganization as hehad dreamed it, when disunion appeared among
his generals. The revolt again started in the East, in the Ashikaga. clan,

a branch of the Minamoto : Takauji, its chief assumed the title of Shogun,

raised an emperor of his choice to the throne and thus established a new
Shogunal dynasty which remained in power for a space of over 200 years

(1336-1573). The dethroned Emperor courageously entered into- conflict

with his rebel subject and his sons and grandsons kept up the fight after

his death. The singular spectacle of two Emperors, ruling simultane-

ously could thus be seen, for a space of 56 years : the one, hidden in the

Yamato mountains, but firmly adhering to his legitimate rights and the

other, supported by the Ashikaga, occupying the palace of Kyoto, but

deprived of the three sacred emblems of the Imperial dignity. This state

of affairs could not however last very long, the contending forces lieing

too unequal. The South yielded, a compromise being effected in 1392
between the two rival branches, from which the Emperor was alternately

to be elected. This convention— which was not to be executed— closed

the schism and completely established the influence of the Ashikaga.

But the belligerent spirit that had naturally invaded the military

classes during these civil wars, could not be quench^mla short time.

The first of the Ashikaga Shogun were able by pfs&pjal energy to

confine it within just limits, but their successors soon found themselves

overpowered. The East, once more, started hostilities. The junior

branch of the Ashikaga, which, from the city of Kamakura, was ruling

the Kwanto with the title of Kwanryo, would not be satisfied with less

than the first place
;
the Shogun trusted their great vassals for the defence

of their rights
;
meanwhile other complications arose and rivalries took

place. A terrible civil war inaugurated the Onin era (1467), and during

one full century intestine wars were to be the order of the day in

the whole Empire. Disorder was seen everywhere, misery was great

among the people. Even the imperial Palace had to share in the general

want
;
old Court ceremonies were suppressed for want of money

;
for the

same reason the funeral of deceased Emperors could not be solemnized.

The Shogun became only tools in the hands of their great feudataries, the

Hosokawa, the Shiba, the Hatakeyama, who deposed and replaced them
at will, till both, suzerains and vassals were engulfed and disappeared in

the same torrent.

At the time when the government of the Ashikaga Shogun was meet-

ing its fate, a small daimyo of the province of Owari, at first a vassal to

the Shiba, profited by these intestine troubles to enlarge his own dominion.

When he died (1549), his son whose name was Oda Nobunaga then 15

years of age, inherited his estates. A few years sufficed for him to become

master of several provinces, and his fame for bravery and energy was so

great that the Emperor Ogimachi, sent a messenger, inviting him to

re-establish order in the Empire. Nobunaga accepted this difficult task.
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His power fell into the hands of a soldier who, by his intelligence arid
his victories, had raised himself from the lowest to the highest 'rank affione
sfa® general? at hobumga. Hideyoshi put aside the sons of his former
master, and, reeling that he could not claim for himself the dignity of

forced the Emperor to confer on him the most elevated title
°~ hjcrarchj'y that of Kwampaku. He continued the work of
^sfieatson unuertakerz ay Nobunaga, and triumphed over all the rebel
davwyo. Having thus reached the zenith of honour and power he was
*> ,

biU,<ieA that he thought of extending his sway over Korea
ano. aveti cw Cnnia It may be that he simply intended to turn the
w&rnito d&TpKtions of his soldiers into another channel. The fact
Kirnains .ihsfc he undertook this unhappy campaign which could not
fan to end. in disaster in spite of an initial but transient success. At the
close of his life, ne understood his mistake and his last words were to
recall his troops that had been decimated by continuous fighting and by
sufferings of all lands (1598).

& J

Hideyoshi had entrusted to five great daimyo the guardianship of his
son Hideyon then a young child. Among these five men, one was found

5
tbe sec

?
nd ra

,

nk would not suffice
;

this was Tokugawa Ieyasu
(1542-1616), a descendant of the Minamoto. When in 1590 he was
placed over the eight provinces of the Kwanto, he selected the small port
ot Kao, in Musashi province, as the site of his new castle. After Hide-
yoslns death, he soon separated himself from his colleagues, who
were faithful to their promise to the Taiko and fought against them.
The East was again about to straggle with the West

; and again the East
conquered when, in the plains of Sekigahara (Mino), it attained a
supremacy that was destined to last for the space of two and a half
centuries.

obtained the title of Shogun three years after this victory,
(1608 ), and began the Tokugawa line which came to possess an authority
that was unknown both to the Minamoto and to the Ashikaqa. Two
years later he resigned the Sbogunate to his son, retired to Sumpu, and
before his death, had the consolation to see Hideyoshi's lineage become
extinct at Osaka. (1615). From that moment, power was secure in
his family’- His immediate successors, Hidetada (1605-1623) and
lemitsu (1623-1651), continued his work and strengthened the iron rule
he had imposed upon his country Breaking off all relations with
foreign lands p closing all ports of the country to foreign commerce if we
except the Dutch and the Chinese

; atrocious persecution of the Christians

;

close watching of all the proceedings of the daimyo and the samurai ;adroit spying at the Kyoto Court
; Draconian laws on the press, on the

teaching of Confucianism, etc.
;
such were the principles of the Shogun’s
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government For two hundred years, every daiviyd, ssmumi and

the common people seemed to bear this yoke willingly, wfcefe a&a secured

them lasting peace after so many years of trouble a-zsa nssoraer. lhen

the well regulated machinery began to show signs of decay. I he

power, which was at first wielded by men of energy and talent, tell

into the hands of children, subordinates ruled in their name, the Edo

Court became as effeminate as had been that of Kyoto, and decay set m
rapidly. The Western and Southern clans, who were kept aloot from

the administration, notwithstanding their large estates, anxiously followed

the downward movement and when they thought the moment propi-

tious they threw off their allegiance and openly entered the fight, they

did not however dare to supersede the government which they were

bound to destroy, so they set up the imperial standard and took as the

first article of their program, the restoration of the supreme power into

the hands of the Emperor. Some Court noblemen, the Sanjo, the

Iwakura, supported this plan with all the weight of their influence. Be-

sides, the government of the Shogun, had committed a great crime in the

eyes of many. It had concluded treaties with the foreign barbarians, and

polluted the country of the gods, by permitting foreigners to reside therein.

The expulsion of these intruders formed the second article of the program

of the discontented. Their rallying word henceforth was : Sonno-joi (to

venerate the Emperor and to expel the foreigners). Vainly did the

Shogun try to divide his adversaries
;
vainly did he slacken in his severity

towards the daimi/o

;

it was too late. Nothing was to stop the forward

movement. The last Tokugawa Shogun for a whole year tried to face

the thousand difficulties of his critical situation ;
he was finally obliged to

send his resignation to the Emperor. Ban adherents fought for some

months to coine, but the imperial army, comport? especially of Southern

and Western men, triumphed everywhere. The East met its defeat, the

government of the Shogun had passed and t'be Imperial Restoration was

an accomplished fact. (1868)

.

III. — Imperial Restore,&»<

The Emperor rapidly grasped the situation. For over 200 years the

people were used to see all the laws emanate from Edo ;
he had therefore

to take up his residence in that city, if he wished the people henceforth to

understand that all authority was in his hands. Edo was then called

Tokyo and became the capital of the Empire. The whole government

system was mbdiSed and, as in olden times China had served as

model in the refone®; so now Europe was looked upon as the standard

for the new system of ruling. The fiefs of the daimyo were abolished

and a new administrative division, that of departments, was BSw ;

the Court-nobles and the feudal lords were amalgamated 5a|a_j©ae

class, that of the kwazoku ; military service, which till then bssn

the privilege of only the samurai was extended by conscription to the
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HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL

DICTIONARY
OF JAPAN.

A
Abe, 3c fc? • A family which, in the eleventh century governed a

part of the province of Mutsu.

Yoritoki, »$ ( + 1057). Son of Tadayoshi, possessed six

districts, in the center of which he built the castle of Koromogawa, and

established a sort of independent principality, keeping all the proceeds

of the taxes, and refusing to contribute to the expenses of the province,

etc. The governors of Mutsu and Dewa marched against him, but were

defeated. Therefore the emperor appointed Minanwto Yoriyoshi Chin-

jafu-Shdgun and commissioned him to quell the revolt. Yoriyoslii took

his son Yoshiie with him — Yoritoki was killed by an arrow, in one of

the first engagements.

Sadato, M. ft (1019-1062), the eldest son of Yoritoki, continued

the war. Attacked by Yoriyoshi at KaivasaJci, he defeated him and

obliged him to retreat (1058). It was only four years later that, Yori-

yoshi, who had been reinforced by Kiyoutara Takenori of Dewa,

succeeded in defeating him successively at Komatsu, Koromogawa and

Kuriyagawa, where Sadato lost his life.

Muneto, ft ,
the 2nd son of Yoritoki, at first fought under

his brother’s banner, but eventually surrendered to Yoshiie. He was

exiled to Tsukushi where he became abonse. He is supposed to be the

ancestor of the Matsuura family.

Abe, pH I® . A family of daimyd, originating in

Mikawa, and descended from Ohiko, a son of the Em-
peror Kogen.

,, , 0, .. , ,
fSadataka - Masakuni (a)

Masatsugu - Shigetsugu
| Masaharu - Masamune (b)

Masayoshi - Masaaki - Masayoshi- Masatake (c)

(a) — The elder branch.— Masakatsu, IE W
(1541-1600), served leyasu and, in 1590, received from him a revenue of

5000 k. at Ichihara (Izu)

.

Masatsugu, IE (1569-1647), the eldest son ofMasakatsu, was

raised to the rank of daimyd after Sekigahara (1600). He established
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Adachi. 3

Abura-uruslii-bugy5, ift ® & =ft- A title created in 1645 and

given to two officials, whose duty it was to keep an account of the oil,

varnish, lacquer, etc., in all the administrations of the Bakufu.

Abutsu-ni ISJ % f£ (+ 1283 )- At firsfc maid of honor of
•

princess Kuni'-Naishinno (
Aiila-trum-in) ; she married Fujiwara Tameie

(1197-1275). At the death of. her husband, she shaved her head and

took the names Abutsu and. Wfourin-zenni. In 1277, she went from

Kyoto to Kamakura and.sMsfthe title of Izayoi-mkla, published a very

interesting account of her journey.
. , , , , ,,

Achi no Omi, M Za ± • A Korean prince descended from the

Chinese dynasty of the latter Ilan (Go-Kan : 25 B C. 221 A.D.) In

289, he settled in Japan, with a large number of Korean emigrants. 1 he

emperor Ojin gave them the village of Hirwsaki (
Yarnato) in oU(, ne

went to the country of Go (Eastern China) and brought back with him

some women skilled in weaving, who taught their art to the Japanese.

He was then named Kurando. He is the ancestor of the Sakanoe, the

Harada and the Akizuki. ..

Adachi, Hi iH • An ancient family of Dewa, descended from Fuji-

wara Yamakage (824-888). . ,,,

Morinaga, ® & , ( + 1200). Sided with Yontomo against the

Taira, and after the triumph of his party, became a bonze under the

name^f
^ ^ (+ 1248) The eldest son of Morinaga

,

served undef Yoriic. In 1218, he recovered the fief of Akita and was

the first to take the title of Akita-jo-no-Suke. On the death of Sanetmm

(1219) he shaved his head, took the name of Gakucln and retired to

Koua-san, whence the title of Koya-nyudo ,
by which he is commonly

known. At the time of the Shaky

u

war (1221), he marched upon

Kuoto with Hojo Toki/usa and defeated the imperial army. His daughter

who had married Hojo Tokiuji, became the mother of Tsunetoki and of

Tokiuori, and when the latter became Shikken, the influence of Kagermri

was preponderant. He contributed with all his might to the ruin of the

Miura family (1247). . .

Yoshikao-e. jfe -&
,
(+- 1255). Son of Kagemori, was Akita-

p-no-sJe and Hygjushd. After the death of the emperor Shijo ( 1242),

Fujiwara Michiie desired to have his grandson Tadanan-Shmno ascend

the throne, to which Hojo Yasutoki was opposed, wherefore the latter

sent Yoshikaje to Kyoto to enthrone Prince Kuiuhito (Go-Saga-temw).

Falling ill in 1254, Yoshikage shaved his head and took the name of

Gwanchi. He died the following year.
Tr , ,

Yaaumori. 'M fa , (+ l285) • Thud son of Yoshikage, succeeded

to his father’s titles and dignities. His daughter was married to Hojo

Tokimune, and became the mother of Sadatoki. When the latter became

Shikken, (1284). Yasumori and his son Munekage enjoyed great authority

for a time. But Taira Yoritsuna, the minister (shitsuji ) of Sadatoja,

accused them ef plotting against the young Shikken, and even of aspiring

to the shogunate. Sadatoki lent a willing ear to these insinuations and

had the whole Adachi family put to death.
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,me was Aji Kishi, Aji being his forename and Kishiauthors,

his family-

Akabashi Moritoki, # ^ ^ 5$ (+ 1333). Descendant of Hojo

Yoshitoki, in the fifth generation. He, with Koresada, received the title

of Shikken, when Takatoki became bonze (1326). When Nitta Yoshi-

sada advanced to attack Kamakura, Moritoki attempted to check him at

Kobukuro-zaka, but he was defeated and put an end to his life. His

sister was married to Ashikaga Takauji.

Akagi-san, # ill • A volcano (1860 m.) in the eastern part of

Kozuke.
. .

Akaishi-yama, # ^ ill • A mountain (3,093 m.) on the limits of

Suruga and Shinano.

Akamagaseki, # HU T $1 • See Shimonoseki.

Akamagaseki-kaikyo, # M Jr M M & • The eastern end of the

Shimonoseki strait, between Hondo and Kyushu, also called Haya-tomo

no selo.

Akama-numa, # ftft ffl . A lake in the south of Shimotsuke (15

km. in circumference).
_ .

Akamatsu, #$&. An ancient family of the Harima davmyo,

descended from Minamoto Moro/usa (Murakami-Genji).

Suefusa, & jfs
descendant of Moro/usa in the sixth generation,

was the first to take the name of Akamatsu, from a village of Harima,

lere he settled and built the castle of Shirahata, towards 1110 A.D.

Norimura, JW # (1277-1350). A fervent member of the Zen-

it« sect, shaved his head while still young and took the name of Enshin

by which he is mostly known. In 1333, by order of Prince

orinaga-Shinno, he levied troops, marched on to Kyoto, defeated Hojo

Nakatoki and captured Rokuhara ; shortly after, Go-Daigo re-entered the

capital and rewarded Norimura by bestowing upon him the title of Harima

no Shugo and giving him Harima province in fief. But shortly after, he

was stripped of his province and limited to the possession (
Sho-en) of Sayo.

Incensed at this, Norimura passed over to the Ashi-

kaga party and became the implacable adversary of

the southern dynasty. While Takauji went to levy

troops in Kyushu, he stayed the progress of Nitta

Yoshisada; then, returning towards the east with

Takauji, he fought at Minato-gawa (1336).

Norisuke, fl'J iff; (1312-1371). A son of

Norimura, he was a bonze at Hiei-zan

;

but, in ans-

wer to the appeal of Prince Morinaga Shinno, he

threw off his religious garb, and with his father, levied

troops against the Hojo. Afterwards, he followed

Norimura to the northern camp, and, on his death,

became governor of Harima, next of Bizen.

. ,
fYosliinori - MiUueuke - Noriyasu.

Nonsuke
(Yo Bhisuke (Arima).

•

Sadanori - Akinori - Mochisada - Sadamura.
Norisuke - Mitsunori - Mitsubirp - Norihiro [Hirose).

lEnl'.o - Atsumitsu- Atsunori - Munesue - Noribaru {Bessho).

AKAMATSU m>RI8U*F.
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Akechi.

AKAZOME EMOK.

in his straggle against the Tokugawa, Morishige was esse of f.

proceed to Osaka, where he fought valiantly. Aftes-ilss Ms •

(1615), he succeeded in escaping and lived the last th*e»~fem %
in extreme poverty.

—

Morishige has been baptised ia^iaML0&
letters of the missionaries, he is known by the namg cfiWm J&esbi

Akayasu-yama, # ill • A. mountain on the tff&t&fMW
ShimotsuJce and Iwashiro

;

also called Mada-yama (1993

Akazome Emon, # P j • A daughter of

Taira Kanemori adopted by the Kebiishi-Uemon,

Akazome Tokimochi. She attended Fujiwara Bin-
Ko, wife of the Kwampaku Michinaga. She married

Oe Tadahira

;

and was remarkable for her poetical

and literary talents. In 1027 she published the

Eigwa-monogatari, which is a history of the supre-

macy of the Fujiwara.

Akechi, 1$ ^ . An ancient family descended

from Toki Yorimoto (Seiwa-Genji)
also called Koreto.

Mitsuhide, jt 31 (1526-1582). A son of Mitsukuni ; at first

served the Saito of Mino. When Tatsuoki revolted against his father

and killed him (1556), Mitsuyasu, uncle of Mitsuhide, shut himself up in

the castle of Akechi, but he was vanquished and killed. At the head of

all his kerai, Mitsuhide entered the service of Asakura Ujikage, then

that of Nagaoka (Hosokawa) Fujitaka. In 1566, he retired to Gifu,

offered his services to Nobunaga and took rank among his officers. Five

years later he received- |bo Sakamoto (Omi) in fief, with a

revenue of 100,000 k. Hyuga no Kami. In 1575 he

assumed the name of ifeaapved the mission to pacify Tamba.

He besieged Satano castle of Yakami, but as th§;pff* -

was protracted, he took of Hideharu as a hostage.*

.

which the latter. smrsnd^^l6^if;.M.l»e crucified by order of Nobu»t$0i,

To avenge their lord, the retainers of EMeltam got possession of Miisu-

hide's mother and massacred her (1577) j thereupon Mitsuhide destroyed

the castle and put all its inmates to death j more-

over he conceived a mortal hatred against J$oiw-

naga on whom he swore to wreak ve&ge&ne®.

He waited five years for a favorable ocgsabs.

In 1582, Hashiba Hideyoshi, who wa3 fighting

in the San-yo-do against Mari Terumoto, asked

Nobunaga for reinforcements. Before he per-

sonally started, Nobunaga sent orders to Mitsu-

hide to muster thirty thousand men, and to lead

them in all haste to Hideyoshi. Mitsuhide as-

sembled his troops, but instead of directing them
towards Ghugohu, he marched them upon Kyoto,

entered the city and besieged Nobunaga in the temple of Honno-ji.

Wounded by an arrow, and judging that resistance was useless, Nobunaga

set fire to the temple and killed himself. His eldest son Nobutada cut off

AKECHI KITSOHIDE-



Akechi.

f f* ,
he’p “ th® ?V0 palace met the same fate (22 June 1582) ThenceMusukide hastened to the castle of Azuchi which he gave up to plunder

;then returning to Kyoto he obtained an audience with the emperor, whohlm w
f
rm1/- He st/led hiinself Shogun, appointed a Shoshidai, a

the'
:

v
t

°f
CUr

!
f0r himself the Public#Sthy, he exempted

tl“8Mof KV°!° taxes, and made liberalJlls to the principal
011 hearlnS of tSfeients, hastened**to

v
th
f°
n^ Se

t
0Ut to Punish the traitor. The battle wasfought at Yamazaki on the borders of Settsu and Yamashiro

; Akechi
completely beaten fled to his castle of Sakamoto, but was massacred by

t e tS he
°f °

V

(JU
:
USU - 0nly thirteen days had elapsed from

® to muster troops against Nobunaga. IW the say-mg . Akechi no tenka, mikka (the power of Akechi lasted only threeH : hence aI^o the surname: “M-san kubo ” (the Shogun of thirteendays) which has been given him.— Mitsuhide was a poet of note.

I,-.
a s°n of Mitsuyasu and cousin to

Mitsuhide, followed the fortune of the latter. He endeavored to deterhunfrom plotting against Nobunaga, and although his advice was notheeded, he entered Kyoto with his cousin, besieged the Honno-ji temple*e
,
h“d rf nobunaga. DSing the eng.gLentrfYamazaki, he was at Azuchi, and arrived too late to prevent disaster. AtS'T’

near °tSU
'
he met the troops of Hon Hidemasa and wasdefeated

;
then crossing a part of lake Biwa on horse he returned to

SaJcatonio, slaughtered the wife and children of Mitsuhide as well as hiswhole family, set fire to the castle and took his own life.

Aki,

®

. One of the eight provinces of San-yd-do

;

it comprises
°hm<SM : Ceishu. Now-a-days, a p£t

,

^i, f K in Bungo ; an old castle, built in the thirteenth century bv™ Wh
n
6 descendants resided there for fifteen generations.Towards 1550, the castle was captured by the Otomo ; Hideyoshi gave it

whfSSe™ ki'led “ (1600) ate

Akimoto, yc • A family of daw
from the Utsunomiya, and through them
warn. Towards 1450 they were named &j
of Akimoto

(Kazusa) which they possessed.

.

~
• Nagatomo, H flj (+ 1628), first served the Hoi6.

Alter the fall of Odawara, he was attached to Ieyasu
who gave him estates at Sosha

(Kozuke

)

(1590), and later
after Sekigahara, (1600) raised him to the rank oidaimyo.

r "T Yasutomo, M ^ (1580-1642), Tajima no Kami, received the
fief of Tammura (Kai— .18,000 k.) in 1641.

A TV Takatomo, p DJ (1647-1714), a son of Toda Tadamasa, was
adopted by Akimoto lomitomo, who had no children. In 1704, he was
transferred to Kawagoe (Musashi— 50.000 k.). His descendants settled
in Yamagata (Dewa) m 1767, then from 1845 to 1868 resided at Tate-
bayashi (Kozuke— 63.000 k.) = To-day, Viscount.
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Aki no miya, d? • — (Lit. : Palace of Autumn) Name formerly

given to the Empress. Used yet in poetry.

Aki-no-yo naga-monogatari, ft IS • — (Lit.: Long re-

citals of autumn nights). A book of the 13th century, whose author is

unknown. Relates the adventures ci she bonze Sensai and UmeivaJca-

gimi, son of Minamoto Arihito, no Sadaijin.

Akita, H3 • Capital of U/jo pmcnce and of Akita-ken (30,000 inh.).

An ancient castle built in 733 A.'D. to stop the incursions of the Ebisu.

In the 13th century, the Adachi, governors of the province, bore the title

of Akita-jo no Suke. In the 15th century, Ando Sanesue, the holder of

thecastle, took its name, and his descendants resided thereuntil 1602. At

(hat time, they were supplanted by the Satake daimyd (205,000 k.), who
resided there until the Restoration. The name of Akita was formerly

limited to the castle
;
the city which surrounds it, was called Kubota.

Akita, f* EQ- A family of daimyd descending from Abe no Sadato.

From the middle of the 15th century, they possessed the castle of Akita

and the title of Akita no Suke.

Sanesue, (+ 1659), a son of Yoshisue, was transferred

to Shishido
(
Hidachi— 50,000 k.) in 1602; later in 1632, he was

banished to. AmmChe) where he died.

. .
• _ X&sflifcG, ^ in 1645 he was appointed to Miharu (Mutsu

50,000’ k.), where Si* descendants resided until the Restoration. = To-

day, Yisajswfc
'

•

AkiWkeii, M •
a department consisting of eight districts

4 Vm Rikuchu. Pop.: 835,000 inh. Capital: Akita

(30,008. idkVUiii^'iBWEis: Noshiro-minato (13,700 inh.), Tsuchisaki-

mnko (’J.0;Oo6 ipX),".Yokote (12,300 inh.), Aniai (10,400 inh.), etc.

WW 0H , US M •— (Lit. : land of the dragon-fly)

.toatirng- to a. legodd, Jimmu-tenno from the top of a mountain of

Jamato, diSOfttnates all the surrounding country, discovered land

iii the 'iieighborlRX.d,'having the form of a dragon-fly, and gave it that

name, which is yet used in poetry to designate Japan.

Akizuki, >J . In Chikuzen, was successively the residence of the

daimyd Akizuki (1190-1587), Kobayakawa (1587-1600), and Kuroda

(50,000 k.) from 1600 to 1868.

Akizuki, M. H • A family of daimyd descending from Achi-no-

Omi.

Taneo, ?! £f towards 1190 received from Yoritomo the estate

of Akizuki (Chikuzen ) ;
he built a castle on it and took its name.

Tanemichi, ?! ,
descended from Taneo, sided with the

southern dynasty, but was defeated by Ashikaga Takauji at Tatarahama

(1336) and fled to Dazai/u ,
where he was killed.

Tanezane, ?! ff ( + 1588) saw his father Fumitane and his

brother Harutane fall in battle against Otomo Sorin (1557) and crossed

over to Yamaguchi to ask for the help of Mori Motonari. Again defeated

he appealed to the Shimazu and sided with them when Hideyosf^m^^
to Kyushu to subdue them (1587). After peace was restored, "M
transferred to Takanabe (Hyuga— 20,000 k.) IfltliSi
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Tanenaga, ?i Jk (+ 1614), a son of Tanezane, took part in
the expedition against Korea, under the order of Kuroda Nagamasa. In
1600, he sided with Ishida Kazushige, but was able to retain his estates

by the help of Mizuno Katsushige.— Until the [Restoration, his descend-
ants resided at Takanabe (Hyuga— 27,000 k.) = Now, Viscount.

Akizuki no ran, 111 •— Insurrection brought about in 1876 by
Miyazaki Kuranosuke, Imai Tomotaro, Masuda Masakata, etc., who at

the head of 400 samurai of the Akizuki clan joined the Kumamoto insur-
gents. Kuranosuke was defeated and killed himself

; the others were
arrested.

Ak5, # Hi , a town of liarimp (6,700 ink.). An old castle built

towards 1575 by XJkita Nao&v-jit passed into the hands of the daimyo
Ikeda (1600) and Asam (1645). [OB was Kaganori the last of these, who
afforded a pretext for the ytaigeance of the forty-seven ronin (See
Oishi Yoshio), In 1702., the castle of Akb was given to the Nagai,
and from 1706 to 1808,. it was the residence of the Mori daimyo
(20,000 k.)

Akutagawa, 2F hi , in Selim. An;ancient castle, which in the
14th century, belonged to a family of that name, faithful to the southern
dynasty. Afterwards the castle fell into the hands of the Miyoshi, but
Nobunaga captured it in 1568, gave it to Wada Koremasa, and
later on, to Araki Murashige (1573) ;

it was abandoned after the latter’s

death (1579).

Ama, M >
a Buddhist nun. The ama, also called bikuni were bound

to celibacy, and lived together in nunneries, called ama-dera.
Arnagasaki, Jg ir 11$ • A town (15,000 inh.) in Settsu. An ancient

castle built by Hosokawa Takakuni, at the beginning of the 16th century.
It passed successively into the power of the daimyo Araki (1573), Ikeda
(1579), Tatebe (1590), Toda (1617), Aoyama { 1634), then from 1711
to 1868, it was the residence of the Matsudaira (Sakurai) daimyo
(40,000 k.).

Amako, Jg -f A family of daimyo desoaided from Sasaki, (Rok

-

lcaku), Takauji ( Uda Gmfi).
Takahisa, jgD X * * grandson, of Takauji, was the first, in the

14th century, to take the name of Asnako (son of a nun), because,
having lost his parents afi Ih?. age of three years, he was brought up by
an ama. - “

Tsunehisa, ig (1458-1541). a great grandson of Takahisa,
inherited from his father Kkfosada and his grandfather Mochihisa,
the office of governor (shut?o) o£ Bhirm, and resided at the castle of
Toda ^ IS . In 1518, feemaEched against OucM Yoshioki of Suwd, but
the Shogun Yoshiharu brought about peace. (1521). The next year,
Yoshioki, having invaded the f&wotced; AH, the war recommenced.
Tsunehisa had Kagamiyama besieged by MonMotonari, who recaptured
the place, but he himself was repulsed before $t£ castle of Kanayama,
(Aki) by Ouchi Yoshitaka (1524) In 1582, his son Okihisa revolted

;

Tsunehisa defeated him and obliged him to flee to Bingo. Later
on, Mori Motonari, hitherto a retainer of the Amako, passed over



Amakusa-nada.

to the seivice of the Ouchi (1540) : Tsunehisa at

defeated.

( Masaliisa-Haru

Takahisa-Mochihisa-Kiyohisa-TsunehisaJ Kunihisa-Katsu

lOkihisa

Kunihisa, $ % ( +
,

L”4). joined his »

fight against Takeda Tsvnenobu (1540). He pens!

this very same Haruhisa, with whom he had quarre

Haruhisa % (1514-1562) invaded the ..

Yoshitalca, when the latter having been appointed Dazai-Baim, crossed

over to Kyushu (1536) ;
but he was repelled by Sue Takafusa He

attacked Mori Motonari (1541) with no better success; after which, he

was abandoned by most of his retainers, who passed over to the service

of the Ouchi. But after the assassination of Yoshitaka by Sue Hat ukata

(1551) he retrieved his losses, captured Mimasaka and seventeen castles

in

^T£teuMsa 1$ <K (+ 1578) son of Kunihisa, struggled inces-

sintly against the Mori ; he conquered Tajima, and with the aid of Ukita

laoie, subdued all the San-in-do. In 1571, he was defeated by Mon
and fled to the Oki isles. On his return to Izunw, he expelled

m Yukimasu, and Yamana Toyokuni, who had invaded that

and reconquered- Tajima and Inaba. Entrusted with the guard

ptle of Kozuki (Hanma)
by Hideyoshi, he was besieged by Ink-

itoharu and Kobayakawa Takakage and put an end to his own hie.

--^^oshihisa, 'K (+ 1610), son of Haruhisa listened with joy

to the overtures of Otovw Sorin who proposed to conquer and divide

between themselves the domains of the Mon (lo63). He attacked Moto-

nari at once butwasjefeated. Therefore, he shut himself up in his

castle of Toda ^^She was shortly afterwards, besieged by a powerful

army, but held HBantly. Having executed his bravest officer, Mon-

yaim HisakanmmeA of conniving with the enemy, he estranged the

affections of his retainers, many ofwhom abandoned him Perceiving that

further resistance was impossible, he secretly fled and retired to 4*1,

where hashed his head and took the name of Yunn (1566). With

him, the Affittko family disappeared from history
.

Ama'fSB "5c 03- A famous smith of the 7th century. A swoid,

which he had forged for the emperor Morrmu (704) and which was

offered by Shujaku-Tenno to Fudo the god of Narnia, as a token of

gratitude for the defeat of Taira Masakado (940) is still in existence. He

fabricated the famous sword Kojima-maru, which was handed down as

a sacred inheritance in the Taira family.

Amakusa-jima, % f group of islands, west of Kyushu

depending on the province of Higo. The pnncipal are . Kami-shima,

Shimo-shima, Naga-shima, Shishi-jima, Gosho-no-ura-shima, Mala-

shima, Hi-no-shima, etc. . ,

Amakusa-nada, The sea of Amakusa, west of the said

group of islands.
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The insurrection of Shimabara (SeesteSg* no ran
' 55 ®
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AMATERASO COMING OUT.'OF'THE' AMA-XO-IWAYA CATE.

Susano-6 was expelled and fled to Izumo, where he settled down. His

descendants gradually took possession of the land that had given them

hospitality
;
therefore Amaterasu, to regain possession of her domains,

was obliged to send Takemikazuchi and Futsunushi with order to subdue

the invaders. It was only then that her grandson Ninigi no mikoto came

in person to rule over the land he had inherited from his ancestors. Ninigi

was the great grandfather of Jimmu-Tenno, and thus the imperial

dynasty of Japan claims Amaterasu as its first ancestor.
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Amaterasu-d-mikami, is also called Ohirume, Shimmei, Daijingu,
Tenshoko Daijin. The shrine erected to her honor at Ise (Naiku) is the
most ancient and venerated in Japan.

Amemori Hoshu, M gg % (1668-1755). A historian and man
of letters of Tsushima.

Ame-no-futotama no mikoto, Jj. it 3£ fo . A son of Takami-
musubi no kami ; one of the faithful retainers of Amaterasu, ancestor of
the Imube. He has a temple at Ichitumiyr m Awa \Tokaid6).

Ame-no-hiboko, % (1 . A prim 3 of Shiragi (Korea) said
to have come to Japan, in the reign of Suinin Tenno (27 B.C.) ac-
cording to the Nihon-ki; but according to others, at the time of Okuni-
nushi, or in the 2nd century A.D.—He is said to have settled in
Tajima.

Ame-no-koyane no mikoto, 5E it & • A son of Takami-
musubi no kami ; a retainer of Amaterasu. He accompanied Ninigi
no mikoto in his expedition to Hyiiga. He is the first ancestor of
the Nakatomi or Fujiwara. His temple is at Nara, (Kasuga no
miya

)
where he is honored as Kasuga daimyojin, Hiraoka daimyo-

jin.

Ame-no-minaka-nushi no kami, '0 4* i. ipl
1 • A god who

before the creation, stood motionless in the center of the world. He was
the first to reside at Takama ga ham. Izanagi and Izanami are his
descendants in the 16th generation. According to the Nihon-ki, the
name of the first god is Kuni-toko-taclii.

Ame-no-murakumo no tsurugi, M- The sword which
Sjgj$$p«l-n0 mikoto found in the tail of the Yamato no orochi. At the
ni'iiiftfe; c he pulled the sword out, a cloud rose around the eight-headed

whence the name ofmurakumo (pile of clouds) Susano-o offered

the sword to Amaterasu, who, in turn, gave it to her grandson Ninigi,
when he started for Hyiiga.— Henceforth looked upon as one of the three
divine treasures (shinki sanshii) of the imperial family, it was preserved
with veneration in the palace itself. Sujin-tennd placed it together with
the mirror in the temple of Kasanui ( Yamato) in 92 B.C., afterwards in

that of Ise (5 B.C.). There, before starting on the expedition against the
Ebisu, Yamato-takeru-no-mikoto, went to receive it from the hands of

Yamato-hime, the priestess of the shrine. In Suruga, while the prince
was hunting the deer in a great plain, the Ebisu set fire to the high grass
to burn him alive

;
but quickly drawing his sword, he cut the grass all

round him and thus escaped from the imminent danger. The name of

the sword was then changed to that of Kusanagi no tsurugi (grass-

mowing sword) . After the death of Yamato-takeru, it was deposited in

the temple of Atsuta
(Owari).

Ame-no-taneko no mikoto, ^ -f- & • A descendant of

Koyane no mikoto and ancestor of the Fujiwara. Was one of the com-
panions of Jimmu-tenm in the latter’s conquests, and subsequently his

minister. He defined the amatsu-tsumi (crimes against heaven) and the

kunitsu-tsumi (crimes against the estate),, which are the first traces we
find of judicial legislature in Japan.
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Ame-nCrl«s5?.:t' a&-S«akoto, A descendant of Futotama
no Mikoto -aad :

cbmpoafon of Jimmu-tenno. Became the chief of the
Imube, who were intrusted with the religious services, the sacrifices to the
ancestors, etc.

Ame-no-uzume no mikoto, X im ic tfr • A goddess that sang
and danced in front of the cavern in which Amaterasu had shut herself
up. She attached herself afterwards to Saruta-hiko. Her descendants
were called Sarume-gimi.

Amida, lSnJ s® |?£ (sanskr,, Amitabha). The supreme Buddha of the
Paradise of the Pure-Earth-of the West (mi-lid no gokuraku-jodo,

fi" i)- He is the one especially honored by the Jodo-shu
sect. He is also called Amirita, Amidabaya, Mida.—The first mention
of Amida in Buddhist literature cannot be placed much earlier than the
middle of the first century A.D.
Ampin, # • Also Amping. A seaport (4.500 inh.) on the

western coast of Taiwan (Formosa). Near that place are the ruins of
the Fort-Zelandia built by the Dutch in 1626 and destroyed in 1661.

Anamizu, X 7.K • A castle-town in Nob. Was for 400 years
(12th-16th cent.) the residence of the daimyd TIascbe. It was taken
from them in 1577 by Uesugi Kcnshin.

Anan, I®J ffl A relative of Shaka and one of his first disciples.

He is also called Ananda, Tamon.
Anato, X f"3 • The ancient name of the province of Nagato, or

Choshu.

Anayama Baisetsu, X ill .'S • A nephew of Takeda Sliingen.
He mm® an alliance with Ieyasu and served him as guide in his ex-
pediiijQ against Katsuyori, son of Shingen. As a reward he obtained a
district of the province of Kai, but was assassinated (1582) by his former
companions in arms, whom he had betrayed.

Ando, % M • A family of daimyd that originated in Mikawa and
descended from Abe no Hirafu and Abe no Nakamaro.

Motoyoshi |Shigenobu-Shigenaga-Shigeyuki-Sliigehiro. (a)

()— The elder branch.— Shigenobu, $ fg (1558-1622), took part
in all the wars of Ieyasu, who, in 1612, raised him to

the rank of daimyd and bestowed on him the fief of
Takasaki (Kdzuke).

Shigenaga, $ & (1600-1657), enjoyed the
favor of the Shogun Hidetada and Iemitsu.

His descendants were successively transferred in

to Matsuyama (Bitchu)
;

in 1711, to Kano
1756, to IwaJcidaira (Mutsu-30,000 k.).

Nobumasa, fjt IE- (1819-1871), Tsushima no Kami, was
the assistant and afterwards the successor of Ii Kamon no Kami in

concluding the first treaties with foreign powers. = Now Viscount.

() — The cadet branch. — Naotsugu, iff X • (1564-1635), received

the fief of Kakegawa (Totdmi), and, in 1617, was transferred to Tanabe
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(Kii-28,000 k.), where his descendants resided till the ^Restoration. =
Now Baron.

An'dp-bugyo, 3c M fr A justice of the peace in the times of
the Hojo and the Ashikaga.

Ando Seian, % %L if /i . (1622-1701). Confucianist of ' Yana-
gawa (Ghikugo). At the time of the Shimabara insurrection, being
only 15 years old, he desired, in spite of sickness, to follow his lord
daimyo and to fight the insurgents. When Shu Shunsui came from
China (1660), he constituted him bis teacher and divided with him the
pension he received from his lord. He left several works.
Ando Tameaki, (1659-1716). Man of letters and

historian. Born in Tamba, he was called to Mito by Tokugawa Mitsu-
kuni and became one of the co-laborers of the Dai-Nihon-shi, etc. He
was the author of some literary works.

Ane-gawa, jl| • A river which has its source in the north of
Omi province, and empties itself into lake Biwa. In 1570 it was the
scene of a victory gained by Nobunaga and Ieyasu against Asakura
Yoshikage and Asai Nagamasa.
An-ei, 3c • Nengo : 1772-1780.

Anenokoji, #ifi /J' 5ft . A family of huge descending from Fujiwara
(Sanjo) Sanefusa (1146-1224) = Now Count.
Anenokoji, frfi /J' Sft • A cadet branch of the preceding family.

For 200 years this family governed Hida province.

Tadatsuna, ^ ^ . The second son of Takamoto, was the
first to receive the title of Hida no Kokushi. He fought for the emperor
Go-Kameyama and was killed in 1411.

; Koretsuna, @ $ . (1540-1587), Hida no kami, first defeated
Kiso Yoshimitsu, but was afterwards defeated and killed by Kanamori
Nagachika, sent by Hideyoshi to seize Hida.
Angen, 3c % • Hengo

:

1175-1176.

Ani-gawa, |*J £l jll . A river (117 km.) which has its source at
mount Moriyoshi (Uego) and. sinpties itself into the Noshiro-gawa.
Ani-shima, % & . Or® vi the group of the Ogasawara islands;

it has 16 km. in circuit. Y
Anjo, 3c ffl- A castle fc Wikawa ; was the residence of the dadrm&i

Matsudaira
(Tokugawa )

from about 1480 till 1530, Anjo fl530-154M
’

Oda (1545-1573). _

Ankan-tenno. 3c K] Ji U. The 27th Emperor of Japan, (534-535)
was prince Magari-no-di?ic-hirokuni-oshi-take-kanahi, the eldest son of
Keitai-tenno, whom he succeeded at the age of 68 ;

he reigned only two
years. He sent Otomo no Muraji and Otomo no Sadehiko to Korea to
support Kudara against Shiragi.

Ankokuji Ekei, 3c M 4 M 31 • A bonze, chief of the Ankokuji
temple in Aki. When 11 years old, he entered the Tofukuji in Kyoto.
Thence he was taken to Aki by Mori Terumoto, who made him his
counsellor, placed him at the head of the Ankokuji temple, and bestowed
on him considerable revenues. Having been commissioned to negotiate

:

peace between Terumoto and Hideyoshi (1582), he followed the fortune.
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of the latter. After the death of Hideyoslii, he supported the rights of

Hideyori, and, having been vanquished at Sekigahara (1600), he was
beheaded at Kyoto together with Ishida Kazushige, etc.

Anko-tennd, The ‘20th Emperor of Japan (454-

450) was first known as prince Anaho ; he succeeded his father, Inhjo-

tenno, at the age of 53. He had already caused the assassination of his

elder brother Kant no Oji in order to take possession of the throne
;
he

caused likewise the assassination of big uncle Okusaha, a brother of Inkyo,

in order to marry his wife. But&ffi4followiog year, Mayuwa no 0, son

of Olatsaka, revenged his father'siig^||i by assassinating the emperor.

Annaka, 3c 'f* • A castle in K&mhe. It was the residence of the

daimyo Hojo, Annaka, Takeda, Takikawa, and Hojo ; afterwards, under
the Tokugawa, of the daimyo Ii (1615-1644), Mizuno (1645-1667),

Hotta (1667-1681), Itakura (1681-1702), Naito (1702-1749), finally,

from 1749 till 1868, of Itakura (30,000 k.).

Annei-tenno, 3c ^ ^ % . The 3rd Emperor of Japan (548-511

B.C.), was prince Shikitsuhiko-tamademi, a son of Suisei-tenno. He
was 19 years old when he succeeded his father, and died after a reign of

38 years, of which history is silent.

Anotsu, 3c iSi # • The ancient name of the town of Tsu (Ise).

Anrakuju-in. In ihe village of Takeda, near Kyoto. At first, the

residence of Toba-tcnnd, after his abdication (1123), it was later on
transformed into a fcjrjjple. Therein may be seen the tombs of the

emperors Toba ( and Konoe (+ 1155).

Ansatsushi, See Azechi.

Ansei, % gx . Nengo : 1854-1859.

Antei, 3c J?l
Nengo : 1227-1228.

Antoku-tenno, 3c M. • The 81st Emperor of Japan (1181-

1183), was prince Kotohito, a son of Takakura-tenno and of Kenrei-mon-

in Toku-ko the latter a daughter of Taira Kiyomori. He was placed on
the throne when only 3 years old, by his maternal grandfather then all

powerful. The following }'ear, Kiyomori died, and the Minamoto recom-

menced their war against the Taira. Soon Kiso Yoshinaka entered Kyoto
victoriously as a conqueror, and Taira Munemori fled, taking the young
Emperor along with him. The Minamoto then replaced Antoku-tenno

by his brother Go-Toba and pursued their enemies who had retired into

the western provinces. The struggle lasted yet for two years and ended

by the crushing defeat. of the Taira at Dan-no-ura (Nagato). Seeing

that the battle was lost, Nil no ama, the widow of Kiyomori, threw

herself into the sea with her grandson Antoku, who was then only

7 years old.

Ao ga shima, j!f A lltf) • An island (20 km. circ.) under the jurisdic-

tion of the Izu province and situated 8 km. South of Hachijo-jima. Was
formerly called Oni ga shima (Island of the goblins).

Aswa, 3c ?D • Nengo : 968-969.

Aoki, jff . A family of daimyo descending from Tajihi Shima,

who from 1600, were established at Asada (Settsu— 10,000 k.) = Now
Viscount.
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Seishi, Fujita Toko, etc., he spread instruction among the samurai of his

clan.

Arai, # • An ancient castle in Sagami

;

was the residence of the

daimyo Miura from the 12th century
;

it was taken by the Hojo of Oda-
tuara in 1518 and was kept by them till 1590, when it was abandoned.

Arai Hakuseki, $r # 05' (1656-

1725), also called Kumbi, was a celebrated

man of letters and historian. He was born
in Kururi (Kazusa), and was successively

patronized by the daimyo Tsuchiya Toshi-

nao and by the rojii Hotta Masatoshi.

Having been called to Kofu, in 1693, by
the subsequent Shogun Ienobu, he followed

his new master to Edo when the latter suc-

ceeded his uncle Tsunayoshi ; he became the

Shogun’s counsellor and received the

title of Chikugo no kami. He enjoyed

the same favor under the next Shogun
letsugu. He has written several much
esteemed historical works. It was Haku-
seki that was commissioned to examine
Father Sidotti brought as a prisoner to Edo (1709) ;

he has left an
interesting relation

(Seiyo-Kibun) of the examinations.

Ara-kawa, Jl| • A river (78 km.), which has its scorw hi Shi-

nano, flows through Takata, and empties itself into the J&pstu iiea at

Naoetsu (Echigo). It is also called Seki-gawa.

Ara-kawa, J>l • The name of the Sumida-gawa in its superior

course.

Araki Murashige, 3SS Jl| ffi ,
was a descendant of the Fujiwara.

He served first Ikeda Katsumasa, afterwards, having been made Shinano
no kami, he built in 1568 the castle of Ibaraki (Settsu)

where he resided.

Later on he attached himself to Nobunaga and became Settsu no kami,
with residence at Itami (1573). While he was taking a part in the

campaign of Hideyoshi against Mori Terumoto, he was accused before

Nobunaga by Akechi Mitsuhide. Having been forewarned, he shut

himself up in his castle of Itami, and prepared for resistance. The castle

was taken after a siege of one year, but Murashige succeeded in escaping

to Aid, where he lived unknown. He had a two year old child,

was adopted in another family, and became the celebrated artist

Matabei.

Arakida Hisaoi, 'jfe EQ !K 35 • (1746-1804), was a kcmvushi of

the Naikii temple (Ise)
and a disciple of the learned Farm M&buchi.

He studied and commented the ancient writers. His school kame a

rival to that of the famous Motoori Norinaga from which it differed by
broader and more liberal views. He has left about fifteen works, the

most celebrated of which is his commentary on Manyoshu.
Arashi, SJ. . A family of actors from Osaka, famous dining the 18th

and the 19th centuries.

A1UI HAKUHRM.
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Arima, Jjf • A family of daimyo descending

irom Fujiwara Sumitomo, (-f 940). s \

, r ?8U<?fzumi > ft? • A descendant of Sumi-
tomo nr the 8th generation, served the Shogun Tanetomo (JQ®)and built a castle at Anma, from ||i§ji£ie took his name. VWO&T)~— Haruzumi, Iff ft? . Vmmdbamhu of the
shogun Yoshiharu and governed „ 'Hstricts of HizenHe was defeated by Otomo Yoshmon.

,,T Yoshisada, ^ ^ (+ 1577) Shuri-tayu, a son of Haruzumimade face with the Ohm, ; but having turned his arms againstSSTakanobu he was not more successful than his father : he was defeatedand had to submit to the conditions of the conqueror
;
in order to cement

KLa? ^ J? §“nd-da,^ter in marriage to MasTie aZ tfTakanobu. By the advice of his brother Bartholomew Omura SumitadaYoshisada was baptized under the name of Andrew. He had given the
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government of his domains to his eldest son Yoshizumi

;

but the latter

having died in 1571, was succeeded by his brother Harunobu.

Harunobu, It?} fit (+ 1612), united with the Shimazu of

Satsuma against Ryuzoji Talcanobu, who was defeated and killed at

Shimabara (1584). After the campaign in Kyushu (1587), Hideyoshi

confirmed Harunobu in the possession of his domains, and he occupied

the two castles of Hara (also called Arima) and Hi-no-iira, or Hi-no-e

(Hizen) with a revenue of 40,000 k. He took part in the expedition to

Korea under the command of Konishi Yukinaga. At the time of the

campaign of Sekigahara (1600), he sent his son Naozumi with 2,000

men to fight for the cause of Hideyori, and, nevertheless was able to keep

his fief. In 1608, a ship sent by Harunohi to Macao, spent the winter

in that port. A dispute having arisen between the crew and the people of

the port, the governor, Andrew Pessoa, repressed it with much severity
;

on their return, the sailors carried their complaints to the Shogun. The
following year, this same Pessoa commanded the vessel Madre de Dios,

which came to Nagasaki. He sent to Sumpu explanations which were

accepted
;
but Harunobu made Ieyasu revoke this decision and obtained

from him an order to seize the Portuguese ship. He had it sm-rctraied.

by numerous boats carrying 1,200 men, and it took him three

reduce his adversary. Pessoa, seeing that all was lost, set fire

powder-magazine, and blew up his ship, involving in her destffife&ii’

many Japanese boats. That act of revenge did not profit Harunobu

:

having been denounced to the Shogun for being a Christian (he had been

baptized in 1579 under the name of John-Protasius) and accused of

intending to seize the castle of Isahaya {Hizen), he was banished to

Yamura (Kai

)

and afterwards condemned to death and executed.

Naozumi, Ef£ ift , had been baptized under of Michael

;

but having married the great grand -daughter of he openly

apostatized and became a persecutor of the Chri^pf! After having

been deprived of his domains by the disgrace of his father (1612), he

received, at the beginning of 1615, the fief of Nobeoka (Hyuga— 53,000 k).

Kiyozumi, fpf #ti ,
was a grandson of Naozumi. He was dis-

possessed in 1691 on account of his bad administration
;
but, four years

later, he was transferred to Maruoka (Echizen— 50,000 k.), where his

descendants resided till the Restoration. = Now Viscount.

Arisugawa no Miya, # flS HMIf • A family of princes of the

blood founded, in 1672, by Yukuhito-Shinno (1654-1699), third son

of the emperor Go-Sai-m,
,

Taruhito-ShU , ; 18 3E (1835-1895), took an active

part in the imperial Resf^fSi. Having been nominated Sosai (a title

equivalent to that of pifi&SMinister), he commanded the army sent to

subdue the last partisans of the Shogunate (1868-1869), as well as that

which suppressed the Satsuma insurrection (1877). He received the title

of field-marshal (1878), that of Sadaijin (1880). He died at the age

of 60, during the war against China.

The actual chief of the family is prince Takehito, bom in

1862, married in 1879 the daughter of Maeda Yoshiyasu, the
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former daimyd of Kaga. The prince is an admiral of the Imperial
Navy.

Ariwara, %£ . A family name given towards 830 by Junwa-tenno
to the children of prince Aho-shinno, a son of the ex-emperor Heijd.—- Yukihira, ft ^ (818-893), was governor of the provinces of
Hanma, Bizen, Shinano, Bitchu ; Ghunagon, Mirribukyo, inspector
(Azechi) of Mutsu and Dewa, etc.

Narihira, M 3s (825-880), the
brother of Yukihira, also held important
posts and distinguished himself as a poet
and painter. It is believed that his
somewhat romantic adventures and,
especially his love intrigues, furnished
the theme of the Ise-monogatari.

Asada, Mft EH (Settsu), was from 1600
till 1868 the residence of the daimyd
Aoki (10,000 k.).

Asada Goritsu, B ffl H'J & (1734-
1799). Astronomer of Osaka ; was the teacher of Takahashi Sakuzae-
mon.

Asahi-dake, 0 ^ . A mountain (1,800 met.) between Kozuke
and Echigo.

Asahi-dake, £8 B A mountain (2,000 met.) between Echigo
and Uzen. y

Asahi-gawa, £8 B Jl| . See Nishi-dkawa.
Asahina-Yoshihide, £8 ,

Also called Saburo, was a son
ot Wada Yoshinori and, according to the legend, of Tomoe Gozen. He
was renowned for his Herculean strength, took part in the revolt of his
father against the Hojo (1213), and distinguished himself by his feats of
prowess. His party_ having been defeated, he fled, as some say, to
Kikai-ga-shima (Ryukyu), and, according to others, to Kama (Korea)
Aeahi no kata, fi (1543-1590). Also called Suruga Gozen

was a uterine sister of Hideyoshi, and was married with Saji Hyuga no
kami. After the campaign of Komaki-yama, when Hideyoshi intended to
make peace with Ieyasu, he thought of making him marry her. Saji, to
whom the project was communicated, committed suicide in order not to
be an obstacle to the wish of his brother-in-law, and the marriage was
celebrated a short time afterwards. In 1589, when the mother of Hide-
yoshi, and Asaln-hime became ill, Ieyasu visited her with his wife who
died the following year.

Asah|%fIliya, B g. Name formerly given to the temple of
1 emhd-<M$j&.wi Ise.

Aaahi iligun, D! H ^ Title under which Minamoto Yoshi-
naka is sometimes designated.

Asai, # • A family descending from the Fujiwara, was first
vassal to the Sasaki in Omi, and after some time, made itself independent.

IT

,

Sukemasa, ,j£ (1495-1546), revolted against his suzerain
Sasaki (Kyogoku) Takaie, took up his residence in the castle of Odani

ARIWARA KAKIHIRA.
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(Omi) which he had built in 1516, and made himself master of all the

northern part of the province, which Sasaki (Roklcaku) Takayori in vain

tried to reconquer.

Hisamasa, !K tffc (1524-1573), a son of Sukemasa, succeeded

his father, and continued the war against the Sasaki

;

but having been
vanquished, he submitted. His principal vassals assembled then and
invited him to have his head shaved and to transmit the administration

of his domains to his son, Nagamasa. He undervent this humiliation

and retired to his castle of Odani. Later on he committed suicide when
the castle was besieged and taken. The downfall of the castle was the

rain of his family.

Nagamasa, H jgj (1545-1573), was selected by the vassals of

his clan to replace his father Hisamasa, who had submitted to the Sasaki.

Having been attacked by Rokkaku Yoshikata, he defeated him and took

several of his castles (1561). He vanquished also Saito Tatsuoki,

besieged him in Ogaki and was going to make himself master of a part

of his domains (1564), when he was opposed by Nobunaga, who made
war against him. After a protracted struggle of 3 years, peace was
signed and Nagamasa married the sister of Nobunaga (1 568) . However,
in the following year, hostilities recommenced : Nagamasa made an alliance

with Asakura Yoshikage and was aided by the bonzes of Hiei-zan ; but
he was vanquished at Awf/awa (Omi)

.

By the intervention of the em-
peror Ogimachi and tM.ljlS$jgun Yoshiaki, a truce was concluded, (1570).

It was of short durati^'^d the final struggle was not slow to begin.

Hisamasa was defeatal
;% Mideyoshi, and Nobunaga besieged the castle

of Odani. Seeing that all was lost, Nagamasa intrusted his wife and
children to his brother-in-law, set fire to the castle, and, together with
his father and his two sons, committed suicide.— Of his three daughters,

the eldest, Yodo-gimi, was married to Hideyoslii

;

the second, to

Kyogoku Takatsugu ; the third, to Hidetada

:

she was the mother of the

Shogun Iemitsu and of the DainagoM- Tadanaga.
Asaji no ura, ® ilfi

• A ^ay th« W- coast of Tsushima where
the Mongols (Moko) landed in 1274. So Szl&ekuni, the governor of the
island, tried to repel them, but WiS ki

Asaka Gonsai, £
(Mutsu). When 17 yssrs o!

of Sato Issai and, aftesrwj

works on literature and
Asaka no Miya.

favor of Hatohiko, bo:

to Hisa-ko Kane no

Asaka Tampaku,
Mito clan. He was one Of the prittci

Asakawa Zen-an, $UlI #
fucianist of the Hirado clan. He

{1790-18

went to

'ayashi

ittle.

born at Koriyama
ere he became a pupil

has published several

created in 1906, in

Kum Asahiko and betrothed

peror Mutsuhito.
-1737), was a scholar of the

tributors of the Dai Nihonshi.
(1781-1849), was a learned con-

received lessons from Yamamoto
Hokuzan, and applied himself especially to Chinese literature.

Asakura, ^ ^ A family of daimyo descending from prince Kusa-
kabe-oji (662-689), a son of Temmu-tenno.
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the Hojo of Odawara, he fought in Kozuke and Musashi and took the

castles of Iwatsuki, Edo, etc. (1590). Afterwards he took part in the

expedition conducted by Hidetsugu against Tsugaru. During the Korean

war, he, together with Kuroda Yoshitaka, was intrusted with the office

of inspector of the army (
kangun). After the death of Hideyoshi, hav-

ing relations with both parties, and not liking to join either of them, he

withdrew from public life and lived in retirement in Fuchu (Musashi).

In 1600 however, he followed Hidetada into Tosando, and, in return,

received 10,000 k. as a reward.

, . ,, , . f Mitsuakira - Tsunaakira (a)

Nagamasa/Yuk,naSa
' Na«aak,raiNagaharu - Nagateru (b)

(Nagashige - Naganao - Naganori (c)

(a)— The elder branch. — Yukinaga, ^ (1576-1613), the

eldest son of Nagamasa, served first Hideyoshi and accompanied his

father during the war against the Hojo of Odawara, when, then only 15

years old, he served his first compaign, with Honda Tadamasa. Ishida

Kazushige tried to implicate him in the plot of the Kwampaku Hidetsugu,

but he was exculpated by Maeda Toshiie. During the expedition to

Korea, he marched with Kato Riyomasa, whom he succored at Urusan.

On hifl return to .Japan, when Ms father retired from public life, he

received the fief of Fuchii (now Kofu) (Kai— 200,000 k.), and, after

BeMgahara (1600), was transferred to Wakayama (Kii— 370,000 k.).

Kagaakira, £*• fk (1.585-1632), succeeded his brother Yukinaga,

who died without children. Being a nephew of Hideyoshi, he was brought

up at Osaka. For that reason, when war broke out between leyasu and

HidM’oii, Ono Harunaga bestirred himself to make him take side with

Eideyon. But Nagaakira joined the party of leyasu, distinguished him-

self at the siege of Osaka, and, as a trophy, brought back forty-two heads

of the enemies. la 1616, he married a daughter of leyasu, the widow'

of Gamv Hideyuki. In 1619, he was transferred to Hiroshima (Aki

426,000 k.), where bis descendants resided till the Restoration Now
Marquis.

In 1885, three cadet branches of the family received the titfe of

Baron.

(ft) a cadet branch which from 1637 till 1719 resided in Miyoshi

(Bingo— 50,000 k.).

Nagatsune, if® died in 1719 without heir, and his domains

reverted to the elder branch.

(c)— a cadet branch which successively established itself: in 1606,

at Moka (Shimotsuke) ;
in 1622, at Kasama (Hitachi ) ;

in 1645, at Ako

(llarima — 55,000 k.) It was dispossessed of its domains in 1701,

Naganori, (1667-1701), Takumi no kami, had been

commissioned with Kira Yoshinaka, Kozuke no suke, to receive and

entertain the envoys of the emperor Higashi-yama and of the ex-emperor

Reigen at the court of the Shogun (1700). Yoshinaka, whose office

corresponded to that of master of ceremonies at the palace of Edo, was

well versed in the laws of etiquette to be observed in such a circumstance,

and it was the custom that his colleague should give him some presents
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in order to get instruction from him and be thus enabled to avoid any
error against those rules. Naganori not willing to submit to such a
custom, abstained from giving any present. Yoshinaka, deeply offended,M Tio\j spaxeW coWeague YmmVhations and disobliging remarks. One
day, he went so far as to rebuke him severely in public : Naganori lost
patience and, drawing the little sword

(wakizashi

)

which he carried in his
belt, he struck Yoshinaka and wounded him in the forehead. The
bystanders hastened to separate the adversaries

; but the Shogun Tsuna-
yosln had Naganori immediately arrested and banished to Icliinoseki
(Alutsu), the castle of Tamura Nobuaki. It was at that place that the
rochu Tsuchiya Masanao officially invited him to commit suicide by
harakin. As to his family, it was dispossessed of the domains in Harima.
I he following year, 47 samurai of the Akb clan revenged their master by
killing Yoshinaka in his own house.— See Oishi Yoshio.
Asawara Tameyori, #1 B ® ifc . A samurai of Kai and a relation

to Ogasawara, was renowned for his physical strength and his skill in
archery. At the head of a band of robbers he pillaged and ransacked
the environs of Kyoto. Order was given to have him arrested. Tame-
yon, one night, penetrated into the palace with his two sons and tried to
assassinate the emperor Fushimi who escaped by a private door. They
were soon surrounded by the guards of the palace, and all three killed
themselves by lmrakiri (1290). The ex-emperor Kameyama, being
accused of complicity in this criminal attempt, was compelled to have his
head shaved and become a bonze.

Asazuma, £ In Omi, was, from 1583 till 1600, the residence

°J
Shmjo Naoyori (1588-1612), Suruga no kami, who, after the battle

ot bekigahara, was deprived of his possessions and banished to Aizu.
Ashi, • In Harima, Anashi fK f'rfti village, was the residence

ot a branch ot the Ogasawara family from 1716 till 1868.
Ashigara-zaka, & WL ,

is a road constructed from the village of
Sekimoto, N of Odawara (Sagami), to Takenoshita, near Gotcmba
(buruga). It is the road that was followed by Yamato-takeru in his
expedition against the Ebisu (110), by Minamolo Yosliimitsu marching

fffoom 2

y

°Wa
[
a Takehira

( 1087 )- et°- ^ the reign of Daigo-tcnm>
(WJS-J30), a gate was erected on that road to watch the travellers

;
hence

the names Kwanto, Kicansai, to designate the provinces east and west of
that place.

Ashigarii, $$ . (Literally : light foot ) Soldiers of inferior condi-
tion who occupied the last rank in the escort of a daimyb, etc.

A river (99 km.) in Echizm. It empties
' the Hvno-gawa. It is also called Asulia-gawa, Fukui-gawa,

zu-gawa.

-nQ-iiakateu-klini, gj
.

(Literal : central land

Ashikaga, £ M A town (21,500 inh.) in Shimotsuke. The Nitta
resided in the castle of that town from 1150 till about 1350. The
shogunal dynasty of that name traces its origin to that place. For several

centuries, Ashikaga possessed a celebrated school (See Ashikaga-gakko)

.
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Under the Tokugawa, it was the residence of the daimyo Doi (1644),

then, from 1704 till 1868, of the Toda (12,000 k.).

Ashikaga, ft] • A branch of the Minamata (
Seiwa-Genji), which

gave 15 Shogun to Japan, from 1888 till 1573.

Yoshiyasu, tfe M (1126-1157), Mutmt no
kami, a grandson of Minamata Yoshiie and a son of

Yoshikuni, was the first to bear the name ox Ashikaga,

from the village where his father had established his

residence in 1150. In the civil war of Hogen (1156),

he was on the side of Taira Kiyomori and guarded the

imperial palace with Minamoto Yoshitomo. He died

the following year.— Yoshiyasu is the ancestor, not only of the Ashikaga,

but also of several families that played an important part in the events

of the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries.

Yoshiyasu

v , it • „ v fSanekimi (Nikki, S<ikakibara)
Yoshik.yo-Yo8h.zane

(Yo8hiBue (Hosokawa)

Yoshinaga

Yoshikaw

Yosh'mimi (Ilalakeyama)

Yoshiuji

« {gsgfiSS-,
Yoshitsngu -Tsnneiiji-Tsuneie-Sad aie

J j

Ieuji
(Shiba,

Ithibathi

)

Yoshiaki (Shibukaiva

)

Yorisl.ige (Ishido)

Kimifuka
(Isshiki

)

Yoriuji -Ietoki -Sadauji {^'tyosln

Yasuuji

Yoshiwaki (Ueno)

lYosl.itnne (
Momonoi

)

Yoshikane, ^ (1147-1196), Kazusa no sake, had married

a daughter of Hojo Tokimasa and was thus a brother-in-law of Yoritomo.

For that reason he sided with the latter against the Taira. He took

part in the campaign of Noriyori in Kyushu (1185) and in that of

Yoritomo in Mutsu (1189), and defeated a certain Okawa Kando, yihp
pretended to be Yoshitsune having escaped from the disaster of

gawa. Soon afterwards he became a bonze.

Yoshiuji, R (1189-1254), Sama no suke, repressed the

revolt of Wada Yoshimori against the Hojo (1213). During the Shokyu

war (1221), he contributed greatly to the defeat of the troops of the

emperor Go-Toba.

Ietoki, % ,
Iyo no kami, descendant in the 7th generation

of Yoshiie. A writing of the latter said that the empire would be

governed by his descendants in the 7th generation. Seeing that the

prophecy of his ancestor was not realized, he went to the temple of

Hachiman, the tutelary god of the Minamoto, and, offering up his life

that the oracle might be fulfilled within three generations, he committed

suicide.
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I.— Shogunal Branch (Muromachi Shogun).

Takauji.

Tadafuvu

Yoshiakira

Yoshimilsu

Mitsunori

Yoshiinochi- Yoshikazu

Yoshitsugu
Yoshikatsu

Yoshinori

Yoshimasa - Yoshihisa

Yoshimi -Yoshitane

Chacha

Masatomo

Yosliinaga

-Yoshifuyn- Yoshihide

I{
Yoshitenl

Shukei
Yoshiaki

Yoshitsuna
Yoshitada

Motouji — (See II. Kamakura Branch).

Takauji, ^ ft (1305-1358), the first Ashikaga Shogun from
1338 ^iv:Jp58, was a son. jjtidauji. His mother was of the Hojo
family^ liK-ying the war of (1331-1333), he was ordered by Hojo
Takatoh;"^. -besiege Mount N.v,'n!gi, where the emperor Go-Daigo had
taken refuge) and Akasaka, a castle of Kusunoki Masashige

;

but two
years afterwards he declared for the Emperor and, aided by Akamatsu
Norimura, conquered Bokuhara, where Hojo Nakatoki and Tokimasu
were killed. At the same time Nitta Yoshisada completed the ruin of
the Hojo by the taking of Kamakura. After his return to Kyoto,
Go-Daigo distributed rewards to those who had helped him to recover
his throne, and Takauji received in fief the provinces of Musashi, Shi-
mosa, arid Hitachi. He was not satisfied and wanted more: as a

descendant of the Minanwto, he aspired to the dignity of Shogun, but the
title was conferred on prince Morinaga-shinno : Takauji was very much
vexed. The following year, Hojo Tokiyuki, having levied troops in

Shinano, attacked and conquered Kamakura. Takauji, having been
sent against him, drove him back, then, disclosing his ambitious designs,

he distributed domains to his officers, established himself at Kamakura
and took the title of Shogun. Having been declared a rebel, he prepared
to resist the imperial troops. Defeated by Nitta Yoshisada in Mikawa
and in Suruga, he intrenched himself in the Hakone mountains, where
he inflicted a bloody defeat on his adversary, who wanted to dislodge

him. A great number of daimyo then took his side, and, with their

assistance, he marched against Kyoto, defeated

the imperial army, and entered the capital, while
Go-Daigo fled to Hiei-zan. Meanwhile Kita-
batake Akiie arrived from Mutsu with fresh

troops and, uniting with Nitta Yoshisada, Kusu-
noki Masashige, etc., expelled Takauji from
Kyoto. The latter, defeated again near Hyogo,
went for helg^^ushu. There, he defeated

Kikuclii TakefegMj&k Tatara-hama (iOhikuzen),

then hastened.As^SSds the capital. Yoshisada
and Masashige tried to ckeck his advance at the
Minato-gawa

:

they were defeated and Masa-
ASHIKAGA TAKAUJI.
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shige committed suicide (1336). Takauji then entered Kyoto as a

conqueror, declared that Go-Daigo had forfeited his throne, and installed

Komyo, a son of Go-Fushimi, in his place. From that day dates the

schism in the imperial descendance. For nearly 60 years, there were

two emperors at the same time. ; one, the legitimate emperor, belong-

ing to the so-called southern ,
;
|raMty (Nancho) ,

because Go-Daigo

had retired to the south of Kyot4';* iM other belonging to the northern

dynasty (Hokuclio), supported and his successors, who
finally obtained the abdication of his competitor. For 20 years, Takauji,

aided by Ko Moronao, Shiba Takatsune, etc., continued the war, with

alternate successes and reverses, it is true
;
but he saw the supporters

of the Southern Court fall one after another, such as, Nitta, the

Kusunoki, the Kitabalake, etc. Then trouble came to his own family :

his brother TadayatbA &pd his son Tadafuyu took side with the adverse

party, and he wa$|)ii#s|jjM to wage war against them (1350). This cast

a deep gloom days. He died of a cancer in 1358, leaving

his power to his sort Yoshiakira.

Tadayoshi, iff (1307-1352). A brother of Takauji, first

assisted him in his enterprises. In 1335, he was charged with the pro-

tection of the Stjtffimjv. Narinaga-shinno at Kamakura, when Hojo

Tokiyuki came td|w§i»£® that place. Not strong enough to resist him
seriously, he had;jffiM&f-Shdgun Morinaga-shinno, Ids prisoner, killed,

and retreated to WMwa. But soon he came back accompanied by
Takauji, defeated Tokiyuki and re-entered Kamakura. When his

brother revolted, he marched with him against Kyoto and took part in

all the battles against the defenders of the legitimate dynasty. Un-
fortunately, Takauji chose, as first minister (

shitsuji), Ko Moronao, who,

proud of his success, soon misused his authority. Tadayoshi fell out

with him, and tried to assassinate him. His design was discovered, and

Moronao, to punish him, obliged him to have his head shaved and to

become a bonze (1349). Tadayoshi apparently submitted and assumed
the name of Keisliin

;

but Soon afterwards, he offered his services to

Go-Muralcami, the emperor of the south, who appointed him general

of all his troops. In 1351, he defeated his brother, killed his enemy
Moronao at Mikage (Settsu ), and entered Kamakura ; but at the begin-

ning of the following year, he was in his turn defeated at Sattayama,
taken prisoner and assassinated.

Tadafuyu, Hi ^ (4- 1400). An illegitimate son of Takauji, and
adopted by Tadayoshi, was appointed tandai of Chiigoku in 1349. When
Tadayoshi joined the southern party, Tadafuyu ' also revolted against

Takauji. Having been defeated by Ko Moronao, he fled to Kyushu,
where he married the daughter of Shmi Yorihisa. After the death of

Tadayoshi, he fought under the command of Yamana Tokiuji and, in

1355, entered Kyoto, whence Takauji had fled
;
but soon afterwards he

was obliged to retreat to Iwami. At last he submitted to Yoshimitsu in

1376, and received the title of Iwami no kami.

Yoshiakira, fSj (1330-1368). The 2nd Ashikaga Shogun
from 1358 till 1367, was a son of Takauji. He was brought up at
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Kamakura and then installed at Muromachi {Kyoto). When the
southern army retook Kyoto in 1351, he went to Kyushu for reinforce-
ments, returned, re-entered the capital, deposed the emperor of the North
and replaced him by SuJcd Go-Kogon, although the three imperial
emblems were in possession of Go-Murakami, the emperor of the South.
Having become Shogun at the death of his father Takauji (1358), he
continued the war against the southern dynasty, and by and by, obtained
the submission of all the great daimyo, such as, Ouchi, Yamana, Nikki,
etc. Finally, overcome by illness, he abdicated in favor of his son Yoshi-
mitsu then only 10 years old, and died some months afterwards in his

38th year.

Yoshimitsu, (1358-1408). The 3rd Ashikagdi^Mmn,
herfrom 1367 till 1395, being only 10 years old when succeeding f^mgier

Yoshiahirtt, -had, ea minister (shitsuji) the celebrated Hosokawa 'fdi-iyuki,

to who«@^pg%§j..owed the success in his enterprises. Although the

supporfejs.of Sotlthern dynasty had been defeated nearly everywhere,
KyilsM^p^hf^imthM to them owing to Go-Daigo’s son, Yasunaga-
shinnfc yi<rl^B^:.6upported by Kikuchi, ltd, Shimazu, etc., kept up
the waH»;%|£

:
|j(ai

:

of the country. Yoshimitsu, after having sent there

Jmagaww Sadmj/f with the title of Tsukushi-tandai, himself conducted
an expedition in 1374. Resistance was short: Kxjushu submitted, and
Yasunaga was obliged to flee and hide himself. Having returned to
Kyoto, Yoshimitsu installed himself in the Muromachi palace and soon
raised the prestige of the shogunal power to its zenith. By frequent em-
bassies he kept up his relations with the Jl%dynasty recently established

in China, cultivated leite and favored artists
;
being a fervent adept of the

Buddhist sect Zen, w liberal to the bonzes and built the Sokoku-ji
temple, the most bearflsM of the epoch (1382). Meanwhile the Yamana,
a family of daimyo, availing themselves of the intestine wars, had become
by and by the masters of 11 provinces. Yoshimitsu was uneasy at their

increasing power. But, when, Yamana Ujikiyo attacked Kyoto in 1391,
Yoshimitsu routed his army and distributed the immense domains of that
family among his generals. This triumph definitively secured the power
of the Ashikaga. The emperor of the South,
Go-Kameyama himself submitted, and ab-
dicated in favor of Go-Komatsu, the emperor
of the North to whom he transmitted the
imperial insignia under the condition that

henceforth the emperors should be chosen
from the two imperial branches alternately :

it was the end of the schism which for 56
years had divided the country into two
hostile camps (1392). Two years later,

Yoshimitsu abdicated in favor of his son
Yoshimochi, then 9 years old, and received

the title of Dajd-daijin (prime minister).

The following year he had his head shaved and became a bonze under
the name of Tenzan Dogi. Then, on a hill north of Kyoto {Kitayama),

ASHIKAGA YOSHIMITSU.
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he built a splendid palace, which the people called “ Kinkaku-ji
”

(golden

temple), on account of the great richness in its ornamentation. From that

place the powerful bonze continued to govern the land. He sent an

embassy to China with rich presents : in return, the emperor of the Ming
dynasty sent him a message in which he recognized him as king of Japan

and authorized him to send a tribute only every tenth year. (However
strange this letter of the Chinese emperor may seem, there is no doubt

that he considered the presents sent to him from Japan as a tribute, and

the embassies as a homage of vasselage) (1404). Having become

dangerously ill, Yoshimitsu was visited by the emperor himself in the

Kinkaku-ji. He soon afterwards died (1408) at the age of 50, requesting

his son to stop the relations with China.

Yoshimitsu who earned the glory of his family to such a high degree,

was, after Takauji, the most remarkable of the Ashikaga Shogun.

Yoshimochi, ^ (1386-1428). Was, from 1395 till 1423, the

4th Ashikaga Shogun. Having become Shogun when 9 years old by the

abdication of his father Yoshimitsu, he let the

latter govern until his death. When, in 1412,

Go-Komatsu abdicated, he nominated Shoko,

who also belonged to the northern dynasty,

contrary to the agreement made in 1392 ;
hence

several revolts of the supporters of the southern

dynasty in Yamato, Kii, Mutsu. In 1418 he
killed, in the temple Sokoku-ji, his brother

Yoshitsugu, accused of aspiring to the shogunate.

In 1423, he abdicated in favor of his son Yoshi-

kazu and became a bonze in the Tdji-in ; but SCAL or iS11IKa0A YOSH r«oc«i.

Yoshikazu having died two years later, he re-

sumed the power and kept it until his death in 1428.

Yoshikazu, H § (1407-1425). The 5th Ashikaga Shogun,

from 1423 till 1425. He become Shogun when 17 years old, by the abdi-

cation of his father Yoshimochi in 1423, and died two years afterwards.

Yoshinori, (1394-1441). Was the 6th Ashikaga Shogun,

from 1428 till 1441. He was a bonze at the Shoren-in under the name
of Gi-en, when, at the death of his brother Yoshimochi, he was chosen as

his successor. The first act of his authority was to designate, as successor

of Shoko-tenno, Go-Hanazono, a great grandson of Suko-tenno of the

northern dynasty, which choice caused a revolt in Ise. Yoshinori had been

elected Shogzin contrary to the advice of the Kamakura Kuanryo, Ashi-

kaga Mochiuji, who aspired to the shogunal dignity. On hat account

their relations were so strained that Yoshinori ordered Uesugi Norizane to

march with an army against Mochiuji. The latter was defeated at

Hakone and invited to commit harakiri (1439). A little later, Yoshinori

wanted to take a part of the domains of Akamatsu Mitsusuke in order to

give them to Akamatsu Sadamura. Noriyasu, the son of Mitsusuke,

having heard of that design, informed his father of it. The latter, conceal-

ing his irritation, invited Yoshinori to a feast, and had him assassinated

in the middle of the entertainment (1441).
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Yoshikatsu| f

i

from 1441 till 1443, s
'

years later by falling

Yoshimasa,
from 1443 till 1474

his brother Yoshikats

up troubles in Kyoto

Akamatsu Norinao ’

toyo marched against

being unable to check him.

1443). The 7th Ashikaga Shogun,

ther when 8 years old and died two

111*1490). The 8th Ashikaga Shogun,

when 8 years old, at the death of

_amana Mochitoyo, who had stirred

&o Tajima, where he raised an army,

him, but was defeated, and Mochi-

liMfhe entered as a conqueror, Yoshimasa

being unable to check him. At the same time disturbances arose in

Kwanto : the Shdgun sent his brother Masatomo to r^tore ordCT m those

provinces. Meanwhile the rivalries among the great familiesi

Hatakeyama, Yamana, Shiba, etc caused contmuai wars and the

misery of the people was aggravated day after day Instead of trying
;
to

remedy this sad state of affairs, the Shogun was thinking of nothmg but

pleasure in his palace of Muromacln. It was then that, .
haviing

children, Yoshimasa adopted his brother the bomy (hjm who reentered

the world and took the name of Yoshimi (1464). But the f°™ng

year, a son, Yoshihisa, was born to Yos/iimasa, who^
to annul the promise made to his brother The atterto jwtoh
ricrht applied for help to Hosokawa Katsumoto, while the bliogun

addressed himself to Yamana Sozen {Mochitoyo) for the s^port of his

son All the great daimyo took one or other side. Hatakeyama

Masanaga, Shiba Yoshitoshi, Akamatsu Masanon,

etc sided with Katsumoto

;

while Hatakeyama Yoshmam, Isshiki Yos/ii

nao Ouchi Masahiro, Shiba Yosliikado, Toki Nonyori, ete.,_ weie seen

on the side of Sozen ; and the civil war of Omn (Onm no tairan) com-

menced in 1467 to last for ten long years

Kyoto and the neighboring villages were reduced

to ashes, and the artistic objects and documents •

which were then destroyed cannot be sufficiently /*n
j

regretted. Both Sozen and Katsumoto died in

1473 : they had been fighting for seven years

without any decided success. The following

year, Yoshimasa abdicated in favor of his son

Yoshihisa, then 9 years old. Meanwhile the

hostile armies, tired of the war and unable to

get provisions in the devastated districts, dis-

persed, each daimyo returning to his own pro-

vince (1477) . Yoshimasa then built on a mu asuik.o* yoshimasa.

east of Kyoto {Higashi-yama) a palace, which

in opposition to the Kinkaku-ji (golden temple)
.

of hi? grandfather Yoshimitsu, was called Gvnkaku-ji (silver temple).

He lived there for ten years, surrounded by bonzes, poets, actors, etc.,

continuing to exhaust the treasury by his prodigality His son Tostoa

having died in 1489, Yoshimasa was reconciled with his brother Yyfemi

adopted the latter’s son Yoshitane, whom he had nominated Shogun. He

died* the following year, leaving the work built up by his predecessors in
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a very precarious state. On account of his palace at the Bigdshi-yama,

Yosliimasa is often named Higashi-yama-dono, HigashiAjmna-Shogun.
. Yoshihisa, il f.'J

(1465-1489) . The 9th Aslnkaga Shogun, from

. 1474 till 1489, and a son of Yoshimasa, was raised to the shogunate

when 9 years old. His father continued to govern. In 1477, the Onin

war came to an end, Yoshimi retired to Mino, and Kyoto was left in

peace ; but the authority of the Shogun was shaken. Yoshihisa applied

himself to strengthen it. In 1487, he himself led an expedition against

Sasaki Takayori, besieged him in Magari-no-sato (Omi

)

;
but dssd of

illness during the campaign. Although only 25 years old, he had given

some hopes by his energy, but his untimely death did not permit him to

realize them.

Yoshimi, (1439-1491). The 4th son of Yoshinori, a

brother of Yoshikatsu and Yoshimasa, was a bonze under the name

of Gijin when Yoshimasa
,
then childless, adopted him as his heir

(1464). He then took the name of Yoshimi. However Yoshihisa

being bom the following year, Yoshimasa'

s

dispositions towards him

underwent a complete change ;
hence the disastrous Onin civil war

(1467). During the hostilities, Yoshimi established himself first at

Sakamoto, afterwards he applied for an asylum to Kitabatafee NwOmto,
in Ise

;

finally he settled on Hiei-zan. Peace having been concluded; fee

retired to Mino ; from thence Yoshimasa recalled him tg Kydto M the

death of Yoshihisa, reconciled himself with him and .ndopfc&t his »c®

Yoshitane (1489). Yoshimi again became a bonze and died two ymm
i

later at the age of 53.

: Masatomo, gfc £|I (1436-1491). Was the 3rd «fctof th$. Shogun-

Yoshinori, a brother of Yoshikatsu, Yoshimasa and Yoskwhi-, He '»8S a

;
bonze when Ashikaga Shigeuji, the Kwanryo of the KuxefiM piwmoas
was expelled by Uesugi Fusaaki. Yoshimasa sent him to Kamakura
to take Shigeuji’

s

place
;
but, though supported by the trbogp gtm*..9#

: Ise, he could not install himself at Kamakura, and esfWdisbed his

residence at; Horikoshi (Izu ), thence he governed Kwanto. Putting

aside his eldest son Chacha-maru, he selected his second son Yoshizumi

as his heir ; but Chacha revolted against this decision, assassinated his

father, and took his inheritance. Two yearn later he was himself deposed

and killed by Ise Nagauji (Hojo Soun).

Yoshitane, §£ M (1465-1522). The 10th Ashikaga Shogun,

from 1490 till 1493, and later from 1508 till 1521. was a son of

Yoshimi. At the death of Yoshihisa, he was adopted by his

! uncle Yoshimasa, and succeeded him in 1490. The following year,

he marched against Sasaki Takayori, whom he put to flight
;
then,

supported by Hatakeyama Masanaga, he turned his arms against
: Hatakeyama Yoshitoyo, who hastened to ask Hosokawa Masamoto for

help. The battle was fought at Shogaku-ji (Kawachi

)

: the army of

; the Shogun was completely defeated, Masanaga was killed, and Yoshi-

:
tane had to flee into Fichu. Masamoto then recalled from Izu Yoshi-

zumi, a son of Masamoto, and raised him to the shogunate (1493). In

1498, Yoshitane left Etchii in order to seek an asylum with Ouchi
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Yoshioki in Suivo. He lived there for ten years, preparing his revenge.
In 1508 Yoshioki having furnished him with an army, he marched
against Kyoto

,

expelled Yoshizumi whose supporter Masamoio had been
assassinated, and resumed the title of Shogun. This unexpected success
was soon afterwards crowned by a brilliant victory gained by Yoshioki
over the Hosokawa, Sasaki, and Miyoshi families, leagued against him.
In 151.1, Yoshizumi having died, Hosokawa Sumimoto wished to raise

Yoshizumi's son Yoshiharu to the shogunate, and started with an army
to install him in Kyoto. Yoshioki immediately went to Tamba to recruit

an army. Having succeeded, he returned in great haste and completely
defeated Sumimoto. After the latter’s death in 1520, Takakuni replaced
him as Kwanryo; but Yoshitane tried to thrust him aside : he did not
succeed and was obliged to take refuge in Aivaji. Then Takakuni no-
minated Yoshiharu, the son of Yoshizumi in his place. From Awaji,
Yoshitane went to Aiva {Shikoku), where he died in 1522, at the age
of 58. As he died in exile in an island, he is often called Sliima-
kubo.

Yoshizumi, fS (1478-1511). The 11th Ashikaga Shogun,
from 1493 till 1508, was a son of Masatomo. When his father died in
1491, he found an asylum in Suruga with hnagawa Ujichika, who took
him to Kyoto and confided him to the Kwanryo Hosokawa Masamoto.
When Yoshitane, defeated in Kawaclii, left Kyoto and fled into Etchu,
Masamoto replaced him by Yoshizumi then 16 years old (1493). Masa-
moto having been assassinated in 1507 and his successor Sumimoto being
only 16 years old, Yoshitane raised an army in Situxi and reentered Kyo-
to, hence Yoshizumi fled into Omi (1508). He died three years later,

being 33 years old.

Yoshiharu, If# (1510-1550). The 12th Ashikaga Shogun,
from 1521 till 1545, a son of Yoshizumi, was nominated Shogun when
11 years old, after Hosokawa Takaku had expelled Yoshitane from Kyoto
(1521). In 1528, Miyoshi Nagamoto having entered Kyoto with an
army, Yoshiharu fled into Omi, to the residence of Kuchifa 'fonetsuna,
and leturned to the capital only 4 years later. At that power
of the Shogun was at the mercy of the great daimyd, wjyr,

throughout
the country, were at war with one another. It was the epoch of the
great civil wars, which were brought to an end only when Nobunaga
came into power. Yoshiharu, in order to escape from the Miyoshi, was
again obliged to leave Kyoto in 1539, and retired to Hatsuse

(Yamato),

where he spent three years, and a second time, reentered the capital. At
the end he abdicated the shogunate in favor of his son Yoshiteru
(1545); but, the following year, Hosokawa Harumoto obliged him
again to flee to Sakamoto [Omi), where he died in 1550 at the age
of 40.

Yoshiteru, ifSs itijr (1535-1565). The 13th Ashikaga Shogun,
from 1545 till 1565, was a son of Yoshiharu. Scarcely had he been
made Shogun (1545), when he was obliged to flee with his father to Sa-
kamoto (Omi)

;
afterwards, having been reconciled with Miyoshi Chokei,

the latter readmitted him to Kyoto (1553). But although invested
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with the title of Shogun, he had no authority : Chokei and his vassal

Matsunaga Hisahide were the real masters. To get rid of their domina-

tion, Yosliiteru recalled Hosokawa Harumoto ; but Chokei opposed his

return, and the Shogun was obliged to banish Harumoto to Akutagawa

(Settsu). After that he invited Uesugi Terutora to pacify the Kwanto
and Mori Motonari, the Kwansai, but they refused to undertake such a

difficult task. Finally, as he prepared to oppose the evil designs of

Matsunaga Hisahide, the latter in haste repaired to Kyoto and invested

the palace of the Shogun. Yosliiteru, perceiving that any serious resist-

ance was out of question, killed himself by harakiri (1565). He was

only 30 years old.

Yoshihide, »s§
(1564-1568). The 14th Ashikaga Shogun,

was a son of Yoshifuyu and a grandson of Yoshitane. He was chosen

to succeed Yosliiteru by Miyoshi Yoshitsugu and Matsunaga Hisahide,

when he was only three years old : the imperial investiture was however

refused. Soon Oda Nobunaga, who patronized Yoshiaki, a brother of

Yosliiteru, marched against Kyoto. Unable to resist, Yoshitsugu and

Hisahide retired to Awa (Shikoku), taking along with them their Shogun,

who died soon afterwards,— some say of illness, others, that he was

assassinated by Hisahide.

Yoshiaki, fig (1537-1597). The 15th and last Ashikaga

Shogun, from 1568 till 1573, a son of Yoshiharu and brother of Yoslii-

teru, was a bonze under the name of Gakkei, at the Ichijo-in temple in

Nara. After the death of Yoshiteru, his brother Shuko, then a bonze at the

Kokuon-ji (Kyoto) was killed by the order of Matsunaga. Yoshiaki like-

wise was going to be put to death, when, aided by Hosokawa Fujitaka, he

managed to flee to Omi where he found an asylum at the residence of

Sasaki Yoshitaka. There he took the name of Yoshiaki (1565). Two
years later he took refuge at the residence of Asakura Yoshikage in Fchi-

zen. As Asakura found it too ditfcslt to lead him victoriously to

Kyoto, Yoshiaki sent an emissary to Oda Nobunaga, who accepted the

mission, entered the capital with his protege, obtained the title of

Shogun (1568), for him rebuilt the Nijo palace, and intrusted the guard

of Kyoto to Kinoshita Hideyoshi ; then in concert with Tokugaiva leyasu,

Sliibata Katsuie, etc., he attacked Sasaki, Asakura, and all the other

adversaries of Yoshiaki, and defeated them one after another. But soon

the relations between the Shogun and his protector began to be strained.

Nobunaga dared to make representations to the Shogun and presented a

list of 17 articles containing the points in which the shogunal administra-

tion ought to be reformed His dignity wounded, Yoshiaki asked

Takeda Shingen to rid him of the one to whom he owed his fortune.

Nobunaga having been informed of the plot, seized the Shogun and sent

him a prisoner to the castle of Wakae (
Kawaclii). This put an end to

the of the Ashikaga (1573), who had governed Japan from

1336. In 1575, Yoshiaki became a bonze under the name of Shozan

and applied to Mori Terumoto for an asylum. Later on he returned to

Kyoto, wfere he lived almost ignored, and died in 1597, at the age of

m’fY o»s-
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H— Kamakura Balifa (Kwanto Kwanryo).

Motouji- Vjimilsu

Mitmkcme

Mochiuji

Yosbishisa

Haruo-maru

Yasuo-maru

Shigeuj i- Masauji

Mochinaka

Mitsunao

Mitsutaka

Mitsusada

Mitsuliide

Takamotn ,> 1 Yoshiuji

iNorihiro

|

Yoshizumi
Yosliiiiki i

, . .1 Kunitomo.
lYormmiu

(Yoriuji.

'fomoyori

Motouji, R (1340-1367). The 1st Kamakura Kuanryo,

was a son of Takauji. After his revolt against Go-Daigo, having again

set up the shogunate in his own person, Takauji installed himself at

Kamakura ; but soon he perceived that the situation was not the same as

in the time of Yoritomo, and that Kyoto was the right residence of the

Shogun. On the other hand, the difficulty of governing the turbulent

eastern provinces from the capital, suggested to him the thought of not

abandoning Kamakura entirely. Therefore reserving the succession to the

shogunate for his eldest son Yoshiakira, he intrusted the government ol

the eastern provinces to his 4th son Motouji with the title of Kwanto Kwan-

ryo (1349). However, as Motouji was yet a child, the administration

was put in the hands of Ucsugi Noriaki and K0 Morofuyu with the

title of shitsuji. But the very next year, when Tadayoslii joined the

southern msity, $Zmaki followed his example and retired into Kozuke.

Morofum, Jamaaang faithful to Motouji, inarch^ ag&aist his colleague

but was killed in R&i. Takauji repaired then to Mtimokura and defeated

the trooj® of|jls fesither, who was made a prisoner. A little later, Nitta,

YosliioU,

,

asd Yoshimune took Kamakura whence Motouji fled (1352):

Takauji- mm8 feok and defeated Yoshimune, who retired into Echigo.

Having returned to Kyoto, Takauji sent Hatakeyama Kunikiyo to Kama-

kura as shitsuji. After the death of Takauji, as Yoshioki was going to

attack Kamakura again, Motouji had him arrested and subsequently

drowned in the Rokugo-gawa (1358) . Peace was then restored in Kwan-

to, and Motouji sent troops to help his brother, the Shogun Yoshiakira,

to invest the Yoshino region, where the emperor of the South had

entrenched himself. Betrayed by Kunikiyo, who, instead of accoinplish-

ing this mission, was going to attack Nikki Yoshinaga, he marched in

person against his ministers, whom he defeated without difficulty, then,

recalling his former shitsuji TJesugi Noriaki, he reinstalled linn m his

office (1364) and died three years later at the age of twenty-eight.

Ujimitsu, 1£ p (1357-1398). The 2nd Kamakura Kuanryo,

a son of Motouji, was only 10 yearn old when he succeeded his father m
1367. Noriaki continued his functions as minister ;

but dying the

following year, he was replaced by his son Yoshinori, who, soon after-

wards, bail to lead an expedition against Nitta Yoshimune and Wakiya
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Yoshiharu : Yoshimune was killed and Yoshiharu fled into Shinano

(1370). Unfortunately, as Ujimitsu advanced in years, ambition entered

the heart of the young Kwanryo. While Yoshiakira was subduing Kyu-

shu, Ujimitsu, conceived the project of making himself master of Kyoto

and having himself nominated Shogun : Uesugi Noriharu to whom he

spoke of his plan, first tried to dissuade him from that foolish enterprise
;

but seeing that his advice was of no avail, he committed suicide by

harakiri. This tragic death made Ujimitsu reflect, and he abandoned his

design (1379). Somewhat later, he sent Uesugi Norikata against Oyama
Yoshimasa, a partisan of the South, who caused troubles in Shimotsuke.

Yoshimnsa was defeated and killed (1382). At last, in 1391, when

Yoshimitsu fought against the Yamana clan, Ujimitsu was going to join

him hut the campaign was finished before he could take part in it. His

jurisdiction was nevertheless extended to Mutsu and Detva.

Mitsukane, ijfi M (1376-1409). The third Kamakura Kwan-

ryot, a son of Ujimitsu, was 22 years old when his father died. Uestiji

Tomomunc was his minister. When Ouchi Yoshihiro revolted in Izumi

in favor of the southern dynasty, Mitsukane conceived the project of joining

him and taking the place of the Shogun Yoshimochi ; but the revolt was

promptly put down and he could not realize his plan (1399).

Mochiuji, R (1398-1439). The 4th Kamakura Kwanryo,

a son of Mitsukane, was eleven years old when he succeeded his father.

Uesugi Norisada, shitsuji, ruled for him at the beginning and, at his

death, was replaced by his son Ujinori (1411). Five years later, Ujinori

formed the plot to replace Mochiuji by the latter’s brother Mochinaka.

Mochiuji immediately asked Uesugi Morimoto for help, and took refuge

fust in Tzu, then in Suruga, whence Imagawa Noritada conducted him

to Kyoto. The Shogun Yoshimochi ordered all the daimyo of Kwanto to

support Mochiuji. Meanwhile, Norimoto, who had been levying troops

in Echigo, came back with great forces, and utterly defeated Ujinori

:

Mochiuji returned to Kamakura, where Mochinaka had committed

suicide. At the death of Yoshimochi (1428), Mochiuji tried in vain to be

nominated Shogun : Yoshinori having been preferred
,
he swore to take

revenge. Convinced that Uesugi Nonzane was the cause of his failure,

he tried to get rid of him. As however Norizane was as powerful as he

was popular in Kicanto, the attempt was difficult. In the mean time

Mochiuji concerted measures with Isshiki Naokane and Uesugi Norinao ;

but the plot was discovered, and the Kioanryo was obliged to apologize to

Norizane and exile both his accomplices. New attempts having been

directed against him, Norizane retired to his castle ofHirai (Kozuke) and

thence informed the Shogun of the events. The answer was to put to

death Mochiuji, who, besieged in the temple of Eian-ji (Musashi), com-
mitted suicide (1439) : he was 42 years old. His uncle Mitsusada and
his eldest son(3fG^||s« :4|d the same in the temple of Hokoku-ji.— Thus
finished, administration of Kwanto by the Kwanryo of

the Ashikaga .

The three jjfbiyjgfe? '*W,'.of Mochiuji had however succeeded in fleeing

to Nikko. la Ujitomo, daimyo of Koga (Shimosa) led
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them to his caisife and took up their party
; but his castle was besieged

and he lost his life. Two of his proteges were caught in their flight and
put to death in Mino. Haruo-maru the eldest, was 13 and
Yasuo-maru % EE % -

the second, was eleven years old.

Shigeuji, fS. R (1434-1497). The 4th son of Mochivji, was
taken to Shmano after his father’s death, into his mother’s family He
was then five years old. His uncle, Oi Mochimitsu, applied to Naqao
Kagenobu, who obtained for Shigeuchi the title of Kwanryo (1449) : Uesugi
Noritada, a son of Norizane, was shitsuji. At the same time Yuki
Shigetomo, a son of Ujitomo came from Mutsu to join him at Kamakura
and both of them prepared to revenge the deaths of their fathers and
brothers. The Shogun Yoshimasa, mistrusting Shigeuji, had himself
informed by Noritada of what was going on in Kwanto

:

this was a new
motive of hatred, and, in 1454, Noritada was assassinated. At the news
of this ciime, all the vassals of the Uesugi rose in arms against Shigeuji
and civil war re-commenced. Fusaaki, Noritada's brother, established
himself at Kamakura, whilst Shigeuji took refuge at Koga, hence the
name of Koga-kubo, by which the people designated him and his suc-
cessors. Meanwhile Fusaaki sent a report of the events to Kyoto and
asked the Shogun to designate some one to;i:epwte Shigeuji: Yoshimasa
then nominated Ins own brother MasatomKy&^uanryo of the Kwanto,
and sent him to Kamakura. But as and samurai had
remained faithful to Shigeuji, Masatomo was obliged to establish himself
mlzu, at Horikoshi

;

on that account he was called Horikoshi-gosho.
ihus on the one side, Masatomo was supported by the whole clan of the
Uesugi; on the other, Shigeuji was supported by the Chiba, the Utsuno-
miya, the Oyama, etc. Norisada, Sadamasa and the Uesugi having
come to besiege Koga, Shigeuji retired to Chiba (1471). Finally, in 1478,
by the intervention of the Shogun, peace was concluded between the two
parties, and Shigeuji was able to return to Koga, where he died in 1497
at the age of sixty-three.

..
~ (

+• 1531). Was a son of Shigeuji and likewise
Lived ui Koga (Koga-kubo)

.

In 1506, his son Takamoto tried to revolt
against him

; out peace was restored owing to the intervention of Naqao
Kagenwru,

YoaM&ki, fj| (+ 1538). Was the 3rd son of Masauji. Some
disagreement having arisen between him and his father, he retired to the
castlo Qt Oyumi in Mntsu, hence the name of Oyumi-gosho that was given
mm. Satomi Yoshihiro, after having submitted to him, joined him
against ffln& Ujitsuna

:

they were defeated and Yoshiaki perished in the
battle (1538).

~ Hai'uujl, t$ ( -f- 1560). A grandson of Masauji and a son of
takam^o, married the daughter of Hbjo Ujitsuna, and afterwards took
side with the Uesugi. When the latter waged war against Ujitsuna and
besieged the castle of Kawagoe (Musashi), he was defeated with them.

Yoshiiyi, J£ . Was the last Koga-kubo. He had a daughter
known by the name of Koga-himegimi, for whom he adopted Kunitomo,
who established himself in 1590 at Kitsuregaiva (Shimotsuke)

,
where his
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descendants resided till the Restoration, with a revenue of 10,000 k. =
Now Viscount.

Ashikaga-gakko, JS. 5pJ • Was a celebrated school founded by
Ono no Takamura (801-852) according to some, and by Ashikaga Yoshi-

kane (1147-1196) according to others. In 1350, Ashikaga Motouji

enlarged it, and Nagao Kagehisa established it at Ashikaga
(
Shimotsuke

)

in 1394. Yet, its greatest patron was the shitsuji Uesugi Norizane, who
in 1439 endowed it with considerable revenues, enriched it with numerous

manuscripts, and put at its head the bonze Kwaigen renowned for his

learning. Favored by the descendants of Norizane, this school soon

became the most important center of the study of Chinese and Confucia-

nism, but it declined by and by under the Tokugawa shogunate.

Ashikaga-hon, Jg fij . Ieyasu having founded a school in 1601

at Fushimi (Yamasliiro), appointed the bonze Sanyo its director. Until

then the latter had been a professor at the Ashikaga school. Sanyo

ordered a great number of movable wooden characters to be engraved ; by-

means of these characters he printed books, which were called Ashikaga

books, because the greater number came from that celebrated school.

Ashikaga-jidai, J6L M ft • The period of the Ashikaga shogu-

nate: from 1336 till 1573.

Ashikaga-bhogun, J@. fij {ft The following were the Ashikaga

Shogun:— 1, Takauji ; 2, Yoshiakira

;

3, Yoshimitsu; 4, Yoshimochi;

5, Yoshikazu

;

6, Yoshinori

;

7, Yoshikatsu ; 8, Yoshimasa

;

9, Yoshi-

hisa; 10, Yoshitane

;

11, Yoshizumi ; 12, Yoshiharu ; 13, Yoshiteru; 14,

Yoshihide ; 15, Yoshiaki.

Ashimori jg . A town in Bitchu, which was the residence of the

daimyo Kinoshita from 1600 till 1868. :

,

Ashina, W A family of daimyd descending from Ms® Miura and

by them from the Taira. This family was powerful in Matsu during the

15th and 16th centuries. Sawara Yoshitsuru, the last son of Miura

Yoshiaki, received the district of Aizu in fief. His grandson took the

name of Ashina. Morimasa was his great-grandson.

iMoritaka
Morimasa - Morihisa - Mormon < ... (Moritaka - Morisbige

iMonkiyo - Monuji
(Morioki

Morimasa, S& gfc
(1386-1432). Was a son of Norimori. In

1416 he joined the Uesugi clan in a war against Ashikaga Mochiuji. He re-

sided at the castle of Kurokawa (now Wakamatsu), and was Shuri-tayu.

Morihisa, ® ’K (+ 1444), was Shuri-tayu and Shimosa no

kami.

Morinori, (1431-1466). Was Shimosa no kami.

Moritaka, ® (+ 1517), married the daughter of Date Uji-

mune in 1473. In 1478 a contention arose between him and his son

:

hence a war broke out between them, and lasted till 1506.

Morikivo, 5S ^ (1490-1553), Totomi no kami, succeeded his

brother Moritaka, whose son had died. In 1547, he tried with Date

Harumune to seize the domains of the Soma family, but was defeated.
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Moriuji, ft (1521-1580), Shuri-tayu, was constantly at war
with Satake Yoshishige, Hqjo Ujiyasu, etc. - :

Moritaka, §£ |5£ (1560-1583) . Having sent presents to '&&-

peror and to Noburlaga, was created Totomi no Jcami (1579).

war against Date Masamune and Tamara Kiyozumi, and was assassi-

nated on account of his disorders by Oba Sanzaemon, one of his kerai.

Morishige, Hr . Was a son of Satake Yoshishige, but was
chosen to succeed Montaka, who had died childless : he was then 12

years old. Many kerai of the Satake clan accompanied him to his new
domains, which fact caused discontent among the former servants of the

Ashina family, and many of them passed over to the clan of Date Masa-
mune. The latter, who was only waiting for an opportunity, soon
invaded the territories of his neighbor. In 1589, he besieged and took

the castle of Kurokawa. Morishige escaped to Edosaki (Hitachi), where
he lived in seclusion. Thus ended the Ashina family, after having been,

for 2 centuries, one of the most powerful daimyo in the North.

Ashinazuchi, M $3 A son of Oyamazumi no kami, lived in

Izumo with his wife Tenazuchi. Their daugher Inada-hime was on the

point of being devoured by the monster Yarnata no orochi, when Susano-
no-o came to her rescue, killed the serpent and married her.

Ashi no umi, $)j . A lake (20 Km. in circuit) south of Sagami,
better known as Hakone lake.

Ashizuka Chuemon, ;jf Sr & PI (1578-1638). Was a son of

Chubei, governor of the castle of Udo (Higo) in the time of Konishi

Yukinaga. After his father’s death, he took refuge in Shimabara
(Hizen), and was one of the chiefs of the insurrection in 1637-1638. By
prodigies of bravery he often triumphed over the besiegers : but want of

provisions rendered the insurgents powerless, and he iost his life at the

capture of the castle of Hara by the enemies.

Ashizuri-saki, £ ffj ilifr . A cape south of Tosa (Shikoku).

Ashu, |SPJ #) ,
the Chinese name of Awa province (Shikoku)

.

Ashuku-nyorai, W in • One of the five Buddhist gods of

wisdom (Gochi-nyorai)

.

Aso, ft . A place in Hitachi. It was from 1624 till 1868, the

residence of the daimyo Shinjo (10,000 k.).

Aso, [S'] i§£ • The name of a Kyushu family descending from Kamu-
ya-i-mimi no mikoto, a son of Jimmu-tenno. Asotsu-hiko no mikoto, a

son of Kamu-ya-i-mimi, was nominated Aso-kuni no miyatsuko. His

descendants assumed the name of Aso and, in the reign of Keiko were in

charge of the Asojinja temple in Higo.

Korezumi, ‘[ft fo. A son of Korekuni, sided with the southern

dynasty, was defeated at Tatara-hama in 1336 by Takauji, but con-

tinued to support Yasmmga-skinno. His residence was the castle of Yabe

(Chikugo)

.

Korenao, 'Iff; W. (-1- 1336), Was'killed at the battle of Tatara-

hama (Chikuzen).

Koretoyo, *itt It {-t- 1584), A descendant of the foregoing,

was possessor of the Yi%he e&E&s, with a xemsm of 300,000 k.
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Koremitsu, it 1581-1593). A son of Koretoyo, was but a

child when his father died. In 1588, when the Higo province was

divided between Konishi Yukinaga and Katu Kiyomasa, he took refuge

with the latter. Hideyoslii ordered him to be killed when he was 13

years old.= A descendant of that family is now a Baron.

Aso-san, [S? ill - A volcano (1,700 met.) in the N.-E. of Higo.

Its five principal peaks are : Taka-take, On-take, Neko no take, Narao-

take, Iknyama no take. There were eruptions in 1884, 1889, 1894.

A son, U§ gj , or Asonii, the 2nd of the 8 classes (hassei

)

established

by the emperor Temmu among the nobles of the Court (682). The title

applied to ministers, and was added to the name
;
as, Minamoto-ason.

Asuha-gawa, JE Jl| See Asldha-gawa.

Asuka, id; Is • A village in Yamato, which was the residence of

the Court during the reigns of the emperors Inky

6

(412-453), and Suiko

(593-628). Eeferring to its distance from Nara, the palace was called

Totsu-Asuka (farther Asuka).

Asuka, fii: % • In Kawachi, was the residence of the emperors Bicliu

(400-405) and Kenso (485-487). It was called Chikatsu-Asuka (nearer

Asuka) in contradistinction to Totsu-Asuka.

Asuka-shinno, Jj§ H il EE (+ 835). A son of the emperor

Kwamrnu, was Kozuke-taishu. His descendants were known by the

name of Kuga.
Asukabe Tsunenori, B $5 S ft'J

• A celebrated painter of the

10th century.

Asukai, ffc # . A family of kuge, descending from Fujiufara

Masatsune (1169-1221).

Masayo, ifi: • Compiled the Shin-zoku-kokin-waka-shu (new

anthology of Japanese poems, ancient and new) in 1438, by the order of

the Shogun Yosliinori.

Masayasu, ffl • A son of Masayo, and celebrated poet. =
Now Count.

Asuke, Jf£ • An ancient castle in Mikawa : it belonged successively

to the Asuke daimyd (13th and 14th centuries), to Suzuki (1540-71), to

Takeda (1571-82), to Tokugawa (1582-90).

Ata, •§• E0 • Ancient name of the S. part of the Satsuma province,

where Ninigi no mikoto, his sons and grandsons resided.

AtagO, l£
r

• An ancient family of kuge. = Now Viscount.

Atago, §£ • The god that protects towns from fires (Shinto)

:

probably the same as Homusubi or Kagutsuchi.

Ataka, 5c ^ 1,1 Kaga, was the scene of a battle in which Taira

Koremori defeated Hayashi Mitsuaki, Togashi Ietsune, etc., (1183).

Atami ^ • A sea-port N.-E. of Izu, renowned for its liot-springs

and mild climate.

Atsugashi-yama, ® ® Ui • A mountain N.E. of Iwashiro, where

Yoritonw defeated Fvjiivara Yasuhira (1189). Also called Kunimi-

mine.

Atsuta, M IB A town (25,000 inh.) in Owari, celebrated for the

great Shintoist temple Atsuta-daijingu, where the great sword Ame-no-
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(which see) is venerated. After the death of
^3,ions, Takeinatane-kimi, was in charge
'"Ids 1115, Owari-no-sukune Kazumasa,

tions to Fnjiwara Suenori. The
with Minamoto Yoshitomo, became

iuence of the Atsuta-daiguji. Before
'to, Nobunaga went to pray at the

Atsuta-myojin that he attributed

mura
Yama

. ,

of the guard of the teg*
one of his successors

latter’s daughter hav
mother of Yontomo

:

making war on Inn
Atsuta temple, and it

his victory at Okehazama (1560).
Atsuta-daiguji

, it is) • Title of the chiefs of the Atsuta
temple inheritable among the descendants of Fnjiwara Suenori.- The
chief of that family is now Baron Cliiaki.

Atsuzane-shinno
, M ®. £ (897-066). Also called Ninnaji no

miya, was a son of the emperor Uda, and the ancestor of the TJda-Genji.
Awa, 5k. B One of the 15 provinces of Tokaido, was detached from

Fazusa m 710, and comprises one district belonging to the Chiba-ken.
its Chinese name is Boshu.
Awa, pej

ilfc . One of the 6 provinces of Nankaido. It comprises 10
districts,, which form Tokushima-ken. Its Chinese name is Ashu.^ ' One of the provinces of Nankaido, is a great island
( L52 -**1

?;
m circuit) which shuts up the Inland Sea in the East. It com-

prises 2 districts belonging to Hyogo-ken, and has 195,000 inhabitants. Its
Chinese name mmg&hu. According to the Japanese mythology, Awaji
was the first ||gl created by lzanagi and Izanami. The emperor
Jwjmmwas eg^pg) this island in 764, and prince Sawara-shinno in

,,
e 18 a

.

nd be 'on8ed successively to the daimyd Sasaki, Hosokawa,
Asaka Miyoshi, Wakizaka. From 1615 it was a part of the domains
of the Hachisuka, the daimyd of Tokushima {Awa).— In ancient times
it was called Hasawake-shima H JgiJ ^ , Mitsu-kuni -£• # gg .

Awaji no haitei, ^ Ifr . (Lit. : the emperor exiled to Awaji).A name applied to the emperor Junnin, who was banished to Awaji by
the empress 764, and died in his exile the following year.
Awaji no |||ppvgH $$ M A name applied to prince Sawara-

shmno, who ymMei to Awaji in 785 for having killed Fnjiwara
lanetsugu, and died while proceeding to the place of his banishment.
Awaji no seto, Sft $$ . Ancient name of the Akashi strait.
Awataguchl, -3c EH P • The name of a family descending from

lujiwara Yoshikado and attached to the Kofuku-ji temple (Nara) =Now Baron.

Awazu, A place in Omi, near Otsu, where, in 1184, Kiso
Yoshinaka&nd his four famous companions

(shi-tenno), Imai Kanehira
Higuchi Kanemitsu, Tate Chikatada, and Nenoi Yukichika, were killed’
Aya, M fp - A kuge family descending from Fnjiwara (Sanjo)Kmnon (1103-1160). = Now Viscount.

V J >

Ayabe, M SH A place in Tamba, which was the residence of the
daimyo Bessho

{1583-1628) and the Kuki (1633-1868).

/r
Aya-no-koji, M 4'

2ft • a kuge family descending from Minamoto
[Uda-Genji). = Now Viscount.
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Azana, ^ • An assumed name ; as, a nom de plume, a nom de
guerre. In former times, when a student entered a school, he adopted
an azana, under which he was matriculated. Confucianists went by that

name all their life. Aral Hakuseki’s azana, for instance, was Zaichu.

Azari, [S>J 2§ 5fiJ or Ajari (Sanscr. ajariya). Buddhist dignity below
that of Risshi. In Japan, it became an official title in 1034, and was
given for the first time to the bonze Kyoen-Hoshi.— See So-kican.

Az<jehi, $ ^ ® • A sort of inspector created by the empress
Gensho in 719, to superintend the administration of the governor's of

provinces. Later on, their office was intrusted to the Chinjufu-shogun

.

= Syn. Ansatsushi.

Azuchi, 5S- i • A place in Omi, on the north-eastern shore of lake

Biwa, where Nobunaga had a magnificent castle built by Niwa Nagahide
(1576). The castle was pillaged by Akechi Mitsushide in 1582. After

the latter’s death, Oda Nobuo governed from that place in the name of

his nephew Samboshimaru. On the site of the castle stands now the

temple Soken-ji, where some rare souvenirs of Nobunaga are kept.

Azukari-mosu, UfJ 0 . The ancient name of Kwampaku.
Azuki-zaka, A' 3. ifi- A place in Mikaica, where Oda Nobuhide

defeated Imagawa Yoshinwto. Later on Okubo Tadatoshi fought at the

same place against the troops of the Ikko-shu bonzes.

Azuma, . The name, . .formerly given to the 15 eastern and
northern provinces of Honshu. legend tells us, Yamatotakeru no
mikoto, coming back from the against the Ebisu, arrived at the
top of Usui-saka (Sagami

)

;
at Sight of the plain extending way

down to the sea, and recalling to mind the self-sacrifice of Tachibana-
hime, he exclaimed : Azuma wa ya I (ah ! ma femme !) : hence the name
Azuma given to these provinces.

Azuma*hyakkwan, )f[ ,
(Lit. : the hundred functions of the

East), were titles conferred by the Shogun on the daimyo and samurai by
analogy to those granted by the imperial Court.

Azuma-kagami, 1R • A history (52 vol.) of Japan written to-

wards the end of the 13th century by an unknown author : it extends
from 1180 till 1266, and is a precious source of historical informations
about that period.

Azuma-yama, ® ^ ill • A mountain (2,350 met.) situated between
Kozuke and Qhinano.

Azuma-yama, If a volcano (1,800 met.) in Iwashiro

:

it

had been thought extinaJ & long time, when in 1893 an eruption

took place which has been followed since by several others.

Azumi no muraji, % || ^ - A title given to an official who
formerly, with the Kashiwade no omi, had charge of all that concerned
the food of the emperor.
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B
Baba, If iM The name of a samurai family in Kai. They were

vassals of the Takeda.

Torasada, % % A samurai of the Baba family : he was killed

by Takeda Nobutora, to whom he had made some representations.

Nobukatsu, fg (1514-1575) . Served under Takeda Sliingen,
and accompanied him in all his ware, but he lost favor when Katsuyori
succeeded his father.

Nobuharu, ^ (4- 1582). Died fighting against Nobunaga
when the latter wanted to seize the domains of the Takeda.

Baishin, {§ 15 . An indirect vassal, in opposition to jikisan, direct
vassal. A daimyo’s jikisan were the Shogun’s baishin.

Bakin, If ^ . See Kyobutai Bakin.

Bakufa, M (Lit.
:
government of the tent) . Is the name first given

to the shogunal government organized in Kamakura by Yoritomo in
1190. It was thus denominated because the former Shogun, in their
expeditions, had no fixed residence and administered from their camp.

Bakufu-jidai, S5 ft • Period of Japanese history during
which authority was in the hands of Shogun, from 1192 till 1867.
This name is particularly applied to the Tokugawa shogunate (1608-

Bakuro-gashira, If P gg • Tlie name given under the Tokugawa
shogunate to an official who was charged with providing for laborers and
relay horses, etc. The title was hereditary in the Yamamoto family.
Bakwan, If 1® See Shimonoseki.

Bamba, § iik See Suribari-toge.

Bambetsu, # J)i| • When the emperor Saga fixed the family names
by a law (815), the word bambetsu was used to designate foreigners

; as,
Chinese, Koreans, etc., that had been naturalized Japanese.

Bandai-san, ill Formerly called Aizu-yama, is a mountain
group in Iwashiro, comprising the O-Bandai, Ko-Bandai, Kushi-ga-mine,
and Akahaniyama. It was Ko-Bandai that collapsed suddenly on the
15th of July, 1888.

Bando, M The name formerly given to the Tolcaido provinces
east of the Osaka barrier.

Bando Tar5, & M ± • Surname given to the Tone-gaiva river,
because it is the longest river of the Bando or Kwanto.
Ban Kokei, # ^ jg? . (1733-1806), Man of letters. Born in

Omi, but lived at Kyoto. Left several works.

Ban Nobutomo, # ft & .
(1775-1848), Man of lettere from Obama

( Wakasa). The works he wrote, consist of more than 400 volumes.
Bansai, IS Name given to the provinces west of the Osaka

barrier, in distinction from Bando.
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Bansai-shichi-yu, -t $1 • The name by which are desig-

nated the seven most celebrated warriors of the western provinces in the

XVI. century ;
namely : Miyoshi Cliokei, Ouchi Yoshitaka, Amako

Haruhisa, Shimazu Yoshihisa, Mori Motonari, Otomo Sorin, and Ghoso-

kabe Motochika.

Bansho-shirabe-dokoro, ^ 281 ,
(Lit-

:
place of study of the bar-

barbarians’ books) was a school founded in 1856 at Edo, Kudan-zaka-shita,

for the slr.'ly iif European sciences, the correction of translations, etc. The
WakadosMywi Endo Tanenari, Tajima no kami, was its first director

;

Minosaky
'
Q&/n{pd, Sugita Narisato were among the first professors.

—

In 1862, the school was transferred to Hitotsu-bashi, and its name
changed into Yoslio-shirabe-dokoro (place of study of European books)

.

Then the following year it was denominated Kaiseijo (which see).

Banshu, US iH-i- The Chinese name of Harima province.

Basho, £ (1644-1694), By birth Matsuo Munefusa
was a literary 'man born at Tsuge (Iga) . He brought into fashion the

kind of poetry called haikai or hokku (3 verses of 5, 7, and 5 syllables

respectively).

Bekki Shozaemon, #i] |"j • A ronin who, in 1651,

with Hayashi Toemon tried to stir up a rebellion at the death of the Shogun
Jemitsu. The plot was discovered and the fomenters punished by death.

Ben-en, RU ( + 1279). Was a celebrated bonze of the Tendai sect

and the founder of the To/uku-ji temple (Kyoto).

Bengyoku, $$ 3i •— (1818-1880). Also called Kei-a Shonin $ |SiJ

_fc. A -
Bonze of the Jodo-shii sect. Born at Asakusa (Tokyo), he entered

the Shotoku-ji temple (Shitaya) at the age of 10, then the Zojo-ji (Sliiba ),

and became chief of the Sambd-ji at Kanagawa. He was a distinguished

poet.

Benkei (Musashi-bo), P & (sS M Vi)- The son of a bonze of the

Kumaiw temple (Kii). In his infancy he was called Oniwaha-viaru

^ ;
having become a bonze, he took the name of Musaslii-bd. Contrary

to his calling, he always evinced a greater taste for fencing and other

military exercises than for the cenobite life. One day, on the Gojo bridge

(Kyoto), he attacked Minamoto Yoshitsune, then quite young. Having

been overpowered by the young lord, he became his faithful follower.

He accompanied him in his expedition against the Taira, and after-

wards in his flight into Oshu to the residence of Fujiivara Hidehira, and

finally died with him at the battle of Koromo-gawa after wonderful deeds

of valor (1189). Legendary accounts have embellished Benkei'

s

adven-

tures and popularized his strength, stratagems, and devotedness to Yoshi-

tsune. It went so far as to suppose him to have escaped the disaster at

Koromogawa, and to have fled into Ezo with his master.

Benkei-saki, IS! Wf • A cape on the W. shore of Shiribeshi

(Hokkaido).

Benkwan, • The name formerly given to members of the

Council of State. They were the sabenkwan and the ubenkwan. Later

on, when the functions were divided among the 8 departments, there

were the sadaiben and the udaiben, the sachuben and the uchuben, the
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Bingo-nada, {fa ^ • One of the basins of the Inland Sea
situated 'between Harima-naSet in (he East and Mishima-nacla in the

West.

Bingft aa Saburo, JH H I® - See Kajima. Takanori.

Binzuru, gfi /if • Is add to be one of the 16 Italian. He was
excluded from among them for having taken notice of the beauty of a
woman. The power of oming all sicknesses is attributed to him, which
renders him very popular.

Birushana-butsu, K- 1st 21 M {& See Boshana.
Bishamon, M ;

i‘]/ P
1

] • One of the 7 gods of luck and also one of the

three gods of war (San-senjin ), is represented as holding a spear in one
hand, and a small pagoda in the other. He is also called Tamon, as

one of the Slii-dai-tenno, and is charged with watching over the North.

Bishu, ji, . The Chinese name of Owari province.

Bishu, {$ #| . The Chinese name of Bizen, Bitchii, and Bingo, all

three joined together formerly constituted the land of Kibi.

Bitatsu-tenno, H. The 30th emperor of Japan, (572-

585). Before he became emperor, his name was Osada, or Nunakura-
futotama-shiki. He succeeded his father Kimmei when 34 years old.

During his reign there was an ardent struggle between the fervent
adherents of the newly imported Buddhism and those of the old national
Shintoism. The former were supported by Soga no Umako, and Monobe
no Moriya was at the head of the latter. In 577, bonzes and architects

came from Korea for the construction of temples : they brought along
with them Buddhist books and statues, which, by the order of Moriya
were thrown into the Naniiva canal. Bitatsu sent several expeditions to
Korea,, in order to restore the kingdom of Mimana that had been invaded
by Shiragi, but these expeditions were not successful.

Bitchu, li . One of the 8 San-yo-do provinces : it comprises 7
districts belonging to Okayama-ken. The Chinese name is Bishii (given
conjointly to Bizen and Bingo). Formerly the province was called

Kibi-no-michi no naka.

Bito Nishu, % 0 II (1745-1813). Famous professor of the
Shohei-ko, at Edo. He and two other savants of the time, Koga Seiri
and Shibano Bitsuzan, are called the Kwansei no san-sake, or San-
liakase (The 3 doctors of the Kwansei era).

Biwa-hoshi, IS H ?£ flip • In former times, singers that played the
biwa (a four stringed lute), whilst declaiming the joruri. The singers
were usually bonzes that had become blind.— See Joruri.

Biwa-ko, is H • Biwa or Omi lake is 290 Km. in circuit, its

length is 59 Km., and its breadth 20 Km. According to tradition it was
formed in the 5th year of the emperor korei (286 B. C.) by the same
earthquake that caused mount Fuji to rise. Formerly it w&§ sailed Asm-
no-wni. The governor of the land south of the lake was called Arm-imi
no miyatsuko

;

hence, by contraction, Omi no miyatsuko. Mb 3itm k
renowned for its beautiful scenery, and has often haen song % soets.
It is also called Omi no umi, Nio /*j| no umi, Shitbnaramt‘-md ($&&»-
water sea).
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Bizen, {tf§ filj . One of the 8 provinces of San-yo-do, comprises (5

districts belonging to Okayama-ken. Formerly it was called Iiibi-no-

saki, or Ribi-no-michi no kuchi. Bizen, Bitchu and Bingo taken con-

jointly are designated by the Chinese name Bishii.

Bodaiju, # t|Jt The tree (Jieus indica or religiosa) under which
Shaka became that is to say, obtained the perfect knowledge of

things. On thafeidiB^at it became the sacred tree of the Buddhists.

Bohan, ££&^lE%evd which formerly designated the crime of leze-

majesty. The punishment was : the death of the culprit, of his father,

mother, children, and servants
;

the banishment of his grand-parents,

grand children, and brothers
;
and moreover the confiscation of all the

property of the family.

Bojo, M • A huge family, descended from Fujiwara Morosuke
(908-960). = Now Count.

A branch of the same family possesses the title of Baron.

Bokkai, i$l ff$ • a little kingdom of Korea, formed towards the end

of the 7th century from that part of Komi which had not been annexed
to China.

Bomon Kiyotada, ±£ ^ ,T. (+ 1338). Son of Fujiwarci^a^
suke, was a kuge of the court of Go-Daigo-lenno, who, first disclosed the

ambitious designs of Ashikaga Takanji and insisted on having him
declared a rebel by the emperor. He died on Yoshino-san-

Bon, M tfr • Idie festival of the dead. It is celebrated from the 13th

to the 15th of July. During these three days the deceased are supposed

to return to the places where they once lived.

Bo no tsu, i)j S 'H1 • S. of Satsuvna, Nishi-minami-kata mum.
Formerly an important commercial sea port for foreign ships.

Bonten, Is the Japanese name of Brahma.
Boryo, i)j fb • A title formerly used to designate the chief of a ward,

the mayor.

Bosatsu, y? (Sauscr. Bodhisattva) . Buddhist saints who have to

pass only once more through a human existence before attaining the state

of hotoke (Buddha).

B5shin no eki, & M • The civil war of 1938, which ended in

the ruin of the Shogunate. (Boshin is the Chinese reading of the cyclic

characters of the year
: )% M tsuchino-e no tatsu, senior brother of the

earth and the dragon).

Boshu, J§ t#f , Chinese name of Awa province (Tokaido)

.

Boshu, j£5? $$ . Chinese name of Sutvo province.

Botansb © ; jfy ifc • A tribe of Aborigines in the south of Formosa.

Bozu, t'j dj.; A bonze, a Buddhist monk or friar. Bonzes were
formerly bound to celibacy and to abstain from fimbmeat. Shinran-

shonin, the founder of the Shin or Ikko sect (1224), ge&g the first that

dispensed his disciples from this obligation.

Bugu-bugyo, ff • A title created in 1863 and given

to the official having charge of all that concerned arms, armor, etc.

His office comprised the functions of the gusoku-bugyo, the yari-

bugyo, etc.
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Bugyo, :
M- -fT • The name formerly given to the chief of an admini-

stration. Thus, the Machi-bugyo had charge of the city affaire; the

Kanjd-bugyo, of the finances
;
the Jisha-bugyd, of the temples, etc.

Bukaku, #£ . Another name for the town of Maizu.ni. Pro-
nounced according to the Chinese characters mat (dance) and tsuru
(crane)

.

Bukan, jj£ $£ . The book of heraldry .of the feudal nobility in the time

of the shbgunate. It contained the names, residences, revenues, anus,
etc. of all the daimyd, as well as the names of their principal kerai, a
detailed account of the presents they had to offer every year to the Shogun
and of those they received from him in return, etc.

Buke, • The military class, the samurai.
Buke-jidai, ft . The period of Japanese history during

which the government was in the hands of the military class. It extends
from Yoritomo’s shogunate (1192) to the Imperial Restoration (1B68).

Buke-keiho, St §5? Jfi] <£- . A penal code in vigor from Yoritomo to

Ieyasu (1190-1(500).

Buke-seiji, St in • Government of military feudalism, as had
been organized by Yoritomo.

Buke-shohatto, St f& ik • A code promulgated by Ieyasu,
containing in 13 chapters the laws to be observed by the daimyo and the

samurai.

Bukko-ji, fttjl % t? •
This temple was founded in Kyoto by the

bonze Shimbutsu, a brother of Shinran. It became the seat of a branch
of the Shin-shu sect (1232). The chief bonze of this temple belongs to

the nobility.

Bukko-kokushi, \% it [$ f!i[i . See Sogen.

Bukkyo, {& tfc. The doctrine of Buddha, or Buddhism, which is

also called Butsudo (way of Buddha), Buppo (law of Buddha).— Shaka
(557-477 15. C.), first preached this religion and confined himself to

diffuse it by word of mouth
;

later on his disciples put down in writing
the teachings of their master, as far at least, as they remembered
them: hence came a great number of books (sutras: Jap., keiten).

As the doctrines exposed in these different works, were far from being
identical, there came into existence numerous sects claiming to be sup-
ported by the authority of the Sutra. Shortly after Shaka's death, his

disciples were divided into two great schools : the Mahdydna (daijo

,

great

vehicle), and the Hinaydna (slwjb, small vehicle. The first known as the

northern or Chinese Buddhism ; the second, as the southern, or Siamese
and Ceylon Buddhism. As Chinese and Korean bonzes brought their

doctrine to Japan, Japanese Buddhism belongs principally to the northern
school.— In 552, the king of Kudara (Korea) sent Buddhist statues and
books as a present to the emperor Kimmei. Two years later, Tonei and
Doshin came to this country. They were the first bonzes that Japan
had ever seen, and began at once to preach their religion. They found a

powerful protector in the person of Soga no Iname, who built the first

temple
(Mukuhara-dera

,

or Kogen-ji) at his residence. But they also

met with resolute adversaries, such as Mononobe no Okoshi, Nakatomi no
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Kamako, etc., who pretended that the admission of a new religion would
be a gross insult to the Shinto gods, the creates and protectors of the
land. Hence there arose a strife between the two parties which lasted for

35 years, i.e. until the triumph of Buddhism in 587. As the new doctrine
was supported by prince Shotoku-taishi, it made rapid progress, and
shortly after his death, many sects made their appearance one after
another. They were: Jojitsu and Sanron (625), Hosso (653), Kusha
(660), Kegon (739), and Ritsu (754). These are the 6 sects of the Nara
era. After them came the three sects of the Heiankyo (Kyoto) era : Ten-
dai (806), Shingon (806), and Yuzu-nembutsu (1123). Finally the
Kamakura period saw five others coming into existence

; they were

:

Jodo (1174), Zen (1191), Shin (1224), Nichiren (1253), and Ji (1275).
Of these sects, three : Sanron, Jojitsu, and Kusha, have disappeared from
Japan long ago; most of the others are divided into several branches.— Owing to the skill of the bonzes and the diffusion of the Eyobu-Shinto,
the two cults, Shintoism and Buddhism, lived in harmony with each other,
and ministers of both religions could be seen alternately celebrating their
ceremonies in the same temples, but after the Restoration, Buddhism,
being no more recognized as the national religion, had to restore the
Shinto temples of which it had possession. The decline of Buddhism in
Japan dates from that epoch, notwithstanding its new philosophical and
theological foundations, if we may so call the efforts of the bonzes to give
a new form to the tenets of the creed and bring them to be more in har-
mony with the modern system of evolution as taught by a certain class of
men both in Europe and America. Indeed, some have gone so far as to
claim that the philosophy of Buddhism cannot attain its perfect develop-
ment unless it be supported by the theory of evolution. Another current
of thought among Buddhists, not yet well defined, but which would only
require the stimulant of novelty produced by the adherence of some
public men to Christianity, is to find a similitude with Christian thought.
And yet philosophically speaking, two systems can hardly be said
to be more opposite than the Buddhist assemblage of thought and
Christian dogma, although in the ceremonial of the two religions

we may find some superficial resemblance.— In the whole Empire,
there are 71,992 temples

(tera), 52,106 bonzes, and, in a popula-
tion of 47,400,000 inhabitants, the statistics acknowledge 28,600,000
Buddhists.

Bumbai-ga-hara, ft ia )& - In Musashi, Nishifu-mura, was the
scene of several battles: of Nitta Yoslvisada against Hojo Yasuie (1333),
of Ashikaga Shigeuji againsf XJesugi Fusaaki (1455), of Hojo Ujiyasu
against XJesugi TomooJci (1530).

Bummei, 1$ . Nengo : 1469-1486.

Bummin-shikkushi, | Klf t' An office created by the
empress Kokcn in 758. Its functions were to give information about the
wants of the people, to succor the needy, etc.

Bumpo, % ££ • Nengo: 1317-1318.

Bun-an, % 3c • Nengo

:

1444-1448,

Bun-ei, % • Nengo

:

1264-1274.



BATTLE AGAINST THE MONGOLS.

invaders, after having ravaged Tsushima and Iki, were repulsed from

Kyushu, their general was killed, and a tempest dispersed their fleet.—
(See Hijo Tokimune.)

Bungo, IS . One of the 12 provinces of Saikaido ; it comprises 10

districts belonging to Oita ken. The Chinese give the name “ Hoshii ” to

this province together with that of Buzen. In ancient times Bungo was
called Toyokuni-no-michi no shiri.

Bungo-kaiky5, IS The Bungo strait or Bungo channel,

is situated between Kyushu and Shikoku.

Bungo no Fuji, H ^ ^ ± • See Yubu-zan.

Bunji, SC Vn • Nengo : 1185-1189.

Bunki, SC $& Nengo : 1501-1503.

Bunkwa, SC it Nengo : 1804-1817.

Bunkwan, SC IS ( + 1357). Was the chief bonze of the Daigo-ji

temple ness &f'dto. He entered the coalition formed by the emperor Go-

Daigo agaiass the Hojo (1330), but was exiled to Iwo-jima (Ryukyu) by
Takatoki. After the conquest of Kamakura, he was recalled from his

exile, re-entered his monastery, and joined the party that fought against

Ashikaga Takauji but his troops having been defeated at Yamazaki, he

was obliged to flee from the capital.

Bunkyu, SC Nengo : 1861-1863.

Bun-o, SC M Nengo : 1260.

Bunreki, SC ® • Nengo : 1234.— It is also called Bunryaku.
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Bunroku, X m . ^^^^p-1595.
_

:

no ken<^^WllNlli • Hideyoski had a register made
•fp|^ provinces, from 1589-1595. New measures were used for that

te»= 800 tsubo, 1 cho — 10 tan). From that time, the

$f|pl|||were no more appraised in money, but in hohu of rice. This
^f|Jfe0fas called Bunroku no Jcenchi, or Tensho no koku-naoshi.

^Wlfeyaku, % ®. Nengo

:

1234.
'MUWUBMif X & Nengo : 1818-1829.

_
Bunshin, X M >

Tattooing. The ancient Aborigines such as the Ezo,
Kumaso used to tattoo themselves. The fashion came back towards the
end of the 18th century, and spread among the lower classes. The sho-
gunal government prohibited it, but the law was not observed. The
custom has now fallen into disuse.

Bunsho, X jE • Nengo

:

1466.

Buntoku-tenno, X ^ -?si.
• See Montoku-tenno.

Bunwa, X III • Nengo of the northern dynasty : 1352-1355.
Bunya, X M • See Fumiya.
Buppo, % .

See Bukkyo.
Buretsu-tenno, % jk . The 25th Emperor of Japan (499-

506) was Prince O-hatf^m^MMigi, a son ofNm^Memb. He suc-
ceeded his father in 4®f^MajM%eai-s old, and ^^s^rkable .only for
his cruelties. XcBOiiir^mt^Xmk-sJioki, he to^f^^lsure in having
pregnant women disenm»}M|.3jS®the nails taken olf from some people
and forced the unha^M^^j|Mlo dig the earth with their hands,
obliged peasants to c!i((MV&iMjt"'®mich he then had cut down. One
stormy day, some people entered the palace and assassinated the youthful
tyrant. He was then 18 years old.

Bushi, jit dr . Samurai, warrior, soldier
;
military class.

Bushido, St ± it (Lit. : the way of the samurai). This term is

applied to the principles of loyalty and honor which were always to be
followed by the samurai. Bushido borrowed stoic endurance, scorn of
danger and death from Buddhism

; religious worship of country and
sovereign from Shintoism

;
a certain literary and artistic culture, as well

as the social moral of the five relations (go-rin), from Confucianism. This
amalgam was to form the code of the perfect knight. It may be sum-
med up in three words : The samurai is a man of few words— he does
not serve two masters

;
— for duty he sheds his blood, “ like the cherry-

tree drops its flowers.” Such was, or, at least, such was to be the ideal
samurai.

Bushu, j)H
• The Chinese name to designate Musashi province.

Bushu (Ni-ju-hachi), ^ ^ (n d* A ) Designates the 28
attendants of the goddess Kwannon ; they are the personification of the
28 constellations of Japanese astronomy.
Buson (Taniguchi), $£#(&). A painter of the Chinese

school, likewise renowned as a poet — He is also called Yosa JjL gft .

Busshin-shu, \% jfr • A Buddhist sect, which goes also by the
name of Zcn-shu. The bonze Dosho, after his return from China tried
to spread this sect, and after him, Doei, Saisho, Gikaku, Giku, etc., but
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without success. In 1174, Kakua, & bon of Hici-zan, brought the

Rinzai-shu from China
;
finally Eisai, m 3392, succeeded in implanting

the sect, of which he is considered the founder in Japan. (See Zen-shu)

.

Busshi-ryu, ftiji £jfE • An ancient school of sculpture that produced

principally Buddhist statues. It was founded into 1020 by the bonze

Kosho and was brought to a high degree of perfection by his descendants

Jocho, Kahujo, Raijo, Kojo, Kokei, TJnkei, Tankei, Koen, etc.

Butsudo, • See Bukhjo.

Butsu Sorai, % W See Ogiu Sorai.

Buzen, H . One of the 11 provinces of Saikaiclo. It comprises

(i districts belonging to the Oita-ben.— Its Chinese name is Hoslui

(together with Bungo).— Formerly it was called Toyokuni-no-miclii no

kuchi.

Byodo-in, Kt • A temple of the Tendai sect, at TJji, south of

Kyoto. It was originally the villa of the minister Fujiwara Yorimichi :

when he became bonze, he turned it into a temple (1052). It was in

this temple that Minamoto Yorimasa took refuge after his defeat at the

TJji bridge (1180), and committed harakiri sitting on his fan.

Byoji, (n Nengo : 1159.— Also called Heiji.
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C
Chacha-maru, Hi '* %- See Ashikaga Masatomo.
Chacha-nobori, Hi b %£ The name of a mountain (2,400 m.) in the

island of Kunashiri, the most southern of the Chishima (Kurile) islands.

Chakudasei, - A law which obliged the Kebiishi with, his

own hands to chain the feet of great criminals. This formality was
performed twice a year, in the fifth and the twelfth month.

Cha-no-yu, ^ Wi Manner of preparing a powdered tea infusion

Cmatsu-cha or hiki-cha) ; it gradually became a trifling and complicated
ceremony. The bonze Juko (14224502) established its first rules, which
were perfected and definitely adopted by Sen no Rikyu (1520-1591).
Although the cha-no-yu is not so much in vogue at the present time, it

continues to form part of a young lady’s education.

Cha-usu-yama, £3 lli • A hill in Seitsu, southwest of the Ten-
noji temple (Osaka) ; formerly it was called Arahaka. In 1546, Hoso-
kawa Harunwto was defeated here by Miyoshi Ghokei. During the siege
of Osaka (161 5), Sanada Yukimura and Honda Tadato?m likewise fought
against each other at the same place. Both perished in the battle.

Cha-usu-yama, ^ B ill • A mountain in Shinano, near Nobusato-
murar. Takeda Shingen established his camp there during his campaign
against TJesugi Iienshin (1561).

Chi-an, !
Ja . Nengo : 1021-1023.— Also called Ji-an.

Chiba, T • A town (26,500 inb.) in Shimosa province, the capital

of the Chiba-ken, was, from the 12th to the 16th century, the residence
of She Chiba daimyd.

phiba, M The name of a daimyd family descended from Taira.
This family was very powerful in Shimosa from the 12th to the 16th
century.
—— Tsunetane, & Ml (1118-1201). Was Chiba no suke, and joined

Yoritomo’s party as soon as the latter rose against the Taira (1180). He
took part in the campaign of Noriyori against Yoshinaka, fought at the
battle of Ichi no tani (1184), and joined in the expedition of Yoritomo
against Fujiwara Yasuhira (1189).

Sadatane, Ml (1291-1351). First supported the Ilojo ; after
the capture of Kamalcura (1333), he joined the party of the emperor Go-
Daigo, and finally followed the party of the northern dynasty.

Kanetane, Ml • Supported TJesugi Ujinori against Ashi-
kaga Mochiuji (1416).

Tanenao, Mi Bi A son of the above he remained faithful
to TJesugi Norizane but when Shigeuji became Kwanryo, he gave bim
his support. Having been defeated conjointly with him, he committed
suicide by harakiri at the same time as his son Tanenobu (1455). The
TJesugi chose his brother Sanetane at his successor.
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SaaetsiiG, ft Jf|L • At the death of his brother (1455) he was
governor at the Ichikawa castle (Shimosa), and became Chiba no suke, as

seen in the pteeeding article. Being besieged in his castle of Ichikawa, he
was compeile® ti> surrender, and was replaced as governor by his nephew
Takatane .0.458},

T&iprfisae, # ffl.
Assisted by his father Yasutane, supported

Shigeuji's p0>%, fought against the Uesugi and their general Ota Do-
lewan, wh&'fi&fly triumphed over him in 1479.

Toshitane, M JwL (1528-1559). A grand-son of Takatane,
fought against Uesugi Kenshin, was" defeated and killed in 1559.

Shigetane, l£ ]fj[ Belonged to the Odaivara Hojb clan

;

being besieged in his castle at Sakura by Honda Tadakatsu and Sakai
Ictsugu (1590), he surrendered and was dispossessed.— After this the

family disappears from history.

Chiba-ken, "f- M • A department formed by the provinces of

Awa, Kazusa, and 8 districts of Shimosa.— Its population amounts to

1,329,400 inh.— Capital : Chiba (26,250 inh.). Chieftowns : Funabashi
(12,000 inh.), Choshi (9,000 inh.), etc.

Chiburi-sbima, £ll ^ M ft • An island (25 Km. in circuit) be-

longing to the Okishima group. The emperor Go-Daigo was exiled to

this island by Hojo Takatoki in 1332, but succeeded in escaping from it

the following year.

Chibaya, T-
ifi - A place in Kawaclii, where ICusunoki Masashige

built a castle. In 1331 the Hojo besieged it in vain. Masanori, a son

of Masashige, defended it for a long time against the Ashikaga, but it

was finally taken and destroyed in 1392 by Hatakeyama Yoshito.

Cbijingo-dai, IP# ft • A name designating the five genera-

tions of terrestrial spirits which after the seven generations of celestial

spirits (Tenjin-shichi-dai), are the ancestors of the imperial dynasty.
They are

: (1) Ama-terasu-6-mikami, (2) Masaya-akatsukachi-hayabi-
ame-no-oshihomimi no milcoto, (3) Amatsu-hiko-hikoho-no-ninigi no
mikoto, (4) Hiko-hohodemi no mikoto, (5) Hikonagisa-take-ugaya-fuki-
aem no mikoto, who was the father of Jimmu-tenno.

Cbikamatsu Monzaemon, ife f$j (1653-1724). Was
the most celebrated dramatic author of Japan. His true name was
Sugimori Nobumori; bom in Hagi (Nagato), he entered the temple
Konsho-ji at Karatsu (Hizen), in order to become a bonze, but left it to

establish himself at Osaka. He composed 97 joruri (dramas), of which
74 are historical. His works are still very popular.

Chika no yaso-sbima, -fit A + I) •
(Lit. : the 80 islands of

Cliika). The name given by the emperor Keiko to the islands belonging
to Hizen ; that is, those of Hirado and of Goto.

Cbikara-ryo, ± See Shuzei-ryd.

Chikubu-sbima, Yl tk. $) An island in the northern part of lake

Biwa. This island is renowned for its temple dedicated to the goddess

Kwannon, and is said to have suddenly sprung up in the year 82.

Cbikugo, • One of the 11 provinces of Saikaido. It comprises
six districts belonging to Fukuoka ken.—Chinese name : Chikushu (col-
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lectively with Chikuzen). In ancient times, it was called Tsukushi-no-

michi no shiri.

Chikugo-gawa, & Jll • A river (137. Km.) which has its source

in Bungo, passes through Kurume, and empties itself into the Arialce-

wan, between Saga and Yanagawa. It is also called Tsukushi Saburd,

Gliitose-gawa, Mii-gawa, Hitoyo-gawa, Sakai-gawa.

Chikuma-gawa, If J'i • A river (373 Km.) which has its

source at the Jiimonji-toge (Shinano), passes through Komoro, Ueda,

Matm&hiro

;

receives the Sai-gawa near Nagano ; passes near liyama,

then enters Echigo, where it takes the name of Shinam-gawa.

Chikura-okido, T M IS: P • The tables on which a criminal was

to bring the objects furnished by him in expiation of his crime.

Anciently it designated the chastisement of great crimes. According

to the Legend, Susano-o, had to undergo it for the outrages done to

his sister Amaterasu, and, as he had nothing to offer in atonement, his

nails and hair were torn off, after which Kotjane no mikoto read the

sentence to him which exiled him to Ne-no-kuni (Korea).

Chikusa, f'li . A castle in Ise, governed from the l-lth to the

16th century by a daimyo of the same name.

Chikusa, T f® • A kuge family descended from Murakami-Genji.

The chief of the family is now a Viscount.

Chikusa, T‘ M • An ancient family of daimyo in lse.

• Takamichi, ft id: • Built the castle of Chikusa towards 1350.

Tadaharu, & in • (16th century), fought Rokkoku Toshikata

of Oini.
. .

A son of the aMi^pibinitted to Nobunaga,

d wMlmpfy ft- ‘battle in llino. .
,

anChikuehfi;m The Chinese name of thtfiwo provinces Clnkuzen

d Chilmw Mfeo collectively.

anChikx»jffiSj> 'M'W'i 0ne of the 11 Provinces of the Saikaido. It

mpriae& 9 belonging to Fukuoka-ken. The Chinese name is

mliikushu (designating Chikugo and Chikuzen collectively). Anciently

iC was called Tsukushi-no-michi no kuchi.

t Chinda, U1 • A village in Bungo, four ri east of Takeda. It is

renowned for its high waterfall, from the height of which criminals

condemned to death were precipitated. Those who survived the fall were

pardoned.

Chinjufu, Kf • Formerly the military prefecture. At the

beginning, when the army was sent against the Ebisu, it was com-

manded by a Chinto-shogun, ip ,
or a Sei-Ezo-shogun, tiH tlx K

or a Chin-teki-shogun, fs( • These shogun however bore their tittle

only for the time of the expedition and had no fixed residence. In

725, Ono Azumabito, was created Azechi-ken-Chinju-shogun, $c

and took up his residence at the castle of Taga

(Mutsu). Otomo no Otomaro and Sakanoe no Tamuramaro were

invested with the same title under Kivammu-tenno. But it was only in

812 that the castle of Izawa (Matsu) was selected as the seat of the

Chinjufu, which was composed of a shogun (general), a gunkan 5p Si
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(inspector)
,
and several inferior officers. When Yo-

ritorno had obtained the title of Sei-i-taishogun,

{£ M -
that of Ghinjufu-shogun was sup-

pressed . Go-Daigo re-established it in favor ofKi-

tabutake Alciie (1326), but under the Ashikaga, it

wasdefinitively abolished. Now Chinjufusigai aes

a maritime prefecture. There are four in Japan,

namely, Yokosuka, Kure, Sasebo, and Maizuru, to

which may be added Ryojun-kd (Port-Arthur).

Chinu, ito. (Lit-: bloody lake). This name
was anciently given to Izumi province. When Jimmu-tenno, was re-

pulsed from Yamato by Nagasune-hiko, he returned by sea towards Kii

province, and, off Izumi, his brother Itsuse no mikoto, who had been

severely wounded, washed his wounds : hence the name given to the

sea, and by extension, to Izumi province.

Chinzei, lit ffi >
The name formerly given to the military govern-

ment of Kyushu. By extension, Kyushu itself.

Chinzei, ® • A branch of the Jodo sect. It was founded in the

13th century in Ghikugo by a bonze called Shoko-shonin.— See Jodo-

shu go-ha.

Chinzei-bugyo, IS ^ 17 • The name formerly given to the mili-

tary governor of Kyushu. In 1186, Yoritomo created this function and
intrusted Amano Tokage with it. In 1223, Otorno Yoshinao obtained

the same title, which became hereditary in his family.— Below the

bugyd there was a shugo. The first one was Muto Sukeyoii (1191),

who assumed the name of Shoni, and transmitted it to his descendants.

In 1275, Hojo Sanemasa was appointed Kyushu-tandai and performed

both the functions of bugyd and those of shugo. The title of Kyushu-
tandai was entirely reserved to the members of the Hojo family.

Chinzei-hyojoshu, © If $£ M:
• A title created in 1299 and

given to officials charged with dispensing justice in Kyushu. It was
suppressed under the Ashikaga.

Chinzei-keigoban, Si ffi ® 19 3? Officials formerly charged to

guard the Kyushu coasts in order to prevent the landing of Mongols
and the incursions of pirates.

Chion-in, ^ ® K • A celebrated Buddhist temple in Kyoto, built in

1211 by Genku. It was destroyed by fire in 1633, rebuilt by the Shogun
Iemitsu, and solemnly opened in 1639. It is the seat of the Jodo-shu.

Chiryaku, jp ® • Nengo

:

1065-1068.

Chishaku-in, ^ jfg . A Buddhist temple in Kyoto, built in 1601
from the ruins of the famous Negoro-ji temple (Kii) destroyed by
Hideyoshi in 1585. It is now the seat of the Tendai sect.

Chishima, ^ ,
(Lit.: the thousand islands). The name given to

the Kurile islands numbering 32, the principal ones of which are, from S.

to N.: Kunajiri, Etoru, Uruppu, Shinshiru, Shashikotan, Onekotan,

Haramuchi, and Shimushu. The total area is 16,940 Km2
.; the popula-

tion amounts to 2115 inhabitants. They are divided into 9 districts

(kori) and are so governed.
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• Bee Enchin.
ie name of a bonze who went to China in 658 and
grwards, bringing the Kusha sect to Japan. In 673,
the highest dignity of the Buddhist hierarchy),

measure equal to 10 tan fg or 3000 tsubo if;,

^Formerly, a rectangle measuring 30 bu in

adth (1 bu was then 5 shaku) formed one tan
;

<isf 10 tan. It was Hideyoshi that reformed the
' measures in use until then. (See Bunroha no Kenchi).

ioshi, I® H®. Formerly an official having charge, in every
of the register of the revenues in kind, such as silk, cotton,

paid by every family. The articles were to be collected

eighth month and deposited in the chief town of the province,
re the end of the 12th month, they had to be conveyed to

the capital, where the kokushi himself, accompanied by the chochoshi,
presented them to the Emperor.
Cho Densu, fflt TJ] (1352-1431). Whose true name was Mincho,

was a bonze of the Tofukuji, in Kyoto, and a
celebrated painter. He founded the Unlcokn-ryu
school.

Chofu* A town (7900 inh.) in Nagato,
was formally capital of the province. It is

also called ToyOYa, Toyoura. It has an ancient

castle of the Nori daimyo.

Choga, m X- The solemn reception that
took place at the imperial palace on the first day
of the year. The Emperor dressed in .1 2 fine silk

robes, repaired, on this occasion, with the Em-
press, to the Daigoku-den (the hall of the cho densu.

throne), where he received the congratulations of
the court officials and the envoys of the provinces. This ceremony
was also called chohai Jp . In time of disturbances, that is, from the
middle of the 10th century, a less solemn ceremony, called ko-chohai,
was substituted. The reception was then held in the Seiryo-den and
the high officials alone were admitted.

Chogen, H jt Nengo : 1028-1036.

Chohai, ® n See Choga.

Chohd, fe • Nengo : 999-1003.

Chohososhi, ^ ® • An official who was to accompany and
protect the princess that repaired to the Ise temple of which she was
to become the h^^^stess (saigu). That office was also called kansd-
shi f|f|||§31 that performed it was Chunagon Abe 710 Yasu-
hito, in 852.

1104-1105.
'igo : 1132-1134.

ill A volcano (2200 met.) in the south of Ugo.
ace in 1861. The mountain is also called Tori-no-
the Japanese reading of the same characters).
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Chokei-tenno, Jt 11(31 • The 98th Emperor (1369-1373), was
prince Sanenari, the eldest son of Go-Murakami, of the southern
dynasty. He succeeded his father in the difficult conjunctures in which
his party was at that time, and, after four years, abdicated in favor of
his brother Go-Kameyama. Some historians do not reckon him among
the emperors.

Chokkau, ffl $1
:

A punishment which consisted in confining an
official to his house with the prohibition to leave it or receive visits.

Chokin, . Solemn visits which the reigning emperor paid to
the ex-emperor or to the dowager empress at the beginning of the year
that followed his accession to the throne (sokni no chokin), after having
performed the genibuku (gembuku no chokin), etc. The emperor left his

palace in a palanquin and was accompanied by a numerous suite. At
the exterior gate of the ex-emperor’s residence, the guard of the emperor
stopped while he continued with his retinue. Having reached the
interior gate, the emperor alighted as a sign of respect. The ceremonial
was observed for the first time by Saga-tenno in 810. From the reign
of Ichijo (987-1011) a curious custom was established : the emperor was
to play on the flute before his predecessor.

Chokodo, H M 1£- A temple built by emperor Go-Shirakawa
after his abdication (1158) and wfe®;. fee: : lived for 30 years. He
enriched it with considerable revenue;;;.

: M .gb$ :time of Go-Fukakusa
(1259), 180 villages belonged to this wrigk^fee rent

(Chokodo-ryo

)

which they paid constituted the revenues ofihs retired emperors.

Chokunin,
,
See Kwantoi '

Chokusenka-shu, III 's' llfc • The generic name of 21 collections
of poems compiled fn^ :

.||§ reign of Daigo (898-930) until that of
Go-Hanazono (1429-14-5S).

Chokwan, Jt % . Nengo : 1163-1164.

Chokyo, Nengo : 1487-1488
;
also called Choko.

Chokyu, H fh Nengo

:

1040-1043.

Chonan, it ffcj • A castle built in 1445 by Takeda Nobunaga in
Kazusa. It was taken by Satomi Nariyoshi, in 1480

;
by Hojo Ujimasa

in 1570. Finally Ieyasu gave it to Honda Tadakatsu in 1590.
Chonen, f§r See Koji-Daishi.

Choreki, ® • Nengo : 1037-1039
; also called Ghoryaku.

Choroku, It • Nengo : 1457-1459.

Chosen, i§£ • That is Korea. It is called by this name since
1392 : before that epoch, it was called Korai.— See San-kan, Kudara,
Mimana, Shiragi, Koma, etc.

Choshu, it #j . The Chinese name of Nagato province. This name
is more in use than that of Nagato.

Chosokabe, Jt H-

I® • A Tom family of sa?mirai that served
successively the Hosokawa, the Miyoshi, and finally the Ichijo.

Kunichika, (H IS (1503-1556). Built a castle at Toyooka and
began to aggrandize his domains at the expense of his neighbours.

Motochika, 7C IS (1539-1599). Transferred his residence to
the castle of Nagahama, and, hy and by, made himself master of the
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whole Tosa province at the expense of Ichijo Kanesada (1573). In 1580,
Nobunaga charged him with the conquest of the other provinces of Shi-
koku, which he destined for his own son
Nobutaka. Motochika acquitted himself
willingly of this mission. Meanwhile
Nobunaga and his son having died, he
was going to keep all his conquests for

himself, when Hiieyoslii interfered leav-

ing him only Tcsa (1585). He took part

in the expedition against Korea, where
he distinguished himself by his courage,

and received the title of Tosa no kami.
After his return, he transmitted his do-

mains to his son, had his hair shaved
and died at Fushimi.

Morichika,
_

Embraced
the party of Hideyori against Ieyasu

(1600). Having been dispossessed of his

domains, he became a bonze and retired to Kyoto. In 1615 he took
part in the defense of the castle of Osaka. After the capture of

the castle, he fled to Hachiman-yama, but he was discovered, con-
ducted to Kyoto, condemned to death, and beheaded at the Rokujo-
gawara.

Chotoku, fi H Nengo : 995-998.

Chowa, It fll • Nengo : 1012-1016.

Cboyo, '£ A popular feast celebrated on the 9th day of the 9th
month. It is generally called the feast of chrysanthemums {kiku no
sekku)

.

Chuai-tenno, W1 43- M. The 14th Emperor of Japan (192-200),

was prince Tarashi-nakatsu-hiko, a son of Yamatotakeru no mikoto, and
the husband of the celebrated Jingo-kogo. In 193 he started on an ex-
pedition against the Kumaso, stopped at Toyora (Nagato), then passed
over to Chikuzen. There a council was held to find out the best means
to repress the rebels. The empress and the minister Takeshiuchi no
Sukune were of opinion that, the Kumaso revolting only on account of
being instigated and helped by Shiragi (Korea), war had first to be
carried into that country. The emperor, afraid of the difficulty of the
enterprise, was of the contrary opinion, although the empress supported her
advice on a revelation of the gods. Did perhaps these gods punish him
for his opposition ? The fact is that, in the mean time, the emperor died

suddenly, and the expedition was conducted by Jingo Kogo. Chuai was
then 52 years old. According to Korean documents, Chuai’

s

death, the

Korean expedition and Ojin’s birth must be brought down to the year
346 as that date cannot be doubted.

Chuen, ,T, l@l . A celebrated bonze of the Jodo-ji temple {Kyoto). At
the request of Go-Daigo-temw, he entered,a complot the object of which
was the overthrow of the Rojo (1331) . latter exiled him to Echigo ;

but after the ruin of Kamakura, he to Kyoto.
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Chugoku, 4* [§9 • The name formerly given to the S.-W. part of

Hondo, comprising the 16 provinces of San-yo-do and San-in-dd.

Chugoku-tandai, 4* [il J8I • See Nagato-tandai.

Chugu, 4* See Sangu.

OkRii, 4* US •
(Lit. : the middling conveyance, sc. to Nirvana)

.

An
al)stp^'%tegory in which are classed all systems between Daijo and
Slu$$, . « ,

*

Cfiujo-hime, 4* Jt?f . Was a daughter of Fujiwara Toyo-
nari. Being persecuted ^ij'ijwK step-mother, she retired to the Taima-
dera temple (Yamato), aa^aA;#| the name of Zenshin-ni, and employed
the leisure left after her religious exercises in embroidering a tapestry

representing the Buddhist paradise {mandara). The legend makes
Chujo-hime an incarnation of the goddess ICwannon.

Chuko, 4* • The middle ages of Japanese history
;
i.e., from the

reign of Kotoku till that of Antoku (645-1183).

Chuko san-jii-roku kasen, 4'^ Ht A® 1ll| • See San-jii-

roku kasen. '

r

Chukyo-tenno, 14 31 M - Ifrince Kanenan, the 85th Emperor
of Japan (1221), was raised to the throne when only 4 years old, after the

abdication, of his father Juntbku. The latter in concert with the ex-

empes»r Go-Toba, his father, resolved to overthrow the Hojo. Their army
was defeated, both Juntoku and Go-Toba were exiled, and the young
emperor was deposed after a reign of 70 days. He still lived 13 years

in the Kujo ward at Kyoto, hence the name of Kujo-haitei by which he

is known. It was only in 1870 that he received the posthumous name
of Ghuhjd, and wan placed on the list of the emperors.

Ohiinagon 4 3$ n • Counsellors at the Court, ranking after the

dainagon. l'heir number was not always the same : at the end of the

12th century there were as many as ten.

Chushi, 4* 5E • The feasts established by regulations of the Jingi-

hoan, were divided into great (daishi), secondary (chushi), and small

feasts (shdshi). The chushi were Toshigoi no matsuri, Tsukinami no
matsuri, Kanname no Tnatsuri, Niiname no matsuri and Kamo no
matsuri. People prepared themselves for these feasts by a 3 days’ fast

and by purifications.

Chuson-ji, 4* tt ^ • A celebrated tempfifa*' Ifie Tendai sect, near

the village Hiraizumi, in the southern part '*m ’Wnichu. This temple

was founded by Jikaku-daishi (Ennin), and enriched by the Fujiwara
of Mutsu, Kiyohira, Hidehira, etc., whose burial-place it was. The
temple possesses also many souvenirs of Yoshitsune and Benkei, who
died near that place.

Chuzenji-ko, 4* tF • A lake (25 Km. in circuit) in Shimo-
tsuke, W. of Nikko. It is also called Satsu-m-umi (sea of happiness).

It is 1300 met. -above the level of the sea.

Chuzenji-san, 4* SS tF Ul • See Nantai-san.
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Dai, k (1527-1602). Was a daughter of Mizuno Tadamasa, a dai-
myo of Kariya (Mikawa ). She married Tokugawa Hirotada, and was
the mother of Ieyasu (1542). In 1545 she was returned to her family,

because her brother Nobumoto had submitted to the Imagawa. She
married now Hisamatsu Toshikatsu, by whom she had three sons
and four daughters. She died at the age of 75 at Fushimi, and received

the posthumous name of Denzu-in, which was also given to the Sukei-ji

temple in Edo (Koishikawa)

,

where she was buried.

Daibutsu, k Large statues of Buddha Dainichi-nyoro/i wj*

Birushana. The most remarkable are those of :

—

Kyoto (Hoko-ji

)

.... . height 17m.40 ... .. erected m 1801
Nara (Todai-ji) .... • )» 15ra,90 ... 746
Kamakura • >> 15m.00 ... 1252
Hyogo (No/uku-ji)

. • >> 14m.40 ... • • yt 1891
Tokyo

(
Ueno

)

• >» 6m.60 ... • • yy 1660.

Daibutsu, k ifli • A branch of the Hojo family, shikken of Kama-
kura.

Yorimori, ® A son of Hojo Toki/usa and grandson of

Tokimasa was the first who took the name of Daibutsu or Osaragi.

Sadafusa, M. (+ 1306). A grandson of Yorimori, was
governor of Kyoto (Hokuhara-tandai) and distinguished himself as a
poet. The family became extinct at the ruin of Kamakura (1333).

Dai-dairi, k ft or 0-uchi. The imperial palace erected in

Kyoto by Kwammu-tennb in 794. The inclosure having the form of

a rectangle, was surrounded by a moat, then by a wall measuring 10
cho (1.091 met.) from north to south, and 8 cho (873 met.) from east to

west. The palace having been burnt in 960, 166 years after its erection,

was rebuilt. Then from 960 till 1058, it was destroyed 15 times by
fire, and rebuilt after each conflagration on a smaller scale. Finally,

after the fire of 1227, the place was definitively abandoned : the Emperor
then dwelt in a temporary palace (rikyu), or in the house of a prince

or of a Fujiwara, which house then took the name of Uchi-dairi. It was
only towards the end of the 16th century that the palace was rebuilt by
Hideyoshi ; Ieyasu enlarged it in 1611. The present imperial palace

of Kyoto (Gosho) dates only from 1854.— See Dairi, Daigoku-den,
Seiryo-den, Shishin-den, etc.

Daido, k • Nengo : 806-809.

Daido-ji, k 31 A samurai family descending from the Taira.—- Shigetoki, Jr it$ . Whose name was Ise Taro, lived in the
Daido-ji temple

(Yamashiro ,) of which he took the name in 1471. His
younger brother, Ise Shinkuro, became the famous Hojo Nagauji (Sdun),

and Shigetoki attached himself to his fortune.
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Shigeoki, £ H • Suruga no kami, was charged by the Hojo

with the guard of the Kawagoe castle (Musashi).

Hasashige, • Suruga no kami, had his revenues raised

to 180,000 koku. In 1590 he was vanquished by Maeda Toshiie to

whom he surrendered
;
and, after the ca*pture of Odawara, he killed

himself by harakin (1591).

Naoshige, (ft £ (1573-1628). Served successively Maeda
Toshinaga, Matsudaira Tadayoshi, and Tokugawa Yoshinao (Owari).

Shigehisa, £ !K Followed the fortune of Tokugawa Tadateru.

Shigesuke, £ Mi (1639-1730). Published some works on

military art.

Daidd-ko, IP1 • Japanese name of the Tatong river (Korea),

which passes through Whang-ju, Pyeng-yang, etc.

Daidotei, fg is • Twatutia, a part of the town of Taihoku
(
Ta ipeh)

in Formosa, inhabited by Europeans.

Dai-ei, ;*;&• Nengo

:

1521-1527.

Dai-en-reki, See Koyomi.

Daigaku, ^ •
(Lit.

:
great science) ;

one of the 4 books of Confucius

.

Daigaku-ryo, %. 4* $ . The ancient Imperial University in

Kyoto. It depended on the Ministry of Ceremonies (Shikibu-sho) . The

rector had the title of Daigaku no kami ; he was assisted by the

sulce g/j ,
jo ft ,

sakwan jgj ,
etc. The Faculty was composed of two

professors of Chinese (kyogyo-hakase), 2 professors of Law (
ritsu-gaku -

hakase), 2 professors of Mathematics (san-hakase,)
etc. 400 pupils

studied the Chinese Classsics, 10 studied Law, and 10, Grammar and

Composition.

Daigakuryo no shi-d5, P9 it • The four branches taught

at the ancient University : History (kiten $.), Chinese Classics (myokyo

Pj] $5), Law {myoho PJ] ?£), and Mathematics (san f$.).

Dai-geki, -ft ^ id • An official dependent on the Dajo-kwan, hav-

ing charge of correcting the imperial ordinances and the petitions ad-

dressed to the Emperor. The Dai-geki had as subordinate a sho-geki

and 10 shisho it ^ (secretaries). To the geki corresponded the naiki

^9 gil that belonged to the Nakatsukasa-sho ; geki might be translated

by secretary of the Council of State, and naiki, by secretary of the

Minister of Archives.— The title of geki became hereditary in the two

lcuge families of Kiyowara and Nakahara.

Daigen no ho, % ?£ • A Buddhist ceremony celebrated every

year at the Jibu-sho from the 8th till the 15th of the first month. A
sealed box containing some vestments of the Emperor was brought from

the palace, some prayers were said over it and then it was carried back to

the palace. It is said that this custom was brought from China by the

bonze Jogyo towards 840. This ceremony was also called Daigensui-ho,

* X I# ft •
. . ,

Dai-gensui, jz % giji . Generalissimo, a title exclusively given to the

Emperor.— See Gensui. t

Daigo, • A huge family descending from Fujiwara Tadamichi,

= Now Marquis,
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Daigo-ji,

onPfgo-ji, M m
\ f -_ A Buddhist temple, S.E. of Kyoto, fomided in.02 by the bonze Shobo (Rigen-daishi). Dosei and Seiun, two sons ofthe emperor Kameyama became its chief bonzes; their successor's were

generally princes, and the temple bore the title of monzehi. Havias
been partly destroyed during the Onin war (1467), it was rebuild WfHiaeyoshi. At present it is the seat of Shingon sect.

Daigoku-den, ^ %%

.

Formerly the state-room in the palace of

i>ww*xx\vx\x\\xxx^

DAIOOKU-DEN.

the Council of State. It was in that hall that the ceremony of the
enthroning of the Emperor took place.

Daigo-tenno, 8$ ;?c J||. The 60th Emperor of Japan (898-930)
was pmice Jtsuhito the eldest son of Uda-tenno. He ascended the
throne at the age of 13 Listening to the calumnies of the Fujiwara,
lokihira, Sadakuni, and of Mmamoto no Hikaru, he exiled Suqawara

bZbt]T-
e

th?
Da
^
at
^1

J.
9U1) - DurinS his re'gn - literature^ shone

bnghtly . the works of Ki no Isurayuki, Miyoshi Kiyotsura, Fukane
bukebito, etc., are still classical. For that reason the Enqi era (901-922)

!.

S

Ji
n0W

if
m hls^ry as a Per

?
od of Prosperity, as it may be seen by theaide called Engi-shiki. Daigo himself is often called Engi no Mikado.But during his reign already, notwithstanding the splendor of theceremonies at the Court and the comfort enjoyed at the capital, disorder

gradually crept into the interior of the land. Number of rich fanners

Swh Jm etc. for money, and refused to

ft n
6 2?™/ Th« W*er, too often, preferred to

the Court rather tk^-psheir provinces, and the families of theHilary class then began to fe'ke the places of the kuge. Daigo died at
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the age of 46, and was buried in the Daigo-ji temple, which he himself

bad built : hence his posthumous name.

Daiho, Jif . A castle in Hitachi, owned in the 14th century by

the Shimotsuma family. Masasue having embraced the party of the.

South, was besieged in his castle in 1343. He was defeated and killed

himself by harakiri.— See Shimotsuma.

Daiji, ^cin- Nengo: 1126-1130.

Daijin, S • The Minister secretary of State. This title was

created at the Taikwa reform (645). A Sadaijin (minister of the left),

an Udaijin (minister of the right), and a Naijin (minister of the interior),

took the place of the O-Muraji, the O-Omi, etc. Later, in 702, a I)ajo-

daijin (prime minister) was placed at the head of the Council, and the

title of Naijin was changed into Naidaijin. These denominations wero

in use until 1885. At that epoch, the Dajd-daijin, the Sadaijin, and the

Udaijin were suppressed, and a cabinet (
Naikaku )

was constituted, com-

prising 10 Daijin: Sori-daijin (Minister of the Council, president, with-

out a department), Naimu-daijin (interior), Gwaimu-daijin (foreign

affairs)
,
Okura-daijin (finances), Iiikugun-daijin (war), Kaigun-daijin

(navy), Mombu-daijin (public instruction), Shiho-daijin (justice),

Noshomu-daijin (agriculture and commerce), Teishin-daijin (post and

telegraph), to which must be added, the Kunai-daijin (imperial House-

hold), although not belonging to the Cabinet.

Daijingu, jf# 'g . The great Ise temples dedicated to Amaterasu-

6-mikami ; also the goddess herself.

Daijin-zenji, * £ jj$ ftji A title bestowed in 764 by the Empress

Shotoku upon the bonze Dokyo, who enjoyed her entire confidence.

The following year he was made Dajo-daijin-zenji, a unique occurrence

in the history of Japan.

Daijo, % ^ (Lit.
:
great vehicle, great conveyance) . The northern or

Chinese Buddhism (mahayana), in opposition to shiijo (small vehicle), the

southern Buddhism of Siam, Ceylon (
hinaydna). The characteristics of

this system are an excess of transcendental speculation and the substitution

of fanciful degrees of meditation in place of the practical asceticism

of the Shojo.

Daijo-e, 3c # ft A- ceremony which was also called daijo-sai,

uname
,

onie, omube. Every emperor pt^^ed it once after his

enthronement, to honor his ancestors, the imjin and the chijin. Go-

Hanazono-tcnno celebrated it in 1430 ;
‘filter that date it was dis-

continued, on account of the civil wars, until performed again by

Higashi-yama-tenno in 1680. The present Emperor performed it in

1871. It is the most solemn Shintoist festival.

Daikaku-ji, • A temple of the Shingon sect at Saga, W.
of Kyoto. It was first a villa built for the emperor Saga after his

abdication in 823, and became, in 876, a Buddhist temple, whose chief

bonzes were always princes of the imperial family. Kamcyama (1276)

and his son Go-Uda (1288) having retired to this temple, their des-

cendants were called Daihakuji-td (
Daikakuji line)

;
while the descendants

of Go-Fukakusa, who had retired to the Jimyo-in (1266), were called
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Jimyoin-to. The rivalry betve@%4 |§ese two branches of the imperial
dynasty holds a great place ift fsj£* history of the 13th and the 14th
centuries.

Daikoku, ± M . One of the 7 gods of luck, the special god of
riches. He is represented sitting or standing on rice bags, which rats

come to gnaw at under his indulgent eyes.

Daikwan, it 'b . Officials who, under the Hojo and Ashikaga
governed the great fiefs, in the absence of the titulars (kokushi ,

shugo)
then mostly at She -capital.— Under the Tokugawa, the title was given
to the administrators of the domains of the Shogun.
Daikyo, -Jz S < Great banquets formerly given at the Court. The

nikyu-daikyo were offered by the dowager empress and by the reigning
empress to the princes and ministers. When an official was raised to

the rank of daijin, he invited his colleagues and the principal personages
of the palace to a feast, which was called daijin-daikyo.

Daimuken-zan, $$ RH [1| . A mountain (2.330 met.) between
Suruga and Totomi.

Daixnyo, ;dc £ (Lit.
:
great name). A noble, a lord in feudal times.

The possessors of great domains were first called myoden

;

then by
and Jw the term daimyd prevailed. Daimyo were classified into

OitBYO AND HIS RETINUE ON A VISIT TO THE SHOBUN, ON THE FIRST OF THE TEAR.

kokushu, governors of one or several provinces
;
ryoshu, governors of a

smaller territory
;
and joshu, commanders of a castle. Before Ieyasu,

there were 18 kokushu, 32 ryoshu, and 212 joshu. Prom the time
of Ieyasu, all those whose revenues were above 10,000 koku of rice
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were daimyo. He divided them into two classes : the fudai-

daimyo, numbering 176, who had sided with him before the cam-

paign of Sckiga-hara (1600), and the tozama-daimyo, numbering 86,

who had submitted to his authority only after having been defeated.

—

See Myoden.

Dainagon, jz ~m > Counsellors of the imperial Court. The Taihd

code (702) created 4 dainagon. In 828, Junwa-tenno added some gon-

dainagon (vice great-counsellors). Towards the end of the 12th century,

the number of dainagon was raised to 8. At the beginning, they were

called Oimono-mdsu-tsukasa.

Dai-naiki, ft fiJ . Formerly the first secretary of the Depart-

ment of the Archives (Nakatsukasa-no-sho)

.

He was assisted by a

sho-naiki.

Dainei-ji, A temple of the Zen sect, near Fukagawa

(Nagato), in which Ouchi Yoshitaka, vanquished by his vassal Sue

Harukata, committed suicide (1551).

Dai-ni, iz • A high official of the Dazaifu, below the gon-no-

sotsu (governor). When there was a gon-no-sotsu, there was no dai-ni,

and vice versa. The dai-ni replaced the governor.

Dainichi-dake, jz 0 A mountain (1950 met.) between

Echigo, and Iwashiro.

Dainichi-gawa, H Jl| • A river (70 Km.) in Kaga ; it passes

through Kutani and Daishoji. It is also called Sakai-gawa, j$- Jlj ,

Daishoji-gawa, # Jl| ,
Sugao-gawa, ^ Jl| •

Dainiehi-Nyorai, * H ill ^ (sanskr. Vairotchana). One of the

persons of the Buddhist trinity. He personifies wisdom and purity, and

is also called Roshana-butsu, or Biruehana.

Dai-Nihon, The 8reat (empire of the) rising Sun, i.e,

Japan. The empire of Japan, situated in the N.W. of the Pacific

Ocean, lies between 119° 20' and 156° 82' long. E. and between 21°

18' and 50° 56' lat. N. It is composed of 5 great islands : Hondo,

Shikoku, Kyushu, Hokkaido, and Taiwan, and of more than 500

small islands to which must be added the southern half of Sagha-

lin (Karafuto) acquired by Japan in 1905. The surface of the

empire is 417,500 square kilom., and its population amounts to

48,542,736 inhabitants (Dec. 31, 1903), viz. : 116 inhabitants per square

kilometer. This population is divided into 5,200 kwazoku (nobles)

2,228,000 shizoku (former samurai), and 46,310,000 heimin (common

people).

Japan is divided into 10 great regions comprising 88 provinces:

those are:

—

Kinai (5 provinces), Tokai-do (15 provinces), Tosan-do

(13 provinces), Hokuroku-dd (7 prov.), San-in-do (8 prov.), San-yo-do

(8 prov.), Nankai-do (6 prov.), Saikai-dd (12 prov.), Hokkai-do

^

(11

prov.), Taiwan (3 prov.). For the Administration, it is divided into 3 fu
(prefectures), 43 ken (departments), and 2 cho (governments), namely

those of Hokkai-do and Taiivan. Those of Taiwan not counted, there

are 622 kbri (districts), 57 shi (cities), 1,163 machi (towns), and 14,034

mura (villages).
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Km

The following figures, for reference, are taken from the official
statistics of 1904 :

—

Foreigners residing in Japan
Newspapers and magazines
Post-offices

Telegraph offices

Post and telegraph offices

Post and telegraph officials

Letter carriers

Length of rail-roads in operation ...

Telephone offices

Primary schools

Number of pupils in primary schools

...
Hospitals

Physicians . „> V.V
Police stations aK&offices
Police inspectors and agents
Jinrilcisha (rikisha

)

Merchant vessels Sailing vessels ...

I
Japanese junks

Senators

Deputies

Electors (for the Chamber of Deputies)
Prefectural Assemblies

Members of Pref. Assemblies
Electors (for Pref. Assemblies)

District Assemblies

Members of District Assemblies
Municipal Assemblies
Members of Mun. Assemblies

In olden times, Japan was called O-yashima no Kuni A #1 yea
O-Yamato-toyo-akitsu-shimaJc U W , O-Yamato-hidakami
no Kuni ^ U do 33, US , Yamato no Kuni [gg , etc.

Dai-Nihon-shi, H it • A great history of Japan in 243
volumes published through the care of Mitsukuni, prince of Mito (1622-
1700). This work, which was finished only in 1715, contributed much
to raise the prestige of the imperial dynasty, and to cause the Tojcugaioa
to be regarded as usurpers.

Dairen, ^ *({£ . Dalny, in Liao-tony peninsula.
Dairi, iij . That part of the palace specially set apart for the

service of the Emperor. The shishin-den, the seiryo-den, etc. belonged
to it. When the Court was unable to rebpiM:^he imperial palace, and
the Emperor was obliged to reside elsewherUfelfeidence was called sato-
dam.' By extension, the word dairi app]|^§$8he Emperor himself.

Dairyo, M • An ancient coin eqmvaient to 72 shu $4 . The
shoryo /]> pg was only 24 shu. Later, the bu fr was created : then
0 shu made 1 bu

}
and 4 bu one ryo.

13,848

1,328

4,177
633

1,466

25,274

23,251

11,054

180
27,168

5,137,600
858

36,660
16,329

39,850

200,991

1,395

4,020

1,355

327
379

757,788

45
1,594

2,009,725

531
12,585

12,462
147,645
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Daisanji, X The name given, at the time of suppres-

sion of the han (feudal domains), to the officials untilThen called

karo . The daisanji came immediately after the han-chiji %u
Jjj (pi-efect)

,
just as the /card came after the daimyo.

Daiseishi, ;Jc 3# !g Or simply Seishi. A bosatsu belonging to the

retinue of Amida.

Daisen, X lU See Oyama (Hold).

Daishi, X (Lit: great master). An honorific title added to the

posthumous name of certain bonzes, considered as the holiest, or most

learned. This practice was imported from China. It was the emperor

Seiwa who for the first time conferred this title in 866 : that of Dengyd-

Daishi on the celebrated bonze Saicho, and that of Jilcaku-Daishi on

another celebrated bonze called Ennin.

Daishi, fill • The great Shintoist ceremonies as regulated by the

Jingi-kwan. They were of three different rites or degrees of solemnity :

daishi, chushi, and shoshi.— See Saishi.

Daishoji, X gg ^ . A town (10,000 inh.) and ancient castle in

Kaga. The cast'.e was successively occupied by the daimyo : Tsuba

(15th cent.), Asakura, Mizognchi (1583-1592), Yamaguchi (1592-1600),

Maeda (1600-1868)..

Dai-Sojo, X & E • The highest dignity in the Buddhist hierarchy.

The dai-sdjo ranked with the dainagon.— See So-kwan.

Daiten-Zenji, X Si fSP (1634-3516). A chief bonze of the

Shokoku-ji temple in Kyoto. He WM
:
,fe?50wned for his knowledge of

Chinese literature. He left numerous yfil^ksgs.

Daitoku-ji, X fi& tF A temple in Kyoto. It is the seat of a

subdivision of the Binzai branch of the Zen sect, and was built by

Myocho (
Daito-kokushi

)

in 1323. Among its chief bonzes were several

ceiebrities: Ikkyu in the 15th century, Takuan in the 17th century.

In the precincts of the temple are the tombs of Oda Nobunaga and of his

sons Nobutada and Nobuo.— The branch of the Daitoku-ji comprises 4

divisions : Kita no ha, Minami no ha, Kwanto no ha, and IJckyii no ha.

Daizen-shiki, X )i& • Formerly the office of the Minister of the

Imperial Household (Kunai-sho), having charge of the collection and
employment of taxes in kind destined for the palace. The chief of the

office had the title of Daizen-tayu, which, from the time of leyasu, was
hereditary in the family of the Choshu Mori.

Dajo-daijin, X X & The Prime Minister and president of the

Supreme Council (dajo-ktvan)

.

This title was created in 671 by the

emperor Tenchi for his son Otomo no Oji, and for a long time was
reserved for the imperial princes. The empress Shotoku was the first to

depart from this custom by conferring the title of Dajodaijin-Zenji on the

bonze Dokyo.

Dajo-k5, Ji M • See Dajo-tenno.

D ajo-kwan, jf>C 'B • Supreme Council of the Emperor, established

in 702. It was composed of the Dajo-daijin (minister-president), the

Sadaijin (minister of the left), the Udaijin (minister of the right), the

Naidaijin (minister of the Interior), the four Dainagon (first class
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secretaries), j sitei$aSef£$kdnago>i assistant secret-
aries). Chunagon were created
and the number of Dainagon and Shonagon
increased.

Dajo-tenno, ^ _t 5c ^ . Or simply Dajd-
ko, Joko, the title of the emperors after their
abdication. They were called Dajo-hod or Hod,
when they became bonzes. The empress Jito
was the first to take this title (696). Later, it

was customary for the new emperor to offer this
title to his predecessor : Junwa-tenno did so to his
brother Saga in 824. The ex-emperor refused by
a writing (songo no jisho) ; the successor insisted

(
songo go-hosho). Uda-

tenno (897) refused as many as six times. This custom was interrupted
at the time of the troubles of Onin (1467), and taken up again by Sakura-
machi-ienni> (1736).

Dan, 9] . A title of nobility corresponding to that of baron=
Danshaku.

Danii, . Ancient Japanese name of the island of Borneo.
Danjodai, 351 IE $ • Or Tadasu-tsulcasa. Formerly a high Court

of justice. There were four ranks of officials : Kami (president),
Sukelffi (vice-president), Jo JjjJ (secretaries), Sukwan

jfjfc (assessors).
In 836, the greater part of the attributions of the Danjodai devolved upon
the Kebiishi.

,?
an,"n0"Ura

’ 89 • A bay in Nagato, near Shimonoseki, where, in
118j, the celebrated naval battle was fought that consummated the ruin
of the Taira and the triumph of the Minamoto. The latter’s victory
was principally due to the bravery of Yoshitsune, who, among other
feats, in one bound, leaped over eight (?) boats (hasso-tobi) to reach an
enemy. The ex-emperor Antoku, 7 years old, and his grandmother
Nii-iio-ama, the widow of Kiyomori, perished in the sea with a great
number pf their partisans.— See Taira Munemori.
Danrin-fu,

-fcfc M - A kind of haikai (Poetry of 17 syllables)
created by Nishiyama Sain (1610-1682). •

Danrin-kog5, M H. Jff The name given to Tachibana Kachi-
ko, wife of the emperor Saga.
Dansen-bugyo, & ifMf • A title created in 1371. By dansen

were specified ta@ extra taxes levied for the crowning of the emperor
or some otbee.mtportant circumstances; later on, they were called go-yo-
km. The fym&ions of the bugyo were to assess the taxes according’ to
the fortunes of the families and to collect them. This title existed only
in the time of the Ashikaga.

Danzan-jinja, \ii jpiji • See Tamu-no-mine.
Daruma, ii 1$ (sanskr. Bodhidharma). A son of a king of south-er
i
n
f!fu-

who
’ havin£ bscome a honze. went to China and iniroduced

the Buddhist Zen sect into that country. He is represented clad in red
and in deep meditation, sometimes even without legs. He is supposed to
have lost them by a nine years’ uninterrupted contemplation.
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Daruma^M/M 18 & A feast of Daruma, which is celebrated on

the 5th day bfilis 10th lunar month.

Date, in • a family of daimyo in Mutsu,

descending from the Fujiwara.

Tomomune, n? • A descendant in the

16th degree of Fujiwara Uona, residing at Isa, in

Hitachi. In 1189 he transferred his residence into

Mutsu, Bate district, of which he took the name.

He is the ancestor of Masamune.

Masamune

, fTsunamune-Tsunamura-Yoshimura.
ladamune

1 Muneyoshi-Takeaki-Nobuaki (Tamura).

. |
Munetoslii-Muneyoslii-Munetoshi.

liuleniune
|Munezumi-Muneyasu-Muratoyo. •

(a) — Masamune, % {1566-1636). Was a son of Terumune

(+ 1584). His father having beers killed by Nihonmatsu Yoshitsugu,

Masamune succeeded him at the age of 18, and continued to wage war

against his neighbors to aggrandise his domains. In 1589 he made

himself master of Aizu, domain of the daimyo Ashina, and established

his residence at the Kurobxffl® eastfe (Wakamatsu)

;

but the following

year, Hideyoshi, having triumphed over the Odawara Hojo

,

forced him

to be satisfied with the Yonezawa fief (800,000 lc). At the time of the

expedition to Korea, he accompanied Hideyoshi to Nagoya (Hizen)

,

thence he passed into Korea t'-M -Asano Nagamasa. During his

absence, he was accused of beingM|^|&ted together with the Kwampaku

H.detsugu in a plot against Hic^ZgMt hut he succeeded in disculpating

himself. In 1600, leyasu ordered him to make war against Uesugi

Kagekatsu, and, assisted by Mogami Yoshiteru, he defeated Naoe Kane-

tsugu He then received in fief the 12 districts possessed until then by

the Uesugi, and changed the name
of his castle from Iwatezawa to that

of Sendai (620,000 k.). He took part

in the siege of Osaka (1615), and

repelled the troops of Goto TJjifusa.

When the Shogun Hidetada persecut-

ed the Christians at Edo, he obtained

the release of Father Sotelo, who had

been arrested, called the latter to

Sendai and commissioned him to ac-

company an embassy he was sending

to the Sovereign Pontiff and to the king

of Spain, the embassy being headed

by Hasekura llokuemon Tsunenaga

(1.613). Masamune was then said to ...
be favorably disposed towards the Christians, and even inclined to

embrace Christianity, but fearing to displease the Shogun, he soon

changed his dispositions and became a persecutor. He died at the age

of seventy, renowned not only as a warrior, but still more as a diplomat

and a protector of artists and scholars.
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Tadamune, ^ (4- 1658). Was a son of Masamune and
enjoyed much credit with the Shogun Iemitsu.

Tsunamune, ^ . Having been denounced at Edo on
account of the licentiousness of his life, he was condemned to dig, at
his own expense, the moat of the castle of Edo from Megane-bashi to
the gate of Ushigome (1660). His descendants resided at Sendai
(620,000 k.) until the Restoration. = Now Count.

(6) Muneyoshi, Jyj . The 2nd son of Tadamune, revived the name
of Tamura, an ancient family of Mutsu, which had been dispossessed by
Masamune. He established his residence at Ichinoseki (Mutsu—30,000 k.),
where his descendants resided till the Restoration. = Now Viscount.

(c) — The junior Branch was established at Uivaiima tTuo) in
1614 (100,000 k.).

' ‘

— Muneki, ^5 (1817-1882). Played a conspicuous part at
the time of the Restoration, and was among the first to ask for the
suppression of the shogunate. = Now Marquis.

(d) — A Branch of the above which in 1657 received the castle of
Yoshida (Igo— 30,000 k.). = Now Viscount.
Date Chihiro, # jg ^ (1803-1877). Man of letters of the

Wakayama clan (Kii) . In his works he shows great attachment to the
Imperial Restoration.

Dazaifu, $ jjlf • A town in Chikuzen, which from the 6th
century was the seat of the Tsukushi government.— It was at that
place that, in 1182, the emperor Antoku took refuge, but the revolt
of Ogata Koreyoshi compelled him to pass into Nagato. It was at
Dazaifu too, that the Mongols tried to land in 1281.

-, rPaza*/u ».
¥ Iff

;

Formerly the military government of Kyushu.
When, during the reign of Kemmei (663), the kingdom of Mimana
(Korea) had been destroyed by Shiragi, the
Japanese posts which had been established in that
country, were transferred to Tsukushi. An ad-
ministration was charged with the defence of the
coasts, and, gradually with all the civil services,
such as, agriculture, taxes, posts, Conmunications,
etc. The administration was composed of 1 sotsu,
3 ni (dai-ni and sho-ni), 2 gen (dai-gen and
sho-gen), 2 ten (dai-ten and sho-ten,) etc. In
740, the Daizai-shoni Fujiwara Hirotsune having
revolted, the Dazaifu was suppressed and replaced
by a Tsukushi-chinzeifu, but was re-established in
745.

^
After the downfall of the Taira, Yoritomo created a Ghinzei-

bugyo (1186) as governor of Kijusliu, which title was afterwards
changed to that of Kyushu-tandai (1275), which in its turn, was later
on modified to the original Daizaifu-sotsu.
Dazai no gon-no

:
sotsu, ± $ ffi full . The head of the government

ot Kyushu had the title of Dazai no sotsu. As this title was generally
reserved for princes of the imperial family who did not leave the capital,
a sub-governor (gon-no-sotsu) with the rank of nagon took his place.
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A daijin occupied this postfesn when sent into exile, as it happened to

Sugawara Michizane.

Dazai-shoni, X $ 'p jj£ • The title of one of the principal officials

of the Dazaifu. In 1196, Muto Sukeyori received this title from Yori-

tomo, and his descendants made it their family name, Shoni.

Dazai Shuntai, (1680-1747). Was born at Iida

(Shinano), and became a pupil of Ogiu Sorai, and a renowned Confu-

cianist. His instructions were very well attended, and his num-
bering over 50, are still much appreciated. ; i

Dembu, •$. . A written authorization given by t^-^§okwan,
which entitled the bearer to receive relay horses when charged with

an official mission.

Den-choro, i$- -B; (+ 1633). Was born in the Isshiki family,

became a bonze of the Zen sect and the head of the Nanzen-ji and the

Konchi-in temples and is known under the name of Suden. He accom-

panied Ieyasu in all his campaigns as a secretary. At the battle of

Mikata-ga-hara (1572), he himself fought, and took the heads of 3

enemies as a trophy. Ieyasu allowed the Konchi-in as a reward, to

have three black stars on its arms. In 1608, Suden was charged with

the high office of administrator of the Buddhist and the Shintoist temples,

as well as with the redaction of the letters to be sent to foreign countries.

He is also called Konchi-in Suden.

Dengaku, III ^ • The name giv-sr. te amusements in which peasants

formerly indulged after certain periods of Mrd labor in the fields. Later

on historical scenes of olden times were- represented. Over 50 pieces of

that kind were composed. They resembled the no and were much in vogue

during the Kamakura and the Muromachi eras (1200-1570). Gradually

however, the dengaku gave way to the sarugaku or no

Dengyo Daislii, %1&-X (Sfi (767-822). The posthumous name by
which the bonze Saicho is known. Saicho was born in Omi, in the

Miura family, became bonze when 12 years old, and was a disciple

of Gyohyo. By order of the emperor he went to China in 802, visited

many Buddhist temples, among others the Kokusei-ji, on mount Tendai
in Tchekiang fll province. After his return

in 805, he diffused the doctrines he had imbibed : it

was the beginning of the Tendai sect, the seat of

which was established at the Enryaku-ji temple,

which he had built on Hiei-zan in 788. He also

brought from China many religious books and the

ceremony of Buddhist baptism Qcwancho), which
he himself administered to the dying Kwammu-
tenno. Shortly before his death, Saicho received

the title of Dengyo-hoshi, which was changed by
the emperor Seiwa into that of Dengyd-daishi DENGYO DAI3HI.

in 866.

Denjo-bito, Wt _k A • The name primitively given to the digni-

taries of the Court who enjoyed the privilege of being admitted to the

Seiryoden hall called Denjo-no-nia

:

they were the kurando of the 4th,
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5th, and 6th ranks. Later, this title was given to all those who, although
not harando, were authorized to visit the Emperor.

Jwe.UZU-in, j3i • The temple of the Jodo-shu sect, erected in
•MIS at Edo (Koishikawa) by the bonze Shohyo. It was first called
Sokei-ji, but had its name changed when Denzu-in, the mother of Ieyasu
was buried in that temple in 1602.

Dewa, ffi M One of the 13 provinces of Tosando, detached from
Echigo in 712.— Its Chinese name is Ushu.— In 1868, it was divided
into Uzen and TJgo.

D5, 3£ • A region or division of land containing several provinces.
There are 7 do : Tokaido (15 prov.), Tosando (13 prov.), Hokurokudb
(7 prov.), Sanindo (8 prov.), Sanyodo (8 prov ), Nankaido (6 prov.),
Saikaido (12 prov.), to which may be added Hokkaido (11 prov.).

Dobo-gashira, fp] jJU gfl . Under the Tokugawa government it was
the title given to the chief of the servants of the shogunal palace. This
office was generally entrusted to a bonze. To prepare the reception halls,
to offer tea, run errands for officials, etc. : such were thC®ste>ations of
the doboshu, also called bo-ami. They were supressed ini3^§j|S'
Dobo-shu, IPJ $} Under the Ashikaga adminisfSMfefl servantsm the service of the Bakufu. Their function was to receive the guests.

Bonzes were generally charged with this office.

Docho, ,ff 31 •_
A sort of diploma given by the government to bonzes

imd ama after their admission into the congregation. It was also called
doen.

Dogen, 31 7C • See Shdyo-Daishi.

Dogo, 3l Ik • A village in Iyo renowned for its hot springs, in
which, according to legend, Onamuji and Sukuna-bikona were the
first to bathe

; after them followed many emperors and high personages.— In U’f>5,
’

'Doi-Michiharu built a castle there, which he called
Ytmtki^$jmpce his descendants resided and governed the province.
Fukush^^M~iSdsanon took it in 1588. The castle of Dogo was demo-
lished when Rato Yoshiaki established himself at Matsuyama, in 1600.
Dogo, '& The largest of the Oki island, (120 Km. in circuit) •

the three smaller ones are called Dozen.— Dogo is also called Haha-jima.
Doi, i A family of daimyo, native of Mikawa.

Tosbikatsu, ^ij (1573-1644). Was a son of Mizuno Nobu-
moto, an uncle of Ieyasu. He was adopted by Doi Toshimasa and
brought up with Hidetada. In 1601, he was made daimyo and
received a revenue of 10,000 k. in Shimosa ; afterwards he successively
passed to Sahara (30,000 k.) and to Koga (132,000 k.). Together with
Sakai Tadayo and Aoyama Tadatoshi, he was chosen counsellor of Ie-
mitsu. Toshikatsu had three sons, hence the three branches of the family.

{

Toshitaka-Toshishige-Toshiniasu-Toshizane. (a)
Toshinaga-Toshitoino-Toshitsune-Toshinobu. (b)
Toshifusa-Toshitomo-Toshihiro-Toshisada. (c)

(a) —The elder branch resided at Koga (Shimosa 132,000 k) until
1675. The same year, Toshihisa the eldest son, having died without
children, Toshimasu his uncle, became his successor, and was transferred
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J&l&fa-iShima— 60,000 k.). The family having been transferred to

Sar&Utt ' (Hizen) in 1691, returned in 1762, to Koga (Shimosa—
80,000 k ).=Now Viscount.

(6) — The younger branch was founded by Toshinaga, the second son
of Toshikatsu. The family was established at Nishio (Mikawa) ; after-

wards, in 1747, at Kariya (Mikawa— 23,000 k.) =Now Viscount.

(c) —The youngest branch descended from Toshifusa, the 3nd son of

Toshikatsu. It was established, in 1682, at Ono (Echizen— 40,000 k.)=
Now Viscount.

Doi Michiharu, db iifi in • Was a native of Iyo and father of

Kono. In 1333, when Go-Daigo fled from Oki and established himself
at Funanoe-sen (Hold), Michiharu and his kinsman Tokund Michitoki
took his side and defeated the Nagato-tandai, Hdjd Toldnao, at

Hoshioka. Afterwards they made war against the Ashikaga. Michi-
haru was killed at the taking of the castle of Kanasaki

(Echizen ) in 1337.

Doi Sanehira, ± HE ff ^ • A descendant of the Taira, who,
having been established at Doi (Sagami), took its name. In 1180,
answering the call of Yoritomo, he took part in the campaigns against

Yoshinaka and the Taira. Peace having been restored, he received 5

provinces of Sanyodo as a fief, and afterwards was appointed governor
of Kinai. He died in 1220.

Dojo-ji, m fo # • A Buddhist temple in Kit, known by the legend

of the bonze Anchin (928) ,
too long to be reproduced here.

Doki-jidai, '$p[ ££ Iff The brazen age of the anthropologists, com-
ing after the stone age

(sekki-jidai

)

and before the iron age (telcki-jidai)

.

Doko-Daishi, ilt Hi jz. • The posthumous name of Jitsue (785-

847), a celebrated bonze of the Siangan sect, who enjoyed great credit

with the emperors Saga and Seiwa.

.

Dokyo, Ifii. A bonze who, by his intrigues, obtained a great

influence over the ex-empress Koken. Fujiwara Nakamaro, a favorite

of the emperor Junnin, took umbrage, raised an army against him, but
was defeated and killed in Omi (764). Dokyo, then more powerful

than ever, had Junnin exiled to Aioaji and induced Koken to re-ascend
the throne, whilst he himself was ctmp$. pajddM'ijin-Zenji, and even
H6-6, a title reserved to emperors. AJ|;;^4§sority was in his hands, and
soon his party went so far as to pubtEjuy proclaim him worthy of the

throne. The empress already shaken about to yield j Jm& before

doing so, she ordered a faithful servant, Wake no KiyowM% repair

to the temple of the god Ilachiman, at Usa, for consUitaife»„ The
answer was that a simple subject could never become emperor. This
exasperated Dokyd, who exiled Kiyomaro to Osumi, after having ordered

the tendons of his legs to be cut (768). But the empress had changed
her mind. The following year, Konin-tenno having ascended the throne
at the death of the empress, his first act of authority was to banish Dokyd
to Shimotsuke, where he died in 772.

Doncho, M ^ • A Korean bonze. It is said that he came to Japan
in 610, bringing Buddhist books along with him, that he was a skilful

draughtsman and taught the Japanese to make paper and Indian ink.
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Doryu, iti (1214-1278). A Chinese bonze who came to Japan
when 33 years old, and introduced the Zen sect. The shikken Hujo
Tokiyori put him at the head of the Kenchb-ji temple, which he had
just erected at Kamakura (1253). Later lie became chief of the
Saimyo ji temple. After his death, he received the posthumous title

of Daigaku-Zenji. He is also called Rankei.
Dosen, • A Chinese bonze who came to Japan in 735, and

introduced the Kegon sect.

D5sh5, M B3 • A bonze of the Genko-ji temple, who, in 653,
accompanied the embassy sent to China, and who, after his return (654),
commenced to preach the Hosso or Yuishiki sect. He also contibuted

to the propagation of the Ryobu-sliinto. In the provinces where he
passed, he built bridges, dug wells, made rivers navigable, etc. He died

in the year 700, and was cremated. It was the first time that cremation
was performed in Japan.

D5so-jin, jJi jjjfl jfiji. The god of roads and ways (Shinto). Also
called Doroku-jin ££ jjilji

, Sae no kami jjitji
,
Kunado S\- jpi[i

,

etc.

Dowa-chohen, la Work in which Kurozawa Okinamaro
(1795-1859) has compiled in poetical form, the most popular fables for

children : Momotaro, Kachikachi-yama, Shita-kin-suzume, etc.

Dozen, ^ fiij . A collective name given to the 3 islands, Chiburi-
shima, Nishi no shima and Naka-shwux, of the Oki group.

J
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Ebisu, Aborigines in the

East and North of ‘Ja'pfh?: tTiav^i^efi in the most remote

provinces were called Ara-Ebisu, Tsuga ru-Ebisu. The Aim are

their descendants.

Ebisu, S J:t 0.- Was the 3d son of Izanagi and Izanami, and
is one of the 7 gods of luck. He is represented with a fishing-line and a
fish (tai) in his hand. He is also called HiruJco.

Ebisu-kc, M yfk • A festival celebrated, especially by mer-
chants, on Uie,u4tt!i of the eleventh lunar month, in honor of Ebisu.

Ebosbi'K.'aiMW -f- ^ . At the time of the gembuku, a kinsman or

a friend dl^dseif as eboshi-oya (sponsor) who, putting the eboshi (a

kind of o»,'tl,ie head of the young man, gave him a name : it was
the ebosM-ffft ot kcfpStnei.

Echi, An ancient province on the western coast of Hondo. In
(580 it was divided into Echizen, Etchu, and Ecliigo.

Echigo, ^ • One of the seven provinces of Hokurokudo. It

comprises 15 districts which belong to the Niigata-ken. Its Chinese

name is Esshu, which is also given to Echizen and Etchu.

Echizen, M hTJ • One of the 7 provinces of Hokurokudo. It com-
prises 8 districts which belong to the Eukui-ken. Its Chinese name is

Esshu, which designates also Etchu, and Echigo.

Edo, jX Now Tokyo, the capital of Japan, was originally but

a little village of fishermen, near which Ota Sukenaga (Dokwan), a

vassal of the Uesugi, built a castle in 1456, and fighting against his

neighbors of Iwatsuki, Hachigata, etc., became master of the whole
Musashi province. Afterwards Edo came into the possession of the

Kubo of Koga, but in 1524 fell into that of Hojo Ujitsuna. At the

downfall of the Hojo (1590) when Tokugawa Ieyasu received Kwanto
as a fief, he selected Edo for his residence, and erected a castle, which,

for 260 year's, was the seat of the shogunate. The palace, repeatedly

destroyed and rebuilt, was reduced to ashes in 1863. The town also

was several times partially destroyed by fire; the conflagrations of 1621,

1657, 1668, and 1845, left scarcely anything but ruins. The earthquakes

of 1633, 1650, 1703, 1707, and 1855 caused considerable damage. Mean-
while the Shogun and their ministers applied themselves to embellish

the city. From that period date the Nihonbashi (1603) the temple

of Kwannon in Asakusa (1618) the temple Kumz^iyiitv
the suido (waterworks) which bring the water fron^t^g*l|w^^e«^« Jq,.StBg

(1653), the Iiyogokubashi (1659), the

the Eitai-bashi (1698), eto.. At the Restoration

changed into that of Tokyo (1868), and, in the

came the residenceof theEmperor and the seat of

4 » + 4 >:*3 • T i A
..V t it;.
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Edo-jidai, 01 D ft • The period of the Tokugawa shogunate

in Edo, from 1603 till 1867
;
it is also called Tokugawa-jidai.

E-dokoro, |fr pjf • During the Ashikaga period, an officer super-

intending affairs relating to painting.

Efu, Wl jf(f
• Offices of the Imperial Guard. The Taiho code (702) had

created five of them : emon-fu, sa-eji-fu, u-eji-fu, sa-hyoe-fu. and u-hyoe-fu.
8uccessively there were added the chue-fu (728), thejutd-e-/u (759) which
was afterwards changed into konoe-fu (775), the gwai-e-fu, which to-

gether numbered 8 in all. In 772, the gwai-e-fu was suppressed.

E-fumi, It (Lit. :— picture trampling). The obligation to trample

on the cross at the taking of the census. This law was enacted in 1716 in

order to make certain of the extinction of Christianity. It is said to have

been applied even to foreigners who landed in Japan.

i^fewa-Tarozaemon, CC Jl| :± J2H ife ('4 (1801-1855). A certain

zg'M in the service of the Shogun. In his youth, he studied Dutch.

iSj/Jsfe lather’s death (1835), he succeeded him as daikuan of Nirayama
fl&^-.- In 1839, Toni Yozo, having been charged with the inspection of

Kazusa, Awa, Sagami, Izu, Oshima, he accompanied him and

return, he drew up a statement on the best means of defending

the coasts. He was then made professor of target shooting and military

drill. He soon had 4000 pupils, to whom he gave a hat of particular

form, which was called the Nirayama-boshi. When, in 1849, an
English vessel came to anchor at Shimoda, he sent her off without

parley. After the arrival of Commodore Perry, he took a very active

part in the construction of the Shinagawa forts.

Eguchi, CC P . In Settsu, a place where Miyoshi Masanaga
(Sozan) built a castle, and where, besieged in 1549 by Miyoshi Chokei,

he was defeated and killed.

Ehime-ken, §£ . A department formed by the province of

Iyo.— Pop. 1,056,000.— Capital, Matsuyama (36,600 inh.).— Principal

towns: Imabaru (15,000 inh.), Uwajima (13,250 inh ), Besslii-yama

.(11,600 inh.), etc.

Eicho, 7k H Nengo : 1096.

Ei-en, z)t £j£ • Nengo

:

987-988.

Eigen -ji, jkjc A temple founded in Omi, by the bonze Genko

(1322), which became the seat of -a subdivision of the JRinzai branch of

the Zen sect.

Eigwa-monogatari, f# #7 So - A work composed in 1027 by

Akazome no Emon. It embraces the history of two centuries (850-1027)

and especially describes the magnificence (eigwa)
of Fujiwara Michinaga.

Eiho, • Nengo : 1081-1083.

Eiji, M in • Nengo: 1141.

E i j 0 7k - Nengo : 1046-1052. — It is also called Eisho.

Eikwan, fiS, • Nengo

:

983-984.

Eikwan-ji, zk SS # • A Buddhist temple erected in Kyoto (855)

by the bonze Shinsho. It is the seat of the Seizan branch of the Jodo

sect. The temple was rebuilt on a new and greater plan in 983,

(
Eikwan 1 nen) by the bonze Eikwan, hence its name.
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Eikyo, jjc ^ : 1429-1440.
Eikyo no ran, & ^ - A civil war which arose in Kwanto

when the Kwanryo Mochiuji, irritated at not having been made shogun,
refused obedience to the elected Shogun Yoshinori, commenced war
against Uesugi Norizane and was finally condemned to commit hara-
kiri (1439),
Eikya*#;#.. Nengo: 1113-1117.

Eiman, . Nengo: 1165.

Einin, yjt fi . Nengo ; 1293-1298.

Einin-shinno. ^ tl ^ 3E .
(1356-1416). Was the son of the

emperor Suko of the northern dynasty. The latter disposed of his
throne (1352) in favor of his brother Go-Kogon, who, in his turn,
abdicated in 1371. Einin then desired to succeed him, but the Kwanryo
Hosokawa Yoriyuki caused Go-Enyu., the son of Go-Kogm, to be elected :

hence the rivalry between the two ex-emperors. At the death of Suko
(1398) his domains returned to the crown to the great disappointment
of Einin, who then retired to Daikomyo-ji to become a bonze under the
name of Tsuchi. However shortly after he inherited the palace and
possessions of prince Naohito in Harima. In 1403, he took up his
residence in Saga (Yamashiro). He is the ancestor of the princes
Arisugawa.

Eiraku-sen, #k ^ U • Copper coins made in China during the
Eiraku era (1403-1424) and imported in great quantities into Japan.
They circulated for a long time, and were also called eisen.

Eiroku, Jc in* . Nengo : 1558-1569.

Eiroku-ji, jj$ ^ . See Narriban-ji.

Eiryaku, & Iff . Nengo: 1160.
Eisai, £j£ j5j (1141-1215). A famous bonze born in Bitchu of the

Kayo family. At the age of 14, he entered the monastery at Hiei-zan.
In 1168, he went to China, visited the temples of Tendai-zan, and soon
came back to Japan. Then, with the intention of going ns fur as
India, he embarked again in 1187, and. went first to Tchekiang.
However contrary winds prevented the voyage he had projected. He
therefore remained at the Tendai-zan, and oajne back to Japan in 1191.
The following year, he erected the Sh$fuku-ji in Hakata (Chikuzen).
The Shogun Yoriie having had the Kmnin-ji built in Kyoto
appointed Eisai chief (1202). It was ihsvl; he propagated the Zen
sect doctrine which he had brought from China. In 1203, he was raised
to the dignity of Dai-sojo. After having been called to Kamakura in
order to erect the Jufuku-ji, he died at the age of 75 years. He was
given the posthumous title of Zenko-kokushi. Eisai introduced the
cultivation of tea into Japan. After his return from China, he planted
some in Chikuzen, then in the neighborhood of Kyoto but the people
rejected the beverage as a poison. Eisai then composed a book (Kissa-
yojo-lci) in which he enumerated the hygienic qualities of tea

; he more-
over had, the good fortune of curing the Shogun Sanetomo with tea.
From that time, the cause was gained : the cultivation of tea spread,
and soon was in daily use among the people.
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Eisho, 7H jE- Nengo: 1504-1520.

Eiso, 7k W Nengo : 989.

Eitoku, yj< fjf| . Nengo of the northern dynasty : 1381-1383.

Eiwa, 7k ?I1 • Nengo of the northern dynasty ; 1375-1378.

Ei-zan, $2 lU • See Hiei-zan.

Eji, m±- Soldiers of the imperial, guard belonging to the Ejifu.
Towards 900, their number was limited to 600. They guarded the

gates of the palace, the eight ministeses. etc.

Ejifu, fee imperial guard. Besides guarding
the palace, they escofte$ ' chstiage of the emperor. In 808, the

emonfu was suppressed. sup'm iftifsss joined to the ejifu. Gradually the

functions of the ejifu the Kebiishi.

Ekei, jg fg. See -JrMkkfi Mti.
Ekiba, iff 1% Belay horses

1

at the disposal of express messengers
of the government. In case of urgency, they suspended a little bell

(ekirei) at the collar of the horse in order to give notice of their arrival,

and thus found fresh day and night. According to the import-
ance of the roads, every had to keep 20, 10, or 5 horses.

Ekwan, fH . &J^^an bonze who came to Japan in 625. He
established his residence at the Genko-ji, and began to preach the two
sects Sanron and Jqjitsu, which no more exist.

Embun, $1 Nengo of the northern dynasty: 1356-1360.

Emi no Oshikatsu, ,1 ^ fP § . See Fujiwara-Nakamaro.
Emma-O, tlH I. • The king of the Buddhist hell, who judges

the souls of the dead and determines the punishment due to their

sins.

Emonfu, A guard of the imperial palace. At the

beginning, this function was performed by the two families Otomo and
Kumebe, and, after the extinction of the latter, by the Otomo and the

Saiki. In 643, the empress Kogyoku created the Emonfu which com-
prised the Kadobe, the Mononobe, the Eji, the Hayato, etc.

3£3£- Nengo: 1673-1680.

Sensai, iC ,
(1533-1633). His true name was

to. He was a physician in the service of Kato Kiyomasa.
After the fall of the Kato family (1632), he went to Kyoto. He was
then 100 years old. The ex-emperor Go-Mi-no-o wished to see him,
and asked for the secret of his longevity :

—“It is temperance (sessei

)

”,

he answered. The emperor loaded him with presents. Soon after-

wsAfo he died. One of his friends, ltd Tan-an, under the title of
lidjm-monogatari (statements of an old man), collected the propositions

Sensiti liked to propound.

JSa&mi, @ • In Settsu, a castle in which Kusunoki Masanori
established himself after his defection (1369), and from which he fought
against his former partisans, the Wada, etc. At a later epoch, the
oastle was the scene of the wars between Miyoshi Cholcei and his
relation Masanaga (1549).

Ena-zan, jg ffi lb • A mountain (2,240 met.) between Mino and
Shinano.
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Enchin, [HI (814-891). A bonze who went to China in 858 and
brought hack the doctrine of the Jimon branch of the Tendai sect (858).
In 927, the emperor Daigo bestowed on him the posthumous title of

Ghishd-Daishi.

Encho, . Nengo : 923-930.

Endo, (f& • A daimyo family originating in Mino and descended
from the Taira. The family first resided at Hackman (Mino), from
1600 to 1698, then at Mikami (0mi-12,000 k.). After the Restoration,

they resumed the name of To which they bore before the shogunate of
the Tokugawa— Now Viscount.

End5 MoritS, • See Mongaku-Shonin.
EngakU"jl 8?] $£ # . A temple built at Kamakura in 1282 by Hojo

Tokimune, It became the seat of a subdivision of the Rinzai branch
of the Zen Befit. The bonze Sogen (Bukko-Zenji )

was its first chief.

Engen, x • Nengo : 1336-1339.

Engi, ^ . Nengo : 901-922.

Engi-shiki, • A collection in 50 volumes of the regulations

concerning the ceremonies of the palace, the audiences of the officials, the

customs of the provinces, etc. It was published during the Engi era

(927), hence its name. It was the emperor Daigo that charged his

minister Fujiwara Tokihira with superintending this publication
;
after

Tokihira’s death (909) his brother Tadahira continued the work.— In
1818, Matsudaira Naritake, daimyo of Matsue (Izumo), revised it and
added ten supplementary volumes.

Enkei, . Nengo: 1308-1310.

Enko-Daishi, IK % • See Genku.

Enkwan, [HI
• A bonze, chief of the Toji temple in Kyoto. In

1331, he joined a plot against the Hojo and was exiled into Mutsu.
After the taking of Kamakura in 1333, he returned to his temple,

where he died in 1356.

Enkyo, }£ . Nengo : 1744-1747.

Enkyu, Nengo: 1069-1073.

Ennin, Hfl fc . See Jikaku-Daishi.

En no Matsubara, fe I# • The name
of an old garden in the precincts of the im-
perial palace at Kyoto. The garden has

often been sung in poetry.

En no Shokaku, & /J' Pi Was born
in 634 in the Yamato province. He studied

Buddhism and, when 32 years old, retired

to mount Katsuragi, where he lived in

solitude for over 30 years. Having been
accused of sorcery, he was exiled in 699 into

one of the Izu islands, but was pardoned
some years later. It is said that one of his

practices was to ascend the highest moun-
tains in order to consecrate their summits to

Shaka.

EN NO 8H5KAKU.
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En-o, JjE JJJg
• Nengo : 1239.

Enomoto, if. A samurai family which was ennobled in 1885 ;

the chief of the family to-day is Viscount.

Takeaki, IS • Was born in Edo in 1836. After having
finished his studies at the Shohei-gakko, he became an officer in the

Shogim’s navy, was sent to Holland in 1860 and came back in 1866.
At the time of the Imperial Restoration, he left with several men-of-war
for Hakodate, where, with Otori Keisuke, he continued the struggle for

six months. He surrendered to general Kuroda Kiyotaka, on the
condition that he alone would be responsible for this campaign. He
was imprisoned in Tokyo and set free three years later at the request

of his conqueror, general Kuroda and of Marshal Saigo. Soon after,

he was appointed general secretary of the Kaitakushi (department of

the Yezo colonization)
; it was then that he caused the mines of Ishikan

and Sorachi to be worked. In 1873,; 'feis nominated vice-admiral,

afterwards ambassador to Russia. l| v|$||jj
! in this capacity that he

concluded the treaty by which the souttifepWi of Saghalien (Karafuto)

was exchanged for the Kurile Islands (Chishima). Ambassador to

Peking in 1882, Viscount in 1885, Admiral Enomoto has since been
Minister of Communications, Minister of Education, and of Foreign
Affahs. He is now a member of the Privy Council.

Ettomoto K;kaku, (1661-1707.) A pupil of Basho ;

he became famous in the composition of haikai (poetry of 17 syllables).

E-stHsMina, ir A • a little island in Sagami, near Kamakura,
dedicated to the goddess Benten, who is said to have caused it to rise

from the bottom of the sea, in the sixth century.

Enryaku, Iff . Nengo : 782-805.

Enryaku-ji, ££ Jff ^ . A temple founded by Dengyo-Daishi during
the Enryaku era, at the summit of Hiei-zan. For centuries it was the

seat of the Tendai sect. It was built to protect the Imperial palace
against “ noxious ” influences of the N-E. Gradually other temples were
erected around it, and the power of the bonzes steadily increased. They
even kept a considerable army, which became the terror of Kyoto and
its neighbourhood. It is especially with regard to them that the emperor
Shiralcawa said :

“ There are three things which I cannot bring under
obedience : the water of the Kamo-gawa, the dice of the sugoroku game,
and the bonzes on the mountain.” To reduce them to obedience, the
iron-hand of Nobunaga was necessary : in 1571 he burnt the temples
and massacred all the bonzes. Since then some temples have teen
rebuilt, but are greatly inferior in grandeur to the former ones.

Enshi, ® t=s] . Formerly the governor, or administrator of a sho-en.

Enshu, j|£ M . The Chinese name of the Totomi province.

Enshu-nada, 'JH 8$ . The sea of Enshu, or Totomi.

Enshu-ryu, #) gfc . See Kobori Masakazu.
Entoku, SjEfii. Nengo: 1489-1491.

Enya Takasada, IS & iflj il • A descendant of Sasaki Yoshikiyo
and son of Sadakiyo who was the first to assume the name of Enya ;

he was appointed Kebiishi and Izumo no shugo. When Go-Daiga



.
my. Funanoe-sen, Takasada

(1333).

escaped

vanquished by Asliikaga Takauji, he surrendered and joined the party

of the northern dynasty. Three years later, he was ordered to collect

three hundred boats in Izumo and Hold in order to attack Wakiya
Yosliisuke in Ecliizen : he was about to start, when he was assassinated

by Kb-Moronao (1338).

En-yu-tenno, ®] % ik • The 64th Emperor of Japan from

970-984, was prince Morihira, the 5th son of Murakami-tenno. He
succeeded his brother Reizei when 11 years old. The Dajo-daijin

Fvjiwara Kanemichi, and then his brother Yoritada, governed the

empire. Under his reign, Kyoto and its neighborhood were infested by
robbers. Minamoto Yorimitsu was ordered to reduce them and received

the title of SMamffixThe imperial palace was burnt three times : in

976, 980 and 98&, . F%i-yu abdicated when 25 years old (984), and died

7 years later. % .&
Erimo-saki, flif . A cape south of the Hilalca province

{Hokkaido).

Eshin, IS <6 >
(942-1017). A bonze renowned as a scholar, painter

and sculptor. He was first called Urabe Genshin, entered tbe Hiei-

zan at a very early age and became a disciple of Jie-Daishi. He then

built the Eshin-in temple at Yokawa, and prepared the foundation of the

Jodo sect.

Esshu, £§ M •
The Chinese name of the 3 provinces, Echizen,

Etchu and Echigo.

Eta, ^ ^ • An inferior class of ancient society, a sort of pariah

to whom those trades were reserved which were considered impure,

such as those of flayers, tanners, curriers, etc.—It is said that the eta

were descendants of ancient Korean prisoners or of shipwrecked people

that settled in Japan.—The eta in Edo had the Danzaemon for their

chief, who gradually became very rich.—In 1871, the name eta was

abolished, all became heimin: hence the name of shin-heimin (new

heimin) often applied to them.

Eta-ga-saki, ^ A place on the right bank of the Yodo-gawa,

in Osaka. During the siege of 1615, John Akashi Kamon {Akashi

Morishige) established himself at 'that place but was vanquished by the

troops of Hachisuka Iemasa.

Eta-jima, {I HJ Jo) • An island (31 Km. in circuit) in the Inland Sea,

near Hiroshima (Aki) where a naval school {Kaigun-liei-gakkb) has

been established.

Etchu, ® 4* • One of the seven ikoyUices of Hokurokudo. It com-

prises eight districts belonging to T\$$4w#-ken. — Its Chinese name is

f?hich it bears together with WMem and Echigo.

Mli)aishi, M ® ^ • See Bennyo.
. „ , „

r?sp fhimpei, it 0 3* (1835-1874). A samurai of the Saga

dan |mzen) who took an active part in the Imperial Restoration. He
was successively Vice-Minister of Education, Minister of Justice

(1872) Sangi (1873). Afterwards, dissatisfied with the policy followed
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with regard to Korea which he thought too pacific, he entered Sana, and
tried to incite the whole Kyushu to rebellion. Okubo Toshimichi was
sent to repress the revolt. Shimpei was defeated, and fled to Kagoshima
where he endeavored to persuade Saiga Takamori to join him. From
there he went to Oh (Hyuga), then to Kochi (Tosa), everywhere seeking
adherents, but he was arreted at Sliimoda (Tosa), conducted to Sana, and
beheaded on April 13 (18 1 4) with six of his accomplices.
Etoru-jima ^ . The largest of the Cliishima (Kurile

islands)
;

it is 180 Km. long, its average width is 40 Km.
;

its principal
port is Shana — It was explored in ] 798 by Kondo Morishige.

(I^kkaid^)
5^ 1

’ ® ^ ^ ^ caPe 011 tie east °f Oshima province

Ezo, ^ . See Hokkaido.
Ezo-bugyo, ^ ff . .An office created in 1718 for guardingme coast of Kzo_ and suppaapag commerce with China.

%
zo - kwanryo, #H % ^ §f ; or Ezo-daikwan. An official established

ini Tsugaru> during the Kamakura era. He had charge of watching the
doings of the Ehsu m Mutsu, Deiva, and Watari-shima (Hokkaido).
formerly this charge belonged to the Chinjvfu-shdgun and the Akita-jo
7io suite. J



Fu, Iff The seat of an administration ; the chief town of a clan
;
a

capital ;
a storehouse where treasures were kept.— To-day, departments

having as chief-city one of the 3 following great towns, Tokyo, Kyoto and
Osaka.

Fubito. Si- (Ijit. : literary men, writers) . Officials created by the

emperor Ricliu in 403. They collected historical documents in every

province.— See Fumi no obito.

Fuchu, Ifr rfi . A place in Hitachi now called Ishioka ;
formerly

the capital of the province. It was the residence of Taira Sadaviori

whose descendants took the name of Daijo. Their castle was called

Fuchu-Ishioka-jd. In 1590, this castle was destroyed by Satake Yoshi-

shige. In 1602, it became the residence of Roleugo Masanori, and from

1623 till 1645 that of Minagawa Takatsune. In 1700, Matsudaira Yori-

taka, the 5th son of Yori/usa of Mito received it in fief (30,000 k.) and

his descendants remained there till the Restoration.

Fuchu, Jff rf» • A place bi Nagato, the name of which is now
Gho/u, or Toyoura. It was the residence of the Court (Toyoura no miya)

under the emperor Chu-ai, from 193 to 199 and, later on, the capital

of the province. Atsugashi Yoshitake, after having been appointed

shngo by Takauji, was deposed in 1370 by Ouchi Hiroyo. In 1557

Fuclm came into possession of the Mori.

Fuchu, H'f if4 • A place in Tsushima, now called Izu-no-liara. It

was forriK®^ i'jjfejB capital of the province. In 1666 the daimyo So Yoslii-

zane, resi^r'.'i^ltil then at Kanaishi, transferred his residence to Fuclm.

FuchiS, If ‘I*
• A place in Kai.— See Kofu.

Fuchu, Jff rp • A place in Suruga.— See Shizuoka.

Fuchu, Of 'h • A. place in Echizen.— See Fukui.

Fudai, I® ft • A hereditary vassal or retainer. Ieyasu gave the

title of fudai-daimyo to those who had embraced his party before the

campaign of Sekigahara (1600) ;
they numbered 176. All important

functions were reserved for them.

Fu-DaMsi, Sfc fsp • a Chinese bonze of the 6th century, generally

called Wami^botoke (the laughing Buddha). He is generally represented

between hfe r.wo sons Fuken and Fujo.

Fud5, ^ Wl -A- Buddhist divinity (probably the same as Dainichi)

which has power to foil the snares of the devils. Fudo is represented

with a dreadful expression and surrounded by flames
;

in the right hand
he holds a sword, (goma no ken) to strike the demons, in the left hand, a

cord (baku no nawa) to bind them.

Fudoki, M, i IS • In 713, the Empress Gemmei ordered all the

provinces to give a report describing the towns, villages, rivers, mountains,

productions, customs, etc. These reports were called fudoki

;

only four
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are still extant: they are those of Hitachi, Harima, Izumo and
Bungo.

r
Fuefuki-gawa, Iff % HI • A river, the source of which is in

Kokushi-ga-take
(Kai) and which by its union with the Kamanashi-

gawa, forms the Fuji-kawa. It is also called Netori-gatoa.

Fuefuki-toge, tf{ jjfc i&f • A pass in the north of Musashi. Nitta
Yoshimune was defeated there in 1352 by Ashikaga Takauji.
Fugen, # R . A Buddhist god, patron of those who practise liolcke-

zammai (ecstatic contemplation). His statue is often seen at the right
hand of that of Shaka.
Fugo, f* . Formerly the number of houses, or of families given as

serfs to princes and Court officials according to their rank
( i

)

and their
office (kwan)

:

the Dajodaijin were accorded 2000 ; the San-gu, 1500 ;

the princes, 800
;
the nobles of the first rank

(ichi-i), 300, etc.

Fujieda, jf$ tk • A town in Echizen. From 1583 till 1600 it was
the residence of Niwa Nagamasa who was dispossessed of it after the
battle of Sekigahara.

Fujii, flf . A place in Mikawa where Matsudaira Nobukazu
defeated the troops of Ikko-shu (1563).

Fujii, $5f # • A huge family, descended from the Fujiwqm. .Its,

head is now Viscount.

Fujii-dera, # if A temple founded by Gydgi Boastm iu.
Nagano (Kawachi) in 725. It was the scene of Kusunoki
victory over Hosokawa Akiuji (1348) . In 1615, Sanada Yukimw% M&ri
Katsunaga, and Goto Mototsugu fought a battle near that temple1

the army of the Shogun.

Fujii Takanao, gg # ft ftt (1764-1840) . Amw pupil of
Motoon Nonnaga. He was the head of the Kibitsuj teflSps (Bitchu)

.

Fujii Teikan, g$ R (1722-1789). A and a
historian of Kyoto.

Fujii Union, # da P‘j (1720-1767). His was Nao-
akira, Yamato no lcami. He was beheaded for having composed and
published a book favorable to the imperial authority and hostile to the
shogunate.

Fuji-kawa, £? ± Jl| - A river (118 Km.) formed by the junction of
the Fuefuki-gawa and the Kamanashi-gawa. It flows from the west of
Mount Fuji and empties itself into Suruga bay at Iwabuchi. It is

renowned for its rapids.

Fujimi-hoz5-bangashira, S ± M © 80 • A title created in
1639 and applied to the guardian of the storehouses which contained the
treasures of the Tokugawa Shogun. These storehouses were situated in
the quarter of Edo called Fujimi-chd.

Fujin, A Also mime, kisaki, dtoji, names to designate secondary
wives of the emperor. The Tailed code fixed their number at three

; they
were to be selected from among the daughters of the ministers. The
term fujin ceased to be in use towards 850.
Fujinami, • A kuge family descended from Fujiwara Moro-

zane (1042-1101). The head of the family, is now Viscount,
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Fuji no makigari, ^ ± %. Hunting expeditions of the Sho-
gun or the regents of Kamakura in $S1lf§!ghborhcod of mount Fuji.

For that purpose they established a hiigsfe|s^eat at Gotemba ; hence the

name of that place.

Fuji no yama, ^ i: ill Also Fuji-san, a mountain (3780 met.)

between the provinces of Kai and Suruga. Before the annexation of

Formosa, it was the highest mountain in the Japanese Empire. Accord-
ing to tradition, it was formed in 286 B. C. by an earthquake which sunk
the bed of lake Biiva. It is a volcano, that had been several times in a

state of eruption. Those of 800, 864 and 1707 were especially remarka-
ble. The last eruption produced Hbei-zan and lasted from December 16,

1707 to January 22, 1708. The mountain is also called Narusawa no
takane , Tokiwa-yama, Hatachi-yama, Chiri-yama, Mie-yama, Nii-yama,
Midashi-yama, Mikami-yama, Hagoromo-yama, Otome-yama, Higadii-
yama, Taketori-yama, Sennin-yama, Fuku-kaze-ana-yama, T >1 i-

shiranu-yama, etc. Mount Fuji has always been an inexhaustible

theme for poets, painters, etc.

Fujioji, 0 • A huge family, descended from Fujiwara Naga-
yoshi (800-854). The head of the family is now Viscount.

Fujioka, M IS] . A samurai family of the Kochi clan (Tosa) en-

nobled after the Bestorafcton. The head of the family is Viscount.

Fujishima, S 16 • A place in Echizen, where Nitta Yoshisada was
killed by an arrow (1338) in a fight against Ashikaga Takauji. In 1876,

a temple was erected there in his honor.

Fujita, M ffl
;
A samurai family of the Mito clan {Hitachi).

Toko, ^ {$] (1806-1855). A counsellor of the famous Nari-
akira whom he encouraged in his hatred against foreigners and with whom
he was shut up at Komagome (Edo) (1844). At the great earthquake in

1855, he was crushed to death under the ruins of the house of Nariakira.

Koshiro, /J-* |29 (1842-1865). The 4th son of the above.

Full of indignation that, despite the orders of Kyoto, the Bakufu was not
in haste to expel the foreigners, he in 1864 united with Tamaru Naosuke,
called about him the samurai of like disposition, and with them formed
an army which encamped at Tsukuba-san and defeated the troops sent

from Edo to reduce them. After that, Koshiro fought all those of the

Mito clan who showed themselves favorable to Europeans. Later he
repaired to Kyoto, but was arrested on the road and decapitated by
order of the Shogun.

Fujitani, H . A huge family descended from Fujiwara Nagaie
(1005-1064). = Now Viscount.

Fujitani, IS • A renowned family of literati under the Tokugawa.
The best known among them are: Shigeaya (1738-1779) and Mitsue
(1768-1823).

Fujito, HU A village in the peninsula of Kojima (Bizen). In
1184, the Taira anchored their numerous boats near that place. The
Minamoto, who were pursuing them on land, had no boats at their disposal

and did not know how to engage in battle, when Sasaki Moritsuna,

measuring the depth of the water with a bamboo, advanced towards the
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Taira and defeated them. As a reward, Moritsuna received the

peninsula of Kojima as a fief.

Fujito-ky5, P |I$ • The isthmus of the peninsula of Kojima
(Bizen).

Fujiwara, W W- A place in Yamato, which was the residence of

Nakatomi no Kamatari ; hence the privilege given him by the emperor
Tenclii to take for himself and his descendants the name of Fujiwara
(669).

Fujiwara, S M. -f
family which descended from Ame no Koyane

no Mikoto, one of the faithful followers of Amaterasu and of Ninigi no
Mikoto. Until Kamatari, the members of that family bore the name
of Nakatomi.

I.— Ministers, Statesmen, warriors, etc.

(Muchimaro (T-°{
onav

\
^uginawa

I IJNakamaro -Asakan
'Nagate •

Kiyokawa (Yosliifusa-Mototsune
Matate - -Uchimaro-Fuyutsugu< Yoshisuke

lYoshikado( iTtoanjvji)

Uona -Fujinari -Toyozawa -Murao -Hidesato.
Kaedemaro-Sonondo.
Hirotsugu
Kiyonari -Tanetsugu-Nakanari

Umakai •! Yoshitsugu
Momokawa-Otsugu
iKurajimaro

Maro —Hamanari
'

Kamatari, _}£, (614-669). First called NaJittionti no
Kamako, was a faithful servant of Karu no Oji, and with him plotted

the ruin of the Soga whose ambition was unlimited. One day, whilst

the empress Kogyoku gave public audience to the envoy of Korea, Soga
no Iruka was assassinated in her presence, and Soga no Emishi, his

father was killed in his own house (644). The
empress then abdicated and Karu no Oji suc-

ceeded her under the name of Kotoku-tenno. The
new emperor inaugurated his reign by introduc-

ing great changes in the form of government.
This system was called the reform of Taikwa
(Taikwa no kaishin). Kamatari was appointed

Naijin and took an active part in public affairs

during the reigns of Kotoku, Saimei, and Tenchi.

In 669, he fell dangerously ill. The emperor then

nominated him dai-shokukwan and granted him
and his descendants the family name of Fuji-
wara. His temple is in Tamu-no-mine (Yamato)

.

Fuhito, rfi (659-720). A son of Kamatari, and
minister during the reigns of Jito, Mommu, Gemmei, and Gensho. In

708, he was nominated Udaijin, and in 718 refused the title of Dajo-
daijin, which title the empress however conferred on him after his death.

In 760, he received the posthumous name of Tankai. His eldest

daughter, Miyako no Iratsume, had been married to Mommu-tenno and

Kamatari-Fuhito

Fusasaki
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was the mother of Shomu ; his second daughter, Komyo-shi, married
Shomu, and became the mother of the empress Koken. Fuhito also had
4 sons who are the ancestors of the four branches of the house of
Fujiwara : Muchimaro, the Nan-ke ; Fusasaki, the Hoku-ke

;

the Shiki-ke, JIaro, the Kyo-ke.

Muchimaro, St fa K (080-737). Became Udaijin in 7M S

and Sadaijin on the eve of his death. As his domains were gjtasfed
south of those of his brother Fusasaki, his family was called Nan-ke
(southern branch), and that of Fusasaki, Hoku-ke (Northern branch).

Fusasaki, Jfj |)!j (682-737). Had charge of the inspection of
Tokaido and Tosando (702) ;

he became minister of Police (Mimbu

-

kyd).

Umakai, ^ (694-737). The third son of Fuhito, was
Hitachi no kami. He was charged with inspecting Awa, Shimosa, and
Kazusa. He suppressed a rebellion of the Ebisu in Mutsu (724) and
was appointed Sanyi when this title was created (731). As he was at the
same time Shikibu-kyo (master of ceremonies), the name of Shiki-ke was
given to his family.

Maro, (695-737). The 4th son of Fuhito, was Hyobu-kyo,
Sanyi, Sayu-kyo-tayu ; hence the name of Kyo-ke given to his family.
The four brothers died of small-pox the same year.
—— Toyonari, ^ )& (704-765). A son of Muchimaro, was

minister during the reigns of Gensho and Shomu . In 757, he intended to

have prince Shioyaki-6 nominated taishi but his brother Nakamaro,
who enjoyed the full confidence of the empress Koken, caused prince

to be elected and Toyonari was exiled to Tsukushi, to the Dazaifu,
he was recalled only after the death of Nakamaro (764). He

is also called Naniwa no Daijin.

_ Nakamaro,
-f>t» @ (710-764). Was a son of Muchimo-t-x • In

757, he succeeded in having prince Ol d nominated taishi. TJ'sh ktier
having ascended the throne two yeais later, loaded him with fakSS'alld
besfcwsd the title of End no Oshikatsu on him. Afterwards, jealous of

the fefihence the bonze Dokyo had over the ex-empress Koken, Nakamaro
raised troops in order to seize him but pursued as far as Omi by his

cousins Yoshitsuyu and Kurajimaro, he was defeated and killed with his

two sons Materu and Kuzumaro.
—

—

Nagate, (714-771). A son of Fusasaki, was minister
during the reigns of Shomu, Koken, Junnin, Shotoku. At the latter’s

death, he aided in the nomination of the emperor Kanin, who conferred
on him the first rank of the first class (sho-ichi-i) . As he resided at Naya-
oka, he is often known by the name of Nayaoka-Daijin.

Kiyokawa, M • Son of Fusasaki, became Sanyi, (749) and
ambassador to China (Kento-shi) the following year. He went as far as

Tchany-nyan in the province of Ghensi, where he was received by the
emperor Genso (Hiuen-hoan) . He embarked for Japan with Abe no
Nakamaro, but their vessel was driven by a storm to the coasts of Annam
where the natives massacred many of their servants. They were
however able to reach the coasts of China where they settled and
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obtained offices and dignities from the emperor. Kiyokaica dpf|^lfen 73
years old.

Matate, jpjl (716-767). Was another son of Fusasaki, and
was successively Sangi, Dainagon, and Shikibu-kyd.—— Uona, £ (721-783). A fourth son of Fusasaki, was in the
service of Shomu, Koken, Junnin, and Konin. He was Sadaijin when
at the accession of Kioammu to the throne (782), he was implicated in a
conspiracy against the new emperor, and exiled to Tsukushi. Having
been pardoned soon afterwards, he returned to the capital where he died
the following year. He is the ancestor of the Mutsu, Fujiwara, the Date,
etc.—— Hirotsugu, S3 (715-741). Was the eldest son of Umalcai.
In his youth, he simultaneously studied Buddhism, military art, astro-

nomy, etc. Having been made governor of the Dazaifu, he took
umbrage at the great influence of the bonze Gembo over the Court, and
rebelled. Ono no Azumabito and Ki no limaro were sent against him.
Hirotsugu was defeated, arrested at Nagano (Hizen) and beheaded.

Yoshitsugu, (716-777). Was the second son of Umakai.
When his brother Hirotsugu revolted, he was exiled to Izu (740). Hav-
ing been recalled at the death of Gembo in 746, he was appointed Kbzuke
no kami. Afterwards, hostile to his cousin Nakamaro, then all-powerful,
he was degraded and banished to Omi. In 764, he contributed to the
defeat of Nakamaro and was nominated Dazai-shi, and afterwards Nai-
daijin. His daughter Otomuro became the consort of Kioammu and
mother of Heijo and Saga.

Momokawa, Ff jll (722-779). Was a son of Umakai. He
was minister during the reign of Koken and Shoto'ku, At the latter’s

death (770) notwithstanding the opposition of the Udaifin Kibi no Mabi,
he succeeded with the help of Nagate and Yoshitsugu in having Konin,
who was 62 years old, nominated. When there was question of choosing
the taishi (crown prince), Momokawa proposed Yamabe-shinno, the eldest
sonof Konin but theemperor was in favor of Sakabito-naishinno,a daughter
ofone of his concubines. Momokawa did not desist and remained before the
gate of the palace, without returning to his residence, for forty days, when
finally the emperor yielded to his advice. So he gained his cause and
Yamabe-shinno (later on the emperor Kwammu) was nominated (773).

Kurajimaro,^ T" K (734-775). Anothersonof Umakai, was
Izumo no suke and Bizen no kami. He took part in the campaign against
his cousin Nakamaro (764). In 767 he had charge of inspecting the pro-
vinces of Iyo and Tosa, and afterwards became successively Hyobu-kyo,
Dazai-shi and Sangi.—-— Hamanari, (S (716-782). A son of Maro, was Sangi,
Danjo no suke, Gyobu-kyo, finally Dazai-shi (781).

Tsi|||§:$g|7a, fflt I® (727-796). Was a son of Toyonari. The
Ebisu of having revolted in 780, massacred the Azechi
Ki no Himp-iPiL Tsuginawa, having been nominated Sei-i-taishi,
together with Ki no Kosami, was ordered to reduce them to submission.
In 783, he was appointed Dainagon and afterwards, Dazai-shi, and, in
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790, Udaijin. He is also known by the name of Momozono no

TJdaijin.

Uchimaro, ft (756-812). A son of Matate, was successively

Chunagon, Dainagon, Udaijin. He is also known by the name of

Nagaoka-Daijin.

Sonondo, 1U A (756-818). A son of i&si^maro, was Mino
no kami, Yamato no kami, Ukyu-tayu, Kunai-ki/6: He was charged

with the inspection of San-yo-do, then of the compilation of the Shqjiroku

(genealogy of the Court Nobles). He is also known by the name of

Yamashina-Daijin.

Tanetsugu, W. $2 (737-785). Was a son of Kiyonari.

The taishi, Sawara-shinno, having asked that Saeki no Imagebito be

nominated Sangi, Tanetsugu opposed the nomination. In order to

escape the hatred of the prince, he retired to Nagaoka (Yamashiro) but

while the emperor Jiwammu was at Nara, in 785, the taishi had

Tanetsugu assassinated. He received the posthumous title of Sadaijin,

and later, that of Dajo-daijin.

Otsugu, M M (773-843). A son of Momokawa, was minister

during the reigns of Saga, Junwa, Nimmyo. He was also charged with

the publication of the Nihon-koki, a history of Japan from 792 till

830 (40 vols.).

Asakari, M A son of Nakamaro, was Matsu no kami,

Azechi, Chinjufu-Shogun. He constructed the forts of Mouwnu (Mutsu

)

and Okatsu (Dewa) against the Ebisu. He was deprived of his domains

at the time of the revolt of his father (764).

Oguromaro, /J' JR (733-794). A grandson of Fusasaki,

took a prominent part in the campaign against the Ebisu in 780. He
was Ise no kami, Mutsu no kami, Dainagon, etc.

Tsunetsugu, 'ifi (796-840). A son of Kadonomaro, was
Dazai-shi (837), afterwards ambassador to China (To).

Nakanari, . A son of Tanetsugu
,
was made Sangi by

Kioammu. In 810, he was put to death for being implicated in a cons-

piracy with his sister Kusuriko, the object of which was to restore Heijo

to the throne and to transfer the capital to Nara.

Fuyutsugu, ^ (bp) (775-826). A son of Uchimaro, cultivated

literature and the military arts. He was minister during the reigns

of Kwammu, Heijo, Saga, and Seiim. He is known by the name of

Kan-in no Daijin. His daughter Nohu-ko, married Nimmyo-tenno, and
became the mother of Montoku.

Yoshifusa, li jfj (804-873). Was a son of Fuyutsugu, and
minister during the reigns of Seiim. and Nimmyo. Montoku made him
Dajo-daijin in 857 and allowed him to wear his sword even when
coming to the palace but Yoshifusa refused that honor. At the

accession of Seiwa (859), Yoshifusa being his grandfather, became Sessho

(regent). In order to give the young emperor an idea of what field-labour

was like, he ordered Ki no Imamori, governor of Yamashiro, to send

a certain number of labourers that they might till the soil in the

emperor's presence (864). In 866, he asked to be relieved from his
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functions, but the empejsgeV’hsa'er would give his assent. He published

the Shoku-Nikon-koki (lh» history of Japan from 833 to 850) in 30
volumes. Yoshi/usa is fchbwn by the name of Somedono no Daijin or

Shirakawa-dono. His wife was the daughter of the emperor Saga ; his

daughter Aki-ko was the mother of Seiwa. It is with him that the

great power of the Fujiwara House and the line of the Sessho and the

Kwampaku began.

Yoshisuke, hi- 4B (813-867). A son of Fuyutsugu, was Sakon-
e-shosho, Udaijin (857 ). He is known by the name of Nishi-Sanjd-daijin.

Yoshikado, £l t

1

^ • A son of Fuyutsugu, was Dajd-daijin, and
the first that bore the name of Kwanjuji. He was the ancestor of the

Uesugi, the Ii, of Nichiren, etc.

Mototsune, $ (836-891). A son of Nagayoshi, was
adopted by his uncle Yoshi/usa, and, in 872, appointed TJdaijin. At
the accession of Ydzei (877) then only ten years old, he became Sessho,

and afterwards Dajd-daijin. The emperor giving signs of insanity,

Mototsune deposed him and wished to replace him by prince Tsune-
sada-shinno. The latter having refused, he chose a son of Nimmyd-
tennd, Tokiyasu-shinnd, 55 years old who became the emperor Kokd
(885). When this emperor died in 888, Mototsune raised the latter’s

son Uda to the throne, and continued to govern in his name. Mototsune
was the first who received the title of Kwampaku, which was given him
instead of Sessho when Yozei attained majority (882). He has written

a historical work in ten volumes, the Montoku-jitsuroku (the history of

the reign of Montoku). He is often designated by the name of Horikawa-
daijin.

Sugane, W (856-908). A son of Yoshitoshi, became
Shikibushosuke. He took part in the accusations of Toldhira, etc. against

Sugawara Michizane, and was nominated Sangi.

Yamakage, ill (824-888). A son of Takafusa, was
Ghunagon, and Mimbu-kyo.

Yasunori, 4ft H 1
! (825-895). A son of Sadao. In 878, when the

Ebisu of Dewa revolted and burnt the castle of Akita, Yasunori was sent

against them. Having been appointed Dazai-daini in 887, he feigned

ill-health in order not to be obliged to go to Tsukushi. He was Sangi and
Mimbu-kyo.

Tokihira, 3* (87 1-909) . A son of Mototsune, was successively

Kebiishi (892) Dainagon (897), and finally Sadaijin. Then, jealous of

the increasing influence acquired by Sugawara Michizane, in concert

with Minamoto Hikaru, Fujiwara Sugane, etc., he accused Sugawara
Michizane of plotting to dethrone the emperor Daigo in order to replace

him by the emperor’s brother Tokiyo no Shinnd, who was the son-in-law

of Michizane. The emperor then only 17 years old gave credit to the

calumny, and Michizane was banished to Tsukushi with the title of

Dazai iw gon-no-sotsu (901). Tokihira now governed according to his

pleasure. He presided at the redaction of the Sandai-jitsuroku (the

history of the reigns of Seiwa, Yozei, and Koko)

.

He is known by the

name of Hon-in-daijin.
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Nakahira, fa (875-945). A brother of Tokihira, was
minister during the reigns of Daigo and ShujaJcu. He is known by the

name of Biwa no Daijin.

Ta.dahira, & 3* (880-949). A son of Moto-

tsune, continued the compilation of the Engi-shiki code,

which begun by his brother Tokihira, and pub-

lished it :'|$i^'3rolumes (927). Having become Sadai-

jin in 9^ipilP was made Sessho at the accession of

Shujaku-tenno (931), Kwampaku in 941, and Dajo-

daijin in 943. He is known by the name of Ko-Ichijo-

Dajo-daijin. Towards the end of his life, he being

Dajd-daijin, Saneyori his eldest son, became Sadaijin

and Morosuke, his', second son, TJdaijin ; thus the three

great ministries
(san-ko) were under his eostegL

SEAL OF

FUJIWARA TADAHIBA

(920).

Mvtolsime

n, , .1 . _ lAKltaua . - r; :
-

Tokihira
(Alsutada ;V .

.r;
Nakalnra

fYoritada •fS^^ft-ffokehira
Saneyori / -s SfiSkvori

vjadpjiira

Sss&yori
lAtsutoshi

rKorenari
Koretada < Yoshikane

lYoshitaka - Yukinari
Kaneraichi - Akimitsu

Michikane jMoromichi
Yoriimchi-MorozaneJ Ietada

iMasazane
Nagaie (Reizei)

Yorimune (Ishino, Ishiyama, Sono)
• Norirnichi - Toshiie - Mototoshi

Tamemitsu - Tadanobu
Kinsue - Sanenari - Kinnari - Sanesue - Kinzane

.Moromasa- Naritoki - Sanekata

Merosuke
Kaneie

Micliinaga

Arihira, (892-970). A grandson of Yamakage, and
adopted by Ariyori, was a celebrated man of letters. He was first

Udaijin and afterwards Sadaijin. He is known by the name of Awada
no Sadaijin.

Tadabumi, & jC (873-947). In 940 he was appointed general

(seito-taishogun) of the army sent against Taira Masakado who had
revolted : the revolt was promptly suppressed. He was also chosen

to reduce Fujiwara Sumitomo in Tsukushi, but before he arrived the

rebellion was at an end. He was then appointed Mimbu-kyd and Kii

no Kami. He is known by the name of Uji no Mimbu-kyd.

Hidesato, • A son of Murap, who was a descendant of

Uona. He was governor of Shimotsuke when the revolt of Taira Masa-
kado broke out (939). Uniting his forces with those of Taira Sadamori,
governor of Hitachi, he marched against the rebel, who was defeated at

Kushima (Shimosd) : Masakado having been wounded fell from his horse

and Hidesato beheaded him with his own hand. Afterwards he was
appointed Chinjufu-Shogun and Musashi no Kami. He is the ancestor
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of the Mutsu Fujiwara (see Hidehira, Yasuhira) and of the Yamanouchi,
the Tosa daimyd.

Akitada, S5 ,S. (898-965). A son of Toldhira, was Sangi,
afterwards Udaijin (960).- He is known by the name of Tomikdji-
udaijin.

Atsutada, & (906-943). A son of Tokihira, was Gonchu-
nagon, but is especially celebrated as a poet. He is known by the name of
Hon-in-Ghunagon.

Saneyori, Sf fg (900-970). The eldest son of Tadahira.
After having been Udaijin, Sadaijin, Dajd-daijin, he became Kwam-
paku in 968, then Sessho at the accession of En-yu-tennd (970). He is

known by the name of Ono-miya-dono.

Morosuke, fdi f§ (908-960). A son of

Tadahira, became Udaijin in 947. He is known
by the names of Kujo-dono and Hojo-udaijin.

Yoritada, ® J£ (924-989). A son of

Saneyori, became Udaijin in 971, and succeed-

ed Koredata in the functions of Sessho (973),

and Kanemichi in those of Kwampaku (977) ;

finally he became Dajd-daijin in 978. After his

death, he received the title of Suruga-ko, but he
is better known by the name of Sanjo-daijin.

Koretada, # (924-972). A son of

Morosuke, became Udaijin in 970, Sessho at the

death of his uncle Saneyori (971), and after-

wards Dajd-daijin. He received the title of

Mikawa-ko, and is known by the name of Ichijo-Sesshd.

Kanemichi, 3ft (925-977). Was the second son of Morosuke.
At the death of his brother Koretada (972), he succeeded him as Kwam-
paku, and was made Dajd-daijin in 974. A fire having destroyed the

imperial palace (976) the emperor retired to the residence of his father-

in-law Kanemichi, and remained there for more than a year. After

his death, Kanemichi received the title of Tdtdmi-ko. He is known by
the name of Horikawa-dono.

Kaneie, 'jfc (929-999). The third son ofMorosuke, was raised

to the dignity of Chunagon, then to that of Dainagon before his brother
Kanemichi, which fact excited the latter’s jealousy and was the cause why
the two brothers never lived on good terms with each other. After

Kanemichi’

s

death (977), he was made Udaijin ; afterwards his daughter
Sen-shi was married to the emperor En-yu and became the mother of

Ichijd-tenno, at whose accession, Kaneie became Sessho (987). Yoritada
having died the following year, he succeeded him as Dajo-daijin, and
was made Kwampaku when the emperor attained majority (989). After

his death, his house was changed into a temple under the name of Hoko-
in, and Kaneie himself was called Hokoin-daijin

;

he is also called

Higashi-Sanjo-dono.

Kinsue, & $ (958-1029). The fifth son of Morosuke, and
like his brothers, successively Udaijin (1017), Sadaijin, Dajd-daijin
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(1021). His sister married the emperor Murakami. After his death

he received the title of Kai-ko.

Sanesuke, Sf (957-1046). A son of Yoritada, became
Udaijin in 1021. He died when 90 years old and is known by the

name of Go-Ono no miya.

Kinto, •{£ (966-1041). A son of Yoritada, became a famous
poet. As he was nagon at the same time as Minamoto Toshikata,

Fujizoara Yulcinari, and Minamoto Tsunenohu., all poets like himself,

the name Shi-nagon (four nagon) was given to the group. He drew up
the list of the 36 most celebrated poets of Japan,

(
San-ju-roku-kasen

)

and is known by the name of Shijo-dainagon.

Sukemasa, {4 IS A son of Yoritada, was renowned as

a calligrapher, became Dazai-daini and afterwards Usa-jinshin. He
died when 55 years old.

Korenari, (953-989). A son of Koretada, was in the

service of the emperor Kwazan, and became a bonze with him at the

Kwazan-in (986).

Yoshikane, fig (957-1008). The second son of Koretada,

was a faithful servant of the emperor Kwazan, whom he prevented from

committing suicide at the death of his much beloved wife Tsune-ko, and
became bonze with him (986).

Akimitsu, % (944-1021). A son of Kanemichi, rose to the

rank of Sadaijin. His daughter En-shi was married to Ko-Ichijo, a son

of the emperor Sanjo. A daughter of Michinaga being taken as a second

wife, En-shi, out of spite, returned to her father who struck with constern-

ation suddenly turned grey. His daughter having died of grief soon
after, Akimitsu applied to the bonze Doznan to throw a spell over Michi-

naga. The people gave him the surname of Akuryo-safu (the sa/u

with the evil spirits).

Sumitomo, $(£ • Was a son of Dazai-Shoni Nagazumi.
After a secret understanding with Taira Masakado, while the latter

revolted in Shimosa, he started from Iyo (939) and invaded Hanma,
Bizen, and the whole Sanyo. The emperor sent Ono Yoshi/uru and
Minamoto Tsunemoto against him. Sumitomo retired to Dazai/u and
was defeated at Hakata. He then fled to Iyo, where he was arrested and
put to death by Tachibana Toyasu (941). His head was sent to Kyoto.

He was the ancestor of the Arima daimyo of Hizen
Michitaka, P§r (953-995). A son of Kaneie, succeeded his

father as Sessho (990) ;
afterwards the emperor Ichijo having performed

the ceremony of the gembuku, he took the title of Kwampaku (993). He
is known by the name of Nijo-kwampaku.

Michikane, Jfe (955-995). The second son of Kaneie, was
a bonze at the Kwazan-in when his nephew Ichijo ascended the

throne. He then resumed secular life, became Udaijin in 994, and the

following year, succeeded his brother Michitaka as Kwampaku. He
died one week later. The people called him Nanuka no Kwampaku
(the seven days’ Kwampaku). He was replaced by his brother

Michinaga

:

thus the three brothers, Michitaka, Michikane and
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Micliinaga, succeeded one another in the dignity of Kwampaku ; for that
reason they are called the San-michi (the three michi,—from the first

character of their names)

.

Michinaga, $£ M (966-1027). Was the fifth son of Kaneie.
At the death of his brother Michikane (995), he was nominated Kwam-
paku in spite of the intrigues of his nephew Korechika who aspired to
that dignity, and brought the power of the Fujiwara to its zenith . In 999,
he gave his daughter Aki-ko to the emperor Ichiju. The latter having
died in 1012, he raised Sanjo to the throne and obliged him to marry
his second daughter Ken-shi. Sanjo, having become blind, abdicated
(1016), and Michinaga replaced him by his own
grandson, Go-Ichijo then only 9 years old, and as
soon as the latter was of age to perform the
gembuku, he gave him his 3d daughter I-shi.

Moreover, he caused Atsunaga-shinno, his other
grandson, to be declared taishi (heir to the
throne) who was afterwards the emperor Go-
Shujaku ; gave the post of Kwampaku to his son
Yorimichi, he receiving the title of Dajo-daijin;
then having secured the welfare of his family, he
became bonze at the Todaiji temple (1018). In
1020, lie commenced, in his domain of Kydgoku,
the erection of the temple Hcjo-ji, which was
solemnly inaugurated two years later, the emperor
in person assisting at the ceremony; the three
daughters of Michinaga, two ex-empresses and one reigning empress,
repaired there too

;
his uncle, Dajo-daijin Kinsue, his sons, Yorimichi

Kwampaku, Norimichi Naidaijin, finally the whole imperial court
surrounded the renowned old man. After this triumphant day, trials
began : he lost two of his daughters successively, Ken-shi, the widow of
Sanjo, and Yoshi-ko the wife of prince Atsunaga-shinno. He himself
fell illys^notwithstanding the prayers ordered by the empresses in all
the Semples, he died aged 62. For thirty years he had governed
the : three emperors were his sons-in-law, four his grandsons.
After his death, he was called Hgjoji no Kwampaku. His greatness was
celebrated by Akazome Emon in the Eigwa-monogatari.

Tadanobu, # ft (967-1035). Was a‘ son of Tamemitsu and
renowned as a man of letters and a poet. He was Dainagon.—— Sadayori, $ M (995-1045). A son of Kinto, was Dainagon,
Hyobu-kyo, and renowned as a poet.
-—

7
Korechika, # JSJ (974-1010). A son of Michitaka, was

Naidaijin when only 21 years old. At the death of his father (995) he
expected to succeed him in the dignity of Kwampaku, but his uncle
Michikane supplanted him. To avenge himself, Korechika, following the
custom of his time had recourse to magic, and by that or by something
else, Michikane died some days afterwards. He was however disap-
pointed a second time, for the title of Kwampaku was not given to him

,

but to his uncle Michinaga. The following year, having become the rival

FUJIWARA MICHINAGA.
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of the ex-emperor Kwazan in a love-affair, he wounded the latter in the

side with an arrow and for that was exiled to Dazaifu. He was recalled

in 997, because his sister had given a son to the emperor. Korechika is

known by the names of Gido-sanshi, Sotsu no Naidaijin.

Takaie, 35c (979-1044). Another son of Michitaka, was
Chunagon and Izumo no kami at the age of 18, and afterwards became

Hydbu-kyo. Having been appointed governor of Dazaifu, he led an
expedition to deliver Iki and Tsushima from foreign pirates who often

attacked those islands (1019).

Yorimichi, (992-1074). Was the eldest son of Michinaga.

At the accession of was ma^e Naidaijin, and at the death

of his father (1027), tesi speeeded him as Kwampaku governing the

country for nearly fifty yw-j. Like his father, he had his daughters

married to the emperors Go-^hujaku and Go-Reizei. At Uji he erected

a splendid palace, the Byod6-in, for himself, in which he entertained the

Emperor. In 1068, he resigned the office of Kwampaku in favor

of his brother Norimichi, and retired to Uji, where he died at the

age of 83. He is known by the name of Ujidono. With Yorimichi,

the Fujiwara clan reached its highest degree of prosperity, but

already decline began to appear. The great military families

of the SBd the Minamoto were rising in power in their provinces

and it waS:;fefS|nt that they would soon replace those in the government,

who had learned no other accomplishments but poetry, music, dancing

and the like.

Norimichi, Me it: (996-1075). A son of Michinaga, was

associated with his brother Yorimichi in the government of the empire,

and succeeded him in the functions of Kwampaku (1069) ; but the

emperor Go-Sanjo, who had just ascended the throne, was resolved to

reign and govern, hence Norimichi could not exercise the functions of his

charge. The people gave him the name of O-Nijo-dono.

Morozane, flip ff (1042-1101). A son of Yorimichi, was

appointed Sadaijin by the emperor Go-Reizei, but was excluded from

public affairs by Go-Sanjo. Shirakawa appointed him Kioampaku

(1075); he was replaced in 1083, but became Sessho at the accession of

Horikawa (1087), and later Dajo-Daijin. In 1094 he transferred the

dignity of Kwampaku to his son Moromichi

;

but the latter died in 1099

and had no successor. The ex-emperor Shirakawa himself governed with

his ministers (betto). Morozane is known by the names of Go-Uji-nyudo,

Kyogoku-kwampaku. He has left memoirs bearing the title of Kyogoku-

kwampaku-ki.
Moromichi, fSp jl (1062-1099). Was a son of Morozane. In

his youth, he studied literature under the direction of Oe-Tadafusa. He
became Naidajjin ia 1082 and succeeded his father as Kwampaku in

1094. by the name of Go-Nijo-dono. He left memoirs

bearing ttsS - el- Go-Nijd-kwampaku-ki. Promoting letters and

military art, Moromiohi made himself respected by all, but * premature

death did not ilk/** turn to realize all the goal which might L&ve been

expected.
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f(Naltayama
,
Kwazan-ir

l Kaka-no-m ikndn, etc.)

(
Motozane-Motomiclii-Iezane

iMoromlchi-Tadazane

Tadamichi)

Mototoshi, ^ j (1055-1138). Was a son of Toshiie and
renowned as a man of letters and a poet.

Kinzane, & ‘ff (1053-1107). Was a son of Sanesue and the
ancestor of the Sanjo, ToJcudaiji, Saionji, Saga, Kikutei and other
families.— Tametaka, ® & (1070-1130). Was a son of Tamefusa. He
was in the service of the emperors Shirakawa, Horikawa and Toba. He
was Sangi and Sadaiben. He left memoirs bearing the title of Eisho-ki.
He is the ancestor of the Bojo, the Honomi and the Hozumi.

Tadazane, ,®. ff (1078-1162). A son of Moromichi, was
Kwampaku m 1105, became Sessho at the accession of the emperor Toba
(l 1?8)- aga'n Kwampaku on the latter attaining majority (1113) and
Dajo-daijin. In consequence of the disputes with the ex-emperor Shira-
kawa he retired to Uji, but when the ex-emperor Toba, his son-in-law,
took the reins of government (1129), he was recalled. Later he had his
hair shaved and established himself again at TJji where he died. He is
known by the name of Fuke-dono.

da -Tadamune-Tadachika-Kanemanef(xwtev0m0!,^u<,"In;in '

> \Naka-no-nukadn, etc.)
|pSKnezane ( Oi-mikado)

'Sswanori -Yorisuke-Yoritsune (Asukai)

I

Kanetsune

Kanehha*
0^

Talcatsiikasa)

laaamicm Norizane

(Kujo)
Yoshizane

Moromichi-Tadazane Kanezane-Yoshitsune-Michiie (Nijo)

Sanetsune
(Tchijo,

Yorinaga

o i • v .
fSanefusa (K.inf

l
us

.» (fnjo, Smjo-Niihi, Antnokbji)

I

Snncyiiki-Kinnorif tKimiuji [Saga, loda)
ISanckuni (Abeno, Shinenoi)

Saneyoshi-Kinyoshi-Sanesada
( Tokudaiji)

Micliisue-Kinmichi-Sancmune Kilculei, Muromachi, Ogimachi,
\Shimxzudam)

,
~ Koremichi, jll. (1093-1165). A son of Munemichi, was a

lavorite of the emperor Sutoku, who successively appointed him Udaijin
(1156), Sadaijin (1157). After the death of Fujiwara Nobwyori who
had revolted, he became Dajo-daijin.

7 Tadamichi, & (1097-1164). Was a son of Tadazane
succeeded his father as Kwampaku in 1121, became regent (Sessho) at
the accession of Sutoku-tenno (1123), and Dajo-daijin in 1129. The
following year, the emperor married his daughter Masa-ko. But the
ex-emperor Toba recalled Tadazane from Uji, and Tadamichi was
oblige^A^i^^j^ title of Kwampaku to the former which he how-
ever when his father definitively retired from public
hfe a fervent Buddhist, he founded the Hosho-ji
templ9,

;̂;^ff|:||^ice the name of Hosho-ji-kwampaku by which he
is Hoshqji-kwampaku-ki given to his memoirs.

[Kanezane-Yoshitsune-Michiie <

ever eM&m
life

templ^:^|
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Yorinaga, ® (1120-1156). A son of Tadazane, was suc-

cessively Dainagon, Ukon-e-taisho, Naidaijin, Sakon-e-taisho, Sadaijin.

When the emperor Konoe had performed the gembukn, Yorinaga

gave him his adopted daughter Masu-ko in marriage (1150) but soon

afterwards the emperor having also married Tei-shi, an adopted

daughter of Tadamiclii, there was disunion between the two brothers.

This disunion was aggravated by the fact that their father Tadazane
showed preference for Yorinaga, and tried to raise him above his

eldest son. After the death of Konoe (1155), Tadamiclii, wished to

have Masahito, a son of Toba, elected
;

Yorinaga tried to place

the ex-emperor Sutolcu on the throne again, but the first was elected,

and Yorinaga was deprived of his charge of Nairan. He levied

troops irr the neighboring provinces of Kyoto and tried to raise a

revolt in the capital (Hogen no ran) : his partisans were all of the Mina-
moto clan with the exception of Yoshitomo, and were opposed by the

whole Taira clan. He was killed by an arrow and his three sons

were exiled.

Nobuyori, \$ (1133-1159). A descendant of Michitaka,

son of Tadatalca. Being favored by Go-Shirakawa he was appointed

Kebiishi-bdto. He applied for a higher position, but the ex-emperor

guided by the counsels of Fujiwara Michinori refused to comply. He
then united with Minamoto Yoshitomo against the ex-emperor and the

Taira. Hence the civil war known by the name of Heiji no ran.

The insurgents began by burning the palace of the Joko Go-Shirakawa,

then massacred Michinori, and secured the two emperors, after which

Nobuyori took the title of Dajo-daijin, and began to govern according

to his desire. Meanwhile Taira Kiyomori having been apprised of the

events which had taken place in Kyoto, returned in great haste and

sent his son Shigemori to fight the rebels. Yoshitomo defended himself

bravely, but being defeated he fled into Owari. Nobuyon was captured

and beheaded.

Michinori, j®. Si (-1
- 1159). A son of Sanekane, was in the

service of the emperors Toba, Sutolcu, and Konoe, and was made Hyuga no

kami and Shonagon. In 1145 he had his hair shaved and took the

name of Shinsai. His wife had been the nurse of the emperor Go-

Shirakawa, who kept no secrets from her and did nothing without her

advice. It was Michinori who, after the Hogen civil war (1156),

obtained the pardon of Tadazane. But that influence brought upon

him the hatred of Fujiwara Nobuyori and Minamoto Yoshitomo, who,

at the time of the Heiji insurrection (1159) tried to dispose of him.

Michinori fled to Nara and hid himself in a cavern, but he was

discovered and put to death. He was a poet and a man of letters, and

left several works.

Narichika, $. §i (1138-1178). A son of lenari was Sakon-

e-chujo. During the Heiji war (1159), he sided with Nobuyori and

was made prisoner by Taira Shigemori. Having been set free soon

afterwards, he became Sangi, Chunagon, Owari no kami and Dai-

nagon. He applied for the dignity of Sakon-e-taisho but it was given to
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Taira Shigemori (1177). Irritated by this, Narichika plotted the ruin
of the Taira ; but Minamoto Yukitsuna, one of the conspirators, revealed
the plot to Kiyomori. Narichika, was exiled to Kojima, (Bizen) and
soon afterwards put to death.

Naritsune, if? (+ 1202). A son of Narichika
, took part in

the plot organized by his father against the Taira, and was exiled to Oni-
ga-shima,

(Satsuma) in 1177. [Recalled the following year, he became
Sangi.

^^3&.fs*^eded to the

m % (+
Michinori,

Shirakawa.

appointed Saemon no jo
e dying, changed his name

Sface which Michinori enjoyed
Having conspired with Narichika

H}»h77), he was taken prisoner and put to death with
. and Morotsune.

A son of Akiyori, was Kebiishi-betta. Dur-
helped the ex-emperor Go-Shirakawa and the

> from the palace where Nobuyori kept them con-
to Rokuhara. Later, on account of a contention

^^-S&hirakawa, the latter charged Kiyomori to arrest
warSoiTM? ewing^to the demand of the Kwampaku
Tadamichi, they were hM k> Nagato, from whence
he was recalled in 1166, T He k k&ro by name of Awada no
betta. - i.

scffi. of Tadamichi, became
when Rokujo only 2

’ing year at the age of

_ son of Tadamichi,
df Sessho (1166), and

;tmmpaku in 1171. In
after the

Motozane,
%ku at the age^?£ $Xi

ascended the^hiona,
24. He is known

Motofusa, w
succeeded his brother
afterwards was appointed*
concert with the

death ol Taira Shigemori
, to have the latter’s domains confiscated :

Kiyomori irritated had him exiled to Tsukushi, with the title of Dazai no
gon-no-sotsu (1179) ; thence he went to Bizen, but was recalled at the
death of Kiyomori (1181). When Minamoto Yoshinaka had become
master of Kyoto, Motofusa joined him against the Taira, gave him his
daughter in marriage, and had his own son Moroie then 12 years old ap-
pointed Kwampaku. After the death of Yoshinaka (1184) Moroie was
deprived of his office, and henceforth Motofusa lived in retirement. He
is known by the names of Matsudono and Bodai-in no Kwampaku.—— Xanezane, ^ ft (1147-1207). Was the third son of Tada-
michi,

^
and was minister during the reigns of Go Shirakawa, Nijo,

Rokujo, and Takakura. After the young emperor Antoku had been
carried off from Kyoto by the Taira, he prevailed upon Go-Shirakawa
to replace him by Go-Toba (1184) and was himself appointed Sessho,
afterwards Dajo-daijin (1189) and Kwampaku (1190), owing to Yoritomo
who supported him. He is known by the name of Tsuki-no-wa no
Kwampaku. He was the first that assumed the name of Kujo.
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Moronaga, fSJi -jg (1137-1192). Was a son of Yorinaga.
Having taken part with his father in the Hogen war (1156), lie was
exiled to Tosa, hut was recalled in 1164, and became Naidaijin (1175)
and Dajo-daijin (1177). Having again been exiled to Oivari, by
Kiyomori (1179), he came back the following year. He is known by
the name of Myo-on-in daijin.

Kiyohira, (+ 1126). A descendant of Hidesato in the

7th degree, was a son of Tsunekiyo and of a daughter of Abe Yoritoki.

He became inspector
(
oryoshi

)
of Mutsu and Dewa, and afterwards

Chinjufu-Shogun. He was the first of the great Mutsu Fujiwara,
whose power later on gave umbrage to Yoritomo.

Motohira, ^ (+ 1157). A son of Kiyohira, had the same
titles as his father, and maintained the glory of his family.

Hidehira, ^ Hr (1096-1 187) . A son of Motohira. His mother
was a daughter of Abe Munetd. He received the title of Chinjufu-Shogun
in 1170. When Yoritomo levied troops against the Taira (1180), the

latter vainly appealed to Hidehira, who declared in favor of Minamoto.
Yoshitsune, after having escaped from the temple of Kurama, (1174),
had recourse to his hospitality and sought refuge at his residence when
Yoritomo attempted his assassination (1185). Hidehira protected him
and gave him lands at Koromogawa, and, when dying (1187) exhorted

his sons always to support him, and to unite their efforts to have him
appointed Shogun.

Yasuhira, iM- Hi (+ 1189). A son of Hidehira, and after his

father’s death governor of the provinces of Mutsu and Dewa. Having
been ordered by Yoritomo to put Yoshitsune to death, he forgot the

exhortations of his father, attacked Yoshitsune at Koromogawa, defeated

him and sent his head to Kyoto. This base servility did not save him
from ruin. Yoritomo, wishing to become master of Mutsu and Dewa,
marched against him with a numerous army. The latter having been
defeated tried to escape into Ezo, but he was assassinated by one of

his kerai, Kawata Jiro, and his immense dominions were divided

among Yoritomo'

s

officers.

Tadahira, J£. #; • See Izumi Saburo.

Motomichi, -M M (1160-1233). Was a son of Motozane.
Favored by the ex-emperor Go-Shirakawa, he became Sadaijin at

the age of 19. Shortly after, Kiyomori, whose daughter he had
married, had him appointed Kwampaku (1180). At the accession of

Antoku (1181) he became Sessho, but refused to follow the Taira in

their flight and retired to Hiei-zan with Go-Shirakawa Later he
re-entered Kyoto with the army of Yoshinaka, (1183) and was Sessho
for the new emperor Go-Toba. Deposed by Yoshinaka, he was
re-established in his functions at the death of the former (1184), but was
deposed, anew two years later. Ke-appointed Kwampaku in 1196,

be became Sessho for the young emperor Tsuchi-mikado, resigned his

fundaoBS ha 1802, and from that time lived in retirement.

~ Y&sMfeime, $2 (1169-1206). Was a son of Kanezane.

Be became Sadoifin in 1199, Sessho for the emperor Tsuchi-mikado
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in 1202, then Dajo-daijin in 1204. The emperor announced that he
would visit him in his residence, but Yoshitsune was assassinated the
night preceding the promised visit. He was renowned as a poet.
People gave him the name of Go-Kyogoku.

Kintsugu, (1175-1227). Was a son of Sanesada,
became Udaijin in 1211. He was opposed to the design of the
ex-emperor Go-Toba who desired to make war against Hojo Yoshitoki.
After the Shokyu war, he was appointed Sadaijin (1221). He is known
by the name of No-no-miya Sadaijin.

Iezane, %.% (1180-1243). Was a son of the Kwampaku
Motomichi, and during 16 years held the offices of Sessho Kwam-
paku, and Dajo-daijin. He is the ancestor of the Konoe and the
Takatsukasa.

_ Michiie, M (1192-1252). A son of Yoshitsune, was
Sadaijin when the Shogun Sanetomo died without an heir. The Shikken
of Kamakura, Hojo Yoshitoki applied to Michiie, in order to raise his
son Yoritsune two-years old to the shogunate (1219). Michiie became
Sessho during the short reign of Chukyo (1221) and Kwampaku in 1228.
He is the ancestor of the Ichijo, the Nijo, and the Kujo families.

7— K?.nehir&, 3ft ^ (1228-1294), A son of Iezane, was Dajo-
daijm Kmirnpaku. He was the first to assume the name of Taka-
tsukasa.

$$ (1194-1269). Son of Dajo-daijin Kintsune,
arifdflejHx emperors and became Dajo-daijin in 1246. In

f|plP» shaved .Jgp head and took the name of Jikku. He is often

Yoritsune, © (1218-1256). Was the third son of Michiie.
When, in 1219, the Shogun Sanetomo was assassinated, the Shikken
Yoshitoki sought a successor to the Minamoto family. For the direct
line of Yoritomo was pallet, but his sister had been married to Fuji-
wara Yosldyasu and ^ daughter married Kintsune. The daughter
of the latter, married to' Michiie, had a son Yoshitsune, then 2 years
old, who was destined to succeed the Minamoto Shogun, while Masa-ko
the widow of Yoritomo was regent. She was aided in her functions
by her brother Yoshitoki and after the latter’s death (1224), by her
nephew Yasutoki. In 1226, Yoritsune then 8 years old was made Sei-
i-taishogun, but the authority remained in the hands of the Hojo. In
1244, he transferred the shogunate to his son Yoritsugu. Later, in 1252,
he tried to create a revolt against the powerful Shikken, but the orJy
result was the deposition of his son.

Yoritsugu, m m (1239-1256). A son of Yoritsune, became
Shogun when 5 years old, at the abdication of his father in 1244, but the
Shikken Tsunetoki and Tokiyori continued to govern. His father having
been implicated in a plot against the Hojo, the latter deposed the young
Shogun (1252) and replaced him by Munetaka-shinno, a son of the em-
peror Go-Saga.

...
Kanesue, • The 3rd son of Saionji Sanekane, became

Uaaijm in 1322, but resigned bis office the following year. He is known
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by the name of Kikutei-TJdaijin, and is the ancestor of the Kikutei or

Imadegawa family.

Fujifusa, IS . A faithful follower of

the emperor Go-Daigo, and at one time was Chu-
nagon, and Kebiishi-betto. In 1331, when Go-

Daigo was forced to flee from Kyoto before the

troops of Hojo Takatoki, Fujifusa accompanied
him to Kasagi-san. When the emperor was
taken prisoner, Fujifusa was exiled to Hitachi,

whence he came back after the downfall of the

Hojo. He tried to prevent Go-Daigo from favor-

ing Ashikaga Takauji, to whom with good reason,

he attributed ambitious designs, but seeing that

his advice was of no avail, he became a bonze
in the temple of Kitayama (1335).

Toshimoto, (+ 1330). When the emperor Go-Daigo
endeavored to throw off the yoke of the Hojo, Toshimoto was com-
missioned to gather adherents to his cause in Kinai, Sakai, etc. Hojo
Takatoki had him arrested, conducted to Kamakura (1325), and as-

sassinated. His daughter is the celebrated Ben no Naishi.

Tameaki, ^ • A son of Tamefuji, he served Go-Daigo and
accompanied Takanaga-shinnb in his exile to Tosa (1332). Later having

come back to Kyoto, he received offices from the northern emperors Suko
and Go-Kogon. By the latter’s order he compiled a collection of Japanese
poems (1360) and died soon afterwards,

Morokata, ^li m • See Kwa^n-wiMbrc&^d^ -

II,— Men of Letters, Poets, e©?. ...

Akisue, gg $ (1054-1122). A-so&MT.akcsimm,. adopted

by Sanesue. He founded a school of the

name of Rokujo Shuri-tayu by which -hels 'known.- - He was a great.,

admirer of Kakinomoto no Hitomaro in whose honor he instituted a1

festival which he celebrated every year with Minamoto Toshiyori.

Akisuke, iifl • A son of the above, was like his father^;

celebrated poet. By order of the emperor Sutoku, he compiled the

Jikwa-waka-shu (1144).
(

Kiyosuke, (1084-1177). A son of the above. He with

Fujiwara Toshinari and the bonze Saigyo, were the most celebrated poets

of their time.

Akihira, PJ1 % A celebrated poet of the eleventh century,

who has written several works. His sons Atsumoto and Atsumitsu were

also distinguished as literary men.

Ietaka, M. (1158-1237). A son of Mitsutaka, was a pupil

of Fujiwara Toshinari and rival of Sadaie. The emperor Go-Toba
wishing to study poetry, asked the Sessho Yoshitsune to find a master

for him. Yoshitsune immediately proposed Ietaka, who then was called

the Hitomaro of his century. With Sadaie he compiled the Shin-kokin-

waka-shu (1205). He is known by the name of Mibu-ni-i.
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Yasumasa, H (958-1036). Was a celebrated poet and flutist.

Legend tells us that, attacked at night by a robber, he charmed him so

effectually with the music of his flute, that the robber was disarmed and
followed him to his house.

Tamenari, M A son of Tametada, was Izu no kami dur-
ing the reign of Sutoku (1124-1141), and was renowned as a poet and
historian. He has written the history of Japan from Montoku to Go-Ichijo
(851-1036).

Toshinari, (1114-1204). A son of Toshitada, was a
celebrated poet. His master was Fujiwara Mototoshi. He was a great
favorite of the emperors Go-Toba and Tsuchimikado, the latter even
deigned to assist at the feast at Waka-dokoro on the occasion of the 90th
anniversary of his birth. Toshinari is often called Gojo-san-i. He
published;,.^e^^gsks.

yCvr'r" [% is (1142-1205). A son of Tametaka. His
mothe^^^^^p^^ond time to Toshinari, gave birth to Sadaie. Both
were x-ets

; Takanobu devoted his time also to painting and
wasth6

g|P™^ • - — -- ~ga Mitsunaga. He is often called Hdshdji. His

^^^^^^^1265) likewise was a renowned painter.— (1162-1241). Was a son of Toshinari and,
like him, a poet. He contributed to the publication of several collections

of poetry among which the best known is the “ Hyaku-nin isshu ”

(Poems of a hundred poets) ; and the most important, the “ Shin-kokin-
icaka-shu” (a new anthology of ancient and modern poetry). He is

often called Teika.

son

— Tameie, 3$ ^ (1197-1275). A son of Sadaie, compiled several
collections of poems. He is known by the name of Mimbukyo-Nyudo.

Seikwa, tS H (1561-1619). Was a descendant of the above.
His father Tamezumi having died in the service of Bessho Naga-
haru (1580), Seikwa, patronized by Hideyoshi, continued his studies and
became a bonze under the name of Myoju-in in order to be initiated in
Buddhist theology and philosophy. Dissatisfied with the doctrines which
were expounded to him, he resolutely separated from the Buddhists, who
until then enjoyed the monopoly of teaching philosophy. He founded a
school of Confucianism

(Teishu-gaku-ha) and made the Chinese philo-
sophy of the So dynasty (960-1279) popular. He was patronized by
Ieyasu who helped him to establish his school. He left numerous dis-

ciples who continued his work. The most celebrated among them was
Hayashi Razan.

III.

—

Empresses, etc.

Miyako no Iratsume, g ¥ (+ 754)). Also called Fuji-
wara-kogu, was a daughter of Fuhito, the wife of Mommu-tenno and the
mother of Shomu-tenno.

Kusuri-ko, |?i T- • A daughter of the Chunagon Tanetsugu,
was married to Fujiwara Tadanushi, and afterwards to the emperor
Heijo. After the latter’s abdication in favor of his brother Saga (809)
Kusuri-ko together with her brother Nakanan tried to induce Heijo
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to transfer his residence to Nam and re-ascend the throne. The plot was

discovered, Nakanari was put to death, Ileijo had his head shaved and

Kusuri-ko took poison (810).

Aki-ko, fljl 7 (829-900). Was a daughter of Yoshifusa, the

wife of the emperor Montoku, and the mother of Seiwa-tenno.

On-shi, im 7 (872-907). Was a daughter of Mototsune and

the wife of the emperor Uda.

On-shi, Eg 7 (885-954). Another daughter of Mototsune, was

the wife of the emperor Daigo, and the mother of Shujaku and Murakami.

Sen-shi, 7 (967-1006). Was a daughter of Kaneie, the wife

of Enyu-tenno, and the mother of the emperor Ichijo. After the death

of her husband (991) she had her head shaved and became ama under

the name of Higashi-Sanjo-in. It is the' first instance of an empress

embracing religious life.

Sada-ko, 7 (977-1000). Was a daughter of Michitaka and

the wife of Ichijd-tenno

;

she had three children.

Aki-ko, T (988-1074). Was a daughter of Michinaga, the

wife of Ichijd-tenno, and the mother of Go-Ichijo and Go-Shujaku. In

1026 she had her head shaved and assumed the name of Joto-mon-in.

She was the first empress that received the title of mon-in.

Ken-shi, 7- (994-1027). Was another daughter of Michi-

naga and the wife of Sanjo-tenno.
,

I-shi, 7 (999-1036). Was the third daughter of Michinaga

and the wife of Go-Ichijo-tenno.

Toku-ko, # 7 (1117-1160). A daughter of Nagazane, the

wife of Toba-tcnnd, and the mother of Konoe. She had her head shaved

and assumed the name of Bi/uku-mon-in (1145).

Tama-ko, 7 (1101-1145). A daughter of Kinzane was the

wife of Toba-tennd and the mother of the emperors Sutoku and Go-Shira-

katva. In 1124 she had her head shaved and received the name of Tai-

ken-mon-in.
, .

Masa-ko, 7 (1122-1182). Was a daughter of Tadamichi

and the wife of Siitoku-tenno. In 1150 she assumed the name of Koka-

mon-in.

Masu-ko, £ 7 (1140-1201). Was a daughter of Kmyoshi,

the wife of Konoe-tenno and afterwards of Nijo-tenno.

Yoshi-ko, &S 7 (1225-1292). Was a daughter of Saneuji, the

wife of Go-Saga-tenno, and the mother of the emperors Go-Fukakusa

and Kamei/ama. ..

Kimi-ko, & 7 (1232-1304). Was a daughter of Saneuji, and

the wife of Go-Fukakusa-tenno. In 1259, she took the name of Higashi-

Nijo-in. .

Yasu-ko, ^ 7 (1292-1357). Was a daughter of Kinhira and

the wife of Go-Fushimi-tenno. She is known by the name of Kogi-

mon-in, and was the mother of the emperors Kogon and Komyd of the

northern dynasty. ... .

Ren-shi, !M 7 (1301-1359). Was an adopted daughter of

Kintaka, the wife of Go-Daigo and the mother of the emperor Go-Mura-
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Mm, ./She accompanied Go-Daigo in his e?$a-'&-Oki (1332). In 1351
bIhj the name of Shin-Taiken-mon-in. % §j—— Izu-ko, -f- (1351-1406). Was a daughter of Kintada, the
wife of the emperor Go-Enyu of the northern dynasty and the mother of

Go-Komatsu-tenno. In 1386 she took the name of Tsui/u-mon-in.

Fujiwara-no-miya, f£ £? . A place in Yamato, was the
residence of the Court during the reigns of Jito, Mommu and Gernmyo
from 687 to 710. At the latter date the capital was transferred to Nam.

Fuju-fuze, M (Lit. : neither receive nor give). A branch
of the Nichiren sect, founded in 1595 by Nichi-o, a bonze of the Myo-
gaku-ji temple

(
Bizen). It was interdicted at the same time as Christi-

anity in 1614, and reauthorized in 1876. Its seat is in Bizen.
Fuju-fuze-komon, /p *§ ip

ffl, • A branch of the Nichiren
sect founded towards 1680 by the bonze Nikko. It has its seat in Bizen.
Fukanden-so, P 1Jj,- II] ^ - A petition addressed to the emperor

every year on the 7th day of the 9th month to obtain the dispensation
from taxes for rice-fields having produced a bad crop.

Fukanden-fusui-shi, p [0 M, fife
• An official sent from

Kyoto to ascertain damage done to rice-fields by wind, inundation,
drought, earth-quakes, etc.

t

Fukashi, A place in Shinano, now Matsumoto In 1504,
Shimadate Sadanaga, one of the kerai of the Ogasawara, governors of
the province built a castle there on the site of the old castle of the Matsu-
nwto, and called it Fukashi-jd. In 1533 Ogasawara Nagatoki made it

his residence, and thence for 10 years waged war against Takeda Shingen.
After his victory of Kikyo-ga-hara (1549), Shingen made himself master
of Fukashi and committed its guard to his relative Masatoki, Hyuga no
kami. Oda Nobunaga and afterwards Uesugi Kagekatsu, in their turn,
took possession of it. Finally, in 1582, at the downfall of the Takeda,
Hideyoshi established IshikawaKazumasa in that castle.—See Matsumoto.
Fuke-shu, If 'ffc Jis • A branch of the Zen sect, founded by the

Chinese bonze Fuke-Zenji. In 1248, the bonze Kakushin went to
China, where the famous Busshd-Zenji of the Gokoku-ji temple taught him
the doctrines of the sect. There was a certain Ghoyu in the temple who
was very skilful in playing the flute

(shakuhaclii

)

and from him Kakushin
received lessons. After his return to Japan (1254), he went through the
country preaching and playing the flute. His successors Kichiku and
Komu did likewise, and the name of the latter, Komu-so has become the
generic name by which travelling bonzes of the sect were designated.
Under^ the Tokugawa, many samurai without masters enrolled in
the Fuke-shu sect, dressed in the traditional costume and wore
large hats so as to hide their faces. They went through the country
Egging and playing the flute.. To avoid justice or the supervision of the
ahogunate, it became customary to become a Komuso

;

but disorders hav-

M&.
ensued> Ieyasu published a regulation to fix their privileges and

ifceir obligations. The sect had seventy-three temples, all depending
An Ichigetsu-ji at Koganei {Shiniesa). It was interdicted at the
Restoration.
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Fukiage, g _fc. . A place fix' BMmotsuke, was from 1841 to 1868
the residence of a branch of the family (10,000 koku).

Fukki, JJfc • Fomadf' a leave of absence granted to officials during
the period of mourning c«|aaftry after the death of a parent. The time
varied from one year to S8VSS days, according to the degree of relationship.

Fukko-ha, $£ T& jlit . A school of Confucianist philosophy founded
in the seventeenth century, by ltd Jinsai, Ogiu Sorai, Ito Tdgai, etc.

Fukoku, # Usl - Abbreviation of -gf •"§. £{1 Prussia.

Fukuba, M M A samurai family of the Tsuwano clan (kissmS)
ennobled in 1884.— The head of the family is Viscount.

Fukuchi-yama, M I? ill • In Tamba. After the ruin of

Mitsuhide (1582), Hideyoslu built a castle there for his adopted son Hide-
katsu the fourth son of Nobunaga. At the death of Hidekatsu (1598),
Onoki Shigekatsu replaced him, but was dispossessed in 1600. JJser-
wards the castle was the residence of the Arima daimyo (1600-1620) the
Okabe (1621-1624) Inaba (1624-1648) Matsudaira (1649-1669) and
finally of the Kuchiki (1669-1868)

.

Fukue, M it . TheiiMsf; (own of Fukue island (Hizen), was for cen-
turies the residence of the Qg04aimyd. The castle having been destroyed
by fire in 1614, was rebm&lfi 2849 by Goto Moriakira, Yamato no karni.

Fukue-jima, it ^ • The largest of the Goto islands (Hizen)

Its circuit is 235 Km.
Fukui, M # • The capital (44,500 inh.) of the department of the

same name, was formerly called Kita-no-shd ; Shibata Katsuie, resided

at the castle in that place (1575-1583). After Shibata'

s

death Hideyoshi
installed Hori Hidemasa there (1583-1590), and after the latter, Aoki
Kazunori (1590-1600). In 1601, leyasu, established there his 2nd
son Yuki Hideyasu, whose son Tadanao changed the name of Kita-no-
shd to that of Fukui. The descendants of Hideyasu held the castle till

the Restoration, forming the principal branch of the Echizen-ke (the
family of the Echizen Matsudaira)

.

Fukui-ken, Si ^ • Department formed with the provinces of

Echizen and Wakasa— (Pop. : 656,900 inh.),—-Capital Fukui : 44,500
inh.).— Principal towns : Tsuruga (18,000 inh.), Takebu (16,000 inh.), etc.

Fukujin, SI jji$ .— See Shichi-Fukujin.

Fukuoka, SI jifij . A samurai family ofKochi (Tosa

)

ennobled in 1884.
The head of the family is Viscount.

Fukuoka, SI IS] • The capital (70,000 inh.) of the Fukuoka-ken,
was formerly called Kajima. In 1587, Hideyoshi having given Chikuzen
as a fief to Kobayakawa Takakage, the latter established his residence at
Najima ; Kuroda Nagamasa succeeded him in 1600, and changed.
name of the town into that of Fukuoka. His descendants resided
till the Restoration.

Fukuoka-keu, SI [SJ #, The department formed with the pro-
vinces of Chikuzen and Chikugo, and 6 districts (kdri) of Buzen.— Pop.

:

1,476,000 inh. — Cap.: Fukuoka (70,000 inh.).— Principal towns:
Kurume (29,000 inh.), Kokura (27,500 inh.), Moji (25,300 inh.), Cmuta
(18,000 inh.), Yanagawa (12,000 inh

), Wakamatsu (12,000 inh.).
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Fukurokuju, jfg jjj& One of the 7 Fukujin, the god of popu-
larity. He is represented with a bald, unusually high skull. A crane
is found at his

:
account of which some probably think him to be

the god of longlife.
’

FukusWm#ml^ • The capital (21,000 inh.) of the Fukushima-
ken. Towards 1180, Sugitsuma Yukinobu built a castle at that place

called Sugitsuma-jd where his descendants resided for a long time.

Later it was the residence of the Gamo daimyo (1590-1600), of Uesugi
(1600-1601); then it became the property of tbs Shogun

;

latex from
1679 to 16b4, it was the residence of Honda, from 1685 to 1700, that;

of Hotta, and finally that of Itakura from 1700 till I8&8,

Fukushima, Wii • A samurai family native of Owctri,

Masanori, IE JW (1561-1624). An adopted eon of Mwatmiw,
first served Hashiba Hideyoshi, who in 1583 had him appointed Saemm'-
no-suke, and afterwards gave him the castle of Kvyom {Qwari} a fief

with a revenue of 200,00U kuku. After the death of HidcymM maxfa to
attach Masanori to his party, leyasu gave his adopted dsaghtesr m
marriage to Masayuki, Masanori'

s

son. In lGOO^f^rtS^^SSegeS
Gifu, and made himself master of the place

; then at the battle of
Sekigahara, he routed the troops of Ukida Hideie. He received as a
reward the daimyate of Hiroshima (Aki) with a revenue of 498,000
koku. In 1610, he was charged by leyasu with the reconstruction of

the castle of Nagoya ; Masanori did all he could to evade that ruinous
corvee, but it was in vain. From that time, the relations with the

Shogun became continually more strained. At the time of the Osaka
campaign (1615) Masanori asked to accompany the shogunnl army

;

leyasu obliged him to remain in Edo. Finally in 1619, he was accused

of bad administration
;

his Hiroshima daimyate was taken from him
and that of Kawanaka-jima (Shinano

)

with a revenue of 45,000 koku
was given him in exchange.

Masayori, IE M • A younger brother of the above, was
Kamon-no-suke, and daimyo of Nagmhma (Jus— 12,000 k.)

; in 1600,
he was transferred to Vda (Yamato— 30,000 k.) and deprived of his

possessions in 1615.

Fukushima-ken, M 0$ A department formed of the province
of Iwashiro and of 11 districts o£ Iwakt— Fop : 1,146,000 inh.— Cap.
Fukushima (21,000 inh.),’— Ihrfocipal towns : V/akamatsu (29,200 inh.),

Shirakaxva (14,600 mb.), Eeriyama (12,000 ink), Taira (10,700 inh.).

Fukutsuka, MM* A. place in Mine,

;

in the time of Hideyoshi,
was the residence of Marmm ChiJmymM. (20,000 k.) who was dispos-
sessed in 1600.

Fukuwara, jpg M The name of & palace built by Taira Kiyomori
in 1157 where Kobe-kS&go sow stands. la 1180, he transferred the
Court to that palace together with his grandson the emperor Antoku only
2 years old

;
but 4 months later he reinstalled them in Kyoto. The Fuku-

warn castle abandoned by Taira Munemori when he fled to the West
(1183), came into the possession of the chief (chdja) of the Fujiwara
fatmly and afterwards to that of the Ichijo.
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Fukuyama, ws ll] • A town (18,000 inh.) in Bingo. In 1619
Mizuno Katsushige built a castle there, where his descendants resided
until 1698 ; then it became the residence of the daimyo Okudaira (1700-
17 10) ; afterwards that of the Abe (17 10-1868)

.

Fukuyama, jjig Ui • a town of Oshima (Hokkaido) which before
the Restoration, was called Matsumae.— See Matsumae.
Fukuzawa Yukichi, Mj # Hi ]!} (1835-1901). Was born of a

southern samurai family. He learned Dutch at Osaka, then came to

Edo in 1853. Having been attached to the embassy of 1860, he gave
up every official position on his return in order to work at the Europe-
anization—or rather at the Americanization—of his country. His first

work, on the “ Condition of Europe ” Seiyojijo (1866) created a sensa-
tion. Two years later, he founded a school, the Keio gijuku, renowned
in Japan to such a degree, that it competes with the Imperial University.
Fukuzawa'

s

publications amount to 50 works, the best known are:
One hundred Essays, (1<ukud-hyaku-wa) 1897, Autobiography (Fulcud-

jiden) 1899. Fukuzawa exercised a considerable influence on his

epoch : more than half the men who now conduct public affairs have
been formed by him. His philosophy was an agglomeration of thoughts
borrowed from every school without any originality. Religion, in his

eyes, was only useful for “ preserving peace in society and keeping
the ignorant under the yoke.” The cause of Fukuzawa's success was
principally in the novelty of his subjects and the remarkable lucidity

of his styiS either in writing or in speaking. He was sumamed the Sage
of Mita (Miia. seijin) from the name of the quarter of Tokyo where he
resided.

'

Fumi-e, ss jfft . Religious images, crucifixes,

etc. which were to be trodden upon by the people

at the taking of the census, in order to prove that

they did not belong to the proscribed Catholic

religion.

Fumi no obito, & ti • Officials whose func-

tion formerly was to write the history and the

geography of the provinces : Wani a Korean
scholar, who came to Japan in 285, is said to have
been their founder. The emperor Bichu ordered

that the history of every province should be writ-

,
,?v (403). The greater number of the documents

’ y were destroyed at the downfall of the Soga (644)

;

} .
M)wever the Funa-fubito Esaka succeeded in sav-

ing some of them from the fire. According to the object of their occupa-
tion, thefubito were divided into kuni-fubito, funa./ubito, tsu-fubito, gwa-
fubito etc.

Fumiya no Watamaro, £ M $5 $5 (763-821). Contributed to the
suppression of the revolt of the ex-empress Kusuri-ko (811). He after-

wards succeeded Sakanoe no Tamuramaro in the office of Sei-i-taishogun
and led an expedition against the Ebisu (812). He was Ukon-e-taisho,
Mydbu-hjo, Chunagon, etc.
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FuiSlitf?llSlK»tide, £MMt£* Was a celebrated poet of the

9th ceflSl^?^te^'hs among the Eokkasen (six great poets)

.

Funabashi, #5 M • A huge family descended from the Kiyowara.

The head of the family is now Viscount.

Hidekata, ft K (1555-1614). A son of Kunitdka, Jibu-sho-

suke, was a distinguished scholar.
_ .

Funai Iff ft Formerly the capital of Bungo which successively was

the residence of the Otomo daimyo (13th century— 1593) ;
Hayakawa

(1593-1597) ;
Fukuwara (1597-1600) ;

Takenaka (1600-1634)
;

Hmeno

(1634-1656) the Matsudaira (1658-1868).—-It is now called Oita.

Funakoshi, • A shizoku family of Hiroshima {Aki) ennobled

in 1900. The head of the family is a Baron.

Funanoe-sen, fS _h Of • A castle in Hoki in which Nairn Naga-

toshi received the emperor Go-Daigo after the latter s return from Chi-

buri-shima (1333). He soon afterwards, at the head of an army, escorted

him to Kyoto.

Funaoka, fK] • A place in Yamashvro, where Mmamoto lame-

voshi and his sons were defeated in 1156 {Hogen no ran) by Kiyomon.

Funate-gumi, Officials under- the Tokugawa, who were

superintendents of the vessels belonging to the Shogun. In Ibd^, lour

chiefs were created
;
they were called funate-gashira ; superior to them

was a waka-toshiyori.
. „ ,,

Funatobe no Naoshi, ftfi ^ •
A painter of the 7th century,

one of the first mentioned in history.
. , r

Furen-numa, ® m IS • A lake (59 Km - in circult) m Nemur0

{Hokkaido).
. ...

Vnriihitn-Oii * A J§| . Also called Furuhito-oine-shmno, a son

of the emperor Jomei. At the abdication of Kyogoku (644), the throne

was offered him, but he refused it and became bonze at the Yoshino-san,

hence the name Yoshino-taislii is given him. The following year,

regretting his decision, he excited a revok, but was forestalled and put to

death. His daughter married .
‘Schi.

Furuta. * 03 • A daimyo and 17tli centuries.— Shijfenari, K m (
1545-^^p>n6e«o^. He recervg

10,000 k. in 1600, but was dispo^^^^^for having communicated

with the besieged in Osaka. of the tea ceremony

school, called Oribe-ryu. „ -i j - r— Shigekatsu, M (1561-1600) Was Hyobu-shosuke He

served Hideyoshi, who gave him the castle of Matsuzaka {Ise— 67 000 k.).

After Sekigahara his revenue was raised to 60,000 k. He died the same

year ~

Shigeharu, jr in • Was Daizen-tayii and was transferred in

1619 to Hamada {Iwami). mmm „ -i 7-7 w moo
Shigetsune, Jr fa (1598-1648,, , h s Hyobu-shosuke but was

dispossessed in 1648 on account of th^yy^my he exercised over h

^Fnrnwatari * M In Owari, a castle which Oda Nobuhide bmlt

aJSSgffwhefh?gave his own castle to his son Nobunaya (1535)

:
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some remnants may still be seen in the precincts of the Higashi-Hon-
gwanji temple in Nagoya.
Fusa no kuni, jil . The ancient name of the provinces of

Kazusa and Shimosa.

Fushimi, iic M . A town in the province of Yamashiro, south of
Kyoto. In 1593 Hideyoshi built a magnificent castle there. Before the
Sekigahara campaign (1600) Teyasu entrusted it to Torii Mototada

;

but the army of Ishida Kazushige reduced it to ashes. la 1620, a
hugyo (governor) was established in the place. Ora oS the ferourEs
walks of the people of Kyoto was to the ruins on tfee Mrmoymm MS— On the 27th and the 28th of January 1878., Fuskym- -wm ifa
scene of a battle in which the imperialists roufoi the army of fcSe

Shogun.

Fushimi, Hi M • A family of princes of the imperial,

from Sadatsune-shinno (1425-1474), a brother of the eraperor Go-
Hanazono. The actual chief of the house is prince Bstdan(m$t a csS"
of the army. He was born in 1858, and married Toshi-hi, & daagMssr of
prince Arisugawa Takahito, in 1876.

Fushimi-bugy5, Hi H ^ ff • An official csjeatad iia 1620
entrusted with the defence of the Fushimi castle.

Fushimi-tenno, Hi .ML M. The 92nd Emperor of Japan (1278-
1298)

,
was prince Hirohito, a son of Go-Fukakusa. He succeeded Go- Uda

at the age of 23, and permitted his father to govern. The latter was forced
to submit to the authority of the Kamakura Hojo. In 1289, the Shogun
Koreyasu-shinno, having displeased Hojo Sadatoki, was deposed and
replaced by Hisaakira-shinno, a younger brother of the emperor. After
a reign of 11 years, Fushimi abdicated in favor of his son in whose name
he continued to govern. He died in 1317 at the age of 53.

Fushin-bugy5, U ii# An office created in 1652 and entrusted
to two officials whose functions were to superintend the reparations of the
walls, moats, etc. of the Edo castle as well as other undertakings of the
Baku/u in the town.

Fus5, ft & • One of the 10 sects of Shintoism established towards
the middle of the 16th century. It especially honors the 3 gods of the
creation

(Zokwa no san-jin).

Fuso-koku, ik & ESI • An ancient name of Japan, still used in
poetry.

Fuso-ryakuki, ife & § ffi . Historical work of the bonze Koen of
the Hiei-zan. It extends from the reign of Daiqo (898) to that of Go-
Toba (1198).

FusSshu-yoshu, He ^ 4f$ - An historical work in thirty
volumes, compiled in the 17th century by order of Tokugawa Mitsukuni
of Mito.

Futama, “
RI3 An apartment in the imperial palace, east of the

Seiryd-den, in which the most celebrated Bosatsu were represented and
where the bonzes assembled for certain ceremonies.

Futamata, — • A castle town in Totomi. In 1502, Futamata
Masanaga built a castle there, which successively passed to the Imagawa
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and the Oda. It was in that castle that Nobuyasu, the eldest son ofI y
£Z’

Was - V
^:

d by
A
bls

{
ather to kil1 himself by harakiri (1579).X utara, —- Stt • A noble house descended from prince Kitashira-kawa Yoshthzsa(+ 1895) The chief of the family is a Count

caloinin^^ci? i? ' W
A
?

ai
i
C16nt mode of divinahon consisting in£2 b’ade

?
f a deer, on which some notches

p
made ' AccordmS t0 the fracture produced by thenre^ a good or bad oraan was si^paifisd.,

y

xatsunusW no ksmZ, mwk Was also called Mika/utm
Iwainush

ly ar4 was the nan of Iwatsutsu-no-o no

fTrombS
Wf^n

?^ Takeimfiemchi in order to prepare
of A *WI$ I* "••**>. Hie temple is situaded at Katori
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** *• 'm **>““>' commanding the
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1

5®Hge of Seki-ga-hard (theplmn of the barrier), she oesae of the fdmtm battle of 1600.

eoTCmmcnT hn?’f
WSS'fields taxed not for thegovernment, but for the temples, schools, etc.
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G
Gagaku-ryo, 5^ • Formerly a building belonging to tbe

Jibu-sho, and reserved for the study of music and dancing.

Gakkwan-in, Yji • A school founded during the reign of

Saga (810-823) by the empress Tachibana Kachi-ko (Danrin-kogo

)

and her brother ZJjigimi for the children of the Tachibana family. The
principal of the school was a Betto, always chosen from the members of
the founders’ family. Towards 960, Tachibana Yoshifuru had the
Gakkwan-in affiliated to the Daigaku (University).

Gakuden, EQ . A place in Owari, where Oda Hisanaga built

a castle. The castle was taken by Tsuda Nobukiyo, and retaken towards
1560 by Oda Nobunaga, who entrusted its defence to Sakai Masahisa.
In 1584 it was the scene of a battle in which leyasu defeated the troops
of Hasliiba Hidetsugu.— See Komaki-yama.
Gaku-dokoro, $§ ©f . A school of music which in 951 replaced

the Gagaku-ryo and where Chinese music (To) especially was
studied.

Gakumon-jo, [UJ fft *- Z$yasu was the first who established a
school in Edo and entrusted |fej. faction to Hayashi Doshun and to his

son Shunsai. Iemitsu gave of Kobun-in and endowed it with
revenues (1632). In 1692 the' school was transferred to Yushima
(Hongo) under the name of Shohei-ko. Finally in 1797, having been
improved and increased, it became the Gakumon-jo. It always continued
under the direction of the Hayashi family.

Gakumon-jo-bugyo, $ |8J ^ Vs • The title of the director of

a school founded in 1842 in Edx> (Kojimachi, Zenkokuji-dani)
,
and of

which ‘the H&yashi were professors.

Gaksi^iijo-kimban, |81 0r U) ?§ • a title given to the director

of the (Sttftuisnoti-jo according to the new regulations of 1797.

Gakushu-in, ^ • A school founded in 1842 at Kyoto by the
emperor Ninko for the education of the children of the huge. To-day
the Nobles’ school in Tokyo.

Ilajno, . A daimyo family in Omi, descended from Fujiwara
i^B^mto.

Katahi.de, (1534-1584) Sahyo-e-tayu, first in charge

of the castle of Hino (Omi) for the Sasaki, he later entered the service of

Mmmaga.
.

--V—
. Ujisato, RM (1557-1596). A son of Katahide. When 13

years old, he distinguished himself at the taking of Okochi castle (Ise)

in the presence of Nobunaga, who soon afterwards, gave him his

daughter in marriage. At the death of Nobunaga (1582), Ujisato asked
his widowed mother-in-law to reside in hf4aS«i|S*J of Hino. Later he was
made Hida no harm and daimyo of (Ise) with a revenue of
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120 000 k. In 1590, after the war of Odawara, he was |;aas&-sred to

Aim (Mutsu— 420,000 k.), with the obiect of bringing all thsdamyo of

the North to submit to Hideyoshi. Runohe Masazane resisted^ and

an expedition was sent against him. Ujisato
d hf

'

masa, besieged him in his castle of Runohe and defeated and killed him.

After this exploit, his revenues were raised to 1 million koku..
He then

went to Kyoto where he was appointed Sangi At the time of

tion to Korea, he accompanied Hideyoshi to Nagoya Meanwhito

he rebuilt his castle of Rurolcawa ( Aizu

)

and changed ^
name to

Wakamatsu. He died at the age of 40. Several accused[ Hideyoshi of

having poisoned him. Ujisato was baptized 1 Leo, in id
•

.

— Hideyuki # tr (1533-1612). Was a son of Ujisato. As

he was only 13 yearn dd at the death of his father, he was «ajpn^aof

the immense daimyate of Aizu, and in return received^that

miya (Shimotsuke- 180,000 k.). After Sekigahara ^f
0 ),

he returned

to Wakamatsu (600,000 k.) where he died. He was only 30 years old.

(1603-1627). The eldeet .on oi

He succeeded to the daimyate of Aizu, hut died without an he 'r -

Tadatomo f \\
(1605-1634). The second son oi Hideyuki,

was chosen as his brother’s heir, the latter haying d>ed without issue. He

was transferred from Aizu to Matsuyama (Iyo-240 000
J
O He m

when 30 years old, without an heir, and was the last of the Gamo

family.
_ (1768-1813). Was first called Fuku-

da°H?dez
%*“At ’having heard that his family wasM^

torn

Gamo Ujisato, he took that name. He was born at

and went to Edo, where he studied history after which he trayellg

through the country. In the works he PfJ

lsh^- he
,,

dJl0^ were
authority of the emperors was disregarded, that their tombs were

neglected and left in ruins, etc. He also wrote a book on the importance

of coast defence and the means to secure it. Kumpei is one of the tew

writers who, under the Tokugawa, dared support the impenaA cm*.

srfi s

Chinese style,—which bears his name, (
Ganku-ryu ). He

born at Kanazawa (Kaga

)

of the Saeki family and came to Kyoto where

he first served prince Arisuqawa and then the imperial court.

Garan«Wskr.) or Buddhist temple. When the dependences

are included, the name shichi-dd-garan is given.
, T .

-

fieha-shoEUH T % Surname given by the people to the lairo

S<Sai Tadakkjo (1626-1681) ;
he was also caUed Ta^o-s^tm.

Gphu-kwan In opposition to naibu-hwan. lne six eju

wh^ SmerS’e imperil guard were called ^‘^nduct of£
and samurai who took part in an expedition, under the conduct of the

Shogun, were known by the name of gebu-kwan.
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Geishu, The Chinese name of Aki province.

Geki, 12, • Secretary.—See Dai-yeki.

Gekkei-unkaku, $PM $r (fJlt : moon-ministers, cloud-nobles).

Court nobles of the 3rd rank (san-i

)

;
those above were called gekkei or

kandacliime

;

those of the 4th and 5th ranks unkaku or denjo-bito.

(A figure borrowed from the Chinese : the emperor is the sun, — the moon
and the clouds are his servants).

Geku, . One of the great temples of Ise, formerly dedicated

to Kuni-tokotachi no Mikoto, but at present to Ukemochi no Kami
(Toyo

•

uke-bime).

Gekwan, *g*
. Generic name of all the offices and functions

exercised outside the capital.

Gemba-ry5, ]£ H §£ • An official subordinate to the Jibu-sho and
having charge of the registration of the bonzes and am a, the recep-

tion of ambassador's, and the superintendence of foreigners living in

Kyoto, etc.

Gembo, $ BJ - A bonze of the Ko/uku-ji in Kara. ]

went to China and returned in 735. He was nominated
built the Kwanzeon-ji in TsuJcushi, denounced the revolt of

Hireim$Ut and died in 746.

(fejsls'ssku, x BB- A ceremony during which a minor is declared

to B#;|C;ige. For the emperor, since the reign of Seiwa (864), it

consisted in the receiving of a collar. The sons of Kuge, had their

head-dress arranged according to the court fashion and received the

kammuri. Among the officials, the young man changed the name he
bow in childhood and received the eboshi from a relation or a patron,

SvMed eboshi-oya or kammuri-oya. During the Tokugawa period, the
gmxbuku for boys consisted in having the top of the head shaved

;

and for girls, in having the eyebrows shaved and the teeth
hip pl/Anp/l

Gembun, % X J^engo: 1736-1740.

Gemmei-tenno, % dll M • An empress (43) who reigned from
708-714. 8he was Abe or Yamato-neko-amatsu-mihirO-toyokuni-nari

liirne, a daughter of the emperor Tenchi, and at the age of 46,

succeeded her son Mommu. In 710, she transferred the capital to

Nara. By her wish the Kojiki (712) and the Fudoki (713) were written

to embody the ancient traditions. She caused the first copper money
(Wadb-kaichin) to be coined. After a reign of 7 years, she abdicated

in favor of her daughter, and died when 61 years of age.

Gempei, 2?. -T> • (Gen and Hei, or Minamoto and Taira)

.

The
Gempei war ; i.e. the war between these two families. It was tlss longest

war of the 12th century.— See Genji, Heike, etc.

Gempei-sei8ui-ki, M 3s ^ 12 A “ History of the me. &|id fall

of Minamoto and Taira." A historical work in 48 volumes, from 1160
to 1185. It is attributed to Hamuro Tokinaga.

Genchu, % 41 • Nengo: 1380-1382.

Gen-e, ]£ (1269-1352). A bonze who in the time Go-Daigo,
expounded the Confucianist doctrines of the Chinese philosophers that

n 71g bfi

SojSAi
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lived during the Kan (206 B. C.—221 A. D.) and the To dynasty (619-

907). He worked successfully to rouse the people against the tyranny
of the Kamukura Hojo. The composition of the Taihei-ki is attributed

to Gen-e. With the help of the bonzes Ze-en, Shin-e, etc. he wrote the
Kembu-shiki^moku, the Shinka-seishiki, and the Teikun-orai.

Gen-ei, % jk • Nengo : 1118-1119. — Also called Gwan-ei.
Genji, yc fa • Nengo : 1864. — Also called Gwanji.
Genji, % ft . The Minamoto family. In the 9th and 10th centuries,

several emperors transmitted the name of Minamoto to their descendants
(Gen in Chinese) ; hence the Seiwa-Genji, Uda-Genji, Murakami-Genji,
and Saga-Genji branches, descended respectively from the emperors
Seiwa, Uda, Murakami, and Saga.

Genji-monogatari, ft Vojg- (Lit. : History of the Genji). The
most celebrated Japanese classical work, composed in the 10th century
by Murasaki Shikibu.

Genji no shi-sei, M ft E 5$ • The four branches of the Mina-
moto family

;
Seiwa-Genji, Saga-Genji, Murakami-Genji and Uda-

Genji.

Genkai-nada, The sea situated N. N. W. of Kyushu,
also called Kyushu-nada.

Genka-reki, yt If • The first cilendar brought to Japan by
the Korean bonze Kwanroku ; it was in use from 604 till about 680.

Genkei, yt $ • Nengo : 877-884.

Genki, Nengo : 1 570-1572.

Genko, yc%l»- Nengo: 13B 1-1333.

-

Genko no eki, X - The name given to the war against the
Mongols towards the end of the 13th century. It is also called Bun-ei
no eki and Kd-an no eki, from the names of the nengo during which
it took place.

Genko no ran, X ij£ jSL • The
.

civil war during the Genko era.

In 1326, the Kotaishi Kuninaga-shinnu having died, the emperor Go-
Daigo wished to replace him by his son Morinaga-shinm, but was pre-
vented by Hojo Takatoki who had Kazuhito-shinno a son of Go-Fushimi,
nominated. Go-Daigo appointed Morinaga-shinno chief of the temple
Em-yaku-ji of the Tendai sect, and with the help of the bonzes, pre-
pared to get rid of the Hojo. It was then that Takatoki marched
against Kyoto with a numerous army : the emperor fled to mount Kasagi,
but being taken prisoner, he was confined to the liokuhara and after-

wards exiled to Chiburi island (Oki).

Genku, S (1133-1212). Was born in the province of Mima -

saka. At the age of 15, he entered the monastery of the Enryaku-ji
temple (Hiei-zan), where he astonished his teachers by the rapidity of
his progress. Afterwards he went to the Kurodani temple where he
received lessons from Ajari Eiku. Later having found a work (ojb-

ydshu) of the bonze Genshin, he learned from it the doctrines of the
Jodo sect, which he embraced and began to propagate with great success.
Abandoning the observances of the Tendai sect, he professed that
salvation, i.e

,
entrance into the “ pure land ” (Judo) can be obtained
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only by and gMxig. $bf: example,

be repeafesf. &1S name &l Jmlda as many
as. 60,000 times per day. Tbe bonzes of the

Enryaku-ji succeeded in having him exiled

to SanuJci (1206). He returned to Kyoto in

1210, and built the temple Chion-in where he

died, at the age of 76. He was known by the

name of Honen-Shonin. Later he received the

posthumous title Enko-Daishi.

Genkyo, 7c • Nengo

:

1321-1323.

Genkyu, x !h Nengo : 1204-1205.

Gennin, % tl • Nengo

:

1224.

Gen-o, X AS • Nengo: 1319-1320.

Genreki, X ® • Nengo: 1184.— It is also called Gwanryahu.
Genro-in, x i*5o • The senate created after the Restoration

(1875) and abolished at the time of the first session of the Parliament

called under the Constitution of 1889

Genroku, % M Nengo : 1688-1703.

Gensan, x ill • Also called Yuensan, a sea-port in Korea.

Genshin, M 1$ 942-1017. Was bom in Yamato, in.,.,the, Urabe

family. He entered the Hiei-zan and received lessons fror& •>j&i-Eaishi

(Ryogen). He published several works, in which he propou^a specially

the efficacy of prayer. He had numerous disciples.

Genshi-sai, A feast celebrated at the palace on the third

day of the new year. The emperor personally makes offerings to

heaven and to his ancestors.

Gensho-tenno, X JE M An empress (44) who reigned from

815-823. She was Hitaka or Yamato-neko-takamizu-kiyotarashi hime,

and, at the age of 36, succeeded her mother Gemmci, whom she imitated

by fostering the letters and sciences, arts and agriculture, etc. The Nihon-

ki was published during her reign (720). She abdicated at the age

of: 45, in favor of her nephew, Shomu, and died in 748 at the age

of 69.

Gensui, x 6'1> • An ancient title corresponding to general. This

dignity has been recently re-estafehafeed and may be translated as Marshal
of the Empire. The Emperor, aetg’sneralissimo of the army and the

navy, has the title of Dai-gensm,
.

Gentoku, it (iM • Nengo : 1329-1330.

Genwa, x #1 • Nengo

:

1615-1623.

Getsurin-Daishi, U ^ Shnnjo ....
Gidayu, ^ Tfo ^ • A dramatical recital accomp&meo-r with -music

named after Takemoto Gidayu (1651-17 14) who made it popular,

Gifu, |1U 4*. • The capital (32,000 inh.) of Gifti-km and formerly the
capital of Mino.— In 1097, Minamoto Kunifusa, Mino no kami, at-

tempted a revolt which was suppressed by Yoshiie. Later Nikaido, an

officer of the Kamakura Shogun, built a castle there on the hill

called Inaba-yama (1203). In 1539, Saito Hidetatsu, leaving Kano
(Mino) took up his residence at Gifu. His grandson Tatsuoki was turned
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out of the baaMe Btf Notmiiaga (1564) who, leaving his castle of Kiyosu
(Oicari), irx. tsh tem established himself at that place. Later, Nobunaga
built the easfcie t>f Amtchi (1576), and was replaced at Gifu by his son

Nobutada. The latter died in 1582, and his brother Ndmkzicii, resided

at Gifu for a while ; the following year Hideyoshi intrusted the defence of

the castle to Ikeda Terumasa (1583) then to Hashiha Hiiehxlm (1591).

After the latter's death (1593), his nephew Oda Hidmoiu moved from
Kiyosu to Gifu, where besieged in 1600 by Fukushima Mttsimoifi, he was
taken prisoner, and exiled to Koya^san. The castle was not rebuilt and
no daimyo resided at Gifu under the Tokugawa shogunate.

Gifu-ken, $£ fit?: • A department formed by the provinces of Mino
and Hula.— Pop: (1,046,000 inh.).— Cap. Gifu (32,000 inh.).

—

Principal towns : Ogaki (19,000 inh.), Takayama (15,500 inh.), etc.

Gi-jiju, f# {& . Dignitaries of the court who stood beside the

Emperor during the ceremony of the coronation. They were also called

jijii-dai.

Giku, Q A Chinese bonze who came to Japan towards 815 and
was the first to preach the doctrines of the Zen-shu sect in this country.

The emperor Saga installed him at the Toji temple in Kyoto and the

empress had the Danrin-ji built for him at Saga. Later Giku returned

to China, where he died.

Giky5-Daimyojin, J6 jz 80 jpA • The Japanese name of a

divinity honored by the Aino and supposed to be Minamoto Yoshitsunc,

(The pronunciation of the characters of the name Yoshitsune is Gikyo
or Gikei).

Ginkaku-ji, 3U 110 • In 1473 Yoshimasa having abdicated the

shogunate in favor of his son Yoshihisa built a palace on the eastside of

Kyoto (Higashi-yama

)

in the precincts of which a silver pavilion (Gin-

kaku) was erected in imitation of the gold pavilion (Kinkaku)
of Yoshimitsu.

The most celebrated artists of the time worked at the ornamentation of

the apartments, gardens, etc. After Yoshimasa’

s

death (1490), the

palace was converted into a temple under the natne of Jishd-ji, or more
commonly Ginkaku-ji.

Ginza, Si ® . Under the Tokwgawa, an office dependent on the

Kanjo-buggo and having charge of the coining of silver money.
Gion, i® [$) A ward of Kyoto, formerly celebrated for its cherry-

trees which, when in blossom, attracted thousands of visitors. It has
given its name to the Gion no yashiro.

Gion Nankai, ® ® ]$j ffe (1677-1751). A painter who propagated
in Japan the Chinese style called Nan-gwa or Bunjin-gwa. He was
also a distinguished poet.

Gion no yashiro, i® g] ®fc . The most popular temple in Kyoto.

It was formerly a Shintoist temple, dedicated to Susano-o no Mikoto
under the name of Yasaka-jinja. The Ryobu-shinto gave it the name of

Gion-ji

;

it then became a dependency of the Kofuhu-jiv slterseards cftisa

Enryaku-ji. Since the Kestoration, it has again become purely SMafeast,
with the exception of the name of Gion which has been .gffiacrf-SxI. It is

also called Kanshin-in.
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mmmm- Officials chosen from among the dainagon, chunagon,
sat&gS; -and charged with transmitting the answers of the emperor to
the demands of the daimyo and the samurai. Their number was from
3 to 5.— See Tensd.

Go, $© • A family originating in Mino and ennobled in 1900. To-day
the chief of the family is Baron.

_
Go-bugyo, ff

.

The 5 magistrates appointed by Hideyoshi in

1585, for the administration of the city of Kyoto. Maeda Gen-i, shoshi-
dai, had charge of the police and the temples

;
Nagatsuka Masaie, of

finance
;
Asano Nagamasa, of the laws

; Ishida Kazushige, of the public
works

; Masuda Nagamon, of justice.

Go-Chi-Nyorai, 3£ ^ in • The five gods of wisdom or contem-
plation : Yahuslii, Taho, Dainichi, Ashuku and Shaka.
Go-Daigo-tenno, The 96th Emperor of Japan

(1319-1338), was prince Takaharu, a son of Go-Uda. He succeeded his

cousin Hanazono at the age of 31. Resolved to govern alone and to rid

himself of the domination of the Kamakura Shikken, he had recourse to the
mediation of some
kuge, and of the most
influential bonzes in

order to rouse the

people. HojOTaka-
toki sent a large

army against Kyoto;
the emperor fled to

mount Kasagi, but
was arrested .brought

back to Rokuhara,
deposed, and exiled

to Chiburi island

(Oki), while prince

Kazuhito was placed

on the throne in his

stead (1331). In the
beginning of 1333,
Go-Daigo succeeded

in escaping from Chi-
buri, landed in Hoki,
where Nawa Naga-
toshi gave him hospi-

tality at Funanoe-sen ; having raised an army, N&wa conducted him
to Kyoto which Ashikag SM&zuji and Akamatsu Norimim hadjast taken

from the Hojo, whilst Yoshisada made himealf master . ©x Kama-
kura, and overthrew the power of the Shikken Having re-entered his

capital, the emperor rewarded his rescuers, by distributing fiefs and
dignities among them. Ashikaga Takauji was not satisfied, although
he had received the provinces of Musashi, Shimosa, and Hitachi ; soon

afterwards, a son of Takatoki, Tokiyuki, the last of the Hojo, having
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tried to retake Kamakura, Takauji marched against him, defeated

his army, established himself at Kamakura and assumed the title

of Sei-i-taishogun (1335). The emperor pronounced him a rebel

and sent Nitta Yosliisada against him, but the latter, at first vic-

torious in Mikawa and Suruga, was defeated at Hakone (Sagami

)

and Takauji marched against Kyoto. Kusunoki Masashige and Nawa
Nagatoshi m vain tried to stop him ; they were defeated, and the

emperor was again obliged to flee to Mount Yoshino. Meanwhile,
Kitabata^^j^YSM^^ from the North with an army, defeated the

troops of : and the emperor again re-entered Kyoto.

But as far as Kyushu to recruit his forces, and
came back ;^m.^-aSif*rmy. Nitta Yosliisada and Kusunoki Masa-
shige but were defeated. The first fled and tried

to reasseitt^ '.iS^v^^ers, the second, after prodigies of valor and
covered with wounds, committed liarakiri. The emperor again fled

from Kyoto, which he never re-entered and Takauji raised prince

Yutahito (Komyo,), the brother of Kazuhito (Kogon) to the throne

(1336). Thus began the rivalry which was to last for nearly 60
years between the southern dynasty (nancho) because Go-Daigo had
retimJ tn, the South of Kyoto, the dynasty which historians of the

consider as the legitimate one, and the northern dynasty

(/)df|||$|f|;supported by the Ashikaga. Go-Daigo reigned two more
ye»ww*i&saw the fall of all his supporters viz. : Nawa Nagatoshi, Nitta

Yosliisada, Yoshiaki, Kitabatake Akiie, etc. ; the northern provinces of

Matsu and Dewa, and those of Kyushu were about the only ones that

had remained faithful. It was in such circumstances that he transmitted

his rights with the three imperial insignia to Nonnaga Go-Murakami,
a child of 12 years.

Godo, -n* • A place in Mino. Before the battle of Sekigahara
(1600) the van-guard of the army of Ishida Kazushige fought a battle

there against the troops of Todd Takatora.

Go-efu, TL Wi tff • The five divisions of the imperial guard : cmon,
saeji, ueji, sahyde, and uhyoe.— See Efu.

Go-En-yu-tenno, & M (34 Jl. • An Emperor of the northern

dynasty (1372-1382). Oliito, born in 1359, succeeded his father Go-
Kogon, when 13 years old. He abandoned tbe government to Ashikaga
Yoshimitsu, who weakened the southern party more and more. After

a reign of 10 years, Go-En-yu abdicated in favor of his son Go-Komatsu
and died in 1393, 35 years old.

Go-Fukakusa-tenno, ^ Ji ^ The 89th Emperor of Japan
(1247-1259), was prince Hisahito, a son of Go-Saga, whom he succeeded

when 4 years old. Hojo Tokiyori, Shikken of Kamakura then governed

according to his will and pleasure. Thus, having been displeased with the

fMgun Fujiwara Yontsugu, he deposed him and chose, as his successor,

||||ice M-unetaka, a brother of the emperor (1252). When 17 years old,

jji'Fukakusa, following the counsels of his father, abdicated in favor of

his brother Kameyama, and retired to the Jimyd-in, but at the death of

Go-Saga (1272), he regained his influence, and governed during the
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reign of Fushimi and Go-Fushimi, his son and his grandson. He died
in 1304, at the age of 62.

Go-Fushimi-tenno, ^ {ii M 3^ Jfl • The 93d Emperor of Japan
(1299-1301), was prince Tanehito, a son of the emperor Fushimi. He
succeeded his father when 11 years old, and his grandfather Go-Fuka-
kusa governed for him. As he had been elected in opposition to Go-
Saga's will which stated that the emperors should be taken alternately
from among the descendants of his two sons Kameyama and Go-Fuka-
kusa, Go-Uda obtained the consent of Hojo Sadatoki that Go-Fusliimi
be deposed and replaced by his own son Go-Nijo. After his forced abdica-
tion, Go-Fushimi lived 35 years in retirement.

Go-gaku, 2l • Formerly five sacred mountains; Takachiho,
Kongoho, Nyoi, Hiei, and Atago.

Go-gawa, Jl| . A river (157 Km.) which, under the name of
Yoshidagawa, has its source in Aki, flows through Iwami, and empties
itself into the Japan Sea north of Hamada. It is also called Iicami-
gawa, and formerly Eno-gawa.

__

Go-gembuku-bugyo, % J3Et ^ ft An official who, during the
Kamakura period, regulated the gemhuku of the shogunal family.

r
Go-haiga-bugyo, j® W M $ - An official who, during the

Kamakura period, regulated the ceremonies of congratulation on the
accession of a Slwgun or a promotion in the court. Nikaidd Yukimura
was the first who received this title when Sanetomo was made Udaijin
(1218).

Go-Hanazono-tenn5, II] jK M • The 102nd Emperor of

JsjJJKQj ^1.429 -1465) ,
was prince Hikohito, a son of prince Sadanari. At

10, he succeeded the emperor Shako who had died without

p|^Jh:%kr
' This reign, during which the Ashikaga attained the zenith of

under the Shogun Yoshinori and Yoshimasa, was one of
which arose successively between the two Ashikaga families

, the Ahamatsu and the Yamana, the Hosokaioa and
the Haiakeyama

,
etc. These strifes were mere fore-runners of the war

of Onin, which was to cause agitation throughout the country for over a
hundred years. After a troubled reign of 36 years, Go-Hanazono abdi-
cated in favor of his sob. Fvsahito Go-Tsuehf'rHikado and died 6 years
later.

Gohommatsu, 2£ A place fa Mik&tm, where, towards the
middle of the ,16th century, Saiga N&bukazu built a castle. His son
Masakaisn was besieged ip, this castle arid; defeated by Hojo Ujinao

Go-Horikawa-tenno, ^M Pf M M - The 86th Emperor of Japan
(1222-1232), was Toyohito, grandson of Tctkahlra-temw ; when ten
years of age he was raised to the, thxqae by Hojo Yyshiloki, who had just
deposed Ghukyo and exiled three ex-emperors. During his reign all

authority was in the hands of the Hojo : Yoshitoki, then Yasutoki, at
Kamakura; Toki/usa, Tokiuji and Shigetoki, at Kyoto (Bokuhara).
Go-Horikawa, after having abdicated in favor of his son Shijo, 2 years
old died two years after, at the age of 23.
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residence of a younger of the Arima family (10,000 k).

Go-Ichijo-tenn5, ^ The 68th Emperor of Japan
(1017-1036), was prince Atsuhira, a son of Ichijd-tenno. He succeeded

Sanjd-tenno when 9 years old. Fujiwara Yorimichi, an all powerful
minister governed. In 1028, Taira Tadatsune revolted in Shvmdsa ;

Taira Naokata sent against him was defeated. The Minamoto, Yori-

nobu and his son Yoriyoshi checked the revolt (1031). Go-Ichijo died
when 29 years old.

Gojo, 3L {(£ • A place in Yamato, was from 1600 to 1616 the

residence of the Matsukura daimyo (25,000 k ). Afterwards the castle

became the property of the Shogun who installed therein a daikwan. In
1863, at the time of the troubles which preceded the Restoration the

daikwan Suzuki Gennai was assassinated in that castle.

Gojo, SI. A kuge family descended from Sugawara Michizane.
The head of the family is now Viscount

Go-kaido, 3l $tr it • Under the Tokugawa, the 5 great roads which,
starting from Nihon-bashi (Edo ), connected the provinces with the

shogunal city

:

1° The Tokaido, M it : from Edo to Kyoto, through Oda-
wara, Fuchu (Shizuoka), Hamamatsu, Okazaki, Atsuta, Kuwana, Otsu

:

53 relays (eki)
;
— 514 Km.

2° The Nakasendo, 4* {ill it >
or Kiso-kaidd, 4c H-

it :

from Edo to Kyoto, through Omiya, TakasaJd, Karuizawa, Shimo-Suwa,
FukUshima, Ota, Sekigahara, Kashiwabara, Kusatsu, where it joined

the Tdkaido : 69 relays
;

—542 Km.
3° The Nikkd-kaidd, 14 45 ® it : fewh to Nikko,

through Iwatsuki, Koga, Oyama, Utsunomiya, Tat'zjgiyp; As it was the

road on which the Shogun travelled to go to Nikko, it was called

O-nari-michi.— 146 Km.
4° The Koshu-kaido. ;Hj tfr it ; from Edo to Fuchu

(Kofu), through Hachidji, Katsunuma.— 139 Km. After Kdfu, the

road continued through Nirazaki, Kanazawa, and joined the Nakasendo
at Shimo-Suwa.

5° The (5shu-kaido, H #1 4£r it '• tom Edo to Aomori,
through Utsunomiya, Shirakawa, Fukushima, Sendai, Ichinoseki, Mori-
oka, Ichinohe, Nobechi .— 786 Km. It was also called Riku-U-kaido
and O-U-kaido.

Besides these five main roads, there were the waki-kaidd : the Hok-
kokukaido, ( US 4£r it ). the Chugoku-kaido,

( 4* [U $r it ) >
the Naga-

saki-kaido,
( Wr it ) ,

and the Mit<£&i(0g ( ?K it ) • The
road on which the Emperor travelled vjIjW going to Nikko, was
called Reihei-shi-kaido, ({53 $r it)-Slllllfe road connected Taka-
saki (Kozuke) and Nikko, passing through Ashikaga and Mibu.

Go-Kameyama-tenno, ^ ® ill 5^ J| The 99th Emperor of

Japan (1373-1392), was prince Norinari, a son of Go-Murakami, who,
at the age of 13, succeeded his brother Ghd.'cei as emperor of the southern
dynasty, whilst the Ashikaga supported Go-Enyii of the northern
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dynasty. He continued the struggle for 20 years, but all his sup-
porters were defeated by the powerful Shogun Yoshimitsu. In the
end, he consented to come to an agreement. O.uchi Yoshihiro served
as intermediary between the two rival courts. Go-Kameyama abdicated
in favor of Go-Komatsu, since 10 years recognized as emperor of the
North, but on the condition that the successors should alternately be
chosen from the two branches of the imperial family. This act put an
end to the struggle which had lasted 60 yearn. After this event Go-
Kameyama lived 32 years in the Daigahi-ji (Saga), long enough to

see the first two successors of Go-Komatsu chosen from the same branch,
contrary to the treaty of 1392. His descendants were never to ascend
the throne.

Go-kase-gawa, 3L fr M ) *1 • A river (118 Km.) which flows
through Hyuga and empties itself into the sea near Nobeoka. — In its

superior course it is called Yakai-gawa.
Go-Kashiwabara-tenno, ft) M ^ ^ • The 104th Emperor of

Japan (150.1-1527), was prince Katsuhito. He succeeded his father
Go-Tsuchimika,do at the age of 37. His reign was a succession of
intestine wars : the family of the Ashikaga Shogun was divided into two
parties since the Onin dissensions

;
the great daimyo also were divided,

and all Japan was in a state of revolution. But already Mori Motonari
and Hojo Soun appeared on the scene. They soon became masters of
immense domains, thus preparing the road for Nobunaga and Hide-
yoshi, who were to pacify the country.

Go-kenin, dp A A name given to the samurai in the service of
the Shogun In the beginning, this term even applied to high officials,

such as the shugo and the jito. Under the Tokugawa it was only
given to samurai inferior in rank to the hatamoto.

Go-kinai, iff. ft • The five provinces nearest to the ancient
capital : Yamashiro, Yamato, Kawachi, Settsu and Izumi. Formerly
only the first four provinces (shi-ki), existed but in 716 Izumi having
been constituted a separate province, they were called Go-ki, or Go-
Kinai.

Go-ko, ffll # • Or gyoko, or mi-yuki. The journey of the emperor.
At one time gyoko or go-ko were indifferently used, tot since the
middle-ages gyoko was reserved for the reigning emperor and goko for
the ex-emperors. The first journey of the emperor, after having been
enthroned, was called go-ko hajime.

Go-Kogon-tenno, ft ® i Iyahito, a son of Kdgon. An
E'nperor of the northern dynasty from 1352 to 1371, he succeeded

*;& brother Suko at the age of 15 and was enthroned without receiving
i.hj three imperial emblems (shinkii, then in possession of the southern
Ife.peror, Go-Murakami, who had surprised and captured Kogon, Komyb
atm Suko, two ex -emperors, and the then reigning emperor of the North,
giving them their freedom only five years after. Go-Kogon witnessed
the wars which the Shogun Takauji and Yoshiakira waged against the
South

; he was even obliged to take refuge for some time in Omi (1361).
After 20 years of an agitated reign, although less precarious than that
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of his Soofeem rival, he abdicated in favor of his son Go-Enyu and
'JieS Sjsgaa bxter afcihe age of 37.

0^coka4i, H il # • A Buddhist temple at Koishikawa (Tokyo),

»W the seat; o£ die Shiny

i

branch of the Shingon sect. Adjoining this

temple, are the new burial grounds of the imperial family.

f /1'feXI' Prince Motohito, a son of

G$~Enyu. The lOOth Emperor of Japan (1393-1412). When 7 years

oU, he succeeded, ids father as emperor of the Northern dynasty (1382).

Ten years later, the emperor of the South, Go-Kameyama, having
abdicated in his favor, and transmitted the imperial emblems to him, he
became the sole legitimate sovereign

; but he exercised his power only as

far as the Shogun Yoshimochi allowed. After his abdication (1412) in

favor of his son Mihito (Sholco-tenno

)

hs lived 20 years in retirement.

Go-Komyo-tenno, jt X H- The 110th Emperor of Japan
(1644-1654), was prince Tsuguhito, a son of Go-Mi-no-o-tenno. He
succeeded his sister Myosho at the age of 11 and died when 22 years

old. The Shogun Iemitsu and Ietsuna governed the empire during
his reign.

Gokurakuji-zaka, isi l?| tF & • A hill in Sagami. When Nitta

Yoshisada intended to take Kamakura (1333), he sent Olate Muneuji
and Eda Yukiyoshi to occupy that position, but they were repulsed by
Daibutsn Sadanao, a general of the Hojo, and Muneuji was killed in

the battle. Yoshisada then took possession of the hill, and, from that

place was able to attack Kamakura.
Go-Mi-no-0-tenn5, 7K M Prince Kotohito, a son of Go-

Yozei, whom he succeeded at the age of 17. The 108th Emperor of

Japan (1612-1629). His reign witnessed the ruin of the Toyotomi and
the last civil war before the Restoration The power of the Tokugawa was
then without a rival. Hidetada obliged the emperor to marry his

daughter and, when the child born of this marriage was 7 years old,

Go-Mi-no-o abdicated in his favor. He lived 50 years in retirement
and died in 1680.

Go-Momozono-tenn5, ^ ® IK • Prince Hidehito, a son
of Momozono-tenno. The 118th Emperor of Japan (1771-1779). He
succeeded his aunt Go-Sakuramachi, when 14 years old, and died
after a reign of 8 years during which the Shogun Ieharu governed the

empire.

Go-Murakami-tenno, Prince Norinaga, a son of

Go-Daigo, whom he succeeded when 12 years old. The 97th Emperor
of Japan (1339-1368). He continued the war against the Northern
dynasty, but without more success than his father. However the dis-

sensions in the Ashikaga family proved advantageous to him. In 1351,
while Takauji was in Kwanto, Kusunoki Masanori and Kitabatake
Akiyoshi made an attack.® the two ex-emperors
Kogon and Komyo Northern dynasty
prisoners. Go-MurakatM' was soon besieged

by Ashikaga Yoshiakiv&jmS,.m^,^ B .Jfogiino mountain, taking
along with him the thr^f^^^^5^4»*,'pSa®Sa only five years later.
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In 1358 he was besieged in his retreat on Yoshino, and retired to

Kongo-san (Kawachi), then to Sumiyoshi (Settsu) where he died at 41
years of age, having seen the greater number of his partisans abandon
the struggle and side with the Ashikaga.

Go-Nara-tenno, ^ ^ S I- Prince Tomohito and son of
Go-Kashiwabara whom he succeeded at the age of 31. The 105th
Emperor of Japan ("1527-1557). During his reign, Japan was a prey
to civil war. The Ashikaga Shogun had no authority whatever

;

the daimyo were at war with one another
; the Hojo and the Mori

were asserting themselves, whilst the Ouchi, the Hosokawtt, etc.

disappeared. At the death of Go-Nara, Nobunaga was 24 years
old, Hideyoshi 21, and Ieyasu 15: they were soon to exert them-
selves in restoring order and in pacifying the country exhausted by a
century of uninterrupted civil war. It was during the reign of Go-Nara
that Europeans made their first appearance in Japan (1542), and that St.

Francis Xavier came to preach the Gospel (August 1549—November 1551).

Gongen, # JJ1 • A name given in the Ryobu-Shinto to a certain

number of gods of the pure Shinto, that, according to the bonzes, were
but the temporary .manifestations of Buddha. This name is especially

applied to Tokugaioa Ieyasu, honored after his death by the name
of Toslio-daigongen, and commonly called Gongen Saina.

Go-Nijo-tenno, n H II ^ £1 . Prince Kuniharu, a son of Go-
Uda. The 94th Emperor of Japan (1302-1308). At the age of 17,

he succeeded Fushmi-tenno. The ex-emperors Kameyama and Go-Uda
at Kyoto, hut especially the Shikken Hojo Sadatoki at Kamakura, govern-
ed in the ybung emperor, who died at the age of 24 years.

Gonkeftgy^i 1$ #r • The amalgamation of two offices by im-
perial ordo£, pw called gonkwan.

Gonk^asSi.'^Sr'^rW Kenkwan. A tempc®?^-Amalgamation of two
offices.

: ^4®
Gon no fosA,'-##!. Formerly a deputy* ihMen or shoben

:

he was
styled gon no chiiben or gon no shoben, or simply gon no ben.

Gon no kami, $£ ^ . Formerly a vice-governor of a province.

Generally the kokushi (governor) resided at Kyoto, and the gon no kami
administered the province in his name. Only the large provinces (tai

-

koku, jokoku) had a gon no kami (chukoku ,
shokoku)

.

When a dainagon
or a cliiinagon was sent to a province in disgrace, he received the title of

gon no kami.

Go-Reizei-tenno, & Vd & M- Prince Chikahito, a son of

Go-Shujaku, whom he succeeded when 21 years old. The 70th Em-
peror of Japan (1046-1068). During his reign occurred the revolt of

Abe-Yoritoki, the 9 years’ war in Mutsu (1053-1062). The fame of the
Minamoto, Yoriyoshi and Yoshiie dates from that campaign. Go-
Reizei died at the age of 44 years after having thrice witnessed the
conflagration of his palace.

Goryo-bayashi, 51#. A place, existing formerly north of

Kyoto. In 1467, Hatakeyama Masanaga was defeated there by
Hatakeyama Yoshinari.
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Goryu-zan, 3t IS ill • A mountain in Hizen, Kita-Matsuura-gori.

It was there that the Mongols arrived in 1281. ...

Go-Saga-tenno, §P M Kunihito, a son of
!

kado. The 89th Emperor of Japan (1243-1246). He
tenno when 23 years old. At the latter’s death, the Kwamz$&
warn Michiie wished to have Tadanari, his grandson, and
toku-tenno, elected, but the Shikken Hojo Yasutoki opposed

on account of the part taken by Juntoku ia |he war of i’l
•

'

and had 'the son of Tsuchimikado elected, -
; ifa-Saga abdicated after a

reign of 4 years, but as his two immediate K.^Xtoors were his two sons Go-

..Fttkakusa and Kameyama, he practicallyi^w®ned for a period of 25

He lived in peace with the Hujo, so much so, that when Tokiyori

d the Shogun Yoritsugu (1252) he chose as his successor Munetaka-

,
a son of Go-Saga. Before dying 1272, Go-Saga established the

rule that henceforth the emperors should be chosen alternately from

among the descendants of his two sons, Go-Fukakusa and Kameyama

:

this clause of his will subae piently occasioned rivalries and frequent

troubles.

Go-sai-e, ft . The most solemn of the BHddhist ceremonies,

celebrated at the imperial palace
;
they were performed at the Daigoku-

den, and consisted principally in the explanation of a sacred book. They

were inaugurated in 767, under the empress Shotokn and henceforth per-

formed annually, from the 8th to the 14th day of the 1st month.

Go-Sai-in-tenno, ® R& Ji M • Prince Nagahito, a son of Go-

Mi-no-o. The 111th Emperor of Japan (1655-1662). He succeeded-

his brother Go-Komyo, when 18 years old, and abdicated in favor of his
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brother (Satohito-Reigen-tenno

)

after a reign of 8 years, during which the

Shogun letsuna governed according to his will. Go-Sai-in-tcnnd died

in 1685.

Go-Sakuramachi-tenno, t® © NT X M- An Empress (117) who
reigned from 1763 to 1770. She was princess Toshi-ko, daughter of

Sakuramachi-tenno, and succeeded her brother Mcmozono when 22

years old. After permitting the Shogun leharu to govern the country,

she abdicated at the age of 30, in favor of her nephew Hidehito (Go

-

Moniozono-tennd)
,
and lived 44 years in retirement.

Go-Sanjo-tenno, ffl H II ^ -I.- Prince Takahito and a son

of Go-Shujaku. The 7lst Emperor of Japan (1069-1072). He suc-

ceeded his brother Go-Beizei at the age of 35. Go-Sanjo is entitled to

special mention for his active share in the government of the country at

an epoch when, in conformity with a popular tradition, the emperor was
to reign, but not to govern. Scarcely had he ascended the throne, than he

expressed the wish to judge all matters of state personally. For this pur-

pose he created the Kiroku-slio, a sort of council over which he presided

and which decided all important questions. He reformed the abuses of

the administration, suppressed a number of sho-en, weakened the power of

the Fujiwara, and, in short proved himself a remarkable sovereign.

Unfortunately, after a reign of 4 year's, he became ill, abdicated in favor

of his son Sadahito {Shirakawa-tenno}

,

and died tha following year.

Go-sanke, t® H — See Sanke. >-'/•

Go-sankyo, & •
— See Sankgo.

Go-san-nen no eki, & - • Tl^fafears’ war (1086-1089).

During the 9 years’ war (1053-1062), Kiyowara Takenori had helped

Minamoto Yoriyoshi to defeat Abe Yoritoki and his sons, and in return

for his services, had been nominated Chinjufu-shogun. His son Sada-
hira governed 6 kori of the province of Mutsu, when Iehira, the latter's

brother, aided by his uncle Takehira, revolted against him
;
soon the war

extended over the whole province. Minamoto Yoshiie was sent to sup-

port Sadahira. He besieged Iehira and Takehira in the castle of Kana-
zawa (Dewa). The rebels set fire to the castle and escaped, but were

killed in their flight (1089).

Gose, t® 0f • A place in Yamato, the residence of the Kuwayama
daimyd (26,000 k.) from 1590 till 1629.

Go-sechi-e, 3£ 05 . Five festivals formerly celebrated at the

palace
:
gwanjitsu, hakuba, tbka, tango and toyoafcira.

Go-sechi no mai, 05 • Dances formerly performed by five

dancing-girls in the 1 1th month, on the day of the ox. In 742, the emperor

Shomu had them performed at the palace on the first day of the year.

Since that time, it was customary to have them performed on the five

principal festivals.

Go-sekke, 5E JS • The five branches of the Fujiwara family

;

Konoe, Kujo, Nijo, Ichijd, and Takatsukasa among which the Empress,

the Kwampaku and the Sessho were to be chosen.

Go-sekku, 2l 0$ Five traditional, popular festivals in Japan :

jinjitsu (the 1st day of the 1st month)
,
jom i. (the 3rd day of the 3rd month)

,
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tango, (the 5th day of the 5th month), tanabata (the 7th day of the 7th
month) and choyo (the 9th day of the 9th month). It is said that this
institution dates as far back as the reign of the emperor Uda (889-897)

Go-shichi-nichi no mishiho, £ -b 13 ffli % & . In 833, Kobo-
Daishi asked the Emperor to have an oratory built in the palace, where
conformably to a Chinese custom, solemn prayers should be said for the
peace and prosperity of the empire. The Shingon-in was then erected and
the following year, from the 8th to the 15th of the first "awath

,
Kobo-

Daishi himself performed the ceremony, which, from that feme., has been
renewed every year by the chief bonze of the Toji temple.
Go-Shirakawa-teim5

f ftgMXI. Prince Masahito, a son
ot Toba-tenno. The 77th Emperor of Japan (1156-1158). At the
age of 29, he succeeded his brother Konoe. At the latter's death (1155)
the ex-emperor Sutoku tried to have his son Shigehito nominated, but
loba succeeded in having another of his sons (Masahito

)

elected. Sutoku
displeased, brought a great number of the nobles over to his party : at their
head was Fujiwara Yorinaga and all the Minamoto, with the exception
of Yoshitomo. The latter, with all the Taira, sided with Toba

:

this was
the I-Iogen war (1156). The Taira conquered : Sutoku was exiled to
Sanuki, and Shigehito became a bonze. Two years later, Go-Sliirakawa
abdicated in favor of his son Monhito (Nijo-tenno), but he continued to
govern during the reigns of his three immediate successor, and died at the
age ol 67 years (1192).

;. Gosho,
f4) pj{- The imperial palace in Kyoto. It was built by

Kioammu in 794, and frequently destroyed by fire. Nobunaga and
Hideyoshi repaired and embellished it. After the fire of 1788, Matsu-
daira Sadanobu rebuilt it on the model of the ancient palace. It was

palace

* 1854, and was rebuilt the following year : it is the present

Go-sho, £ . A name to designate the five most celebrated generals
of the middle-ages : Taira Kiyomori, Minamoto Yoritomo, Ashikaqa
Takauji, Oda Nobunaga, and Toyotomi Hideyoshi.
Gosho-bugyo, tUJ pjf ^ . The superintendent of the shdgunal

palace during the Kamakura shfigunate. The first who received the title
was. ATq/d Tokifusa,

,
in 1204. . Those who had performed the functions of

hyojoshu or those of hikitsukeshu were generally raised to that dignity.
Gosho-dokoro, 0Q. Formerly the imperial library. It was

superintended by a BeUo.
y

Go-sho-Ha.chimar, , A ® . The five great temples in Kyushu,
dedicated to Hachiman, the god of war : Owake no miya (Ghikuzen

)

Ghigurn no miya (Hizen), Fujisaki no miya (Higo), Nitta no miya
(oatsuma), and Sho-Hachiman (Osumi).
Goshu, it M • The Chinese name of Omi.
Go-shuin-bune ^ fp . Under the Tokugawa, those authorized

to carry on trade with foreign countries received a patent sealed with theml seal (go-shu-in) of the Shogun

;

hence the name given to their vessels.
The principal houses that enjoyed this privilege were,— in Kyoto : Sumi-
kura, Chaya, Fushimiya,— in Sakai, Iyoya ;

— in Nagasaki, Suetsugii,
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Go-shuin-chi, 3c fill itU • Under the Tokugawa, the temples

received a deed sealed with the red seal (shu-in) of the Shogun confirm-

ing their grant of land, hence the name given to their possessions. The
object of this custom was to prevent the sale of the said grounds. Some-

times the huge received domains under the same conditions.

Go-Shujaku-tenno, & 3c £ M. • Prince Atsunaga, a son of

Ichijo-tennd. The 69th Emperor of Japan (1037-1045). He succeeded his

brother Go-Ichijo at the age of 28 and died after a reign of 9 years, during

which time the Ktoampaku, Yorimichi, his uncle, exercised full authority.

Goso-goe, £ if
- M - A. mountain road between Waki-ga-hara

(iOmi) and Tokiyama (Mino). It was on that road that Shimazu Yoshi-

hiro, being defeated at the battle of Sekigahara (1600), fled towards

Osaka. On this account it is also called Shimazu-goe.

Go-Suko-in, 'M # Jt (1372-1456). Sadafusa, grandson of the

emperor Suko, and son of prince Yoshihito-shinno. When Shoko-tenno

died without an hen (1428), Hikohito, the son of Sadafusa, was raised

to the throne (
Go-Hanazono,) and at the death of his father, bestowed

on him the name of Go-Sukd. Sadafusa died when 85 years of age.

He was a poet and a remarkable historian.

Go-tairo, £ ^C Phe five members of the council of state

created by Hideyoshi and who were to assist his son in the government

:

Tokugawa Ieyasu, Maeda Toshiie, Mori Terumoto, Uesugi Kagekatsu

and Ukita Hideie. They were above the five bugyo and were to form

the council of the regency during the minority of Hideyori.
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Go-Takakura-in, i&M & — See Morisada-shinno.
Goto, 2l ^ • A group of islands north-west of Kyushu, belonging

to the province of Hizen. The most important are: Fukue-jima,
Nakadon-shima, Wakamatsu-jima, Naru-shima and Hisaka-jima.

Goto, 31 fLS • A family of daimyo in Hizen, descended from Seiwa-
Genji. Uku-Iemori a descendant of Takeda Nobuhiro, established in
the Goto islands, took the name of Goto Iemori. His successors
resided there until the Eestoration (12,000 k.). In the 16th century
two of them, Moriharu (-+- 1579) and Sumiharu (+ towards 1620)
were Christians, and, following their example, a great number of
their vassals embraced Christianity.—The head of the family is now Vis-
count.

Goto, ^ 0 A family of samurai in Tosa ennobled after the
Restoration.— .The head of the family is now Count.

" ' Shojiro, (1837-1897). Bom at Kochi, hgemne coun-
sellor of his daimyo, and was the initiator of the memorial s4fessed to
the Shogun in order to induce him to restore the authority to the
emperor, usurped by his ancestors (1867). He has, several times been
minister since the Eestoration.

Goto Shizan, lU (1722-1782). Confucianist of the Taka-
matsu (Sanuki), clan.

Goto, # 0 . Samurai family of the 16th century, vassal to the
Kuroda daimyo.

Mototsugu, . Also called Matabei, son of Motokuni ;
served Kuroda Yoshitaka, then Hideyoshi and distinguished himself in
Korea, at Sekigahara, etc. Me afterwards sided with Hideyori and was
killed at the siege of tppss (1615). Some say that he fled with
Hideyori into Satsuma. MMsugu was a catholic.— Ujifusa, R fj} (1570-1615). Son of Mototsugu, after having
served Kuroda Nagamasa, sided with Hideyori and, like his father, died
at the siege of Osaka.

Got5, & 0 • Famif^M fjrtists renowned in metallurgy : ornaments
for swords, armor, etc. | fig

; Yujo, (1435-151;; ^ . Founder of the family, was bom in
Mino, came to Kyoto, where he was employed by the Shogun Yoshi-
masa and Yoshihisa. He based his work especially on the designs of
Kano Motonobu, his neighbor. His descendants continued his work.
The best known among them are : Sojo (1487-1564), Joshin (1505-
1562), Kojo (1529-1620), Eijo (1576-1617), Kenjo (1615-1662), Sola,jo
(+ 1668), Teijo (1604-1673), Renjo (1628-1709), Tsujo (1671-1722)
Jujo (1685-1742), Enjo (1721-1784), Keijo (1740-1804), etc.

Go-Toba-tenno, M M Prince Tdkahira, a son of Taka-
kura-tenno. The 82nd Emperor of Japan (1184-1198). Was raised
to the throne when only 4 years old, after his Antoku had
been carried off to the West by the vanquished

j His grand-
father, Go-Shirakawa, governed in his name. He the elevation
of the Minamoto and the downfall of the Taira. It was Go-Toba that
bestowed the title of Sei-i-taishogun on Yoritomo (1192), giving him
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an influence that increased daily, while the
imperial authority, by degrees became
merely honorary. After a reign of 15
years Go-Toba abdicated in favor of his

son Tsuchimikado, who in turn, was
succeeded by his brother Juntoku (1211).
During these two reigns, Go-Toba governed
in the name of his sons. After the death
of Sanetomo, the 3rd and last Minamoto
Shogun (1219), the power entirely passed
into the hands of the Hojo. Go-Toba,
wishing to take it from them, entered into

open war against the powerful Shikken ;
unfortunately his troops were defeated, at
Uji, Seta and even in Kyoto (Shokyu no
ran— 1221). The conquerors showed
themselves merciless : Chukyo only 4 years old was deposed after a reign
of 70 days

; his father Juntoku was ftjrifed to Sado, Tsuchimikado to
Tosa ; and Go-Toba was relegated to Amagosi (Oki), where he lived for
18 years more.

Go-Tsuchimikado-tenno, & ± P'j F. & Prince Fusahito,
a son of Go-Hanazono whom he succeeded when 20 years of age was
103rd Emperor of Japan (1460-1.500) His reign began with the
Onin civil war (Onin no tairan), cash'd Tby rivalries existing among the
families of the Ashikaga, the Hosokawd, tfte Yamana, the Hatakeyama,
the Shiba, etc. The troubles lasted for 10 yeais and came to an end
only by the exhaustion of the two parties

; they began again after the
death of the Shogun Yoshimasa (1490) and continued for a hundred
years. The misery caused by these wars affected even the imperial
palace, and when Go-Tsuchimikado died at the age of 59, his body
remained for 40 days without burial, the necessary money for solemn
tixmax# being wanting. Finally a great daimyo of Omi, Sasaki Taka-

them performed at his own expense.
' fe'#da-tenn6, & ^ £ Ji M Prince Yohito, a son of Kame-

$tvw :iermd. The 91st Emperor of Japan (1275-1287). He was eight
vmmvijft, when he succeeded his father, who governed in his name.
'Tns rnOSt noteworthy event that took place during his reign was the
destruction of the fleet wxZ iu 1281 by Koppitsuretsu (Kublai-khan) to
conquer Japan (See Hop:; Thkimune). After a reign of 13 years, Go-XJda
abdicated in favor of his cousin Fushimi. When his son Go-Nijo ascend-
ed the throne (1302), he regained influence, but in 1307 at the death of
his wife Yugi-mon-in, he had his head shaved and retired to the temple of
Daikaku-ji at Saga ( Yamasliiro) ,

where he died in 1324 at the age of

57 years.

Go-yo-beya, '$} Hi gft M • The council of the Tokugawa Shogun ;

it was composed of the Tairo, five Roju and five Waka-doshiyori.

Go-Yozei-tenno, £& Hr • Prince Katahito, a grandson
of ugimachi-tenno, and son of Masahito-shinno. The 107th emperor

OO-TOBA-TENNtf,
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of Japan (1587-1611). He succeeded his grandfather at the age of
sixteen. His reign commenced when Hideyoshi was at the zenith of
his power and there was peace and prosperity throughout the country.
Hideyoshi rebuilt the imperial palace and paid all the expenses of the
Court : he was rewarded by a visit of Go-Yozei to his palace of Momoyama
and by a poem written by the emperor himself. The expedition to
Korea (1592-1598), the death of Hideyoshi (1598), the battle of Sekiga-
hara, the triumph of Ieyasu (1600), the latter’s nomination to the
shogunate (1603) and his abdication in favor of his son Hidetada (1605)
such were the events which made his reign one of the most important in
the history of Japan. The Court was the mere witness of these events
and took but. little part in them. After a reign of 25 years, Go-Yozei
abdicated in favor of his son (Kotohito-Go-Mi-no-o-tenno

)

and died in
1617, aged 47,

Go yu, ii M (Lit- : the five brave). A name to designate the five
most cel&rmrisd generals of the 16th century: Mori Motonari, Hojo
Ujiyasu, Uesugi Terutora, Takeda Harunohu, and Oda Nobimaga.
Go-zan, j£ lU In imitation of India and China, the order of

precedence of the five principal temples of the Zen sect was fixed under
the Hojo : they were the Enkaku-ji, the Kencho-ji, and the Jufuku-ji
in Kamakura, together with the Kennin-ji and the T6/uku-ji in Kybto.
Later, the chief temples were distinguished (is the Kamakura go-zan and
the Kyoto go-zan (1336). The former were ®;m$Bmchdji the Enkaku-ji,
the Jufuku-ji, the Jochi-ji, and the Iken-ji t-b& ktter the Tenryu-ji the
Shokoku-ji, thej\mnjn-ji, the Tofuku-ji ab'd'ffie Manju-ji, superior to
them was the NtiiUiWfr-ji-

Gozen, |||gpm«ly honorary title added to the name of ladies
of a certain rank - WOmif^gmen, Shizulca-gozen.

Gozu-tenno, 80 ^ ^ (Lit. : the emperor with an ox head). One
of the names by which '$$$$><> is honored.

Gujo, ISP _fc • A tow& lrt Mino, also called Yawata or Hachiman.
It has an ancient castle, built by the Asakura towards the end of the 15th
century. The castle was successively the residence of the Endo dairwuo
of the Inaba (1590-1600), Endo (1600-1692), Inoue (1692-1697)
Kanamori (1697-1758) ; finally from 1758 till 1868 that of the Aouama
(50,000 k.).

Guke, ISP Formerly the seat of the administration of the gun or
kori.

Gumma-ken, S[S tfc • The department formed with the province
of Kozuke.— Pop. : 850,000 inh.— Capital : Maebashi (35,000 inh.) —
Principal towns : Takasaki (31,000 inh.) Kiriu (20,000 inh.) etc.

Gun, SIS (Jap. : kori.) District. At the Taikwa reform, the country
was divided into 66 provinces, comprising 592 gun. This division
changed at times. At present there are 645 gun. (See App. V)

.

Gundan, %i [ffl
• A corps of troops formerly recruited and maintained

in the provinces
;
the soldiers of 5 or 6 districts formed a gundan. Their

number varied. It was commanded by a taigi&nd. 1 or 2 shogi. A ko-i
commanded 200 men ; a ryoshi a hundred

; a taisei 50
;
10 men formed
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army corps

whose inferior

tairyo, 1 slioryo,

tairyo, 1 slwryo,

a Jcwa and 5 a go.— In case of war, several gundnn united to form an

f; ©very army corps was commanded by a shogun,
were one fuku-shogun, 1 or 2 guhkan, from one to

four gunsd, and 2 to 4 rokuji. A Taishdgun was at the head of

3 army corps. — These regulations were not applied to the provinces of

Saikaido, administered by the Dazaifu

;

nor to those of Mutsu, which
had its Ghinjufu

;

nor to those of Dewa, the military division of which
was stationed at the castle of Akita. — The emperor Kwammu abolished

the gundan and troops were only maintained in the provinces of Mutsu,
Dewa, Sado, and in the Dazaifu.

Gunji, $R Tfj Officials charged with the administration of districts

(gun) since the Taikwa reform (645). According to their import-

ance, the districts were divided into 5 classes, and were administered

as follows

:

1° Taigun ~X SIS ,
(from 16 to 20 leagues in circuit): 1 takyd, 1

shdryo, 3 shusei, 2 shucho.
2° Jogun flR (from 12 to 16 leagues in circuit) : 1

2 shusei, 2 shucho.
3° Chugun $[S (from 8 to 12 leagues in circuit) : 1

1 shusei, 1 shucho.
4° Gegun "p JJR (from 4 to 8 leagues) 1 tairyo, 1 shdryo, .1 shucho.
5° Shogun /J-* ii|$ (from 2 to 4 leagues) 1 tairyo, 1 shucho.

The gunji under the authority of the kokushi regulated all questions

of taxes, instruction, agriculture, registration, etc. With the increase of

the sho-en in the 11th century, the members of the gunji diminished and
they were gradually replaced by the nanushi, the satonushi, etc.

Gunkan-bugyo, 5ft ffiS: 45 Vf A title created in 1829 and given to

the official charged with the naval forces of the shogunate.

Gunken, flR 81?: . System of centralization in contradistinction to the

feudal system (
hoken).

Gunsho-ruiju, SR ® ® M A. collection of 1821 volumes of ancient

and rare works, published by Hanawa Hokiichi in 1782

Gushu, PS m • The Chinese name of the province of Osumi.

Gafiisku-bugyo, J5L i$» ff • A title created in 1641 and conferred

on sli® officials charged with the manufacture and repair of armor,

Ijebnsfe, etc. In 1863, this office was joined to that of the Yumi-ya-bugyo
under the name of Bugu-bugyo.

Gwaikoku - bugyo, 5T S3 Jfs • A title created in 1858 for fey
official whose function it was to treat with foreigners

;
the following yeto 1 &

was joined to that of Kanagawa-bugyo. Gradually the number cf
'

officials was raised to 10 ;
their superintendent was a Gwaikolcu-se

Gwaimu-sho, 9\- The Department of Foreign Affaii&sj

in 1885. ... ' ’ “

Gwakko-Bosatsu, I) % H • A Buddhist divinity who resides

in the moon.

Gwako-shi, $ X • An official created in 803, who had charge

of all that concerned painting, etc. The title was suppressed at the

foundation of the e-dokoro.
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Gwan-ei, yc 7k • Nengd: 1118-1119.
Gwanjitsu no sechi-e, % H if • A festival celebrate! at the

palace on the first day of the year. The Emperor, after having received
the felicitations of the Court in the Daigoku-den, invites all the officials
to a feast, in the Horaku-den.
Gwanryaku, % @ . Nengo: 1184.

Gwassan, >3 Uj (Lit. : mountain of the moon). A mountain (1750
met

)
in Uzen. It is also called Tsuki no yama.

Gyobu-sho, IfiJ ® '£
. The ministry of Justice since the time of the

Taikwa reform (645). It had charge of the prisons, the punishment
of criminals, etc. Later, its authority passed to the Kebiishi, and only
the name of Gy6bu,-sli6 and the titles, all purely honorific of Gyobu-kvo
(minister), Gyobu-tayu, etc. remained.
Gyogesha, ft, or Umetsubo. A building reserved for the wo-

men employed in the imperial palace.

Gyogi-Bosatsu, 55 (670-749). A celebrated bonze of
Korean birth, who when young, came to Japan and after having studied
under the most renowned masters travelled
through the provinces preaching Buddhism
and constructing bridges, dikes, etc. In
order to triumph over the opposition
of the ardent Shintoists, he began to diffuse
the doctrine of the Ryobu-shinto, accord-
ing to which the ancient gods, venerated
in Japan, had been but the temporary mani-
festations

(gongen) of Buddha, or other
Bosatsu. Owing to this compromise,
Buddhism made rapid progress. Gyogi
exercised a great influence over the em-
peror Shomu, who nominated him Dai-sojo,
apd bestowed on him the title of Bosatsu.
Tradition attributes to him the invention of the potter’s wheel usedm making & kind of rough porcelain (gyogi-yaki) and he is supposed to
nave made innumerable sculptures and works of art.
Gyokei, IT -ESr • The name given to the journeys and visits paid by

the empresses or toe imperial prince They set out in a special .image
(itoge-gimima) mA were accompanied by an escort prescribed by tbs cere-
monial of the Court.

— Gy^kyo, -?T • A celebrated bonze of the 9th century descended fs'inlakeshmchi no Sukune. He spent 90 days in prayer in the temple ofHacnman m Usa
(.Buzen), after which the god appeared to him and

expressed the desire to have a temple erected near the capital : upon this
relation the emperor Seiwa. built the temple of Otoko-yama (859)
Gyoeto-fcuTm, Sjt Jfe *

;

* . In 648 the emperor Eotoku havingappomtedpnnceOf^, while still a child, Dajo-dayjin, created th±5
officials with the title of Gyoshi taibu, to assist him. When Qtomoascended the throne (Kobun-tennc) in 672, he nominated his assistantsDamagon, and the title of Gyoshi-taifm was suppressed.
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H
Hachi-daishu, A % The eight principal collections of Japanese

poetry from the Kokin-shu (905) to the Shin-kokin-shu (1205).

Hachi-dd, A • The 8 great territorial divisions of Japan—See Do.

Hachigata, $$ A castle (Musashi), which belonged supgp^y
to the daimyo Fujita, and the Hojo (1537-1590). Uesugi
took it at the downfall of the Hojo (1590).

Hachihon, A up • A branch of the Hokke sect, founded in the 14th
century by the bonze Nichiryu. In 1898, its name was changed to that
of Hommon-Hokke-shu.

Hachijo, A A kuge family descended from Fw$jMjtj&a XJona.

The head of the family is now Viscount. V''f

Hachijo-jima, A Wi} • The most southern of islands

(40 Km. in circuit).

Hachiman, A if$ A name under which the emperor Ojin (201-

312) is honored as a god. He is also called Yawata (the correspond-

ing Japanese word). Hachiman was the tutelary god of the Minamoto.

Hachiman, A ® • a place in Omi, near lake Biwa. In 1586,

Niiva Hidetsugu built a castle there using the remains of the Azuchi
castle. At the dealth of Hidetsugu, it was abandoned, and the temple

of Hachiman, which had given its name to the village, was rebuilt.

Hachiman, A • In Mine. — See Gujo.

Hachiman-gu A $g ^ • The name of the temples dedicated to

the god of war. The most celebrated are : Usa-Hachiman (
Higo),

Otoko-yatna no Hachiman (Yamashiro), Tsurugaoka no Hachiman, at

Kamakura.
Hachiman Taro, A ® SI* •— See Minamoto Yoshiie.

Hachinohe, A )5 • A town (11,300 inb.) in Mutsu ; from 1664
till 1863 it was the residence of the younger branch of the Nanibu
family (20,000 k).

Hachioji, A :£ -p • A town (23,200 inh.) in Musashi. Hojo Ujiaki

built a castle there which was besieged and taken by Maeda Toshiie

(1590). Ieyasu gave it in fief to Okubo Nagayasu, who was dispossessed

in 1613.

Hachiro-gata, A fils jU • A lake (59 Km. in circuit) in Ugo.

Hachisuka 0, M A family of daimyo descended from the

Seiwa-Genji by Shiba Takatsune (+ 1367).

Masakatsu, IE (1525-1585). A son of Masa-
toshi. He successively served Saito Toshimasa, Oda
Nobunaga, finally Hideyoshi, who had him nominated
Shuri-ttaibu, and bestowed on him a revenue of 10,000 lc.

Iemasa, 3SC (1558-1638). A son of the above.

He took part in the expedition sent by Hideyoshi to
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Shikoku and established himself at Tokushima in Awa (1585). He also
took part in the Korean war, and after his return resigned the admin-
istration of his domains to his son. Iemasa was a Christian.

Yoshishige jg (1581-1615). Sided with Ieyasu in 1600 ;

after the battle of Sekigahara, his revenues were raised to 186,000 k.

and he received the title of Awa no kami. After the siege of Osaka
(1615), Awaji island was added to his domains, which raised his revenue
to 258,000 k.— His descendants resided at Tokushima till the Kestora-
tion. The head of the family is now Marquis.
Hachi-suke, A BJ] In the middle-ages there were 8 provinces

the governors of which had the title of suke : Akita-jo no suke (Dewa),

Miura no suke (Sagami), Chiba no suke (Shimosa), Kazusa no suke
(Kazusa), Kano no suke (Izu), Togashi no suke (Kaga), Ouchi no suke
(Suwo), and Ii no suke

(Totomi ).

Haga, - A place in Shimotsuke. Towards 1185, Haga-Taka-
chika built a castle there. In 1577, the residence was transferred to

Moka.

Hagi.Dt- A town (16,000 inh.) in Nagato. In the 13 century, Hojo
Naomoto built a castle there which became the possession of the Yosliimi.
From 1600 to 1.862, it was the residence of the Mori daiim/o
(369,000 k.).

Hagiwara, M. W-- A kuge family descended from the Urabe. The
head of the family is now Viscount.

Hahoro-gawa, M Jl| • A river (79 Km ) in Teshio (Hokkaido).

Haicho, 9A • Formerly a 3 days’ mourning observed by the
Court at the death of a high dignitary. The curtain of the Seiryd-den
was lowered, music and dancing were forbidden etc.

Haimu, 9A Yfr A holiday formerly granted to officials at an eclipse

of the sun, at the anniversary of the death of the preceding emperor, etc.

Haishitsu, 01 .
(Lit. : lame, infirm). According to the Taiho

code, all invalids, such as : insane, deaf, dumb, dwarfs, hump-backed,
etc. were exempt from taxes.

Hai-taishi, -f- . The imperial prince who after having
received the title of heir apparent (taishi

)

was deprived of it for some
grave reason. Such was the case with Sawara-shinno, a son of Konin

:

Kogaku-shinno, a son of Heijo : Tsunesada-shinno, a son of Seiwa, etc.

Hai-tei, fA Tfr • A deposed emperor. Thus Junnin-tenno deposed
by the empress Shotoku and exiled to Awaji, is know by the name o£- r,

Awaji-haitei ; Chukyu-tenno deposed by Hojo Yoshitoki is called KujoA
haitei.

Hakata, ^ . A place in Izumi

;

it was the residence of the
daimyo Watanabe from 1661-1868.

Hakata, M ^ A port in Chikuzen, formerly very flourishing.

It is now the commercial post of Fukuoka which it touches. It was
near Hakata that a tempest destroyed the fleet sent by Kublai-khan
(1281). A monument erected m the public garden recalls the event.
In 1333 Kikuchi Taketoki faithful of (§o-Daigo, was defeated
and killed at that place by the troops Oiomo, etc.
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HakkifeiSSs A Jf|: j5| -4 gJtrnp of 8 mountains forming one range
north of Echigo. It has 8 lakes

Hakkoda-yama, A Ep EH ill • A mountain (1960 m.) in Mutsu.
Hakodate, A seaport (85,000 inh.) in the province of

Oshima {Hokkaido). It was the last stronghold of the Shogun’s
partisans at the Restoration : Enomoto Takeaki conducted the Sho-
gun's fleet thither and resisted the imperial troops for 6 months. He
surrendered finally on the 27th of June (1869) and his capitulation

put an end to the civil war.

Hakodate-bugyo, |pl ft ^ ff A title created in 1864 and
equivalent to governor of that part of Ezo island which was not under
the authority of the Matsumae daimgo.

Hakodate-wan, ® It M • The gulf or bay of Hakodate.
Hakone, fell . A village in Sagami, renowned for its hot springs

and the freshness of its climate. Formerly a barrier {Hakone no sefci
)

was established there for the surveillance of the travelers.

Hakone-ji, ® 8ft . A mountain road connecting Odawara
{Sagami) with Mishima {Izu), passing through Hakone. Since the
Kamakura shogunate, it replaced the ancient Ashigara road. In 1835,
Ashikaga Takavji intrenched himself at Hakone and severely defeated

Nitta Yosliisada. It was also the road followed by Hideyoshi, march-
ing against the Odawara Hojo (1590). The present road dates from
1618.

Hako-saki, ft# . A cape west of Sanuki.

Haku, f(j
. A title of nobility corresponding to that of earl or count.

Hakushaku is also used.

Hakuba no sechie, 0 IJS # • Or Ao-uma-no sechie. A festival

celebrated on the 7th of the first month at the imperial palace
;
the

principal feature of the festival was the procession of 21 white horses.

Hakuchi, 0 . Nengo : 650-654.

Hakuche, !$.. Nengo: 673-685.

Hakusiti, ft Sf -— See Kudara.
Hakn mii, tlj (Lit. : White mountain). A mountain group on the

borders of the provinces of Mino, Hida, Echizen, and Kaga. Its three

principal summits are Bessan (2,320 met.) Gozen-mine (2,680 met.)
and OnargL— It is also called Shira-yama, Ten-zan, Koshi no shirane.— History mentions eruptions in 1239 and 1554.

Hakushu, fit 'J-H . The Chinese name of the province of Hoki.

Hamada, iK H3 • A town (10,600 inh.) in Iwarni. It was the
residence of the daimgo Furuta. (1019-1648), rhe Matsui (1649-1759),
the Honda (1759-1769), the Matsui (1769-1836), finally from 1836 till

1868, of the Matsudaira (61,000 k.).

Hamamatsu, ^ . A town (19,600 inh.) in Totomi. Before
1570 it was called Hikuma. Tokugawa Ieyasu ordered Honda Shige-
tsugu to build a castle there, which he occupied in 5571. When he
transferred his residence to Edo (1590), Hideyoshi replaced him at Hama-
matsu by Horio Yoshiharu. Under the Tokugaica the castle belonged
successively to the daimyo Sakurai (1601-1609), the Mizuno (1609-
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old, lost his mother soon afterwards -tad Vi^-fesjght up by a bonze.
He was taught music and acupuncture r ba6 iie did not ' show any
aptitude. He then launched into the study of Japanese antiquities

:

here he was in his element. Gifted with a prodigious memory, he
acquired extensive knowledge in a short time. In 1782 he published the
Gunsho-ruiju, a collection in 1821 volumes of ancient and rare works.
Ten years later he founded a school of literature and history

( Wagaku-
kodan-jo) which soon became so prosperous that the shdgunal government
appropriated it to itself. He published several other works.
Hanawa Naotsugu, J$ iij % . A samurai of Owari, who suc-

cesively served Oda Nobunaga
, Kato Yoshiaki, Kobayakawa Hideaki,

Tokugawa Tadayoshi, Fukushima Masanori, finally having joined the
party of Hideyori, he was killed at the siege of Osaka (1615).
Hana-yama, ill • A hill near Uji (Yamashiro), on which the

Genleyo-ji temple stood, better known by the name of Hanayama-dera
or Kwazan-in. It was in that temple that the emperor Kioazan retired

after his abdication (986), hence his posthumous name.' It was also at
that temple that Yoshimine Munesada served as bonze after the death
of the emperor Nimmyo (850). He became the celebrated Sojo Henjo
and was buried in the temple.

Hanazono, !8] A kuge family descended from Fujiwara (Sanyo)
Sane/usa (1146-1224).— The head of the family is now Viscount.

Hanazono-tennd, SI M • The 95th Emperor of Japan (1308-
1318), was prince Tomihito, a son of Fushimi-tenno. He succeeded
Go-Nijo at the age of 19, but his father governed in his name. After
a reign of 11 years, he abdicated in favor of his cousin Go-Daigo, retired

to the Mydshin-ji temple, where he lived for 30 years.

Han-chiji, £ll • A title which from 1868-1871 (i.e. from the
Restoration to the Suppression of the han) was given to the daimyo
who continued to govern their domains.

Handen-shi, $f. HI In former times an official having charge
of the apportionment of the rice-fields. This office created by the
empress Jito (691), was first called handen-taifu

;

then in 732, the
emperor Shomu created the Sakyd-handen-shi, the Ukyd-handen-shi
and the Kinai-handen-shi.

Handen-shuju-ho, 8£ EH ?£• At the reform of the Taikwa
(645), it was regulated that every 6 years at the time of the census,
the rice-fields should be apportioned among the families of every village.

Each man received two tan (about 2 Hectares 40 ares) and each woman
two thirds of that amount. One twentieth of the harvest was to be
taken as taxes.” At the death of the owners, the rice-fields reverted to
the State.

Hanibe, i - In ancient times a potter’s guild under the author-
ity of the ilanishi no Muraji.

Hanishi. ± fSji . In ancient times, artisans whose special occupa-
tion was to make earthen statuettes

(haniwa

)

used at funerals.

Haniwa, In ancient times, it was the custom at the death
of a person of high rank, that his servants be buried alive with
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him. In the second year before Christ, Yamato-hiko, a brother of the
emperor Suinin, having died, the custom was observed and 4 or 5 days
after the funeral, the earth could still be
seen to heave from the convulsions o
the unfortunate victims. The emperor
was moved to pity and, upon the advice

of Nomi no Sukune, ordered earthen
statuettes to be substituted for human
victims. Those statuettes were called

haniwa. Nomi no Sukune, received the
title of Hanishi no Muraji and became
the chief of the guild which from that
time had charge of making the statuettes

and other objects employed at funerals.

From time to time such haniwa are
found : they afford valuable information
regarding the dress, etc

,
of ancient

times.

Haniyasu hiko, i® jfc jg: The god of the earth {Shinto).

Haniyasu-hime, if . The goddess of the earth {Shinto).

Hannin, fi] •££ . — See Kwanto.
Hannya-zaka, RS. - A hill north of Nara {Yamato). In

1180, Taira Shigehira defeated there the troops of the bonzes
Nanto, after which he burnt the temple Todai-ji. In 1338, Momonffli
Naotsune, of the northern party, here defeated Kitabatake Akiie. :

Hansatsu, $§ • Paper-money issued in the time of the Tokugawti,
by the daimyo and current only in their own han.
Hansho-tenno, Jx. IE ^ I|5 • The 18th Emperor of Japan. (406-

III), was prince Mizuha-ioake, a son of Nintoku-tenno. He succeeded
his brother Rif.hu at the age of 64 and diad after a reign of 6 years.
Tradition says that he was 0 feet in height. Under the reign of Richii
(100) he caused the assassination of his bsether Naka-no-Oji, who had
revolted against the emperor.

Bara, w. A place in Hizen in the soufcbesxt part of the Shirnabara
j-vninaola. It formerly had a castle called the castle of Hara or Arima

;

it was at that place, that in 1637 the peasants of Amakusa, Shirnabara,
«tc. excited beyond endurance, by the exaction of their daimyo, en-
trenched themselves. — See Shirnabara.

Hara, I?. • A samurai family in the service of the Tokugawa.
Katsutane, W Wl Oki no kami was governor of the castle

of Okasaki {Mikawa) till 1590. In 1600, having fought against Ieyasu,
he was taken prisoner and beheaded at Kyoto.

Mondo, ^ 7.K • Thus named from his title Mondo no sake. Was
a son of Tanenari, Shikibu-shosuke

( f 1590). He was commander of
a company of Ieyasu’s guards. He was degraded in 1612, for profess-

ing Christianity (he was baptized, John). After having lived 11 years
in retirement at Edo, he was betrayed by a servant and burned alive

(1623).
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Hara&a, 1$ K A samurai family of Kyushu related to the daimyo
AJtizuM. No mere mention is made of it after the conquest of Kyushu
by Wdeymhi (1887').

Haimka U0 so, JJg # % . A ceremony formerly performed at the
palace, on the first day of the year. At that ceremony, some haralca (now
rnastt, salmon-trout) from Tsukushi was offered to the Emperor.

_ Harakiri, i]££ tJJ (Chinese
;
seppuku). A manner of suicide peculiar to

Japan. It was of two kinds, one obligatory and the other voluntary.

The first took place after condemnation to death : daimyo and samurai
then had the privilege of opening the abdomen, instead of being beheaded
by the executioner. Such is the meaning of the words harakiri or

seppuku. This was the case with the 47 ronin of Ako (1702), with
the murderers of the

French sailors at

Sakai (1867), etc.

The principal mo-
tives in committing
voluntary harakiri

were : the desire of

not falling alive

the hands of

enemy after a

feat
;
to give

fidelity by
ting suicide on the

tomb of a deceased

master ; to protest

against the conduct

of a superior, etc.

Formerly harakin
was performed in a

most brutal manner,
and at times death
came only after hours
of . suffering. Subse-

quently the patient

made only a slight

incision, and at the

same time a faithful

friend cut off his head
with a sword. Obli- H4BAKIRI
gatory harakiri has
been completely expunged from the present legislation, but the voluntary
harakiri occurs yet from time to time.

Haramuchi-jima, H M £d ft • One of the 'Kurile (Chishima

)

islands (2?7..Kpi. long and 70 Km. broad) It is alsocsliM Pmamishiri.
Harim%:|^ :^ . One of the eight provinces of 8an~y6-do. It com-

prises 13 belonging to the Hydgo-ken.— Chinese name - Banshu
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Harima-nada, Wr M The eastern section of the Inland Sea.

Harinoki-toge, ff ifp • A mountain pass (2,400 met.) between

Shinano and Etchu,

Hario-jima, §h M In} An island (65 Km. in circuit) at the entrance

of the bay of Tai-no-ura (Hizen).

Haruna-ko, A lake near Ikao (Kozuke). It is also called

Kami no se, Ikao-ko.

Haru no miya, sg ^ — See Togu.

Hase, Ik • A village in Yamato, known for its temple Hase-dera,

or Kwannon-dd, also Chokoku-ji, one of the 33 temples dedicated to the

goddess Kwannon in the neighborhood of Kyoto.

Hsggfoe, ^ # nil • A family descended from Ki no Haseo.

Mobutsura, IB H (+ 1217). A son of Tametsura, was attached

to prince Mochihito-shinno. The latter together with Minamoto Yori-

masa and Nobutsura plotted to ruin the Taira (1180). The plot having

been divfilged, Iiiyomori had the prince besieged in his palace of Taka-

kura, but Nobutsura helped him to escape disguised as a woman. Nobu-

tsura having been arrested was exiled to Hino (Hoki). Yoritomo recalled

him and gave him the province of Noto in fief, which his descendants

governed for 20 generations.

Tsunatsura, Was the last of h >s family. He was

besieged in his castle of JttiviMzu by Uesugi Kenshin, escaped to Nanao
(Noto), where he was defeated and killed (1576).

Haseio Q "Ml • A village in Uzsn, where Uesugi Kagekatsu was

defeated by the troops of Date Masamune and Mogami Yoshiaki (1600).

Hasegawa, H ^ jl| . A samurai family of Choshu ennobled in

1895. — The chief of the family is now a Baron.

Hasegawa-ryu, jk # Jl) Sfc A branch of the school of painting

called Unko/cu-ryu. It was founded by Hasegawa Tohaku towards the

end of the 16th century, and is represented by Toteki, Sochi, Kyusai,

Torin, Tosalcu, etc.

Hasekura Tsunenaga, 1 ^ fi (1561-1622). Also called

Jlokuemon, a samurai of the Sendai clan, was attached to Date Masa-

mune from his youth, and chosen by him to be at the head of the

embassy for Europe. This embassy left Japan in October 1613, passed

through Mexico, and arrived in Spain after a voyage of one year.

King Philip III gave them a solemn audience and Tsunenaga was

baptized at Madrid m presence of the king and the whole Court (February

17, 1615). In Rome, the ambassadors were received with great pomp :

Hasekura was honored with the title of Roman citizen by Pope

Paul Y. He returned to Japan only in 1620, but found Masamune in

quits different dispositions from those he had manifested some years

previously. Orders to apostatize were given to all those who had received

baptism, but Tsunenaga remained firm and, having retired into solitude,

he persevered in the faith, his master not daring to persecute him. His

son Tsuneyori, a Christian like his father, was put to death in 1640

because of his religion, by order of Tadamune, a son of Masa-

mune.
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Hashiba, M 9k Patronymic, came adopted by Hideyoshi in 1575
;

he formed it by borrowing two a^^gaers from the names of two generals,
his friends. Niwa (ha) and Ski-b'Mfi(shiba) . Ten years later he changed
it for that of Toyotomi, but som&members of his family, who had adopted
the name Hashiba, retained it.

Hidenaga, ^ g (1540-1591). A half-brother of Hideyoshi,
who accompanied him in all his campaigns. .In, 1582, he was appointed
Mino no kami and became daimyo of jKSnyisma (Yamato). In 1585,
with Hidetsugu, he led an expedition ifeto Mifeoku against Ghosokabe
Mutochika, took part in a campaigpi fe| 'Kyicsfyi -against the Shimazu
(1587) and was appointed Gon-dainagm.,

Hidetoshi, (& (1577-1594). A Srctphew and adopted son of
the above. His mother was the eldest sister "of Hideyoshi. He died
when 17 years old.

Hidekatsu, ^ B (1567-1593). The 4th son of Oda Nobu-
naya, was adopted by Hideyoshi, (1582), became daimyo of Kame-
yama (Tamba) and Tamba no kami. He took part in an expedition to
Kyushu, against the Shimazu (1587), then in the campaign against the
Hbjo of Odaiuara (1590), and died in Korea at the age of 27.
Hashimoto, /f. A huge family descended from Fujiwura

(Saionji) Kintsune (1171-1244).— The chief of the family is now Count.
Hashi no Nakatomo, ± flip $* , A noble of the Court, who,

having been exiled to Musashi under ttiw reign of Suiko (593-628)
became a simple fisherman. He is aw'd- , have drawn the statue of
Kwannon from the Sumida-gawa since that tfese iterated in the famous
Senso-ji temple (Asakusa-Kwannon) in Edo.
Hashiri-mizu, jkpfc. (Lit.: running 4>i®t) Yamatotakeru no

his expedition against the Ebisu, crossed the passage now
caim Ifaga Channel (between Sagami and Kazusa), and called it

Hmmxi~mizu on account of its rapid current.

Haahiri-shu, M In the time of the Kamakura shogunate, a
guard on foot that accompanied the Shogun. Thus, when Yoritomo
went from Kamakura to Kyoto (1190), 30 hashiri-shu or kachi-hashiri-
shu escorted him during the whole journey.
Hassaku, A ffi An exchange of presents that formerly took

place between masters and servants on the first day of the 8th month.
This ceremony was first called ta-no-mi (fruit of rice-fields), on account
of the objects offered ; hence the word tanomi (recourse, demand ), and
the ceremony took the nature of a festival celebrating good relations
between kimi and kerai.

Hassei, A #£ • The eight titles
(kabane

)

created by ihe emperor
Temmu (685) for the nobles and officials of the Court : Mabito or
Mando, Asomi or Ason, Sukune, Imilci, Michi no shi, Omi, Muraji, and
Inagi. These titles were first added to the family name (uji), and
finally became a part of it.

Hasshu, A jj? • The first eight Buddhist sects : Sanron, Hosso,
Kegon, Ritsu, Jojitsu, Kusha, Tendai, and Shingon, all founded during
the Nara and the Heian-jo (Kyoto) period.
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Haauike, j$t ftk • A place in Hizen which from 1635-1868, was
the residence of a branch of the Nabeshima family (52,000 k.).

Hata, A family descended from Yuzuki no kind, a Korean
prince who came to Japan in 283. Daring the reign of Nintoku, the
members of the clan were sent to divers parts of the country to teach
sericulture

.

Sake 5io kimi, }j§ A grandson of Yuzuki no kind, who
caused mulberry-trees to be planted everywhere and greatly developed
the production of silk. The emperor Yuryaku, in reward, bestowed on
him the name of TJzumasa (471).

Hata-bugyo, ffl & f? . Under the Tokugawa, an official charged
with the making and preserving of flags, banners, etc. for the shogunal
family (masshiro no hata, kin-dgi no o-uma-jirushi, hangetsu no ko-
uma-jirushi, etc.). Important as it was during war, this office became-*
sinecure in time of peace, the banners being used only on the occfisibn of
some annual festivals.

Hata Tokiyoshi, ittU 11$ fig • A warrior of the 14th century-why,
with Nitta Yoshisaaa, and Wakiya Yoshisuke, courageously supported 'V :;v

the cause of the emperor Go-Daigo. He died pierced by an arrow whilst
fighting against Shiba Takatsune.

Hatakeyama, ft ill A daimyo family of Musashi descended from
Taira Takamochi. The family being extinct in 1205, Yoshizumi, a son
of Minamoto Yoshikane was chosen to represent it Thus, the new
family was descended from the Seiwa-Genji. This branch was one of
the three san-kwan from among which the Kwann/6 of Kyoto were
selected.

Shigetada, Iff & (1164-1205). Was a son of Shigetoshi. His
ancestors who for several generations were in possession of Hatakeyama
(Musashi

)

took its name. When Minamoto Yoritomo started his cam-
paign (1180) Shigetada, although descended from the Taira, joined
his party and, under the command of Noriyon and Yoshitsune, fought
against Yoshinaka, and distinguished himself in the battle of Ichi-no-
tani (1184). He also accompanied Yoritomo in the expedition against
Fvjiwara Yasuhira (1189). After the death of Yoritomo (1199) he
became counsellor of Yoriie. In 1205 he and his son having been
calumniated with Hojo Tokimasa, they were summoned lo Kamakura,
but refused to go. la consequence, Tokimasa sent troops to arrest
them. Shigetada gave was defeated and killed together with
his son Shigeyasu. Tb.fe was the end of the first branch of the Hatake-
yama family.

Yoshizumi, §H $& .. A »6n of Minamoto (Ashikaga) Yoshi-
kane, was chosen by H^o'Tokmam'-to revive the name of Hatakeyama,
after the death of Shigetada arid Shigeyasu. He married the wiitmv
of Shigeygsu, a daughter of Tokimasa and inherited the domains ti ihe>
Hatakeyama (1205).

Kunikiyo, m (+• 1364). Was a son of Iekuni, a
descendant in the 6th degree of Yoshizumi. In 1335, he accompanied
Ashikaga Tadayoshi in his campaign against Nitta Yoshisada, foilbwei
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“ and was made Kii no shugo. When Motouiiwas senr co KaMttmra as Kwanryo of Kwanto, KuniUyo became hissfofcw;* (minister), shaved his head and took the name of Dosei (1349)In 1358, he was ordered rmf. AT j ,

•rdingly

edition of

southern
tost favor,

T loro i
' , ami uuuii me name

In 1358, he was ordered to put Nitta Yoshioki to death
had him drowned in the Rokugo-gawa. He took part in
Yoshiakira against Kusunoki and Wafa, the chiefs
party. Later, on account of differences with the Shori
fled to Shuzen-p

! (Izu), then to Kyoto where he died.

v 77i
*oshit6, pH (1331-1379). Shared the fortune of his brother^Sd

TaS£
6

J
atterhad l0St faV°r>he h™ and van-

1398, he was made /fieannyd of Kyoto and was the first of his family

V
]

Tokugen
^ afterwards he had his head ^aved and took the

Mitsuie,
jffi SfS (+ 1433). Was a son of Motokuni. In 1399he repressed the revolt of Ouchi Yoshihiro (Oei no ran) and received theprovince of Ku. In 1410, he became Kwanryo, shavedhis heXnd tookthe name °f Dosui. After having been replaced as Kwanryo by Hvso-kawa Mitsumoto (1412), he was again invested with this office in^l.

(Tanennga

. „
(Masanaga-Naonobu fTakamasa-Masaychi

[Mitsuie -Mochikiinif IMasakunijTerutaka

Motok " ni
| Yoshinari-Yoshitoyo-Yosliiliide

^aSa * ,i8a ^a^ a,nfl8a

(Mit8iinori-Ma8akuni-Yoshi,nune-Yoshit8una-Yoshiiiori-Yo»hituka-Yoshiliaru

^i1397‘1455) ' Was a son of Mitsuie. In

i
4„’ h

r f
ad h,s head s

J
aved and took the name of Tokuhon

;

the follow-

Kats^mh
made Kwanry6

’
but m 1445

- was >'ePlaced by Hosokawa

,.n - „^aS^
Qa
?
a
1
’ ^ 1493>- A son of Mochitomi, Oimrino

y”£i was adopted by Mochikum, who had no children; but a son

OwT”.The
4

latter^nrTf
he wished to disinherit Masanaga

honSnfS pPhed to Ho^kawa Katsunwto who set fire to thehouse of Mochifaaiaftpd obliged him to flee to Kawachi, and Masanaga

SSaraJB£~ ?
h
Au

f0ll

oTng year Chinan mid
m3,SihS ti^S7?

S^?!’ bUfc th® ShTn Yoshimasa succeeded

blaih^ Tn fT,MO fam‘ly WaS tllus divided into twoSS v
6
? •

th S
o
mggle

,
began anew - Yoshinari having been

^1464! ThStZ'
,®°°" afterwards

> Masanaga was made Kwan-ryo (14b4). Then began the Onin war. Yoshinari fought on the sideoSYamanca Sozen, and Masanaga on that of Hosokawa Katsvmoto

SltS
We
^

aternately V 'ctorlous and defeated. The hostilities
recominenced m 1493. At that time Masanaga

" ,n Kawa*ii but he w“
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Yoshinari, sX. (4- 1493). Was the son of Michikuni. The
latter had adopted his nephew Masamcty. fcctfore Yoshinari'

s

birth. Masa-
naga revolted, when he was deprivaS^ his right to succession. The
whole life of Yoshinari was onelon^#^gle against his rival. Hoso-
kawa Katsumoto and Yamana Sozen having joined the party of Masa-
naga, Yoshinari was obliged to flee to Iga (1454). After a short period
of peace, the war recommenced and Yoshinari retired to Kawachi (1460),
then to Kdya-san. During the Onin war (1467), he was supported by
Yamana Sozen, and fought till his death.

Yoshimune, (+ 1480). Was a son of Masakuni and
belonged to the Noto Hatakeyama branch. He first served Yamana
Sozen, then, by the order of the Shogun Yoshimasa, he joined the party
of Hosokawa Katsumoto and was made Kwannjo (1473).

Naonobu, #1 )l|(i ( -f 1534). A son of Masanaga followed the
Shogun Yoshitane in his campaign against Sasaki Takayori, and after-

wards retired to Kii (1492). In 1504, he transferred his castle of
Takaya (Kawachi ) to his son Tanenaga and shaved his head. 30 years
later, he tried to create trouble, but was arrested and exiled to Awaji

;

where he soon afterwards died.

Yoshitoyo, SS ( + 1499). Was a son of Yoshinari. in
1493, the Shogun Yoshitane together with Masanaga carried on war
against him in Kawachi : Yoshitoyo, aided by Hosokawa Masmivto,
defeated the shogunal army and killed his uncle Masanaga. He in turn
perished in a battle.

Yoshihide, #$<!£(+ 1532). A son of Yoshitoyo, resided in

Takeyatna castle (Kawachi). In 1507, he was besieged by Hatakeyama
Naonobu, resisted for a whole year, and finally fled to Izumi. Having
re-entered the castle of Takaya (Kawachi

)

in 1511, he joined the Miyoshi,
but being attacked together with Kaiun by Hosokawa Harumoto, he
committed suicide.

Takamasa, 35 Sfc ( + 1576) A son of Masakuni inherited

the province of Kawachi. He fought against Miyoshi Chokei and was
defeated in 1559 He was more fortunate in his campaign against Miyo-
shi Jikkyu ( Yoshikata ) the following year. In 1568, the Shogun Yoshi-
aki again put him in the possession of the Takaya castle which had been
taken from him by Chokei. In a war with Yuza Nobunori, one of his

kerai, who had seized the castle of Takaya and slain Tenitaka, the son
of Takamasa (1573), Takamasa raised troops and tried to take revenge,

but without success. Then Nobunaga came, defeated Nibunon and
kept the Takaya castle for himself. As to Takamasa, he lived 3
years more almost in a state of destitution

; he received baptism in

1575.

Yoshitaka, H (1557-1574). Was a son of Yoshinori of

the Noto branch, He was assassinated by one of his kerai, Yuza Yoshi-
fusa.— From this epoch the family disappears from history.

Hatamoto, M T (Lit. : at the foot of the standard). Formerly the
camp of a Shogun, next the samurai that guarded it.— Under the
Tokugawa, the direct vassals of the Shogun, ranking below the daimyd and
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above the go-kenin. The class of the hatamoto comprised three degrees :

the kodai-yoriai, the yoriai and the Jcofushin.

_

Hatano, iSt £ Sf • A family of Tamba daivujo descended from
Fujiicara Hidesato. Tsunenori was the first that took the name of
Hatano. After the Gain war (1467) a branch settled at Yakami, and
was called Higashi-Hatano

;

another at Higami, the Nishi-Hataho.—— Hideharu, ^ Jp . Resided at Yakami, while his brother Hide-
toshi occupied the castle of Kameyama {Tamba). He refused to submit
to Nobunaga. who had him besieged in his castle by Akechi Mitsuhide.
Akechi, to overcome his resistance, took his mother as a hostage : then
Hideharu surrendered and was conducted to Nobunaga, who ordered him
to be put to death (1575). His vassals in their turn, took the mother of
Mitsuhide and put her to death. Hence probably the hatred of Akechi
against Nobunaga.
Hatori, tH5 • In ancient times a guild of silkgrowers and weavers,

whose chief bore the title of Hatorj. p^.Muraji. He had charge of
everything relating to the breeding^jgitworms, weaving, etc. The
Kure-hatori and the Aya-hatori v^yj.^iyder his authority. This title

was hereditary in a family that piSKHilll to descend from Ame-no-
mijioko no mikoto, the ftth itmafarsti ef Ime-no-minakanushi no
mikoto.

Hatsu-kuni-shiraett“3?EEam^ai^%^# M Vi M. (Lit. : the 1st
emperor pacificator of fee Is fefesKC® given by the people to
Sujin-tenno after his death C.)* ^
Hatsuta Tomoie, A 1® A. fysrrim;iMShimdsa, who followed

Yoritomo in his expedi&ns agafanS fee '$
(1184), and Fujiicara

Yasuhira (1189), etc JJ&er fee death of Y&i^iomo, he had a great
share in the government yMt 'HSjb %Mw<isa, Oe Hiromoto, etc.

Hatto-gaki, /£ A cclfetsoi?. bl findfent laws compiled in a
code of 15 volumes by fteMSgm YmMmm 0.7%5).
Hayachine-zan, ^ M % ill . A mouffi&M (2,000 m.) in Rikuchu.

It is also called Sochiho-zan.

Haya-saki, ^ toft . A cape south of fee Shimabara peninsula
(Hizen).

Hayasaki- kaikyo, • The strait which separates the
Shimabara peninsula (Hizen) from the Amakusa islands

(Higo)

.

Hayashi, . An ancient castle in Shinano. It was the residence
of the Ogasawara daimyo from the 12th to the 16th century.

Hayashi, . A samurai family of Ghoshii ennobled in 1887. —
The chief of the family is now Viscount.

Hayashi, . A samurai family of the Shizuoka clan (Suruga)

ennobled in 1895.— The chief of the family is now Viscount.

Tadasu, . Was born in 1850, and fought under the
command of admiral Enomoto in 1868. He was ambassador at Peking
(1896), at St. Petersburg (1898), at London (1899). He became
Viscount in 1902.

Hayashi, . A family of scholars, celebrated during the time of the
Tokugawa as men of letters and professors.
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Doshun, xt£ ^ (1583-1657). Also called Kazan, was bom in

Kaga. His father Nobutoki brought him to Kyoto at the age of 14 ; he
studied literature at the temple of Kennin-ji, and then followed the

lessons of the famous Fujiwara Seikwa. In 1606 Ieyasu bestowed on
him the title of doctor Qiakase) and 1st secretary of the Bahtfu. In
this capacity he recorded all the official acts of that epoch. He was
a fervent Confucianist and endeavored to persuade Ieyasu to deprive the

bonzes of all influence in the government. Ieyasu arranged a con-
ference for him with the famous bonze Tenkai, but the discussion

did not turn to the advantage of Doshun, who, furious at his

defeat, published two books in favor of Shintoism. His histori-

cal, philosophical and religious works amount to several hundred
volumes.

Shunsai, (1618-1680). A son of Doshun, was 17 years

old when his father settled in Edo (1634). In 1643, by the order of the

Shogun Iemitsu, he published the Kwan-ei keizu, in 300 volumes, con-
taining the genealogies of all the great families of Japan. Next he
collected all the ancient and curious books he could find. In 1671, he
published his principal work, the Honcho-tsugan, a history of Japan
in 300 volumes. Besides the above works, he wrote a great num-
ber of others, among which is the Nihon-o-dai ichiran, translated

into French by Klaproth in 1834 under the title of “ Annals of the

Dairi.”

Jussai, y&t (1768-1841). An adopted son of the above.

His master was Shibui Taishitsu. He published several hundred
volumes.

Hayashi Shihei, -p 3-' (1754-1793). After having visited the

whole country in order to discover the ancient traditions, he published the

Kaikoku-heidan and the Sangoku-tsuran, two works in which he exalts

the authority of the Emperor to the prejudice of the Shogun, and for

this reason, the Bakufu sent him back to Sendai, where, confined in his

brother’s house, he died at the age of 40. After the Kestoration he
received a posthumous rank at court (sho-go-i).

Hayashi Toemon, . A samurai who, together with
Bek'ki Shozaemon, Miyake Heiroku, Fujie Matajuro, etc., organized a

revolt in 1652 against the Shogun Ietsuna. Before the plot was carried

out, the conspirators were arrested and put to death.

Hayashi-bugyo, A title created in 1685 and given

to 4 officials having charge of the superintendence of the shogunal
forests. The Hayashi-bugyo were under the authority of the Kanjo-
bugyo.

Hayashida, Ifl . A place in Harima. It was the residence of

the Tatebe daimyo from 1617-1868 (10,000 k.).

Hayato, M A • In ancient times, warriors from Hyuga and Osumi,
renowned for their bravery. A certain number among them guarded
the palace and when on duty covered their heads with a kind of white or

red wig which gave them the appearance of dogs whose barking they

imitated in order to inspire greater fear.
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Hayato-mai, A M - An ancient dance reesJ&ag the submission
of Hosuseri no mikoto, to his younger brother Hiko-hb'hoifemi no mikoto,
the grandfather of Jimmu-tenno. As a pledge of his submission, lie
promised for himself and his successors to have the palace guarded by
haya-bito (hayato). This dance is performed by the descendants of the
ancient hayato.

Hayatomo no seto, Jfi I# lift P • The eastern part of the strait of
Shimonoseki.

Hayato-zukasa, During the time of the Taikwa (645)
reform, an office depending on the Emon-fu and having charge of recruit-
ing the hayato

,
of teaching them singing and dancing, etc. The chief

bore the title of hayato no karni. After the suppression of the Emon-fu
(808), the hayato were placed under the jurisdiction of the Hyobu-sho.
Heguri, A family descended from Takeshiuchi no Sulcune.

Tsuku, A son of Takeshiuchi no Sakune, was born on
the same day as the emperor Nintoku (290). A wren (sazaki) entered
the room where he was born and at the same time an owl (tsuku)
made its appearance in the palace : now the owl being a bird of ill omen,
the emperor Ojin gave his son the name of 0-sazaki and to his minister’s
child that of Tsuku. Heguri Tsuku led an expedition against Shiragi
(Korea) in 329 and was minister under the emperor Richu. He died 128
years old.

Matori, -St ^ • A son of Tsuku, was minister
(O-omi

)

under
the emperors Yuryaku, Seinei, Kenso and Ninken. At the accession of
Buretsu, he was accused of revolt: Otomo no Kanamura was sent to
subdue him and Matori and his son Shibi no Shin were killed (498).

Heian-cho-jidai, 3s 3c % R# ft • The period extending from the
foundation of Kyoto by Kwammu to the reign of Montoku (794-858),
before the Fujiwara seized the power.

Heian -jo,_^p 3c Wc • The imperial palace built by Kwammu in 794.
Heian-kyo, 3c M • (Lit. : the capital of peace and tranquillity).

The name given by the emperor Kwammu to the new capital (Kyoto)
which he had built in Yamashiro (794). It was laid out on the model
of the Chinese town Tchang-ngan

(Cho-an

)

in the province of Chensi,
then the capital of the Tang (To). It was a rectangle of five kilometers
in length and four and a half in breadth, surrounded by moats and
palisades, the imperial palace occupying the centre of the northern part.
The streets were straight and at right angles. A great thoroughfare,
called Shujaku-oji, starting from the southern gate of the castle (Shujaku-
mon) and ending at the southern gate of the city (Rajo-mcm) divided the
town into two parts

; Sakyo on the left and Ukyo on the right. The
capital numbered nearly 40,000 houses (lco

;

unit taken as a basis, 30 m.
by 15); 8 ko made 1 gyo

;

4 gyo, 1 cho ; 4 cho, 1 ho; 4 ho, 1 bo; 4 bo,
1 jo. All these divisions were numbered, and it was from the jo in
which certain great families lived, that they took their names : Ichiio
Nijo, etc.

Heigun-jima, An island (28 Km. in circuit) in the
Inland Sea, S.E. of the Suivo province.
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Heii-saki, $) 'fJMgf . A cape on the eastern boi^otrSik^hu.
Heiji, *P . Nengo

:

1159.
"=^^'

Heiji-monogatari, ^P ip <$7 In (Lit. : narratives of the Heiji period).
A classical work relating the Heiji war (1159). It is attributed to

Hamuro Tokinaga, but the authorship is doubtful.

_

Heiji no ran, ^ • The civil war of the Heiji period (1159),
Fujiwara Nobuyori and Minamoto Yoshitonio revolted against the
Taira, but they were, vanquished and killed.

Heijo, ftjt (Lit. : Castle of Peace). The name given to the imperial
palace in Nara.

Heijo-kyd, ^P M JjjC • A name given to the town of Nara (Yamato

)

when it was the residence of the Imperial Court (709-78-1). It was
also called Taira no miyako.

Heijo-tenno, 2p ^ • The 51st Emperor of Japan, (806-809)
was prince Ate, a son of Kwammu-teiuw,- he succeeded his father at
the age of 32. After a reign of 4 years, he abdicated in favor of
his brother Saga. Afterwards, he regretted his decision, and formed
a plot, the chief instigator of which was his wife Iiusuri-ko. He hoped
thus to re-ascend the
throne and trans-

fer the capital to

Nara. Sakanoe no
Tamurattiaro wasor-
dered to repress the
revolt. Heijo had his

head shaved and
lived yet 14 years.

He is often called

Nara-tenno.

Hei-ke, 2p
The Taira family.

— See Heishi.

Heike- monoga-
tari, ^P % fy) M
(Lit.: narrations
about the Taira
family) . A celebrat-

ed work written to-

wards the end of the

12th century, and at-

tributed to Hamuro-
Tokinaga.

Heimin, *P &

.

A class of people
comprising farmers,

artisans and mer-
chants. Above
them were the samu-

HEIMIN,
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rat, and below, the eta and the hinin. At present there are only three
classes: the kwazoku (nobles), the shizoku (the ancient samurai), and the
heimin, tbe latter comprising not only the ancient heimin, but also the
eta and the hinin, who are called the shin-heimin (new heimin)

.

Heimon, P'j . Under, the Tokugawa a punishement inflicted upon
a samurai guilty of some offence. It consisted in being confined to one’s
home for 50 or 100 days, according to the gravity of the offence.

Heishi, 3* ft . The Taira family. In 889, prince Takamochi,
great grandson of Rioammu-tenno, was the first to receive the name of
Taira (Chin.: Hei), from the emperor XJda. He is the ancestor
of a great number of families, the principal branches being : in Ise

and Jga, the Ise-Heishi

;

in Izu, the Hojo and the Doi

;

in Hitachi,
the Daijo

;

in Echigo, the Jo

;

in Sagami, the Miura and the Kamakura

;

in Shimosa, the Chiba ; in Musashi, the Hatakeyama and the Kumagaya
etc. The clan of the Taira was at the zenith of its power in the time of
Kiyomori, but only a few years after the latter’s death, its glory was
eclipsed by its rival, the Minamoto clan (1185).— See Taira.

Heki Masatsugu, 0 ® 1E ik (16th century). A samurai who
founded a school of archery called by his name Hekir-ryu. He was born,
in Yammo, distinguished himself at the battle of Uchino (Tga), visited

the provinces to teach hie art, and, at the age of 59, became bonze at
mount Koya.

Henjo (Sojd), jg (if- IE). -- See Yoshimim Munesada.
Hibiki-nada, W W. The sea which washes the W. coast of

Nagato.

Hiburi-shima, 0 Bi • An island (24 Km. in circuit) S.W. of lyo
province. Fujiwara Sumitomo, when in revolt, started from that place
to seize the Dazai/u (939).

Hida, 5? • One of the 13 provinces of Tosando. It comprises
3 districts belonging to the Gifu-ken.— Chin, name: Hishu.

Hida, 0 HJ • A district (kori) in the province of Bungo. In
ancient times, it formed a kuni at the head of which was a Hida no
kuni no miyatsuko. In the middle-ages, Miyagi Nagatsugu built a
castle there. Hideyoslii bestowed it on Mon Takamasa who, in 1600,
went to Saeki and was replaced by Ogawa Morimitsu. It was after-

wards occupied by the Ishikawa (1616-1633) the Ogasawara (1633-
1645), the Hosokawa (1645-1682), and the Matsudaira (1682-1686)
families

; finally it became a shogunal domain.
Hida-gawa, Sf jll . A river (118 Km.) which has its source in

Hida, flows through Mino and empties itself into the Kisogawa near Ota.
Hidaka, H 15 . One of the eleven provinces of Hokkaido. It

©^prises 7 districts.

HMy.ka-gawa, 0 dU Jl| . A river (220 Km.) in Kii.

MSdakami-ji, H tly JL 5ft The ancient name of the region which
Hpi® fotms the provinces of Hitachi, Iwaki and Bikuzen, then inhabited

% the Ebisu.

ItMa no takumi, fd 51 E • The province of Hida, very rich in
forests, has always been renowned for its carpenters supposed to be the
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most skilful in the whole country.'-, FiA that reason the custom was
established to dispense the inhal^^fjyof Hida from all taxes and
corvees, in exchange for which they had to furnish the capital and
especially the imperial palace with the necessary carpenters, who were
called Hida no tahumi. As they replaced one another every year, some
coming from the province and others returning, they were also called

bansho.

Hidari Jingoro, 2E fill (1594-1G34). A son of Itami Masa-
toshi, and a samurai in the service of the Ashikaga. He was educated
by his mother, became a carpenter, afterwards a carver in wood, and is

considered the most celebrated sculptor of Japan. He was left-handed,
hence his name Hidari. His principal works of art are in the Nishi-Hong-
wan-ji temple of Kyoto and in the funerary temple of Ieyasu at Nikko.

Hiden-in, $ Id p#, . An asylum founded by the empress Kbmyo,
the consort of Shdmu-tcmw, was destined for sick people, abandoned
children, etc. of the capital (730). In the Buddhist language, hiden
means pity, compassion.

Hie, H pf .— See Hiyoshi.

Hieda no Are, E3 PflJ jjft
• A descendant of Ame-no-uzume no

mikoto. Endowed with a wonderful memory, she never forgot what she
once heard. For this reason the empress Gemmei ordered her to dictate

to 0 no Yasumaro all that she knew of the ancient traditions, the result of

the work was the Kojiki. This was in the year 711, when Hieda was
65 years old.

Hiei-zan, J£ ft? ill • A mountain (830 m.) N.E. of Kyoto on the
boundary of the provinces of Yamashiro and Omi. In 788, the bonze
Saicho (Dengyo-Daishi) founded a temple on it, which from the era was
called Enryaku-ji and became the seat of the Tendai sect. Gradually
other temples were erected about the first one, and in subsequent centu-
ries, their number amounted, it is said, to as many as 3,000. In that
immense enclosure, flourishing schools were soon established, where all

the illustrious men of Japanese Buddhism Shinran, Hdnen, Nicliiren,

etc., were formed. Prosperity caused their ruin. The bonzes maintained
troops (sohei). These troops, not content with burning down the rival

temple in Nara from time to time, spread terror even in Kyoto. Nobu-
naga, to punish them for having sided with Asakura Yoshikage
against him, burned the temples and put all the bonzes to the sword
(1571). Under the Tokugawa Shogun, only a few temples were rebuilt.

Hie no yama, lb ftx ill . Another name of Hiei-zan.

Higashi - Fushimi, Dc .H . A family of princes of the blood
descended from Fushimi Kuniie.
—— Yoshiaki, & (1846-1903). The fifth son of Kuniie, in 1870

received the title of Higashi-Fushimi no miya. In 1882, he took the
name of Akihito, Komatsu no miya ; but after his death, the family
resumed the title of Higashi-Fushimi.

Yorihito, iii {2 A brother and heir of Akihito and officer of
the navy, was born in 1867. In 1892, he married the daughter of Yama-
nouchi Yodo, the former daimyd of Kochi (Tosa ).
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Higashi-B;®i| S'an-ji, fc M # • In the time of Nobunaga, Kosa,
head of the Hongwan-ji temple in Kyoto, and his son Koju, fortified them-
selves on Ishiyama (Osaka), and withstood a siege against Sakuma
Nobumori (1580) ;

for that reason, Hideyoshi selected Kocho, another
son of Kosa, as head of the sect. But when Ieyasu was Shogun, he had
another temple built for Koju, and that temple being east of the former
one, was named Rigaslii-Hongwan-ji (1602) . From that time dates the
division of the sect : the western

(Nishi-Hongwan-ji), was the ancient, and
the eastern, the new one. The Higashi-Hongwan-ji temple in Kyoto,
built in 1602, was destroyed by fire four times since its foundation, the
last time in 1874. It has been rebuilt from 1879 to 1895, and is now
the largest temple in Japan : it measures 63 met. in length. 57 in breadth,
and 38 in height.

Higashi-Kirishima-yama, M % ^ lU • A volcano (1,600 m.) on
the limits of Hyuga and Osumi.— According to the legend, it was on this
mountain, also called Takachiho no mine, Hoko no mine, that Ninigi no
mikoto, a grandson of Amaterasu and great-grandfather of Jimmu-tenno,
set foot when he descended from heaven to earth.

Higashikuze, jK ife • A huge family descended from the Mura-
lcami-Genji.— The head of the family is now Count.

Michitomo,
jfi. jj$ . Was bom in 1833, and acted an import-

ant part at the time of the Restoration
;
he was Sangi, president of the

Kaitakushi, Vice-president of the House of Peers (1890-1891), and Vice-
president of the Privy-Council since 1891.

Higashi-okawa, ]|C Jl] . A river (122 Km.) which has its source
at Mikuni-yaina (Mimasaka), passes through Tsuyama, traverses Bizen,
and empties itself into the Inland Sea, S.E. of Okayama. It is also called
Yoshii-gawa, Nishi-Otera-gawa and in its superior course, Tsuyama-gawa.
Higashi - Sanjo, ® - f|- A branch of the Sanjo family. —• After

the Restoration its head received the title of Baron.
Higashi-Sanjo-dairi, $ E ft li • A palace built in Kyoto for

the emperor Shirakawa after his abdication in 1086. During the Heiji
war (1159) the ex-emperor Go-Shirakawa, leaving his palace of Taka-
matsu, retired to the Higashi-Sanjo, which was subsequently burnt by
Fujiwara Nobuyori and Minamoto Yoshitomo.
Higashi-yama, M lk A hill E. of Kyoto, on which a number of

celebrated monuments have been erected : the Ginkaku-ji, the
the Kiyomizu-dera, etc. -A,

Higashi-yama-tenn5, ill ^ Jf| . The 113th Emperor «f J&f&n
(1687-1709), was prince Asahito, a son of Reigen-tenno, whom he
succeeded at the age of 12. The Shogun Tsunayoshi was then go-
verning. The epoch is known by the name of Genroku era, and was the
most prosperous of the whole Tokugawa Shogunate. Higashi-yama
died after a reign of 23 years, being 35 years old.

Higashizono, Jit HI - — A huge family descended from Fujiwara
Yorimune (993-1065).— The head of the family is now Viscount.
Higo, HE & . One of the 12 provinces of Saikaidd

;

it comprises
12 districts, belonging to the Kumamoto-ken .

—

The Chinese name
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Hishu designates bot|

Hi-no-michi no shiri. 3

Higuchi, II .

yoslii (800-854).— 1

Higuchi Kanemi
and a son of Nakfa
tached himself to N®
guards

(
shi-tenno).

of Tonami-yama (1183), and was
(1184).

Higyosha, jR ^
den reserved for women.
Hii-gawa, M fp )l\ — 8ee Hi no kawa.
Hii-zaki, Jfc # . A. cipe S.W. of the province of Kii.

rr
mu. II jij . An ancient castle in Bungo, also called Ao-yanagi-jo and

Ukitsu-jd. In 1586, it was besieged and taken by Shimazu Yoshihisa.
The following year, Hideyoshi gave it to Hayakawa Yukishige. Finally,
from 1601 to 1868, it was the residence of the Kinoshita. daimyo
(25,000 k.).

Hijikata, ± A family of

ed from the Seiwa-Genji by Yo
resided in Komono (Ise— 11,000

j

Viscount.

Or Fujitsubn. An apartment in the Seiryu-

ative of Omari and descend-

son of Mitsunaga. They
|m 1600 to 1868. = To-day,

Hijikata, ± J] A family of samurai of the Koclii clan
(Tosa ) ;

they were ennobled after the Restoration in the person of Hisamoto.
The head of the family is now Viscount

Hiki Yoshikazu, it 4? (fB • A warrior of the 12th century, who
took the side of Yoritomo and accompanied him in all his expeditions
against the Taira (1184) and against Fujiwara Yasuhira (1189).
was made Kebiishi and gave his daughter in marriage to the Shogt^^m
Yoriie. When the latter became ill (1203) and his mother Masa-WMmw
proposed to divide the right of succession between his brother Sanetomo
and Yoriie’s son, Ichiman, Yoshikazu found the part allotted to his

grandson insufficient and protested (See Yoriie) : Hqjd Tokimasa had
him assassinated. His son Munetomo and his grandson Ichiman tried
to escape, but were killed by Hqjd Yoshitoki.

Hiki-mawashi, Ul ® • A punishment in the time of the Toku-
gawa Shogun. The criminal was led on horseback through the
town of Edo, whilst a man following behind carried the cause of his
condemnation written in large characters. After this ordeal he was
executed.

Hikitsukeshu, HI fj" #. • During the Kamakura shogunate, secre-

taries of the Council of administration
(hyqjoshu

)

of the Bakufu. They
were created in 1252, and their number was gradually raised from 3 to

8. A similar office, also called Naidenshu, existed under the Ashikaga at

Muromachi (Kyoto).

Hiko, (Hit- : son of the sun). Formerly a title equivalent to that
of prince.
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HIKO UOHODEM1 NO MIKOTO.

Hiko-hohodemi no mikoto, ik
** US Jl # The 3d son of Ninigi no
mikoto and of Konohana-sakuya hi/me.
In consequence of contentions with his
brother Hosuseri, he went to Watatsumi,
the god of the sea (probably in the Ryukyfi
islands), where he remained for three years,
and married his daughter Toyotama-hime.
Having returned to his country, he forced
his brother to swear obedience to him. He
is the grandfather of Jimmu-tenno. The
legend says that he died on mount Talca-
chihoi

(
Hyiiga

) 580 years old.

Hiko-isaseri-hiko no mikoto, * di
"t" Jr - — See Kibitsu-hiko.

ffiko-itsuse no mikoto,$ BE M $r •

Ihe elder brother of Jimrrm4emw. He accompanied him in his ex-
pedition toward the Last

;
in Ktivmhi he was wounded by an arrow inm a combat against R^Mmme-hiko, and died from his wound in Kii.

a:^
kX^glS

^
take1^^uHiW n.° mikoto,

ftV \
a y ' A eoi^M^i’ko-hohodemi no mikoto and Toyotama hime.

4 «nc:,f
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n
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\
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a younger sister of his mother, and had

4 soils of whom the last is Jimmu-tenno.
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°f *¥ goddess of the sun - Tlie ^nzes that served
at these temples belonged to the Yamabushi sect (Shuqen-do) • their

to ]28
’oook - si,ice the r“> « S-

^ 4 An ls
!

and
<25 Km - in circuit) S.W. of the

strait ot Snimonoseki and belonging to the province of Nagato.
iilkuma, 31 HU • An ancient castle in Totomi. where the town ofHaummatsu now stands The castle was built towards 1505 by Okochi

HS™nSl°4
VaS g the Si6ge °f the castle by Imagawa

emSw? *«, (
Ll

r
: daughter of tbe sun). In ancient times, a title

equivalent to that of princess.— See Hime-miko.
•

.

A *°wn (85.300 inh
) in Karima. Towards 1350,Akamatsu Sadanon built a castle there and intrusted it to the care of

his vassal Kodem Yonhide. At the overthrow of the Ahamtttttu. (1441)ttanma province came into the possession of the Yamuna In 1467

"f?*
the Province and returned it to Kodem Msm-

mZwR T se
,

nt b
?
N°buna9a into Sanym, he took

'r-
and enlarged the castle. In 1585, he gmelesada, his relation, After Sekigaham (1600), ItSam

established Iked* Terumasa therein; the latte" changed tte SSS
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Himeyama, until then given to the castle, to Himeji. It was suc-

cessively occupied by the Honda (1617-1683;, the Okudaira (1639-1648),
the Matsudaira (1648-1649), Sakakibata {1M9-1667), the Matsudaira
(1667-1684), the Sakakibara (1684-1704), the Honda (1704-1741),
the Matsudaira (1741-1749), and, from 1749 till 1868, by the
Sakai (155,000 k.) — The castle otMmima is at present one of the best

preserved of old Japan.

Hime-miko, M. • A title given in ancient times to imperial

princesses. They were also called Nyo-o. Since the Taikwa reform
(645), the sisters and daughters of emperors were called Nai-shinno

;

the
relatives of the second and thkJ dagree, Nyo-o Later, in the time of

feudalism, many princesses ‘tes®the Buddhist nuns and were called

Iiikuni-gosho.

Hime-shima, An island (16 Km. in circuit), N.E. of

Bungo.

Hineno, 0 I& EF • A daimyd family native of Mino.

Hironari, Sfc (
4 1602). Was a vassal of Saito, served

Yoshitatsu and Tatsuoki When the latter had been completely van-
quished by Nobunaga, Hironari had his head shaved and took the name
of Jibukyo-hoin.

Takayoshi, Sn pj (+ 1600). A son of the above, took part in

the campaign against Odawara Hojo and as a reward, received the castle

of Takashima in Shinano (28,000 k.).

Yoshitomo, la J1D (1588-1658). A son of the above, was
transferred in 1601 to Mibu (Shimotsuke)

, afterwards, in 1634, to Funai
{Bungo— 20,000 k.). He died without an heir and his domains were
confiscated.

Hinin, # A (Lit- '• not man). Formerly the lowest class of society,

below the eta

:

it was especially composed of mendicants, etc. The name
was suppressed in 1871.

Hino, 0 Wf • A place in Omi where Koretoshi, a descendant in the
7th generation of Fujiwara Hidesato, built a castle and then took the
name of Gamo, from the district (kori) in which it was situated. His
descendants resided at Gamo till 1590.

Hino, 0 Wf A kuge family descended from the Fujiwara. The
head of the family is now Count.

Kanemitsu, (1 145-1196). A son of Sukenaga, was made
Kebiishi-betto in 1191.

Suketomo, ^ ( f 1332). A son of Toshimitsu, became Sangi
in 1321, Kebiishi-betto in 1323, and supported Go-Daigo in his struggle
against the Hojo. Having -been commissioned by the emperor to recruit

supporters, he brought Toki Yorinaga and Tajimi Kuninaga with their

troops from Mina, but Hojo Takatoki from Kamakura ordered him to

be arrested and banished to Sado. Afterwards, when Takatoki exiled Go-
Daigo to the Oki islands, he had Suketomo assassinated by Homma
Yamashiro-nyudo, governor of Sado.

Sukena, 5} A brother of the above, first served the emperor
Go-Daigo, but, when Takauji himself had assumed the title of Shogun,
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(1335), he accepted an office from him, remaining however attached to

the person of the ex-emperor Hanazono.
Sukeaki, ft tyi (1309-13G5). A brother of the two mentioned

above, followed Sukena in the service of Go Daigo, and afterwards of

Komyo. Takauji even bestowed on him a part of the domains belong-
ing to the Daijinyu of 1st.

Kunimitsu, % A son of Suketomo, who, having heard of
the death of his father in Sado, left for the island, entered the house of

Homma and killed him
;
then, having returned to Kyoto, he faithfully

served the emperors Go-Daigo and Go-Murakami. In 1350, he went to

Kyushu to aid Yamnaga-Shinno and defeated the Shogun Yoshiakira
(1361).

Arimitsu, $} it • A «>« of Sukenori, was Go-dainagon. In
1425, he resigned his office and shaved his head. In 1443, at the head
of 300 men, he entered tire palace during night, took the three
imperial insignia and brought them to prince Ogura-shinno, who was
bonze on Hiei-zan. The Shogun Yoshinon sent Hatakeyama Mochi-
kuni to pursue them : the prince committed suicide and Arimitsu was put
to death (1444).

Hino-gawa, U If Jl| . A river (93 Iim.) which has its source in

Omi, flows through Echizeti, passes near Fukui, and empties itself into
the sea near Sakai. It is also called Shirakijo-gawa.

'S

Hi no kawa, $ Jl| • a river in Izumo in which Sj/sc^S'^llled
the monster Yamata no orochi. It empties itself into lake'iJ^ap-fo).

It is also called Izumo no ukawa, Yokota-gawa, Kai-gawa, Hii-gawu.
Hi no kuni, X 1*9 • The ancient name of the provinces of Hizen

and Higo.

Hi-no-moto, H ^ • Japanese synonym of Nihon. Still used some-
times in poetry.

Hino-nishi, H Wf • A huge family descended from Hino Kanc-
mitsu (1145-1196). The head of the family is now Viscount.

Hi-no-ura, iG i| A place in Hizen, which, until 1612, was the
residence of the Arima daimyo.

Hi-oki, H iS . In ancient times an approximate way of calculating

the days, months and years according to the changes of the moon and
the succession of the seasons. The system was abandoned at the intro-

duction of the Chinese calendar in 602.

Hirado-jima, ft An island (169 Km. in circuit) N.W. of

Kyushu and. belonging to Hizen, was tbs. center of a flourishing com-
mercial district. Ji was a trading place &e Portuguese from about
1550 till thefe eifetdsion from the country), arb^ of the Dutch from 1610
till their confinement to Deshima in 1641 j' fctie English too had a factory
there from 1613-1624. The Chinese and the Koreans continued to ex-
change the products of their countries there for those of Japan.

—

Hirado was since the 12th century the fief of the Matsuura daimyo
(61,000 k.).

Hirado-kaikyo, ${ . Strait between the Hirado island

and Kyushu.
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Hiraga-Gennai, 4* S ifi» ft (1723-1779). A celebrated botanist.
He was born in Sanuki and studied in Edo

;

thence bis reputation spread
throughout the land. He died in prison having assassinated the
publisher of his books.

Hiraga Tomomasa, M (+ 1205). A son of Yoshinobu
and great-grandson of Minamoto Yoshimitsu, married a daughter of
Hojo Tokimasa. In Ise and Iga he suppressed a revolt of Motomori
and Moritoki, the last of the Taira. He was then nominated Ise no
shugo (1204). His father-in-law, after having assassinated HataJceyama
Shigetada, conceived the project of doing away with the Shogun Sane-

and of replacing him by Tomomasa. The plot was discovered
;

fidxyisa was forced to shave his head; the residence of Tomomasa
was hi vested by Goto Motokiyo and Sasaki Hirotsuna, and he

was killed by an arrow.

Hirai, 4* #• Ail ancient castle in Kozuke, built in 1471 by Uesugi
Akisada. The castle was taken by Takedq, Shingen in 1551 ; then it

came into the possession of the Odawara Hojo and was destroyed in
1590.

Hiraiwa Chikayoshi, 4* # §8 § (1542-1611). A samurai of
Mikawa, was brought up with Ieyasu, who intrusted him with the
education of his eldest son Nobuyasu. After the downfall of the Take-
da (1582) he was made governor of Kai. In 1590, he received the
castle of Umayabashi (Kozuke

) with a revenue of 30,000 k. Having
been appointed guardian of Yoshinao, the 7th son of leyasu, he returned
to Fuchii (Kai), followed his ward to Kiyosu (1607) and to Nagoya
(1610) whence he governed the whole province of Owari He possessed
the castle of Inuyama with a revenue of 100,000 k. He died the follow-
ing year without an heir.

Hiraizumi no tate, 4* & ftg . A place in Rikuchu. In 1094,
Fujiwara Kiyohira, left Toyoda, took up his residence at Hiraizumi no
tate and built a castle which was occupied by his descendants Motohira,
Hideliira, and Yasuhira. The latter was deprived of his domains and
the castle was destroyed in 1189.

Hirakata, #£ jj In Kawachi on the Yodo-gawa. Boats sailing
between Osaka and Fushimi stopped here.

Hiramatsu, 4' A kuge family descended from th» Taira.— The head is now Viscount.

Hirano, 4i 5p A daimyo family descended from the Kiyotcara.
They resided at Tawaramoto, (Yamato— 10,000 k.).— The head is now
Baron.

Hirano-jinja, ^ 5f If ®fc . A Shintoist temple in Kyoto, where
the gods Imaki, Kudo, Furuaki, and Hime are worshipped. Their
identification is very difficult. The annual feast (Hiraiw no matsuri)
of the temple on the 2nd day of the 5th month, has been very popular
since the time of the emperor Kwammu.

Hirata, 4s 03 A noble family. The first to receive the title of
Baron was Tosuke. (1902). He was boru in 1849 and was minister of
Agriculture and Commerce.
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Hirata-Atsutane, U4 Jfil (177G-1843). One of the most learned

writers of Japan. He was born in Akita (Dewa) and was first called

thoiida Masayoshi. In 1800 he was adopted by Hirata Atsuyasu,
a samurai of Matsuyama (Bitcliu). He made a special study of history

and ancient literature. His principal works are: the Kishin-shinron

',1805), a new treatise on the gods, and especially the Koshi-seibun, the

KmiP-cho, the Koslii-den, which are extensive commentaries on the Kojiki

and the Nihonki, in which he showed himself the defender of the
Shintoist myths. He contributed much to the renovation of Shintoism
and the raising of the imperial prestige. Probably for that reason, he was
requested by the shogunal government to cease writing (1841'. He
then retired to Akita, where he died (1843).

Hiratsuka Tamehiro, Q 4* 3$ . A daimyb of Mino (50,000
k.) who having joined the party against Ieyasit in 1600, was despoiled

of his domains.

Hirayama, ill • All ancient castle near Miki (Harima), in

which Bessho Harusada, a brother of Nagaharu for a long time resisted

Hideyoshi (1579).

Hirohashi, A huge family descended from the Fujiwara.
— The head is now Count.

Hirohata, JSc A huge family descended from prince Tomohito
(1579-10-29) a grandson of the emperor Ogimaehi. — The head is now
Marquis.

Hirosaki, tji . A town (35,000 inh.) in the province of Bikuoku.
In 1600, Tsugaru Nobuhiro built a castle at that place where his

descendants resided till the Restoration (217,000 k ).

Hirosawa, J$t • A samurai family of the Yamaguchi (Suwo),

clan, ennobled after the Restoration.— The head is now Count.

Hirose, JK $ • A place in Izumo, was first a part of the fief of

Matsue. In 1666, Matsudaira Chikayoshi built a castle there where
his descendants resided till the Restoration (30,000 k.).

Hiroshima, M. 15 • A town (113,500 inh.) in Aki, capital of the
department of the same name. In 1593, Mori Terumoto built a castle

at Hiroshima, which, in 1600, passed over to Fukushima Masanori,
and then, in 1619, to Asano Nagaakira, whose descendants resided in

that castle till the Restoration (420,000 k )

.

Hiroshima-ken, IjH tb 18 - A department formed with the pro-

vinces of Aki and Bingo.—Pop.: 1,517,000 inh.—Capital : Hiroshima
(113,500 inh ).—Principal towns : Onomiclii (22,300 inh.) Fukuyama
(17,800 inh.), Kurahashijima (14,000), Nioshima (14.000), Hiromura
13,600 inh.), etc.

Hiroshima-wan, JfJ . The Hiroshima bay.

Hiru-ga-kojima, Si /5* • lss ,1m, ’bow called Nirayama. If
was to this place that Mimmm Yprmnno wssa exiled in 1160; he hes®
communicated with the SB§j6, who aftewaMife helped him to triumph
over the Taira. Ths xuiofi of his sresufeae® are still seen near Nira-
yama.
Hiruko, Jfg T -Seo 'fflrhit*
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I

Hiru-no-omashi no mitsurugi, 3E fM ffl • A sacred sword
the origin of which is rather obscure According to some, it was made
during the reign of Ichijo (987-1011) by the famous artists Sulcenari
and Tomonari, father and son, living in Bizen ; according to others, it

was fabricated under Go-Toba (1184-1194)
;
a third opinion, reconciling

the two above, says that the sabre made under Ichijo, was swallowed
up by the sea with Antoku-tennd at Dan-no-ura (1185) and that Go-
Toba had a similar one made. It is the sword handed to the emperor
at the ceremony of his enthronement and which he carries with him in

his changes of abode Go-Toba made it one of the three treasures

or emblems of the imperial dynasty (san-sliu no jinki) but later on,

another sword offered by the Ise temple was substituted.

Hiru-numa, is A lagoon (27 Km. in circuit) in Hitachi.

Hisaakira-shinno, BH |g EE (1276-1328). The 7th son of the

emperor Go-Fukakusa, During the reign of his elder brother Fusliimi-
tennd, he was chosen by Hijo Sadatoki to succeed the Shogun Koreyasu-
ihinno who was deprived of his dignity (1289). Having in his turn
displeased the powerful Shikken, he was deposed and replaced by his

son Morikuw-skmiio (1308) 7 years old. He then retired to Kyoto,
waer*> he. Kvea §& years.

'Hipa, * In Ise, which, since 1632, was the residence of a

feloness gjUdg ffilgo family (53,000 k.).

'K'H th- All island (51 Km. in circuit) of the Goto
It is also called Kuga-shima.

• The name of several families descended from
the tSfe®*bsoSfcos of Tokugawa Ieyasu. After some time, they were

jfc &dopt the patronymic name of •Matsudaira

.

* fiTdtetaaid - Katsuroasa - Katsuyoshi - Katsuyasu (a)
- Tadanaga - Tadanori - Yoshihisa (b)

akataa
j
Sadatsuna - Sadayoshi - Sadasliige (Matsudaira

)

(Sadafusa - Sadatoki - Sadanobu

(«)—Toshikatsu, ($ 1$ In a second marriage he took to wife Dai
the mother of Ieyasu and widow cf Tokugawa Hirotada (+ 1549),
by whom he had three sons.

Yasutoshi, fg (1556-1586). The eldest son of Toshikatsu.
It was only in 1713 that his descendants were ennobled and received

the Tako domain (Shimosa— 12.000 k.), which they held till the
Restoration.— The head of the family is now Viscount.

(6)—Yasumoto, fife jt (1559-1610). Was dainvyd of Sekiyado
(Shimosa). His descendants resided successively at Ogaki (Mino),

Komoro (Shinano), Nagashima (Ise). The family became extinct in
1702.

(c)—Sadakatsu, (1560-1624). Was dainty

6

of Kakegawa
(Totomi), Kuwana (Ise), Nagashima (Ise). His son Sadayuki was
transferred in 1634 to Matsuyama (lyo— 150,000 k.), where his des-
cendants resided till the Restoration.— The head of the family is now
Count.
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(d) This branch continues under the name of Matsudaira — See
Matsudaira (Hisamatsu ).

(e) Sadafusa, JPs • At first he resided at Nagashima
(Tse),

then at Imabaru (Tyo— 35,000 k.), where his descendants continued to

live till the Eestoration.— Now Viscount.

Hishigawa Moronobu, Jl| fSiJi (1645-1715). A painter and
engraver. He studied in the Tosa school, then in that of Iiuasa Mata-
bei. He is also called Kichibei. His sop| 'M&rofusa and Muronaga,
followed in the footsteps of their father. . 5,

,

Hishu, #| . The Chinese name of

Hishu, BE <W| . The Chinese name of Hizen and Higo taken collec-

tively.

Hissoku, Under the Tokugawa, a punishment inflicted on
samurai. It consisted in confining them to their house, in which
visitors were allowed to enter only at night. This punishment, lighter

than the heimon, was of three degrees : the enryo, the tsulsushimi, and
the hissoku.

Hitachi, . One of the 15 provinces of Tokaido, comprises

11 districts belonging to Ibaraki-ken. — The Chinese name is Josliii .

—

This region occupied by the Ebisu till the 2nd century, was incorporated

into the empire after the campaigns of Takeshiuchi no Sukune and
Yamatotakeru no mikoto (113). Seimu-tenno constituted it a province

over which he placed a kuni no miyatsuko. Montoku-tennb changed
its name Hidakami to Hitachi. In 826, it was decided that in

commemoration of Yamatotakeru, the governor of Hitachi, as well as

those of Kazusa and Kozuke, should always be a prince of the imperial

family, with the title of taishu. For this reason, these three provinces

never had a kami but a sake or assistant taishu.

Hitori-bito, ^ A • Under the Ashikaga, a samurai of inferior

rank (ashigaru) who marched behind the Shogun and carried the

things necessary for his use.

Hitotsubashi, — • A branch of the Tokugawa family, founded

by Munetada (1721-1764) a son of the Shogun Yoshimune. — See
Tokugawa

(Hitotsubashi)

.

Hitotsu-yanagi, -- A daimyo family native of Mino which des-

cended from Kono Michinao. It was divided into two branches for the

two sons of (1565-1636).

()

.— The sliSes.: branch resided successively at Karnbe (Isc), Saijo

(Tyo), and, si«OB 1670, at Ono, (Harima— 10.000 k.).— At present

Viscount.

()

. — The younger branch, since 1644 was established at Komatsu
(Iyo— 10,000 k.).— At present Viscount.

Hitoyoshi, a • In Higo, the residence of the Sagara daimyo
(22,000 k.) since the end of the 12th century until the Eestoration.

Hiuchi, feS • An ancient castle in Echizen, in which Kiso Yoshmaka
was besieged and vanquished by Taira Koremori in.1183.

Hiuchi-nada, $£ $| . A small basin of the Inland Sea, north of

Iyo.
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comprises Hizcn and Higo ; anciently, Hi-no-michi no kudu.Ho-an, ft; Sk. Nengo : 1120-1123.
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^ ^ ^ ' Duiins the Kamakura period, an official
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10 Pre8lde 0Vfil' the 'ooetings held in the temples
tor the regulation of ceremonies, etc.
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Hoei, S . Nengo: 1704-1710.

nf ^ An u.Phe?
val produced on the southern slope

of Mount Fuji during the eruption in 1707-1708. It was so called from
the name of the era during which it happened.
Hoen, {£ J|E . Nengo: 1135-1140.
Hogen, fte 7C • Nengo: 1156-1158.

w,5!
g
fi

n‘m TC^m- An historical work written to-

Zt i ( (
,° the 12th century and relating the Hdgen war. It is

attributed to Hamuro Tokinaga.
Hogen no ran, it 81 • The civil war of the Hogen era (1150).At the death of the emperor Konoe, the ex-emperor Sutoku expected tosee his son Slugehito-shinm raised to the throne, but, despite his efforts

loba-tenno had another of his sons, Shirakaiva nominated. Sutoku was
supported by the Mmamoto and Shirakaiva by the Taira who ultimately
conquered

. Sutoku was exiled to Sanuki, Shigehito was obliged to become
bonze and the o hers were put to death or banished, but the most striking

l&ormri
^ stren8t*ienI11g °f the ever increasing authority of Taira

Hoji, & }£ . Nengo : 1247-1248:.

H6jo, S M • One of the Nyorai that guard the four cardinal points.He is .said to watch over the South.
1

Hojo, 4b :

• In Izu, till the 12th century a fief of the daimud of the
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I
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to follow Yoritomo to Kamakura.
In 120o Yoshttofa eohfined his father Tokimasa there
Hojo 4b 4® - Si4 Awa (Tokaido

)

was, from 1000 till 1712 the resi-
dence of the Yastnro daimyo (10,000 k.).

Hojo, 4b jSk • A family descended from Taira Sadamori the head of
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~— Tokimasa, & (1138-1216). A son of Tokw&mw&nt in
the 6th degree of Taira Sadamori. He was residing at
when Minamoto Yoritomo exiled by Kiyomori (1160) arrived ^ISt^ind
received hospitality first from ltd SuJcechika, then from TokimmP In
1180, prince Mochihito-shinno incited the samurai of Kwanto to revolt
against the Taira Tokimasa set out with Yoritomo, killed Taira
Kanetaka, but was defeated at Ishibashi-yama by ObaKaaechika (1181)
He then entered Kai, applied to Takeda Nobuyoshi for help and came
back with an army of 20,000 men. Yoritomo established himself at
Kamakura and married Masa-ko a daughter of Tokimasa. The latter
was appointed governor of Kyoto (1185) and by degrees became more
influential. After the death of Yoritomo (1199), he became guardian of
Yonic, and took the title of Sliikken. From that time, Tokimasa together
with his daughter governed without opposition. Yoriic having become
ill (1203) Tokuyawa regulated the order of his succession, gave the 28 pro-
vinces of the East to Ichiman, his son, and the 38 provinces of the West
to Sanetomo his brother. Hiki Yoshikazu, Jchiman's grandfather, com-
plained of the share given to his grandson : Tokimasa had him assas-
sinated together with Ichiman ; Yoriie still Shogun having manifested his
dissatisfaction, was exiled to Shuzenji (Izu

)

then put to death and replaced
by his brother, Sanetomo. After that, the second wife of Tokimasa in-
trigued to have her son-in-law, Hiraga Tomomasa, appointed Shogun :

Tokimasa listened to her suggestions and intended to have Sanetomo
assassinated but the plot was discovered, and Tokimasa in his turn was
exiled (1205) to Ilojd (Izu) where he died when 78 years old.

Tokimasa

Masa-ko

Munetoki

Yoshitoki

Yasutoki -Tokiuji

Tsvinctoki

{

Muneyori
Tokimune-Sadatoki /

laKBtoki

Muneraasa-Morotoki ' * osme

Tokisada -Sadamune (dso)

Tametoki

Toniotoki

Shigetoki

Masanmra

Saneyasu

Sliigcmnra
Ariimira
Tokinao .

{?ok?ie (Kagoshi)

Mitsutoki
Tokiakirn -Kimitoki-Sadaie
Tokikane
Motoloki
Nagatoki -Hisatoki -Moritoki
Tokishige -Tokinori -Norisada
Yoshimasa-Tokikuni

.
Naritoki -Tokikane -Mototoki -Nakatoki

{

Tokimura -Tametoki -Hirotoki -Shigetoki
Masanaga -Tokiatsu -Tokiinasu

-Banetoki fAkiloki -Sadaaki -Sndamasa (Afanazatra)
“ \8anemasa-Masasaki

Tokifusa
•Nob,,loki

Masanori

Masa-ko, -f- — See Masa-ko.

Yoshitoki, B# (1163-1224). 2nd Kamakura-Shikken, was
a son of Tokimasa and brother of Masa-ko. He took part in the expedi-
tion of Minamoto Noriyori against the Taira in Kyushu and defeated
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avoiding to the Hojo s will and pleasure. Yoshitoki died at the age of
’2, assassinated by a servant of the imperial Court— Tokifusa, M (1175-1240). A brother of Yoshitoki who ro-
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Kydto - At death of the emperorSfujo (1224), he sent Adacla Yoshikage to Kyoto in order to prevent the
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0 °f ‘ ^ 8enh6 Michiie and to raise Go-Saga tothe throne. Pie died the same year at the age of 60. During Ins 18years administration, Yasutoki introduced numerous reforms and worked

efhcuciously at improving the state of the country which had been im-
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amurai ' 11 was called Joei-shild-moku lrom the era during which it was published (1232). The bonzeKoben (or Myo-e) was his counsellor.
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193 ‘ 1245) - WaS abr°ther 0f Ya*“t0lci.At the time of the Wada Yoshimori revolt he fought against the famousAsahina Yoslnhidc (1213). During the Shaky

u

war (1221), he brought

iZZbshT
Hok"rokud6 a,ld led the,n to Kyoto. He was then appointed

^ a!}
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(11i8 -1261
,)- A brother of the two mentionedabove, replaced lolauji m the northern Iiokuhara with the title ofSagann no lcami (1230) returned to Kamakura in 1247, where he wasrensho (assistant) of the Shikken Tokiyori.
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--Mmmura p (1205-1273). A brother of the above

ori
SbiMm-wisho (1256), Mutsu no Kami, Sagami mkami. In 1264 he rep aced Nagatolci at the Rokuhara, and returned

to Kamakura to assist the Shikken Tokimtine (1271)
Tokiuji, l« (1203-1230). A son of Yasutoki who withIns father took part in the Shokyu war (1221). In 1224, lie was sentas governor to Kyoto with Tokimori and took up his residence in a

Jlhe
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roni that of Tokimori, lienee the name of Ryo-Rokuhara
the two Rokuhara), which was given to their residences. Havingbecome ill he returned to Kamakura, where he died at the age of 28

"

Nagatoki, & 11* (1230-1264). Was a son of Sliigetoki Hewas sent to the northern Rokuhara, and returned to Kamakura, to
the young Shikken Tokimune in 1256. He was made Musas/dno Kami, and Sdburai-dokoro-betto. He died at the age of 35
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224 ’1246)- The fourth Kamakura Shik-
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0f TokiuP- He succeeded his grand father Yasutoki asb/ukken (1242) and was Musashi no kami. Having become ill heabdicated m favor of his brother Tokiyori and died soon afterwards
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“" T0k *™' # ® (1226*1263). The fifth Kamakura Shikken
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ucceeded his brother Tsunetoki as Shikken in
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IIe^d scarcely taken possession of his office, when Mitsutoki,hchigo no kami, supported by the ex-Shogun Yoritmne, tried to havehim assassinated in order to take his place
;
but the plot was discovered :Mitsutoki was exiled to hu and Yoritsunc sent back to Kyoto. Theblowing year, MiUra Yasumura, accused of endeavoriiig to re-
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l)lucod him by prince Munetaka,a mother of the then reigning emperor Go-Fukakusa (1252). In 1256
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- aSf-amed the name of Dosd,d Saimyo-ji temple (hence the name of Saimyd-ji-

he » known) letting Nagatoki govern in the name
ol his son Tokimune. IMe said that he travelled incognito through the

Personally of the needs of the people, of theabuses of the administration,, etc. Tokiyori signalized his government bya wise economy and a close and constant interest in agriculture. Hehad, as minister, Aoto Fujitsuna of legendary fame
Tokimune, B$& (1251-1284). The 6th Kamakura Shikken,
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r Tokiyon resigned the office of Shikkenin his favoi, but he was assisted by the Rensho Nagatoki. From an
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Im ^ Koreyasu-shimio, only 3 years old, a son of princeMunetaka. -- In 1260, the celebrated Kublai-Khan (Jap. KoppikZ
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had dethroned the Song dynasty (Jap. So) and having fstab-
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ha,l-^aleck (now Peking), he called upoS all thetoimei tributary states of China to acknowledge their fealty to the
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Yuen (Jap. Gen) dynasty. In 1268, -sant an ambassador to Japan
with a letter which Tokimune considered offensive to the country

;

it was left unanswered. In 1271, another ambassador was sent with
the same result. In 1274, a fleet of 150 war-
vessels arrived at Tsushima : So Sukekuni,
the governor of the island, tried to resist, but
he died in a battle at Asaji no ura, and the

island was laid waste. The invaders after

having devastated Iki-shima, tried to land at

Imatsu (Cliikuzen)

;

the Kyushu daimyo-
Shoni, Otomo, Matsu ura, Kikuchi, etc.,— had
intrenched themselves at Hakozaki and offered

a vigorous resistance. The Mongols provided
with fire-arms inflicted serious losses on the
Japanese army and would undoubtedly have
gained the victory in the end, had not Liu,
their general, been killed in battle and many of their vessels wrecked
in a tempest. The remainder of the fleet escaped and returned to
China. Kublai-Khan did not consider himself vanquished : in 1276,
he sent another ambassador with the same proposal. Tokimune had
him beheaded at Tatsu no kuchi (Kamakura); two others met with
the same fate at Hakata (Cliikuzen) in 1279, and hy the orders of
Tokimune, Kyushu and the western provinces of Hondo made themselves
ready to repel any invasion. In June 1281, 100,000 Mongols and 10,000
Koreans, after having devastated Iki-shima and massacred all the
inhabitants, came to the coast of Lazaifu, where they encountered an
energetic resistance. Having landed at Goryu-san (Hizen), they met
with a large army upon which they inflicted great losses by their
artillery without however being able to vanquish them: after a
week of desperate fighting the situation had not changed, when, for
the second time, a tempest came to the succor of the Japanese. The
Mongolian fleet was scattered, and thousands of soldiers perished in
the sea. The survivors took refuge in the island of Takashima,
where Shbni Kagesuke pursued them, slew a great many, and brought
back a thousand prisoners who were put to death. Only three escaped
to carry the news of the disaster to China. Meanwhile expecting
a new invasion, Tokimune continued to fortify the coasts. In fact,
Kublai-Khan began to prepare a new expedition, but his plan could not
be realized, and thus Japan was preserved from the only foreign invasion
that threatened her in the course of her history. Tokimune did not survive
this triumph, which was greatly due to his energy

; he died soon after
at the age of 34.

~ Sadatoki, M. (1270-1311). The 7th Kamakura Shikken,
and a son of Tokimune, was only 14 years old at the death of his father.
He had his kinsman Naritoki as assistant. His first act of authority was
to put Adachi Yasumori bis maternal grandfather with his entire family
to death. His only crime had been to seek the honours of the Shogunate
for his son Munekage (1285) . Soon afterwards, displeased with the Shogun
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Koreyasu-shinnd, he sent him to Kyoto, and replaced him by Hisa-akira-
slnnno, a brother of the reigning emperor Fushimi (1289)'. In 1292 a
Korean envoy came to advise him to re-open relations with China in order
to avoid another war : Sadatoki had him imprisoned and scorned his
advice. In 1301, he had his head shaved, assumed the name of Soon,
and retired to the temple of Saishokoku-ji, which he had built.
haaato/a was obliged to settle continual disputes between the two
branches of the imperial family, concerning the succession to the
turone. Go-Saga saw his two sons Go-Fukakusa (1247-1259) and
hanieyama (1260-1274) crowned after him

;
the latter abdicated in™ °f

00
h® son Go-Uda (1275-1287), whose successor was Fushimi

^
8011 Go-F'ikdkusci. When Fushimi abdicated in favor
the ex-emperor Go-Uda requested Sadatoki to respect the

will of GifMm according to which the emperor should be chosen alter-
nately la&gl the two branches of his descendants. Sadatoki deposed
Go-i<«s/t^>iSfjplaced him by Go-Nijo, a son of Go-Uda and decided that
henceforth the emperors should abdicate after a reign of 10 years to
sun ender the throne to the rival branch. He also decided, in order to
weaken the power of the Fujiwara, that the Sesshu (regent) and
the Iuvampaku should alternately be chosen from among the five
branches called for this reason Go-Sekke. These arrangements were
evidently made with a view to fortifying the authority of the Hojo

mpn i
' ftd“r

f,'.
They were efficacious as long as energeticmen like Tokimune, Sadatoki, were m power

; but in weak hands they

,

a
0 ,

ca
,

u
?
e of tfouUe and finally brought about the ruin of the

poweiful Shikken. Sadatoki continued to govern during ten years after
his abdication, and died when 41 years old.^ Takat0ki’i?o^(l 3

?
3-1333). The 9th and last Kamakura

Shikken, was a son of Sadatoki. After Sadatoki had his head shaved,
his son-in-law Morotoki became regent

; at his death (1311) Takatoki
then only 8 years old received the title of Shikken and was assisted by
his kinsmen lerutoki and Mototoki. In 1316 he officially took thepower

, but being of weak intelligence and dissolute morals, he spent his
time m assisting a,t dances and dogfights, leaving the government in thehands of his minister Nagasaki Takasuke. The latter by his bad
administration excited general discontent, and troubles arose in different
provinces

i
(1322). The emperor Go-Daigo thought the time favorable for

the overthrow of the powerful Shikken

;

emissaries sent by him found ad-
herents even in Kamakura. But Takatoki having heard of it, obliged
the emperor, under pain of deposition, to disown his emissaries' and
profess his good dispositions towards the Hqjo( 1325). The following' year
prince Kunmaga, heir to the throne, having died, Go-Daigo wished to have
his own son Monnaga nominated hut Takatoki opposed his nomination
and chose Kazuhito-shmnd, a son of Go-Fushimi. The emperor, wishing
to get the sUpp0rt of the powerfu l Tendon sect, nominated Morinaga-shinno
chief of the temples, and a conspiracy was prepared in secret.
Takatoki now sent Sadafuji with 3,000 men to arrest Go-Daiqo, whohad time to flee to Mount Kasagi, south of Kyoto (1331). Takatoki
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then pronounced his deposition, raised Kazuhito (Kbgon
) to the throne, and

sending troops to surround Kasagi-yama, he made Go-Daigo prisoner,
confined him for some time in the ltokuhara (Kyoto), and, at the begin-
ning of the following year, exiled him to Chiburi (OJci). Defenders of
the deposed emperor now arose everywhere : the Kusunoki in Kawachi,
the Nitta in Kozuke, the Alcamatsu in Harima, etc. After one year’s
exile, Go-Daigo escaped from Chiburi island, landed in Hold and asked
Nawa Nagatoshi for protection. Takatoki sent an army to Kyoto under
the command of A&hikiya Takauji

;

but the latter had no sooner arrived
at the capital, than he differed himself in favor of Go-Daigo and besieged
the Rokuliara, whet® the Ihijo Nakatoki and Tokima.su lost their lives.
Meanwhile Nitta Yml'dsatU^ having brought an army from Kozuke,
liesieged and burned. Kamakum, and Takatoki, after an attempt at
resistance, committed suicide by harakiri with all his kinsmen and
servants (May 22, 1383). Thus ended the power of fe Mojo who, for
over a century, had been the real rulers of Japan.—— Tokiyuki, ff tij ( + 1353) . Was a son of Takatoki. At the tak-
ing of Kamakura, a servant led him to the residence of Silica Yorishige in
Shinano, who brought him back with an army, put Ashikaga. Tadaijoshi

and re-entered Kamakura (1335), only to be soon afterwards
by Takauji. Tokiyuki then presented himself to the emperor

Mb+Daigo, was pardoned and joined the partisans of the emperor. He
fought under the command of Kitabatake Akiie, and then under Mune-
naga-shimw. In 1352, he assisted at the capture of Kamakura by Nitta
Yoshioki

;

afterwards, when the latter, defeated by Takauji, took refuge
in Echigo, Tokiyuki hid himself in Sagami, but was discovered and
beheaded at Tat.su no kuchi.

H5j5, 4b fife • A daimyo family descended from
Taira Sadamori. It was very powerful in liwanto ^
during the 16th century. As the family resided in S \
Odawara (Sagami), it was generally called the 0- /\dawara Hojo family, in order to distinguish it from '

the Kamakura Hojo Sliikken.

:
Nagauji, £ ft (1432-1519). Was first called Ise Shinkuro.

Being a native of Suruga, he served lmagawa Yoshitada and his son
Ujichika. He had charge of the castle of Hachi-
man-yama and then of Kokokuji. Whm Ashi-
kaga Masatomo was assassinated by feis own
son Cliacha-maru (1491), Nagauji marches? against
the latter, put him to death, fogfe: province W
of Izu and installed himself at Ni^ixma. Hav- "

ing married his son Ujitsuna to'H €eteendant of
the ancient Rojo Sliikken he changed his family
name to that of Hojo, had his head shaved, and
assumed the name of Soun, Jfl g£ ,

by which he
is better known. At that epoch the two branches bojb ssoh.

Yamanouchi and Qgigayatsu of the TJesugi family
were at war with each other

; Soun offered his assistance to B&dsmaca
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(Ogigayatsu) against Akisada (Yamanouchi) . Having entered Sagami
he took the castle of Odawara where he established himself (1495). In

1510, Alcisada having been defeated and killed by Nagao Tamelcage,
the power of the Uesugi declined gradually and Soun profited by it to

increase his dominions. He besieged Miura Yoshiatsu in his castle at

Aral, took it, and thus became master of the whole Sagami province

(1518). He died the following year at Nirayama, at the age of 88.

Hojo Soun wss '^.Oiily a remarkable warrior, but also a skilful admini-
strator

;
he left 3&$>n a code of laws in 21 chapters, which bears witness

to his political kftmsts.

I

Ujinao

Ujisada
U.jiteru

Ujikuni

{

Ujinobu - Ujimune - U.jiharu

U.jitoshi - Ujizumi
Ujisliige

TJ.jitada

Ujimitsu
Kagetora

(Ujikatsn - Shigehiro
(Tsunanari - Ujisli ge <Tokinari

iTanemura

Ujitsuna, K ffl (1487-1541). A son of Nagauji, attempted
to realize the plan conceived by his father, ie. to annihilate the Uesugi
and to take their place. In 1524 he took the castle of Edo from Tomo-
oki, who fled to Kawagoe. He gave his daughter in marriage to Ashi-
knga Hnruuji, an enemy of the Uesugi, and made an appeal to all the

samurai of Kwantd. Tomooki having died in 1537, his son Tomosada.
succeeded him. Ujitsuna then made himself master of the castle of

Kawagoe, while Tomosada retired to Matsuyama. The following year,

attacked by Ashikaga Yoshiaki and Satomi Yoshihiro
,
he defeated them

;

Yoshiaki was killed and Yoshihiro submitted. The whole Kwantd
now obeyed him, and, from his castle at Odawara, he applied himself
to repair the injuries caused by long wars. With peace, prosperity

reigned everywhere
;
numbers of samurai came from Rinai and even

from Shikoku to settle in the domains of the Hojo in order to find

tranquillity. Ujitsuna, died when 55 years old.

Ujiyasu,
jjj| Jl (1515-1570). Was a son of Ujitsuna. In

1544, the two Uesugi leagued with Imagawa Ujichika against the
Hojo : Ujiyasu intrusted the defence of the Kawagoe castle to his

brother Tsunanari and successively defeated Uesugi Tomosada, Uesugi
Norimasa and Ashikaga Haruuji. Norimasa having taken refuge at

Hirai (Kozuke), Ujiyasu besieged him and took the castle, whilst Nori-
masa fled into Echigo to the residence of Nagao Terutora. This was
the end of the two Uesugi branches in Kwanto, and the Hojo took their

place (1551). In 1554, Ujiyasu besieged Haruuji at Koga, made him
prisoner, and kept him at Kamakura. Meanwhile, Nagao Terutora
yielding to the entreaties of Uesugi Norimasa, came to besiege Odawara
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with a numerous army (1560), but was unable to take the place
and so retired. Soon afterwards, Ujiyasu had to withstand the coalition

of the Imagawa and the Takeda, but peace was brought about and
cemented by marriage : Ujinao, a grandson of Ujiyasu, married the
daughter of Takeda Shingen, and the latter’s son married the daughter
of Ujiyasu. In 1563, Mogauii Yoshihiro together with Ota Sukemasa
besieged the castle at Edo : Ujiyasu routed them and Yoshihiro was
forced to cede to him his possessions in Razusa. Soon afterwards he made
peace with Uesugi Kenshin (formerly Nagao Terutora), who adopted a
son of Ujiyasu. Finally he sided with Imaaama Ujizane against Takeda
Shingen (1568), and died two years aftel §§|§§t at the age of 56. It was
Ujiyasu who raised the glory and powe| M pe Odawara Hojo to their
greatest height. He left 7 sons to contUs«i§liwork.

Ujimasa, R gfc (1538-1590). Was the eldest son of Ujiyasu
and took part in all his father’s campaigns. In 1568, Takeda Shingen
attacked Imagawa Ujizane and took Fuchu (Shizuoka), after which he
proposed to the Hojo to divide Imagawa'

s

domains with them
;
but Uji-

yasu and Ujimasa disgusted with such dishonesty raised an army against
him. Shingen was obliged to retreat and Ujizane was re-established at
Fuchu. Soon afterwards, Shingen, attacked Nobunaga (1570), and made
peace with Ujimasa. The latter endeavored to maintain peace in Kwan-
to and even succeeded in preventing a war between Satomi and Satake.
Having given his domains to his son Ujinao, he had his head shaved
and took the name of Byusai. He served as mediator between Takeda
Katsuyori and Nobunaga and restored peace (1574). In 1578 Uesugi
Kenshin having died, Kagetora, a brother of Ujimasa whom he had
adopted, was to take possession of his domains, but Kagekatsu, a nephew
of Kenshin reclaimed his rights. Kagetora applied to his brother, and
Kagekatsu asked help from Takeda Katsuyori : hence a war was about
to ensue, but before Ujimasa could take part in it, Kagetora was killed
and Kagekatsu had conquered the whole province of Ecliigo. Nobunaga
admitted the rights of the Hojo to the possession of Kwanto : when
Hideyoshi asked them to acknowledge their vassalage, they refused. In
1590 Odawara was besieged and Ujimasa com-
mitted suicide.

Ujinao, R lt£ (1562-1591). Was a son of

Ujimasa. When Uesugi Kagekatsu aided by
Takeda Katsuyori had taken the succession of
Kenshin, Ujinao applied to Nobunaga and Ieyasu
for aid

;
then marching against Katsuyori he

defeated him (1579). At the death of Nobunaga,
one of his generals Takigawa Kazumasu leaving
the castle of Umayabashi, marched towards Kyoto ;

Ujinao thinking it a favorable occasion to make him-
self master of Kozuke, went thither with an army,
but Kazumasu returned in haste and defeated him. 0ww\”--
Ujinao applied to Daidoji Masashige for help, and
now Kazumasu was vanquished and Kozuke province was aJlliw'the
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domains of the Hojo (1582). A campaign in Kai and Sliinano against-
Tokugawa Ieyasu and Uesugi Kagelcatsu was without result, peace w&s
signed and Ujinao married a daughter of Ieyasu. Ini 589, the KwampaM

\

Hideyoshi ordered Ujimasa and TJjinao to repair to Kyoto, but TJjinao
did not comply. Hideyoslii, irritated, gathered a numerous army and the
following year, invested Odawara. Having been defeated in several en-
counters, the besieged began to lose courage. Matsuda Nonhide was
put to death for having secretly communicated with the enemy. Hide-
yoshi sent Kuroda Yoshitaka to TJjinao to invite him to surrender,
promising to leave him Sagami and Izu in fief; but TJjinao refused.
Ieyasu sent a similar invitation, but was likewise refused, and the siege
continued. After some time, TJjinao was finally forced to yield and to
submit to the conditions of the conqueror. Ujimasa was ordered to
commit harakiri, and Ujinao was exiled to Koya-san. He died the
following year after having seen Kwanto transferred to Tokugawa
Ieyasu.

Ujinori, fS; ( +- 1G00). The 4th son of Ujiyasu, held the
castle of Nirayama (Izu) when Hideyoshi began bis campaign against
the Hojo. He was besieged by Oda Nobuo and Fukushima Masanoii.
After a stout defence, he surrendered the castle to Ieyasu and joined the
besieged in Odawara. This town also having been surrendered, he
accompanied Ujinao to Koya-san. Soon afterwards, he obtained from
Hideyoshi the small fief of Sayarna (Kawaclii— 10,000 k.) where his
descendants resided till the Itestoration.— The chief of the family is now
Viscount.

Hojo go-dai, 4b R • The five generations of the Odawara
Hojo : Nagauji, Ujitsuna, Ujiyasu, Ujimasa and Ujinao.
Hojo-ki, IS .

(Lit.: history of a room 10 feet square). A
classical work composed in 1212 by Kamo Clwmei in which he relates
the wars of the latter part of the 12th century.

Hojo ku-dai, 4b M Jl • The 9 generations of the Kamakura
Shikken: Tokimasa, Yoshiloki, Yasutoki, Tsunetoki, Tokiyori, Tokimune,
Sadatoki, Morotoki, and Takatoki.

Hoju-ji, & % - An ancient temple in Kyoto. Towards the year
1000, Fujiwara Tamemitsu built a residence to which he retired

; later on
it became the residence of the emperors Toba and Go-Shirakawa after
their abdication, and finally was converted into a temple known by the
name of Hoju-ji. Go-Shirakawa besieged (1183) there by Kiso Yoshi-
naka, fled but returned in 1191.
Hoken, . Feudal government.
Hoki, Si Nengo : 770-780.
Hoki, #. One of the 8 provinces of San-in-do. It comprises 3

districts belonging to Shimane ken.— Chinese sjsrne : Hakushu.
Hokkaido, 4b M in •

(Lit. : region of fee northern sea), Yezo or
Ezo island. — Surface: 78,000 Km.2

; length from north to south 470
Km.

;
breadth from east to west 630 Km. — Population : 844,000 in-

habitants (of whom 18,000 Ainos). — It was formerly called Watari-
shima and was inhabited by the Ebisu, the aboriginal race of Japan.
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Abe no Hirafu was the first to penetrate into that island in GG2, and
established a garrison in Shiribeshi to stop the incursions of the Ainos.
In the 16th century, the island was colonized by Takeda, Nobu-
hiro, one of whose descendants Matsumae Yoshihiro, had his authority
recognized by Ieyasu in 1604. The Matsumae family continued to
govern the south-western part of the island till the Restoration.— In 18G8
Enomoto Takeaki, t iking the shogunal fleet along with him, formed the
project of making Yezo an independent fief for the Tokugawa

;

he took
Hakodate, Matsumae, etc. and repulsed the imperial army for several
months, but was finally obliged to surrender (June 1869). Yezo was
then placed under a special administration named the Kaitakushi
received the name of Hokkaido and was divided into 9 provinces. In
1881, the Kaitakushi was suppressed, and the island was divided into
three departments, Hakodate-ken, Sapporo-ken, and Nemuro-ken. In
1886 the departments were suppressed and an independent administra-
tion, called Hokkaido-clio was established with its seat at Sapporo
The actual M :pesvinces of Hokkaido are: Oshima, Shiribeshi, Ishi-
kan, TfBhiGyMif&mi, Iburi, Hidaka, Tokachi, Kushiro, and Nemuro ;
to which mie Ghishima (Kurile islands) must be added. Those
provinces contain 88 districts

(kori

)

and number 756 towns or
villages.

Hokke-shu, }£ 0 . — See Nichiren-shu.

Hoko-Daishi, -— See Shinga.
Hoko-gunto, iff jj$ ^ . The Pescadores archipelago. It com-

prises 47 islands, having a total surface of 221 Km.2 and a population
of 50,000 inhabitants.

Hoko-ji, ^ if • A temple built in Kyoto by Hideyoshi, in
which he placed a Daibutsu 19 met. high. The temple was destroyed
by an earthquake in 1596, and rebuilt in 1612 by Hideyori who placed
a monumental bell in it (4m. 20 in height, 2m. 75 in diameter, and 33
cm. in thickness). In the inscription were the two characters composing
the name of Ieyasu, who, seeking a pretext to make war with the
Toyotomi, declared himself offended, insisted upon an apology and the
eradication of the inscription. Hostilities began soon afterwards. The
Daibutsu was destroyed by fire in 1798 but three years afterwards, it

was replaced by the present wooden Daibutsu.
Hdko-ji, jU % t? •— See Sokoku-ji.

Hoko-to, 1115 $9 1 The largest island (79 Km in circuit) of the
Pescadores. It has given its name to the aichipelago.

Hoku-ch5, -$J • The northern dynasty, from 1336 to 1392. It
was a branch of the imperial family, descended from Go-Fukakusa. It
was so called to distinguish it from the descendants of Go-Daiqo, who
had retired south of Kyoto.

Hoku-ke, §& One of the four primitive branches o
wara family, founded by Fusasaki (682-737).

Hokumen no bushi, ib ® ± Formerly nobles attached U
the person of an emperor after his abdication. The title was e:easf©& hj
Shirakawa-jokb.
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Hokurei, it . Another name given to the “ ensemble ” of the
temples on Hiei-zan.

Hokurokudo, it • (Lit.: region of the northern land).
One of the great territorial divisions of Japan. It comprises 7 provinces :

Wakasa, Ecliizen, Etchu, Ecliigo, Kaga, Noto, and Sado.

Hokuroku no Miya, itW& (1165-1230). An imperial prince,

grandson of Go-Shirakawo, and son of Mochihito-O. At the death of his

father (1180), he was feS into Hokuroku, hence his name. He is also
called Ilixo no Miya and Gensoku no Miya. When the Taira had
taken the young emperor Antoku to the South (1183) and the capital

was without a ruler, Kiso Yoshinaka conceived the design of putting
Hokuroku no Miya on the throne, but the attempt was unsuccessful.

In 1185, the prince came back to Kyoto and took up his residence at

Saga, whore lie lived in retirement until his death.

Hokusai, 4b (1^60-1849). A celebrated painter born in Edo. He
was called Nakajima Tetsujirb. Having received

lessons from Katsulcawa Shunsho, he changed
his name to Katsukawa Shunclio, and later to

that of Katsushika Hokusai. He avpljsd:. fain??

self especially to engraving and the ill!®fc«4k‘»S of
great number of works arc due to hm, :86s
known works are: Divers Sketchea'^V^^^^,.'
Hundred Views of Mt. Fuji, the 53 S&jg&'of
Tokaido, etc. Notwithstanding his fto-
ductions, Hokusai lived in poverty approaching to

misery
;
his old age however was sweetened by the

admirable devotedness of his daughter. He enjoys
a greater celebrity among foreigners than among his compatriots.

Hokwan-sho, 52 v- • Decoration of the Crown. — See Kunsho.
Homma Tadahide, dp [11] 11*, . A warrior of the 14th century,

celebrated for his skill with the bow and arrow. Afc'’j|f£(r served
Ashikaga Takauji, but when the latter revolted th-Paigo, he
left him and followed Nitta Yoshisada. He was % order
of Takauji.

Hommoku-misaki, dp. ik i^t’ • A cape in Sagam, aotriia a? Yoko-
hama.
Homusubi, ‘K %}i - The last child of Izanagi and Izanami. His

birth was the cause of his mother's death, and he was therefore beheaded
by his infuriated father. He is also called Hi no Kagutsuchi and is

honored as the god of fire. The god Atago, who is supposed to protect
towns against fire, is probably the same as Homusubi.
Hon-ami, dp |®J A family whose members were renowned as

experts in the matter of sabres, swords etc.— The most renowned are
Myohon (1252-1355), Kotoku (1554-1620), Koetsu (1557-1637) Koho
(1603-1684), etc.

Hon-bugyo, ^ • Under the Kamakura shogunate, a jury
formed of the chiefs of families, who had to examine the charges brought
against the accused.
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Honchi-suyakii, According to theories of the Ryobu-
Shinto developed by Gyogi, Kiikai, etc. the gods

(kami) of Shintoism
and those (hotoke) of Buddhism are but manifestations of the same
divinities

; India, is., so to say, the land of their origin (honclii) ; in
Japan, they their appearance for some time, leaving traces of their
passage (suijijpm}^ Thus Tensho-Daijin is but the avatar of Amida-
But.su, Hacht%i&Myihat of Kwanzeon, etc.

Honcho-tsugan, jg. gg . An historical work of 300 volumes
compiled under the direction of the Hayashi family (18th century) bv
order ot the Shogunal government.

,,®°,n(^a» ^ H or Korda. A place in Kawaclii, where Kusunoki
Masatsura defeated Hosokaica Akiuji in 1347. During the siege of
Osaka, the generals of Hideyori, Sanada YukimmiMbri Katsunaga,
Goto Mototsugu, fought a battle there against thdl^pof Ieyasu (1615).
Honda, ^ • A daimyd family originating k^Mikava, and des-

cended from Fvjiwara Kanemichi (925-977).

Tadakatsu

(Tadatoki -Masatomo
(a )iadamasal fTadahira -Tadatsune -Tadanao (l.)

1 1 adayosln < ladatoshi -Tadatsugii -Tadahide (o)

U’adaharu -Tadamichi -Tadayuki (d)

Tadatomo -Masakatsu -MasanaealT?<*a *<u
P‘

'Tadataka (e)

(Masanobu -Tadahide (f)

(a)— The elder branch. Tadakatsu, B (1 548-1610) . Was
a companion of lexjasu in all his campaigns.
When the latter received Kwanto as a fief (1590)
he nominated Tadakatsu daimyd of Otaki
(Kazusa 100,000 k.), and, after Sekigahara
(1600) transferred him to Kuwana (Ise—
150.000 k.).

v

Tadamasa, & (1575-1631). A son
ot Tadakatsu. In 1617 he was transferred to
Himeji (Harima, — 250,000 k.).

.
Masatomo, :®j (1597-1638). Hav-

ing died without an heir, his cousin Masakatsu
was chosen to continue the branch. — See (e).W A younger branch that resided suc-
cessively at Kakegawa (Totomi), Murakami (E-
chigo), Shirakawa (Mutsu), Utsunomiya (Shi-
motstike)

;
in 1685, it was transferred to Kdriyama-^k^SAliUf^O 000 k )and became extinct in 1723.

* ’ '

(c) A branch which installed at Koromo, 1681, was
transferred to Sagara (Totomi— 10,000 k.) in Tada-
yosln was dispossessed for having been implicated in the plot ofKanamon Yonkane.

onnonT ^
b
?l
nch w

J''

c
r

h
’ from 1746 resided at Izumi (Mutsu—

20.000 k.).—At present Viscount.

'uinnrn \

a<^a
^
0I
??r’ ® (1582-1615). Daimyo of Otaki (Kazusa —

50.000 k.), next of Tatsuno (Harima).
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— Masakatsu, & B (1(314-1671). Was selected in 1639 to
C°llta ^-Ife,!r®ch and was made daimyo of Koritjama (Tomato— 90,009 .k„j„

..." Sfc :fe
..

In 1679 was transferred to Fukushima
(Mutsu), and 3u l.0o4a to Himeji (Karima — 150,000 k.).

.„~T~ 1,1 1704 was transferred to Murakami

^ i
**I mthout an heir in 1709

: a relative was chosen s* ihs
adopted son but was made daimyo of Kariya (Mikawa— 50.0S0 kJh

mn'Trr °* K°0a (Shimosa). His descendants resided successively ? m
1/5J at Hamarla (lwami), in 1769 at Okazaki (Mikawa— 50JDQ& &Y
where they remained till the Restoration. — To-day Viscount.

'

,nl(!,7^
OUnge

‘;
branch of the above resided at Yamasaki (Karma—

10,000 k.) from 1639. — At present Viscount.
Honda, A daimyo family originating in Mikawa and des-

cended, like the above from the Fujiwara.

Toshimasa / Masanobu - Masazumi (a)
IMasaslnge - Masatsura - Masanao - Masanaga (b)

(1539-1617). Was
\<<(ado no kami, was the

of Talcatori (Yamato

of Masanobu, was
.

next of Hidetada in

:W'
l
sM9, he became daimyo

:

&)i' but was dispossessed in 1622

(a)— The elder branch
in the service of Ieyasu. In 1589, b
minister of Ieyasu in Kwanto, and— 30,000 k.).

—— Masazumi, IE && (1566-1^
minister

(shitsuji )
of Ieyasu in Sump&

Edo. He had the title of Kozuke no
of Vtsunomiya (Shimotsuke— 145,0
and exiled to Deiva, where he died.

(b) — The younger branch which
Soma (Shimosa) ;

in 1703, at Numata il(J,
(Suruga 40,000 k.) where it remained till the Restoration
Viscount.

Honda, & A daimyo family native of Mikawa and descended
lrom the Fujiwara.

~
:
Yasushige, jg (1554-1611). Bungo no kami and, in 1590,
s

[

ltrat (Kozuke)
, was transferred in 1601 to Okazaki (Mikawar ,<T°r,)f

~ HlS descendants resided in 1645, at Yokosuka (Totomi);m 1682 at Murayama (Dewa) ; in 1701, at Itoigawa
(.Echigo) ;

finally
SU
w

1?
i 7, at Iiyama (Shinano— 20,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

*

Honda, & £ . A daimyo family native of Mikawa and descended
from the Fujiwara.

successively : in 1616, at
(Kozuke)

;
in 1730, at Tanaka

At present

[Toshitaugu (Yasunaga - Yasuyoshi
Tadatsugu - Yasutoeliil |Yasumasa - Tadatsune

ITadasuke -Tadamasa - Tadayoshi

(a)

(b)

(cj

, ,

Tadatsugu, ,T. (1549-1613). Inherited the castle of Ina
(Mikawa), which his descendants occupied for several generations.

, .
a8ut°shi, )M (1570-1622). Was nominated daimyo by

Vfnnn f.
1601

> Mdao (Mikawa)’ then, in 1607, at Zczc (Omi—
rfU.UUO k). — His descendants resided at Nishio (Mikawa) in 1620, at
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Kameyama (Ise) in 1636, at Zeze (Omi) in 1651 where they continued to

reside till the Restoration (60,000 k.). —Now Viscount.

(6) — Younger branch which was first installed at Nishishiro (Kama

-

chi), and since 1732 resided at Kambe (Ise— 15,000 k.). — To-day
Viscount.

(c) — A branch which until the Restoration resided at Nishibata
(Mikawa— 10,500 k.). — To-day Viscount.

Honda, ^ . A samurai family of Satsuma ennobled after the
Restoration. — T»>&y Baron.

Hondo, i or Honshu. The great isle of Nippon.— Surface:

226.580 Km.*.— Population : 33,328.000 inh.— It comprises, 57 pro-
vinces, 34 departments, 439 districts, 10,658 towns or villages.

Hondo, . A daimyo family, descended from the Seiwa-Genji.
The han of Shitsuku (Hitachi— 10,000 k.) is in its possession.— To-day
Baron.

Honen-Shonin, ih _t A •— See Genkii.

Hongaku-Daishi, i (Uti .
— See Yakushvn.

Hongwanji, A /ffi if The principal branch of the Buddhist
Shin or Monto or Tkko sect, founded by Shinran (lienshin-Daishi)

in 1224. It took its name from the great temple in Kyoto, the
seat of the sect, built in 1272 by the daughter (Gakushin) and the
grandson of Shinran. At the time of the 8th chief bonze liennyo,
expelled from Kyoto by the bonzes of Hieizan, the seat was trans-

ferred to Chikamatsu (Omi) then to Yoshizaki, in Ecliizen (1470),
and finally to Yamashina, near Kyoto (1480). In 1532, the chief bonze
Shont/o transfeired it to Ishiyama (Osaka), thence to Temman-zan
(Osaka) in 1585. Finally in 1591 the principal temple was erected on
the site of the present one in Kyoto But, the chief lx>nze Kojii being
opposed to Nobunaya, Hideyoshi replaced him, as chief of the sect, by his

brother Kocho. Ieyasu having come into power, erected another temple
for Koju (Junnyo-Shonin) east of the former one, and, it was called

Higashi-Hongwanji (1602) : hence the division of the sect into two
branches. Since 1521, the Hongwan-ji temple has the title of Monzeki.

Honji-fure-gashira, if ft$) Ufl • All the. Buddhist sects, made
a distinction between the hon-ji (central temple) and the matsu-ji
(secondary temples). One among the latter is designated in every
province to receive and transmit the orders and communications (fare)
of the hon-ji. This temple is called Honji-fure-gashira.

Honjd, 41* il£ • An ancient castle in Musashi. From 1590 to 1608,
it was the residence of a branch of the Ogasaicara family.

Honjd,^ l£ An ancient castle in Dewa (Ugo), built in the 16th cen-
tury by Tateoka Mitsushige, a vassal of the Mogami, ‘When the latter were
dispossessed of their domains (1623), the castle was liokugo
Masanori whose descendants resided there till the (20,000 k.).

Honjd, ^ #£ . A daimyo family native of YaMmMm;
( Munesiike - Suketoslii - Sukenori (jsV.

Muneniusa < Munenaga - Munehiea Jnjv
1 Michiyoshi - Michitaka - Michiakira !<?}
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(«)— the elder branch - Munesuke, ^ ft (1629-1(599). Was
the uncle on his mother’s side of the Shogun l'sunayoshi who ennobled
hnn in 1688, and bestowed Kasama (Hitachi— 50,000 k.) on him as
a fief.— His descendants resided in 1720, at Hamamatsu (Totomi)

;

in
1729, at Yoshida (Mikatva)

; in 1749, at Hamamatsu ; at last, from 1758,
at Miyazu (Tango— 70,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(b) — The younger branch installed at Nibu (Echizen— 20,000 k

)

became extinct in 1711.

(«)— The youngest branch resided at Takatomi (Mino — 10,000 k.)

since 1706.— Now Viscount.
In 1705, the three blanches were authorized to assume the name of

Matsudaira.

Honjo-ji, 4^ 1& tF • A temple founded in Echigo by the bonze
Nichi-in (1320), which temple became the seat of a branch of the
Hoklce-shu sect. In 1898, the name of the branch was changed to

Hokke-shu.

Honkoku-ji, /$. (i5| ^ . A temple built by Nichiren in 1253 at
Kamakura. In .1341, Komyo, the emperor of the North, transferred
it to Kyoto. It is the principal temple of the Hoklce-shu sect.— In
1569, the Shogun Yoshiaki was besieged in it by Miyoshi Ixoanan
and rescued by Nobunaga.

Honno-ji, f/g ^ . A temple in Kyoto in which Akechi Mitsu-
hide attacked Nobunaga, who, having been wounded, committed suicide

(1582).

Honomi, A huge family descended from Fvjiwara Taka-
fuji (838-900).— The head of the family is now Viscount.

Honryu-ji, ^ II rF' A temple founded in Musashi by the bonze
Nisshin towards 1520, and which became the centre of a branch of the
Hoklce-shu sect. In 1898, the name of the branch was changed to

HojnmyO-Hokke-shii

.

Honshu, #t| •
— See Hondo.

Ho-0
, :

jjl . The abbreviation of Dajo-hd-o, a title borne by the em-
perors who after their abdication had their head shaved and became bonzes.

Hoo-zan, ItjL M ill .
A mountain (2,900 m.) in the west of Kai.

Horai-zan, *£ M ill - According to a Chinese legend, one of the
3 mountainous islands of the Eastern Sea inhabited by genii (tennin).

This tradition probably has its origin in the vague notions of the
Chinese concerning the existence of Japan It was to that island

that the emperor Sidled of the Shin dynasty sent the physician
Jofuku, to search for the elixir of life : he arrived in Japan in 221
B.C

,
and this may have been the first communication between the two

countries.

Horeki, Nengo

:

1751-1763.

Hori, M A daimyo family descended from Fujiwara Uona and
native of Mine. •

'

< Hideharu - Tadatoshi iStefe? (a)

Hidemasal Cliikayoshi - Chikamasa -SllSiS''a (b)

iTosliishige (c)
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(a) — The eldest branch— Hidemasa (1553-1590). Served

Oda Nobunaga and then Hidcyoshi. In 1581. he received the castle of

Obama ( Wakasa) . The following year Ire took part in the battle of

Yamasaki against Mitsuhide and afterwards made himself master of

Sakamoto castle. He received the fief of Sawayama (Omi— 90,000 k.)

as a reward (1583). He died during the siege of Odawara.
Hideharu, ^ in (1575-1606). A son of Hidemasa received

at the death of his father, the daimyate of Kasuga-yama (Ecliigo), and,

in 1598, that of Talcata (Ecliigo— 350,000 k.).

Tadatoshi, {£ A son of Hideharu, was dispossessed in

1610 and exiled to Mutsu on account of maladministration.

(b)— The younger branch. Chikayoshi, Ki i'i (1580-1637).

Daimyo of Zoo (now Nagaoka) (
Ecliigo— 40,000 k ). He was dispos-

sessed at the same time as his nephew Tadatoshi, but two years later,

he received the little fief of Mbka (Shimotsuke), and in 1627, that of

Karasu-yama (Shimotsuke) . — His descendants were transferred to lida

(Shiiw.no— 17,000 k.) in 1672, and remained there till the Restora-

tion.— Now Viscount.

(c) .— The cadet branch installed at Katori (Hitachi— 10,000 k.),

and dispossessed in 1679.

Hori, M .— See Olmda.

Horikawa, f)|li foj . A kuge family descended from Fujiivara Naga-
goshi (800-854).— Now Viscount.

Horikawa go-zS, MM 3£ UK The scholar ltd Jinsai, who lived

at Horikawa (Kyoto), had five sons, whose names ended in zb

:

Genzb, Juzb, Shozb, Heizb, and Saizb, all distinguished scholars like their

father. They were called Horikawa go-zo.

HorikawA-tep.no, M hi X H • The 73d Emperor of Japan (1087-

1107), prince -T^i^tito, was a son of Shirakawa-tennb, whom he succeeded

at the age obifelyAt-the ex-emperor continued to govern. It was during

his reign that the years’ war (go-san-nen no cki

)

(1087-1089) against

the Kiyowara who had revolted in Mutsu took place. Horikawa died

when 29 years old.

Horikoshi, M M The Nirayama village in Izu. In 1457, the

Shogun Yoshimasa sent his brother Masatomo to govern KwantS,
Kamakura being in the power of the Uesugi, Masatomo established

himself in Izu, hence the name of Horilcoshi-gosho that was given him.

In 1491, Chacha-maru assassinated his father, in order to succeed him,

but two years later, he was vanquished and killed by Ise Nagauji.

Horio, MM> A. daimyo family of Owari.

Yoshiharu, § fit (1543-1611). A son of Yoshihisa, was in

the service of Hidcyoshi and successively occupied the castles of Taka-

hama (Wakasa) and Hamamatsu (Tbtomi— 60,000 k.) in 1590. He
was one of the 3 Churb nominated by Hidcyoshi before his death. After

Sekigahara (1600), Ieyasu, whose cause he had espoused, made him
daimyo of Matsue (Izumo— 235,000 k.).

Tadauji, A& ft (1575-1604). A son of Yoshiharu, took part

in the campaign of Sekigahara. He died before his father.
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.

Tadaharu, ,‘Jf> 1$ (1599-1633). A son of Tadauji, succeeded
Ins grandfather in the daimyate of Matsue ; but he died childless, and his
domains reverted to the Shogunate.
Horojiri-yama, ^ E ill • A mountain (1850 met.) on the boundary

of Ishilcari and Teshio (Hokkaido).

Horomoshiri-jima, & ,5ft ft £f| & .-—See Haramuchi-jima.
Horyu-ji, ^ . A Buddhist temple founded in 607, near

Nara, by prince Slwtoku-taislii. It is the most ancient temple in
Japan. It is also called Ikaruga-dem.

lIoltYU-JI*.

Hoshina, Uji • A daimyo family of Mikawa and descended from
Minamoto Yorisue (Seiwa-Genji)..

Masanao f Masamitsu - Masayuki - Masatsune
IMiiaasada - Masakage - Masakata

(a)

(b)

(a)— The elder branch. — Masanao, IE & (1542-1601), guarded
the castle of Takato (Shinano) for the Takeda. In 1590

,
Hideyoshi

gave him the little fief of Tako (Shimosa).—— Masamitsu, IE % (1561-1631) . Was a son of Masanao. After
Sekigahara (1600), he received the daimyate of Takato (Shinano —
30,000 k.) from Ieyasu.

Masayuki, IE 2. (1609-1672). An A&jpM son of Masa-
mitsu, was in reality the 4th son of the Shogun B>$4Ma and a brother
of Iemitsu. Tt was on that account that in 1636', after the death of
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Masamitsu, he exchanged the domain of Takato for that of Yamagata
(Dewa— 200,000 k.). Eight years later he was transferred to Waka-
mai.su (Mutsu— 230,000 k.). Befoie dying, lemitsu entrusted him
with the guardianship of his son If,tgu3J@- Masayuki is celebrated both

as an administrator and a scholar. Jjf|||fjhd his successors bore the name
of Matsudaira.

.
.Vi ,3?-

Katamori, fit. Was» ;^^st descendant of the foregoing.

At the time of the llestoration, he showed himself

of the Shogunal power. He resisted to the veif# - Ja$, afo&fbiS'

of the castle of Wakamatsu by the imperial an^^fJ^Sfc. lf>0S|_iaas:'S5ii
end of the hostilities in Hondo. He was conc^atii&h to

but afterwards was offered the post of guard of &A Iff 3jpr

yam (Toshogu) in Nikko. His son KatahanC was Jx> fcoS-

fief of Tonarni (to-day Tanabu
) (Mutsu— 30,000 It.) -^fcofflij.

(b)— The younger branch was established at /£«">

k.) since 1648.— Now Viscount.

Ho-shinno, & ®i 3E • A title given to prin^.#^^3W'&e»B^
bonzes. The first that bore this title was th^ferf'hes^ttlewPS:^"
Horikawa. He had become chief of the Ninnajt iefhjSlE t’lOOSJ.'

'

Hoshi no oka, i| IS] • A place in Iyo, where the taiidai of Nagato,

Hojo Tokinao was defeated in 1333 by the troops of the Kono.

Hosho, 3&f A family of no composers, founded by Ren-ami

(+ 1468), a brother of Kwanzc Seami. The best known are: Hozan

(+ 1585), Katsuyoshi (+ 1630), Shige/usa (+ 1665), Shigetomo ( + 1685),

Tomoharu (+ 1728), Nobuhide (+1730), Tomokiyo (+1772), Tomo-
michi (+1775), Tomokatsu ( + 1791), Hidekatsu ( + 1811) Tomoyuki
(+1863).
Hoshu, 55 m The Chinese name of the two provinces Buzen and

Bungo taken together.

Hoshunji-yama, %- ^ ^ lU • A mountain in Wakasa. When
the troops of Asakura Yoshikage began the conquest of that province,

they intrenched themselves on this mountain, and starting thence took

the castle of Kuniyoshi defended by Nuriya Iiatsuhisa (1564).

Hosoi Heishu, &JU df (1728-1801). A celebrated teacher of

Confucianism. After having attended the lessons of Akimoto Tanjun
at Nagoya, he studied Chinese at Nagasaki during 3 years, after

which, he taught at Edo, Nagoya, Yonezawa and acquired a great

reputation.

Hosokawa, ®1 Jl| . A place in Harima, often mentioned in poetry.

It was the residence of Fujiwara Sadaie and the birth-place of Fuji-

wara Seilcwa.

Hosokawa, Jl| . A daimyo family descended from Minamoto
Yoshisue (Seixca-Genji) very powerful from the 14th to the 16th century.

It was one of the three families
(san-kwan

)

from which the Kyoto

Kwanryo had to be chosen.

Yoriharu, M ^ (1299-1352). SanuJci no kami, from the

beginning, joined the party of Ashikaga Takauji, who was likewise a

descendant of the Minamoto. In 1337, he besieged and took the castle
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of Kanasaki (Echizen) and prince Takanaga-shinno, Nitta Yoshiaki,
Doi Michiharu, with the rest of the garrison were killed. In 1340, he
took the castle of Seta (Iyo) and brought the whole of Shikoku under the
rule of the Ashikaga. Later on, he with Ko Moronao, fought against,
Kusunoki Masanori (1348-1351).

Kazuuji

Kiyouji

Yorikazu

Yoriyuki

Kimiyori

Yoriharu

Yorimoto

Mitsumoto

Mochiyuki

Katsumoto

Masamoto

Yorimochi

Yorinaga

Mochiari

Noriliaru
I

Tsuneari

Morouji

Uiiliaru

Yorisada

Akiuji J uzon

Takakuni Sumitomo Sumiyuki Masaari

Ujitsuna Ilarumoto Motoari

Mototsune

Fujitaka

1C ti K • A son of Kazuuji, Sagami no hand. He
took part in- the battle of Shijo-nawate (1349) against Kusunoki Masa-

,
imrct, md all'to campaigns against the partisans of the Southern
'dyttfirty.

' Xsiter on account of disputes with the Shogun Yoslii-

ffMra, be offered- hfe services to the emperor Go-Murakami (1361).
Book •afterwards; aided by Kusunoki Masanori, he drove the emperor of
the North iad .to. Shogun out of Kyoto ; but in a short time a numerous
ararf oamjpaSed him to leave the capital. He retired into Kawaclii,

• be offered-

he was defeated and killed in battle (1362). His sons took refuge in

Awaji.

Yoriyuki, ®| Z. (1329-1392). Was a son of Yoriharu. By
order of Takauji, he went into Bitchu and pacified San-yo-do.
Thence he passed into Shikoku, besieged his cousin Kiyouji in the castle of
Shiramine {Sanukh and, having defeated him (1362), subjected the whole
island to the Ashikaga. Before dying, the Shogun
Yoshiakira named him Shitsuji (minister) and i

distrusted him with the guardianship of his son
Yoshimitsu, then only 11 years old. The latter .£"5,

soon grew tired of the counsels of his mentor,
and Yoriyuki seeing this, retired into the temple b ftp v

of Saiho-ji near Kyoto (1372). He nevertheless

took part in the Kyushu campaign (1374) ;
but

having been calumniated by jealous adversaries, he
V. • T T . »-y 7 • nnAv TI y

HOSOKAWA YOBIYOKX.
was banished to Sanuki (1379). It was only

12 years later that Yoshimitsu, seeing himself threatened by the ever

HOSOKAWA YOBIYOKX.
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increasing power of the Yamana, recalled his minister. Yoriyuki then

took the field, and soon afterwards the Yamana were defeated (1391).

Yoriyuki died the following year. Being childless, he had adopted his

two brothers Yorimoto and Mitsuyuki.

Yorimoto, jgj jt (1343-1397). A brother of Yoriyuki, was
Shitsuji i.e. minister of the Shogun Yoshimitsu, afterwards Kwanryd
in the place of Shiba Yoshimochi (1391). His descendants alternately

bore the title of Shitsuji and that of Kwanryd.
Ujiharu, ^ A son of Morouji, shugo of Awaji. In

1361 he followed his cousin Kiyouji, who joined the party of the South,

entered Kyoto with him and accompanied him to Sanuki

;

but when
Kiyouji was defeated and slain by Yoriyuki (1362), Ujiharu returned

to the Ashikaga. He died in 1387.

Akiuji, J|g J£ (4- 1352). Was a son of Yorisada and
Mutsu no kami. Siding with Takauji, he fought against the party of

the South, but when Tadayoshi quarrelled with his brother Takauji and
abandoned the cause of the North, Akiuji followed him. In 1352 he
was killed when with Kiyouji he fought against the troops of Ashikaga
Yosliiakira.

Jozen, iff . Was a brother of Akiuji. When Hdjd Toki-

yuki attacked Kamakura (1335), Jozen with Ashikaga Tadayoshi fled

into Musashi and afterwards retired into Sanuki where he raised troops

for Takauji, after which he fought against Nitta Yoslmada, Wakiya
Yoshisuke, etc. The date of his death is unlttKWn.

Mitsumoto, jt (1378-1426). A soil of Yorimoto, became
Kwanryd in 1412.

Mochiyuki, ;£ (1400-1442). Was u son of Mitsumoto.
In 1432, he succeeded Shiba YcskwAsu in the office of Kwanryd. After

the assassination of the Shogun Yo&hinori (1441), he secured fee right of
succession to the Shogun’s son Yoshikatsu and sent troops to punish the

murderer Akamatsu Mitsusuke.

Katsumoto, ffl jt (1430-1473). A son of Michiyuki inherited

the domains of his ancestors, i.e., nearly all Shikoku. Having been
made Kwanryd at the age of 15 (1445), he was replaced in this office by
Hatakeyama Norimoto in 1449, but recovered it

in 1452. He married the daughter of Yamana
Mochitoyo. The two sons of Hatakeyama hav-

ing caused disturbances in Kyoto at that time,

the Shogun Yoshimasa called on all the great

daimyo to aid in restoring peace
;
but Katsumoto

and Mochitoyo did not comply with the invita-

tion. Yoshimasa having adopted his brother

Yoshimi as his successor (1464), Katsumoto was
appointed his Shitsuji. The following year, a

son was born to Yoshimasa, and Mochitoyo (then

called Sozen) was called upon to support his

rights. At this same time commenced the strife between Shiba
Yoshitoshi and Shiba Yoshikado for the succession of their family and
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they soon faced each other : on one side, we find Katsumoto sappci't-

ing Ashikaga Yoshimi, Hatakeyama Masanaga, and Shiba Yoshitoshi
;

on the other, Yamana Sozcn defending the interests of Ashikaga
Yoshihisa, Hatakeyama Yosliinari, and Shiba Yoshikado. The other
daimyo were divided between the two camps. It was the beginning of
the disastrous Onin civil war (1467). Katsumoto, at the head of
100,000 men was posted on the east of Muromachi in order to guard the
residence of Yoshimi, but Sozen, having assembled 90,000 men,
established himself on the West of Muromachi; and then ensued a series

of almost daily combats, generally without any decisive result. The war
had thus lasted for seven years, when Katsumoto died at the age of 44.

Masamoto, X (1466-1507). Was a son of Katsumoto. In
1493, he assisted Hatakeyama Yosliitoyo attacked by the Shogun
Yoshitanc and Hatakeyama Masanaga. The latter were defeated at

Shokokuji (Kasomhi), Masanaga was killed and the Shogun fled to

Echii . Masamoto then replaced him by Yosliizumi, a son of Masatomo,
who was but an instrument in his hands. Masamoto having been made
Kwanryo in 1494, established himself at Kyoto, and named Miyoshi
Nagateru and Kosai Motochika to replace him in the government of his

provinces of Awa and Sanuki, but disputes arose between them and
troubles ensued. Masamoto being childless, adopted three sons : Surni-
yuki, Sumimoto, and Takakuni. Nagateru sided with Sumimoto,
whilst Motochika was a partisan of Sumiyuki, and as Masamoto intended
to make Sumimoto his heir, Motochika caused him to be assassinated

( 1507 .)

Sumimoto, X (1496-1520). A son of Yoshiharn, was
adopted by Masamoto. lie was only 11 years old when the latter died,

and Kosai Motochika against him. Sumimoto took refuge in the

castle of Sasaki in Omi. Miyoshi
Nagateru supported hk <»'use and killed Sumi-
yuki, his rival. Sumimoto now could take

possession of his Shikoku domains and was
nominated Kwanryo (1507). But the following

year, the Shogun Yoshitane having re-entered

Kyoto with Takakuni, Sumimoto fled to Awa
(Shikoku). Supported by Akamatsu, he de-

feated Takakuni and re-entered the capital in

1511, but was driven from it soon afterwards,

lie allied himself with Miyoshi Motonaga, and
again defeated Takakuni in 1519. The latter

aided by Sasaki Sadayori, vanquished him in

turn, and Sumimoto again fled to Awa, where
he died some months after.

Sumiyuki, (+ 1507). A son of the Kwampaku Kujo
Masavwto, was adopted by Hosokawa Masamoto, who, having chosen

him as his heir, afterwards preferred Sumimoto and gave Sumiyuki some
domains in Tairiba. At the death of Masamoto (1507), Kosai Motochika

ggjjxsfted Sumiyuki against Sumimoto; but having been attacked near

HOSOKAWA SUMIMOTO.
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Kyoto by Miyoshi Nagateru, Sumiyuki and Kosai Motocliilca were

defeated and killed in the battle (1507)

.

Takakuni, HJ (+ 1531). A son of Masaharu, was
adopted by Masamoto like Sumimoto and Sumiyuki. The antipathy of

Takakuni for his adopted father was such that, when Ouchi Yosiiioki

desired to re-establish Yoshitane in the office of Shogun, he joined the

pasfc'u which Masamoto had always opposed. Sumimoto, who supported

&)0:'S)ipgun Yoshizumi was defeated and fled into Awa, while Yoshizumi,

SSj|fe^l?into Omi (1508). In 1511, Sumimoto sent his kinsman Masakata

to take' Kyoto, but he was defeated and lost his life in the battle. When
Onchi Yoshioki returned into his province of Suwd (1518), Takakuni
succeeded him as Kwanryo. In 1519 having been defeated by Sumimoto,

he retired into Omi to ask Sasaki Sadayori for assistance. He returned

with an army and obliged Sumimoto to flee into Awa. Then he built a

castle at Amagasaki
(
Settsu) and assumed so much authority that the

Shogun Yoshitane determined to give the office of Kwanryo to Hatake-

yama Tancnaga. Takakuni revolted against the Shogun whom lie had

always supported, obliged him to flee into Awaji and put Yoshiliaru, a

son of Yoshizumi, in his place (1521). In 1527, Miyoshi Kaiun, with

Harumoto, a son of Sumimoto, attacked Kyoto. Takakuni again went
into Omi, to apply to the Sasaki and the Asakura for aid and re-entered

the capital. Four years later however Kaiun and Harumoto having

attacked him anew, he was defeated at Amagasaki, and at Tennoji.

He retired toward Awa, but was killed in his flight.

Harumoto, Bj| % (1519-1563). A son of Sumimoto, was only

two yeais old at the death of his father. In 1 527 Miyoshi Nakanwto
{Kaiun) marched against Takakuni and made himself master of Kyoto,

whence the Shogun Yoshiliaru and the Kwanryo Takakuni fled into

Omi. Harumoto soon afterwards was driven from the capital but

returned in 1531, defeated his rival, who was killed. The following

year, Harumoto was reconciled with Yoshiliaru and appointed Kwanryo.
Having a dispute with Nagamoto, he slew him at Sakai (Tzumi ).

He also repressed the troubles created by the bonzes of Iklco-shu. In

1540, Yuza Junsei having sided with Ujitsuna, a son of Takakuni,

raised an array. Harumoto sent Miyoshi Cliokei against him but he

was defeated. The Shogun Yoshiliaru opened negotiations with

Ujitsuna, and proposed terms of peace promising him the title of

Kwanryo in return. Harumoto irritated re-entered Kyoto. The Shogun
and his son Yoshiteru fled to Sakamoto {Omi). The following year,

peace was made and Harumoto was made Kwanryo, while Ujitsuna

returned to Awa. Soon afterwards Cliokei having had some quarrels

with Harumoto, because a part?«us of tjptmm (1548), made himself

master of the castles c& Ndkajifm, MitfOfc and Eguchi, and defeated

Harumoto at Otsu (15SO). The latter beoH>s»e reconciled to the Shogun

Yoshiteru ; but being aitijfcd fey CMikd, they were compelled to flee to

Kuahiki {Omi) ; the Shogun /negotiated -he- ptjuoe and returned to Kyoto

(1658). Finally in !§.$S, (mdMi and Mafmmga Hisaliide again made
themselves masters of the capital, Harumoto fled to
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the Shogun came back to Kyoto, but Harumoto was kept prisoner at

Akutagawa (Settsu), where he died five years later. He was the last of

the Hosokawa Kwanryo. The family had occupied that office for 180

years.

Nobuyoshi, fg H (+ 1615). Was a son of Harumoto and

remained prisoner at Akutagawa. Nobunaga, after having seized Settsu,

(1568) gave him 2 kori in Tamba, but he was deprived of them by

Hideyoshi, and died in obscurity.

Hosokawa, Jl| . A daimuo family descended from the above

Fujitaka, 0 $ (^MfeplO). A son of Mibuclii, Harusada,

Iga no kami, was adopted '^ffiSkokaiva Mototsune, who descended, in

tiie 7th generation, from a- brother of Yoriyuki. When the

Shogun Yoshiteru was assassinated (1565), he sided with Yosldaki 8*#
prevailed on Nobunaga to take up the latter’s cause. In

1573, he received the districts of Otokuni (Yamashiro) in

fief, and assumed the name of Nagaoka. He took part

with N.bunaga in the campaign against the troops of the

Hongwanji at Osaka, (15,76), then in that of Hideyoshi

in the San-yo-do (1 (>£«). /At the death of Nobunaga he

had his head shaved;$Q$J|ok the names of Genshihoin

and Yusai (1582). MMrwards he accompanied Hideyoshi in his ex-

peditions into Kii (1585), Kyushu (1587), and Sagami (1590), and wrote

a history of these campaigns. In 1600, he was invited by Ikeda Kazu-

sldge to join him against Ieyasu, but he refused without however taking

any part in the campaign of Sekigaliara. He lived 10 years in retire-

ment at Kyoto, cultivating poetry and history in which he excelled.

offoOq°

ITatsutaka -Yukitaka -Aritaka

Okiinoto -Okimasa -Okitaka -Okichika

(u)

0>)

(a) — The elder branch. Tadaoki, ,'i’. M (1564-1645). The
eldest son of Fujitaka, first served Nobunaga, who gave him the province

of Tango in fief (1580). He married the daughter of Akechi Mitsuhide

who asked his assistance when he was going to revolt against Nobunaga,

but Tadaoki indignantly refused and confined his wife in a retired place.

During the Kyiisliu war (1587), the latter was baptized at Osaka under

the name of Gracia. In 1590, Tadaoki took part in the Odawara cam-

paign and was commissioned to besiege the Nirayama castle (Tzu ).

After the death of Hideyoshi, Tadaoki whose eldest son had married the

daughter of Maeda Toshiie, made use of all his influence to prevent the

latter from separating from Ieyasu, whom he accompanied in his expedi-

tion against Uesugi Kagekatsu. During that time Ishida Kazushige, in

order to detach the daimyo who had followed him from Ieyasu, ordered

their wives and. children to be seized and to be kept in the castle of Osaka
as hostages. When the emissaries presented themselves at the house of

Hosokawa tfe Euro Ogasatvara informed his mistress that he had
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received orders from Tiulaoki to put her to death rather than to give her
up to her enemies. Grmia submitted to the will of her husband and
died courageously

; was 38 years old (1600). After the battle of
Sekigahara, TadaoM;W&$ transferred from Tango to Buzen, with his

residence at Kokura and a revenue of 370,000 k. It was then that he
assumed the name of Hosokawa. During the first campaign of Osaka
(1614) he was charged to watch the Shimazu, but he took a brilliant

part in the siege, which terminated in the ruin of the Toyotomi (1615).
In 1619 he had his head shaved, assumed the names of Soritsu and
Sansai, and gave up the administration of his domains to his son Tada-
toslii. He died aged 81, renowned as a warrior, a poet and a literary

man.—- Tadatoshi, ,®, M (1586-1641). Was a son of Tadaold, and
had been baptized when 9 years old

;
but he dared not resist the orders

of ieyasu, and banished all Christians from his domains. In 1632 he
was transferred to Kumamoto (Higo— 540,000 k ). He took part in the

suppression of the Shimabara insurrection (1638).

Shigekata, $ (1718-1785). Distinguished himself by his

good administration and his zeal for the instruction of the samurai. It

was for tJsmfc purpose that in 1752 he founded the Jishu-kwan at Kuma-
moto, a, school which has become celebrated. — The family resided at

KumeM&tm ‘ill the Restoration.— Now Marquis.
(It) — The junior branch, which, in 1666, settled at Takase (Higo —

•

35,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(c) — A branch founded by Tatsutaka, 2nd son of Tadaoki.

Tatsutaka, tc # Who had been baptized in 1587 under the

name of John, received the fief of Udo (Higo— 30,000 k.) at the death
of his father (1646), where his descendants resided till the Restoration.

—

Now Viscount.

(d) — Branch founded by Okimoto, a brother of Tadaoki.

Okimoto, SI % (+ 1618). The second son of Fujitaka, first

served Nobunaga and then Hideyoshi. He was baptized in 1594, and
was always a fervent Christian. In 1610, he was made daimyo of Mogi
(Shimotsuke— 10,000 k.) and in 1616, was transferred to Yatabe (Hita-
chi— 16,300 k.), where his descendants resided till the Restoration. —
Now Viscount.

Hosokawa, fcffl Jl| . A family of Tosa, ennobled in 1900. — Now
Baron.

Hosokawa roku-ku, jftB Jl| A • The six most celebrated mem-
bers of the family of the Hosokaioa Kwanryo : Yoriyuki, Yorimoto, Mi-
tsumoto, Mochimoto, Mochiyuki and Katsumoto.

Hosso-shu, 40 u? • A Buddhist sect also called Yuishiki. It was
introduced into Japan from China by the bonze Dosho in 654, and was
especially propagated by Chitsu and Ghiyu (657), later by Chiho and
Chiran (703). Hence its two branches : that of Nanji-dcn or Genkoji-
den, and that of Hokuji-den or Kofukuji-den. The celebrated bonzes
Gi-en, Gyogi, Gembo belonged to this sect, which, at present, has about
45 large temples and 14 chief bonzes.
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Hosuseri no Mikoto, X & • The eldest son of Ninigi no
Mikoto and of Konoliana-saku-ya hime. He had some contests with his

younger brother Hiko-liohodemi and was compelled to submit to him.
He is the ancestor of the hayato.

Ho-taiko, fS sic |&i • The Tailed Toyotomi Hideyoshi (Ho is the
Chinese pronunciation of the first character of the name Toyotomi).

Hotei, $ - A Chinese bonze of the 10th century, who is ranked
among the seven gods of luck

.(fukujin). He personifies kindness and
joviality and is represented with a monstrous abdomen.
H5ten, $ X Mukden, the capital of Manchuria.— During the

Russo-Japanese war, a great battle was fought at that place, lasting from
the 1st to the 10th of March, 1905.

Hotoke, f# . Name given by the Buddhists to all those who have
attained the state of illumination and the nirvana (nehan). Is the
Japanese equivalent of Buddha.
Hotoku, ftfj Nengo: 1449-1451.

Hotta, ffl - A daimyd family of Otcari, des-
cended from Takeshiuchi no Sukune.

Mammon.
I Masanobu -Masayasu - Mnsutomo - Masanobu (a)

Mutninahi f
Maaanaka - Masatora - Masaharu (b)niasaiosm

^ Masataka . Masan.ine - Masanaga (<•)

(a) — The elder branch Masamori. JE (1600-1051). Kana
no kanu, had great influence over the Shoyun Iemitsu. In 1035, he
was made daimyo of Kawagoe (Musashi— 20,000 k) in 1038’ of

(S/
jf“
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and in 1642, of Sakura (Shinidsa,
14->,000 k.). At the death of Iemitsu, he committed suicide

(junshi

)

in
order not to survive the Shogun.

Masanobu, IE 1$ (1029-1077). A son of Masamori and Kd-
zuke no sake, was dispossessed (1000) and exiled to lida (Shinano

) and
later to Tokushima (Au-a) for having addressed a letter of remonstrance
to the Shogunal government which was considered disrespectful.

Masayasu, jH f-fc A son of Masanobu received a revenue of
10,000 k. In 1082, he established himself at Yoshii (Kdzuke), and in
1698, at Miyagawa (Omi— 13,000 k.), where his descendants resided till
the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

(ft) — Junior branch Masatoshi, jgi {£ (1631-1084). Was a
son of Masamori. At the death of his father (1051) he received a revenue
of 13,000 k. at Moriya (Shimosa)

;
thence he passed in 1067 to

Annaka (Kdzuke— 20,000 k.). He was successively Waka-doshiyori
and Rq/u

;

was nominated Tairo and Chikuzen no kami (1681) and
transferred to Koga (Shimosa— 115,000 k.).

Masanaka, IE # (1660-1694). Shimosa no kami, passed to
Yamagata (Dewa) (1685) and in 1686, to Fukushima (Mutsu).— Masatora, 5H ffe (1662-1729). Izu no kami returned to Yama-
gata in 1700.

. Masaharu, IE M In 1745, was transferred to Sakura (Shi-
mdsa— 115,000 k.) where his descendants resided till the Restoration.
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Masamutsu, SI (1810-1864). Was Jisha-bugyd, Osaka-
jodai, Roju (1841). In 1856, the Bakufu charged him with regulating

the intercourse with foreigners and it was in this capacity that, the

following year, he received Mr. Harris, the envoy of the United States,

and procured for him an audience with the Shogun Iesada to discuss the

opening of certain ports. This question roused the hostility of the daimyo
of Mito, Tosa, and others; Masamutsu was sent to Kyoto but failed

to obtain at Court the acceptance of the proposals. Though he was of

the same opinion as the minister of the Shogun li Naosuke, who made
use of him, the party hostile to foreigners prevailed, and Masamutsu
confined to his residence was removed from public affairs. He soon
afterwards died, leaving the reputation of a skilful administrator and a
distinguished literary man.— His descendant is a Count.

(c)— The second junior branch, which, in 1698, settled at Katata
(Omi), and in 1812 was transferred to Sana (Shimotsuke— 18,000 k.).

— Now Viscount.

Hozo-in In-ei, 3? SR BS JH H (1521 -1607). A bonze of Nava, the

founder of a fencing school called Hozoin-ryu. He belonged to the huge
family Nakamikado. His descendants, Inshun (1589-1648), Insei (1624-

1689), Infu (1682-1731), Inken (1746-1808), all bonzes of the same tem-
ple, continued the traditions of their ancestor.

Hozumi, |S St • A huge family descended from Fujiwara Yoshi-

Jcado.— Now Baron.

Hozumi-shinno, || IS 3E (+ 715)- The eighth son of the

emperor Temmu, was minister under the reign of Mommn and was dis-

tinguished for his administrative talents.

Hyaku-nin isshu, ft" A - f • A collection of one hundred poems
(tanka) of one hundred different authors that lived between the seventh

and the thirteenth centuries. The collection was compiled in 1235 by
Fujiwara Sadaie and is very popular in Japan.

Hyobu-sho, ^ • Formerly the War department. In ancient

times, military affairs were superintended by the Otomo and Mononobe
families. In 683, the emperor Temmu created the Hydseikwan which
in 702 was changed into the Hyobu-sho or Tsuwamono no tsukasa. The
minister was called Hyobu no kami, later Hyobtt-kyo.

Hyoe-fu, & Jfr • Formerly the imperial guard divided into

Saliyoe-fu and Uhyoe-fu, having charge of the gate of the palace, of

escorting the emperor, etc.

Hyogo, HkM - A town, which with Kobe forms the capital of the

department of Hyogo — See Kobe. — Formerly it was called Muko no
minato, Wada no toman. It was there that Kiyomori built his splendid

Fukuwara palace (1160), and that Kusunoki Masashige was killed at

the battle of Minato-gawa (1336).

Hy5go-ken, Aft - A department formed by the provinces of

Hanma, Tajima, Awaji, 3 districts of Settsu and 2 of Tamba. — Pop. :

1,776,000 inh.).— Capital: Kobe-Hyogo, (283,800 inh.).— Principal

towns : Himeji (35,300 inh.), Akashi (21,200 inh.), Amagasaki, (15,000
inh.), Nishincmiifa (14,000 inh.), etc.
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Hyogo-ryo, Mi • A magazine containing arms, flags, musical
instruments, etc., employed in the ceremonies of the imperial palace.

Hyojo-bugyo, %. ff A title created in 1249 and corres-

ponding to President of the Council of Administration tinder the Kama-
kura Shogunate. Adachi Yoshikage was the first to bear this title. —
The same office was created at Kyoto under the Ashikaga.

Hyojo-sho, tf ‘M PJi Under the Tokugawa, an office where the
Jisha-bugyo, Machi-bugyo, and Kanjo-bugyo assembled

;
sometimes the

Iibjil, the O-metsuke, etc
,
joined them. This office was created in 1630,

and established in Edo, Tatsu no kuchi, near the gate (Wadagura-mon)
of the castle.

Hyojosho-jusha, ff lift • Officials of the Hydjo-slio. In
1693, this title was changed into that of Hyajosho-meyasu-yomi. They
were subject to a Waka-doshiyon.

Hyojoshu, jrf /£ M Under the Kamakura shogunate, high
officials who, with the Shikken, assembled at the Mandokoro in order to

deliberate on government affaire. This title was created in 1225. The
number of officials was 15 or 16. They were formerly chosen among
the families of literati: Oe, Kiyowara, Nakahara, Miyoshi, Nikaido,
Saitu, etc., among whom this office became hereditary

;
later they were

chosen among the principal daimyo : Miura, Chiba, Adachi, Yuki,

Sasaki,' Utsunomiya, etc., but without hereditary privileges.— Under the

Ashikaga the hyojoshu who had been re-established in 1354, were
chosen from the families of Settsu, Ota, Machino, Ii-o, Fuse, etc., all

descended from the Nakahara or the Miyoshi.

Hyuga, H |r] • One of the 11 provinces of Saikaido. It comprises
8 districts belonging to the Miyazaki-ken.— Chinese name : Nisshii.

Hyuga-nada, II IpJ Hfjf , The sea of Hiuga, East of Kyushu.
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I, (i • (Jap. kurai), llanlc in the Court hierarchy.— See Ikai.

Ibara Saikwaku, # M ® % (1642-1693). The author of several
writings and the founder of a school of popular literature, of novels,

tales, etc.

Ibaraki, ^ • An ancient castle in Settsu, successively belonging
to the Hosokawa, the Miyoshi, the Nakagaiva (1568), and the Katagiri
daimyo. The latter possessed it from 1583 to 1613.

Ibaraki-ken, ^ . The department formed by the province
of Hitachi and 5 districts of Shimosa.— Pop.: 1,205,000 inh.

—

Capital: Mito (34,000 inh.).— Principal towns: Mimto (12,300 inh.),

Ishioka.

•

(11,800 inh.), Yiiki (11,600 inh.), Tsuchiura (11,800 inh.), etc.

Ibt
f $jj|.

.

A place in Mino. From 1600 to 1623, it was the resi-

dencem the Nishio daimyo (30,000 k.).

Ibl-gawa, $& )\\ A river (118 Kin.), which has its source in

Mino and empties itself into the Kiso-gawa at its entrance into Ise. It is

also called Kuise-gawa, Roku-gaxva, Saivato-gawa.

Ibuki-yama, # llj • A mountain (1,360 met.) in Omi. Accord-
ing to legend, a bad genius dwelt on it formerly. Yamatotakeru no
Mikoto, returning from his expedition against the Ebisu, undertook to

combat it. The genius took the form of a serpent and remained sleep-

ing on the road. The prince having put his foot on the serpent, a thick

fog surrounded the mountain and, at the same time, a subtle poison
penetrated the body of the hero, who, with great difficulty, descended
from the mountain to die in Ise (113). A Shinto temple (Ibuki-jinja )
was erected to his memory.

Iburi, jjft is - One of the eleven provinces of Hokkaido. It com-
prises 8 districts.— Capital : Mororan.

Iburi-wan, The gulf of Iburi. It is also called Uchi-ura
and, by Europeans, Volcano Bay.

Ichibashi, rfi
• A daimyo family descended from the Sciiva-

Genji.
- Nagakatsu, jx ffl (1558-1621). Shimosa no kami, first resided

at Imao (Mino)
;
in 1608, he was transferred to Yabashi (Hoki) and

in 1616, to Sanjo (Ecliigo— 40,000 k.). As he died without issue, his

nephew Nagamasa, Izu no kami, was chosen to succeed him, and esta-

blished himself at Nishi-Oji (Omi— 18.000 k.), where his descendants

lived until the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

Icbibu, — • Another name sometimes given to the Shijo, officials

attached to the governors of a province.

Ichibu-ichigen, — SB it • The gen is a period of 60 years be-

ginning in the year of the Mi-m-no-e no inu and finishing in the year

Ka-no-to no tori. The bu is composed of 21 or 22 gen, beginning in the
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year Ka-m-to no tori and finishing in the year Ka-no-e no saru. Thus,

from the advent of Jimmu (060 B.C.— Ka-no-to no tori) to the 6th year

of the reign of Saimei (660 A.D.— Ka-no-e no saru), one bu (1320

years) elapsed. The bu that extends from the second year of Jimmu to

the 9th year of Suilco (601) has only 1260 years.— See Kaigen.

Ichiburi, rfj
A place in Eclrigo, where the battles between Miya-

zaki Sadanori and Hojo Tomotold (1221), and between Nagao Tame-
kage and ZJesugi Sadanori (1509) were fought.

Ichibusa-yama, it? M lb A mountain (1820 in.) between Higo
and Hyuga.

Ichijo, — fl£ A huge family descended from Fujiwara Michiie

(1192-1252). It was one of the five go-sekke in which the Empress, the

Kivampaku and the Sessho had to he elected.

Tsunetsugu, &p) (1358-1418), a son of the Kivampaku Niju

Yoshimoto, was adopted by Ichijo Fusatsune and himself became Ktvam-
yaku. He was renowned for his knowledge of Japanese and Chinese

literature and is known by the name of Sho-on-ji Kivampaku

.

Kaneyoshi, ^ & (1402-1481). A son of Tsunetsugu, was
successively Sadaijin, Dajb-daijin (1446), and Kivampaku (1447). Dur-
ing the Onin war, he retired to Nara (1470). He has left numerous
writings and received the name of Go-Sho-on-ji Kivampaku.

Norifusa, ffi (1423-1480). A son of Kaneyoshi, became
Kivampaku in 1458. In 1469, he retired into Tosa, where he died

Two sons, Masafusa and Fusaie survived him. The elder succeeded

him and the younger became lord suzerain of Tosa. — See below.

Fuyuyoshi, £4 (1464-1514). The second son of Kaneyoshi,

was Dajo-daijin and Kivampaku. He has left several valuable writings.

Having no children, he adopted Fusamichi, a son of Fusaie.— The
descendant of the family is now Duke.

Ichijo, — . A branch of the preceding family, from 1470 to 1573,

governed tlife province of Tosa.

rf'lfeaie, jj| (1445-1511). The second son of Norifusa, ac-

compaaietl fels father when the latter, to escape from incessant troubles

in Kyoto, took refuge in Tosa (1469). M that time, the Hosokawa
had lost all their authority in Shikoku, and the principal samurai chose

Fusaie as lord (kokushi) of Tosa.— His successors were Fusafuyu
(1496-1541), Fusamoto (1520-1549).

-— Kanesada, ^ (1543-1581). He had married the daughter of

Otomo Yoshishige. He alienated all by his bad conduct and had to flee

into Bungo, to the residence of his father-in-law (1573), where he was
baptized under the name of Paul (1576). He tried in vain, to recover

his domains. His former kerai, Chosokabe Motochika had become too

powerful, and Kanesada was obliged to live in retirement. He was
assassinated by lrie Sakon-tayii, one of his former servants.

Uchimasa, IF. (1560-1580). A son of Kanesada and a

Christian like his father, married a daughter of Chosokabe Motochika,
who gave him the title of Tosa no kokushi, but retained his authority.

In 1580, he revolted against his father-in-law, but having been defeated,
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m Iyo, where, it is said, he was poisonedby Motochika. His son Chikamasa was entrusted to Kureda Sadasuke
hence the name of Kureda-Gosho that was given him. At the downfall’
ot the iChosokabe, he went to Kyoto where he lived in retirement.

Ichijo-ga-tani, — ^ . A place in Echizen, where, in 1470Asakura Toshikage'built a castle which his descendants occupied for
lour generations. Yoshikane, one of his descendants, was vanquished by

who entrusted the guard of the castle to KatsuradaNagatoshi
(1573) , but the latter was attacked and lulled by the bonzes of Ikko-shu.Nobunaga returned, defeated the rebels and gave Echizen in fief tohInbata Katsuie.

The 66th Emperor of Japan (987-
), was prince Kanelnto, a son of En-yu-tenno

;

he succeeded his
When 7

^
earf

? .

old ' The Fujitoara, Kaneie, Michitaka,and Michinaga governed in his name. He died at the age of 32.
Ichimokuren, — 0® A divinity hojJOW&at Tado (Ise) under

obtain min
f a having but one e*e - P Specially invoked to

Ichinobe-oshiha no Oji, rfi $ ff M =? (+ 456). Was a son
of the emperor Richu. At the death of Anko-tenno, he was assassinatedby his rival 0-hatsuse (Yiiryaku-tennd)

.

He is the father of the em-
perors Kenso and Nmken.
Ichi no hito, A • A title given to the Kwampaku or the Sessho.

1

kam1
’ r-t- A narae given to the Sadaijin. When the

rtM
W“ Kwam^h‘’ “ ™ ‘hat was

I'hnpcror
10"^^8’ ^ ' ^orraeidy a t‘tle 8*ven to the eldest son of the

In former times
- the principal Shintoist

temple of the province. The name Ichinomiya has remained attached
to many villages where such temples had been erected.
Ichinomiya, - g. A place in Kazusa, which, from 1796 to

(14 OOoT)
S ^ reSldenCe 0f the Kan° branch of the Matsudaim

M.
A .Place

,
in Bingo. It received its name froma ancient temple (Kibitsu-jmja) dedicated to Kibitsu-hiko no mikoto.In lddl.Sakurayama Koretoshi built a castle there but being besieged

he retired to the temple and killed himself.
b b

Ichinomiya, — g . A place in Mikawa, where in 1564 leyasubuilta castlMhe guard of which he entrusted to Honda Nobutoshi; the
latter bemg besieged by Ivmgaioa Ujizane, applied to Teyasu for help,and Ujizane retired to Ushikubo. 1

~
^

t

P
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Awa Shikoku), where, in the

m
Ichinomiya Narisuke bu.lt a castle, which was taken byChosokabe Motochika m 1580. Hideyoshi took it in 1585 gave it

U2.J5Z r>r°V^C
1’

t
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Hachisuka Iemasa, who established hisra^dence at Iyama
(Tokushima), and the castle gradually fell into
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Ichinose-gawa, — M Jl| . A river (120 Km.) which has its source

in mount Ichibusa and traverses Hyuga from West to East. It is also

called Ninose-gawa.

Ichinoseki, — [$f>]
• A place in Rikuchu, which, until .1671, was

the residence of Date Munekatsu, a son of Masamune. Afterwards, from

1695 till 1868, it was the residence of the Tamura (30,000 k.) a branch

of the Date family. This place it also called Iicaimachi.

Ichi-nO't&ni. — A place in Settsu near Hyogo, where

Minamata Yoshit&une defeated the Taira (11.84). It was at that battle

that the episode between Kumagaya Naosana and Taira Atsumori took

place.

Ieb-1 no tokoro, — PJr Tjike Mi no into, a title given to the

Kvwnpaku and the Sessho.

lohi no tsukasa, rfi Til • All ancient title of the governors of Kyoto.

Icbi-ri-anka, — M %. • Equivalent to mile-stones, and placed from

ri to ri on the main roads. It was Nobunaga who, fixing the ri to be of

36 cho (3,927 met.), placed such mark-stones in the neighboring

province® of Kyoto. In 1604, Ieyasu, taking Nihon bashi, a bridge in

Edo, as the starting point, erected them throughout the empire.

Ida, # HI A branch of the family of the counts Toda, former

daimyo of Ogaki (Mino).— The chief of the branch is now Baron.

Ida-ten, 5c • A tutelary god of Buddhism represented in the

form of a fair youth.

Iden, HI • Formerly rice-fields distributed among members of the

nobility, from the 5th class (jo-i

)

up to the imperial princes. Their

extent varied, according to the rank, from 40 cho (39 hectares 66) to 80

cho (79 hectares 32) : they were not exempted from taxes.

Ie, ft! 0C. A family related to the former princes of the Ryukyu
islands. It ennobled after the annexation of the archipelago to

Japan (1879), --Now Baron.

Iga, ft! . One of the 15 provinces of Tokaido

:

it has been

separated from Isc since 680, and comprises two districts which belong to

the Mie-ken.— Its Chinese name is Ishii.

Iga Mitsusue, ft* ® it ^ • Was the eldest son of Sato Tomomitsu.

His sister had been married to Hojo Yoshitoki, who appointed him Sae-

mon no suke, Kebiishi (1215) and Iga-hangwan. After the assassination

of the Shogun Sanetomo (1219), he was sent to Kyoto to watch the

intrigues of the Court. At the time of the Shokyu war, the ex-emperor

Go-Toba asked for his assistance against the Hojo ; Mitsusue refused.

Having been attacked by Miura Taneyoshi, he killed him with an

arrow, then set his house on fire, killed his eldest son Mitsutsuna,

and committed harakiri. His second son Suemura inherited his

domains.

Igaku-kwan, H . In 1765, Taki Genro, a physician of the

Bakufu, founded a medical school in Edo. It was called Saiju-kwan.

Later, the shogunal government claimed it and called it Igaku-kwan .

Until the end it remained under the direction of the Taki, who it would

seem, were a family of physicians.
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Iho, Formerly the color of the clothes that the officials had
to wear according to their rank (*)',- code fixed it as follows :

first and second i, dark violet
; thlfift iHiqlet

;

fourth i, red
; fifth i,

pink
;
sixth i, dark green

;
seventh^

;
eigth i, dark blue

;
below

8th i, azure blue. These regula%te modified several times.

A daimyo family and descended from
Fujiwara Yoshikado. V*' !

' •

Nnomasa
Naotaka - Naozumi - Naomori Naosuke (a)

Naokatsu- Nuoyoahi- Nuotake (ii)

(a)— The elder branch. Naomasa (151)1-1802), \ySpyJ
served under Icyasu, who, in 1590 gave him the Castle of

Minowa (Kozuke— 12,000 k.). Thence he went to Taka-
saki (1589) At the battle of Sekiyahara (1G00), lie defeated Shimazu
Yoshihiro. Ieyasu then appointed him to Sawayama (Omi — 180,000 k.).

Naotaka, Bi # (1590-1059). The second son of Naomasa in

1005 attached himself to the new Shogun Huletada, who gave him a
revenue of 10,000 k. in Kozuke (1010) and the title of Iiamon no kami.
At the time of the siege of Osaka in 1615, his elder brother Naokatsu,
having refused to take part in the expedition, Hidetada ordered Naotaka
to replace him and, at the conclusion of the war, gave him the domains
of his brother. Naotaka finished the castle of Hikone, w.bHih had been
begun by Naokatsu in 1003, and made it his in 1023.

His revenues were raised to 290,000 k. then to 340,00$ ^1033). His
descendants inherited the title of Kamon no kami, as well as the domains
of Hikone, which they possessed till the Restoration.

Naosuke, K ^ (1815-1800). Was the 14th son of Naonaka.
With the exception of his eldest brother, who was to succeed his father,

all the others had been adopted by daimyo
families. He alone lived on a small pension

taken from the revenues of Hikone. In 1845,

his eldest brother died childless and Naosuke
unexpectedly became Kamon no kami and lord

of Hikone. In 1858, he became prime minister

(tairo) of the Shogun Iesada. The latter hav-

ing died the same year without heir, the prince

of Mito, Nariaki, desired to have his son Hito-
tsubashi Keiki nominated, but Naosuke opposed
the nomination, and succeeded in having the 12

year old Icmochi, prince of Kii, elected. He II NAOSUKE.

had just signed a treaty with the United States

(July 29th, 1858). Soon after he signed another with England (August
26th) and with France (October 9th). These treaties raised a strong
opposition party throughout the country, and the Court in Kyoto in parti-

cular, demanded the expulsion of the barbarians (jo-i). Naosuke put 40
or 50 of the malcontents into prison at Edo, then he sent the Rojn
Manabe Norikatsu to Kyoto who imprisoned 57 huge, samurai, etc.,

confined Nariaki to his house in Edo, and obliged the princes of Owari



and Echizen to resign tfce adromisteiMto . inf 4hsit &$&in* to.fcfoito sane.

This series of energetics .njessaeas ;&known% the awe of “great ©xacu->

tion of the Ansd era ” .{.dmd.na idigohu). The opening of fee ifeftffi'-

</oim port (January; 1859}, fee sanding of an embassy to fee United

States, the treaty with JtefcgaL.&E 'samsd to jsoaspe^to the party hostile

to foreigners, and, oivfee 24th oi“ Match, I860,m Naogi&e was going to

the palace of the Shogun, fie was assassinated by VI rmdn of fee MUo
clan (Arimura Jizaemon Kanekiyo, Oseki Washichiro, Sano Takenosukc

Milsuakira, Kurozawa Chum, etc.). His death was officially announced

only on the 20th of May and, on the 30th of the same month, he was
huried in the temple of Gotoku-ji, near Edo. The following year, his son

Naonori, who had succeeded him, had his revenues reduced to 240,000 k.

— Now Count.

(ft) — The junior branch Naokatsu, iff Jfc • The eldest son of

Naamasa, succeeded him in 1602 and, although inhabiting the castle of

Sawayama, was obliged to build that of Hikone (Omi). At the time of

the Osaka war, he remained in his castle. Hidetada irritated replaced

him by his brother Naotaka, and instead of the immense domains of

Omi, he gave him the little fief of Annaka (KdWtkt—- 80,000 k,)

— Thence his descendants removed successively to Nzshio (MlSftMofe, m
1645 ; to Kakegawa (Totomi), in 1658; and to i‘f05 to Yb&fytfBBkigd

— 20,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

Iida, ft{( t0 A place in Shinano. A castle was built ttotoe towards

1195 by Kondo Kaneie

;

the castle was afterwards occupied by 'fee emitb'

nishi family and passed to the Ogasawara in 1360, to the Takeda in

1548. Oda Nobunaga gave it to Mori Huleyori (1582) ;
Hideyoshi,

bestowed it upon Kyogoku Takatomo (1592). Under the Tokugawa it

belonged successively to the daimyd Ogasawara (1601), the Wakizaka

(1617), finally from 1672-1868, to the Hon (15,000 k.).

Iide-san, f® fj |lj . A mountain (2,150 m.) between Echigo and

Jzen. It is also caned Iztoiyteutima,.

Iimori-yama, M 4-#®*!?®® tiTKawaji, one of the sum-

mits of mount lliomb : fplnto of to be seen there. Kusunoki

Masashige defeated the traonr*o£ (1333) on this mountain.

The Halakeyama^aSd- long time were disput-

ing about it. At %e. Jpcsi ,p£ fee *8 the Shijo-nawate-jinja

temple. —
lino, f!S ff Wm&k aM-fcom 1648 to 1868 was the

residence of a branch %0.000 k.).

Ii-no-ya, # #.• #>ere Ii Tomosuke built a

castle (1093), whifi^l^ ~|j%: ag^Beer his descendants for five

centuries. In 1336, prince MiZnenaga-sftinm Cook refuge in it when fight-

ing the Ashikaga. Takeda Shingen encamped there before the battle of

Mikata-ga-hara (1572).

Iitoyo-ao no kojo, fit © W M ic (440-485). Was a daughter of

Ichinobe-oshiha no Oji and a grand-daughter of the emperor Richu.

After the death of Seinei-tenno (484), she governed for one year, because

her two brothers Oke and Oke refused to assume the power. After her
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death, Oke, the younger, was elected. He is the emperor KensO. Iitoi/o
later received the posthumous ti£te M-Sef&i~imno.
Iiyama, ffi lU • A place in in 1577 Uesugi Kage-

tora built a castle which, in 1584:^5W8'teasiirred to Mori Tadamochi.
Under the Tokugawa, it belonged. : to the daimyo Minagawa
(1603), the Sakutna (1616), the'-f^nsfJ(J^9), the Nagai (1706), Ihe
Aogama (1711), finally from 171s

?- £11.1868, la the Honda (20,000 k.).

Iizasa Choisai, W. % & M ^ Born at the village of lizasa (Shi-
mosa), he was called Ienao and was Yamashiro no kami. He founded
a fencing school called Shinto-ryu, because it was established in fulfilment
of a vow made by Choisai to the Shintoist god Katori (Shimosa).

Ijichi, fill ft] . A samurai family of Satsuma, ennobled after the
Restoration . — Now Count.

Ijuin, # ig St • A samurai family of Satsuma, ennobled after the
Restoration.— Now Viscount.
—— Goro, # M 3l fl|S • Was born in 1852 in Satsuma.

While still a minor, he took part in the War of the Restoration. In 1871

,

he entered the Naval Academy
; in 1878 he was sent to England to

study, and served on board the Triumph as cadet from 1879-1882 He
returned home as a Lieutenant on the Naniwa 1886, was attached to the
Naval Staff Board (1892-1895). He was made Captain and was on
board the Saikyo-Maru in the battle of the Yellow Sea (1895) for which
he was rewarded with the 4th class of the Golden Kite. In 1899 he
became Rear-Admiral, invented the Ijuin fuse, and obtained the 3rd
class of the Rising Sun. He was again rewarded for his splendid con
duct during the Boxer trouble, and received the 2nd class of the Rising
Sun. In 1903 he was appointed Vice-Admiral, then Vice-Chief of the
Naval Staff. Finally he was honored with the 1st class of the Golden Kite
and Grand Cordon of the Rising Sun for services rendered during the
Russian-Japanese war.

IkagO, 3£ + ip A place in Musashi. In the 15th century, it was
the residence of the Uesugi (Yamanouchi), who, at that place, fought
Ashikaga Shigeuji and Nagao Kageharu.

ikai, fi m The gradation of the ranks at Court. This hierarchy
borrowed from China, was introduced into Japan in 702, under the
emperor Mommu.

During the reign of the empress Suiko (603), prince Shotoku-Taishi
created 12 ranks at Court (See Kwan-i ju-ni kai)

;
these ranks were dis-

tinguished by the head-gear (kammuri) and the color of the clothes. The
emperor Kotoku (649) raised the number to 19 (See Kwan-i jii-ku kai

)

;

Tenchi-tenno (662), to 26
;
Temmu (682), to 48.

The Taiho Code (702) modified those regulations. It created a special
hierarchy for princes having the tifet^,fMmj&and another for the nobles,
in which the princes that had noi^^lirfe were comprised (Shinno
was applied only to the sons and- -^9%r&--of the emperor

; 0 , to his
grandsons and great-grandsons). J
The imperial princes were ranks : 1 hon , 2 hon,

3 hon, 4 hon. They said, for insfemo8,“S hohShinno X*** Y***.
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The nobles and the Court officials were divided into 10 ranks (i), the

first three and the last two having only 2 degrees, the others had 4, as is

seen in the following table :

, u flat degree: Slio-ichi-i IE — -ft
lst rank

[2nd „ Ju-ichi-i - ft

m ts

nominated by the Ktnperor.

rank! 1®1 » IE ^ ft
2nd rank

J2nd ^ “ ft

3rd rank [I
st

,

> SK-san-i IE H g(2nd „ Ju-san-i ^ vL.

(super, lst degree: IE29 ft.

E

4,1, rank j
infcr - Jst » iE0ftT"h rank

l super. 2nd „ „ -j5 f£0ft t
(infer. 2nd „ „ ., -ge t£plf&T

(super, lst „ Slio-go-i-jo IE Eli h
r

1

1

. 1 infer. 1st „ „ „ -ge IE EftT
5lh rank

j
super. 2nd „ Ju „ -jo m£ft_t
(infer. 2nd „ „ „ -ge IfiEftT

(super. 1st „ SKo-iolm-i-jo IE?: ft _t

fitli ranki
in 'er - lst » » » '<’e lEAftT

6th rankj ^nd „ Ju „ -jo f£*ft±
(infer. 2nd „ „ „ -ge l£?:ftT

submitted to the approbation

of the Emperor.
(super, lst „ Sho-shichi-i-jo IE-bftJ‘.

7th ranki
infer - lst

,
» »” » '«e IE-fcftTmi raiiKjgu 2nd „ Ju „ -jo fg-fcft t

(infer. 2nd „ „ „ -ge f£-bftT

(super, lst „ Sho-hachi-i-jo lEAftJu
0 , 1 , r..nkl

infer - lst >’ ” •>
:
7e IEAftT

8tli rank { r 2nd „ Ju „ -jo®Aft t
(infer. 2nd „ „ „ -ge tEAftT

Hanju 4* t?

nominated by the ministers.9th rankII® j
de«rec: ^eonjo

1.2nd „ „ „ -ye

10 ,
1 . rankl

lst ” Sho-so-i-jd d-'WJft Jl
l°lh ranked

„ „ „ -ge 4'IOftT

The rank at Court (i) did not always agree with the office (kwan

)

of the individual., If the rank was superior to the office, the character

gyd was introduced in the titles
;
for instance, Sho-m-i-gyo Dainagon

X* * * Y***. If the office was superior to the rank, shu ,
was

introduced
;

for instance, Ju-san-i-shu Dainagon X*** Y***.

This hierarchy was preserved, but simplified at the time of the Bestora-

tion (1869): the ranks henceforth numbered only 2 degrees, so that

their total sum amounted to 20.
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The consistency of the rank at Court with the dignities, functions and
titles of nobility is established as follows :

Rank at Court. Dignity. Function.

(1st degree : Shn-ichi-i

Shinnin-kuan.

1

xsi iaiiK\—
tend „ Ju „

f 1st „ Sho-ni-i

2i.d ranks
tend „ Ju „

1 1st „ Sho-san-i
3rd rank<

tend „ Ju „

Chokunin-kmn

1 toI 1st „ Sho-shi-i
4th rank<

'2nd „ Ja „

2 to(
1st „ Sho-flo-i

5th rnnk *—

-

•2nd „ Ja „ 3 to

f
1st „ Sho-roku-i

6th rank{

•SSmVfatiH.

4 to

'2nd „ Ju „ 5 to

f
l8t „ Sho-shichi-i

7th rank!——— 6 to

'2nd „ Ju „ 7 to

_
,

„ Sho-hachi-i
8th rankl

8 to

'2nd „ Ju „ 9 to

(' st » Sho-lcu-i
9th rank* _

'2nd „ Jn „
Hannin-kmn.

,
f lst » I)ai-sn-i

:
l&K* •, m ,,

Nobility.

(posthumous)

Duke

Marquis

Count

Viscount

Baron

Ikao,##$ . A village in Kozuke, known for its hot-water springs
Ikao-numa,

.— See Haruna-ko.

^ ^ Place in Satsuma, containing an ancient
castle where the daimijo Slnmazu resided in the 14th century

A“ottar “me gi,en *° the

Ikaruga no miya, Iff m g . In Yamato, an ancient palace built by

O
fol>

i
u
r
hich he aied

‘621 >- Hi> ZammUro ZU, attacked by Soga no Iruka committed.mjjofc in the same palace (643).
iKazucni, H . The generic name -

n “ttmc gods of thunder
(Shinto)

:

I
\
azuPT

hl’ Kuro-Ikamm: Saku-Ikazuchi, Waki-lka-
zuchi, Tsuchi-Ikazuchi, Narii-Ikazudi^i

:m^$'ushi-Ikazuchi.
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Ikeda, fdl EB • An ancient castle of the Ikeda daimyo in Settsu.

Nobunaga took it from them in 1572 and gave it to Araki Murashige.

Ikeda, jtfj ffl

the Seiica-Genji.

A daimyo family native of Omi and descended from

Nohuteru

{

Tsugnmasa-Munemasa (a)

Masatoki -Masayori (b)

Temtoshi -Masanaru (c)

{

Tsunakiyo-Yoshiyasn (d)

Nakazumi -Nakatern (e)

Kiyosada -Sadakata (f)

Teruasumi (g)

Masatouna-Teruoki -Masanao 00
Nagayoslii -Nagayuki -Nagatsune (i)

(n) Nobuteru, fit © (1536-1584). Kii no karni, first served

Oda Nobuhide, then Nobunaga, who, in 1579, gave him a part of the

province of Settsu and the castle of Amagasaki in fief. He was killed in

the battle of Nagakute where Hideyoshi fought Oda Nobuo.

Terumasa, gfc (1564-1613). A son of Nobu-

teru, took part in the last campaigns of Nobunaga and

participated in the battle of Nagakute (1584). By the

order of Hideyoslii, he married the second daughter of

Ieyasu and, after the battle of Sekigaliara, he received

the province of Harima in fief (520,000 k.) and the name
of Matsudaira. He left 8 sons, who divided his domains

among themselves.

Toshitaka, M |S£ (1584-1016). The eldest son of Terumasa,

took part in the siege of Gifu (1000), and married the daughter of Saka-

kibara Yasumasa, who had been adopted by Hidelada (1000). At the

death of his father (1013), he inherited the castle of Himeji and the

greater part of Harima. He was present at the siege of Osaka and died

soon afterwards.

Mitsumasa, % &. (1609-1682). A son of Toshitaka, inherited

Harima and later, in 1017, was transferred to Tottori (325,000 k.),

receiving the two provinces of Inaba and Hoki in fief. In 1632, he ex-

changed his domains for the daimyate of Okayama (Bizen— 315,000 k.).

He loved science, and fostered education to the utmost of his power. In

1672, he gave up the administration of his domains in favor of his son. —
His descendants resided at Okayama till the Restoration. — Now
Marquis.
— A junior branch which has been ennobled since the Restoration. —

Now Baron.

(6)— A junior branch that resided at Kamokata (Bitchu— 25,000 k).

Now Viscount.

(c)— A branch that resided at Ikusaka (Bitchu — 15,000 k.). — Now
Viscount.

(d) Tadatsugu, (1599-1615). Was son of Terumasa. At

the death of his father, he received the daimyate of Okayama (Bizen—
315,000 k.). He took part in the siege of Osaka and died the same year,

at the age of 17.
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— Tadao, ffli (1602-1632). A son of Terumasa, inherited the
dpmams of his brother Tadatsugu, who had died childless. Later, in

he was transferred to Tottori (Inaba— 325,000 k.), where his d'es-

resided till the Bestoration.— Now Marquis.

ittyrr A branch that resided at Shikano (Inaba — 30,000 k.}. Now
Yfeodaot.

0).— A branch that resided at Wakaza {Inaba — 20,000 k.). Now
Viscount.

(0) Teruzumi, U M (1603-1662)). The fourth son of Terumasa,
received the fief of Yamasaki {Harima— (60,000 k.) in 1615, but was
deprived of his fief on account of bad administration, and banished to
Shikano (Inaba) (1640). His descendants resided at Fukumoto (Harima ).

(10,000 k.). — Now Baron.
(ft) Masatsuna, 2%. (1604-1632). The 5th son of Tei•umasa,

received the fief of Ako (Harima— 54,700 k.) together with the name of
Matsudaira in 1615. He died childless at the age of 29.
— Teruoki, ifeji H (1611-1647). The 6th son of Terumasa, sue-

ceeded liis brother Mdsdtsufid in the fief of AJcd. Having 1become insane,
he was relegated into Bizen (1643).

Masanao, S . A son of Teruoki, died in 1665 without heir.
The family became extinct with him.

(»’) Nagayoshi, g § (1570-1614). The 3rd son of Nobuteru,
was adopted by Hideyoshi in 1581 and appointed Bitchu no kami (1585).
He took part in the siege of Gifu (1600), and received the fief of Tottori
(Inaba— 90,000 k.).

Nagayuki, g #(1587-1632). Was a son of Nagayoshi. He
took part in the siege of Osaka (1615) and, in 1617, was transferred to
Matsuyama (Bitchu— 65,000 k.).

Nagatsune, g ft (1607-1638). Was a son of Nagayuki. He
died without children and his domains returned to the shogunate.
Ikeda, ftfe HI • A family native of Echigo, ennobled in 1899.— Now

Baron.

Ikeda-ko,
fife ES • A lake (20 Km. in circuit) in Satsuma.

Ikegami,
ftfe Jt- A village in Musashi, between Tokyo and Yokohama.

It contains the great Buddhist temple Hommon-ji, where Nichiren died
in 1282.

Ikejiri,
fife

• A kuge family descended from Fujiwara Motoie.—
Now Viscount.

Ikeno Taiga,
ftfe if ±m (1723-1776). Was a painter and a talented

poet.
.

He was a pupil of Gion Nankai. He is also called Mumei.
Iki, 3§: Ok One of the eleven provinces of Saikaido, formed by the

island (137 Km. in circuit) of the same name. It comprises one district.
Its Chinese name is Ishii.— (Pop. : — 37,000 inhab.).— It belongs now
to the Nagasaki prefecture.— It was devastated by the Mongols in 1274
and in 1281.

Iki. Hakatoko, fjl * IS®' Was a member of the embassy sent
to China in 659. He accompanied prince Husho to Korea in 662.
At the death of the emperor Temmu (686), he joined a conspiracy formed
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with the object of raising prince Otsu no Oji to the throne, but he was
pardoned. He took part in the compilation of the Taihd code (702).

Iki-shiki, SB 5^ • The ceremony of promotion to a higher rank

at Court. This very solemn ceremony was performed foirdvS officials (bun-

kwan) at the department of Rites (ShiJcibu-sho), and for military officers,

(liukwan) at the War department (Hydbu-sho) The details areminutely

described in the Engi-shiki, the Choya-gunsai, etc.—Sbea-fos ^Restoration,

it is performed at the department of the Imperial Hgi^lfld (
Kunai-shb).

Ikitsuki-shima, ^ jl ^ An island (26 KfiA Itisircuit) N.W. of

Kyushu. It belongs to the province of Hizen. V
Ikko-shu, — fa ^ . A branch of the Jodo Buddhist sect founded

in 1224 by Shinran-Shdnin (Kenshin-Daishi). It is also called Jodo-

sliinshu, Monto-shu. It has its seat at the Hangman-ji temple in Kyoto.

— See Jodo-shimhii. v
Ikkoto no ran, — |r] jfit fL • war of the adherents

of the Ikkd sect). The eighth m%e$o^0.M$iran, Rennyo-Shonin

(1415-1499) forced to flee from Kyd^^^t^^M&idoctrines of the sect in

the provinces of Ecldzen, Kaga, it became prosperous.

The bonzes, not content with the dc^tfiw^liliey-received from their ad-

herents, made themselves masters of a great number of others and
declared war against the daimyd. The 16th century to the times of

Nobunaga was full of these wars, which were felt especially in Echizen,

Ise, Settsu, and Mikawa.
Ikkyu-osho, — flc fn ftl (1394-1481). A cele-

brated bonze of the Rinzai sect, was the son of a con-

cubine of the emperor Go-Komatsu. When quite

young, he entered the Daitoku-ji temple in Kyoto, of

which he became the 47th superior. He is renowned
as a literary man, a poet, and a painter.

Ikoma, Qi Sfil A daimyd family native of Oivari,

and descended from Fujiwara Tokihira.

Chikamasa, IS IE (+ 1598). Was in the

service of Hideyoshi. In 1578, he besieged the castle

of Shiohijo (Mimasaka ), took part in the battles of

Shizu-ga-take (1583) and Komaki (1584), he then re-

ceived the fief of Takashima (Omi— 20,000 k.), later

he was transferred to Kambe \Tse— 60,000 k.), and
thence to Takamatsu (Sanuki— 60,000) (1587). He
took part in the campaigns of Odawara (1590), and of Korea (1592).

Before dying, Hideyoshi appointed him one of the three churo.

Kazumasa, — IE (+ 1610). A son of Chikamasa, sided with

Ieyasu against Ishida Kazushige and, after Sekigahara (1600), had his

revenues raised to 170,000 k.

Masatoshi, IE ® (+ 1621). A son of Kazumasa, joined the

party against Ieyasu in 1600, and took part in the expedition sent to

Tango against the Hosokawa. The party was defeated, but Ieyasu

pardoned him in consideration of his father’s services. In 1615, he as-

sisted Todo Takatora in besieging the southern part of the castle of Osaka
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~~Jak^0Bhi
’ *5. ®,(1^ 1

;
1659)- A son Of Masatoshi, whom he

succeeded. On account of bad administration, he was dispossessed andbanished toDewa (1640). His son Takashige obtained the little fief ofYashima
(Dewa 10,000 k.), where his descendants lived till the Resto-

ration.— Now Baron.

nJ£°i?v
yan

?
a

’ ^ W llj \
A sma11 inountain range (520 met.) on the

limits of Yamato and KawacJn It has been a favorite theme for poets— See Iimon-yama. 1

^ ^ ’ An island (27 Km. in circuit) in the InlandSea b.W. of the province of Ah to which it belongs

the
1
Sf

1^0 Tod
? W P ffl IS IS. Was a warrior of

imnUnewf
1 y

‘ /"u
8
?
4, klng of Koma

(Korea) sent targets andiron bucklers as a tribute. The emperor Nintoku assembled his Courtand ordered arrows to be shot against the bucklers in order to try their
soliddy : TodamSukune pierced one at the first shot, to the great asto-mshment of the Koreans. As a reward he received the name of Tkuha
(target).

•

*kusa no kimi, ff W- it ftp • Formerly the principal general dur-
ing a war. Later he was called Shogun.

* S

of
® ** UnderMXokugawa, in time

v °,
metsuk

t
e ***?“? chtef of staff ana,«: the Hata-bugydand the Yan-bugyo, formed what the people called the three bugyd of the

^ P ’

,
A Shintoist Jeipple in Settsu, which,

....
at Ikuta no ura (now

Waka-hirume no mikoto.
'go (Shikoku). It has an

—
z:— J—J"' ui irr mi. «

according to legend, was founded uy
Kobe) and which is dedicated to her as vs

Q
*mabara ’ 4J& A *°wn (15,000 ma&iwgsgo (Shikoku). It has anancient castle which was built in 1602 by Todd Takatora, and belonged

V-“"/“Sll6
,

02)' the Tomita 1608
>
and from 1635to 1868, to the Hisamatsu (35,000 k.).

Imadegawa, 4 $ #§ Kikutei.

to

: * A name given by the

A palace in which Ashikaga
Joshwu raided wher^ft \

t

was situated in the district calledImaaegawa, Kita-MuYOM&b?i{> -

Imado-yaki, 4 • Kind of porcelain made at Imari (Hizen).

1 P J • A la
^e (8 Km. in circuit) in the western part

ot Kaga. It is drained by the Kakehashi-gawa.

GJ*P
aSawa > 4 ^I| • A daimyo family descended from the Seiwa->

(

Yorimoto-Yorisada
Noriuji -Yasunori -Norimasa -Noritada -Yoshitada

fSadakane
Nonkun. Sadayo Sadaomi -Sadatomo -Noriyoshi-Sadanobu

LKyosAun) ISadatsugo
Ujikane -Naotada

hirnspif ^ ' G“ndson of Ashikaga Yoshiuji, establishedhimself in the 13th century at Imagawa
(Mikawa) and took its name.
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Norikuni, [j§ (1295-1384). Was a relation to Ashikaga

Takauji, who gave him the province of Totomi and, later, that of Suruga.

He took part in the battle of Shijo-nawate (1348).

Noriuji, ft . a son of Norikuni, served Takauji and Yoshi-

akira, and was Kazusa no nuke.

Sadayo, ^ ift (
1- 1429). The second son of Norikuni. He

inherited the province of Totomi, his brother keeping that of Suruga.

He accompanied the Shogun Yoshiakira in his campaign against Go-

Murakami in Yoshino (1359). When Hosokawa Kiyouji joined the

southern party, Sadayo marched against and defeated him in 1361, after

which he had his head shaved and took the name of Rydshun, by which

he is known. In 1371, the Shogun Yosliimitsu nominated him Chinzei-

tandai. First defeated by Kikuchi Takemitsu, he vanquished him in

turn with the aid of Ouchi Yoshihiro (1372). He also defeated Shoni

Fuyusuke (1375). During 10 years he continued to fight against the

partisans of the South in Kyushu, then, having been calumniated

with the Shogun by Ouchi Yoshihiro, he was recalled and returned to

Totomi, his province (1399), where he cultivated literature and history, and

published several works, among which was a Commentary of the

Jci, the Imagaiva-soshi, the Kyushu-kassen-ki, etc.
,

Yasunori, M fa • Was a son of Noriuji and fought;

Yamana Ujilciyo.

Norimasa, ta (+ 1417). Was a son of Yasumrj, 'The

Shogun sent him to combat tfesugi Ujinori, whom he defeated h\\ !:398„

after which he was surnamed Fuku-Shogun (Vice-shogun).

Noritada, fa ,S, • A son of Norimasa. He was sent by the

Shogun Yosliinori to combat Yuki XJjitomo in Kwanto (1439) and

defeated him. He then received the name of Fuku-Shogun. In 1455

he drove Ashikaga Shigeuji out of Kamakura, where he reinstalled

Uesugi Fusaaki.

Yoshitada, (+ 1480). Was a son of Noritada. He
was killed at the battle on Shiozuki-saka.

Ujiteru

{

Norimocl
Takahisa
Yasunobi

Yoshitoyo

( Norimochi-Noriliide

[

Takahisa
lYasunobu

^^ fjjichika, ft M • A son of Yoshitada, still a child at the death

(iiiSfffsther, was brought up in his mother’s family and obtained pos-

session of his domains owing to Ise Nagauji. He was Shuri-tayu.

Yoshimoto, H % (1519-1560). The third son of Ujichika

ft Si • Was at first bonze, but his elder brother Ujiteru having died

without children, he succeeded him. He was Jibu-Osuke and Suruga

no kami. He was defeated in Owari by Oda Nobuhide (1542), but

nevertheless succeeded in bringing the three provinces of Mikatva, Totomi

and Suruga under his authority. In 1559 he raised an army and again

attempted to conquer Owari, but he met Nobunaga and the following

year he was defeated and killed at the battle of Okehazama.
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Ujizane, ft (1538-1614). Was a son of Yoshimoto. After
the death of his father, he lost a great number of his samurai, who
joined Ieyasu then established at Okazaki (Mikawa ). In 1568, Takeda
Shingcn attacked and defeated him almost without striking a blow.
Ujizane fled. Two years later, Shingcn again took the field and Ujizane,
defeated a second time, took refuge with Ieyasu, who bestowed on
him a small pension. Later he went to Kyoto,, had bis head shaved and
took the name of Sokwan. He died in Edo at tte Age af 7?. His des-
cendants served the Tokugawa Shogun and were among the
families called koke.

Imai Kanehira, 4* # (+ 1184). Wan of Kaneto,
governor of Shinano. He and his brother belonged
to the 4 body-guards (shi-tenno) of Kiso YoshirM^/,sHom they followed
in all.'-hfe ojmijKyigns. He committed suicidh

:

r

wbeii Yoshinaka was
defeat at Awazu (Omi). f. -

]'&'

# ns M (+ 1627). Whose tele name was Hira-
f&e name of Sokun when he had his head shaved. He

was and, like his father, a renowned master in the man-
ner of preparing 'tea for which purpose he founded a school. He served
under Hideyoshi, afterwards under Ieyasu.
Imaki, 4* Wt • A kuge family descended from Fujiwara Morozane— Now Viscount.

Imao, 4s M A castle in Mmo, which was the residence of the Mori,
md the Ichibashi daimyo from 1584-1608. It was then annexed to the
domains of Yoshinao (Owaii), who intrusted the gfe&rd of the castle to
Takeiwkoslii Masanobu.
Imazono, 4*®]- A family descended fed Fujiwara Yoshi-

kado. It was attached to the Kofuku-ji temple in Nara. — Now
Baron.

Imba-numa, fjl • A lake (47 Km. in circuit) in Shinwsa.
Imi-kura, w M . Formerly store-houses where all objects used in

Shintoist ceremonies were kept.

Iniizu-gawa, IH )l| • A river (219 Km.) rising in Hida, where
it is called Shira-kawa

;
it traverses Etchu and empties itself into the

Japan Sea at Fushiki.— It is also called Slio-gawa.
Imube, # iSP . Anciently persons having charge of the confection

and keeping of the objects necessary to the Shintoist ceremonies. The
chief had the title of Imube no Obito. There were the corporations of
Sanuki, Awa, Kii, Tsukushi, Ise. The omi, the shizuri, the iarna-
tsukuri belonged to the Imube.

Imube, Sp A family descended from Ame-no-tomi no mikoto
who, having been appointed chief of the Imube by Jimmu-tenno,
took that name. His descendants and the Nakatomi shared the direc-
tion of all matters concerning Shintoist worship.
— Hironari, fS. Author of a work of researches concerning

the ss^’s«4f®< CGSloms, etc. of ancient times. It was published in 808
and m the Kogo-shui.

- k daimyo family, descended from Seiwa-Genji.
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Tadatsugu, (1551-1607). Was in the service of Ieyasu,

who, when he established himself in Kwanto, gave him a revenue of

13,000 k. at Konosu (Musaslii). After the battle of Sekigahara, his

revenue was raised to 20,000 k. Tadatsugu was remarkable for his zeal

in developing agriculture, digging canals, IcfSSSftSg rice-fields, etc.

Tadamasa, & gfc . A son of was dispossessed for

participating in the conspiracy of Okubo Ndgayssu

.

Inaba, JSJ Wi • One of the 8 provinces of San-in-do. It comprises

3 districts belonging to the ken of Tottori .—Chinese name: Insliu.

Inaba, MM- All ancient castle of Ugo, built in 1190 by Ono
Shigemichi, where his descendants resided for 16 generations. Uemichi

having transferred his residence to Numatate, left the castle to his

brother Harumichi, whose grandson was dispossessed by Shimizu
Yoshiijasu (1595).

Inaba, $4 $£ • A daimyo family native of Mino and descended

from K0110 Michitaka.

Micliihiro
{

Michitoaiii-Yosliimiclii-Sadamichi-Norimichi-Kazuniichi -Nobumichi

Micliikane- .... -Masanari - . . . -Masamichi
^ Masaktiz'

?

(a)

(a) — The elder branch. Sadamichi, A M (1451-1606).

Received the fief of Hachiman (Mino — 40,000 k.) in

1585 and was afterwards (1600) transferred to Usuki

(Bungo — 56,000 k.) where his descendants resided till

the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

(ft) — Junior branch. Masanari, JE file

( -f 1628) . Was first in the service of Nobunaga, then in

that of Hideyoshi, and took part in the expedition in

Korea under the command of Kobayakawa Hideaki. In 1619, he

received the fief of Itoigawa 25,000 k.) His descendants

resided successively at Odawara 0$$tfrmi — 105,000 k.) in 1632, at

Takata (Echigo)
in 1685, at Sak0& @.hinu>sa) in 1701, finally, from

1723 till the Restoration, at Yodo {Yamashiro — 115,000 k.). — Now
Viscount.

(c) — A branch ennobled in 1781, which, from 1785, resided at

Tateyama (Awa— 10,000 k.) .
— Now Viscount.

Inaba-yama, M ill
An ancient castle in Mino, built in .1203,

and which successively belonged to the daimyo Toki, Saito. Nobunaga

took it in 1564 and changed its name to Gifu.— See Gifu.

Inada-hime, ^ H • A daughter of Ashinazuchi and Tenazuclii.

She was to be devoured by the monster Yamata no oroclii, but Susano-o

saved her. He took her to wife and with her settled in Izumo. She is

the mother of Onamuji or O-kuni-nushi no mikoto.

Inagaki, iM. • A daimyo family native of Mikawa and descended

from the Seiwa-Genji.^ nip^^.>{Si!agggg ®
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(a) — The elder branch successively resided : in 1601. at Isezaki

(K6z6$&‘~- 10,000 k.)> at Fujii (Echigo — 20,000 k.) in 1615, at

Sanjl; — 25,000 k.) in 1619
;

at Kariya (Mikawa) in 1651; at

Karc^^^ma (Shimotsuke)
in 1702 ; finally, from 1725 to 1868, at

Toba (Shima — 80,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(ft) — Junior branch, which from 1685-1868 resided at Yamakami
(Omi — 13.000 k.).— Now Viscount.

Inagi) W 8£ • One of the 8 classes
(hassci

)

of officials in ancient

times. They collected the taxes of rice and other cereals. History gives

the names of only 7 or 8 persons that had this title.

Inahi no Mikoto, Me
. ^ • A brother of Jimmu-Tenm, who,

having emigrated into Korea, is said to have become king of Shiragi.

Some authors identify him with Hi/ukkuxa
jjfc )g $£ founder of the

Pak dynasty, which reigned from 57 to 4 B. C.

Inamura, ??} 4>t • An ancient castle in Awa (Tokaidb) It was
built by Satomi Yoshizane towards 1450. His descendants resided in

that castle for nearly a century.

Inari, ffi $5 • The goddess of rice, also called Uga no mitama, is per-

haps the same as Toyo-uke-liime. Her very numerous temples are guarded

by two stone foxes
;
lienee the common belief that the fox is the god of rice.

Inawashiro-ko, 5# f t M • A lake (65 Km. in circuit) in Iwashiro,

which, according to tradition, was formed in 806 at the time of an eruption

of mount Bandai. It is also called Aim lake, Bandai-ko, Yama no i.

Indo-yo. F-|l
• The Indian Ocean.

Ingen-Zenji, |$ % M fSji (1592-1673) A Chinese bonze who, at

the age of 29, entered the temple of Obaku-san (Fukien) and became its

superior. Having been invited to Japan, he arrived in 1654, and

spread the Obaku branch of the Zen sect. The ex-emperor Go-Mi-no-o,

the Shogun Ietsuna, and many high personages embraced his doctrine.

He established himself at Uji, in the Mampuku-ji temple erected

in 1661 on a hill, which he called Obaku-san

;

hence the name of his

sect. He died 83 years of age and received the posthumous title of

Daiko-osho-kokushi.

Ingyo-tenno, & % & • The 19th Emperor of Japan (412-453).

was prince O-asa-tsumawakuko no Sukune, the 4th son of Nintoku. He
succeeded his brother Hansho, when 36 years old. During his reign,

there was confusion among the family names (uji and lcabane), some of-

ficials having changed their names, and others having assumed names to

which they were not entitled. A reform was carried out in this respect.

It was by the trial of hot water, that the parties concerned were obliged to

prove their pretentions (415). Ingyo died at the age of 78.

In no cho, P& M The Court of an emperor who governed after

his abdication. This name originated in the time of the ex-emperor Shira-

kawa, who governed 40 y®-,v'S &fver his abdication (1087-1129).

In no shima, @ • An island (39 Km. in circuit) in the Inland

Sea, and belonging to the province of Bingo.

In no tsukasa, ^ • A grand master at the Court of an emperor

who had abdicated.
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Ino Tadayoshi, ^ (1745-182]). A historian and geo-
grapher, who, during 18 years, was engaged in drawing the map of
Japan. He finished his work in the very year of his death. He is gene-
rally called Ino Cliukei.

Inoe no Naishinno, ft ± ft % EE (717-775). A daughter of the
emperor Shomu, was at first a high-priestess of the Ise temple, and,
somewhat later, married prince Shirakabe no Oji. When the prince
ascended the throne, she received the title of empress (770) ; but two years
later, having plotted to have her son nominated heir to the throne, she
was degraded and confined to Yamato, where she died. Her memory
was rehabilitated in 800.

Inoue, ft _L A daiimjo family native of Mikawa and descended
from Minamoio Yorisue (Seiwa-Genji).

1 Masanori -Masatoshi-Masato
{

Masamine-Masayuki (a)

Masanaga -MasaaUu (b)
(Masashige-Masakiyo -Masaakira -Masachika (<0

(«)— The elder branch which resided successively: at Yokosuka
(Tofbm— 85,000 k.) in 1623, at Kasama (Hitachi) in

W45, at Chtjd CSf&tgf in 1692, at Kameijama (Tamba ) in
1097, ftfc 8him4attitAHitachi) in 1702, at Kasama ( Hita -

in 1703,, at Immdaira (Mutsu— 60,000 k.) in 1747,
at titiWitmt.SU (TWnvi) in 1758, at Tanakura (Mutsu)
m 1817, UToMcsimhi (Kozuke) in 1836, at Hamamatsu
(TdtSmi) fat 184.5 ; finally, shortly before the Restoration,
the fiwnily ms a»s>K'erred to Tsurumai (Kazusa).— Now
YMeopai

(A) *—JnnWmranch established since 1712 at Shimotsuma (Hitachi
10,000 Is.). —-How Viscount.

(e)— 8*tl b.rar.,il- which, since 1640, resided at Takaoka (Shimdsa —
1 4,000 k.) .— Now Viscount.

Inoue, ft _L • A samurai family of the Yamaguchi (Siam) clan,
ennobled in 1884.— Now Count.

,
Kaoru, ® • Born in 1835, furtively left Japan and went to

England with ltd Hirobumi. After his return (1864), he was the object
of ill-usage on the part of the samurai of his clan. After the Restoration,

,
A.

he became Vice-Minister of the Treasury, Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Minister of the Home Department, Minister of the Treasury, finally
Minister of Agriculture and Commerce. He retired from public life in
1898, and belongs to the genrd.

Inoue, ft _L • A. samurai family of the Yamaguchi (Staod) clan,
enp.ob.led in 18§7.—Now Viscount,

samurai family of the Kumamoto (Higo) clan,
toration. — Now Viscount.

A. samurai family of the Kagoshima (Satsuma) clan,
Now Baron.

0-jo, ft Jl }?§ (1632-1685). A celebrated
1

founder of a dramatical school that bears his name.

I I
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I-no-yama, Vk ill - A hill in Awa (Shikoku) near Tokushima, where
a castle formerly stood. Towards the middle of the 16th century, it be-
longed to the Mori daimyo. In 1582 Chosokabe Motoddka took the
castle and intrusted its keeping to Yoshida Yasutoshi. Hideyoshi having
sent his brother Hidenaga into Shikoku (1585), the province of Awa
passed over to Hachisuka lemma who built a castle on a larger scale.

It is the present Tokushima castle.

Insei, . The administration of an emperor after his abdication.

The first was that of Shirakawa (1087-1129).

Inshu, 0 • The Chinese name of the province of Inaba.

Inubo-ga-saki, X i>£ iKf • A cape at the eastern extremity of Shi-
mosa.

Inui, X • An ancient castle in Totomi, which belonged succes-

sively to the Amano daimyo, and the Imagawa. Takeda Shingen took
it in 1 568, and intrusted it to Miyauchi Kagezane, who was besieged

and defeated by Ieyasu in 1576.

Inu-kubo, X & X (T-iit. : the Shogun of the dogs) a surname
given by the people to Tsunayoshi, the fifth Tokugawa Shogun. As he
was disconsolate at being childless, the bonze RyuJco of the Chisoku-in
temple informed him that the privation of children in this world is a
chastisement that those undergo who, in a former existence had deprived
other beings of their life. He was therefore to prohibit the destruction

of any living creature and, as it was the year of the dog, the prohibition
should especially affect the preservation of dogs. Following this

advice, Tsunayoshi published a decree to this effect in 1687, moreover he
constructed an asylum at Nakano (Musashi), where dogs were lodged,

fed, etc. Hence his surname.

Inu-ou-mono, X iti A sport of the samurai in the time of the
Kamakura shogunate. It consisted in confining dogs in an enclosure

surrounded by a bamboo fence. They were then pursued on horseback
and killed with arrows.

Inu-yama, X ill • An ancient castle in Owari, built towards ] 435
by Shiba Yoshitake, who intrusted its safety to the Oda family. In
1584, ikeda Nobuteru besieged Nakagawa Sadanari in that castle and
conquered it. In 1607, Owari became the fief of Tokugawa
Yoshinao and, since that epoch, the Inuyama castle was
guarded by Naruse Masanari and his descendants.

I-6-jima, An island (6 Km. in circuit) at the
entrance of the Nagasaki roadstead (Hizen).

I-6-ji-yama, HI -? ill • In Mikawa, near Nagashino
It was the scene of a battle between Takeda Katsuyori and
Nobunaga (1575).

Ippen-Shonin, — £§ A (1239-1289). A celebrated

bonze, called Ochi Middhide. At the age of 7, he entered the

Keikyo-ji temple of the Tendai sect, on Tokudd-yama {Iyo),

where he successively studied the Tendai, the Jodo, and the
Nembutsu sects. He afterwards traveled through the provinces,

preaching a new doctrine, namely that of the Ji sect. On
IPPEN-
SHONIN.
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account of his peregrinations, the people surnamed him Yugyo-Shdnin
(traveling bonze). He died at the Shinko-ji temple (Settsu). In 1880,
he received the posthumous title of Ensho-Daishi.

Irako-saki, # & j88 Wf • A cape south of Mikawa.
Iratsuko, SIS -J- • Anciently signified young man.
Iratsume or Iratsuhime, fj|S -fc Anciently signified young girl.

Irie, A £[1 • a kuge family descended from Fujiioara Nagaie
(1005-1064).— Now Viscount.

Iroha-uta, s Sffc • A poem composed of the 48 sounds or

syllables of the Japanese language, none of them being repeated. Some
attribute it to Kobo-Daishi (774-835)

;
but it is probably posterior to

him, and the author is unknown.
I-roku, {4 • Formerly a pension in kind which the government

paid officials of the 4th and 5th ranks (sho-4-i ,
ju-4-i, sho-5-i, and

ju-5-i). It consisted of a fixed quantity of hemp, linen, cotton, etc.

The quantity allotted to women was only half of, that given to men.
Iro-saki, ifj Jjjg

.

A cape south of Izu,

Isa, fft . An ancient domain of the Date family, in Hitachi. In

1189, Tomomune moved to Mutsu, in the Date district, but left one of his

sons Tamemunc in Isa, who took the name of Isa. His descendants
were dispossessed in 1343.

Isahaya-kyo, . The isthmus which connects the peninsula

of Shimabara with the province of Hizen.

Isawa, f|l . A place in Kai which was the residence of the

Takeda daimyo, the lords of the province, during the shogunates of

Kamakura and Kyoto. Towards 1530, Nobutora established himself at

Tsutsuji-ga-saki.

,
.Ise,#?*.. One of the 15 provinces of Tokaidu. It comprises 10

districts belonging to the Mie-ken. — Chinese name: Seishii. — The
Shintoist temples of Ise are the most ancient- and the most venerated in

Japan. — See Naiku, Geku, etc.

Ise. • A daimyo family descended from Taira Masanori.

The eighth descendant of Masanori, Toshitsugu, Buzcn no kami, was
the first that took the name of Ise.

() The senior branch. — Sadayuki, tf •

the Shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu.

Sadachika, it M (1417-1473). A son of Sadakuni, sided with
Hosokaiva Katsumoto during the Onin war.

() The junior branch. — Nagauji, H K (1432-1519). — See Hojo
Nagaitji.

ise Gorodayu Sh5zui, {p 3r. dk ffc # %% . Born in the

village of Kurobe (Ise) applied himself to ceramics, first at Matsuzaka
(Ise), then went to the Kiang-nan province in China, whence he brought
back the Chinese processes of the art. In 1513, he established a

(a)

(b)

Ise no kami served
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factory at* hnari (Hizen), where, for the first time, porcelain was manu-
facture*! ’wi&fe blue designs on a white ground under the glaze.

Ise ¥®a;Mmori, {ft # il • One of the four body-guards (shi-

tenno) of Minamoto Yoshitsune. He was born in Ise, hence his name,
and was compelled to flee into Kozuke for having committed a murder.

It was there that Yoshitsune going to Mntsu became acquainted

with him and took him into his service. He engaged in all the cam-
paigns of his master and, when the latter was no longer on good terms
with his brother and had to leave Kyoto, lie went to Ise to levy

recruits for him. At their head he attacked Fujiwara Tsunetoshi,

governor of the province, was defeated and killed himself on Suzuka-yama
(118(5).

Ise-monogatari, {ft fy) .
(Lit. : narrations from Ise), a clas-

sical work written at the beginning of the 10th century
;
the author is

unknown. It is believed that the hero of the novel is no other than the

famous Ariwara Narihira, whose adventures are related under another
name

Ise no Osuke, fp $$ • A poetess of the 11th century
;
she was

the daughter of Onakatomi Sukecliika, and a lady in waiting to the

empress Joto-mon-in, the consort of Ickijo-tcnno. She afterwards married

Takashina Narishige, Echizen no kami. She has been numbered
among the 3G celebrated poets of her epoch

(ohu-ko san-ju-rokti kasen)

.

Ise no umi, {ft ^ M- The golf of Ise or Owari
Ise san-gu, {ft§fyiz'£Z- The 3 great Shintoist temples of Ise

:

the

Naiku, the Gelcu and the Izatsu-gu.

Isezaki, $1 iWj . In Kozuke, an ancient castle which belonged to

the Akashi daimyo, who took the name of Isezaki (1500). Uesugi
Kagetora made himself master of it in 1560. The troops of the Odawara
Hojo were defeated at that place in 1590. Under the Tokugawa, it was
transferred to the Inagaki daimyo (1601-1615), finally from 1681 to

1868, it became the possession of the Sakai (20,000 k.).

Ishibashi, if? . A daimyo family descended from the Seiwa-
Genji.

Kazuyoshi, if|| $£ . Sided with Ashikaga Takauji and fought

against the southern dynasty. Being besieged in the castle of Mitsuishi

(Bizcn) by Wakiya Yoshisuke, he was delivered by Takauji. In 1361

he received the province of Wakasa in fief.

Ishibashi-yama, J5 IS ill • A place in Sagami where Minamoto
Yoritomo was defeated by Oka Kagechika shortly after he had risen

against the Taira (1184).

Ishida, [I] A samurai family of the Kochi (Tosa) clan, ennobled

after the Itestoration. — Now Baron.

Ishida Kazushige, ifj HJ H 1& Or Mitsunari. Descended from

the Fujiwara and a son of Tameshige, was born in Onii and, at the age

of thirteen, entered the service of Hideyoshi. In 158$^ lie was made
Jibu-shosuke (hence the name of Gibounochio by which hi known to

the ancient missionaries)
;
was one of the 5 bugyo chosen% Hideyoshi,

and received the Sawa-yama castle in fief (Omi— 186,000 k.). He
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took part in the expedition to Korea as a member of the staff of TJkita

Hideie, the generalissimo. After the Taiko’s death, suspecting the am-
bitious designs of Ieyasu, he resolutely supported the rights of Hideyori
against him. He persuaded Uesugi Kagekatsu to be the first to take the

field, and, whilst Ieyasu was combating Uesugi, he formed his party :

Mori Terumoto, Ukita Hideie, Kobayakau-a Hideaki, Shimazu Yosiii-

hiro, Nabeshima Katsushige, Tacliibana Muneshige, Konishi Yukinaga,
Kikkawa Hiroie, Chosokabe Morichika, etc., declared for Hideyori, raised

an army of 130,000 men, and marched against Ieyasu who, in haste,

came southward. The two armies met on the 21st of October 1600 at

Seki-ga-hara (Mind). The defection of some of the allies caused the

defeat of Kazushige, who fled to mount Ibuki. His father, his brother

Sliigenari, his son Shigeie, took refuge at Sawayama, but being pursued
by the victorious army, they put their wives and children to death and
committed suicide. Kazusliige was arrested six days later at the village

of Iguchi, conducted to Kyoto and decapitated at Rokujo-ga-hara, with
Konislii Yukinaga, Ankolcuji Ekei, etc.

Ishido, ^ • A daimyd family descended from the Seiwa-Genji.

Yorishige, fg 3r . He was the' first that took the name of

Ishido.

Yoshifusa, jg jfj A son of Yorishige, sided with Ashikaga
Takauji, his relative, and was made Chinjufu-Shogun of Mutsu. When
Takauji fell out with his brother Tadayoshi, Yoshifusa followed the

latter to the South and, after the death of Tadayoshi (1351), he with

Nitta Yoshioki fought against the northern party, and contributed to the

taking of Kamakura (1352). The southern army having been repulsed

soon afterwards, he retired into Suruga, and when Yoshiakira had
vanquished JVada Masatada, he seeing the precarious situation of the

legitimate dynasty, again submitted to the Ashikaga.

YqrifHlsa, £g Jjj A son of Yoshifusa, continued to serve

Tadayoshi a$er the latter’s quarrel with his brother Takauji, and inflicted

several on the northern troops in Settsu and Harima. Having
been defertod by Takauji in Omi, he retired to the castle of Kwannon-ji.
When the Shogun had retaken Kamakura, he submitted to him (1352)

and hence sided with the North.

Ishigaki-jima, iff An island (43 Km. in circuit) of the

Yaeyama group of the Ryukyu archipelago.

Ishigaki-yama, ta []j . A hill south-west of Odawara (Sagami),

from the top of which Hideyoshi conducted the siege of that town
(1590).

Ishiguro, fi M - A shizoku family of Echigo ennobled in 1895.—
Now Baron.

Ishii, fj A kuge family descended from the Taira.—Now
Viscount.

Ishikari, iff . One of the eleven provinces of Hokkaido, compris-

ing 9 districts. — Cap. : Sapporo, 55,600 i&fcu ---- ’Principal town : Asahi-
gawa.

Ishikari-dake, • A mountain (2,100 m.) in Ishikari.
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Ishikari-gawa, ifj <5# JlJ • A river (G55 Km.) which flows through

Ishikari and empties itself into the gulf of Otaru. It is the longest

river in Japan.

Ishikawa, 'fi Jl| - A place in Kawachi, which was formerly the

residence of the Minamoto branch of Kawachi. This branch is also

Called Kawachi-Genji, or Ishikawa-Genji.

Ishikawa, iff Jl| A daimyo family native of Kawachi and
'“descended from Minamoto Yoshitoki, a son of Yoshiie (Seiwa-Genji).

flenari

Kiyokane

f
Noriyuki-Yoshitaka

IFusanaga-Fusayoshi

Yasunaga
Yasumasa -Kazunori

1 Yasukateu -Kazunori

-Yasumichi-Tadafusa
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a) — The senior branch — Ienari, (1534-1609) Hyuga no

kami, served leyasu and accompanied him in all his campaigns against

the Imagmcct (1569), the Takeda (1572), etc.

Yasu&fcichi, HI (1554-1607). Nagato no kami, received

the Nando fief (Kozuke — 20,000 k.) from leyasu in 1590. After the

battle of Sekigahara (1600), he was transferred to Ogaki (Mino —
50.000 k.).

Tadafusa, ]9s (1572-1650). A son of Okubo Tadachika,

daimyo of Odawara, was adopted by Yasumichi and succeeded him,

but, implicated in a plot of which Tadachika was accused in 1614, he

was dispossessed. After the siege of Osaka, he received the daimyate of

Hida (Bungo— 60,000 k.). In 1633 he was transferred to Sakura,

(Shimosa) and, the following year, to Zeze (Omi). — His descendants

resided successively at Kameyama (Ise) from 1651 to 1669
;

at Yodo

(Yamashiro) from 1669 to 1711; at Matsuyama (Bitclm

)

from 1711

to 1744, and at Kameyama (Ise— 60,000 k.) from 1744 to 1868.

— Now Viscount.

(ft) — The junior branch detached at the death of Tadafusa ( 1650),

re ided at Kambe (Ise), then from 1732 to 1868 at Shimodate (Hitachi

— 20.000 k ). — Now Viscount.

(c) Yasumasa, )M. 2k • A son of Kiyokane, was Hoki no kami and

in 1590 received the fief of Fukashi (now Matsumoto) (Shinano —
100.000 k.).— His grandson, Yasunaga, implicated in the plot of Okubo

Nagayasu, was dispossessed in 1613.

(d) — Kazunori, M • Higo no kami, who possessed a revenue

of 15,000 k. in Shinano, was dispossessed thereof at the same time and
for the same reason as his uncle Yasunaga.

Ishikawa, ifj Jll • A samurai family of Mino ennobled after the

Restoration.— Now Baron.

Ishikawa Goemon, # hi 3£ P! Belonged to a kerai family

of the Miyoshi. When 16 yearn old, he committed a theft in the house

of his master, and, when they tried to arrest him, he killed three men,

fled and became a robber. In 1595, Hideyoshi sent soldiers to capture

him. He was condemned tog-ether with his son Ichiro, to be thrown
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into a cauldron of boiling oil, which sentence was executed in the dry
l>ed of the Kamo-gawa in Kyoto. He was then 37 years old. Before
dying he composed a poem which has remained celebrated. (Another
version places his death in 1632).

Ishikawa Jozan, iff Jl| tJ; [L| (1583-1672). Of a samurai family of

Milcawa, applied himself to fencing and horsemanship, then to literature.

At the age of 33, he began to attend the lessons of Fujiwara Seilcwa,

and afterwards was employed as professor by Asano Nagaalcira, daimyo
of Hiroshima. Having been in service for 13 years, he came back to

Kyoto, established himself at the Shisen-dd, where he lived for 40 years
writing books and composing poems.

Ishikawa Sadakiyo, 45 ,Jl| M. in A daimyo who in the service

of Hideyoshi received the castle of Inuyama (Owari— 12,000 k.) in

fief. Having joined the party against Ieyasu in 1600, he was deprived
of it and died in obscurity at Kyoto.

Ishikawa-ken, 55 )l| . A department formed with the provinces

of Kaga and Koto. — Pop. : 807,000 inhabitants. — Capital : Kanazawa
(84,000 inh.), Principal towns : Komatsu (13,200 inh.), Nanao (11,700
inh.), Wajima (10,600), etc.

Ishikoritome no Mikoto, %s M && fir Grandson of Ame-no-
knyane no Mikoto. It was he that, while Amaterasu was hiding in the
cave, fabricated the mirror (Yata no kagami) which became one of the
three imperial treasures. Later he accompanied Ninigi no Mikoto in his

expedition into Hyuga. He is honored in the Hi-no-kuma-jinja
temple (Kii).

Ishino, 55 Sf • A huge family descended from the Figjm&ra Yori-
mttne (993-1065).— Now Viscount.

Ishiyama, 45 ill Another huge family descended from Fujiwara
Yoshimune (993-1065).

Ishiyama, 45 ill • A place in Wakasa, where, towards 1560, Muto

Kozuke no suke built a castle, the guard of which he intrusted first to

Hemi Suruga no kami, next to Hongo Jibu-shosuke. The castle was
abandoned towards the end of that century.

Ishivama-dera, 45 lU • A celebrated Buddhist temple in Omi.
It was built by the bonze Ryoben by order of the emperor Shomu,
was consumed by fire in 1078, and was rebuilt by Yoritomo. Having
been destroyed a second time, it was rebuilt by Yodo-gimi, Hideyoshi’

s

widow. It belongs to the Shingon sect, and is one of the 33 temples
dedicated to Kioannon.

Ishiyama-Hongwanji, 5J llj tF • Also called Ishiyamamidd,
Osaka-gobo is a Buddhist temple erected in Osaka in 1532. After
the burning of the great Hongwanji temple in Kyoto, it became the
principal temple of the sect. Being surrounded by ramparts and moats,
it was a real fortress, and it took Nobunaga about 10 years to conquer
it (1580). The Hongwan-ji was then transferred to Nakajima (Settsu ),

afterwards to Kyoto in 1601.

Ishizu, 45 • A place in Izumi, where Kitabatake Akiie, a general
of the Southern dynasty was defeated and killed in 1338 by Ko Moronao.
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Ishizuchi-yama, £§ ill A mountain (1,500 m.) in Tyo. It is

also called Iyo no takane, Omoga-yama.
Ishu, {ft j)+| . The Chinese name of Iga.

Ishu, 5|* iHl . The Chinese name of Iki.

Iso-no-kami, Futsu no o-kami, _h SIS 'X W • The Shinto
god whose temple is in Tamba-ichi (Yamato).

Iso-no-kami-jingu, _h fiup ?*£ • A celebrated Shintoist temple in

Yamato, built by the emperor Svjin (72 B. C.) in honor of Futsu no
kami. The guard of the temple was intrusted to the Mononobe family.

Isshiki, — fe . A daimyo family descended from the Seiwa-Genji.
Under the Ashikaga shogunate it was one of the four families (shi-

shoku ) in which the minister (shitsuji

)

of the Kyoto Kwanryo was
chosen.
—— Kimifuka, Ttk SI The 7th son of Minamoto Yasuuji. He

established himself at Isshiki (Milcawa

)

towards the end of the 13th
century. Hence his name.

Akinori, $t> (+ 1406). Defeated Yamana ZJjikiyo in 1391
and received the fief of Imatomi ( Wakasa).

Yoshitsura, if. A grandson of Akinori and son of Mitsu-
nori (+ 1414), divided his domains with his brother Mochinori in 1411,
the latter received the province of Tango, and Yoshitsura kept Wakasa.
Thus the family was divided into two branches. In 1440, he revolted

against the Shogun Yosliinori, but was defeated and killed by Takeda
Nobukata.

Yoshinao, n ilK ( f 1483). A son of Yoshitsura, a*d®sl;f?ith

the Yamana Sozen party during the Onin war and was d$tgl^#by
Hosokaica Katsumoto (1467). 'p “ \—— Yoshiharu, A son of Yoshinao, accompanied Ashikiiga
Yoshimi in his flight into Omi (1488) and remained there till the
nomination of Yoshitane to the shogunate (1490).
The family lost its domains during the civil wars of the 16th century.

Isshin (go), — pi (P)

.

The Imperial Restoration of 1867-1868.— See Komei-tenno, Tokugawa Iemochi, Keiki, etc.

Isuzu-gawa, 3l + jl| • A small river (15 Km.) in Ise, where the
faithful, before entering the temples of Yamada, purify themselves by
washing their mouth and hands. It is also called Uji-gawa, Mimo-
suso-gawa.

Itagaki, 45 M • a samurai family of the Kochi (Tosa) clan,
ennobled in 1887.— Now Count.

Itagaki Nobukata, 45 is fi! M (+ 1547). General of the Takeda,
daimyo of Kai, was governor of the Svwa district and resided in the
Inn castle (Shinano). In 1546, he defeated Murakami Yoshikiyo and
Uesugi Norimasa. The following year he gained another victory over
Ueda, but lost his life in the battle.

Itakeru no kami, 3L -f- ijiii' • A son of Susano-o. He was
led into Sldragi (Korea) by his father, and is said to have become king
of that country. He is also called Oyabiko no kami.

Itakura, 45 M A daimyo family native of Mikawa and descended
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from tlie Seiwa-Genji by the Shibukawa branch.

Katsrshigej

phi.eraune{!^|Si|^^
IShigemass W^^SSSbgSL

M
tb)

(c)

(d)

() — The senior branch. — Katsushige, f£ (

1

542-1624)
. Was

a bonze till the age of 40, when he abandoned his profession to follow

,

/ riJfmmi jwkp, in 1586, made him Suruga-bugyd, then Kwanto-
». oAMr Sekigahara, he became ShoshidaiofKyoto (1601)

,* . for 20 yean. He received the title of Iga no kaim,

i
ss'skid to 40,000 k., but no castle was confided to him.

:»\i
,

. ® ijS (1587-1656). The eldest son of Katsu-
<

(

tip father in 1620 in the office of Shoshidai, which
•,»» 'mms tjlf |i$54. In 1666, he became daimyo of Sekiyado

f it
and died the same year.

1 ' '»*• *

7^ KM (1680-1660), the eldest son of Shigemune, was
,i{* 'f (Mha-bugyo.— His descendants resided successively

1669 to 1710 ;
at Toba (Shima) from 1710 to

t

i

1 $,71? {from 1717 to 1744
;
finally at Matsuyama

(Bitchic— 50,000 k.) from 1744 to 1868.— Now Viscount.

() — The junior branch resided at Annaka (Kozuke — 15,000 k.)

in 1681
;
at Izuvii (Mutsu— 20,000 k.) in 1702

;
at Sagara (Totomi —

25.000 k.) in J746 ; finally, from 1749 to 1868, at Annaka (.Kozuke —
30.000 k.). — Now' Viscount.

(c) Shigemasa, 1R £=j (1588-1638). The second son of Katsu-
shige, received a revenue of 15,000 k. in Mikawa for his conduct during
the siege of Osaka (1615). In 1637, he was commissioned by the
Shogun lemitsu to suppress the Shimabara insurrection (Hizcn), and
was killed by an arrow at the siege of the castle of Hara.

Shigenori, IR £g (1617-1673). A son of Shigemasa-, he was
governor of the castie of Osaka and Itoju, afterwards Shoshidai of Kyoto
(1668). In 1672, he received the daimyate of Karasu-yama (Shimo

-

tsuke — 60,000 k.).

Shigetane, Jfi[ (1640-1705). A son of Shigenori, was
transferred to Iwatsuki (Musaslii) in 1680, and, the following year, to

Sakamoto (Shinano). Two years later, he became bonze and divided

his revenues between his son Shigehiro and his brother Shigeyoshi.

Shigehiro, TJf J5c Was transferred to Fukushima (Mutsu —
80.000 k.), where his descendants resided till the llestoration.— Now
Viscount.

(d) — A junior branch which, from 1699 to 1868, resided at Niwase
(Bitchu — 20,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

Itakura-numa, W. jfc '<& A lake (15 Km. in circuit) in Kozuke.

Itami, ft An ancient castle in Settsu, built by the daimyo
Itami. Nobunaga took it in 1573 and confided it to Araki Murashige,

who was dispossessed of it in 1579. Under the Tokugawa, the Itami
domain belonged to the huge Konoe. — Itami is renowned for its sake

(liquor brewed from rice).
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Itami, {ft H • A daimyo family of Settsu, which, in the 16th
century, resided at Itami.

Chikaoki, |g $} . Was deprived of his domain in 1573 by
Nobunaga for having taken part in a plot formed against him by the
Shogun Yoshiaki.

Itami, {ft ft A daimyo family native of Suruga.—— Yasukatsu, Hi W (1571-1649). Harima no hand, was in the

service of leyasu. In 1632, he was intrusted with the guard of the

Kofu castle with a revenue of .12,000 k. at Tohcmi (Kai).—— Katsunaga, M H (1601-1662). A son of Yasukatsu, was
assassinated by Isshiki Kura-no-suke.

Katsumori, M ''f - A grandson of Katsunaga, killed himself

in a fit of insanity (1698), bis domains returned to the Shogun.

Itashima, ® Tl^l^^nt name of the town of Uwajima (Iyo).

Ito, 'In ± • An ancierS^^ct
(
agata) of Chikuzen.

Ito, in ± • An ancient e&stle in the district of the same name
(Chikuzen) . The castle was anciently the residence of the agata-nushi,
afterwards the abode of the governor of the Dazaifu. Yoritomo gave the

district of Ito to Harada Tanenao. Later it was bestowed on Takaso,
the chief of the Shintoist temple, whose descendants held it for 20
generations, the last scion being Uehara Nobutane, who was dispossessed

of it by Hideyoshi in 1587. When KurodavI^$m*nasa received the

province of Chikuzen, he intrusted the guard castle of Ito to his

4th son Masafuyu. Later the castle was ^sp^^ied. It was also

called the castle of Takaso.

Ito, fit • A place in Izu. Minamoto Yoritomo, when exiled by
Taira Riyomori, resided at this place from 1160 to 1180.

Ito, {ft SC • A daimyo family descended from Fujiwara Korekimi
(727-789) by Kudo Ietsugu.

( SukeyasuJ Tnttrrmne (&9«)
tSukeie -Sukechikaj \Tokimune

IetsugiK 'Sukekiyo

ISuketsugu-Suketsune -Suketoki -Mitsusuke-Sukemune

Sukechika, H ( +• 1181). Eeceived the domain of Kawazu
(Izu) at the death of his father Sukeie, and on account of his domain, is

often called Kawazu Jiro. His uncle Suketsugu, having become ill,

intrusted his son to him, to be brought up and to receive the ltd (Izu)

domain ;
but, as soon as Suketsugu was dead, Sukechika sent Suke-

tsune away to Kyoto and took possession of his inheritance. Suketsune
swore to avenge himself and, one day, when all the family had accom-
panied Yoritomo to a hunting party, he killed Sukeyasu, the son of

Sukeckika, and severely wounded the latter. This murder was the

cause of the subsequent vengeance of the Soga brothers, the sons of

Sukeyasu. Sukechika recovered from his wounds, but having refused

to follow Yoritomo in his campaign against the Taira, he was arrested

and invited to kill himself, notwithstanding the intercession of his

daughter married to Miura Yoshizumi.
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Sukekiyo, f& ^ . The second son of Sukechika, went to
Ayoto after the death of bis father, and joined the party of the Taira.

naka (1183)

^ ^imwam (0™*) while fighting against Kiso Yoski-

Suketsune, Mi $5 — 8ee Kudo Suketsune.

. ,

~ * OBhisukc, ^ Mi ( + 1584). A descendant of Suketsune . he
inherited the fief of Agata

(.Hyuga) in 1533. In 1541, he defeated
batsuma: the war continued for 10 years, and he increased his domains
by a part °f Osunn (1551) and Satsuma (1557), but he was finally
defeated by Shimazu Yoshihisa (1576) and fled into Bungo, to the

dted

1106 °f °t0ni° S6ril1
’ thence he went to Kyoto, where he

,.
— Yoshimasu, m ® (+ 1569). The eldest son of Yoshisuke,

died before his father. His two sons, Yoshikata and Yoshikatsu, were
baptized in 1582 under the name of Bartholomew and
Jerome.

v— Suketaka, Mi & (1541-1600). Another son of
Yoshisuke, was defeated together with his father, and

)VS0
hl"\^ '"to Bungo (1577) and then to Kyoto

rr • ?
'

. ,

t ie death of Nobunaga, he adhered to
Hiaeyoshi, who appointed him Mimbu-dsuke and gave

!

1

,

1

ro^?
ta
u
teS 111 KawachL

.

After the campaign in Kyushu
.(I,)’ be

.

was reinstated in Hyuga at the castle of Obi (50,000 k.). He
in°1599

rt ln tHe eXpe(llt ‘011 Korea and was nominated Bungo no karni

Sukeyoshi, (1588-1636). A son of Suketaka, served his
fii-st campaign when only 12 years old, at the battle of Sekigaliara • then

ind
Hyftga

: !u
j0
'T

d the cainpa '8n of Ku,g°da Yoshitalca

hti-r T? y
A
masa

,
&^mt ^e Shimazu. He had the title of Shuri-

“ 0bi ~ 50
'
000 k-> ““

toIis^-No^vSS^
*l (10.000 1<.) from 1615

e„5M„®,884
A
-Xw °f ‘he

!i® r? ?orn
!
n studied at the family school of

1

° roraB>;o> and attracted notice of the seniors of the Choshu clan.
’3

’i

1C
,y

islted kng,aild and returned from Europe with Inouye

S'/iiinnitnspl (̂ i «ri\
uad

£on® ^ .

the allied powers were about to bombard

foiled
(
il

8G4)
; *

He obta
!

,ied a deIfty to confer with the daimyb, but

S fo to J‘

1S at em
l,fc to reconcile the parties. Afterwards patronized by

t , !

wa® “‘trusted with works of the greatest responsibility
;th s he helped towaifis the overthrow of the Shogunate and the orgaiii-

sation of the Meiji Government. He acted as interpreter to the boy

iHro
310
u
When 16 firsfc saw the foreign representatives in February

18b3. He was governor of Hyogo, vlce-WnM&
t and a member of the

fp"™ embassy when this prince was sent espial envoy to approachthe lowers and lead them to revise the old treaties (1872). After the
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assassination of Olcubo Toshimichi and the death of Kido, he became
the most conspicuous politician of Japan. He signed the treaty of Tien-
tsin with China (1885), was sent to Europe and America to study the
system of Parliamentary work and returned home to draw up the Con-
stitution that was promulgated in 1889. He was repeatedly President
of the Ministry, negotiated the treaty of Shinwnoseki (1895). Later,
he leaned in favor of party Cabinet; he then undertook to form a
“ model party.” In 1891, he became President of the Privy Oosthdl,
and in this capacity showed his skill in governing men, whan, opposed
by the conservative party, he admitted in the Privy Council the hsad of
the opposition. During the Russo-Japanese war, cs was twK» ami to
Korea and in the fall of 1900 filled the post of Resident Genera! in that,

country.

It6,# SC- A samurai family of the Kagoehitm
> {Saisurm) dan,

ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Viscount-

.

ito,#m- Samurai family of Kagoshima (Batmma) made noble
in 1895. — To day, Viscount.

Sukeyasu, jffi ^ . Born in 1843, entered the marine service.

He commanded the fleet during the Chinese war (1894-95) and was
victorious in the battles of the Yalu and Port-Arthur. During the Russian
war, he was chief of the General Staff of the Marine. Viscount in 1895
and Admiral.

ltd, # - A family of Hizen, ennobled in 1895. — Now Baron.
It5, # M A family of Tango, ennobled in 1895. — Now Baron.
ltd, # A family of celebrated scholars of the 17th and 18th

centuries.

Jinsai, {Z (1627-1705). Was for 50 years the great
commentator of Confucius, in Kyoto. Until then, the commentaries
were limited to the Chinese philosophical writings of the So epoch

;
but

Jinsai rejected these Chinese interpretations and commented on the very
text of the master : he thus established the Confucianist school called

Fukko-ha. He also studied ancient Japanese literature and published
numerous writings. He is often called Ko-gaku-sensei.—— Togai, ^ jM (1670-1736). A son of Jinsai, continued the
traditions of his father. He left several works which were formerly
much appreciated.

Itoigawa, jfe & jl| . A place in Echigo, which was the residence
of the Tnaba daimyo, from 1619 to 1632, of the Matsudaira, from
1632 to 1681, of the Inaba again, from 1685 to 1701, of the Honda,Mm 1701 to 1717, finally of the Matsudaira from 1717 to J 8Gsl

§#00 k.).

iffiaku-tenno, 6^1. The 4th Emperor of Japan, was
0- Yamato-hiko-sukitomo no Mikoto. He succeeded his father Annei
at the age of 43 and died at 77. History is silent about this

reign.

Itosaki, £ S# • A place in- Bingo, where, in 1570, Kobayakawa
Takalage built a castle which was abandoned at the end of the same
century.
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Itozu, A family descended from Usatsu-kiko, and which
governed the land of Usa (Buzeri

)

in the time of Jimmu-tenno. Later,

the same had charge of the guard of the Itozu-Hachiman temple in the

same province. — Now Baron.

Itsuki-no-Miya, & •— See Saigu-ryo.

Itsuku-shima, fj| . An island (31 Km. iu circuit), in the Inland
Sea, south-west of Hiroshima, belonging to the province of Aki. It

forms one of the three most beautiful landscapes (san-kei

)

of Japan. It

is celebrated for its Shintoist temples dedicated to the three daughters of

::Sk^0p-o

:

viz., Tagori-hime, Takitsu-hime, and Itsukushima-hime, the

:|^#fewhom has given her name to the island, which is also called Onga-
Miya-jima. — In 1555, Mori Motonari built a castle in Itsuku-

shima. It was also in this island that he defeated Sue Hanikata.
Itsuse no Mikoto, 2 jf & .— See Hiko-Itsuse no Mikoto.

Itsutsuji, 2 3cfc • A kuge family descended from the Uda-Genji. —
Now Viscount.

Iwadono, M % MS • An ancient castle in Kai, belonging to the

Oyamada daimyo, the lords of Gunnai. Nobushige, the last lord, was
deprived of his domains by Nobunaga (1582).

Iwafune no ki, )!}{} ffiO A sort of fortified wall built in the Iwa-
fune district (Echigo), to stop the incursions of the Ebisu (648).— See
Nutari no ki.

Iwai, M # Governor of Tsukushi. He made a treaty of alliance

with Shiragi (Korea) and revolted. He was defeated and killed by
Mononobe no Arakabi (528). His domains were confiscated, and thus

ended the nearly independent sovereignty which the descendants of

Watatsumi had exercised mt centuries over the north of Kyushu:
the Dazai/u took its place.

Iwaki, Si p& . One of the tB provinces of Tosando formed of the

10 southern districts of Mutsu, in 1868. Al present, seven belong to the
Fukushima-ken and three to the Miyagi-iz’rn

Iwaki, ^ . A daimyo family desoffiSstei from the Taira.

Tsunetaka, 'JfJ m (1566-1590). Inherited the

Iwakidaira fief (Mutsu), which had been in the posses-

sion of his ancestors for several centuries. Having been
defeated by Date Masamune in 1585, and by Satake
Yosliishige in 1587, he submitted to Hideyoshi.—— Sadataka, (1584-1621) . A son of Satake
Yoshishige, was adopted by Tsunetaka and succeeded
him. Having joined the party hostile to Ieyasu, together with his brother

Satake Yoshinobu and Uesugi Kagekatsu, he lost his fief of Iwakidaira
(180,<)^|‘M|,nd in 1602 was transferred to Kameda. (Dewa—20,000 k.),

where hg <fescendants resided till the Bestoration.— Now Viscount.

IwfeMig&a, Si M • Or Taira, a town (10,300, inh.). of Iwaki.
Its ancient castle successively belonged to the Kitabata$x<$mnyd (14th

century), to the Iwaki (15th and 16th centuries), to lorii from
1602 to 1622, to the Naito from 1622 to 1747, to the 'SSS'trom 1747
to 1756, finally to the Ando from 1756 to 1868 (50,000 k.).
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Iwaki-gawa, & Jl| . A river (87 Km.) which has its source at
Tomari-dake, in the south of Midsu, passes near Hirosaki, receives the
Aseshi-gawa and the Ilirata-gawa, then, flowing northward, empties
itself into lake Jiisan-gata. It is also called Hirosaki-gaioa.
Iwaki-yama, ^ lU • A mouutain (1580 met.) in Mutsu. It is

also called Oku-fuji, Tsugaru-fuji.

Iwakuni, s feS • A town (7,600 inh ) in Suwd, which from 1600
to 1868, was the residence of the Kikkaioa daimyo (60,000 k.), a branch
of the Mori family. Near that town is the famous Kintai-kyd bridge
over the Nishiki-gawa. It is composed of five arches, 135 met. long
and of a very bold curvature.

Iwakuni-gawa, g- !U Jli • A river (94 Km ) which has its source
in the north of Suwd, receives several tributaries, passes through
Iwakuni, then divides into two branches, the Imatsu-gawa and the
Monzen-gawa, which empty into the sea of Aki. It is also called Nishiki-
gawa, Knga-gawa and, in its superior course, Ose-gawa, Tawara-gawa.
Iwakura, s Ik A place in Hold, formerly the residence of the

Ogamo samurai, who were deprived of their estates by Amako Tsunehisa
towards 1520, and were reinstated by Mori Motonari (1566). H.ide-
yoshi installed Nanjo Motokiyo in that place (1583). Under the
Tokugawa, it became a Shogunal domain.
Iwakura, & jk • :s;A&®^ncient castle in Owari. It belonged to a

branch of the Oda Nobunaga seized it in 1560.

Iwakura, g family descended from Murakami-Genji.— Now Duke.

Tomomi, JU M (1825-1883), figured very conspicuously in the
Imperial Restoration. In 1862, he was imprisoned by order of
the Shogun Iemoohi, but vis&fiftg been set free in 1867, he was
appointed gitei, a title corr#|#M|ng to that of Minister (1868). In
1869 he was sent on a nsMSw:- do the Nagato and Satsuma daimyo
to invite them to share in the administration of public affairs. To-
wards the end of 1871, he was ambassador to the United States
and Europe. On his return in 1873, he found the Council of State
divided into two parties, concerning the relations with Korea, which had
refused to receive an imperial letter. Tomomi together with Okubo
Toshimichi, sided with the peace party

; the other sangi, partisans of war,
sent in their resignation the influence ofIwakura became still greater.
Until his death, he most conspicuous politician in Japan.
Iwakura, e- jk A Himior branch of the above, ennobled in the per-

son of Tomotsune (1853-1890), the third son of Tomomi.—Now Baron.
Iwakura, ^ if . Another junior branch.— Now Viscount.

Iwakura, M A third junior branch. —Now Baron.
Iwamatsu Mitsuzumi, ill 1$ (+ 1417). A son of Niife

Yoshimune, married the daughter of Uesugi Ujinori and sided with the
latter against Ashikaga Moshiuji, but was taken prisoner and put to death.

Iwami, . One of the 8 provinces of the San-in-dd. It comprises
six districts belonging to the Shimane-ken.— Chinese name : Sekishu.

Iwami-nada, The sea ofIwami on the western coast of Japan.
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Iwamura, 3? # • An ancient castle in Mino. It originally belonged

to the Toyama daimyo (12th-16th centuries). Takeda Shingm took it

and intrusted its guard to Akiyama Haruchika, who was expelled from it

by Nobunaga (1575). Hideyoshi gave it to Tamara Tomotada. Under
the Tokugawa, it was occupied by the Ogyu daimyo (1601-1638), by the

Niwa (1638-1702), finally by the Ishikawa from 1702 to 1868 (30,000 k.).

Iwamura, • A samurai family of the Kochi (Tosa)
clan, en-

nobled after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Iwamurata, iff D9 • A place in Shina.no, which from 1693 to

1868, was the residence of the Naito daimyo (15,000 k.).

Iwanaga hime, $£ H ® • A daughter of Oyamatsumi, the moun-
tain god, and of Kayanu hime the meadow goddess (Shintoism) She is

the sister of Ko-no-hana-saku-ya hime, the goddess of mount Fuji, and

has her temple on mount Oyama in Sagami.

Iwa no hime, ® ^ ® . The consort of the emperor Nintoku (314).

The latter having also married Yata-no-waki iratsume (342), Iwa no

hime retired to Tsuzuki (Yamashiro), where she died in 347, without

having consented to return to the Court.

Ef §umera-Mikoto, The Emperor
: during his life time.

,£j ££ X • Was a son of Araki Murashige,

offas (Svttsu)

.

When his father was dispossessed of his

by Ndmnaga (1579), Matabei, then only 2 years old, was taken

'By taiOffiiSSp? jafcfc Mehizen and brought up in the luma family of which

aS sguae.- Towards 1600, he went to Kyoto, to attend the

lasiom cSLfbsa Mitsumri and afterwards he founded a new
conventional methods and subjects of the tradi-

%S5§i iifei|% .hi -applied himself faithfully to reproduce nature. His

J;tei«!iyle are known by the name of ukiyo-e, and Matabei
• Immml a* osSifT VMyo Matabei.

Iwasaki, ^ l^r • A place in Ugo, the residence of the Satake

daimyo since 1762 (20,000 k.).

Iwasaki, . A place in Owari, where Niwa Ujikiyo built a

castle in 1538. The castle was taken by Ikeda Nobuteru in 1583. The
following year, Hideyoshi gave it to Inaba Michitomo. After the battle of

Sekigahara, it was abandoned and its debris used in the construction of

the Nagoya castle (1610).

Iwasaki, its lll»f • A samurai family of Kochi (Tosa), ennobled in

1900.— Now Baron.

Iwasaki, llhfr • A junior branch of the above ennobled at the same

time.— Now Baron.

Iwasaki Yataro, ^ ± fill 11834-1885). Was famous for his

spirit of enterprise in commercial and industrial pursuits. He is the

founder of the Mitsubishi-Kwaisha Shipping Co., etc.

Iwashimizu, iff 7]t - — See Otoko-yama.

Iwashiro, & ft [$l • One of the 13 provinces of Tosando, formed by
1 0 districts of the southern part of the ancient province of Mutsu, in 1 868.

The 10 districts now belong to the Fukushima-ken.
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Iwashifa, % • A samurai family of Kagoshima (Satsuma),
ennobled after the .Restoration.— Now Viscount.

Iwasuge-yama, % =gr ill . A mountain (2,518 mgfc) on the limits
of Kozuke and Shinano.

Iwate-ken, ;tv • A department formed of IQ districts of liiku-
chu, 1 of Rikuzen, and 1 of Mutsu.— Pop. : 76lj‘2d0 ?nh.— Capital

:

Morioka (33,000 inh.).

Iwate-yama, ^ ill .— See Ganju-san.

Iwatezawa, j=j -f- • The ancient name of the castle and town
which Bate Masamune called Sendai (Rikuzen) when he established his
residence there in 1602.

Iwatsuki, Jri t0A • An ancient castle in Musashi, built in 1458 by
Ota Mochisuke. In 1544, the castle became the property of the Hgjo. In
1590, Ieyasu bestowed it on Koriki Kiyonaga. Afterwards it belonged
to the Aoyama daimyu (1619-1623), to the Abe (1623-1681) to the
Itakura (1681-1682), to the Toda (1682-1688), to the Matsudaira
(1688-1697), to the Ogasawara (1697-1711), to the Nagai (1711-1756),
and from 1756 to 1868, to the Ooka (23,000 k.).

Iwaya-kaikyo, $$ M.\M, iwhich separates Awaji
from Hondo. It is also mhi' '

"

Iwo-dake, fljfc (Hokkaido). It is ateo
called Atosa-nobori. T' 1 • '

,

• : * 1

1

Iwo-jima, ®(t fPtfcaSl'.

;

life'Km. in circuit), 40 Km.
from the southern pofet rMwdjo tift is mi Kpcai-ga-shima (island of
the demons) of the leg|21,' laMy Naritsune, Taira Yam-
yori, and the bonze iosifed, 1»ii*lis island by Kiyomori,
and the bonze Burikivmjb% There was a Shin-
toist temple in the *nd administered by the
Nagahama- family. ®o4e|the <i ' £$< Sftfk century, the island be-
longed to the Shimatfi, SqUmySof i^ttsuma)

.

Iyo, jt • One of the 6 provinces of Nankaido in Shikoku. It
comprises 12 districts which form the Ehime-ken. — Chinesename

:

Yoshu.

Iyo-nada, ^ $1 The Iyo sea, west of Shikoku.

Iyo-Shinno, {p JSi 3£ (+ 807) . A son of the emperor Kwammu
was nominated Jibukyo and Nakatsukasa-kyo in 796. After the death
of his father, he was accused of plotting against his brother Heijo-tenno.
Imprisoned with his mother in the temple of Kawara-dera, they took
poison, thus putting an end to their lives.

Izanaei, f)I # • 1 The creative couple of Japan, forming the 7th

Izanami, ffl jj; ffii • |
generation of the heavenly spirits (tenjin

shichi-dai). Having been ordered by the gods, their ancestors, to give
shape to the matter created by them, they descended from heaven by
the bridge Ukibashi. As they came near our future earth, Izanagi dipped
the extremity of his spear (hoko) into the muddy liquid

;
and, when he

withdrew it, some drops fell from its point, which having become solid,

formed an island, Onogoro-shima. The couple descended on that island

and built a dwelling (Yahiro-dono). Here Izanagi and Izanami con-
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traded marriage, and from their union were born the 8 great islands

(O-ya-shimu) : Awaclri no shima (Awaji), Iyo-no-futa-na no shima
(Shikoku), Tsukushi-shima (Kyushu), the twin islands Oki and Sado,
Iki-shima, Tsushima, and Akitsu-shima (Hon-
do)

;
then 6 smaller islands : Kibiko-shima,

Azuki-shima, O-shima, Hime-shima, Chika-
shima, and Futago-shima. Afterwards, birth

was given to the gods of water, wind, trees,

mountains, rivers, roads, thunder, rain, eic.

Finally the god of fire, Kagutsuchi, was bom:
but his birth having caused the death of his

mother, Izanagi, in his sorrow, cut off the
head of the child and soon afterwards repaired
to the region of the shadows (yomotsu-kimi)
in order to intreat his spouse to come back to

him. To dispel darkness, he lit the comb
(yutsutsiema-gushi) which held his hair ; then,
having seen the already decomposed corpse
of Izanami, he fled in honor. Having returned
to the surface of the earth at Aivaki-ga-hara
(Hyvga), he hastened to purify himself from
the stains contracted in the land of the dead.
From, every vestment he took off and from
every part of his body which he washed in

the river, new gods were born, numbering 26.
From his left eye, Ama-terasu-6-mikami was
born

; from his right eye, Tsukiyomi no lcami

;

from his nose, Takehaya-Susano-o no Mikoto :

these are the last three gods. Amaterasu
became the goddess of the sun

;
Tsukiyomi, AND XZ

the goddess of the moon
;
and Susano-o, the

god of the earth. Certain commentators are of opinion that Takama-
ga-hara, the domain of Amaterasu, is represented by the Go Kinai
region; Unabara, the domain of Tsukiyomi, by the Ryukyu islands
and perhaps Korea

;

finally Ame-ga-shita, the portion of Susano-o, by
the occidental provinces of San-yo and San-in.— After this division of
his domains, Izanagi retired to Hi-no-waka-miya.
Izawa, ?=$ • An ancient fortress in Rikuclm, built in 802 by

Sakanoe no Tamuramaro to check the inroads of the Ebisu. It was
for a long time the residence of the Chinjufu-shogun.
Izayoi-nikki,

-J* ^ ^ H . (Lit.: journal of 16 nights). In
1277, Abutsu-ni, widow of Fujiwara Tameier yi&®& fyom,-S^ak to Kama-
kura in order to obtain from the Shikken SSSse domain
of Hosokawa (Harima) be granted to ;T£e Izayoi-
nikki is the picturesque description of this journey, :

;

Izayoi no ki, -f* IS . A celebrated lit®&S® yvrirk. containing
the relation of a journey from Kyoto to Kamakum i&i. )3TJ by Abutsu,
the widow of Fujiwara Sadaie.

-
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Izu, a One of the 15 provinces of Tokcpfe

:

it was separated
from Suruqa in C81, and composes 2 district which l>elong to the
Shizuoka-ken. — Chinese name: Ztishii.

Izu-ga-hara, 8$ )ff. The principal town of Tsushima. Its former
name was Fuchu.

Izu no shichi-to, # g -fc I^ The seven islands of Izu: O-shima,
Toshima, Nii-jima, Shikine-jima, Kozu-sliima, Miyalce-jivia, and
Mikura-jima. — Administratively they belong to the T6kyo-fu.

Izumi, #1 M . One of the 5 provinces of Kinai, separated from
Kawaclii in 716. It comprises 2 districts belonging to the —
Chinese name : Senshii. Bfffj

Izumi, /ft . A place in Iwaki, which was the residence of f^0$myd
Niwa (1619-1628), Naito (1628-1702), Itakura (1702-1746), and Honda
(1746-1868). — (20,000 k.).

Izumi Chikahira, ^ ffl. 3* . A daimyo of Shinano and a relative

of the Minamoto, was in the service of the Shogun Yoriie (1199-1204).
Wishing to raise Senju-maru, the third son of Yoriie, to the shogunate,
be revolted against the Hojo, deputed the bonze Annen to all the pro-
vinces to recruit adherents to his cause

;
but Chiba Shigetane revealed

the plot to Hojo Yoshitoki. An army was despatched against Chikahira,
who was defeated and killed (1213). — Chikahira was renowned for

his physical strength, and is compared to Asahina Yoshihide, his

contemporary.

Izumi-gawa, Jil hi • A river (79 Km.) in Kazusa. It is also called

Otaki-gawa.

Izumi-nada, ffl PA $t Another name of the Osaka gulf.

Izumi Saburo, M H SIS (4- 1189). Name by which Fujiwara
Tadaliira, 3rd son of Hiiehira, is usually designated. He is the only one
of Hidehira's children, who, mindful of the last words of his father, re-

mained faithful to Minamoto Yoshitsune and died with him.
Izumi-Shikibu, fll M ^ niS • A celebrated poetess

of the 11th century, was a daughter of Oe Koretoki.

She married Tachibana Michisada, Izumi no kami,
and had a daughter, poetess like herself, known by the
name of Ko-Shikibu. Izumi Shikibu was called to the
Court by Michinaga, became lady in waiting of the

empress Joto-mon-in and was remarried to Fujiwara
Yasumasa.
Izumo, it} S- One of the 8 provinces of San-

in-do It comprises 6 districts which belong to the
Shimane-ken. — Chinese name : TJnshu.

Izumo Hirosada, Hi H lift jC • A celebrated phy-
sician in the reign of the emperors Kwammu and Heijo. In 808, he
published a medical work of 100 volumes.

Izumo no kuni no miyatsuko, HSUJIiP E • Title borne during
many centuries by the descendants of Arm,m Ilohi no Mikoto, who were,
by right of inheritance, superiors of She large Shintoist temple of
Izumo.
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Izumo no o-yashiro, ® fil; • A great Shintoist temple in

Izumo, dedicated to Okuninushi no kami. Its chiefs were the two families

Senge and Kitajima, descended from the ancient Kuni no miyatsuko,
now Bare ns. — The temple is also called Kizuki no o-yashiro.

Izushi, H} iJJ . A castle in Tajima, built in 1574 by Yamana
Sukstoyo Huleyoshi took it in 1580 and gave it to his brother Hide-
naga, afterwards to Maeno Nagayasu (1582). Later it belonged to be

daimyo Koide (1595-1696), Matsudaira (1697-1706); and from 1706
to 1868, to the Sengoku daimyo (30,000 k.).
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J
Jakushu, ^4 jW • The Chinese name of the province of Wakasa.
Ji-an, ^ £ - Nengo: 1021-1023. —Also Chi-an.
Jibu-sho, ia nfi One of the eight executive departments created

by the Taikica Reform (649). The administrator of this department
had charge of the genealogies, successions, marriage and funeral rites,

and public mourning, of theaters and music, of the imperial tombs, the
reception of foreigners, etc. — The principal officials be’ow the Minister

0Jibu-kyo

)

were : 2 sake ftjj , 2 jo % ,
4 sakwan $$ ,

10 shisei. — The
Gagaku-ryo and the Gemba-ryo were dependencies of this department,
which was at first called Osamuru-tsnkasa.

Jie-Daishi, iS W, f&j)
•— See Rijogen.

Jigen-Daishi, 0R ;A Ei[i .— See Tenkai.

Jijo, fn 7k Nengo: 1177-1180.

Jikaku-Daishi, ft jz .(Sfi
(794-864). A celebrated bonze of the

Tendai sect. He was born in Shimotsuke of the Mibu family, and
entered the Hiei-zan monastery, where he was the pupil of the famous
Saicho (Dengyo-Daishi). In 838, he accompanied the embassy of Fvji-
wara Tsunetsugu to China. He remained for 9 years in that country,
visiting the most renowned Buddhist temples and copying many religious
works. After his return to Japan, he published the results of his
researches in 21 works numbering 559 volumes. In 854, he was made
chief of the Tendai sect (Tendai-zasu) . Ten years later, he died in
Kyoto. Jikaku-Daishi is a posthumous title; during his life-time, he
was called Ennin.

Jikifu, & %\ . Formerly lands granted to princes and nobles of
high rank, who personally collected the revenues for their subsistence.
The revenues of the imperial princes were called honipu

J.J- ;
those of

the nobles, ifu ,
those granted for some great deed, kofu Jjj J-.J

.

Jikisan, iff # • Formerly direct vassals, in opposition to baishin,
indirect vassals.

Jikken-shi, fsfi . — See Kamakura-bakufu-shoshi.
Jikoban, # • Half-civilized aborigines of the island of

Formosa, half Chinese, half savage. In their dialect, they call themselves
Pepohoan.

Jikoji, it # • A kuge family descended from the Uda-Genji.— Now Viscount.

Jikoku, HI • One of the Shi-tenno (4 heavenly kings), that
watches over the East (Buddh.).

Jikuan, 9 7 7/ . A Christian of Anam, who accompanied the
last Jesuit missionaries that came to Japan (1644). He was imprisoned
with them in the Kirishitan-yashiki (Edo), where he died in 1700 at
the age of 78. He was buried in the Muryd-in temple.
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*
i

V '%mu-tenno, itt 4l> The first Emperor of Japan (0(30-585

and the founder of the present reigning dynasty. His name
vmtMwtnu-yainato-Iwarehiko no Mikoto, and he was the 4th son of Hiko-
)00eiiMke-tigaya/uki-aezu no Mikoto and of Tamayori-hime. He was
born in 711 B. C. and, from childhood, was distinguished for his

intelligence and courage. When 45 years old, he started from mount
Takachiho (Hyftga), where his ancestors had been living for several

generations, .in order to undertake the conqfc&S. ofi-Sis- eastern

province (667 B. C.). At Usa (Bitten),

Usatsu-hiko, the chief of the district, made
his submission. Thence Jimmu went to

the seaport of Yamaga (Ghikuzen ) where
he stayed for one year. Then crossing the

strait, he landed in Aki: 'prostrated into the

land of Kibi, where ha flashed his pre-

paratipps. Afterwards ^raided by Shiin-

through the Inland Sea, he
aah^il sit Naniwa no misaki (

Ama-ga-saki

)

a«i®w$anded the Yodo-gaica as far as the

present village Kusaka (Kawachi ), where he
landed. Taking a southern direction, he

marched towards Yamato, where he met
Nagasune-hiko, the chief of the country.

Jimmu was defeated. During the battle

Itsuse no Mikoto, the elder brother of

Jimmu, was dangerously wounded and died soon afterwards. Going
back, Jimmu embarked at O-no-minato (Tzumi) and went towards Kii :

having landed at the seaport of Arasaka, he marched towards Yoshino,

being guided by Michi no Qmi and Okume. On his way, he easily

defeated several chiefs of small tribes : Nishiki-tobe, E-ukashi, Yaso-

takeru, Eshiki

;

next he again encountered Nagasune-hiko, whom he
called upon to surrender. Nagasune-hiko refused and prepared for

battle, when he was assassinated by his nephew Umashimate, who
agreed to become the vassal of the emperor. The neighbouring tribes

submitted likewise, and Jimmu was master of the whole of Yamato.

He then selected the plateau of Kashiicabara at the foot of mount Unebi,

as a site for the erection of his palace and made that place the capital of

the empire. There he was solemnly enthroned on the 1 1th of February
(The first day of the first lunar month) of the year 660 before the

Christian era, and that date has been adopted as the beginning of the

Japanese era (kigen). The following year, the Emperor distributed

rewards to all those that had helped him in his conquest, and applied

himself to organize his dominions. The three imperial emblems were

kept in the palace : Ame no Taneko (the ancestor of the Fujiwara) and
Ame no Tomi (the ancestor of the Imube) received charge of the

cult and ceremonies ; Umashimate, a son of Nigihayabi (the an-

cestor of the Monobe) and Okume (the ancestor for the Kume) were
intrusted with the guard of the palace. Next he created the offices of
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kunitzuko (governors of provinces) and agata-nuslii (chiefs of districts),

as well as the' corporations of yukibe (soldiers), kumebc (farmers),
hataoribe (weavers), etc. According to the Nihon-ki, he died at the age
of 127

;
and according

to the Koji-ki, at the

age of 187. He was
buried on mount Unebi.

The present critical his-

tory
,m the strength of

Otaaese and Korean
documents, places the

easteace of the first

.Japanese Emperor, at a

date 6 centuries later : he
would then have been

born towards the year

62 or 63 B. C. and died

in the year 1 before the

Christian era.

Jimoku, ISfc @
:

The
promotion of officials.

In 676, the custom

was established to have
two promotions a year :

in spring, for officials

of the provinces ; in

autumn, for those of

the capital. These pro-

motions were called

haru no jimoku and
aki no jimoku, or ge-

kwan and kyokwan no
jimoku. The promo-
tion made during the

annual feast of the

Kamo temple, was
called matsuri no ji-

moku. When the pro-
ENTHRONEMENT OF JIMHU-TENKii.

motions took place at another time, they were generally known by the
name rinji no jimoku. There were also other promotions, such as, the
kokushi-jimoku, the guji-jinxoku, the ko-jimoku the tsukasa-meshi no
jimoku, the agata-meshi no jimoku, etc.

Jimon, # py • A branch of the Tendai sect, founded in 858 by the
bonze Enchin (Chisho-Daishi)

.

Its seat is at the Mii-dera (Omi

)

Jimvo-in, f# fpl |% • A huge family descended from Fujiirara
Yonmune (993-1065). — Now Viscount.

Jimyo-in, HJJ • Formerly a residence situated in Kyoto and
belonging to a branch of the Fujiwara family. It was so called on
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account of a small temple which it contained. At the end of the twelfth
century, it was' the residence of Motoie, who married his daughter
to Morisada-shinno, a son of the emperor Takakura The prince came
to reside there, and was known by the name of Jimyo-in no miya.
After the Shokyu war (1221), the Hqjd raised to the throne Go-Hori-
kaiva, a son of Morisada who received the title of Dajo-tenno, although
he had never reigned. When Go-Fukakusa abdicated in. favor, of
his brother Kameyama (1259;, he retired to the Jfonyfrin tmd fate des-

cendants, Fushimi, Go-Fushimi, etc. were knowft by jfae name
in-to, while the descendants of Kameyama were called Daikoku-jo-io.—
The Jimyo-in was destroyed by fire in 1350.

Jimyo-in ho-o, Oil P& ?£ Hi • The name giv.en io^ie^uijietor
Fushimi after his abdication (12981.

Jimyo-in-to, JfilSSS. The name given to the descendasite of

the emperors Go-Fukakusa and Fushimi, who had rafeed. to the
Jimyo-in.

Jindai, If f£ . (Lit. : the age of the gods). The period anterior to the
advent of Jimmu-tenno. It is also called taiko, remote an%usty.

,

Jingi-kwan, If |J£ *jgf
. The department of the Shintoist cult since

the Taikwa reform (645). It had charge of the ceremonies, the superin-

tendence of the Shintoist priests, etc. The principal officials were : 1

kami
f(j ,

2 suke g'l]
,
2 sakwan jj* ,

30 kamubc |f $|S ,
20 urabe |» gfl ,

30 tsukacbe ® .
— The Jingikwan was primitively called Kami-

tsukasa.

Jingi-kwan no hasshin, |f |£ *g A If • 8 Shinto gods whose
feasts were solemnly celebrated at the Jingi-kwan ; they were : Kami-
musubi, Takami-musubi, Tamatsume-musubi, Iku-musubi, Taru-musubi,
0-mi-yama, Miketsu, and Kotoshiro-nushi.

Jingo-keiun, If sf fk • Nengo : 767-769.

Jingo-kogo, If Sj} M Is (170-269). Was first known as Okinaga-
tarashi lame, and was a daughter of Okinaga no Sukune, a grandson of
the emperor Kaikwa. She married Ghuai-tenno. The Kumaso having
revolted in Tsukushi, the emperor went in person
to subdue them. It was then revealed to the
empress by the gods that, before punishing the

Kumaso, the emperor should make the conquest
of Shinra (Korea), that had incited the revolt.

Chuai however did not consent to such a perilous

expedition, and died soon afterwards (200).
Jingo, then pregnant, put a stone in her sash to

delay the birth of the child, and hastening the pre-
parations, she carried war into Korea. On her pas-
sage to Korea, the god Sumiyoshi served her as

pilot. A storm having arisen, big fishes came to

the surface of the sea in order to support the boats
and prevent them from foundering. The king of Shinra promptly
submitted and promised to send 80 boats laden with gold, silver, cloth,
etc. every year as a tribute. The kings of Korai and Hakusai, likewise
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acknowledged the suzerainty of Japan, and thus was effected the con-
quest of the San-kan. Jingo left her minister Yada no Sukune in Korea
and returned to Japan, where she gave birth to a son that became the
emperor Ojin. She refused to ascend the throne and was content with
the regency, which she exercised for 69 years, until her death. Soon
after her return, the two princes Kagosaka-0 and Oshikuma-O, sons of a
concubine of Chiiai, revolted in Yamato, claiming the succession of the
throne by right of primogeniture. Jingo sent her famous general Takc-
shiuchi no Sukune against them, who put them to death. After that,
the tranquillity of the regent was no more disturbed. She died 100 years
old and was honored after her death by the name of Kashi-dai-mydjin.
According to modern critics the Korean expedition, under Jingo-Kogo,
took place in the year 346 and not in the year 200, and the empress
died towards the year 380.

Jinguji, flji tF • At the beginning of the 8th century, when the
bonzes Gyogi, Ryoben, etc. spread the Ryobu-shinto throughout the land,
Fujiwam Muchimaro built the first temple in which the ceremonies
and prayers of both cults (Buddhist and Shintoist), were performed. The
temple was called Jinguji (miya-tera), and its practices spread rapidly
over the land. It was also at that epoch that, in imitation of the
Buddhist custom, the Shintoist temples were classified into great (taisha

)

intermediate
(chiisha ), and small

(shosha

)

temples.

Jingu-kyo, # & ffc • Formerly a branch of Shintoism. In 1900,
it was officially suppressed as religious sect.

Jinjitsu, AH- a popular festival (sMu) celebrated on the 1st day
of the 1st month of the year.

Jinki, # |g . Nengo: 724-728.

Jink5shotd-ki,
jf(|* JE ££ 82 • ESatery of the true succes-

sion of the divine emperors). A worlcjs^^e-i -JB 1339 by Kitabatake
Chika/usa : it contains 6 volumes, an4lfida%^ &- period of history from
the era of the gods to the year 1335. If stipjxJrfo the legitimacy of the
southern dynasty.

Jin no za, M The place, in the imperial palace, reserved for the
body-guard of the emperor. The guard on the left

(Sakon-e) was placed
near the gate, called Nikkica-mon

;

the guard on the right
( XJkon-e),

near the gate called Gekkwa-mon.
Jinsen, fZ Jl| The Japanese name of the sea-port of Chemulpo

(Korea), where Japan obtained a concession in 1883.
Jinshin no ran, 3: $ $1 The civil war that occupied the short

reign of the emperor Kobun and was brought to a close by the triumph
of his uncle Temmu. It took its name from the year of the sexagesimal
cycle during which it happened (672).

Jinzu-gawa, ipf JU . A river (204 Km.) which has its source in
Hida, receives the Kumano-gaifa and the Ida-gawa, flows through
Takayama, Furukawa, Toyama, and empties itself into the Sea of Japan.
It is also called Ari-iso-gawa.

Jippensha Ikku, -f* il & - A (1775-1831). Whose true name was
Shigeta Teiichi. He was an official of the Bakufu at Sumpu {Shizuoka).
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Having been replaced by his brother, he came to Edo in 1794 and
applied himself to writejOruri and comical novels. His best known work
is the Hizakurige a humorous story of two queer fellows travelling in
divers provinces.

Jireki, B Nengo

:

1065-1068.
Jisetsu-Daishi, & & jc frfi . — See Shinjd.
Jisha-bugyo, ^ fi ^ tf • The official who, under the Kamakura

shogunate, had charge of things concerning the Buddhist and Shintoist
priests, the temples and their properties, the ceremonies, etc. This title

was created in 1293, and Hojo Tokitsura was the first who received it.— The function was reestablished by the Tokugawa in 1613. In 1635,
three jisha-bugyo were nominated

: they performed their office alter-
nately, each during one month.

Jishi, . The superintendent of a Buddhist temple. Prince
Shotoku-taishi, having finished the construction of the Hoko-ji temple in
596, placed the bonze Zentokushin, a son of Soga no Umako at its head,
with the title of Hoko-jishi. This custom was gradually applied to all
the great temples.

Jisho, jfc. • Nengo: 1177-1180.
Ji-shu, BJf • A Buddhist sect founded in 1275 by the bonze Ippen.

It now has 509 temples throughout Japan. The sect gradually separated
into 13 branches. Its seat is at Fujisawa

(Sagami).

Ji-shu ju-san' ha, + The 13 blanches of the Ji-shu
sect

:

1- Honzan (princ. sent) : Hie Seijbko-ji temple, nt Fujisawa {Sagami).

j
Yuko-ha „ the Kinkb-ji temple, at Kyoto, Shichijb.

'*• Ikko-ji
_

„ the Benge-ji temple, at Baba (5mi).
4. Okutani-ha „ the llangwan-ji temple, at Okufani (Iyo) (Extinct)
5. Taima-ha „ the Muryokb-ji temple, at Taima (Sagami).
0. Shijo-ha „ t he Kinren-ji temple, at Kyoto, SlUjb.
7- Bokujo-ha „ the Kuxmkiico-ji temple, at Kyoto, Ilokijb. „
S. Kai-i-ha „ the Shinzenko-ji temple, at Iibishima (Hitachi). „
i*. Reizan-ha „ the s/u>hh-ji temple, at Kyoto, Reizan.

10. Kokua-ha „ the Sorin-ji temple, at Kyoto, Higashi-yama.
11. Ichiya-ha „ the Kinko-ji temple, at Kyoto, Oojo. „
12- Tendo-ha „ the Bukkb-ji temple, at Tendo (Dewa).
IS. Mikagedo-ha „ the Shinzenko-ji temple, at Kyoto, Qgjb. „

Jito, iiiJ iifi • Formerly the administrators of the domains of high
court officials. This title existed before the Kamakura Shogunate, and
those invested with it had charge of collecting the taxes. In 1186, Yori-
tomo placed the shugo at the head of provinces and the jito at the head of
the sho-en (domains taken from the jurisdiction of the shugo). After the
Shokyii war (1221), bonzes and even women received this title, which be-
came hereditary.— Under the Ashikaga shogunate, the domains bestowed
on nobles were called ryochi, and their possessors, ryoshu. During the
long civil wars of the 15th and 16th centuries, many ryoshu lost their pos-
sessions, which passed over to samurai vassals of the shugo, and the jito

were replaced by simple hatamoto
;
this was continued under the Tokugaica.
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Jito-dai, itil ffl R • An official replacing the jitd. The latter usually
resided at the capital, and thejito-dai replaced him in the administration
of his domains, just as the kokushi was replaced by the mokudai, and
the shugo by the shugo-dai. The jito-dai were also called gandai,
dailcwan.

Jito-tenno, M Ji M- The empress (41) that reigned from G87
to 696. She was Hironu Mine, or TJno no Sasara, a daughter of the
emperor Tenclii, the consort of Temmii, and succeeded the latter at the
age of 42. She signalized her reign, by im-
portant administrative reforms, favored the
development of agriculture, struck the first

silver coin, etc. After a reign of 11 years,

she abdicated in favor of her r,eph<

mu and was the first to receive tall
Dajo-tennu, and the first too to be
after her death in 701.

Jitsue, U •— See Doko-Daishi.

Jizo, life M > The god of mercy (Bud-
dhist), patron of travellers, of children, and
of pregnant wives. He is represented by
the image of a bonze with shaved head,
holding a gem in one hand, and a staff

(shakujo) in the other, at the top of which
metal rings are attached.

Jizo-ga-take, life W. A mountain (2650 m.) in the western
region of Kai.

Jizo-saki, M §& ill# . A cape north-east of Izumo.
Jizo-saki, fill $£ • A cape east of Bungo.
Jo, • An ancient daimyo family of Echigo, descended from

Taira Yoshikane.

Sukenaga, 5f • Was defeated and killed by Kiso Yoshinaka
in 1182.

Nagamochi, H A brother of Sukenaga. Having been de-
feated with him, he fled into Aizu

;

afterwards, he was nominated
Echigo no kami, and took part in the expedition of Yoritomo against
Fujiwara Yasuhira (1189). After the death of Yoritomo, he revolted
against the Hojo, but was defeated and killed in 1201.

Sukemori. ® • Tried to continue the struggle after the
death of his father, but was likewise defeated by Sasaki Moritsmia, and
with him the family beca'me extinct (1202).

Jo-an, . Nengo : 1171-1174.— It is also called Sho-an.
Jocho, • A celebrated sculptor of the 11th century and bonze

like his father KosJio. He was charged by Fujiwara Michinaga, to
carve the statue of Buddha for the Hosho-ji temple, which the latter

was erecting (1022). As a reward, Jocho received the title of Hokyo.
He is the ancestor of a long line of sculptors, the most celebrated of
whom is Unkei. They are generally known by the name of Nara-
horimonoya (sculptors of Nara)

,
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Jodai, R • Anciently the military governor of a castle in the

absence of the lord. Under the Tokugawa, the castles of Osaka,
Fushimi, etc. belonging to the Bakufu, were guarded by a, jodai..

Jodo-shinshu, ± M m (Lit.: the true Jodo sect). Also called

Ikko-shu, or Monto-shu, is a Buddhist sect founded by Shinran-shonin
in 1224. It teaches that man cannot be saved by his works or prayers,
but only by the mercy of Amida. It is the Buddhist Protestantism of

Japan. Its temples are commonly called Hongwan-ji or Monzeki, and
are the largest and most beautiful temples in Japan. The Jodo-sliinshu,

or, by abbreviation, the Shin-shu, has presently 19,608 temples and
12,656,800 followers: it is the most prosperous sect. It is divided
into about 10 branches.

Jodo-shinshu ju-ha, fp ± M m + dR • The 10 branches of the
Shinshii sect

:

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10.

Hongwanji-ha—Seat

:

Otam-ha — „
Takada-ha — „
Bukkoji-ha — „
Koshoji-ha — „

Kibe-ha — „

Choseiji-ha

Joshoji-ha
Goshoji-ha

Kyoto, Horikawa-Honywan-ji; founder, Shmran (1224).

Kyoto, Shichijb-Hongimn-ji;
Isshilideii (/«), Senslm-ji;

Kyoto,

Kyoto, t’sho-ji
;

Kibe (Omi) Kinshokuj

i

;

Echizen, Senshd-ji;

Echizen, Chbsei-ji;

Echizen, Josho-ji
;

Echizen, Gbshbji;

Kirju (1602).

Shimbutsu (1226).

Rybgen (14th cent.).

Renkyo (14th cent.).

RhSshin (13th cent.).

Jodb (1230).

Dosho (14th cent.).

Jogalcu (14th cent.).

Siibmn (14th cent).

Jodo-shu, i ^ (Lit. : sect of the pure earth). A Buddhist sect

founded in 1174 by the bonze Genkii (
Enko-Daishi) : at present it has

8,322 temples, 2,586,000 followers in Japan, and is divided into about

5 branches.

Jddo-shu-go-ha, ± tit 3t.

• The 5 branches of the Jodo-shu
sect

;
the two first ones are subdivided in the following

:

l.

2 .

3.

4.

5 .

Shirahata-ha

Fajita-ha

Nakoshi-ha

Obata-ha

Sanjo-ha
Ichijo-ha

fNishidani-ha

1 Fukahwa-ha
(Shbku-Shbn in)

|
Higashi-yama-ha —

(.Sbjra-Aa —

Chinzei
(Shbkb-Rhbnin)

Seizan

—Seat: Kyoto, Komyo-ji
— „ Kyoto, Muryo-ji

;— „ Kozuke, Zendb-ji;

— „ Yamashiro, Sonshb-ji
;— „ Mikaica, Goshinji;

— „ Yamashiro, Komyb-in;

—Seat: Kyoto Komyb-ji;
— „ Kyoto Rhinsb-in ;

Kyoto, Amida-in

;

Kyoto, Jo-Kongo-in
;

found es- Jaka-ei.

Ji-a.

Ronkwan.
RyokH
Doko.
Rei-a.

founder, Jo-on.

„ Enku.

„ Kwansho.

„ Dbkman.

Choraku-ji — Seat : Chbruka-ji; founder, Ryukwan Risshi.

Kuhon-ji — „ Kvhon-ji
; „ Kikumyb-Shbnin {Chbsei).

Ichinengi — „ Ichinengi; ,, Jokaku-Shonin (Gyosei).

Joe, % %$. (+ 714). The eldest son of Fujiwara Kamatari, became
bonze and went to China (669) to study the Buddhist doctrine. He
remained there for 10 years, and, after his return, established himself on
mount Tamu no mine (Yamato).

Joei, • Nengo

:

1232. — It is also called Tei-ei.

Joei shikimoku, ^ jS; @ • A sort of code of the samurai,
published in 1232 by Miynshi Yoshitsura, by order of Hojo Yasutoki.
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It is divided into 51 chapters, and contains all the laws enacted since

the time of Yoritomo.

Jofuku, |S& $1 • A Chinese physician who came to Japan in 221
B. C. and established relations between the two countries. — According
to a Chinese legend, Jofuku was sent by the emperor Shiko (Shi -

Houang) to search for the elixir of life, and discovered Horai-zan (Japan),
which he colonized with 300 young men and 300 young women. Such
was the origin of the Japanese nation. — The Japanese tradition simply
mentions that he arrived with his fellow countryman became
a Japanese, and transmitted the name of Shin to his d^f>spalints. It
is said that Jofuku introduced the books of Confucious into Japan. He
died on mount Fuji and has a tomb in his honor at Kumano

(Kii)

.

For
a long time, Chinese coins Qianryo) brought to Japan by Jofuku, have
been discovered in Kumano.

Jogen, it ft • Nengo: 976-977. — Also called Teigen.

Jogen, fj<. ft • Nengo : 1207-1210. — Also called Shogen.

Jogu-taishi, _t g • Another name of Shotoku-taishi.

Jogwan, M. M Nengo: 859-876.— Also called Jokwan.
Jdhei, ;?c . Nengo : 931-937. — Also called Sliohyo.

Jo-hikeshi-yaku, A • A title created in 1658 and given
to 4 officials having charge of talcing proper measures in case of fires,

earthquakes, etc.

Jdho, at# • Nengo: 1074-1076,— Also Shoho.

Joi, The abdication of the imperial dignity. The first

emperor fclias fcbdicated was Keiiai (531); Kogyoku abdicated in 644,
Jito in 696. drraduallf: Ifefe practice became customary. The cererapas®
concerning the abdication ssfid the transmission

(
juzen

)

of the impels!
power were regulated fej tfe emperor Seiioa in 871. At the appraj^S
day, the Court assembled at ibe |e the ceremony c€ Me
Setsu-e was first performed; next and the precious dsqsse

were solemnly remitted to ibe new the elected tmimOK
was not a son of his predecessor, custom required that he should first

present a written document declining an honor of which he judged
himself unworthy. At the time of the abdication of an emperor,
the barriers of Ise, Omi and Mino were carefully guarded. — (See

Senso).

Joji, M. in • Nengo of the Northern dynasty: 1362-1367.

Jojitsu-shu, fiSi ff ^ A Buddhist sect introduced into Japan in
625 by the Korean bonze Elman. In India and China, Jojitsu was
but a branch ofSanron, but in Japan, where it has been extinct a long
time since, it formed an independent sect. . _ ..

Jokaku, §£ A sculptor of the 13th centu;a? ayisl brother of the
cslebrated Unlcei. MMsS

Joko, ff . A period of Japanese history from the reign of

Jimrnu to that of Kogyoku (660 B. C. — 644 A. D.)

.

Joko, ^ • The title given to an emperor after his abdication.

When Junwa ascended the throne (824), there were for the first time
two Joko, Heijo and Saga. In the reign of the Go-Nijo (1302), there were
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even five. They were distinguished from one another fy-'the titles of
Ichi-in, Hon-in, Ghu-in, Sliin-in, etc. — See Dajd-tenno.

Joko-junin, (& jfj] 3l i£ At the time of the power of the Fnji-
ivara, wno multiplied the sho-en throughout the land, the Court, to
obtain money, resorted to the sale of offices. The candidates were
obliged to present their title (joko) to the office in addition to the sum to
lie paid, and, at the expiration of their term, they were reinstated by
means of further payment. The emperor Go-Sanjo (1070) tried to
reform such abuses, hut it was in vain : they were continued and in-
creased after the accession of Yoritomo to the shogunate (1192).
Jokyo, Nengo: 1684-1687.— Also Teikyo,
Jomei-tenno, W M.- The 34th Emperor of Japan (629-641),

was Okinaga-tarashi-iii-hironuka no mikoto, Tamura no Oji, a grand-
son of the emperor Bitatsu and son of Osaka-hikobito, Oe. no Oji. He
succeeded his grandaunt Suiko at the age of 36, owing to the influence of
Soga no Emislii. Under his reign, a revolt of the Ebisu was suppressed
by Kamitsukenu Katana (637)

.

Jo-men-dori, Je & JK . In order to fix the amount of taxes to lie

paid under the Tokugawa by the land-proprietors, a statement was
made of the produce of the pieces of ground for 5, 6 or 10 years

;
the average

thereof served as a basis to determine the taxes, and there was no hope
for dispensation or diminution on account of tempests, inundations, etc.

Jomi, IE. A popular festival (sekku) celebrated on the 3rd day
of the 3d month, and commonly called hiina-matsnn (festival of the
dolls). A Shintoist ceremony of purification (harai) was formerly per-
formed on that day : a paper doll was obtained from a soothsayer, which,

“fe^tain Pluyers>. ^-.Charged with all the faults and stains of the

"“•BP** had received!p 1$ was then thrown into the river, and the

K
as purified ai^^ered from evil. Nowadays the paper dolls
n replaced by^o&i&s of wax, wood, etc.

;
they are dressed as

richly as possible, because they are supposed to represent the emperor
and the empress (dairi-bina)

,
and are exposed in the house.

Jo-0, £ . Nengo: 1222-1223. — Also Tei-o.

Jo-o, fa . Nengo: 1652-1654.— Also Sho-6.
Joreki, yk ® • Nengo

:

1077-1080.— Also Shoryaku.
Joruri, . Dramatic recital with music, in which the great

achievements of ancient heroes were celebrated. Its origin runs as
far back as the 13th century. It is said that Hamuto Tokinaga, after
having composed the Heike-monogatari, taught a blind bonze to recite
it whilst accompanying himself on the biwa

:

hence the name biwa-hoshi.
The most celebrated composer of joruri is a certain Chikamatsu-Mon-
zaemon (1653-1724.)

Josetsu, &]§. A celebrated painter, born in China. He came to
Japan in 1370, became a bonze at the Shokoku-ji temple, where he
founded a school of painting according to Chinese principles. Sesshu,
Shubun, and Kano Masaiwbu were his pupils.

Josho - ji, ffli # • A temple built in Ecldzen by the bonze Jogaku
(13th century)

;
it- became later on the seat of a branch of the Shinshu sect.
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Joshu, *m • The Chinese name of the province of Yamasliiro.
Joshu, ‘K? • The Chinese name of the province of Hitachi.
J5shu, _h M The Chinese name of the province of Kozuhe.
Jotoku, • Nengo: 1097-1098.— Also Shotoku.
Jotd-mon-in, Ji 3|£ PI — See Fujiwara Aki-ko.
Jowa, t§c. fP • Nengo : 834-847. — Also Shotva.
Judd, mm-

\
Doctrine or teaching of Confucius, Confucianism. —

Jukyo, ® J Confucius (Jap. : Koshi, 551-479 B.C.), as it is well
known, did not pretend to found a religion

;
he laid down a code

of morals based on filial piety and submission to authority. This
system, developed and explained, has become a collection of maxims
relating to all the acts of life, complicating them by a minute, affected
ceremonial. Confucianism was introduced into Japan by Wani and
Ajiki in 285, and, on account of its many. <p5808 of resemblance with
Shintoism, then &fo»e practised, was recef^^ithout difficulty. But
after the introduction of Buddhism, it logt fimn,. and did not rise again
until the 17feh senfeury, when leyasu, for the first time, caused the Chinese
classics iio be printed in Japan. From that time, it was taught by such
masters as Fujiwara Seikwa, Hayashi Ddshun, ltd Ji?isai, etc., became
the code of the samurai, and had a deep influence on Japanese society
during the Tokugawa shogunate. After the Restoration, when the
European system of public education was adopted, Confucianism was
again abandoned, as well as the Chinese classics which had been the
base of education for 250 years.. But it cannot be denied that many
ideas at present still in favor among the higher classes, have a Confucia-
nist origin, and it is perhaps desirable that they may not disappear too
soon from a society of which they form one of the few remaining elements
of stability.

Ju-ei, |p • Nengo: 1182-1183.
Juko, & it (1422-1502). Was at first bonze in the Shomyo-ji

temple (Kaivachi)
;
but on account of his negligence in the discharge of

his duties, he was dismissed, and then became a disciple of the famous
Ikkyii. Being continually inclined to sleep, he used to drink tea to keep
himself awake : he offered tea to visitors, and complicated its preparation
with certain ceremonies which became greatly in The Shogun
Yoshimasa had him secularized, gave him a houss ih ihe Sanjc district
(Kyoto) : it was the first school of the tea ceremony iph&no yu). Juko
is also called Kyushin-hoshi.

Jumonji-dake, + A mountain on the limits
ot Musashi and Shinano.

® kE' Anciently an intermediate title between that
ot JJatjin and that of Bainagon. It was created in 1005 by Fujiwara
horechika.

.
Gido-sanshi is another name for the same.

Ju-ni doji, + H tg f . The 12 retainers of the goddess Kwannon.
Junken-shi, iS §* .

— See Kamakura-bakufu-shoehi.
Jun-kunimochi-shu, m . The official immediately below

the governor of a province (kunimochi-shu) during the Ashikaaa
shogunate. y
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Junna-in, • An ancient palace in Kyoto, the residence of
the ex -emperor Seiwa, after whose death, in 881, it was converted into a
school for young princes and the sons of huge of high rank. At its head
was a betto. The title of Junna-in-betto became honorific and, under
the Tokugaiva, was reserved to the Shogun.

Junna-tennS, M • The 53rd Emperor of Japan (824-833),
was prince Otomo, the 3rd son of Kwammu. He succeeded his brother
Saga at the age of 38. After a reign of 10 years, he abdicated in favor
of his brother Nimmyd.
Junnin-tennS, £$ fcl X • The 47th Emperor of Japan (759-

704), was prince Oi, grandson of Temmu and son of Toneri-sliinm

;

he
succeeded the empress Koken at the age of 27. His minister, Emi no
Osliikatsu (Fujiwara Nakamaro), succeeded in having much influence
over him and governed according to his own fancy. At the same time,

the ex-empress Koken allowed herself to be ruled by the bonze Dokyo,
who obtained from her every title and privilege he wished for. Soon
the rivalry of the two men, equally ambitious and jealous of each other,

became more and more acute. In 764, Osliikatsu raised an army and
marched against Dokyo : the latter resisted and his troops defeated the
army of Osliikatsu in Omi. Oshikatsu was killed in the fight. Master
of the situation, Dokyo easily persuaded Koken to reascend the throne :

as to Junnin, he was banished to the island of Awaji, where he died

the following year. Hence the name of Awaji-liaitei by which he is

known in history. His memory was rehabilitated in 1871 and he
received the posthumous name of Junnin.

Jun no o-mari-bugyo, IQ {ip $3 $ tr • 1 hiring the Kamakura
shogunate, the opening ot the tennis (mari-hajime) took place every year
in the first month

;
after which the kuge and the bulce played that game

three times a month. A provost was chosen among them
;
he had

charge of determining in advance the program of the exercises of the
day : it was the o-mari-bugyo. Hbjo Toki/usa was the first to receive

the title, in 1212.

Jun-san-gu, ?$= H tS A title which guaranteed its possessor,

the same revenue as that bestowed on any of the three empresses : the
reigning empress, the dowager empress, and the archdowager empress.
It could be given to princes and ministers. Fujiioara Yoshifusa was
the first on whom it was bestowed, in 855. Later on, the title became
merely honorific.

Junsatsu-shi, M ?£ • A title created in 694 and given to high

officials in charge of inspecting the provinces, examining the administra-
tion of the governors, the condition of the people, the state of agriculture,

the assistance given to old or sick, the abuses to be reformed, etc. This
title, which was only temporary, disappeared from history towards 830.

Junshi, ft) 5E . Formerly at the death of a great personage, his

servants were buried with him ; it was the junshi. The emperor
Suinin, on the advice of Nomi no Bukune, interdicted that practice (2

years B. C.) . But the custom iocosamit suicide at the loss of one’s master,

was introduced as a sign of fidelity. In the 16th century, when a
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general or a daimyo died, many vassals put an end to their lives by harakiri.
At the death of the Shogun Iemitsu (1651), 5 great daimyo committed sui-

cide in order not to survive him. It was only in 1668, that, by very severe
ordinances, the Shogun Ietsuna succeeded in suppressing that abuse.

Juntoku-tenn5, MM A M- The 84th Emperor of Japan (1211-

1221), was Prince Morinari, the 6th son of Go-Toba. He succeeded his

brother Tsuchimikado, when 14 years old. During his reign the
shogunal branch of the Minamoto became extinct by the assassination of

Sanetomo (1219), and the authority of the Hojo was consolidated. After a
reign of 10 years, during which time the power was in the hands of the
Hojo, he abdicated in favor of his son Kanenari (Chulcyo), then only 3
years old. Having become Dajo-tenno, he supported his father when the
latter tried to overthrow the powerful Shikken of Kamakura

;

but they
failed in their plan : the imperial army was defeated, the young emperor
deposed, and Juntoku exiled to the island of Sado (1221), where he lived

yet 2
1
years. During his exile, he wrote a book

(Kimpi-misho), in 3
volumes, in which he re-

latedwith great detail the

ceremonies and customs

of the Imperial Palace.

It was only in 1871
that his memory was re-

habilitated and that he
received the posthumous

name of Juntoku.

Jurakutei,^*&^
A palace built by Hide-
yoshi in Kyoto in 1586,
in which he took up bis

residence the following

year, and received the

visit of the emperor
Go-Yozei and that of the

ex-emperor Ogimachi.
When he transmitted

the title of Kwampaku to

his nephew Hidetsugu,

he gave him the Juraku-
tei also. After the death

ofHidetsugu (1595), the

palace was demolished

and the remains were
given to the Nishi-Hong-

wan-ji temple.

Jurojin, # jg A •

One of the seven gods

of luck : he is generally represented as an old man with a stag and a
crane beside him as a sign of longevity.
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Ju-san daishu, -f- Thirteen collections of Japanese poems
from the Shin-chohmen (1223), till the Shinzoku-kokin-shu (1438).
Jusan-gata, -f- ri A lake (2(5 Kin. in circuit) in the N. W. of

Mtitsu ; it receives the water of the Iwaki-gawa.
Ju-san meika, + H ^ -Sc • Anciently 13 families, the member's of

which cultivated literature, Confucianism, and, at the Court, performed
the offices of Bcnkwan, Dainagon, and even that of Daijin. They
enjoyed the privilege of wearing violet garments. They were: the
Karasumaru, the Yanagiwam, the Takeya, the Uramatsu, the Kanroji,
the Hamuro, the Kwanjuji, the Madenokoji, the Seikanji, the Naka-
mikado, the Boju, the Hino and the Hirohashi.

Jusenshi, $5 Anciently, officials having charge of minting
money. Oyake Asomimaro was the first that received the title in
694. The function was suppressed in the middle ages, the title alone
remained.

Juto-ei, A body of the imperial guard created in 759;
not long afterwards, it was called Konoe-fa. Its offices were in the
Jutd-tonen-ryo, or Tachihaki no toneri-tsukasa.
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Kaban, JD Under the Tokugawa, officials having charge

castles of Osaka (1(326) and Sumpu (1633) (Shizuoka). At
there were 4 and replaced each other every 8 months. The 3

Kaban, replaced each other every year.

Kabane, M • A title of dignity or rank. It became a family name.

Kabane is different from uji, the real family name. The uji was
bestowed by the Emperor according to the merit, the kabane was
attached to the function; Nakatomi, Fujiioara, etc., are uji

;
Omi,

Muraji, Ason, Sukune, etc., are kabane. Formerly there were only

the uji ;
but the families increased and the kabane was instituted to

distinguish their different branches. The principal kabane met with in

history are: Omi, Muraji, Tomo no miyatsuko, Kuni no miyatsuko,

Waki, Kimi, Atae, Agata-nushi, Inagi, Suguri, etc. When the func-

tions became hereditary, the uji and the kabane together formed the

family name. At the Taikwa reform (645), the heredity was suppressed

but the families kept the title. In 682, the emperor Temmu created 8

kabane to reward his supporters in the Jinshin civil war: Mabito, Asomi,

Sukune, Imiki, Michi no shi, Omi, Muraji, and Inagi. Later, those

of Kimi, Obito, Miyatsuko, Fubito, Okimi, Ha/uri, Abiko, Kishi, etc.

were added. The emperor Kwamrnu gave some of his descendants the

uji of Taira (Hei). As the Fujiioara family increased, branches kept

the uji of Fujiioara and, besides, received the names of Kondo, Naito,

Kata, Saito, etc., most of them borrowing the character to (/uji) from
the patronimic name. It was the origin of the actual family name
(rriyoji).— See Uji, Uji no kami, etc.

Kabayama, f§ lU • A samurai family of Satsuma ennobled in

1884. — Now Count.

Sukenori, ff . Born in 1837, entered the army while

young, was lieutenant-colonel during the Satsuma war on the Staff of

General Tani, then Governor of Kumamoto. He entered the navy in

1884, was promoted Y ice-Adrois&l in 1885, became Minister of the Navy
(1890-1892). During the Japan-China war, he was chief of the Naval

Staff and on board of the “ Saikyo Matru./ assisted at the battle of the

Yellow sea (Sept. 16th, 1894), He was named Count for services

rendered on this occasion. He was the first Governor-General of For-

a, Minister of Home Affairs (189S-1897), then Minister of Educa-
"

""), a member of the Privy Council in 1904. He had been

rank of Admiral in 1895.

.... „
A kind of dance with singing introdr^gJjjkj

i kiwa’>3&-the end of (he 16th century by 0 Kuni, ex-ama jl

(Izumo)
;
by and by other actors were added; |S

mesa.
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was the origin of the modern theater
(shibai). The most frequented

theater in Tokyo, built in 1660, bears the name of Kabuki-za.

Kachi-gumi, dr • Bodyguards who accompanied the Shogun,
when he left his palace. In 1603, the hashiri-shu were created

;
they were

divided into 4 squads of 30 men each : it was the origin of the kachishu.

.
Kachi-metsuke, @ ff . Police agents inferior to the metsuke,

in the time of the Tokugaioa. Before, they were called yokome.
Kachiyama, ffl ill • Or Katsuyama, a place in Awa (Tokaido),

was the residence of the daimyo Naito (1601-1623), the Matsudaira
(1624-1634), and from 1668 till 1868 that of the Sakai (12,000 k.).

Kada, $f BJ • A family descended from the Hagura.
Azumamaro, ^ iJfi (1668-1736). Studied ancient history and

he classic literature of Japan. The Shogun Yoshimune was his patron.
He opened a national school at Kyoto, to oppose Chinese ideas.

Arimaro, %£ i$ (1706-1769). An adopted son of the above,
went to Edo towards 1730, established a school in that city and con-
tinued the traditions of his father.

_

Kadenokoji, ^ ft? ill /J' $5 • A huge family descended from
Fujiwara Mitsushiro. — Now Viscount.

Eadobe, PI §15 • Company of 200 men belonging to the Emon-fu.
They guarded the gates of the imperial palace. In 808, they were joined
to the Efi-fu.

Xa-©{, E jk - Nengo

:

1848-1853.

SMa, *k. - A steward of the houses of the nobility.— See Karei.
Kaga, One of the 7 provinces of Hokurokudo. It com-

prises tour districts, which lielong to the Ishikawa-ken . It was separated
from Moktem towards 820, — Chinese name : Kasha,
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Eagae, JU -V 1C • An ancient castle in Mino. It was occupied by
the Kagae daimyo during the 16th century (12,000 k.).

Eagae, JD -V it . A daimyo family native of Owari.

Shigemune, Jr Jj? (+ 1584). Suruga no kami, served

Nobunaga and was killed in the fight against Hideyoshi.

Shigemochi, Iff S3 ( + 1600). A son of the above submitted to

Hideyoshi, joined the party against Ieyasu, fought against Mizuno Tada-
shige, whom he defeated and killed. He himself lost his life soon after-

wards.

Eagami, M & M.- A daimyo family descended from the Sasaki.

Hisatsuna, !K 8^ • A son of Sasaki Sadashige, was killed in

the Shokyu war (1221), when fighting against the Hdjo. His descendants
resided at Kagami-yama (Omi), and served the Sasaki daimyo.

Eagami-gawa, M Jl| • A river (32 Km.) in Tosa

:

it (lows through

Kochi and empties itself into the bay of Urado. It is also called Usliioe-

gawa.
Eagami-yama, ill Formerly a castle of the Kagami daimyo

in Omi.
Eagariya-shugonin, M *|

: A • In 1238, HOjO Yasutoki,

Shikken of Kamakura iagwl®! in. Kyoto 48 posts of night guards.

During the night the guards fixm (kagari), hence their name. This

custom was suppressed in 1370, whan the Shdjtun lived in Kyoto.

Eagawa, # Jl| • A samurai family of the Mito clan
;

it was en-

nobled in 1887. — Now Viscount.

Eagawa Eageki, # jl| & I# (1768-1843). A celebrated poet,

author of several esteemed works.

Eagawa-ken, § Jl| %£ . The department formed of the province

of Sanuki. — Pop.: 731,000. — Cap.: Takamatsu (35,000 inh.) —
Frinc. towns : Marugame (25,000-inh.), Kwannonji (13,000 inh.), Sakade
(12,500 inh.).

Kagen, Jlf, % • Nengo : 1303-1305.

;v
;

geyushi, Wl M tii fli- Officials created by the emperor Ktvammu
ftint sent to the provinces at the expiration of the powers of the governors,

m urder to see that the change was made without trouble.

S®g6, -n" • The seal formerly put on patents authorizing the carry-

ing «a of commerce with China. It was the family of the Ouchi daimyo
of Yamaguchi (Suivo) which had the superintendence of it.

Eagoshima, H *12. ft • Capital (53,000 inh.) of Kagosldma-ken and
of Satsuma province. The town was known as far back as 764. The
Engi-shiki, mentions the Kagoshima jinja temple. The castle was first

called Ueyama-jo and belonged to the Ueyama. Later on, we find a

Td/ukuji-jo, the lord of which, Kimotsuki Kuneshige, supported the

southern dynasty. He was dispossessed in 1341 by Shimazu Sadahisa,

who installed his son Ujihisa in the castle of Tofukuji, which he left

to.settle at Aira (Osumi), next at Shibushi (Hyuga ). Motohisa, a son of

Ujihisa, returned to Kagoshima, built a new castle and called it Shimizu-

jo. Takahisa, his descendant in the 9th generation, built the Uchi-shiro

in the very town. Finally Iehisa erected the Tsurumaru-jd on the site
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of the saaoipBt Ufii/ama-jd. His descendants resided in that castle till the
RestorstisK- (770,000 k.). — It was at Kagoshima that Saint Francis-
Xaviet-tecied on the I5th of August 1549.— In 1863, the English
admiral Kuper, to revenge the murder of Richardson, bombarded the city.

In 1877, the town was the center of a civil war called the Satsuma
Rebellion. After 8 months of incessant fighting, the town was almost
completely burnt down, the castle was destroyed, and Saigo TaJcamori,
the head of the insurrection, killed himself by harakiri.

Kagoshima-ken, % Wi SS • The department formed with the
provinces of Satsuma and Osumi.— Pop. : 1,194,000— Capital: Kago-
shima (53,000 inh.). — Principal towns: Taniyama (26,000 inh.),

Ei (22,000 inh.), Higashi-minami-kata (21,000 inh.) Kushigino (19,600
inh.), Ibusuki (16,400 inh.), Akune (16,000 inh.), Kawanobe (15,600
inh ), Tarumizu (15,000 inh.), Nishikaseda (14,900 inh.), Kaseda
(14,700 inh.) Higashi-ichiki (12,300 inh.), etc.

Kagura, ^ $4 . A mime, the origin of which goes as far back as the

danoe performed in front of the cave of.Amaterasu. It takes place- at

certain, festivals, on a platform near Shintoist temples. The actors are
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masked and clad in damask silks
;

fifes and drums form tlie accompani-
ment of tlie performance.

Kagura-ga-oka, # ??| Rfi] A. hill N. E. of Kyoto, which was the scene
ofsaveral battles : those of the bonzes of Enryaku-ji against Utsunomiya
Kiiiisuna (1336), of Kusunoki Masanori against Asliikaga Yoshiakira
(1352), of Matsunaga Hisahide against Bokkaku Yoshikata (1561), etc.

Kagutsuchi, jjn ^ i •— See Homusubi.
Sahara, ^ M An ancient castle in Btizen, built towasls ?40 by

Fujiwara Hirotsugu. In the 14th century, it belonged te prince
Yasunaga-shinno, of the Southern dynasty. Later it beca?.jR tlje pro-

perty of the Harada, afterwards of the Takahashi. In 1587,
bestowed it on Kuroda Yoshitaka. Under the Tokugawa, it formalA
part of the domains of the Hosokawa daimyd (1600-1632), later of ifete

'

Ogasawara (1632-1868).
’ Kaho, M IS • Nengo : 1094-1095.

Sai, tp . One of the 15 provinces of Tokaido. It comprises 9
districts which form the Yamanashi-ken. — Chinese name : Koshu.
Saibara Ekiken, kk W- ^ $f (1630-1714). Was born at Fukuoka

(Cliikuzen). He went to Kyoto, in 1657 and attended the lessons. of
Yamasaki Ansai and of Kinoshita Junan.
teaeh and published more than 100 works
an easy, flowing style. His books were much -

tion. In the •* Ta-igiroku ” (great doubt), the
he exposes the objections which, by and by,

philosophic doctrines of Shushi.

Kaieda, ££ fH • A samurai family of

in 1884. •— Now Viscount.

Kaieki, Hz • A punishment inflicted on
1'okugawa : they lost their revenues and became
Kaigane-zan, ill • One of the mats fA

Shirane
(Kai).

Kaigen, 0&. x • Change of Nengo. — See Nengo.

Kaigun-bugyo, ff . Minister of the Navy of the Edo
shogunate. This title wa.s created in the 18th century, when, by the
advice of Matsudaira Sadanobu, the Shogun Ienari established

foundries, docks, arsenals, etc. for the navy.

Kaigun-shd, W-W • The Department of the Navy, created in 1885.

Kaihoku, $£ • A family of painters of the Kano school. The best

known are: Yusho (1533-1615), Yiisetsu (1598-1677), Yucliiku (1654-

1728), Yiisen (18th century), Yutohi (1763-1847), Yusho (1818-1869).

Kaiki-sh5ho, The first gold coins made in Japan,
in 760. They are so called from the four characters engraven on them.

Kaikd, 1)3 ® • Secretaries of the principal administrations under the

Kamakura Shogunate. They were : the Mandokoro-kaiko, the Saburai-
dokoro-kaiko, the Ghilio-kaiko, the Jingu-kaiko, etc. They were chosen
from among the hilcitsukeshu.

Kaikwa-tennS, -ffc 3^ 4|l • The 9th Emperor of Japan, (157-98

B. C.), was Waka-yamato-nekohiko-6-hibi no mikoto, the 3rd son of
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the emperor Kogen. He su^Sed his father at the age of 50 and died
111 years old. History is silent about this reign of 61 years.

Kaimon-dake, 1$ [Sfl • A volcano (940 m.) in the southern part
of Satsuma. According fe> tradition. Him vdo.no was produced hy an
earthquake in the year ®7 before the Christian era; it is also called
Hirakiki-ddke, Sai^^pji, Utmbo-figi.

.
Kaimon-saki, $5 ® l^r • A cape in the southern part of Satsuma ;

it is also called Hirakiki-saJci.

Kaimyo, £k <% Or Homyo, the posthumous name given by bonzes
to the deceased faithful of their sect and inscribed on the funeral tablets.
This name ends in one of the honorific titles in, koji, shinji, shinnyo,
doji, etc., according to the age, the sex, the rank of the deceased person.

'

Kainai san-kijin, ft 5 f A (Lit. : the 3 originals). The 3
writer's who under the Tokugawa shogunate dared to defend the cause of
the imperial authority against the encroachments of the shogun : Taka-
yama Masayuki (1747-1793), Hayashi Shihei (1754-1793), and Gamo
Kumpei (1768-1813).

Kairitsu-shu, Ik 5jS • Or Risshu, a Buddhist sect introduced for
the first time by Zenshin-ni, a daughter of the Chinese Shiha Tatto, who
had established herself in Japan in the reign of Keitai (522). Later on,
the bonzes Doled (704) and Doei (735) after having studied the doctrines
of the sect in China, tried, but without success, to propagate it. Kanshin
who came from China in 754, succeeded in establishing it; for that
reason, he is regarded as its founder. The ceremony of initiation into
the sect consists in the solemn imposition of the ten moral precepts

(
kai),

Sformed on a platform of earth (kaidan) raised near the temple. —
is sect is so to say extinct since the 13th century.

Kaisei-jo, B8 $ 0r • Name given in 1863 to the School till then called
Bmsho-shirabe-dokoro (See that name), The teaching of English,
French, German, mathematics, etc., was begun at that time. In 1877,’

it became part of the Imperial University.

Kaitakushi, 1$ fa {k (Lit.: colonization agency). A special ad-
ministration that governed Hokkaido from 1869 to 1881 . It was helped
by general Capron and several other Americans, founded model farms,
built roads, developed the working of mines, etc. without, however, being
able to realize the expectations that had been entertained.

Kaizu, ifif . A place in Omi, N. of lake Biwa. It was the re-
sidence of the Kaizu daimyd during the middle ages.

Kaizu, M . A place in Shinano. — See Matsushiro.
Kajiki, Jn in A place in Osumi, where Kajiki Chikahira built a

castle in 1190. Hisahira, his descendant in the 9th generation, was
besieged by Shimazu Tadamasa (1495), transferred to Ata (Satsuma),
and replaced by Jjichi Shigesada. The latter having also revolted against
his suzerain, was defeated and committed suicide by harakiri (1527).

Kajino, tM 5f A family descended from the Taira and, for cen-
turies, .attached to the temple of Kofuku-ji (Nara). — Now Baron.

Kajitori, It • A samurai family of the Yamaguchi
(
Suwo

)

clan, ennobled after the Bestoration.— Now Baron.
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Kajitori-saki, % i$ • A cape in the N. of Iyo. It is also

called Mycjinsaki, Miyazaki no liana.

Kajiwara Kagetoki, ffl. jjt; 11$ • A samurai of Sagami. When
Yoritomo levied troops to fight the Taira, Kagetoki, under the command
of Oba Kagechika, fought against him : Yoritomo, having been defeated
at Ishibashi (1181), together with Doi Sanehira, hid himself in the
mountains. Kagetoki was sent to pursue him; he discovered his

retreat, but leading his troops in another direction, he allowed Yoritomo
to escape, and, soon, afterwards espoused his cause, In 1184, he took
part in the campaign of Yoshitsune against Yoshinaka and the Taira ;

later on having had some contention with Yoshitsune, he calumniated him
to Yoritomo and contributed much to embroil the two brothers. After
the death of Yoritomo, he became a member of the Council of State. He
then accused Yulci Tomomitsu of plotting against the Shogun Yoriie:
Tomomitsu together with Miura Yoshimura, Wada Yosliimori and several
other officers, tried to get rid of Kagetoki, who fled to Suruga where, the
following year, he was defeated and killed with his son Kagesue (1200).

Kajo, . Nengo

:

848-850.— Also called Kaslio.

Kajo,& M- Or Kajo-shoku, a ceremony that took place every year
on the 16th day of the 6th month:. in order to be preserved from any
epidemic, 16 mochi (cakes made of rice flour) were offered to the hand,
after which they were eaten. The ceremony is so called, because it was
instituted in the first year of the nengo Kajo.
Kaiu, % ££ • Formerly steward of the household of a prince or a

nobleman. — See Karei.

Kakegawa, If Jl| . A place in Totomi, where Tmagawa Vjichika
built a castle in 1113, which castle he intrusted to the guard of Asaliina
Yasutoshi. The castle, later on, was transferred to Ishikawa Ienari (1569),
next to Yamanoucld Kazutoyo (1590). Under the Tolcugawa, it was suc-
cessively occupied by the daimyo Hisamalsu (1601 r1623), Aoyama (1623-
1634), Sakurai (1635-1639), Honda (1639-1644), Matsudaira (1644-
1648), Fukushima (1648-1658), li (1658-1705), Sakurai (1706-1711),
Ogasawara (1711-1746), finally, from 1746-1868, Ota (50,000 k.).

Eakei, IS • Nengo of the northern dynasty : 1387-1388.
Kakimi Iezumi, InJL 5s; Mi • Entered the service of Hideyosk

%

who bestowed on him the castle of Tomiku (Bungo— 20,000 k.), he also took part in the expedition
to Korea. Afterwards he sided with Ishida Kazu-
shige, and was killed in the castle of Ogaki (1600).

Eakimono - bugyo, & Qfy M ft A title

created in 1633 and given to the 4 officials who
had charge of the hooks, manuscripts, printings,

etc. of the shogunate.

Kakinomoto Hitomaro, I® ^ A B A
celebrated poet of the 7th and the 8th centuries.

He was in the service of the emperors Jito and
Mommu and died in Iwami, probably in 729. He
is honored as the god of poetry and has his temple at Akashi

(Harima )

KAKINOMOTO F ITOMAHO.
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Kakitsu, ££- pi • Nengo: 1441-1443.

Kakitsu no hen, B tf (Lit. : the advent of the Kakitsu era) . An
expression to designate the assassination of the Shogun Ashikaga Yoshi-
nori by Akamatsu MitsusuJce (1441). Yoshinori hated Mitsusuke and
proved it to him in many ways; finally, he wished to despoil him of his
domains in order to bestow them on Akamatsu Sadamasa. Mitsusuke
concealing his anger, invited the Shogun to a feast during which he
assassinated him

;
next he put fire to his own house and fled to Harima.

There he proclaimed Giun, a bonze and grandson of Ashikaga Tadafuyu,
heir of Yoshinori. Meanwhile, the Hosokawa, the Takeda, the Yamana,
etc. recognized Yoshikatm, the son of Yoshinori, and marched against
Mitsusuke, who, being besieged in. his castle at Shiralxata and defeated
after a short resistance, killed himself by harnkm.

Kakizaki, M Ilift . A dw'myd family descended from the Takeda.
In the 15th century, the family installed itself in Edo and took the name
of Matsumae.— See Maisumac.
Kako-gawa, M # hi - A river (76 Km.) that has its source in

Tamha, passes through Harima, and empties itself into the Inland Sea at
Takasago. It is also called Innami-gawa, Hi-no-Jcd, Takino-gawa.
Kakokujo, T $1 _t (Lit. : the inferior triumphs over the superior).

The name given to the last period of the Ashikaga Shogunate, during
which time, the whole country being a prey to civil war, many powerful
families were overthrown by their vassals.

Kakuhan, — See Kokgo-Daishi.

Kakui-jima, ffc 'A S3 An island (28 Km. in circuit) in the
Inland Sea, near the coast of the province of Bizen, to which it belongs.
Kakujo, #£ ft/j

• A son of Jocho, and, like his father, sculptor and
bonze at Nara (11th century).

Kakunotate, f\ • A place in Ugo with a castle, the residence of
the Tozawa daimyo in the 16th century (40,000 k.).

Kakushin-ni, -fg if, /g . A daughter of Zenhin-Daishi

:

she
married Hino Hirotsuna and was mother of the bonze Shite. After the
death of her husband, she had her head shaved, built the Hongioanji
temple of Yamashina (1480; and was actively occupied in diffusing the
Shinshu sect.

Kamae, $$ • A punishment reserved to the bonzes in the time of the
Tokugawa, and corresponding to a kind of excommunication. There
were two degrees : the ha-kamae, exclusion of the branch, and the shu-
kamae, exclusion of the whole sect.

Kamakura, $$ ^ . A small fowu (7250 inh.) in Sagami, which,
for several centuries, was the second capital of Japan. When Minamoto
Yoritomo left the province of Izu, where he had been exiled by Kitjomori,
and began war against the Taira, he selected for his residence the village

of Kamakura, which had been that of his ancestor Yoriyoshi (995-1082).
After he had become Shogun (1192), the town became more and more
important. After the Minamoto, the Fujiwara Shogun and those of the
imperial family continued to reside at Kamakura

:

palaces, temples, res -

deuces of the nobles were built in great number, and it is said that, a
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century after Yoritomo, the population exceeded one million. During
the Genko war (1333), Nitta Yoshisada took Kamakura and a part of

the town was reduced to ashes. The Ashikaga rebuilt it and in 1349,

Takauji having appointed his son Motouji regent of the eastern provinces,

(Kwanto-kwanryo), installed him at Kamakura. But the civil wars of

the following century, the substitution of the Uesugi for the Ashikaga as

Kwanryo (1439), the siege of 1454, and the conflagration of 1526 left

almost nothing but ruins. At present there remain of the splendor of the

past only the famous Daibutsu and the Tsurugaoka-Hachiman temple.

Kamakura-bakufu, It I? SS • The Kamakura shogunate, of

1192-1333.

Kamakura-bafuku-kwansei, £$ I? IS fdf *1? fij • The system of

administration established by the Kamakura shogunate. Below the

Shogun, whose title after Yoritomo, became simply honorific, there was a

regent (Shikken

)

of family, who wielded the full power. The
mandokoro (central adfi&psiration) attended to the territorial possessions of

the nobles, the taxes, Sharpes, etc. : it was composed of 15 or 16 hyqjoshu

(councillors), the hikitsukeshu (secretaries), assisted by the yoriaishu.

Military questions were regulated by the saburai-dokoro

;

justice was
administered by the keisatsu. After these offices reserved to high per-

sonages, the ko-saburai-dokoro fixed the guards of the shogunal palace,

the escorts of honor, etc. — See the two following articles.

Kamakura-bakufu-shoshi, ® f Iffi- Officials sent into

the provinces on certain occasions by tbe Kamakura Shogun. They
were ranked under 5 titles

:

•— Jikken-shi, Jf • Extraordinary envoys for grave reasons.

Junken-shi, M US • Officials that every year, at a fixed

epoch, visited the country to examine the state of prosperity or misery of

the people, to listen to their complaints, to judge differences, etc.

Naiken-shi, Pj $Sf •$* Officials that verified the rice crops in

order to determine the taxes. Later they were called kenken-shi

Kenchu-shi, ££ fig - Officials delegated by the shugo or the

jito of every province to establish the exact cadaster and to prevent any
arbitrary change thereof. Later, they were called nawa-uchi (line

stretchers) and sao-ire (marking out with stakes).

Kenken-shi, ® • Officials that, like the jikken-shi, were
extraordinary delegates, but in less important circumstances.

Kamakura-baushu, It Ir ffe • Officials of inferior rank, having
charge of certain services at the shogunal palace of Kamakura. The
principal among them were

:

GakuciSKTjy han, ^ [Hj pjf § . Officials attending to horseman-
ship, archery, the study of ancient Japanese and Chinese customs, etc.

(Created in 1213).

Kinju-ban, 15. Officials that selected and supervised

the employees at the shogunal Court (1225).

0-ban, j<. 31 . Samurai recruited in the eastern provinces and,

by turns, employed as guards of the shogunal palace. They were on duty
for one year at a time (1225).
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- Koshi-ban, Iff Officials having charge in the mornni"
ot opening the grated doors and windows (koshi) of the palace and in
the evening of closing them (1252).—— Monkenzanketsu-ban, Officials who counted and
watched the persons received in audience by the Shogun (1252).

7
Hisashi-ban,

/ffl fg . Guards of pavilions and villas outside of
the palace

- Hayahiru-ban, ^ |g . Officials having charge of such arts
as poetry, music, ball, games, etc. (1260).
Kamakura-dono, |f p j$

.

The name given by the people toMmamoto Yontomo after his installation at Kamakura.
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Ka?ej»asa, B Ik ItS f® % & A warrior

ot the Mmamoto clan, who gained fame during the campaign of Yoshiie
against the Mutsu Kiyowara (1091). Having had an eye pierced by an
arrow he nevertheless continued to pursue his adversary and had the
arrow extracted only after having killed his enemy : he was then 16
years old. He is the ancestor of the Nagao.
Kamakura -jidai, If f Rf ft . The period of the Kamakura

shogunate, 1192-1333.

Kamanashi - gawa, H $U*I • A river which has its source at
ivoma-ga-take (Kai), passes through NirazaJci, receives the Shio-nawa
then the Midai-gawa, and, by its junction with the FuefuU-gawaAorms
the huji-kaiva.

Kambe, jpfji ^ . A person having charge of the finances in a Shintoist
teiipne : collecting income, paying the salaries of employees, etc.

• W J3 • A place in Ise, where Oda Nobutaka built a castle
r
r?v’,

the CaStIe longed to the Takigawa daimyo
(I080-I6OO) the. Hitotsuyanagi (1600-1634), the Ishilcawa (1634-1732),
finally from 1 132-1868, to the Honda (15,000 k.).

Kameda. H ffl . A place in XJgo, was, from 1602 to 1868, the
residence of the Iuiaki daimyo (50,000 k.).

Kamei, p A daimyo family descended from the Uda-Genji
(a branch ot the Sasaki) ; it settled in Izumo and was in the service of
the Amako.

,77
Korenori, ££ £g (1567-1612). Left Izumo after the overthrow

of the Amakos went to Kyoto, and attached himself to Nobunaga, after-
wards to Iltdegoshi, who bestowed 011 him the castle of Shikano
(Mata-- 13,000 k.). He took part in the expedition into Kyushu

espoused the cause of Ieyasu, and had his revenues raised to
43,000 k.

,

~ Masanori, jg . A son of Korcnori, was transferred in 1(517,
o Tsuwano (Iwami —43,000 k.) where his descendants resided till the
Restoration. — Now "Vise

Kameoka, &200 inh.) in Tamba (Kyoto-fit)-
•before the Restoration, it Kameiyama. — See Kameyama.Kamairnmn 9. S. rr, , ... .Kameyama, „„ ...

which, towards the ©iMie
Christian daimyo John ifeMd

/in Tamba with an ancient castle

16th century, belonged to the
'u. Naito having been dispossessed
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b«i f^nnaga in 1573, the castle became the property of the Hatano

(fa'Jl'-Vti), next of Akechi Mitsuhide (1579-82). Hideyoshi bestowed it

on Maeda Munchisa (Gen-i Ho-in). Under the Tokugawa, it belonged

successively to the daim/yo: Okabe (1609-21), Matsudaira (1621-34),

Suqanuvia (1634-44), Matsudaira (1648-86), Kuze (1686-97), Inone

(1697-1702), Aoyama (1702-48), finally, from 1748 to 1868, to the

Matsudaira (50,000 k.). — Since the Restoration, the name of the town

has been changed to that of Kameoka.
_

Kameyama, & ill • A town (7,400 inli.) in Tse, with an ancient

castle built by Seki Munekazu towards the middle of the lbth century.

After having been bestowed on Gamo Ujisato by Nobunaga, it was

returned to the Seki (1584-86), who were again dispossessed of it by

Takiqawa Kazumasu

;

but Hideyoshi replaced the latter by Okanwto

Shiqemasa (1587-1600). Under the Tokugawa it belonge.l, in succes-

sion, to the daimgd : Seki (1600-10), Okudaira (1610-15),

(1615-35), Honda (1636-51), Ishikawa (1651-69), Itakura (1669-1710),

Ogyu (1710-17), Itakura (1717-44), and from 1744 till 1868, to the

Ishikawa (70,000 k.).
. T

Kameyama-tenno, & Oi M- The 90th Emperor of Japan

(1260-74), was Tsunehito, the 7th son of Go-Saga; he succeeded Ins

brother Go-Fukakusa when 1Lyears old.. his reign, the Shikken

Him Tokimune govern®! according ttffaifowb Wll. At the age of 2b,

Kameyama abdicated in f&YCK of ms SOI In 1289, he had his

head shaved and received the rSamp ofiKmgogmw He died in 1304, at

the age of 56. * f
1 » , . , , , .

Kami, )# • (Chinese,* shin, 's$tsrifc}, T^»(gods and goddesses of

Shintoism. \
.

,

' i * ,

*
’ .

Kami, ^ . A titllMOOMilpig td th&t4 governor of ft province

:

Settsu no kami, Iga nofbcutoi. y Pmni'th© faxa&ffl the Ashikaga, the title,

in most cases, became aavcljl hcftosific . tbftre .wtere, for instance, several

Shinano no kami at fcte same Wieiand Mvisglio jurisdiction over that

province. The ShimaA
,
daimfS however bore the here-

ditary title of Satsuma no kami ; tl|§|SSj|#bat of Tsushima no kami, etc.

Kami-ari-tsuki, m # H • *i|ionth of the gods). The name

given in Izumo to the 10th morSh^pic. cal.), because, according to

legend, all the gods of Japan, leaving their own temples, assemble with

Ukuninushi at the great temple of Izumo.

Kami-kyo, ± M • The northern hah of Kyoto.

Kaminari no jin, ® 18JI • Formerly, in time of storm, after the

third peal of thunder, the officers on duty, taking their bows and arrows

guarded all the openings of the palace. The guards of inferior rank,

wearing their mino (rain-coat made of straw), and their kasa (a kind of

flat somewhat coneshaped hat), assembled in the garden of the southern

pavilion (nanden ). Meanwhile, the Emperor took refuge in the shuho-

sha, or kaminari no tsubo.

Kami-na-zuki, jffli M M (Hit. : month without gods). A name

given to the 10th month (anc. cal.), because, according to legend, all gods

leave their temples to assemble with Okuninushi in Izumo.
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Kami-no-mikawa, _k — J>I • A place in Shimotsuke with an
ancient castle built by the daimyd Utsunomiya, who left it in 1249,
for that of Yokota. From 1430 it was occupied by the Imaizumi
family.

Kaminoseki-jima, _t 183 • An island (37 Km. in circuit) in the
Inland Sea, S. of the province of Suwv to which it belongs. It is also
called Naga-shima.

Kami-no-yama, Ul An ancient castle in Uzen, formerly called
Tsukioka-jo. It was built by Shiba Yoshitada towards the middle of
the 16th century

;
later on, it came into the possession of the Satomi.

Under the Tokugawa it was the residence of the Matsudaira daimyd
(1616-27), the Toki (1627-92), and from 1697-1868, the Matsudaira
(30,000 k.).

Kami-shima, _h W!j • The northern part .'(198 Km. in circuit) of the
island of Tsushima.

Kami-shima, _k • An island (146 Km. in circuit) of the Ama-
kusa group. It is also called Seto-kami no shima.
Kami-shima, jji# Hi} . An island (28 Km. in circuit) in the Inland

Sea, belonging to the province of Bitchu. It is also called Kono-shima.
Kamishimo, fp . Garments composed of the kataginu and the

hakama
;
they were, from the end of the 15th century, the ordinary

dress of the samurai. Under the Tokugawa, they formed the costume
of ceremony.

Kamitsukenu, _h ^ ¥f . The ancient name of the province of
Kozuke.

Kamitsukenu Katana, _h ^ &? fit £ • A warrior of to 7th
century. He was nominated Shogun in 637, and marched agaiilet the
Ebisu

;

but he was defeated and his army put to flight. Having been
invested in his camp, he resolved to escape under cover of darkness,
when his wife objecting that such conduct would be cowardice and an
offence to the gods, assembled all the women shut up with her and tanghfc
them how to use the bow. It was at the head of this strange w-gi*

ment that Katana marched against the enemy. The Ebisu believing
themselves to be in the presence of a numerous body of warriors, raised,

the siege. The Shogun then recalled his scattered troops and defeated
the enemy.

Kamiya Sodan, # # sf? J& (1551-1635). A samurai of. Hakata
(Chikuzen) who, after having traveled in China and the Philipine Islands,
returned in 1588. Hideyoshi commissioned him torestablish -thB^jcap *>f

Nagoya ; later, having entered the service of Kurndu Napam%sd, be. Iraiifc

the castle of Fukuoka, and was engaged in to exploitaton pf mines,
agriculture, weaving, etc.

Kamiyama, # ill • A samurai family of the Kochi (Tosa) clan,
ennobled after the Eestoration.— Now Baron.
Kami-yo. # ft . The era of the gods. It is also called Jindai,

Taiko.

Kammuri, *£ . Formerly the head-gear of princes, noblemen, and
officials. It was a sort of flat cap, surmounted by a rounded plate and a
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fanion in the rear. Those of the emperor were of two kinds : the v tit-

bita i and the hanbitai

;

those of the nobles were the atsnbitai and the

KKN-EI.

sukibitai. Officials of inferior rank wore the oikake, the ken-ei, the

hoscrdh hte-

A village north of Kyoto, renowned for its two great

Shio|!pf|»:ftmples, Shimo-Kamo and Kami-Kamo, the former is dedicated

to Tit)nitijori-hinie, the latter, to her son Wake-ikazuchi. Kwammu-
tenno selected these gods as protectors of Heian-bjd (Kyoto), his new
Capital.

EamsrH0h6mei, 14 i* • A bonze and writer of the 12th and 13th

centuzittS, He first studied music and poetry, and was nominated direc-

tor ^(}$tf.3o) of the uta-dokoro by the ex-emperor Go-Toba. Afterwards

he asked to succeed his father as chief of the temple of Kamo, but his

petition having been refused, he had his head shaved, took the name of

Ben-in, and retired to mount Ohara-yama, where he built a hut 10 feet

square and 7 in height, and began to write books. The best known of

his works are: the Hojo-ki (history of 10 feet square), a kind of “ A
Journey Around My Room,” relating incidentally the civil wars and con-

flagrations of which Kyoto was then the scant);— the Mumyo-so (anony-

mous extracts)
; — the Shiki-monogatari (tales of the 4 seasons), etc.

Kamo Mabuclxi, JM M- $8 (1697-1769). A son of a kannushi
of the Kamo temple (Tdtomi>, was chosen as a son-in-law by the landlord

of a hotel in Hamamatiu. The latter soon regretted his choice, for

Mabuchi spent his time in reading instead of tending to the service of

the house. After numerous discussions, he finally obtained the authoriza-

tion to go to Kyoto, where he attended the lessons of Kada Azumamaro,
and later went to Edo where he became a teacher. His talent was
soon appreciated, anti the most noted men. of the epoch became his

disciples. He was especially patronized by the Chunagon Tayasu
Munetakc, a son of the Shogun Yoshirnune who took him into his service.

In 1760 he resigned his position in favor of Sadao, his adopted son, and
devoted himself to the study of antiquity and poetry. He was greatly

instrumental in causing ancient history and ancient poems called naga-
uta, to be appreciated.

Kamo-gawa, J[l Jll • A river which rises in the northern
part of Yamashiro, traverses the eastern part of Kyoto, receives the
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Takase-gawa, and empties itself into the Katsura-gawa. Near its source
it is also called Nakatsu-gawa, Iwaya-gawa

;

and towards its mouth, it is
known as the Semi-no-ogawa, Ishi-gawa, Hisage-gaica.
Kamo no matsuri, flD • A festival which was celebrated at

Kyoto during the -4th month in honor of the gods of Kamo (Kamo-daijin).
It was instituted by the emperor Kimmei and observed on the day of the
Cock. XJda-tenno (889) established a similar festival to be celebrated
towards the end of the 11th month : it was called Kamo rinji no matsuri.
Kamo no mizu-umi, 14 ?$) . A lake (20 Km. in circuit) in Sado

Island, near the sea-port of Ebisu-minato. — It is also called Koshi no
mizu-umi.

Kamoda-numa, 11} £ HI • A lake (12 Km. in circ.) in Chikuzen.
Kamon, P^j • A title given to daimyo families related to the

Tolcugawa. They were : the different branches of the San-ke (Oman,
Kii, Mito), of the San-kyo

(Shimizu ,
Tayasu, Hitotsubashi) and of the

Matsudaira of Echizen, all descended from the Shogun.
Kamon no kami, ft} lift •— See Kanimori-zukasa.
Kamui-zaki, jpi|i flj# . A cape north-west of Shiribeshi (Hok-

kaido).

Kan, M • The Chinese dynasty of the Han (206 B.C. — 221 A.D.).— Kan no kuni, China. — Kan-go, Chinese language. — Kan-on,
pronunciation of the Chinese characters in the time of the Han.
Kan Shdjd, ff 40 iTy .— See Sugawara Michizanc.
Kanagawa-bugyo, # & jl| 4f- A title created in 1858, and

applied to the official who, after the opening of the Kanagawa
sea-port, superintended the vessels, the importation, the exportation,' etc.

Kanagawa-ken, # )\\ lf,f The department formed of the pro-
vince of Sagami and 3 districts of Musashi. — Popul. : 867.000
•uh. — Capital : Yokohama (341,660 inh.) — Principal towns : Yoko-
suka (25,000 inh.), Toda (20,000 inh.), Kanagawa (19,000 inh.),
Odawara (16,700 inh.), XJraga (13,500 inh.), etc.

Kanamori, & • An ancient daimyo family descended from the
Fujiwara.

Nagachika, leiiS. (1524-1607). Was in the service of Nobu-
naya and afterwards in that of Hideyoshi. In 1585, being com-
missioned to conquer the province of M&y he defeated and killed
Anenokoji Koretsuna, wherefore he receive! iife province in fief and the
castle of Takayama as his residence.

Yoshishige, pf Ig (1559-1616). A son of Nagao Kagenaga,
was adopted by Nagachika. He served Nobunaga and afterwards
Hideyoshi. In 1600 he joined the party of Ieyasu. During the Osaka
campaign (1615) he defended the castle of Kishiwada

(Izumi) and
fought so well that he secured the heads of 208 enemies slain by himself,
as trophies. Yoshishige was renowned also for his skill in performing
the tea ceremony which he had learned from Sen no Rikyu.— His
descendants were transferred to Yawata (Mino— 20,000 k.) in 1697. The
last one, Yurikane, was dispossessed on account of bad administration, and
exiled to Nambu (1759).
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Kanasaki, ^ ill# . An ancient castle in Echizen on the site of the

present town of Tsuruga. In 1336, Nitta Yoshisada after having been

defeated at the Minato-gawa, entrenched himself in this tiastle together

with Tsunenaga-shinno. The following year he was besieged by Shiba

Takatsune but succeeded in escaping to Soma-yama. In the 16th

century the castle belonged to the Asakura, but Nobunaga took it in

1570.— In Tsuruga there may yet be seen a Shintoist temple, Kanasaki-

jinja dedicated to the princes Tsunenaga-shinno and Takanaga-shinno,

both sons of Go-Daigo.

Kanayama, & ill . A hill in Kozuke N. of the little town of Ota,

on which the ancient castle of the Nitta was situated. It was from that

place that Yoshisada set out to support Go-Daigo. After the direct line

of the descendants of Yoshisada became extinct, the castle was occupied

by the Yura, a lateral branch. In 1553, Nagao Kagetora made himself

master of the castle, but Takeda Shingen took it from him in 1566, and

Hop Ujimasa took it in 1588. Ieyasu, in memory of Yoshisada, did

not wish to install a daimyb in the castle, and Kanayama became a

shbgunal property. Finally, after the Restoration, a Shintoist temple

(Nitta-jinja) was erected oil Kanayama to the faithful supporter of the

legitimate dynasty.

Kanayama, ^ lU • All ancient c^M Aki, belonging to the

Takeda daimyo, governors of the proviricb'tfnSer the Ashikaga. Mori-

Motonari took it in 1450, and the Takeda retired into Wakasa.

Kanayama, & ill . An ancient castle in Ugo, belonging to the

Mogami daimyo.

Kanayama-hiko, & llj Ml • l Shinto gods, children of Izanagi

Kanayama-hime, & lU ML K • / and Izanami. According to

legend, they were born from the vomits of Izanami during her

illness.

Kanazawa, & W - The capital (97,500 inh.) of Ishikawa-lcen and

Kaga province. — Towards 1475, the Ikko-shu bonzes, having expelled

the Togashi daimyo of the place, built the Hongen-ji temple, which they

surrounded by a fortress. In 1575, Nobunaga took the fortress, in

which he installed Sakuma Morimasa. Hideyoshi gave the province of

Saga to Maeda Toshiie (1583), who built a new castle and made it his

abode. His descendants resided in that castle till the Restoration

(1,027,000 k-)-

Kanazawst, $ • A village in Musashi, 10 Km. S. of Yokohama.

It vyas celebmte&in the Middle Ages for its famous library (Kanazawa-

— See below). It was the residence of the daimyo Yonekura from

ilpf to 1868 (13,000 k.). —Kanazawa is renowned for its picturesque

wsSscapes.

Kanazawa-bunko, & *§ X If • A library founded at Kanazawa

(Musashi) by Hojo Sanetoki towards 1270 : he collected a great quantity

of manuscripts both Japanese and Chinese. The collection was increased

by his successors Akitoki and Sadaaki. At the downfall of the Hojo

(1333), the library and the school connected with it, lost much of their

importance, but Uesugi Norizane gave them preeminence again (1450).
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Ieyasu, having established a library in Edo, the transfer of all

the ancient books to his new library.

Kandachime, _h jg . The name formerly given to the huge of

the 3rd rank (san-i) and above.

Kande-yama, jjiiji HI Hi • An ancient castle in Harima, built by

Akamatsu Noritsugu and occupied by his descendants till 1570.

Kane-akira-shinno, PB IB 5E (014-987). The 11th son of the

Emperor Daigo. In 920, he received the name of Minanoto. He was

renowned for his literary attainments. He is also called Miko-Sadaijin,

Ogura-shinno.

Kaneko, & r
f- A family descended from the Mononobe and, for

generations,’ attached to the Mononobe-jinja temple (Iwami).— Now
Baron.

Kaneko, ^ • A family of Fukuoka (<Chikuzen) and ennobled in

1895.— Now Baron.

Kanenaga-shinno, & IS I •— See Yasunaga-Shinno.

Kanezawa, & ££ A place in Ugo, formerly the residence of the

Kiyowara, governors of Dewa. In 1087 Takehira and Iehira having

revolted, Miuamoto Yoshiie besieged and destroyed their castle.

Kani-e, tT_ • An ancient castle in Owari, built by Watanabe

Genjuro and, later on, occupied by Oda Nobum&sa, next by Safama
Nobukatsu, and then by Maeda Kojuro. In 1584, the latter surrendered

the castle to Takigawa Kazumasu, who, being besieged by Ieyasu put

Kojuro to death and fled into Ise.

Kanimori-zukasa, # ^ isj • According to legen%#fthe moment

of the birth of Ugaya-fuki-aezu, the father of Jimmu, JmSyso Oshibilo,

with the aid of a broom, chased a crab
(
kani) from which was

situated on the sea-shore. Hence the name of Kani-mori given to officials

having charge of a portion of the imperial palace. Then: chief was first

called Kanimori no Muraji. Later the Kanemori-mkasa was created.

At its head there were a Kami, a Suke, two Jo, two Sawkan, and below

them, some Kanibe, Tsukaibe, etc. There was a Kanimori-zukasa of the

Okura-sho, and one of the Kunai-sho, also called Uchi-kanimori. In 820,

the two offices were united and called the Kunai-sho and gradually ihe

name of Kanimori was contracted into Kamon. The chief officer was the

Kamon no kami, a title which became merely honorific. Under the Toku-

gaiva, it was hereditary in the family of the daimyo of Ii, of Hikone (Omi).

Kan-ill, BSJ The family of the princes of the blood descended

from Naohito-shinno (1703-1752), a son of the emperor Higashi-yama.

The present representative of the family is prince Kotohito, born in 1865.

He married the daughter of duke Sanjo Sanetomi in 1892.

Kan-in-dairi, An ancient palace in Kyoto, first the

residence of Fvjiwara FuyutsugU, agfm^rds, that of the emperors

Shirakawa, Go-Toba> TsuchimiMmy 0i^BU0, Go-Fukakusa, etc., after

their abdication.

KaDjo-bugyo, ift £ ^ It • '^Sasfe^iSents of the treasury under

the shogunate of the Tokugaica. Mizjuyasu was the first to dis-

charge this function (1603). fe: t'SSS, number was increased to
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of Kujigata and two others that of
number of employees under their

4, two of whom had the title.

Kattegata. They had a
direction. MWA .

Kannabe, M &. An castle in Bingo which in the 14th
century was the residence of the governors of the province. In 1441 it
became the property of the Yamana, then, towards 1530, that of the
Uucln of Smvo.
Kanna-gawa, fflp & )\\ A river which rises in Kozuke, separates

this province from Musaslri and empties itself into the Karasu-qawa.
It is also called Kanra-gawa.— In tin 16th century its banks were the
scene of numerous battles fought by the Uesugi, the TaJceda, the Hojd
the Takigawa, etc.

1

Kanname-mateuri, # # & . A festival when new rice is of-
fered to the ancestor of the imperial family. It was celebrated at the
Ise temples : U the Nazku, on the 16th of the 9th month

;
at the

Geku on the Mowing day. Since the adoption of the Gregorian
calendar, the 17th of October has been fixed as the day of its celebra-
tion. It is also called Shmjo-sai (Chinese pronunciation of the same
characters)

.

Kannarai-kyo, fl' I? . One of the; 7 sects of Shintoism.
Kannushi, W rfc • The superior of a Shintoist temple. 1 Hfe func-

tions consist in presenting the offerings destined to the,,fa, morning

nmnd
Dg ^ haS the hafun’

kannniA ok- ocder fais oom-

Kano, Jn . A place in Mino which successively wea the »feeletj4«
,7?'

® fol

U

°W,
J?S daimyo

:

the Okudaira (160.ltl.0i, the Sttamvkm
(16 10-32) the Olcubo

i

(1632-39) the Toda (1639-1711)1 the
56), and^the Nagai (1757-1808)—(33,000 k.).

^ ' 1

Kano, #H • A daimyo family, native of Bttrum and. descxm&kj
lrom the Fujiwara. It was ennobled in 1726 1 susdi raided I all
Ichmomiya (Kazusa) from 1796 to 1868 (13,000 k).— Now Vis-
count.

Kand-ryu,,$f Sf • A school of painting founded by Kano Masa-
nobu in the 15th century. It sprang from the Chinese school of
Josetsn and was divided into several branches.

7 Masanobu, IF. ft (1453-1490). The founder of the Kano
school of painting and a descendant of the Fujiwara, was born at Kano
(/*«), hence Ins name. After having attended the lessons of Josetsu
aiid of Shubun at Kyoto, he himself founded a school patronized by
the Shogun Yoshimasa, and after having his head shaved, received the
title of Hogen.

Motonobu x m (1476-1554). Also called Ko-Hogen, Eisen,Gyokusen, attended the lessons of his father Masanobu and those ofU^” bo
i
an - He adopted a special style, borrowing from the Chinese

and the Tosa school. He was m great favor with the Shogun Yoshihisa,
Yoshizumi, Yoshitane and Yoshiharu He received the title of Echiao
no harm_and that oi Hogen after having his head shaved. He was
a friend of the sculptor Goto Yujo whom he supplied with most
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of liis subjects. Motonobu is the most celebrated painter of the Kano
school.

Masanobn
1453-90

Motonobu
1476-1559

Yosetsu Munenobu
1514-62

i

Sueyori

Shinsho
|

Kiyonobu Shoe! Mitsumasa
!

1520-93
i

Eyojo

i

Kyuhaku Eitoku Soshu
|

Genshun
1577-1654 1543-90

.
1 1

1
i |

1 —
j

Shinselsu Shunsetsu
Kyuhaku Sanraku Mitsunobu Takanobu

1

+ 1602
i

2559-1635
i

1561-1608
1

1571-1618
i

Bai-ei
1

1

Kyuhaku
1

Sansetsu

1

Sadanobu Tan-yii Naonobu
1

Baishun
1589-1651

I

1596-1622
1

1602-74
i

1607-50

1

Kyiien
1

Einii

1

Yasunobu Doun Tansbin
|

Tsunenobu

i

1331-1697
1

1610-85
i

1625-94 1053-1718
1

1636-1713
1

i

.

Kyutaku
1

Eikei
J

Morinobu
1

Doshnn
1

Tansen
!

Chikanobu
1662-1702 1675-1724 + 1724

i

+ 1728 1660-1728
1

kJuzan Eikaku
.1

Norinobu
1

Gensan
j

Tanto
1

Eisen .

1687-1764 1092-1731
i

1695-1751
i

+ 1756 1696-1731

1

Kyucn
|

Eiryo
1

Ternnobu
1

Doshun Tanrin
i

Eisen
1740-1770

1

1717-1763 1747-1797 + 1777 1730-1790

1

Kyuseki
1

Eijo Takanobu Dohaku Tambaku Isen

1731-1787
I

1740-1795
i

+.1851 1770-1842
1

+ 1828
i

Gyo cuen
1

Eishun
1

Yasunobu
|

Doeki
1 .

Tanshin
1

Seisen
1783-1830 1767-1798

1

+ 1841 1785-1835
i

1796-1846

Gyo kuei Eigaku
1

Kuninobu
i

Tan-en
|

Sh5sen
1790-1867 1795-1843

i

1823-1880

1

Sochi
1

Tangen

1

1829-1866
I

Yueki
1

Tanaetsu

School School School School School School

of of of of of of

Kaqa. Kyoto. £r 1 Kaji-bashi. Kobiki-cko.

(Edo). (Edo). (Edo). (Edo).

Tan-yd, ft? |$| (1602-1674) . The eldest son of Takanobu, restored

the Kano school, which had declined after Motonobu. His true name was
Morinobu, but, after having had his head shaved, he took that of Tan-yii.

The Shogun Hidetada and Iemitsu patronized him and gave him ground
near the Kaji-bashi bridge {Edo) to establish his school. In 1662, he
was called to Kyoto, to paint the portrait of the ex-emperor Go-Mi-no-o.
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Naonobu, f5j (1607-1650). A brother of Tan-yii, founds®
a school in the district Kobiki-cho (Edo)

.

Do-un, JP3 -f? (1625-1694). An adopted son of Tan-yii, founded
a school in the Suruga-dai district (Edo).

Kanroji, ^ . A huge family descended
Yoshikado.— Now Count.

Kanshin, (687-763). A Chinese bonze who
came to Japan in 754 and, having been installed in the
T6-daiji temple (Kyoto), founded the Ritsu or Kairitsu-
shu sect. He imposed the 10 precepts (kai) of the sect
upon the emperor Shomu and 430 officials of the Court.
In 758, he received the name of Taishm-osho. He
is also called Ganjin.

Kantokoro, iU} . Formerly, territorial posses-
sions given to Shintoist temples for their maintenance.
They are also called Shinryo.

Kan-ya-i-mimi no mikoto, jji| A ® . The
2nd son of Jimmu. At the death of his father, he fought and killed his
elder brother Tagishi-mimi no mikoto, who aspired to the throne.

Ka-o, SB Nengo : 1169-1170.

Kara, Ijf • An ancient name of China, the corresponding Japanese
name of the Tang dynasty (To: 618-936).

Karafune-bugyo, fr ,
or simply Kara-bugyo. Under the

Asliikaga, an official having charge of superintending the relations of
bonzes, merchants, etc. with China.

Karafuto, ft ik . Saghalien island (from N. to S. about 1,050 Km.)
The southern part belonged to Japan from time immemorial. In 1875,
Japan ceded her part to Russia in exchange for the Chishima (Kurile isl.),

but retook it after the Russo-Japanese war (1905).

Karahashi, Jjf . A kuge family descended from the Sugawara.— Now Viscount.

Karasaki, Jjf ii£j A place in Omi on the south-western shore of
lake Biwa. In 1331, prince Morinaga-shinno defeated Hojo Nakatoki
at that place.

Karasumaru, 15 • A kuge family descended from the Fujiwara.— Now Count.

Karasumaru-dono, % |® . An md&i palace of the Shogun
Ycsliimasa in Kyoto. It is also called Murctnoiohi dono and Hana-gosho.
Karasu-yama, iLl • A place in ShitMkwlse, for a long time was

the residence of the Nasu daimyd. Later it belonged to the following
daimyo

:

the Narita (1590-1623), the Matsushita (1623-1627), the Hon
(1627-1671), the Itakura (1672-1681), the Nasu (1681-1685), the Nagai
(1685-1702), the Inagaki (1703-1725), and finally the Okubo (1725-
1868) — (30,000 k).

Karatsu, 18 . A place in Hizen, where during the Korean war
(1592-98), Hideyoshi built a castle which he subsequently bestowed on
Terazawa Hirotaka, whose family occupied it until 1647. Afterwards it

came into the possession of the Okubo daimyd (1649-1678), the Matsu-

from Fujiwara

KAN8HIM.
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daira (1678-169i)j'£hfi Doi (1G91-1762), the Mizuno (1762-1817), and

finally the Ogasawara (1817-1868)— (60,000 k.).

Karei, -ft*
• Formerly the superintendent of the household of a

prince or nobleman.

Kareki, m M Nengo : 1326-1328).

Kariya, 5/) M • An ancient castle in Mikaiua, belonging to the

Mizuno family from the middle of the 16th century till 1632. After

that it passed over to the following daimyo families : the Matsudaira

(1632-1651), the Inagaki (1651-1702), the Abe (1702-1709), the Honda
(1709-1712), the Mitira..{1112-1741), and finally, to the Doi (1747 to

1868)— (23,000 k ).

"

Karizaka-toge, A mountain pass (2,080 m.) between Kai

and Musashi) .

:®"

Karo, % 35 • Formerly the intendant of a daimyo.

Karoku, S • Nengo

:

1225-1226.

Karumi, % . A. hamlet of the Mukaioa village (Mino), where the

ruins of two ancient castles are seen. The eastern castle was the

residence of the Inaba daimyo till 1468, then of the Ando daimyo, from

1540 to 1572. The western was built by Katagiri Hanzaemon

towards 1550, and was transfer to Hitotsu-yanagi Naomori. in 1589,

who was dispossessed of it in knowing year.

Kasa-ga-take, A iftBSffisan (2120 m.) in the north-east of Hida.

Kasagl-yama, & ill • A mountain on the border of Yamashiro

and Yamato, where the emperor Go-Daigo took refuge to escape from

Hojo Takatoki (1331). Soon afterwards he was besieged on the moun-

tain, made prisoner, and banished to the Oki islands.

Kasai Kiyoshige, M ?S fpf 3£ • A descendant of the Taira,

who settled in Musashi and joined the party of Yoritomo. He accom-

panied Noriyori in his campaign against the Taira (1184), and Yoritomo

in his expedition against Fujiivara Yasuhira (1189). He was then

appointed governor of Mutsu. He contributed to the suppression of the

revolt of Wada Yoshimori against the Hojo (1213) and received the title

of Iki no kami. Soon afterwards he had his head shaved and the people

gave him the name of Iki-nyildo. — His descendants, for several

generations, continued to govern the province of Mutsu.

Kasakake, # • Formerly a sort of sport of the samurai. A hat

was hoisted on a bamboo as a target. The samurai on horseback galoping

past at full speed, were to pierce it with an arrow. During the Kamakura
Shogunnte there were two varieties, the to-kasakake and kb-kasakake.

Kasama, ^ RIJ . An ancient castle in Hitachi built by Taira Sada-

michi, whose descendants took the name of Kasama and, towards 1575,

were dispossessed by Utsunomiya Kunitsuna. Under the Tokugawa, the

castle was the residence of the following daimyo families : the Matsui

(1601-07), the Ogasawara (1607-09), the Toda (1612-16), the Hagai (1616-

1622), the Asano (1622-45), the Inoue (1645-92), the Honjo (1692-1702),

the hwue (1702-47) and the Makino (1747-1868). — (80.000 k.)

Kasanui no sato, f il, A village in Yamato where the emperor

Sujin built a temple in honor of Amaterasu (92 B. C.,) and where he
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deposited two of the sacred treasures, the mirror and the sword His

twlw T°y°sfl-l

f
t -hlm« was its high-priestess. It was the first time

!hp
fc

fS •fVi

mpena
!?

I)

n
aC
l
and the Hhlntoist tem Ple were separated. — In

tanSSrif l
temple

' toBelhel' With tha was

^ '
An island

(8(5 Km - m circuit) in theInkndbea, south of the province of Sum, to which it belongs.

$ * - place in Chikuzen, where the emperor Cliuai

md whe°jE"S^ “““ the
.

nrSwiH’f®
place in Izumi, where, during the Osaka war

Knihiml T °l
0ru>

,
Ha

.

rufusa defeated by Asano Nagaakim.
laralu

18
’’.} ; j- Place 111 Hizen, which was, fgmi 1610 to

18^- the residence of a branch of the Nabeshima familyMfe k )

t ofiHW-* 4

.

Sh*lltoist temple in Hitachi, accordingto legend byJinmiu-tenno in honor of Takemikazuchi. Already in ancient

district of Kashima. It had to be rebuilt every 21st year and always

aCastle ''thereof ' I
°f Y°ritomo

’ Kashima Munemoto built

Yo2tshigeZ 1590
desce^ were dispossessed by Satake

Kashima-mada.M
. The sea on the eastern coast of Hitachi.

Jiasniwabara, ® • A place in Tamba which was the residence
ot a branch of the Oda family from 1695 to 1868 (20,000 k.).

buih?t
' A palace which jtomu-teanoSta

!

*“ foofc of Mount Unebi (Yanuito). It was at that place thatJimmu-tenno was enthroned (660 B. C.) and died.
Kashiwabara-tenno, ^ il • Kwammu-tenm (782-805).

,,
Kashxwade no Omi, /{§ . Anciently an official in charge of allthat concerned the table of the emperor. This title was hereditary inthtOtovw family. Later on, the official was called Kashiwade-zukasa.

_ -tt-asno, mm- (banscr. Kasyapa). Name of several Buddhist

BiTddW
^dsyapa Buddha), one of the 7 ancient

ffettnd tS^^ia'KaSyaP
^ ’

°n
,
e °f the hrst disciples of Shaka :a legend tells us that having swallowed the sun and the moon, his bodybecame more brilliant than gold

; Kashu-mato ( Kdsyapa-Matanga), etc.
Kasho, M M Nengo 848-850.
Kasho, B jk Nengd 1106-1107.

0ne
„
of the principal disciples of Shaka. Legend

ShterSn gdd
8 ed “n “d th6 m0O,,

'
h” b™

Kashu, M ;i| . The Chinese name of the province of Kawachi.
llashu, M jHi • I he Chinese name of the province of Kaga

,iS:brhi
i, f The «oueral lul|ne of all the

temphoi Nam.
SCh°° °f Sculpture former,y aniiexed to the Kasuga

^?a8Ug
f'
da

f
my

.
6j^’ The god honored in theKasuga temple at Kara.— See Arne no Koyane.
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Kasuga-jinja, M U )W ffit •— See Kasuga-yama.

Kasuga no matsuri, ^ H A festival celebrated at the Kasuga
temple (Nara) in honor of the gods Takemikazuchi, Futsunushi,

Ante no Koyane, etc. In 710, Fujiwara Fuhito selected the god

Takemikazuchi, honored at Kaslvima (Hitachi), as the protector of his

family, but on account of the distance, he built a new temple on the

Kasuga hill at Nara. Hence the name Kasuga-jinja given to the

temple and that of Kasuga daimyojin to the god honored therein.

Kasuga no Miya, M B "E*
— Bee Shiki no pji-

Kasuga no Tsubone, 11 Jm (1579-1643). A daughter of Saitd

Toshizo a kerai of Akechi Mitsuhide ; she married Inaba Masanori a

samurai of the Ukita. At the birth of Iemitsu, she offered herself as a

nurse, and her services were accepted. Later, having heard that the

wife of Hidetada, who preferred her second son Kunichiyo (Tadanaga),
endeavored to have him appointed heir, and that the Shogun seemed
inclined to give his assent, Kasuga no Tsubone, pretending to go on a

pilgrimage to Ise, went to Sumpu, (Shizuoka) and informed Ieyasu, who
immediately repaired to Edo and spoke in favor of the elder of his

grandsons. Iemitsu, having become Shogun, did not forget the service

rendered by his nurse and proved himself generous towards her. In
1629, she was called to Kyoto by the emperor Go-Mi-no-o who bestowed

presents on her and gave her the second rank at Court with the

of Kasuga no Tsubone. She died at the age of 65.

Kasuga-ryu, H ffi. A school of painting founded towards the

end of the 10th century by Fujiwara Motomitsu. It sprang from
the school of Kose Kanaoka The best known of its members are the

Fujiwara, Takayoshi, Takachika (12th century) Mitsunaga (-f- 1187)

Takanobu (1142-1205), Nobuzane (1178-1266), next the Shiba, Kwan-
sliin, Sonkai, lieishun, (15th century), Ringen (16th century), Jiyu
(17th century).

Kasuga-yama, B ill • A hill east of Nara, upon which Fuji-
warn Fuhito erected a temple to his ancestors in 710 : it is the Kasu§£i?

jinja, one of the most ancient and most venerated in Japan.

Kasuga-yama, ^ 13 ill • An ancient castle in Echigo, built to-

wards 1340 by Uesugi Noriaki, whose descendants were dispossessed of

it by their kerai Nagao Terutora (Kenshin)
in 1542. The latter’s son

Kagekatsu was transferred to Aizu in 1596, and replaced by Hori Hide-
haru. In 1610, Ieyasu bestowed the province of Echigo on his son Tada-
teru, who fortified himself at Takata, and the castle of Kasuga-yama
was abandoned.

Kasumi ga ura, M M • A lake, (135 Km. in circuit) in Hitachi.

Kasuya Takenori, fflMjRM- A samurai of Harima, who
entered the saryice of Hideyoshi in 1578. He received a revenue of

12,000 k. at Kakogawa (Harima). After the death of Hideyoshi he
joined the party against Ieyasu, and after the battle of Sekigahara, was
beheaded at Kyoto (1600).

Katagiri, H' A daimyd family of Omi, and descended from

Seiwa-Genji.
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— A branch that resided at Tatsuta ( Yamato) k
extinct in 1657. __ ®o

__
«»

— Another branch, established at Koizumi
1615, resided at that place till the Restoration.— N<*a&
Eatakura, ft ^ • A samurai family of the Smdai ckn, «

after the Restoration. It had a revenue of a
(llikuzen). — Now Baron.

Eatano, $£ Sf- A huge family descended from the Taira.
Viscount.

Eataoka, ft 1$ A family ennobled after the Restoration.
Baron.

Eataribe, Formerly an association of public story-tellers.
In certain solemn circumstances, they related ancient legends in presence
of the emperor.

Eatase, jt $i A village in Sagami, west of Kamakura. Anciently
the place called Tatsu no kuchi was reserved for the execution of crimi-
nals. Nichireri (1271), the ambassadors of Kublai Khan (1275) etc
were taken there to be put to death.

Eatata, g- ffl A place in Omi. Before 1600, it was the residence
of the daimyo of the same name.

Eatata, S Hi a daimyo family that resided at the village of the
same name towards the end of the 16th century

(Omi— 20,000 k.).

T Hirozumi, . Hyobu-Shosuke, having joined the party
against Ieyasu, was dispossessed and condemned to commit harakiri
(1600).

Eatei, M M • Nengo: 1235-1237.
Eato, M M A daimyo family that resided at Kumamoto (Hizen )

from 1588 to 1632. ’

,
Eiyomasa, IF. (1562-1611). Born at Nakamura (Oicari),

he was called foranosuke in his childhood. He lost his father when he
was 3 years old. His mother being related to the mother of Hidevoslii
this latter who lived then at Nagahama (Omi),
took^ upon himself to educate the boy. In
1585, he was nominated Kazue no kami

;

three
years later, when the governor of Higo, Sasa
Narimasa, had been dispossessed, Kiyomasa re-
ceived in fief, half of this province with residence
at Kumamoto (250,000 k.). He together with
Konishi Yukinaga, commanded the van-guard of
the Korean expedition (1592) ; his bravery and
victories led the enemies to surname him Kisho-
kwan (devil-general) . Ishida Kazushige, Konishi
Yukinaga and others having proposed peace,
Kiyomasa opposed the measure and was recalled to Japan by Hideyoshi.
He returned to Korea when war broke out again (1597). Besieged in
Urusan, by a numerous Chinese army, he offered a long and noble
resistance and was at last delivered by Kobayakawa Hideaki and Mori
Uidenwto. He returned to Japan after the death of Hideyoshi (1598)
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and sided with leijasu who gave him in marriage the daughter of Mizu.no
Tadashige whom lie had brought up, and after the battle of Sekigahara,
he added to his domains the other half of Higo province that had been
till then the property of Konishi Yukinaga. His revenues thus rose to

XATo KIYOM AHA FIOHTINO IN KOIlEV.

520,000 k. He died in 1611, and Ieyasu was suspected of having had a
hand in his death, , fearing as he did that Kiyomasa might side with
Hirleyori. Kiyomasa was a relentless enemy of the Christian name; he
is honored in the temples of the Nichiren sect, to which he belonged,

under the name of Seishd-kd (Seishd is the Chinese pronunciation of the

Japanese Kiyomasa).

Tadahiro, ,'if. (1597-1653). Kiyomasa's son, being Higo no
Icami, was accused of having entered into a conspiracy to replace the

Shogun Icmitsu by his brother
; for this purpose, he was dispossessed and

banished to Tsurugaoka (Dewa), where he died. His son Mitsuhiro was
at the same fee© exiled t) Takayama (Hida): he died there the fol-

lowing year,

Kat®, M A. family of daimyo, originating in Mikaioa and
descended from Fujiwara Uona (721-783).—YmW&ki.B m (1563-1631) . At first served Hideyoshi. At the

time of the Korean expedition, he commanded the fleet together with Todd
Takatora. On his return, he sided with Ieyasu, was present at the battle

of Sekigahara and was transferred from Matsuzaki (Iyo— 100,000 k.)

to Matsuyama (Iyo— 200,000 k.) (1600). After the death of Gamo
Tadasato (1627), he received the fief of Aizu (Mutsu — 400,000 k.).

Akinari, Uj] )$; . Son of Yoshiaki, was dispossessed in 1643,

owing to the tyranny with which he oppressed his subjects.
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Akitomo, B)J & Son of Akinari

;

after the deposition of his
father, he received from the Shogun Iemitsu, in consideration of his
grandfather Yoshiaki, a revenue of 10,000 k. at Yoshimizu (Iwami).—
His descendants were transferred successively : in 1682 to Minakuchi
(Gmi— 20,000 k.)

;
in 1695 to Mibu (Shimotsuke

) ; and in 1712 to
Minakuchi (Omi— 25,000 k.) where they resided till 1868.— Now
Viscount.

Kato, M H • A family of daimyd, originating in Mino and descended
from the Fujiwara.

Mitsuyasu - Sadayasu - Yasuokij^uyoshi - Yasutsune (a)

(<*)— Elder Branch.— Mitsuyasu, jt % (1537-1595). At first

served Nobunaga, then Hideyoshi, who gave him a revenue of 20,000 k.
at Takasliima (Omi). In 1590, he was raised to 240,000 k. in Kai. He
died in Korea.

. Sadayasu, % (1581-1624). Son of Mitsuyasu, received, on
his father’s death, the castle of Kurono (Mino— 40,000 k.). He was
transferred in 1610 to Yonago (Hoki) ; then, in 1617, to Osu (Iyo—
60,000 k.) where his descendants lived until the Bestoration.— Now
Viscount.

(ft) — Junior Branch, installed since 1624 at Niiya (Iyo— 10,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

Kat5, MM- A family ennobled in 1900.— Now Baron.
Hiroyuki, % ;£ . Born in 1836 at Izuslii (Tajima), senator

(1875), director of the Kaisei-gakko (1877), rector of the University of
Tokyo (1886-1893).

Kato, MM- A family descended from Fujiwara Toshihito.—- Kagekazu, ^ M •- Son of Kagemichi, Kaga no Sake, lived in
Ise. Having assassinated a kerai of the Taira, he left the province and
tied with his two sons to Kudo Shigemitsu (Ise) who gave hinr his
daughter in marriage. When Yoritomo rose in arms against the Taira
(1181), Kagekazu sided with him, fought under him at Ishibashi-yama
and afterwards served the Baku/u.

7 Kagekado, 8$. (+ 1221). Son of Kagekazu, served in the
campaign of Noriyori against the Taira (1184), then in that of Yontomo
against Fujiwara Yasuhira (1189). At the death of Sanetomo (1219),
he became bonze.

Kato, M M Eanrily which for 7 centuries has been directing the
great porcelain manufactories of Seto (Owari).

Shunkei, ^ /Jg or Shirozaeman, H J|[S tc. P5 • Seeing the
imperfection of the processes employed so far, he repaired to China in 1223
with the bonze Doyen, and remained there five years, spending his time
in studying the Chinese methods. On his return to Japan, he settled

down in the district of Kasugai {Owari), where he found a clay that
seemed to pot®ess ail the qualities suitable for his purpose and set up a
work-shop which grew steadily in importance.
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Tamikichi, ft . A de8a$s«?8Sft‘ af-ihe former, is the hero of
a famous legend. While he was still a pupil of Tsugane Bunzae-
mon, at the beginning of the 16th century, the latter desirous to know
the secret of the fabrication of the Hizen potters, succeeded in negotiating
a marriage between Tamikichi and the daughter of the principal potter
of Arita. Tamikichi settled in his new family and remained there several
years. He was initiated into all the secrets of fabrication, then, under
pretext of wishing to see his native province again, he returned to Owari,
where he made known all that he had learned and thus improved the Seto
porcelains a good deal. The people of Arita wreaked their vengeance on
him by crucifying his wife and children, who had remained among them.

Katori, ^ . In Shimosa. A famous Shinto temple, founded,
according to a legend, by Jimmu-tenno in honor of Iwanushi no kami.

Katsu, Jj§ . A family of samurai from the Shizuoka clan, ennobled
after the Restoration.—Now Count.

Yoshikuni, (1823-1900) or Yasuyoshi. Bet-
ter known by the name of Awa (on account of his title of

Awa no kami) at the time of the Restoration, played the
part of peacemaker between the two parties.

Katsukawa, M Jl| - A family of painters of the
realistic school (ukiyo-e), famous in the Tokugawa times.

They dwelt at Edo. The most famous are: Shunsui (towards 1740),
Shunsho (1726-1792), Shun-ei (1762-1819). Shunko (+ 1827) Shunsei
(towards 1820), etc.

Katsumoto, w ^ • Principal town of the island Iki. From 1689
to 1868, was the residence of a branch of the Matsuura daimyo
(10,000 k.).

Katsura, %£ . A family of samurai from Choshu, ennobled in 1895.— Now Count.

Taro, ^ fi[> . Born in 1849, Vice-Minister of war from 1886 to

1891, commanded the Nagoya division during the war with China.
Viscount in 1895, Governor of Formosa, Minister of war (1898-1900),
Prime Minister (1901-1906), Count from the time of the formation
of the Anglo-Japanese alliance (1902).

Katsurabara-Shinno, W.M zE (786-853). Son of the emperor
Kwammu, was Hitachi no laishu, Shikibu-kyd, Dazai no sotsu. He is

the ancestor of the Taira.

Katsuragawa, |£ Jl| A family that during several generations
filled in the Bakufu the office of translator for the Dutch. The test
known members are: Hoshu (1751-1809), Hosan (1754-1808), Hochiku
(1767-1827), Hoken (1797-1844), etc.

Katsuragi, 35 J$ . Name given by Jimmu-tenno to the village of
Taka-owari ( Yarnato), where he defeated the Tsuchigumo, with the help
of katsura nets. The emperor Stdsei, resided there after the death of
Jimmu. It is the birth-place of the Soya, the mighty ministers of the
7th century : they possessed the agata of Katsuragi.

Katsuragi Tsubura, ^ M H • Son of Tamata no Sukune. Was
minister in the reigns of Richu, Hansho, Ingyo. When the young
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prince no 0 had assassinated the emperor Anko, he fled to
the house oi Tsubura. The latter summoned by the new emperor
Yuryaleu to hand over the culprit, answered that he could not betray
the confidence of the prince, who had asked him for protection He
perished under the ruins of his house with all his family (456 A. D.).
Katsuragi-yama, M M ill a mountain on the limits of Yamato and

Kawachi. A Shinto shrine has been erected on it in honor of the god
Hitokotonuski. It is there that En no Shokaku retired in 665 and
for thirty years practised the art of sorcery.

Katsura-kawa, 44 JI| • A river (83 Km.) which takes its rise in
Tamba, flows through Yamashiro and empties itself into the Yodo-gaiva,
south of Kyoto.

Katsusai ga yatsu, A valley east of Kamakura, in
which Hojo Yasutoki built the temple of Toslio-ji, to serve as the burial
place for the members of his family. There Hojo Takatoki, defeated by
Nitta Yoshisada, put an end to his life with 283 of his samurai (1333).
Katsushika Hokusai, it 58? •— See Hokusai.
Katsuura, B )'[fi

• In Awa (Shikoku): In 1185, Yoshitsune, on
his way to fight the Taira, was driven there by the wind. He landed
and defeated Sakurama Yoshito near the temple of Denrin-ji,

Katsuura, B )§ . In Kazusa. Was from 1600 to 1751 the
residence of the Uemura daimyd (12,000 k.).

Katsuyama, B ill • In Echizen. Was from 1624 to 1691, the
residence of a branch of the Matsudaira family

;
and from 1691 to

1868 that of the Ogasaicara (22,000 k.)

.

Katsuyama, B ill - In Mimasaka. Ancient castle built by Miiira
Sadamune, at the beginning of the 14th century. The descendants of
the latter resided there for thirteen generations, but were dispossessed by
Ukita Naoie, towards 1550. After Sekigahara, the castle passed over
to the Mori daimyd; but in 1764, it returned to the Miura, who held it

until the Restoration (23,000 k.),

Katsuyama, B ill • Ancient name of the castle of Matsuyama-
(iyo):
Katsuyama, B ill ' In Awa (Tokaido). — See Kachiyama. ,

Kawabe, M • A family descended from the Fujiwara, whose
members were hereditarily attached to the Kofuku-ji temple (Nam).
Now Baron.

Kawabe, M jgjr . A family descended from the Fujiwara, and
attached for centuries to the great temple of Ise. — Now Baron.
Kawachi, M pj • One of the 5 provinces of the Go-Kinai. Com-

prises 3 districts, which depend on the Osaka-fu —- Chinese name

:

Kasim
Kawada, ffl

- A family of samurai, from the clan of Tottori
(Inaba), ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Vicount.
Kawada, MB A samurai family, from the clan of Kochi (Tosa),

ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Baron.
Kawa-fune-bugy5, Jll US • In the Tokugawa period, an

official intrusted with the inspection of the boats on the rivers
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and canals of Edo, with the collection of the taxes, the delivery of

patents, etc. At first the title was Kawajune-shihai, but in 1746 it was
changed to that of Kawa-Jtine-bugyo, or Kawa-fune-aratame-yaku.

Kawagoe, Jl| A city of Musashi province (20,000 inh.). Was
fust the residence of a family of the same name. Kawagoe Sliigeyori

served Yorito'mo. In 1457, Ota Mochisuke, kerai of the Ogigayatsu

( Ucsugi), built a castle there which passed afterwards to the daimyo
Hojo (1537-90) Sakai (1591-1634), Hotta (1635-38), Okochi (1639-94),

Yanagisawa (1694-1704), Akimoto (1704-67), and finally to the Matsu -

daira '170,000 k.).

Kawaguchi, jfij . A family of samurai of the clan of Wakayama
(Kii), ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Baron.

Kawaguchi-ko, ffij P $8 • A lake in Kai, at the foot of Mt. Fuji.

Also called Benten-ko (18 Km. in circumference).

Kawahire, (nj SI • A family of huge, descended from Fujiirara

(Sanjo) Saneyuki (1083-1162).— Now Viscount.

Kawajiri-misaki, jl| % • A cape to the N. E. of Nagato.

Kawakami, M _h • A family of samurai from the clan of Kago-
shima (Satsuma),

ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Kawamura, in # • A family of samurai from the clan of Kago-
shima {Satsuma), ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Count.

Kawamura, jl| /H" • a family originating in Satsuma, ennobled in

1896. — Now Baron.

Kawamura Zuiken, JI| # iff (1618-1700). Born at Edo, was at

first a simple footman then a mail-carrier. A great fire having destroyed

a part of the town, he repaired in haste to the mountains of Kiso, and
brought a large quantity of building timber to Edo, which he sold at a

great profit, or employed in erecting houses and stores. Me afterwards

engaged in cutting canals near some rivers to prevent inunelftissaa, such as

the Aji-kaica, the Yodo-gawa, the Nagara-gawa, the NdMity^g&wa, etc.

Kawanabe Kyosai, M ^ (1832-89). Born at Koga,

(Shimosa), he came to Edo and studied painting at the Kano school.

Was the last representative of the Hokusai “genre.” Also called Shojo

Kyosai.

Kawanakajima, Jl| WiS A district comprised between the two
rivers Sai-gawa and Chikuma-gawa, to the N E. of Shina.no. Was from

1553 to 1563 the scene of many engagements between Uesugi Kenshin
and Takeda Shingen. In the Tokugawa period, it was ihe domain of

the Matsudaira daimyo (1603-19), and the Fukushinva (16.19-24).

Kawasaki, Jl| iKy . In Itikuzen, where MinqMotd Yoriymhi was
defeated in 1056 by Abe no Sadato.

Kawasaki, M • A family of financiers, ennobled
,
after the

Restoration.— Now Baron.

Kawase, M . A family of samurai from the clan of Yamaguchi
(Suwo), ennobled after the Restoration.—.Now Viscount.

Kawatake Shinshichi, jBJ Y[ Aa A name of several artists,

both actors and dramatists: Shinshichi I. (1747-95), Shinshichi II.

(1816-93), also called Furukawa Mokuami ; Shinshichi III. (1842-1901).
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Kayano, Sf • A place in Tamba ; was until 1615 the domain
of Oda Nobukane, brother of Nobunaga.
Kayanu-hime, % M 5? it IS • The prairie goddess

(Shinto) ;
daughter of Izanagi and Izanami

;

also called Nozuchi no Kami.
Kayo no Miya, M g • Princely title, created in favor of the

2nd son of prince Kuni Asahiko, Kuninon, who, born in 1867, married
the daughter of Marquis Daigo in 1892 ; he is the superintendent of the
great temple of Ise.

Eazahaya, ffl.
A family of huge descended from Fvjiwara

(Sanjo) Saneyuki (1083-1162) — Now Viscount.

Kazue-ryo, ft — See Shukei-ryo.

Kazusa, _L jjft.
One of the 15 provinces of the Tokaido. Com-

prises 5 districts which depend on Chiba-ken. — Chinese name : Soshii
(with Shimosa).— Formerly, Kazusa formed with Sliimosa only one
province called Fusa no lcuni. When it was divided in two, the
southern part was called Kami-tsu-fusa, which was contracted into
Kazusa.

Kebiishi-cho, • Formerly an office charged with
the police and the punishment of crimes. Created in 839, it combined
the functions of the E/u (arrest of criminals), the Danjodai (judgment)
and the Gyobu-sho (punishment). It was directed by 1 betto, 4 sake and
4 tai-i. Its importance increased with years. Notifications issued by it

had the same value as imperial ordinances. The title of Kebiishi-belto
was much coveted and more than one civil war was caused by the rejec-

tion of a demand to obtain it. The emperor Mimfafoj*.j€§ted)lished a
Kebiishi-cho in each province (857 ). When Shogun
in 1192, he assigned to the daimyo the 'right of estates,
and the influence of the Kebiishi-cho began to dec^fe^^^i
Kegon no taki, jfig

. A waterfall at ^^^wSHeight of
which is about 80 m. It has been called the “ t^^pj^^|)ciihauer
and Nietsche’s philosophical theories, so many wei^ISlyiMaS-'who prac-
ticing “ the denial of the will to live ” jumped into the great waterfall.
The police has of late years tried to put a stop to this craze for suicide at
the Kegon no taki.

Kegon-shu, W l$c tjs- A Buddhist sect, introduced into Japan
by the Chinese bonze Dosen in 735. At present, it possesses only about
20 temples in all the land.

Kei-an, M 55: • Nengo: 1648-1651.

Keibunkwai, W 3c A famous sculptor of Buddhist statues in
the reign of Shomu (8th century).

Keicho, Hi H . Nengd

:

1596-1614.

Keicho no kwatsuji-hon, J§i Ji ffi ^ & The first books printed
in Japan with movable types, fey -ij^ss^gf Ieyasu, during the Keicho
period.

‘

Keicho-zan, ^0 Jjj llj . for Mt. Takaliara to the
N. of Shimotsuke (1800 m.).

'?-

=

Keichu, [Jg A{* (1640-1701). From his birth, he was called Sliimo-
kawa Kushin. His father, Genzen, was kerai of the Aoyama daimyo of
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Amagasaki (Settsu). At the age of 11, Kushin left his father’s house and
placed himself under the direction of the bonze Heijo from the Myoho-ji
temple. Two years later, he went to Kdya-san to study and was
appointed ajari. He then assumed the name of Kmhu. He applied
himself especially to the study of the ancient liav-^vs and history of
Japan. Mito Mitsukuni tried to induce him 8i>' cosie to Edo; but
Iieichu preferred to live in his solitude. HsW&femented on the
Manydshti, the Isc-monogatari, the Genji-monogatari, etc. It was he
that put in vogue the study of national antiquities.

Keijo, M J# • Japanese pronunciation of the two characters which
the Koreans use for “capital.” It stands for Seoul as formerly Miyako
stood for Kyoto. — The Japanese pronunciation of the two characters of
Seoul would be Suigen.

Keiju-in, !§£ H (+ 1565). Daughter of the Kwampaku Konoe
Hisamichi, wife of the Shogun Ashikaga Yoshiharu and mother of
Yoshiteru. When the latter was attacked by Miyoshi Yoshitsugu and
Matsunaga Hisahide, he set fire to his palace and committed suicide.

Some servants offered to help Keiju-in to escape
;
but she refused and

jumped into the flames to die with her son.

Keikd-tenno, 12th Emperor of Japan (71-130). Ota-
rashi-hilco-oshirowake no mikoto, succeeded, at the age of 83, to his father
Suinin. In the year 82, he went in person to Tmiushi, to quell a
revolt of th e. Kumaso, and returned to Yamato oo'iy after an absence of

7 years. His son Yamato-takeru no mikoto headed other expeditions
later on against the Kumaso (97) and the Ebisu (110). On his return,
the emperor visited the Tokaido and the Tosando (123). In 128, he
transferred his palace from Makimuku (Yamato

)
to Shiga (Chni). He

died, according to the offitfel nJjronology, at the age of 143 years

;

according to the Koji-ki at tpsp of 137 ; according to the Nihon-ki at
106. — (See Nihon-ki). children, most of whom became the
founders of ancient noble families.

Keio, ]& • Nengo

:

1865-1867.

Keio-eijuku, M % A School founded in 1868, towards the
end of tne Keio era, at Mita (Tokyo) by Fukuzawa Yukichi. The
founder remained at the head of the school for over thirty yearn and
impressed his powerful stamp on a very large number of pupils who
came flocking thither from all parts of Japan, seeking a direction in the
muddle that necessarily followed the establishment of a new order of
things. Thus the school became a center of intellectual and social in-
fluence and most of the leading minds of to day in Japan have adopted
the amiable optimism of Fukuzawa'

s

utilitarian philosophy. — At pre-
sent the school is composed of University, Preparatory, Middle school
and Primary departments. The University department is subdivided
into four courses : law, politics, economy and literature.

Eeishi-cho, $£ 18 • The Tokyo prefecture of Police.

Keitai-tenno, fiu 5*; Jli. • 26th Emperor of Japan (507-531).
Ohodo no mikoto or Hikofuto no mikoto, descendant in the 5th genera-
tion of Ojin-tenno, was raised to the throne at the age of 58, after the
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assassination of Buretsu. In bis reign, a man from the country of Ttyo
(China), named Shiba Tatto, came to Japan, and made the first attempt
to introduce Buddhism

;
but he did not (522). In Korea, war

continued against Shiragi, which would not submit to Japanese
supremacy. At the age of 82, Keitai abdicated in favor 'of liis son
Ankan and died shortly afterwards. This is the first abdication men-
tioned in Japanese history.

Keiten, || . Sutras, canonical books ofcJIffiMhism
; they were

written, after the death of Shako.

,

by his disciplefig^^ first doctrines of
the Buddha are contained in the liegon-kgb, th<r'-i&&%i the Nelian-kyo
and the Avuda-kyo. The whole forms 600 volumes or fascicles.

Keiun, ® ig . Nengo

:

704-707.

Kemmitori, M. DC- Or Mitori. In the Tolatgawa era, an
official who went every autumn to ascertain the condition of the crop in
the Shogun’s domains, in order to determine the amount of the taxes.

Kemmotsu, S % — See Nakatsukasa-sho.
Kemmu, ££ ^ . Nengo

:

1334-1385.— In 1336, Go-Daigo changed
the name of the era to that of Engen

;

but the northern dynasty kept it

still for two years
;

it was only in 1338 that it adopted the Reki-6 era.

Kemmu-chu-ko, ££ 4* UJ • (Lit. : Restoration of the Kemmu-
era). When Go-Daigo escaped from Oki, where he had been exiled and
returned to Kyoto (1333), he changed the Shokei nengo established by
Kogon to that of Kemmu he then seized the government of the em-
pire, created a court of justice (JciroJcusho), built barracks (musha-chkoro

)

for
his troops, etc. and order seemed to be restored. But two years later, Ashi-
kaga Takauji revolted and plunged the country once more into civil

war.

Kemmu-shiki-moku, @ . A code of laws in 17 chapters,
published in .1336, which was in vigor during the whole Ashikaga
period. It was compiled by the former Hyojoshu of the Bakufu of
Kamakura, Shoni, Akaslii, Ota, Fuse, and by the bonzes Zeen, Gen-e, etc.

Kempo, IS- Nengo: 1213-1218.

Kempo ju-shichi jo, ^ -f* A code of laws in 17 chapters,
which according to the Nihon-ki, is said to have been published by
prince Shotoku-taishi. More than a simple code of laws, it is a com-
pilation of moral precepts, borrowed from Buddhism, Confucianism and
Shintoism.

Ken, IS Department. — It is only since the Imperial Restoration
that Japan is divided into ken. In 1868, a decree divided Japan into
13/m, 273 han and 25 ken

:

In this division, the han comprised the
land administered by the daimyo, and the domains of the Shogun formed
the fu and the ken. In 1871, the han were suppressed and Japan
(except Hokkaido), was divided into 3 fu (Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka) and 302
ken. At the .end of the same year, the number of ken was reduced to
72. In 1876, a new handling maintained only 3 fu and 35 ken , In
1882, there were 3 fu and 40 ken; in 1906, 3 fu and 43 ken, plus the
1 1 provinces of Hokkaido and the districts of Taiwan (Formosa)

.

Kencho, M H • Nengo : 1249-1255.



Kendan-bugyo, ij& $jj $ ft. In the, Kamakura period, officials
commissioned to visit the provinces, to reform abuses and render justice.
Other officials, called chi-bugyo, were engaged in maintaining the roads,
building houses, fostering commerce, etc. These two classes of officials
constituted the hoho-bugyo.

Ken-ei, ££ • Nengo

:

1206,
Ken ga mine, M % . Eastern peak of the crater of Mt, Fuji. It is

the true summit of the famous mountain.
Kengen, $£ 7C- Nengo: 1302.
Kenji, & . Nengo

:

1275-1277.
Ken-jishin-shi, JtU St A messenger sent by the Emperor,

alter a great earthquake, to the site of the disaster.

Kenjo, if -fit
• A samurai that followed a great lord and carried

his sword. The Azechi of Mutsu and Dewa had 4 kenjo

;

the governor
of Mutsu and the Chinjufu-Shogun, two. The Dazai no sotsu and
Dazai-ni had some also.

K en j u , & # . — See Rennyo-Shonin.
Kenko-Hoshi, & M & (Sii .— See Yoshida Kenko.
Kenkyu, j® ^ . Nengo: 1190-1198.

Kennin, M t • Nengo

:

1201 -1203.
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Kennin-ji, £l tF • Temple founded in Kyoto, in 1202, by the
bonze Eisai. It was the first temple of the Rinzai branch of the
Zenshu S6cfc

Kennyo-Shonin, M £tl _k A (1543;1592). 11th chief bonze of
the Hongwan-ji temple. During his life time, he was called Kosa. He
fought several years in his fortified temple of Osaka (1576-1580) against

Nobunaga. After his surrender, he had to yield his title to his second

son Kocho.

Kenryaku, Nengo: 1211-1212.

Kenshin, IK fit •— See Uesugi Terutora.

Kenshin-Daishi, JL M [!| •
— See Shinran.

Kenso-tenno, Mfi m ^ • 23rd Emperor of Japan (485-487).

Okc-no-ihasu-ioake, grandson of Richu-tenno and son of Ichinobe-

oshiliawake, succeeded the emperor Seinei at the age of 35. The latter,

having no children, called the two princes Oke and Oke, then in

Harima, to the court and chose the younger for his heir (482). But
after the death of Seinei, Oke wanted to yield his p» his elder

brother, who refused. During a whole year, neither would accept the
crown ; meanwhile, their sister Iitoyo governed the land. $jfeifer death,

485, Oke ytrsc-i induced to ascend the throne. He appointed his elder

brother heir apparent, and as he reigned only 3 years, the latter

succeed.1*! him under the name of Ninken-tenno. In 487, a revolt

headed by the commander of the Japanese forces in Korea, Ki no Oiwa,
was quelled by the king of Kudara, the faithful vassal of Japan. It was
Kensd that established the ceremony called Kyokusui no en.

Kentoku, JJfflg. Nengo: 1370-1371.

Kentoshi, jft J-# . Title of the Ambas-
sador sent regularly from Japan to China, in the
times of the To dynasty (Tang— 619-907). The
first Japanese embassy to China was headed by
Ono no Imoko in 607 . The messengers were called

at first Saikai-shi (messengers towards the

western sea). In 653, Kishi no Nagami was the

first to receive the title of Kento-taislii. The em-
peror Uda, following the advice of Sugawam
Michizane, discontinued the embassies in 895.

Kerai, Tji • Vassal of a dainty6, or ser-

vant attached to a house.

Eesa Gozen, -3? ?&£ B'jV— See Mongakii-Shonin.
Kessho, 0r In the Tokugawa times, a punishment which con-

sisted in depriving the culprit of a part or the whole of his goods or
revenues.

Kessho-bugyo, P $ ft • In the Tokugaiva days, an official

intrusted with the execution of a sentence by which a criminal was
deprived of his goods. When the home of the culprit was to be des-
troyed, the ground reverted to the Fushin-bugyo, the remains of the
house to the Sakuji-bugyo, the furniture to the Metsuke who afterwards
sold it.
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Ki,&. An ancient family of warriors, literati, poets, etc.

Oyumi, p} . Was commissioned by the emperor Yiiryaku,
with Soga Knnshi and Otomo Tan, to fight in Shiragi (Korea) (465).
The king of the country took to flight, but Tan was killed

;
as to Oyumi,

he fell ill and died shortly afterwards.

Oiwa, Son of Oyumi, on hearing of the death of his
father, repaired to Shiragi. He was not long there before he fell out
with Soga Kanshi and killed him. In 487, he resolved to establish
a kingdom for himself with the 3 western Kan: Mimana, Kama
and Kudara. He built a capital which he called Taizanjo and took the
name of Shinsei. Having intercepted convoys of provisions intended for
Kudara, he was attacked by the troops of that country but put them to
flight. However, he was unable to realize his ambitious views. It is

not known how he died.

7— Omaro, ^ - Was appointed taishogun (562), sent to fight
Shiragi, which had attacked Mimana, the ally of Japan, and obliged it

to sue for peace. After the death of the emperor Ydmei (587), he
assisted Soga no Umako to triumph over Mononobe no Moriya. In 591,
he led another expedition into Korea.

Hirozumi, IHc $£ . Chinjufu-Shogun, was commissioned to
quell a revolt of the Ebisu in 774. Appointed Mutsu no karni, he
went to fight some pillagers in Dewa and made them prisoners, but
was assassinated by them while he was leading them into Mutsu
(780).

Kosami, (733-797). Was commissioned with Fuji-
wara Tsuginawa to avenge the death of Hirozumi. In 788, the Ebisu,
having revolted again, Kosami, appointed taishogun, mustered 50,000
men at the castle of Taga and marched against the rebels

;
after a first

victory, he was defeated and returned to Kyoto.

Natsui, # • Great grandson of Kosami, studied under Ono
no Takamura and became a renowned caligrapher. He enjoyed the
confidence of the emperor Montoku (851-858). After the latter’s death,
he was appointed governor of Sanuki, and proved a very clever adminis-
trator. When the dainagon Tomo no Yoshio set fire to a gate of the
imperial palace

(866 ), Natsui was banished to Tosa, because his brother-
in-law belonged to the house of Yoshio

:

he died in exile. Besides his
proficiency in handwriting, Natsui was renowned for his knowledge of
medicine and for his skill in the game of go.

Haseo, n ^ Sfl (845-912). Was a pupil of Sugawara Michi-
zane and one of the most famous literati of his time. In 894, he was
to accompany Michizane to China, with the title of Vice-Ambassador
(fuku-shi), but the embassy djd,x^t

i;
start, owing to the unsettled condi-

tion of China. i

. Tsurayuki, (8'^i^). Son of Mochiyuki, distinguished
himself from his youth by h®iylir&nts in caligraphy and poetry. To-
wards 925, he was appointed governor of Tosa, and published,
under the title of Tosa-niki, a diary of his travels which has
remained a classical work. In 905, he was commissioned, with his
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nephew Tomonori, Osliikochi no Mitsune, Mibu no Tadamine, etc.

to publish the Kokin-wakctshu (a collection of Japanese and Chinese
poems both ancient and new). Tsurayuki
is regarded as one of the great masters of
Japanese poetry. His son Tokibumi, also

held an honorable rank among the poets of

his time.

— A branch of the family, intrusted with
the Shinto temples of Kii and Hizen, was en-
nobled a.ter the Restoration.— Now Baron.

EbSfc, Hi SB • A branch of the Jodo-shin-
shu which has its seat in the Kinsho-ji
temple at Kibe (Omi ), founded by the bonze
Kogen.

Kibe, 7k SB • A family descended from Fujiwara Arinobu and for
centuries at the head of the temple and sect of Kibe.— Now Baron.

Kibi, . Ancient name of the region which comprises the pro-
vinces of Bizen, Bitchu, Bingo and Mimasaka. It was divided into Kibi
no kuclii, Kibi no naka and Kibi no shiri

Kibi-daijin, "rf ffli ^ [5 .— See Kibi Makibi
Kibi Makibi, ^ M £ {#' • Or Mabi (693-775). His true name

was Shimotsumichi Asomi

;

he was descended from Ribitsu-hiko no
mikoto and dwelt in Kibi, whence the name* by which he is known. In
7 10, he went to China to study and there became famous with Abe no
Nakamaro. He returned in 735, bringing over, it is said, to Japan the
art of embroidery, the game of go (a kind of chess), the biiva (lyre with 4
strings), etc., and was appointed Daigaku no suke. He was chosen pre-
ceptor of the princess Abe-naishinno (later on Koken-tenno and Shotoku-
tenno). In 752, he returned to China as 2nd ambassador

(Kento-fvku -

shi) and on his return, was appointed Dazai-daini (754), then Udaijin
(7GG). On the death of the empress Shotoku (769), the Fujiwara,
Nagatc and Momokawa, succeeded in raising prince Shirakabe no Oji
to the throne, against the will of Makibi : thereupon, Makibi tendered
his resignation as minister and retired from public life. He died at the
age of 82. He has been credited with the invention of the kata-kana
(alphabet of 47 syllables).

Kibi-takehiko no mikoto, ® fir Son of Waka-takehiko.
Accompanied Yamato-takeru no mikoto in his expedition against the
Ebisu (110 A. D.). After the submission of the latter, Yamato-takeru,
proceeded to Kozuke and commissioned Kibi-takehiko to explore the
country of Echi

:

they met again in Mino. On the death of the prince
( 1 1 ^fijiP^iAiiko carried the news to the emperor Keiko. He left several
s°nB^g#->»*o, Otomo-wakc, Kamoivake, etc.

_

K§ pf ^ (fr • His true name was Hiko-isaseri-
hiko no mikoto. Son of the emperor Korei, he received in the year 88
B. C., the title of Shogun and was commissioned to inspect the western
provinces, then to quell the revolt of Take-haniyasu-hiko brother-in-law
of the emperor Sujin (81 B. C.). Later on, he headed an expedition into

KI TSUUAYUKl.
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the country of Kibi, whence the name of Kibitsu-hiko, which was given
him. Finally, in the year 38 B. C. he pacified Izumo province. — (As
Korei-tenno was supposed to have died in the year 215 B. C., at the age
of 128, his son, in the year 38 B. C., must have been over 200 years

old!).

Kiden-do, fcj flf. it . One of the 4 classes of the old University
(Daiqaku). The study of Chinese history and literature took up most of
the time. Later on, it was called EunsKo-dSi

Kido, 7k J3 . A family of samurai from, the clan of Yamaguchi
(Suwo) descended from the Oe, ennobled aft® ike Res-
toration.—Now Marquis.

Takamasa or Koin, # (1834-1877).
Played an active part in the Imperial Restoration. It

was he that persuaded his lord Mori Yoshichika of

Choshu, to surrender his domains to the emperor (1868).

After that, he proposed to change the former fiefs Qian) to departments
(ken), and was despatched to Yamaguchi to induce his former lord, to

repair to Tokyo and take a seat in the government. He was a member
of the Iwahura embassy to Europe and America (1872), became Minister
of Education, etc.

Kifune, 7k $5 • In Etchu. All ancient castle built by the Ishiguro
family

;
passed afterwards to the Nagao of Echigo. Nobunaga gave it to

Sasa Narimasa, after the latter had pacified Etchu (1581). It was
destroyed by an earthquake in 1585.

Kigen, fel 7C • Beginning of the era of Jimmu-Tenno, fixed upon the

1st day of the 1st lunar month (11th of February) of the year 660 B.C.
The date, adopted according to the Koji-ki and the Nihon-ki, had been
calculated with the years of the sexagesimal cycle, and until the time

comes when historical criticism will be able to establish a tolerably certain

date, we are entitled to suppose an error of about ten cycles (600 years) in

the above mentioned date, which brings the reign of the first emperor of

Japan, down to the beginning of the Christian era. — See Nihon-ki.

Kigen-setsu, % tjj . A feast celebrated every year on the. 1 1 th of

February, in memory of the coronation of Jimmu-tenno at Kashiwabara
(Yamato), which is regarded as the foundation of the Japanese empire.

(660 B. C.). It was on February the 11th 1889, that the Constitution

now in vigor, was promulgated.

One of the 6 provinces of Nanlcaido. Comprises 9

districts of which 2 belong to Mie-ken and 7 to Wakayama-ken. —
Chinese name : Kishii. Formerly called Ki no kuni. — In 1619, Kii

province was assigned as fief (550,000 k.) to Yorinobu, 8th son of

Ieyasu, who founded thru; one of the 3 families (san-ke) from which the

Shogun could be chosee.

Kii-kaikyo. $£ ff- M Stf Strait lietween Kii province and the

island of Awaji

Kiirun, 5£i • The port of Keelung (8,400 inh ) to the N. of

Formosa.

Kikai-ga-shima, J?- ^ — See Iwo-jima.
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Kikkawa, rf J 1
!

- A family of daimyo, descended from the
Fujiwara.

Motoharu, % M (1530-1586). 2nd son of Mori Motonari, was
adopted by Kikkawa Okitsune ; distinguished himself wars waged
by his father to extend his domains. Victorious ove»>jfef§o Katsuhisa,
he seized the provinces of Izumo, Hold, Tajima and 0578). Later
on, Motoharu fought two years against Hideyoslii, whom Nobunaga
had sent to reduce the Mori. Peace was restored on the death of
Nobunaga (1582). After that, Motoharu fell sick, ceded his domains to
his son Motonaga, and retired to Kokura, where he died.

(

Motonaga

Ki?
Hiroransa - Hiroyoshi - Hironao.

.

-— Motonaga, % & (1547-87). Eldest son of Motoharu, served
in the campaigns of hia father, and died shortly after him.

7
Hiroie, (1561-1625). 3rd son of Motoharu, repaired to

Kyoto in 1583 and received the title of Kurando. He succeeded his
brother Moto?iaga, who had died without offspring, and enjoyed a
revenue of 200,000 k. at Toda ft ffj (Izumo). Hideyoslii made him
marry the sister of Ukita Hideie, whom he had adopted and gave him
the name of Toyotomi (1588). He served in the expedition to Korea
(1592), with his cousin Mori Terumoto. In 1600, having tided
against leyasu, he was dispossessed. His younger brother Hiromasa
received from the Mori family a revenue of 60,000 k. at Iwakun’i
(Suwo), where his descendants resided till the Eestoration. — Now
Viscount.

Kikkwa no en, A festival celebrated in the palace on
the 9th day of the 9th month, the time of the blossoming of the Chrysan-
themums.

Kikkwa-sho, $J $ . The order of the Chrysanthemum.— See
Kunslio.

Kikoten, Z *5 M — See Tanabata.
Kikuchi, #J ilij . A family of daimyo of Kyushu, descended from

Fujiwara 'l'akaie (979-1044), Dazai gon no sotsu.
— Taketoki, 5^ 1$ (1293-1334). Governor of Higo, declared

himself for Go-Daigo in 1333, and with Shdni Sadatsune and Otomo
Sadamune, defeated Hojo Hidetoki, tandai of the Chinzei.—— Takeshige, it ffi • Son of Taketoki, was Higo no kami. After
the death of his lather, he followed Nitta Yoshisada and fought the
Aslnkaga Takauji and Tadayoshi. In 1337, Isshiki Noriuji having
invaded Higo, Takeshige returned to Kyushu, and with the aid of Uji
Korezumi, chief of the temples of Mt. Aso, defeated Noriuji at Otsuka-
liara.

~ Takemitsu, ^ (+ 1364). Son of Taketoki, succeeded his
brother Takeshige, who had died without offspring. He supported
prince Yasunaga-shinno in his efforts to maintain Kyushu, under the
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’aatboriifofiWaouthem dynasty. He defeated Isshi/d Nanuji in Chikuzen
(1358), Saia&sgcefaa Kunihisa in Hyuga (1359) and Shdni Yorihisa in

CMkugo (1360). The following year, he again defeated Shdni Yorihisa
and with, him, &&md Ujitoki and Matsuura Yasumasa. He fought
4fterwaidS. against Shiba Ujitsune, sent by the Shogun Yoshiakira.

j?ak®88i®3a» &. (4- 1380). Son of Takemitsu, continued the
seraggle against site northern dynasty. In 1366, he mustered 20,000
men and defeated Ouchi Hiroyo, of Suwd

;

then he fought against
$fmgawa Sadayo, who was appointed tandai of Kyushu (1371).

S finally, when the Shogun Yoshimitsu, came with an army of 170,000
men to subdue Kyuslm, Takemasa, notwithstanding a stubborn resis-

tance, had to declare himself vanquished (1374) ;
but the very next

year, he took the field again and defeated Otomo Ghikayo.

Taketomo, (1363-1407). Son of Takemasa, was pre-
sent, when only 13, at the battle of Mizusliima, where Imagawa Sadayo
was defeated. He was vanquished by Ouchi Yoshihiro (1377), but was
victorious again over Sadayo (1378). That was his last success

; ex-
hausted, he had to retreat to Higo. In 1397, he tried to provoke a
fresh rising which was at once quelled.—— Mochitomo, $! . Grandson of Taketomo, joined forces with
Ouchi Masayo and defeated Shdni Sukeyori in 1441. — The family dis-

appeared from history in the middle of the 16th century
;
but in conside

ration of the fidelity they had displayed towards the southern dynasty,
one of their descendants was ennobled after the Restoration.—Now
Baron.

Kikuchi, ^Hl Id! • A family originating in Mimasaka, ennobled in

1902, in the person of Dairoku, M (born in 1855), then minister of
Education. — Now Baron.

Kikuchi Kosai, M Hi fjjf (1618-82). A famous Confucianist of
Kyoto. Has written several books.

Kikuchi Yosai, $J ftfe ?? (1788-1878) A celebrated painter.

At the age of 18, he became a pupil of Takada Enjo and applied himself
to the study of the Kano school. He afterwards repaired to the temple
of Nyoit'in-do, of Mt. Yoshino, where he drew the portraits of over 100
persons famous for their loyalty or valor. The collection is called Zen-
ken-kojitsu. At the advanced age of 88, he sent to an exhibition in the
United States a painting which was awarded a prize.

Kikuta no seki, I Q 1. Formerly a mountain road connected
the village of Kubota (Iwaki) with Sekimoto (Hitachi). A barrier
was set up there for the inspection of travellers

; it was
called Kikuta no seki or Nakoso no seki. Mmamoto
Yoshiie crossed it in 1087, to go and fight the Kiyoivara,
revolted in Mutsu. It has often been sung in poetry.

Kikutei, M Zf . A family of huge, descended from
Fnjiuara (Saionji) Michisue (1090-1128). They bore at

first the name of hnadegawa

;

then, on account of the
magnificent garden of Chrysanthemums (kiku) which they kept, they
were called Kikutei.— Now Marquis.
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Kanesn®,® • Was the first to receive the name of Kiku-
tei. In 1322, Tie was appointed Udaijin. Was surnamed Kikutei-
TJdaijin.—-— Harusue, R$ 3$ (1543-1617). Served as medium to Iiave
the title of Kwampaku granted to Hideyoshi (1585). Implicated in a
conspiracy with his son-in-kw Eidetsugu, he was banished to Echigo.
He returned to Kyoto after the death of Hideyoshi, and became
Udaijin.

Kikyo ga hara, . In Shinano, a place where Ogasawara
Nagatolci was defeated by Takcda Shingen (1549).

Kimi, • In ancient times, a title given to officials who ruled the
land subject to the authority of the Kuni no miyatsuko, or the Agata-
nushi. The title became a family name. Thus we find the
Honokimi, in Hizcn, the Michigimi in Kaga, the Isshigimi in Ise,

etc.

Kimi ga yo, tr ft Japanese national hymn. Forms only one
stanza of 31 syllables (tanka)

:

Kimi ga yo wa
Chi yo ni ya-chi yo ni shall

Sazare ishi no
Iivao to narite

Koke no mxtsu made,

The master’s reign

last 1,000 and 8,000 generations,

till the pebbles

becoming rocks,

shall be covered with moss

!

This piece of poetry is extracted from the Kokinshu (book 7) ;
its author

is unknown. (In the Kokinshu, the first verse is : “ Waga Kimi tea ’’

(my master), and was changed into “ Kimi ga yo uu ”). Hayashi
Hiromoii, fj/, /$. (1821-1886) has adapted to these words a slow
and solemn melody of the done mode (whose rhythm does not however
correspond to that of the poem, since it separates sazare from ishi).
The melody differs from the lively mode cf European national
hymns.

Kimmei-tenno, & p/j 4^. • 29th emperor of Japan (540-571).
Ame-kuni-oshi-harnld-hironiha no mikoto succeeded his brother Senkwa,
at the age of 32. His reign witnessed the last efforts made by the Japan-
ese to hold their own in Korea and to support their allies Kitdara and
Mimana against the incessant attacks of Shiragi ; but the victory re-
mained with the latter, which, in 562, completed the conquest of Mimana.
At that time, more, than 5,000 Korean families came to settle in Japan.
The most important event of the reign of Kimmei, is the introduction of
Buddhism. In 552, Seimei, king of Kudara (Korea), sent over as pre-
sents, some sutras and a statue of Buddha : the emperor accepted them

;

but a dispute arose among his ministers on the question of worship. Soga
no Iname approved the worship of the image, Nakatomi no Kamako
and Mononobe no Okoshi maintained that this would be insulting to the
tutelary gods of the land. The emperor allowed Iname to carry the
statue to his house, where he erected a shrine

(Kogen-ji), which was the
first tera in Japan. The next year,jail epidemic afflicted the country

;
it
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was attributed to the vengeance of the Jcami and the statue was thrown
into the Naniwa canal. Shortly after, two bonzes, Ton-ei and Doshin,
arrived from Kudara

;

but it was only 40 years later that Buddhism
received legal sanction. Kimmei died at the age of 63, recommending
the conquest of Shiragi and the restoration of Mimana, but his wishes
were to remain ineffectual.

Kimon-numa, P'J UJ . A lake in Tokachi (Hokkaido), 31 Km. in.

circumference.

Kimpoku-zan, ^ ill • The highest mountain in. 'the island of
Sado

;

also called I{,oshi no takane.

Kimpu-zai§;»j;lc ill • A mountain to the N. ofKai, tin the borders
of Shinano
Kimura, A family of daimyo, of the 16th century.

Shigekore, $ • Served Hideyoshi, went with aia expedition
to Korea, and received a fief in Yamashiro ; but implicated id the ctlfcs-

piracy of Hidelsugu, he was dispossessed, and 'committed harakiri,

(1595).—— Shigenari, $ (1594-1615) . Son of Shigekore, wag educated .

by his mother, who, after the death cC.fes*. husband, sought refuge*'With a
Christian family, whose religion sh^^ji^ced, which fact allows us to

suppose that Shigenari, then quite $j& "cfant, was baptized with her.

Having grown up, he enlisted in the arifiy of Hideyori, and perished in

the siege of Osaka.

Kimura Hidetoshi, ^ . A samurai who served first

Akechi Mitsuhide, then Hideyoshi. After the campaign of Odawara, he
received a revenue of 300,000 k. in Mutsu (1590) : thereupon, he esta-

blished himself in the castle of Toyoma and his son Shigemasa in that

of Furukawa. But their bad administration and other excesses provoked
a revolt among the samurai and they were dispots*»jd the following
year.

Kinai, ft . — See Shi-kinai and Go-kinai.

Kinashikaru-Oji, fa ^ ^ • Son of the emperor Ingyo. In
434, he was appointed heir to the throne

(
kotaishi ). On the death of his

father, he was attacked by his younger brother Anaho (Anko-tenno), fled

to the house of the Mononobe, and being pursued, committed suicide

(453).

Kin-bugyd, In the Tokugawa days, officials of the

finance department of the Balcufu. Established in 1646, they were at

first 4 in number, under the authority of the kanjd-bugyd

;

later on, their

number increased to 6 (1689). They had under their orders, 5 moto-
shimari-yaku, 23 doshin, 7 minarai, etc.

Kinchu-jomoku, 4* @ • A code of laws in 17 chapters, pro-

mulgated by leyasu in 1615, and laying down the rules to be observed

by the huge at the Court of Kyoto.

Kingo, . Abbreviation of Shitsu-Jcingo. Corresponding Chin-
ese word for the Japanese Eimon-fu (corps of the Imperial guard). The
officers of the Eimon-fu were also called Kingo. Thus Kobayakawa
Hideaki is often styled Kingo-chunagon.
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Kinkaku-ji, & f$ # .
(Lit.

:
golden pavilion). A pavilion built in

1397, by the Shogun Yoshimitsu, oil one of his estates N. W. of

Kyoto. It is 13 metres long and 10 wide, has two stories and has

KINKAKU-JI.

always been regarded as one of the most beautiful specimens of Japanese
art of that period. — See Bokuon-ji.

Kinkaku-ko, A x . The port of Vladivostock.

Einko, ~ti • Ti'e middle ages of Japanese history, from the
Kamakura to the Edo Shogunate (1192-1602).

Einkwa-zan, ^ I# ill • An island on the eastern coast of Rikuzen
(II Km. in circumference). The temple of Kogane-yama-jinja is a very
popular place of pilgrimage. Also called Horai-zan.

Ei no kawa, id Jl| • A river (120 Km.) which takes its rise

in the Yoshino Mountains ( Yamoto) whose name it takes, then enters

Kii, flows through Wakayama and empties itself into the sea. Also called

Iiii-gawa.

Einoshita, /ti 1* A family of daimyo, originating

at Nakamura (Owari). Hideyoshi, stili young and
unknown, married the sister of Kinoshita Iesada, and
took the name of Kinosh ita, which he changed later-on

to that of Hashiha (1575). That relationship was the

cause of the fortune of the Kinoshita.

{

Katsutoslii

Tosliifusa-Toshimasa-Tosliisada-Kinsada

Nobutoshi-Toshiharu-Toshinaga-Toshikazu.

(a) — Elder branch. — Iesada, <§? (1543-1603).

brother-in-law Hideyoshi and. in 1585, received as fief the castle of
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Himeji {Harima — 40,000 k.). In 1600, he was transferred t

mori (Bitchu

)

and reduced to 25,000 k.

Katsutoshi, {£ (1568-1649). Eldest son of Iesada, received
at first the castle of Tatsuo {Harima). He accompanied Hideyoshi to

Nagoya (Hizen)
at the time of the expedition to Korea and in 1594,

was invested with the province of Wakasa, with residence at Obama
(80,000 k.). Having sided against Ieyasu, he was dispossessed in 1600,
retired to Kyoto and took the name of Ohosh&sM. In his retreat, he
cultivated his taste for poetry sad published several books. Katsutoshi
had been baptized in 1588 by the name of Peter.

(ft) — Junior branch. — S’osMfusa, M J§ (1573-1637). 2nd son of

Iesada, received in 1594. the castleof TakaJuma ( Wakasa— 30,000 k.).

He was dispossessed in 1600, lor having fought against Ieyasu. But in

1614, when war Broke ©at again, he abandoned the party of his family,

and enlisted in the Shogun's army. In ratten, he received the next
year, the fief of Ashimori {Sitohii— 25,000 k).

• Toshimasa, (1602-61). Succeeded his father at Ashimori.
Fond of fencing with the knee {seyutsu), he founded a school which has
kept his name {Kinoshita-ryu). — His descendants dwelt at Ashimori
until the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

(c) — Youngest branch. — Nobutoshi, £j£ $£ (1577-1642). 3rd son
of Iesada, sided with Ieyasu in 1600 and was commissioned to besiege
Onoki Shigetoshi in the castle of Fukuchiyama (Tamba), which
he captured. He received in return, the fief of Hiji (Bungo —
25,000 k.) where his descendants resided until the Restoration. — Now
Viscount.

Kinoshita Jun-an, /fc "f i® (1621-98). A famous Confucianist.
Born at Kyoto, he was remarkable for his precocity. At the age of 13,
he already composed Chinese poems. He was a pupil of Matsunaga
Shozo

;
after that, he taught during 2 years, at Higashi-yama {Kyoto).

Having entered the service of the daimyo of Kaga, he became the rival
of Yamazaki Iieigi, Ilumazawa Ryokai, etc. In 1682, the Shogun
Tsunayoshi made him come to Edo and entrusted him with several
historical works. He left 2 sons, Kyokan and Nyohitsu, who continued
his school.

Kinri, ^ . The Imperial Palace, and by extension, the Emperor
himself. The Kinri was situated in the middle of the Daidairi, some-
what on the eastern side. It formed a square the sides of which were
309 metres long, surrounded by a double palisade, and comprised the
Shishinden (hall of the throne), the Naishi-dokoro (where the imperial
emblems were preserved), the Seiryoden (Emperor’s apartments), the
Kokyukbshoden (Hall of the Privy Council) etc. etc.

Kinri-gosho, £§ IS PJi — See Go-sho.

Kinri-zuki, ££ M Pff • In the Tokugawa times, officials of the
Bakufu, commissioned to inspect the Imperial Palace. Established in

1643, they were 2 in number, and were called at first Kinchu on-
mamorishu. They depended on the Shoshidai and had under their

orders, some yoriki and doshin. Their duty was to keep watch over the
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interior and the eactftrior of the Palace, and to ascertain whether all the
officials observed the rules, etc.

Kinsei, >£ ifi: . Modern period of Japanese history, covering the
time of the Edo Shogunate (1603-1867).

Kinshi-kunsho, & 3$ $ . Order of the golden Kite. — See
Kunsho.

Kintaiji, ^ ^ • In Kawachi. Ancient castle built in the 14th
century by the Kusunoki ; it passed over to the Hatakeyama and
depended on their castle of Takaya.

Kinugasa, • In Sagami. Ancient castle built towards 1060
by Miura Tamemichi, and was the residence of his descendants
Tametsugu, Yoshitsugu, Yoshiaki. The latter, having sided with Yori-
tomo, was besieged there by Hatakeyama Shigetada, a Taira general,
and committed suicide.

Kinu-gawa, $£ Jl]

.

A river (119 Km.) which takes its rise in Mt.
Akanagi, flows through Shimotsuke, enters into Hitachi then into
Shimosa, and empties itself into the Tone-gawa.— Formerly called
Keno-gawa.

Kinunuibe, & $1 ® . Ancient corporation or guild of tailors,

founded in the reign of Yuryaku (457-479).

Kinza, M • In the Tokugawa times, an office depending on the
Kanjd-bugyd and entrusted with the casting of gold coins and their
withdrawal from circulation. The family of Goto Mitsutsugu was in
hereditary possession of the office.

Kira., pj • A family of daimyb descended from Minamoto
Yoshiuji (1189-1254) (Seiwa-Genji).

Mitsusada, . Sided first with his relative Ashikaga
Takauji, then passed over to the southern dynasty. In 1352, he de-
feated Hosokawa Kiyouji, but was defeated in his turn by Hatakeyama
Kunikiyo (1360) and submitted again to the Ashikaga.— In the Tokugawa era, the descendants of that family did not possess
the title of daimyo, but were numbered among the koke (see “ Koke ”).

Yoshinaka, ^ jit . Kozuke no sulce, master of ceremonies in
the Shogun’s palace, was, in that quality, commissioned in 1700, to
receive and treat the envoys of the emperor Higashi-yama and the ex-
emperor Reigen. Having, on that occasion, fallen out with Asano
Naganori, daimyo of Alco (Harima), he reprimanded him publicly, and
was struck by Naganori in the forehead with a dagger. The culprit
was at once deprived of his possessions and exiled to Mutsu

;

but 47 of
his samurai, having waited a year for a good occasion, avenged their
lord and assassinated Yoshinaka in his house.— See Shi-ju-shichi gishi.

Kirimai, -tJJ ^ • In the Tokugawa times, a pension paid in rice to
the samurai of the %, who had no personal domains.
Kinmai-tegata

:^ppe, ^ ffi fifc • In the Tokugawa days,
an official commissiot$^j»;S&der the Kanjd-bugyd, to verify the demands
for pension, presented by the samurai of the Bakufu. He resided at
Asakusa (Edo), and had under him 9 tedai (employees). He was also
called Kakikae-bugyo.
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Sirino TosMaki, S? f|] £K • A samurai of the Kagoshima elan

(.Satsuma), In 1867
,
he succeeded in having the guard of the Imperial

Palace confided to his troops. Distinguished himself at the battle of

Fuskimi, at Edo (1868) ,
and at the siege of Walcamatsu. After the

.Restoration, he received a high position in the imperial army. He
insisted on an expedition to Korea, and retired to Kagoshima, when he
saw that the government did not adopt his views. When Saigo Taka-
mori rose in rebelion against the new regime, Toshiaki was his principal

auxiliary. After having fought in Higo, Satsuma, Hyuga, Osumi, he
returned for the last time to Kagoshima, and having been vainquished

at the battle of Shiroyama, (Sept. 24th, 1877), committed harakiri.

Kirishima-yama, lU • A mountain range between the pro-

vinces of Hyiiga and Osumi. — See Higashi-Kirishima and Nishi-
Kirishima.

Kirishitan-shu, tyj % fY Sj? .
(Altered form of the Portuguese

Cristan). The Christian religion.— St. Francis-Xavier, who landed at

Kagoshima on August the 15th, 1549, was the first Apostle of Japan.
During 50 years, Catholicism made marvelous progress, especially in

Kyushu and the south-western provinces of Hondo. Taiko-Hideyoshi
and, after him, the Tokugawa Shogun prohibited the propagation of

the Gospel and persecuted the converts. After the repression of the
insurrection of Shimabara, (1638) Christianity was seemingly blotted

out from the land.

SIGN HOARD.

B^:fi^i;»ROHIBXTION OP C11K1SXIANITV.

Translation of Text. — Decreed The practice of the perverse Christian reliirioi
is severely prohibited. Suspected persons are to be denounced. Awards shall be given
Third month of the 4th year of Keio (April 1868).

The above mentioned decree must be rigorously observed.
Council of Stale.

Department of Hamamatsu.



Nevertheless, a Kirishitan-bugyd was established to see to all matters
relating to the prohibited religion. At Edo, in the ward of Koishikawa.
an enclosure called Kirishitan-yashiki, was set aside, after the great
persecutions, for the burial of the foreign missionaries, who still should
dare to penetrate into Japan. History has preserved the names of
P. Pedro Marquez, who was shut up there from 1046-1657

;
of

P. Francisco Cassala (the date of his death is uncertain)
; of P. Joseph

Chiara from 1646-1685; of Brother Andrew Vieyra, from 1646-1678;
of Jikuan, an Annamite Christian, who died there in 1700; of Bev.
John Baptist Sidotti, (1709-1715). The hill on which the prison was

AXGJEJJT SX'AK Cy TL.E K1SIKBTTAN-YA8I:I«I

situated is still called RLrishiti&n-zaka

.

— Notwithstanding the edicts

which severely prohibited Christianity, the annals of Japan bear witness
to the fact that it was not entirely rooted out : Some Christians were
discovered at Omura (Hizen) in 1658 ; in Vungo, in 1660 ; others were
put to death in 1676, in 1683; in 1714 a certain number surrendered of
their own accord to the judges ; in 1330. 6 were arrested and executed at

Kyoto. Finally, in 1865, thousands of believers were found near
Nagasaki, who had, for 7 or 8 generations preserved the faith of their

fathers in secret.

Kiriu, D4 . A city in Kosuke province (20,000 inh.). Ancient
castle built in the 14th century, by Kiriu Tameaki. It passed afterwards
to the TJesugi, the Yura and finally to the Hojo of Odawara, and was
abandoned in 1590. — Now-a-days, Kiriu is renowned for its manufac-
tures of satin, crape, gauze, etc.

Kiroku, • Formerly a distribution of pensions in kind (rice),

which was made twice a year, in the 2nd and the 8th lunar months. An
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official, who had spent 4 months out of 6 without fulfilling his charge,

lost all rights to a kiroku.

Kiroku-sho, BE ffl HJf A council created in 1069 by the emperor

Go-Sanjo, to deal with administrative and judicial matters. It was
presided over by the emperor in person, and took cognizance of all the

matters reserved until then to the Kurodo-dokoro, with the aim of

opposing the all-powerful influence of the Fujiwara. It cut down the

number of sho-en, and endeavored to put the imperial finances on a

surer footing. It ceased to exist at the close of the 14th century, in the

reign of Go-Komatsu.
Kisaki, . Ill ancient times, the first wife of the emperor had the

title of Ogisaki ; the second, that of Kisaki

;

the mother of the emperor,

that of Sume-mi-oya no mikoto. But after the Taiho code (702), the

grandmother of the emperor was called Tailcotaigo

;

the mother of the

emperor, Kotaigo

;

the empress, Kogo

;

the wives of lower rank, Kisaki,

who comprised 2 Hi, 3 Fujin, 4 Hin. The empress had always to be

of imperial blood
;
from the reign of Shomu (724-748), the powerful

Fujiwara succeeded in having her elected in their own family. — See

Sangu, Nyogo, etc.

Kiseki, (ifi (1G77-1736). A famous novelist. He called himself

Ejimaya Kiseki. His works are stained with gross immorality.

Kishi, pf -Jy • Anciently, the title of an official sent from Japan to

Shiragi (Korea), at the time when the San-kan were supposed to be

undel Japanese jurisdiction. The title became, later on, a family

name.

Kishi-Bojin, 5U -f" <f
,
l
l • A Buddhist goddess. According to the

legend, she was an Indian woman, who had sworn to devour all the

children of the city of Bdjagriha. As a punishment, she was bom again

in the shape of a demon, and gave birth to 500 children, of whom she

had to devour one every day. Buddha cured her of her cruel xmam by
making her eat pomegranates, and made her enter a couvent. — In
Japan, she is worshipped as the patroness of children. She is represented

in the shape of a woman carrying a child and holding a pomegranate in

her hand.

Kishiwada, ifll EH • A town of Izumi province. Pop. : 5,100

inh. In ihe Middle Ages, it was the fief of a family of the same name.
It belonged afterwards to the Miyoshi. In 1582, Nakamura Kazuuji
built a castle there, which was occupied by the daimyo Koide

(1585-1619), Matsudaira (1619-40) and Okabe (1640-1868) —
(60,000 k.).

Kishu, <Hj . Chinese name of the Kii province.

Kishu-nada, $E M • Sea on the S. W. coast of Kii.

Kiso, /fv • A mountainous region, comprising the S.W. of Shi-

nano (Nishi-Chikuma-gori)
and the E. of Mino (Ena-gori)

.

In 702, a

road was built there, called the Kiso-kaidb or Nakaseiido. The ancient

fief of Kiso, extended as far as the modern city of Matsumoto (
Shinano)

.

It was given to a branch of the Minamoto, among whom Yoshinaka
became famous. In the Ashikaga times, the region belonged to the Kiso
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family, who resided first at Suhara, then at Fukuxhima. Hideyoshi
gave it to Isliikawa Sadakiyo. In the Tokugawa period, it depended on
Nagoya

(Owari).

Kiso-gawa, H-

Jl| A river which takes its rise in Torii-toge

( Shinano ), traverses Mino, which it also separates from Owari and
empties itself into the gulf of Ise at Kuwana. Also called Ota-gawa,
Okoshi-gawa (175 Km.).

Kiso-kaido, ^Cf — See Nakasendd.
Kiso Yoshinaka, ?fc "M

-

Ss # — See Minamok- Ymliinaka.
Kita, ^ A family, who from the beginning of fie 17th century,

have been famous for their skill in composing and ' executing “no" or
sarugaku.

Kitabatake, im • A. family of daimyd descended from Naka-no-
in Michikata (Murakami-Genji).

Chikafusa, K2 M (1293-1354). Son of Moroshige, was suc-

cessively Chunagon (1319), Dainagon (1323), then Daijin (1333). He
fought vigorously, with his sons Akiie and Akinobu, for the southern
dynasty. He has left several works: the Jinko-shoto-ki (history), the
Shokugensho (administration), etc.

Chikafusa
I

Akiie Akinobu .Akiyoshi

( Kasuga)

.1

' "
1

Akiyasu Akitcwlii

Mitsumasa Akimasa
(dkochi)

Toshimichi
!

| |

Noritomo

Masasato
1

Toshiyasu Masatoshi

(Kizukuri

)

(Sakauchi

)

1

Chikatada Murachika
i

Harutomo
1

Yorifusa

l

Tomoehika Tomouori
l

Tomofusa
l

J
Fujinori

1 1

Nolmcki Chikaaki (Nobuo)

; Akiie, fcjfi (1317-38). Eldest son of Chikafusa, was ap-
pointed in 1333, Mntsu no kami and preserved that province as well as

Dewa under the authority of the southern dynasty. Appointed Chin-
jufu-shoguu (1335), he joined hands with Nitta Yoshisada against

Takauji who was defeated at Miidera ; which victory allowed Go-Daigo
to re-enter Kyoto. Akiie returned to Midsu with Yoshinaga-shinno,
(biter on Go-Murakami) to raise troops, then returned to besiege Kama-
iiira, which he captured in 1337. Then marching on Kyoto, he gained
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victories at Awa no hnra, Yawata, Nara, but was defeated and killed

by Ko Moronao at Sakai no nra (
Izumi).

He wa9 only 21 years old.

Akinobu, MU- Son of Cldkafusa,

is known by the name of Kasuga-shosho. He
fought at first under his brother Akiie and

succeeded him as Mutsu no kami and Chin-

jufu-shvgun (1338). After several campaigns

in Hitachi, Shimosa, etc. he repaired to Kyu-
shu with prince Yasunaga-shinno, and was
killed in a battle fought against Shorn Yorihisa

at Ohara (
Chikuzen).

Akiyoshi, {$'-( -I- 1383). Son of

Chikafusa, fought first in Mutsu, then in lse,

of which he was appointed governor (
kokushi).

Joining forces with Wada Masatada and

Kusunold Masayoshi, he defeated Ashikaga

Yoshiakira and enterel Kyoto (1352). Obliged to retreat before over-

whelming odds, he remained until his death in the camp of the southern,

emperor, on Mount Yoshino, and received the title of Udaijin, Sangis-, etc.

Akiyasu, Bfi
:M (1360-1402). Son of Akiyoshi, and Sfcs bim

governor of lse, rallied round the Shogun after the fusion c£ Che iwo

dynasties (1392), helped to quell the revolt of Ouchi Yoshihiro (1399) and

received from the Shogun. Yoshimitsu the district of Koga (Omi ).

Mitsumasa, 377-1440). Brother of Akiyasu and adopted

by him as his heir. Seeing that cSBfe&'ry% ‘convention of 1392, the

successor of Go-Komatsu was taken;,ia&ft northern dynasty, he con-

ceived the project of marching on i.J&iMpg to the throne prince

Ogura-shinno, son of Go-Kameyaif^ <{Qbld not execute his design

(1414). A second attempt, at the*%)® kif Sbo .accession of Go-Hanazono

(1429), did not succeed better : Mtts&tmMm* defeated by Told Tokiyori.

Noritomo, ft (1423-1471). Son of Mitsumasa, kokushi of

lse, repressed in 1402 an attempt of Hatakeyama Yoshinari to revolt

against the Shogun Yoshimasa, At the time of the Onin war (1467), he

gave hospitality to Yoshimi who was obliged to fiee from Kyoto.

Masasato, &. (1449-1508). Son of Noritomo, kokushi of

lse, had to proceed with rigor against one of his officers, Enokura Uji-

nori, who behaved badly towards those going on pilgrimage to lse (1488).

Harutomo, Ft & (1496-1563). Grandson of Masasato, re-

pressed the revolt of the samurai of Tamaru (lse) who had massacred

their lord, Tamaru Tomotada.

Tomonori, Q %. (1528-1576). Son of Harutomo, saw several

of his kerai revolt against him. Nobunaga came with an army to pacify

the province, captured the castles of Kambe and Kuicana, and as a con-

dition of the peace, obliged Tomonori to adopt his 2nd son Nobuo (1569).

In 1576, Tomonori fell ill and was assassinated by his samurai,

Nobuoki, \f, M Eldest son of Tomonori, was invited to cede

his rights to Nobuo, son "of Nobunaga, who had received the province
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of Ise. Ds$£i®ons broke out between the two pretenders. NobitoJci was
shut up at Nagashima. Later on, he dwelt in Kawachi, Owari and

died at last at Kyoto. Two of his descendants, one of whom is the chief

of the Ryozen-jinja (dedicated to ChiJcafusa, Akiie, Akinobu) in Iwashiro,

were ennobled after the Restoiation. — Now Baron.

Kitagaki, ft S' A family of samurai from the clan of Izushi

( Tajima ), ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Kitagawa Utamaro, it )>l ^ t&i (1753-1805). A painter of the re-

alistic school.

Kitagawara, it MM- A family whose chief attached to the Ko/uku-

ji temple, at Nara, was ennobled afier the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Kitajima, it W) • A family which, for centuries, had been attached

to the great temples of Izumo ; was ennobled after the Restoration.

—

Now Baron

Kitakami-gawa, it _t J'l • A river (240 Km.) which takes its

rise on the Nanashigure-dake (Rikuchu), flows by Morioka, Hanamalci,

Mizusawa, traverses Rikuzen and empties itself into the sea at Ishinomaki.

Kitaki-shima, it /fc l>$ - An island of the Inland Sea, depending

on the province of Bitcliu. (20 Km. in circ.).

Kita-mandokoro, it FJi
— See Mandokoro.

Kitami, it Ji, One of the 11 provinces of Hokkaido, comprises 8

districts.

Kitamura Kigin, it U ^ ^ (1618-1705). A man of letters

;

commented the Genji-monogatari, the Makura no soshi, the Hyaku-nin
issliu etc.

Kitano, it 5? • To the N. W. of Kyoto. In 836, a Shinto shrine

(
Kitayo-jinja

)
was built there, in which, from 959, Sugawara Michizane

was worshipped by the name of Temman-tengu or Kitano-tenjin. It

was in the buildings of this temple, that Hideyoshi gave, in 1588, his

famous tea festival (Kitano dai-cha-no-yu).

Kita-no-koji, it 4' • A family of kuge, descended from Fuji-

wara Arinobu. — Now Viscount.

Kita-no-koji, it 4' • A family of kuge, descended from the Oe.

— Now Viscount.

Kita-no-oji, it jz Sft • A family descended from Fujiwara Sane-

yuki, whose chief is attached t6 the Ko/uku-ji temple of Nara. —
To-day, Baron.

Kita-no-sho, -ifc $£ . Ancient name of the city of Fukiii
(
Echizen).

— See Fukui.

Kitano-tenjin, 5? 5c $$ • Name by which Sugawara Michizane

is worshipped in the temple of Kitano {Kyoto).

Kitashirakawa, it £3 J4 - A, .family of imperial princes, issued

from the Fushimi no miya braasfe

Yoshihisa, ftg !K (18l=t44$|c- jlss of prince Fushimi Kuniie,

was in 1868, chief of the tempWsf $$$$$ ssnd Ueno {Tokyo), and bore

the name of Rinnoji no miy&y The. ferife upholders of. the shogunate

secured his person and carried to the north, to set him

up against the lawful sovereign. Alter-llMr defeat, he was secularized
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and sent to Europe, where he remained 7 years. He was appointed

commander of the army sent to Formosa during the war with China

and died in that island. ... ..

Narihisa, % • Bom in 1887, is the present head of the family.

Kita-ura, fig
• Lake in Hitachi (59 Km. in circ.)

Kitayama-gawa, 4b ill J'l • A nver (83 Km.) which takes iterate

in Mt. Yoshim (Ymiato), enters Kn and empties itself into the Kumarw-

qawa. — Also Ikehara-gawa. ,... ,

.

Kitsuki W • In Bungo. Ancient castle builtm 1250, by Kitsuki,

Chikashige] relative of the Otomo. His descendants dwelt there for 17

generations. In 1593, when Otomo Yoshimune was dispossessed by

Hideiioshi, the last Kitsuki committed suicide. The castle passed after

that to the daimyo Sugihara (1596), Hayakawa (1597), Hosokawa

(1600), Oqasaicara (1632), and Matsudaira (1645-1868) (32,000 k.).

Kitsunegawa, U Jl| • In Yamashiro, S. W. of Kyoto, where

Naqoshi Tukaic was defeated and killed by Akamatsu Nonmura (1333).

Kitsuregawa, t% Sb J'l • In Shimotsuke, was from 1590 to 18b8,

the resident of the Ashikaga daimyo (10,000 k.), descendants of the

Shogun of the same name.

Kivomizu-dera, ffi tK # • A famous temple on a hill of that name,

E. of Kyoto, built in 780, by the bonze Enchin at the expenses oiSakaiioe

Tamurarnaro. It depended formerly on Td-daiji (Nara ). The tenets

of both the Hosso and the Shingon sects are taught there.

Kiyooka, fn IS] • A family of ku9e? ...deseended from Sugawara

Michizane. — Now Viscount.
'

" * ,, .

Kiyooka, fg [$ . A family of samim&fy-Xrom the Kochi (Tosa

)

clan ;
ennobled after the Restoration. — Viscount.

Kivosu fit . In Owari. An ancient castle, built at the be-

ginning of the 15th century by Shiba Yoshishige, and entrusted to the

Oda family. In 1553, Oda Nobutomo revolted against his suzerain and

asserted his independence at Kiyosu, but he was himself put to death by

his relative Nobunaga. In 1582, Hideyoshi gave the castle to his

adopted son Hidetsu'gu, who was replaced there by Fukushima Masanon

(1595). In 1600, Ieyasu stationed his son Tadayoshi there, who was

succeeded by his brother Yoshinao (1607) : the latter, having built the

castle of Nagoya (1610), Kiyosu was abandoned.

Kiyosue, ^ • I'1 Nagato

;

was from 1653 to 1868 the residence

of a branch of the Mori daimyo (10,00Q k.). .

Kiyosumi, fit f# ,
A family descended from Ienon, 12th son of

prince Fushimi Kuniie and ennobled in 1888. — Now Count.

Kiyoura, Jg jjfi
. A family of samurai from the clan of Kumamoto

(Higo), ennobled in 1902. — Now Baron.

Kiyowara, in W. • A family descended from the emperor Temmu (673-

686) by bis son Toneri-shinno. ....
Natsuno M 5? (782-837). Grandson of Tonen-shmno and

son of prince Ogura, was Udaijin ; is the author of the Ryo no gige

(10 vol.), a commentary of the Chinese Code (Myoho). Often called

Narabi-no-oka no Otodo (
daijin).
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- Fusanori, jjj flij . Grandson of Natsuno, had two sons : the
elder is the ancestor of the Dewa branch

;
the younger, of the huge.

Takenori, H'] • Descended in the
6th generation from Fusanori, served in the
campaign of Minamoto Yoriyoshi against Abe
Yoritolci and his sons. From his residence,
Yamagata (Dewa ), he brought a reinforcement
of 10,000 men to Yoshiie, which enabled the
latter to defeat Sadato (1062). In return, Talcc-

nori was appointed Chinjufu-shogun.

fNarihiru

Tukcno. i

{ ^ r“
^ Kiy°hira

KIYOWARA TAKENORI.

—7 Iehira, V. • Grandson of Takenori, refused to submit to
Yoshite, when the latter was appointed Chinjufu-shogun. Assisted by
his uncle Takehira, he fought for 3 years, but shut up in his castle of
Kanezawa (Dewa), he was defeated and killed with bis whole familv

branch of the Kiyowara became extinct

>$» ffi (1122-89). Son of the dai-geki Sukstaka
t/
he-

re branch and excelled in Chinese .Daw, Ijiterature aji'd

.
all Mfc*

jTjift family oi'Jcuge

Etchu no lcarni. — His
, hereditarily the office of dai-geki.
; froin him.

i
A small town (5,500 inh.) ik 1Yiimc&Uiv, • 85- Km. 0.

prmerly, before the foundationM $M$o, tbe
J

etypitel Sf
jbastle was built there by the Mata%yuima. J& 1&7®. —
Jkada-eki, Izumi no sato, Takafffmt) §#&>.

®
'

A village, S. of Osaka (Sett&fa near tl'emoufh of foe _
- -J coast is called Kizu-ura. TbBre il MS Shst the wife*

of Taira Shigehira, after the execution of her husband, threw herself
into the sea (1185). There, too, the boats of the Mon brought pro-
visions during the siege of the Osaka Ishiyama-Hongwan-ji (1576-
1580).

Kizu-gawa, Me jl| • A river (51 Km.) which takes its rise in Iga,
enters Yamashiro, flows by Kim and empties itself into the Yodo-gawa,
near Yawata.— Also called Yamashiro-gawa, Momo-gawa, Izumi-gawa.
Kizu-gawa, Jl| . A branch of the Yodo-gawa, which strikes

off in Osaka, and turning towards the South, flows into the sea.
Kizuki, Vf • In Izumo. When Okuninuslii yielded his rights

to Nmigi no mikoto, the latter had a residence built for him, which has
become the great Shinto temple of Izumo (Izumo no o-yashiro).
Ko, £ • A title of nobility, corrresponding to “ duke.” In English

books, it is translated by “prince,” but the latter title should be reserved
to the members of the imperial family.— Applied formerly to persons of
very high rank

; Tankai-ko, Ieyasu-ko, etc.

Ko, {£ . A title of nobility, corresponding to “ marquis.” — Formerly
applied to the nobles of the military caste: shoko, under the daimyo.
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K5, • A family of warriors of the

the Ashikaga.

Moronao, S!i Sl (

+

14th century, in the service of

1351). Served Takauji. He helped to

it JSgainst Kitabalake Akiie, defeated and
litii (1338). In 1348, at the head of

Masatsu.ru at Sliijo-nawate
(Kawaclviy,

destroy Rokuhara (1333), fc'as|

killed him at Sakai-ura,

60,000 men, he defeated KusM
he triumphed also at Kyoto, over Momonoi Naotsune (1351), but one
month later, he was defeated by Ashikaga Tadayoshi at Mikage no
Kama (Settsu) and killed in his flight.

>Si>»atsu

i

I

Morons#

Moromochi

Morofuyu, .{Sji ^ . Brother of Moronao, was Mikawa no

kami. He fought fox several years in Hitachi against Kitabatake Chika-

fusa, and succeeded in spelling him (1343). When Ashikaga Motouji
was appointed Kwanf-0 <MKwanto (1349), Morofuyu became his minister

(shitsuji

)

with TJcsugi Noriaki. The latter having crossed over with

Tadayoshi to the southern party, Morofuyu endeavored to fight him, but

was defeated and obliged to flee to Kai, where Suwa Takashige pursued
and killed him.

Moroyasu, fff[i • Brother of Moronao, was Echigo no kami.
In 1335, he defeated Hgjo Tokiyuki, besieged Nitta Yoshisada at Kawa-
saki (Echizen) (1337) and captured the castle of Ii (Totdmi) (1340). In

1351, he besieged Islddo Yotifusa in the temple of Kbmyo-ji, when he
was assassinated with his son Moroyo.

Koan, 5Zi 5R* $fengo: 1278-1287. - ~j"'

Koan no ©id, 3c ® The Koan war: ,c*v-;e given to the

campaign made fe repel the Mongol invasion of ISSlia
Koan-tenno, # 3c . 6th Emperor of Japan (392-291 B. C.).

O-Yamato-tarashi-hiko-kuni-oshihito no mikoto succeeded his father

Kdsho-tenno, at the age of 35. He died at the age of 137 (123, accord-

ing to the Koji-ki), after a reign of 102 years, about which both legend

and history remain silent.

Koba-bugyo, If* ift In the time of the Kamakura and
Kyoto shogunates, an official commissioned to select and bring to the

capital the horses which the Shogun presented to the emperor every

year in autumn.

Kobayakawa, /]-> If! jll • A family of daimyo descended from

Mori Motonari.

Takakage, r# (1532-96). 3rd son of

adopted in the Kobayakawa family, vassals of

served in all the campaigns of his brother

reputation became such, that they were com
He defeated at Itsukushima, (1555), Miura Etc.

Sue Harukata

;

then in Kyushu, Otomo Sorm
struggle against the armies of Nobunaga and Hi4
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share in the conclusion of the peace (1582). Hideyoshi gave him the
province of Chikuzen (1587). He distinguished himself by his valor in
the campaign of Korea. At that time, as Takakage had no children,
Hideyoshi gave him as adopted son, his own nephew Hideaki. There-
upon, he retired to his castle of Mihara (Bingo), where he died after two
years.

Hideaki, (1577-1G02). 5th son of Khmhita Iesada, was
adopted first by Hideyoshi and brought up by Rita Mandokow, but in
1592, he became adopted son and heir to Takakage. On the resump-
tion of hostilities in Korea (1597), although only 20 yea,® old, he was
appointed commander in chief of the expedition (genmi), on account of
his relationship to Hideyoshi and Kuroda Yoshiiaht was assigned to
assist him with his counsel. The campaign was not successful. But
the cause of the failure should be traced to the rivalry and jealousy of
the generals, rather than to the incapacity of the commander in chief.
The latter was nevertheless denounced as incompetent by hhida Kam-
shige ; the Taiko was displeased and ordered him to yield the command
to another: Hideaki refused to obey. Relations became strained
between uncle and nephew

;
but Reeded in reconciling them.

Hideaki could forget neither the prc^tpsgs of Kazushige, nor the
good offices of Ieyasu. After the ieaMCm^ideyoshi, Ishida, in order
to win him over to his side, offered him the tutorship of Hideyori until
the age of 15. Nor was Ieyasu slow in making him brilliant offers.
Hideaki, although rather late, embraced the cause of Hideyori. At the
battle of Sekigahara, he remained till towards evening simple spectator
of the doubtful struggle. Then, suddenly, abandoning his party, he sent
his samurai against the troops of Otani Yoshitaka, put them to flight,
and secured the victory to Ieyasu. On the very morrow, he besieged the
castle of Sawayama

(Omi), where the whole family of Kazushige met
their fate (1600). Ieyasu proved grateful to Hideaki and gave him in
fief the provinces of Bizen and Mimasaka with a revenue of 520,000 k.
But Hideaki did not enjoy his fortune long

;
he died in less than 2 years,

aged only 26, and, as he had no heir, his domains reverted to the Shogun.— A son of the last daimyo of Ghosliu, Mori Motonori, has saved his
name' and beam the title of Baron.

Kobe, . Capital of Hydgo-ken. Composed of two parts sepa-
rated by the Minato-gawa

:

East, the port of Kobe, opened to foreign
trade in 1868, West, the Japanese city of Hyogo (283,800 inh.).

Koben, |gj #£ (1173-1232). A famous bonze. Born in Kii, he lost
his parents at the age of 8, entered the temple of Takao-zan (Yamashiro

)

and studied there. He afterwards went over to the To-daiji, but re-
turned to die at Takao-zan. He was one of the propagators of the
Ryobu-shinto, and is also called M/oe.
Kobo-Laishi, Jz f51i • — See Kukai.
Kobori, /f* 3® . A family of daimyo in Omi, in the 17th and the

18th centuries.

^ Masakazu, if>C
—

* (1579-1647). Served Ieyasu and received in
1600, a revenue of 10,000 k. at Komuro (Omi), with the title of Totomi
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no kami. In 1623, he was appointed Emhvmi-bugyd. Masakazu won
fame in all the branches of Japanese poetry, design, flowers, etc.

To teach the solemn preparation of te, &sfounded a school, which, from
his title of Totomi no kami, was called Enshu-ryu (Ensliu being the
Chinese name; of Totomi). He was chosen to teach that branch of

art to the Shogun Iemilsu. He is commonly called Kobori-Enshu.
Masakata, gfc 55; • A descendant of Masakazu, Izumi no kami

and Fushimi-bugyo, was dispossessed in 1788, on account of his bad ad-
ministration.

Kobukuro-zaka, /J' M A hill near Kamakura (Sagami), where
Akabashi Moritoki, a relative of the Hojo, was defeated and killed by
Nitta Yoshisada (1333).

Eofeun-in, i]L Vx A school founded towards the year 800, by
IFsfe Miroyo, son of Riyomaro, for the education of the children of his

It was the first free school established in Japan. Hiroyo
est&med it with a library of 5 to 6,000 volumes and a revenue of 40

(about 40 hectares) of rice fields.

_ ESban-tenno, X M ' 39th Emperor of Japan (671-672).

Otomo or Iga no Oji, son of Tenchi-tenno, succeeded his father at the age
of 24 years. Hardly had he ascended the throne, when his uncle 0-ama
no Oji (later on Temmu-tennd) revolted in Yoshino and claimed the suc-

cession of his brother. The emperor sent troops against the rebel, but
they were defeated in several engagements, upon which the emperor
committed suicide at Yamazaki

(Omi),
after a reign of 8 months. It was

only in 1870, that he was inscribed on the official list of sovereigns, and
received the posthumous name of Kobun.

Kpfe’ishin-bugyo, /J' lUr ?# ^ Vs I'1 the Tokugawa days, an
d^^^ntrusted with the maintenance and repairs of the shogunal palace,

W$s|?les of Momiji-yama, and of Shiba, the ministries, the detached
pii£&e®g; etc. Later on, all the temples of the Empire were included.
That function, created in 1685, had first only one titular, afterwards two.
They had under them 8 kobushin-gata, 7 gimmi-yaku, 17 kari-gimmi-
yaku.

Kobushin-gumi, /]* # M • In the Tokugawa days, a guild
intrusted with repairs of minor importance in the outhouses of the
Shogunal palace. At first, children and old men were employed to help
the workmen. In 1689., a guild was formed with the samurai who had
a revenue of from 200 to 3,000 koku, and who were without work

; they
were paid at the rate of 50 koku of rice and 2 ryo {yen) per year.

Kobusho-bugyo, if 0f 4^ ft In 1855, was begun in Edo
{Tsukiji, Odawara-machi), the Kobusho, which was a sort of military
school for young samurai. In 1859, it was transferred to Kanda,
Ogawa-machi, and the next year, it was placed under a bugyo. In
1862, its name was changed to Bikugunsho.
Kochi, t§) • .

Capital of Kochi-ken and Tosa province (36,600 inh.)

Yamanouchi Kazutoyo, appointed daimyd of the province in 1600, built

a castle there, where his descendants resided up to the Eestoration
(242,000 k.).
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Kochi-ken, & %U Department formed with the province of
Tosa (Shikoku).— Pop. : 051,000 inh. — Capital Kochi (86,000 inh.).
Kocho, 5Z H • Nengo : 1261-1203.
Ko-chohai, /b ^ W When circumstances hindered the- solemn

meeting of the New Year in the Palace, the high officials alone presented
their felicitations to the Emperor in the Seiryoden. This ceremony, less
solemn, was called Ko-chohai, and after the 10th century it often took
place. — See Choga.

Kodai-in, M $ U (1549-1624). Wife of Hideyoshi. Born at Tsu-
shima (Oican), she was daughter of Sugihara Yoshifusa, sister to Kino-
shita Iesada, and sister-in-law to Asam Nagamasa. By her wit, she
rendered great services to her husband. After his death,' she shaved her
head and took the name of Kodai-in. She is better known by the name
of Kf^'Mandokoro.
.KMai-ji, Buddhist temple of the Zen-shu sect, built at

KyMff in 1601 by Kita-Mandokoro, widow of Hideyoshi. In the pre-
cincts are preserved the tombs of Taiko, Hideyori, Mandokoro, and her
nephew Kinoshita Katsutoshi.

Kodama, % i£ • A family of samurai from Choshu, ennobled in
1895. — Now Baron.

Gentaro, J||S (1852-1906). Was Vice-Minister of war in
1892, Governor of Formosa, Minister of war (1900-1902), Chief d’Etat
Major of the army in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese war (1904-
1905), etc.

Koden, Jjj 03 • Formerly rice-fields leased as a reward for services
rendered to the country. There were 4 kinds : taiko, permanent lease •

joko, leased for 3 generations
;
chuko, for 2 generations

;
geko, which

passed over to the son, and after his death, reverted to the public
domain. L

Kodera, /h # • A family of daimyo, who were entrusted with the
guard of the Himeji castle (Harima), first for the Akamatsu daimyo,
and then for the Yamana

;

they finally, became independent. The last’
Norimoto, was dispossessed by Hideyoshi in 1577.

Koei, ffe tK . Nengo of the Northern dynasty : 1342-1344.
Koen, HI HO • Sculptor of the 13th century, grandson of the famous

Unkei.

Kofu, Ip fff . Capital of I amauashi-ke>i ^and of Kai province
(Koshu) (37,600 inh.). Formerly called Fuchu, was during the Kama-
kura shogunate, the residence of the Ichijo daimyo. Afterwards it
became part of the domains of the Takeda. Nobunaga, having dis-
possessed Takeda Katsuyon (1582), gave Fuchu to Kawajiri Shige-
yoshi, who was assassinated shortly afterwards. Hideyoshi replaced
him by Hashiha Hidekatsu, who resided at Fukuchiijama

(Tarnba), and
had the province of Kai administered by Kato Mitsuyasu. On the
death of Hidekatsu (1593), Asano Nagamasa was appointed to Fuchu
and built a castle there. In 1600, the province became a domain of the
Shogun and Ieyasu disposed of it in favor of his son Yoshinao (1603),
Hiraiwa Chikayoshi l>eing jodai. When Yoshinao was transferred to
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Nagoya (1607), Fucliu was left without a daimyo. In 1618, it fell to

the lot of Tadanaga, brother of Iemitsu. In 1632, new interruption.

In 1661, Tsunashige, son of Iemitsu
,
became daimyo of Kofu ; his son

Tsunatoyo, who succeeded him, having been adopted by the Shogun

Tsunayoshi, was replaced by Yanagisawa Yoshiyasu (1704). Finally,

from 1724 to 1868, Kofu belonged to the Shogun, who had himself re-

presented by a jodai, some joban, etc.

Kofu-saisho, fp Jfr $ 4B • Title by which was designated Toku-

gawa Tsunashige, daimyo of Kofu and brother of the Shogun letsuna

and Tsunayoshi, from 1661 to 1678.

Kofuku-ji, . Buddhist temple of the Hosso sect, at Nara.

Nakatomi Kamatari, had built at Yamashina (Yamasliiro ), in honor of

his ancestors a temple which was called Yamashina-dera. His son

Fujiwara Fuhito, transported it to Heijo-kyo (Nara), where it became

very prosperous. In the Middle Ages, it possessed an army of troops

(sohei) who, more than once, carried disorder and confusion even to

Kyoto.

Koga, £ ffl . A town in Shimosa (11,000 inh.). Ancient castle

buiitin the 13th century by Shimolcobe Yukiyoshi ; it passed over to the

Zftffcgi, and the Oyama (1382). In 1455, Ashikaga Shigeuji put up

whence his name of Koga-kubo. Having reverted to the Uesugi

m 'i486, the castle was taken by Hop XJjiyasu in 1554. In the Toku-

gawa times, it belonged successively to the daimyo Ogasawara (1590),

Toda (1601), Ogasawara (1609), Nagai (1622), Doi (1633), Hotta

(1681), Matsudaira (1685), Okochi (1694), Honda (1712), Matsui

(1759), and Doi (1762-1868) (80,000 k.).

Koga tp 5K- A place in Omi, where the troops of the emperor

Kgbm were defeated by his uncle Temmu (672). Later on, Shomu-tenno

lariUi $ palace there (724-748). In 1487, Rokkaku Takayori gave battle

$5s(S® io the army of the Shogun Yoshiliisa

;

his great-grandson Yoshisuke

was defeated there by.Nohmtfrjd (1568).
_ ,

Koga-kubo, £ M IV:#- Jfeme 8iven to Ashikaga Shigeuji, in-

stalled at Koga (Shimosa,) fond 1455 to 1486.

Koga Seiri, -£ M ff M .(.T*#-

1

817 ) • Professor of Chinese literature.

Born of a samurai mmf dfttift Saga clan (Hizen), he came to Kyoto

and followed the lesson* of Fiited Shosha, Nishiyori Seisai

;

at Osaka,

he made acquaintance with iiito Nishu, Rai Shunsui, etc. Having re-

turned to his province, he filled an important office, was then called to

Edo and appointed professor at the Shoheiko. In 1811, he was sent to

Tsusldim consult with a Korean ambassador.

Kog^-sawa, /J> JJ. Jl] • A river which takes its rise in Slnmotsuke,

enters'
-

Wiistehi and empties itself into the Tone-gawa (87 Km.).

Kogaku-shinno, & ft Si £ • «on of the emperor Heijo, he was

chosen in 810, by his uncle Saga-tenno as heir apparent, but replaced,

the following year, by Otomo-shinno, because he had been implicated in

the conspiracy of Kusuri-ko. In 822, he shaved his head, took the name

of Shinnyo and retired to the temple of Toji, where he placed himself

under the direction -of Kiikai. After the latter’s death (834), he
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wandered about the land, recruiting disciples everywhere ; then, in 861,
lie left for China. He remained there only 6 mcrn&s and went to India,
in order to study Buddhism at its source, but hedM hi the mountains
of Laos (865).— Kogaku-shinno is often called Tak&efaz-shinnd or
Shinnyo-Shonin.

Kogen, jt • Nengo

:

1256.

Ko-gen ryo-ke, AC ffl, M ^ Hie two branches of (he Sasaki,
which, in the Middle Ages divided Omi between themselves : to the
South, the Rokkaku ; to the North, tire Kyogokii.

Kogen-tenno, # X H • 8th Emperor of Japan (214-158 B. C.)
O-Yamato-neko-hiko-kuni-kuru no mikoto succeeded his father Korei
at the age of 60. History does not tell us any thing about his reign of

57 years.

Kogi-ha, 7*3 M Branch of the Shingon sect, founded in 806 by
Kukai. — See Shingon-shu ni-ha.

Kogon-tenno, jt ffl % it • Kaznhito, son of the emperor Go-
Fushimi, was appointed heir apparent in 1326. When Go-Daigo had
to flee from Kyoto before the Hojo army, Takatoki declared him forfeit

to the throne, and raised in his place prince Kazuhito, then 18 years old
(1331). Less than 2 years later, Akamatsu Enshin, general of Go-
Daigo, captured Kyoto, whence Kogon had now to flee (1333). He retired

to the temple of Jojo-ji (Tamba ) where he died in 1364 at the age of 52.

Kogo no Tsubone, /]'
“fif /U • Daughter of Fujkoara Narinori,

gonchunagon, she was a lady of the Court of the emperor Takakura and
won distinction by her skill in playing the biwa (guitar). The affection
which Takakura showed her, excited the jealousy of the empress K'ew$i~
monin, daughter of Kiyomon, and to escape her vengeance, Kogo fled to
Sagano (1177). Becalled by the emperor, she returned to the palace
and gave birth to the princess Nonko-naishinno. Then, in 1179, aged
23, she shaved her head, and retired to the temple of Seikan-ji on
Higashi-yama (Kyoto). Later on she settled down at Ohara, where
she died.

K5gyoku-tenno, ^ X 35th sovereign of Japan (642-644).
Ame-toyo-takara-ikashi-hitarashi hime, daughter of the prince Chinn
no Oji, and grand daughter of Shotoku-taishi, succeeded her uncle and
husband Jomei-tenno, at the age of 48. She yielded to the influence of
the powerful Soga minister's, Emishi and Iruka. When they were
assassinated, the empress abdicated in favor of her brother Kotoku and
received the name of Sume-mi-oya no mikoto. Ten years later, she re-
ascended the throne. — See Saimei-tenno.

Ko-ha, M. • (Lit. : the ancient sects) . Name given to the Bud-
dhist sects introduced into Japan during the Nara and Hei-an periods

;

those that sprang up during the Kamakura period, are called the shin-ha
(new sects).

Kdhei, ® • Nengo

:

1058-1064.

Kohitsu, iA ^ • In the Tokugawa days, a family of experts fp .

works of art. The most renowned members are : Ryusa (1572-166%
Ryiinin (1614-1677), Ryuei (1617-1678), Ryuyu .(1648-1687), Ryuchii
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(1656-1736), Ryuon (1664-1725), Ryuen (1704-1774), Ryui (1751-1834),

(1790-1853), Ryuhaku (1836-1862).

Nengo: 964-967.

lohijo no In, /]' — ||£ (994-1051). Atsu-akira, son of the
emperor Sanjo, was appointed heir apparent at the accession of Go-
Ichijo (1017) ;

but the following year, as he showed symptoms of

insanity, he was replaced as taishi by prince Atsunaga-shinno, and given
the title of Ko-Ichijo no In, by which he is known.

Koide, /J' Hi • A family of daimyo, originating in Owari and
descended from Fujiwara Muchimaro (680-737).

\Ti«.l,iHB-Ynal,i„1o«a/ Yo3hihlC,e
'Yo8hi8l' i8e

-Hidenla811Masalude Y 03 hl »>a8a
^Yo3hich ika-Yo3hihi8a-FU3at03h i

w
(b)

(«) — Elder branch. — Masahide, (1539-1604). Born at

Nakamura (Owari), the birthplace of Hideyoshi, he married the sister

of the latter’s wife, and thanks to Hideyoshi'

s

influence, was appointed
Harima no kami, and received the fief of Kishiwada (IzmrJ — SO,000 k.)

.

He was chosen by Taiko to be with Katagiri Katsumc$s>, piteeeptor of
Hideyori. During the campaign of Sekigahara, Maset^sm, being ill,

sent his son Yoshimasa to fight on the side of IshiMibE^zushige.

Yoshimasa, pf (1565-1613). Succeed*! sis father in the

domain of Kishiwada.

Yoshihide, gr (1586-1668). Son of Yoshimasa, divided

his fief with his brother Yoshichika (1612) and when the latter was
transferred to Sonobe (Tarnba), he installed himself at Izushi (Tajima— 45,000 k.) — That branch became extinct in 1696.

(6) — Younger branch — resided at Izushi (Tajima), then at Sonohe
(Tamba — 26,700 k.) — Now Viscount.

Koizumi, /J» & 111 Yamato. Was from 1615 to 1868, the re-

sidence of the Katagiri daimyo (12,000 k.).

Koji, M ^ • Nengo: 1142-1143.

Koji, • Nengo : 1555-57.

Koji-Daishi, f}£. Jc ftp • A bonze of To-daiji (Nara). Went to

China in 982, remained there 7 years, and brought back statues and
sutras. He died in 1016. During his life, he was called Chonen.

Koji-ki, * * fa Or Fum-koto-bumi. The first Japanese history

compiled by 0 no Yasumaro, from the recollections of an old woman
Hieda no Are, then 65 years old, who had preserved the memory of all

the old legends. The work began in 711, and was finished the following

year
;
it forms 3 volumes and extends from the creation to the end of the

reign of the Empress Suiko (628). The mythological part is nothing
but a tissue of vulgar fables. Nor can the chronology bear the light of

serious criticism. It does not agree with that of the Nihon-ki,
published some years later (720). Thus the Koji-ki makes Jimmu-
tenno die at the age of 137 years

; the Nihon-ki, at the age of 127 (the

latter number has been adopted by the official chronology). Suisei, son
of Jimmu, died, according to the Koji-ki at the age of 45, — according

to the Nihon-ki, at the age of 80 (the official chronology gives 84 years).
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The emperor Sujin lived 168 years, according to the Koji-lci — 120,
according to the jjAfter all, the Koji-lci has its antiquity
only to recommend :

|§| _ ^i^vj|£4h a literary and a historical standpoint,
it is notably inferior||| f^SM-ki and we shall see further on how
much credibility — See Nihon-ki.

Kojima, /]' was from 1704 to 1868, the residence
of a branch of the ^il^^^^^mily (10,000 k.).

Kojima, /h (4- 1374). A bonze of Hiei-zan, author of the
Taihei-ki.

Kojima Takanori, ^ ifij fli • Son of Norinaga, was born in
liken, and in his youth, cultivated literature. When Go-Daigo had to
flee before the army of the Hojo (1331), Takanori levied troops and
fought for the cau^^gf^g^yjhern dynasty. As soon as Go-Daigo
returned to Kyoto ^^^^^^Takanori arrived to escort him to his
capital (1333). He <^^p|^p.^|he destruction of Rokuhara. He served
afterwards under Yoshisacla and fought in Haimm--
against Akamatsu had just gone over to the Ashikl$m!i
After the death of ;^|§|^^;$||338), he followed Wakiya YoshiM^i.
into Shikoku, then tmMM'^'Mzen (1340). Besieged by TakaujlfW’’
returned to Kyoto, whence he fled to Shinano. There, he shaved his
head and took the name of Shijun. He reappeared in 1352, and having
levied troops, fought at Otoko-yama, which battle re-opened for Go-
Micrakami the gates of Kyoto. It is not known what became of Taka-
nori afterwards. He is often spoken of by the name of Bingo Saburo.
The best known incident of his life, is that of his writing on a tree a
Chinese poem to console and encourage Go-Daigo on his way to exile.

Kojin, ^ jpiji . Deity of the hearth or the kitchen. According to
Chinese legend, he was born in Kiangsi

;

from his father’s
house, after having committed a theft, and beca$ y, a. -tfeggar. A school-
master employed him as a cook and called %md. Among the
pupils of the school, there was one t^^^^ ,

‘'lo provide for his own
maintenance, and every day Shimei fed |

%

|
ith what remained from

his master’s table. The pupil became if time a high official, and
remembering the charitable cook, had hM galled to reward him. He
was told that Shimei had died some years before. Not able to assist

him in life, he wrote poems in his hone®, and gave him the title of
Kitchen deity.

Kojo, SJ] A sculptor of the 12th century, of the Kasuga temple
(Nara ). He was grandfather to the famous Unkei.

Ko-ju-nin-gumi, /J' + A Ifl. In the Tokugawa times, the guards
that escorted the Shogun when they went out. — There were the
lioniban, the o-tomo-ban, the o-tomo-kaban, etc.

Koka, 38; • The Yellow River (China).

Kokaku-tenno, jt A M. 119th Emperor of Japan (1780-1816).
Kanehito, son of prince Kan-in Sukehito and great-grandson of the
emperor Higashi-yama, was 8 years old when he succeeded Go-Momo-
zcmo-tenno, who had died without offspring. He was chosen by the
influence of the Kwavipaku Kujo Hisazane. In his reign, a great fire
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destroyed 190,000 houses in Kyoto, together with the imperial palace

(1788). The Shogun Ienari had it rebuilt at once, and on taking

possession of the new palace (1790), the emperor rewarded the Shogun
by sending him an autograph poem. In 1793, in accordance with an
ancient custom, he intended to confer on his father the title of Dajo-tenno,

although he had never reigned, to which, Ienari objected. Indeed, the

powerful Shogun governed entirely according to his fancy during the 50
years of his dictatorship. Nevertheless, the edifice raised by Ieyasu

began to show symptoms of decay. It was at this time that Gamo
Kumpei and Takayama Hikokuro distinguished themselves by their

loyalty to the imperial dynasty, while several 'others were cast into

prison or put to death for having dared to question the supreme lights of

the Shogun. At this period also the Russians made repeated attempts to

open Japan to foreign trade. Kokaku abdicated at the age of 43, in

favor of his son Ninko and lived still 25 years in retirement.

Koka-mon-in, M B f"3 • — See Fujitoara Masa-ko.

Kokawa, #} Jl| • In Kii

;

an ancient temple (Kokawa-dera or

Seon-ji) built in 770 by Otomo Sukoburu. It became very prosperous,

thanks to the liberalities of the ex-emperors Kwazan and Shirakaxca.

Towards the end of the Ashikaga period, the bonzes having caused distur-

bances, Hideyoshi besieged the temple and reduced it to ashes. It was
rebuilt at the beginning of the 17th century, but never recovered its former
splendor. It belongs to the Tendai sect and the principal deity wor-
shipped there is the goddess Kwaniwn with a thousand eyes and a

thousand arms (Sengan-senju Kwanzeon). — Kokaiva was, in 1463, the

scene of a battle between the Hatakeyama, Masanari and Masanaga.
Eoke, ill) •

(Lit. : the high families). A title given in the Tokxi-

gaxva days, to some great dispossessed daimyd : Takeda, Yokose, Hatake-
yama, Yura, Imagawa, Oda, Otomo, Osaiva, Kira, etc. They had
neither castle nor domains and received from the Bakufu a pension of

less SpgpilOOO k. But certain privileged missions were reserved to

them g^f^arned the Shogun’s messages to the Imperial Palace
;
they

he "Imperial envoys at Edo; they represented the Shogun at

certain ceremonies of Nikko, etc. They also regulated the ceremonies to

be observed in the Shogun’s palace. They were instituted in 1608, and
in 1845. their number was 26.— Below the Kofat, abcfit 10 families bore
the tife ci Omote-koke.

KofcgljM M • Sculptor of the Kasuga tero|4® f Mara), fatner of the
famous Vnkei (12th century).

Koken, . Formerly the tutor of the Shogun before his

majority. It was always a Tokugawa.
KSken^tenno, # it M. • 46th Sovereign of Japan (749-759).

Abe-naishinno, daughter of Shomu-tenno, succeeded her father at the age
of 33. Disciple of Kibi-Daijin, she proved a fervent Buddhist, gathering
as many as 5,000 bonzes in the To-daiji temple to read the sacred
books and forbidding under severe penalties to kill any living beings, etc.

Under her reign, the Daibutsu of Nara was cast (752). In all govern-
ment matters, she let herself be swayed by her ministers, Fujiwara
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Toyonari and his brother Nakamaro. The latter even persuaded her to

abdicate in favor of Junnin. She shaved her head and took the name
of Takano-tenno ; (5 years later, she re-ascended the throne. — See

Shotoku-tenno.

Eokiden, UA IS Formerly a part of the Imperial Palace, re-

served for the Empress, the Court ladies and their attendants.

Eokiden no ue no mitsubone, JA IS _h 'M /w •
The apart-

ments reserved for women, in th$f$Pper Imperial Palace. They
were also called Fujitsubo-ne no mit^^^||<J>r simply Ue no mitsubone.

Eokinshu, if (Lit. : aiifgljftflld modern poems). A collec-

tion of poems made in 'compliance with an order of the Emperor Daigo,

by Ki no Tsurayuki, his nephew Tomonori, Oshikochi no Mitsune,

Mibu no Tadamine, etc. The work begun in 905 was not completed

before 922. It forms 20 volumes comprising more than 1,100 poems,

mostly tanka (31 syllables)

.

Eokki, ®j . A ceremony celebrated every year, on the anniversary

of the preceding emperor’s death. This custom dates from the reign of

the empress Jito (687-696). All the bonzes of the principal temples

came fcgether to read the sacred Books, the JEmperor and all the

officials suspended all bpsiicdas, inckvc? ^tofebited, etc. Since the

Restoration, the ceremony m pa^prmed jUdrei-den (Hall sacred to

the manes of the EinpfewapX^ on the 30th
January).

Eoko-tenno, it x>t Japan (885-887).

Tokiyasu, son of the: jeiayeear &5 years old when he

succeeded Yozei-tenno, ’wifc 1% Fujiwara Mototsune.

To reward Mototsune th^ new emperor created

for him the title of Kw«.’^ak%m He died after a reign

of 3 years. , ,
..

Eokoku, & m '

. .

Eoku, # . Measure oPcapaefty, •t^citfl to 180’ litres 40. — It was in

lcoku of rice that from the 16th century onwards the revenues of daimyo
and the salaries of officials were estimated. In the Tokugawa days, a

|p>$p^venue of 10,000 k. at least, was necessary to entitle one to the rank of

^mm^aimyo. The value of the koku has naturally undergone variations. In

|S«787, for instance, it was 5 ryo \ (about 27fr. 50), so that the revenue of

a domain of 30,000 k. was 165,000 ryo (825,000 frs.).

Eokubun-ji, |B fr rf .
(Lit.

:
provincial temples). In 737, the

emperor Shomu ordered that in every province a temple or monastery
should be built for the bonzes

(
so-ji

)

and another for the ama or

Buddhist nuns (ni-ji) : they were the kokubun-ji. In the former,

called Shinkomyo-shitennd-gokoku-ji, there had to be 20 bonzes, under
the jurisdiction of the To-daiji ; the latter, called Hokke-matsuzai-ji,

received ten ama and depended on the Hokke-ji. The name Kokubun-ji
has been applied in several provinces to the village where the temple so

called was erected.

Eokudaka, ^5 ilj • (Lit. : the amount of koku). Until the close of

the 16th century, the revenues of the daimyo, and the salaries of officials
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were valued in lcioan (kwandaka)
,
a coin equal to Ql a ryo. Hide-

yoshi substituted the valuation in koku of rice. From 1589 to 159(5, a

new survey was made of the whole empire (see Bunroku no kenchi) . Until

then, 360 bn made 1 tan, 10 tan made 1 cho ; thenceforth, 30 bu made
1 se, 300 bu or tsubo msSst-X tan, 3,000 bu made 1 cho. Thus the old

tan was equalled to 1 tpiiihd 2 se of the new system, and 1 cho, made
1 cho 2 tan. It was ‘wi&J&ese new measures, that the aiea of the

domains and their revenues were estimated. This modification wits

termed Bunroku no kenchi or Tensho no koku-naoshi.

Kokugun-bokujo, SB h $ • (Lit.: provinces and districts de-

termined by divination). Before the daijo-e solemnity the two provinces

that were to provide the ears of rice to be offered to the Imperial Ancestors

were determined by the art of divination
(
uranai). In the Middle

Ages, instead of provinces, 2 districts (gun) were designated.

Kokura, /]' . A city of Buzen province (28,000 ink). Ancient
castle first called Katsuyama or Katsuno. It was built in 14.42 by
Reizei Takasuke, vassal of the Otomo. In the year 1587, Htdeyoshi
gave it to Mori Katsunaga. In the Tokugawa times, it belonged to the

Hosokawa daimyo (1600-1632) and then to the Ogasawara (1632-1868)
— (150,000 k.).

Kokuryo-shi, Itif fit . Title given to the messenger sent by the

Emperor after his accession, to offer the gohei on the tombs of his ancestors

and other persons of high rank.

Kokusen-ya, M (1624-1662). By birth Tei Seiko. His
father, Tei Shiryo, born in Fokien, passed over- to Macao, where he was
baptized Nicholas

;
he came afterwards to Japan, settled down at Hirota

(Hizen), and married a Japanese woman of the name of 1'agawa.

Engaged in great commercial enterprises with China, he acquired con-

siderable fortune, equipped a flotilla to support the Ming dynasty in

their struggle against the Tartars, and was commander in Chief of the

Imperial army (1629). He then repaired to Nanking, where his wife

and son soon joined him. Seiko, having completed his studies, received

from the emperor the title of Count with the name Kokusen-ya (1647),
which European writers have changed to Koxinga. From that time

onwards, he fought incessantly against the Manchus, who were sup-

ported by the Dutch. Finding it impossible to feed his troops in a

country laid waste by the enemy, he embarked for Formosa., where he
landed with 25,000 men, and in a few months, expelled the Dutch, who
had been in the island for upwards of 40 years (1660). Retiring to the

stronghold of Fort Zelandia, near Amping, he began to assume
royal power. The following year, he repelled an attack of the Dutch
who attempted to recover their colony

;
after which, he sent an Italian

Dominican, Father Riccioto the governor of the Philippines, summoning
him to pay tribute to the king of Formosa and threatening invasion in

case of refusal. All the Chinese residing at Manila, were suspected of

having some share in the matter, and were massacred. Kokusen-ya
was preparing an expedition against the Philippines, when he died of

fever, at the age of 39. After him his son and grandson following in
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his footsteps endeavored to open Formosa to civilization, but the Tartars
prevailed and the island became a Chinese possession. The grandson of

of Duke
'

,Ja’ Kok,lz6
< was called to Peking and received the title

Kokushi, [pj ^ total number of officials, intrusted with thegovernment of a prov;^ g^id more especially the governor himself. At
hrst, the period in offes for the provincial governors was 6 years-Movimrtemo reduced it to 4 yearn (702); Koken-tenm lengthened itagain to b years (755) ; later on, it came to be of 4 or 5 years’ duration
depending on the distance from the capital. In ancient times the

S^01

iir%
C
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n
IJf

mi
Vatsu]m and Inagi: Jimmu-tenno ap-

ponited 144 of them. In the reign of Kotoku (045), they were calledKokushu. Later on, the empire was definitively divided into GO pro-
vinces, which were known as taikoku, jokoku, chukoku and gekoku, all
governed by a Kokushu, having under him 1 Suke, 1 or more Jo, Moku
etc Moreover to each province was assigned a professor of literature’
with a number of pupils varying from 50 to 20, according to theimportance of the province, and a doctor of medicine with from 4 to 10
pupils With the increase of the sho-en, the government of the pro-
vinces became more difficult. The kokushu resided at Kyoto and had
themselves represented by a Molcudai. Yoritomo intrusted the ad-
ministration of the provinc s to his vassals, who were called Slmqo or
JUo. In the ,14th century the title of Kokushi was reserved to the kuae

de'r^'
ltai

'

y g0Vem°1
'

8 W6re CaUed Shug0: the former disappeared by

Kokushi-ga-take, [U H &R . A mountain on the bordeis of Kiiand Shmano (2,570 m ).

Kokushu, fig . Governor of a province. — See Kokushi.
Kokuso-in, An office created in 807 for the safeguarding

of the warehouses (kura) where rice and other cereals were kept. Later
on, it was presided by a betto. ,

'

j_v- - -
r

.

Kokuzo-Bosatsu, A’ Sfeldhist deity, that resides
in space. One of the personifications

Kokwa, it Nengo : 18U-m0K'^f
% * Ml- titie of the bonze

Kakuhan (1095-1144). Born in wSiSudied successively at
Nmna-ji, Mn-dera, Koya-san; after which he founded the Shinqi
branch of the Shingon sect.

J

Koma, ^ M • One of the ancient kingdoms of Korea, also called

S>ra*- uxlsted from the year 37 B. C. to 668 A. D. - It was one of
ie 3 Kan (san-Kan), that called Shin-Kan. It became subject to

Japan at the time of the expedition of Jingo-kogo (200 A. U.) and proved
a constantand faithful ally

;
it was conquered by Shiragi

(Ba-Kan).

Koma-ga-take, f ^ . A mountain in the W. of Kai (3,000 m.).

^nma
‘
8’

a"take
’ & * Ok- A mountain in the S. of Shinano

(2,560 m.).

Koma-ga-take, ir A mountain in the S. W. of Iwashiro
(2,000 m.).
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Koma-ga-take, Ity 'r • Another name for Kurikoma-yama
(Rikuzen).

Koma-ga-take, SJj 'r . A mountain on the N. of Ecliigo

(1,180 m.)- It is the highest of the Hakkai-san group.

Koma-ga-take, tr 0 • A volcano in Oshima (Hokkaido

)

(1,000 m.); also called Uchi-ura-dake, Kayabe-nobori.

Komaki-yama, /J' ill • A hill in Owari (350 in.)
;
also called'

liiguruma-yama. Nobunaga built a castle there (1563), where his son

Nobuo was besieged by Hideyoshi (1584) ;
leyasu came to the rescue of

Nobuo and defeated Hideyoshi, whereupon the latter made peace.

Koma-shaku, ifg g| ft . A long measure formerly used in Korea,

and imported to Japan, at the time when the San-Kan became tributary

to Japan, whence its name of “ Koma measure.” — It was equal to

35 cm. 56. At that time, the jo (10 ft.) was called tsue

;

the sliaku

(foot), saka; the sun (inch ) ki.

Komata, /]' • I'1 Shimotsuke. Ancient castle which in the 16th

century, belonged to the Shibukawa daimijo. It passed into the

possession of the Uesugi and the Hojb, and was captured by Hideyoshi

in 1590.

Komatsu, 4* . Ill Rikuchii, near the present city of Ichinoseki,

where Abe no Sadato had a fortified camp which was captured by the

troops of Minamoto Yoriyoshi and Kiyoicara Takenori in 1062.

Komatsu, /J» • A city in Kaga province (13,300 inh.). Ancient

castle built by the Togash.i daimyo, and captured by Asakura Yosliikage

(1560). The latter was dispossessed by Nobunaga (1573) and replaced

by Murakami Yoshiakira. Hideyoshi installed there Niiva Nagashige

(1597). From 1600 on, it belonged to Maeda Toshinaga.

Komatsu, /]» #1 . Ill Iyo. Was from 1644 to 1 868 the residence

of a branch of the Hitotsu-yanagi family (10,000 k.).

Komatsu, /J' • A family of imperial princes, issued from Fuji-

wara Kuniie. In 1870, they received the name of Higashi-Fusliitni

.

Akihito, tl • (Formerly Yoshiaki) (1846-1903). 5th son

of Fushimi Kuniie, was first head bonze of the Ninna-ji temple. The
Restoration secularized him and appointed him general of the Imperial

Army. From 1870 to 1872, he studied in England. In 1882, his

name Yoshiaki was changed to that of Akihito, and the name of his

house, Higashi Fushimi, to that of Komatsu no miya. He had mamed
in 1869 the daughter of Anma Yorishige, the former daimyo of Kurumc
(Chikugo). — After his death, his house took its former name of Higashi-

Fushimi again. : ,

Komatsu, /]« . A family desessfici from the Taira and attached,

for centuries, to the Kofuku-ji (Nara},--kiow Baron.

Kom&tsy,, 4- . A family of samurai from the clan of Kagoshima
(Satsum&Y sairiobfeS after the Restoration. — To day Count.

KomejNssnSi ^ m • 121st Emperor of Japan (1846-1867).

Osahito, stSi-Gf. '^s^d-tenno, born in 1821, appointed Shinno in 1835

and KotimM m, . 1840
,
succeeded his father in March 1846. In his

reign, th® asrival of. foreigners hastened the overthrow of the Shogun.
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The latter, not daring to reject their demands, signed treaties with the
Western Powers (1854-1857). These however were cancelled by the
emperor, who issued orders to expel the
barbarians (jo-i). Then, profiting of the
Bakufun perplexity, the emperor gained the
adhesion of the great daimyo of Mito,
Nagato and others, and, feeling himself sup-
ported, began to assert his authority, even
against the Shogun. Iemochi had to repair
to Kyoto and receive his instructions (1863).
The question of the guards of the Imperial
Palace contributed to aggravate the situa-
tion : war broke out between the daimyo of
Nagato (Ghoshu

)

and the Shogun. Mean-
while, the emperor was compelled to ratify
the treaties, which the Shogun had con-
cluded with the foreign powers (1865). He
died of smallpox, February 3rd, 1867 at the
age of 37, too soon to see the Eestoration
which he had desired and prepared.

Kome-Shdgun, >K; '4t • (Lit- : rice-shogun). Surname given
by the people to the Shogun Yoshimune (1716-1745), on account of the
encouragements which he gave to agriculture, and the distributions of rice
which he repeatedly made in times of famine.
Komoda, /J' )% HI . Ill Tsushima. A place where the Mongols

landed in 1274 when they ravaged the whole island.

K5moku, J3J @ . One of the Shi-daitenno : the one that watches
over the West.

Komon, ("J • A title at the Court of China, in the time of the To
dynasty. In Japan it coraSBponded to Chunagon. Thus Fujiwara
Sadaie is called Kydgoku Komon ; Tokugawa Mitsukuni, Mito Komon.
Komon, J$ . A branch of the Nichwen sect, founded by the

bonze Nikko (1290). In 1898, its name was changed to that of Hommon-
shu.

KfiMISI-TKNNil.

Komono, M Bf • Ancient castle in Ise, built in 1569, by Takigawa
Kazumasu. From 1600 to 1868, residence of the Hijikata daimuo
(11,000 k.).

J

Ko-mononari, /J' % . In the Tokugawa times, taxes levied on
the revenues drawn from mountains, prairies, ponds, rivers, seas, etc.
These taxes were called ko-mononari, to distinguish them from the mono-
nan, or annual taxes paid by the country people. They were also called
uki-yaku .

Komoro, /J> • A small town in Sltinano (8,500 inh.), on the
Chikuma-gawa. Ancient castle, built in the 15th century by Oi Iga no
kami, who appropriated the domains of the ancient Tetsuka family. It
was captured in 1553, by Takeda Shingen, who confided its guardianship
to Oyamada liitchu no kami. After the fall of the Takeda, Hideyoshi
installed Sengoku Hulehisa there. In the Tokugawa times, it became
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successively the residence of the daimyo : Hisamatsu (1624), Aoyama
(1649), Sakai (1662), Nishio (1679), Ishikawa (1682', and Maki/io (1702-

1868). (15,000 k.).
s

Komparu, & ' A family of writers and actors of “no.” The
host known are: Ujinobu (1316-1401), Toyouji ( 4- 1458), Yasutern

( 1- 1628), Kunihisa (1680-1828), Hiroshige (+ 1896).

Kompira, ff£
— See Kotohira-jinja.

Komura, /J' -H" a family originating in Hyuga, ennobled in 1902.
— Now Baron.

Jutaro, ^ fil) • Born in 1855, Minister at Seoul, and at

Washington (1898) at St. Petersburg (1900), Minister of Foreign Affairs

(1900-1906) and first Plenipotentiary
,
appointed to conclude peace with

Russia (1905). "
,

Komyo-ji, it ^ • & '^ySipist temple to the S.W. of Kyoto,

founded by Kumagaya # the close of the 12th century. His
successor Seizan-Shot^^ principal temple, which received its

name from the Emperof 3S possesses the tomb of Genka
(
Honcn

-

Shonin). It is the seat of oho Seimn branch of the Jodo sect.

Komyo-kogo, it fjl] i'll fn (701-760). Daughter of Fujiwara Fu-
hito, wife of the emperor Shoniu and mother of the empress Koken. At
the time of Shomu's abdication, she shaved her head and took the name
of Mampuku (749).

Komyo-tenn5, it tyl Ti ;k • Toyohito, 9th son of the emperor Go-

Fushimi, was raised to the throne in 1336, by Ashikaga Takauji, when
Go-Daigo tied from Kyoto to the South. That was the beginning of the

schism. Go-Daigo, entrenched on Mt. Yoshino, represented the legiti-

mate southern dynasty
;
at Kyoto, K&rnyo, supported by Takauji, stood

for the northern dynasty, which state of things lasted for 60 years. — In

1348, Komyo, aged 37, abdicated in favor of his nephew Suko. In 1351

,

he was made prisoner, with his successor, by the army of the southern

emperor, Go-Mtirakami, and was only set free in 1357. He died in .1380

at Hatsuse (Yamato), aged 59.

Konando-shu, /J* fa In the Tokugaiva days, young samu-
rai that served in the Shogun's palace. Their duty was to dress his hair,

to shave him, serve him at table, look after his horses, his hawks, etc.

Most of them were chcssa fern -among the sons of yo/iai, kobushin,

ryoban, etc.— See Koshd-shU.

Kondei, A east of local militia which by and by replaced the

troop3 that were sent feum the capital to the provinces. sons of

warriors and peasants were ."hosea in the 4 provinces of T&tjGmi, Mino
and Echizen, to constitute the kon&ei ; in 792, the practic-sS^^iextended

to the whole empire
;
towards 910, their number was fixed for every pro-

vince and varied between 20 and 300
;
they were under the authority of

the Hyobu-sho (minister of war).

Kondo Morishige, M W M (1757-1815). A samurai of the Ba-
ku/u, who in 1795, was appointed assistant of the bugyo of Nagasaki.

3 years later, the Russians landed at Etoru, the largest of the Kurile

Islands. They planted a cross there and a number of posts with Russian
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inscriptions, to show that they had taken possession of the island. Mori-
shige was sent to the spot to investigate the matter

;
he tore down the

cross and the posts and put up others, with the following inscription in
large characters : Dai-Nippon-Etoru. On his return to Edo, he drew a
map of Ezo and insisted on the necessity of- appointing a bugyd for that
island, which was done shortly afterwards. Thereupon, Moriskige retir-

ed to Shibuya, near Edo. His son Tomizo, having assassinated a pea-

sant, they were both confined at Omizo (Omi), domain of Wakebe
Mitsuyasu, where Moriskige died at the age of 58. In 1860, 45 years
after his death, his memory was rehabilitated, on account of the services

he had rendered in Hokkaido.

Kon-e-fu, is. . Formerly, a corps of the Imperial guard.
It was divided into Sakon-e and Ukon-e. The officers bore the
title of taislio, chtijo, shosho, shogen, shoso, fusei, bancho, toneri,

etc.

Kongara-ddji, Ik -? One of the two attendants of the

god Fudo.

Kongo, & NJ • An ancient family famous for their skill in writing

and performing “no ” and “ sanigaku. 1
' The best known is Shinroku

(1507-1576).

Kongobu-ji, & PHI ^ . The first temple founded at Koya-san
(Kii) by Kukai in 816. Also called Nanzan.— See Koya-san.
Kongo-sen, WJ lU - Mountain on the borders of Yamato and

Iiaivachi (1,235 in.). On its western slope Ktcsunoki Masashige built in

1331, his castle of Chihaya, also called Takama-yama, Katsuragi-yama.

Konin, 52* • Ncngd : 810-823.

Konin-tenno, fc. 5S ^ • 49th Emperor of Japan (770-781).

Yanuito-neko-ame-mune-takatsuki no mikoto, also called Shirakabe-Oji,

was grandson of Tenchi-tenno and son of prince Shiki. At the death of

the Empress Shotoku, the Fujiwara, Momokawa and Nagate, raised him
to the throne. He was 62 years old. The first use he made of his

authority was to banish to Shimotsuke the intriguing bonze Dokyo and
to recall from exile the faithful Wake no Kiyomaro, whom he appointed

Udaijin. He had to quell two revolts of Ebisu in Mutsu (774-780).

After a 12 years’ reign, he abdicated in favor of his son Kwammu and
died the same year.

Konishi Yukinaga, /J-* ffi (+ 1600). Son of an apothecary
of Sakai

( Izumi), he was adopted by a samurai of Ukita Hideie, daim$$.
\

of Okayama (Bizen) . In 1577, when Hideie had to submit M’
Hideyoshi, he chose Yukinaga to negotiate the peace

;
the young

man pleased Hideyoshi, who attached him to his service, granted
him a revenue of 10,000 k., with the title of Takumi no suke,

then that of Settsu no kami. After the Kyushu expedition, Yuki-
naga received as fief, half of the province of Higo (240,000 k.)

and settled down at Udo. He had been baptized Augustine in 1583,
and is spoken of in the letters of the ancient missionaries as Don Augus-
tin. At the time of the Korean expedition (1592), he received, with

Kato Kiyomasa, the of the vanguard, and was the first to land
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at Fusan. Having stormed the place, he marched upon the capital,

whence the king fled with all his court. Yukinaga pursued him as far

as Heijo (Hpyeng-yang)
,
on the frontiers of China, but without being

able to overtake him. Attacked shortly after by a numerous Chinese
army, he had to fall back on Seoul. He accompanied to Japan the

Chinese embassy that came to treat of peace (1595) ; then, after the

rupture of the negotiations, he returned to Korea, where all he could do,

was to hold his? -against the frequent attacks of the Chinese and
Koreans. He to Japan after Hideyoshi’s death (1598), sided

with Ishida KaM'skige against Ieyasu and was one of the vanquished of

Sekigahara. He surrendered to Kuroda Nagamasa, was condemned to

death andb headed at Bokujo-ga-hara (Kyoto) with Kazushige, Ankokuji
Ekei, etc. (1600)

.

Kono, W ip • Daimyo family descended from Iyo-shinno, son of

the emperor Kicammu, powerful during the Middle Ages.

Michinobu, jgj (1156-1223). Sided with Yoritomo, when
the latter rose against the Taira (1180). At first victorious, he was after-

wards obliged to flee to Aki. There the Numata family furnished him
with troops with which he re-entered Iyo

;

but he was defeated by Taira
Michimori and fled again (1184). Hardly had he regained his province,

when Taira Munemori, bringing along with him the young emperor
Antoku, airmsd at Yashima (Sanuki), and summoned him to join them
and fight sg uast the Minamoto

:

he refused, was defeated and again

forced to fls*. He met, on the way, Noriyori and Yoshitsune, who were

coming to fight against the Taira

;

he joined them, contributed to their

victory and was re-instated in the province of Iyo. He accompanied

Yoritomo in his campaign to Mutsu agarast Fujv&ara Yasuhira (1 189).

Having sided against the Hojo in the Shokyti wax' (1221), he was exiled

to Hiraizumi (Mutsu), where he died.

Michiari, 5|| . Grandson of MMdmbu, was Tsushima no
kami, He won fame in fighting against the Mongolian fleet that came
to attack the easSfe of Ghikuzen (1281).

Michimori, j§L §§ (+ 1362). Son of Mtchiari, supported Hojo
Takatoki and Ashikaga Takauji, who confirmed him in the possession

of Iyo.

Miehifcaka, jig |g ( + 1374). Son of Michimori, abandoned
the cause of the Ashikaga and offered his services to prince Yasunaga-
shinno. Joining forces with Kikuchi Takemitsu, he fought against

Hosakaim Ytvrwuki, and had at first some success, but was afterwards

defeated and committed suicide.

MieMnao, Si ® (+ 1587). Danjo-shosuke, was attacked in

1568, by Utsunomifd Toyotsuna and implored the help of Mori Moto-

nari. Kobayakawa Takakage and Kikkawa Motoharu came to his

rescue and re-instated him in his domains ; but he was again defeated in

1580 by Ghosokabe Motochika who conquered Iyo. Michinao fled to

Aki where he died.

It is from that family that the daimyo Inaba and Hitotsuyanagi

descend.
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s*. > >4*
family of samurai from the clan of KocAi (Tosa),

>^^^ef.'ifte^S^-^estoration.— Now Viscount.

^ (1844-1895). At first secretary in the Depart-
afterwards Senator and Minister of Education

1882, he resigned his post to devote his time to the

party (lcaishin-to) and became president of

'“Kite "M/tyffl I'Ndlisiiigh. When the Privy Council was created (1888), he
was appointed one of its first members ; he became successively Minister

of Agriculture and Commerce, of the Home Department, and of Educa-
tion (1892). In 1893, he was ennobled with the title of Viscount.

K5nodai, / §(-. In Shimosa, formerly, the capital of the pro-

vince. Satomi Yoshihiro was defeated there by Hojo Ujitsuna (1538)
and by Hojo Ujiyasu (1564).

Konoe, . A family of huge, descended from
Fujiwara Iezane (1179-1242). It was one of the 5 plX
branches {go-seklie), from which the empresses and the

Kwampaku were chosen.— Now Duke. KvM
Tsunetada, & (1302-1352). Son of Iehira

was Kwampaku. ^Remained faithful to southern
dynasty and accompanied Go-Daigo to Mfc %^Mno.

Sakihisa, mj !K (1536-1612). Sss.id Taneie, was first called

Harutsugu. In 1554, he was appointed Kwampaku and changed his

name to Sakitsugu. In 1560, chosen suzerain lord by TJesugi Terutora,
he repaired to Echigo, where he remained 5 years. Having returned to

Kyoto, he took the name of Sakihisa, and retired to Saga (Yamaslviro),
where he wrote the Saga-ki (1573). Shortly after, having offended
Nobunaga, he fled to Satsumu, where ,h© sojourned 2 years. After
which he returned to the capital, was appd^m^anoa. then Dajo-daijin
(1582). The same year, he shaved his' ^6}$ and took the name of
Ityuzan.

Nobutada, fff f*
- (1565-1614). Son of Sakihisa, performed

gemhuku in 1577, and received from Nobunaga one of the ideographs of
his own name : he was called Nobumoto. He asked permission to enlist

in the expedition to Korea (1542), but the emperor Go-Yozei, refused to
grant his request. In 1602, he changed his name to Nobutada, became
Sadaijin and Kwampaku (1605). He was a distinguished man of
letters, and founded a literary school, known as the Konoe-ryu.

Nobuhiro, f|J (1593-1643). Was the 4th son of the emperor
Go-Yozei, and was selected by his father as heir of Nobutada, who had
no children. In 1623, he was appointed Kwampaku.

Atsumaro, Jit? (1863-1904). Was director of the Noble
School (Gakushu-in

)

and President of the Senate.

Konoe-tenno, >5 M. 76th Emperor of Japan (1142-1155).
Narihito, 9th son of Toba-tenno, was raised to the throne at the age of

3, in place of his brother Sutoku. The ex-emperor Toba, governed with
Fujiwara Tadam.ichi. Konoe died at the age of 17.

Ko-no-hana - saku - ya hime, 4j£ gf} jtE . A Shinto goddess.
Daughter of the Mountain deity, Oyamatsumi, she married Ninigi no
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mikoto. Also called Sengen and Asama, she is honored as the deity of

Mt. Fuji.

Ko-0, ^ M Nengo of the northern dynasty : 1389.

Koppitsuretsu, £?, . Japanese name of Koublai-khan
(Hupi

-

lai) — (1215-1294). It was he that failed to obtain allegiance from
Japan and sent against her in 1280 an expedition of 100,000 Mongo-
lians with 10,000 Koreans, almost all of whom perished in a tempest. —
See Hojo Tokimune.

Korai, jfj • One of the ancient kingdoms of Korea ; also called

Koma and Shin-Kan. It existed from 37 B. C. to 668 A. D., when it

was conquered by Shiragi (Ha-Kan). The name Korai was applied for

a long time to the whole of Korea, which took the name of Chosen only
in 1392.

Korei-tenno, # Wi ii • 7th Emperor of Japan (29 1-215 B.C.).

O-Yamato-neko-hiko-futo-ni no mikoto, succeeded his father Koan, at the
age of 52. He died at the age of 128 years, after a reign of 76 years.

According to a tradition, in the 5th year of his reign (286 B. C.) a
frightful earthquake had the double effect of sinking lake Biwa and
raising Mt. Fuji. Another event— hardly more certain— was the arrival

in Japan in 221 B. C., of the Chinaman Shin no Jofuku, physician to

the emperor Shiko (Chi-houang

)

sent by the latter in search of the elixir

of immortality.

Koremune Kinkata, iff. Jj - In the reign of Ojin-tenno,

prince Koman-O, descendant of the Chinese emperor Shiko, of the Shin
dynasty, came with a large number of companions to dwell in Japan.
His successors received the family name of Shin. Towards the year

880, this name was changed to Koremune. — Kinkata was doctor of
Chinese law (Mimpo-hakase) Kebiishi and Okura-gon-daisulie (958). He
it was that drew up all the regulations, laws, etc., promulgated at that time.

Koretaka-shinno, iff ^ ?J| EE (844-897). Eldest son of the emperor
Montofoi. Was Dazai no Sotsu (858), Dajo no Sake (863), Hitacld-
Taishu, Kozuke-Taishu (872). Shortly afterward, he became a bonze.

He is often called Ono no Miya. He was a distinguished poet.

Koreto-shogun, iff fi J|?f iff • Surname given by the people to

Akechi Mitsuhide, whose patronymic name was Koreto.

Koreyasu-shinno, iff fM IS 3E • 7th Shogun of Kamakura (1266-
1289}.. Son of Munetaka-shinno, he succeeded his father in the office of

Shogtitt at the age of 3, all the authority remaining in the hands of the

Shwtm Hojo Tokimune. He was deposed by Hojo Sadatoki and
retired to Saga near Kyoto, where he shaved his head and lived for 37
yeais more.

Kori, HIS. District, — See Gun.
Koriki, t§j jj A family of daimyo originating in Mikawa.

Kiyonaga, fif H (1530-1608). Companion in arms of Ieyasu,

became one of the bugyd of Sumpu (1565), Kawachi no kami (1586).

In 1590, he receive! the fief of Iwatsuki (Musashi — 20,000 k.).

Tadafusa, fpj (1583-1655). Was transferred in 1619. to

Hamamatsu
(
Tbtomi), and in 1638, to Shimabara (Hizen — 40,000 k ).
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TakaS^pl^ (1604-1676). Was dispossessed and exiled to

Sendai in 166ls£8?sbcount of his bad administration.

Korin-ha, % iW M A school of painting founded at the clcse of

the 17th century by Ogata Korin (1661-1716).— See Ogata Korin.

Koriyama, $|i lb • A town in Yamato (14,000 inh.). Ancient
castle built towards 1565 by Odagiri Harutsugu, kerai of Tsutsui
Junkei. In 1585, Ilideyoshi gave it to his brother Hidenaga with the 3
provinces of Kii, Yamato and Izumi. It passed afterwards to Masada
Nagamori (1594). In the Tokugawa days, it belonged successively to

the daimyo : Mizano (1615), Okudaira (1619), Honda (1639), Matsu-
daira (1679), Honda (1685) and Yanagisawa (1724-1868) (150,000 k.).

Korokwan, M • A building erected at the time of the founda-
tion of Kyoto

,
for the reception of foreign guests, ambassadors, etc.

Koromo, M 1% In Mikawa, was in olden times, the seat of the

Koromo no kuni-miyatsuko. — In the Tokugawa days, residence of the

daimyo Honda (1681) and Naito (1749-1868) (20,000 k.).

Koromo-gawa, 2R JIJ • A river in Rikuchii (41 Km.) which flows

into the Kitakami-gawa. On its banks, Yoshitsune was defeated in

1189, by Bujiwara Yasuhira.

Koromogawa, 25c jlj • A village in Bikuchu, on the Koromo-gawa
river, where in the 11th century Abe Yoritoki had a foitified camp and
where his son Sadato was besieged and killed by Minamoto Yoriyoshi

(1062).

Koropok-guru, — An Aina word, meaning cave-dweller. A race

said to have occupied Ezo before the Aim and to whom are attributed

the ruins seen in several places of Hokkaido, especially in the environs

of Kvshiro. The Japanese call them Kobito (dwarfs).

K5ryaku, ® . Nengo of the northern dynasty : 1379-1380.

Ko-saburai-dokoro, /J' f# 0f • An office established nt Kamakura
in 1219, presided by a Bettb, who was always taken from among the Hcjo.
Its duty was to settle all matters concerning the army of the Balciifu :

military exercises, archery, lodging of the troops, etc. In 1241, a school

was annexed to it, where the children of officers learned, besides Chinese
characters and music, horsemanship, archery and a game like tennis, etc.

Kosai Motochika, ^ ffi % jfi.
• Also called Matarokuro. Kerai of

the Hosokawa. In 1507, he assassinated his suzerain Masamoto, and
discarding the latter’s adopted son, Sumimoto, chose to succeed him,
Sumiynki, son of the Kwampaku, Kujo Hisatsune. Sumimoto appealed
to arms, and aided by Miyoshi Nagateru, defeated and killed both Moto-
chika and his protege Sumiyuki near Kyoto.

Kesaka, tfij ES A family of samurai from Shinano, annihilated in

1561 by Takeda Shingen, who chose, to preserve the name, one of his

kerai from Kai, who had been intrusted from 1556 with the guard of
the castle of Kaizu (Matsushiro ). The latter took the name of Kosaka
Masanobu. He held out a long time against Uesugi Kenshin and died
in 1578.

Kosaku, SIS ^ . A ceremony borrowed from China according to

which, the Emperor, on the first day of every month, repaired to the
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Daigoku-den, where he inquired into all the official acts published during

the preceding month. Later on that ceremony was held only 4 times a

year, and by and by, was entirely abolished.

Kose, ]3 £$ . An ancient family descended from Takeshiuchi no
Sukune.

Saru, }|j . Excelled in literature. In 570, he was commis-
sioned to receive the ambassadors from Kama (Korea)

,
whom a tempest

had wrecked on the coast of Echizen, and to lead them to Kyoto.

Tokotako, ± £ (593-653). By order of Soya no Iruka,

besieged prince Yamashiro-Oe in his palace, and put him to death (643).

After the fall of the Soya, he dispersed their adherents. In 649, he was
appointed Sadaijin.

Hito, It. fSj At the time of the Jinshin civil war (672), sided

with the emperos Ksbun, and after the latter’s defeat, was exiled by
Temmu.

Tayakasu. £ S (+ 710). Helped to repress the revolt of

prince Utsu-Oji, who attempted to succeed Temmu (686). He after-

wards became Shikibu-kyo.

Maro, M (+ 717). Received in 709, the title of Mutsu-Chinto-

Shogun and was commissioned to quell a revolt of the Ebisu in Mutsu
and Echigo ; after which he became Chunagon.

Notari, I'f JE (745-812). Bepseaed with Otomo Otomaro, a re-

volt of the Ebisu in Mutsu and receive3.%&‘Mtles of Mutsu no suke, Shimo-

tsuke no katni, Hyobu-tayu, Bitchu r&'ksfy&j,, Chunagon, and others.

Kose-ryu, S ^ • The oldest school of painting in Japan •

Founded by Kanaoka towards the middle of the 9th century. It is alsct

called the First School or Buddhist School.

Kanaoka, # [ifi] . Son of Chunagon Notari (which see), took

as models the works of the Chinese painters of the To dynasty (619-907),

and executed for the most part Buddhist religious subjects. The em-
peror Uda commissioned him to paint the

sages of China in the Sciryd-den and the

Shishin-den. Legend relates that a horse

which he had painted in the Ninna-ji temple,

escaped every night and galloped about in the

neighborhood. It only remained motionless

after its eyes had been effaced. Kanaoka was
a friend of Sugawara Michizane. Only 5 or

6 authentic works of his are still extant. Alter

him, his school was successively directed by:
Aimi (910), Kintada (950), Kimmochi (980),

Ilirotaka, Koreshige (19?G), Nobushige (1060),

Muneyoshi, Masumun (,1115), Tomomune
(1155) Soshin ( 1 J S0'„ Magamochi (1215),

Mitsuyasu (1290), Artie (‘1320), Ariyasu, etc.

Koshi, &£ . Ancient name of the region

comprising the provinces of Echigo, Etchu , Noto,

Kaga and Echizen. — A district (kori) of Echigo, still bears that nv.no.
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Koshi, ?L lr • Japanese name of Confucius (551-479 B.C.). Also
called Bunsen-O.— See Judd.

Koshi-bito, @ a Ancient inhabitants of the country of Koshi

;

a
branch of the Ebisu, they are believed to have come directly from the
coasts of Korea and Manchuria.

Koshi-gawa, ^ JI| . A river in Izumo (75 Km.). Also called
Kando-gawa, Ottachi-gawa.

Koshigoe, 1M® • In Sagami. Yoshitsune, having taken Munemori
prisoner, after his victory over the Taira (1185), came as far as Koshi-
goe, but was forbidden by Yoritomo to enter Kamakura. He fled thence
to Mutsu, and 4 years later, his head was exposed at Koshigoe. In
1335, Hojo Tokiyuki was defeated there by Ashikaga Takauji.

Koshiki-jima, ffl • A group of islands S.W. of Kyushu, depend-
ing on the province of Satsuma. The principal are : Kami-Koshiki
(67 Km. in circ.), Naka-Koshiki (17 Km.) and Shimo-Koshiki (78
Km.).

Ko-Shikibu no Naishi, /J' ill! pj {If . Daughter of Tachibana
Michisada, Izumi no kami, and of Izumi Shikibu. Was a maid of
honour attending Joto-mon-in, widow of the emperor Ichijo. From her
childhood, she evinced extraordinary talent for poetry, but the courtiers
spread the report that the true author of her productions was her mother,
a poetess of renown. Now, Izumi Shikibu „ had to accompany hex hus-
band to Tango, leaving her daughter at court. During her absence, a
poetical tournament

(uta-awase) was held at court, and on i,k* very
morning of the day, the Chunagon Fujiwara Sadayori said to Ko-
Shikibu : “ Has the messenger you sent to Tango already returned ? The
absence of your mother must cause you a good deal of anxiety." The
child, un(ler-standing the malicious purport of this question, approached
Sadayori and improvised as answer a poem which the latter could not
help admiring. Ko-Shikibu was then only 11 years old : from that day,
her talent was no longer questioned

.

Koshimizu, 7X • A place in Settsu where Ashikaga Tadayoshi
defeated his brother Takauji (1351). In 1509, Miyoshi Motonaga
captured the castle, which belonged then to Hosokawa Takakuni.
Nob'unaga also took it in 1568.

Koshin, Jjt N1 • The day on which the 2 terms of the cycle ka-no-e
(the metal elder brother), and saru (ape) meet. day, feasts are
held, the object of which is rather obscure. to tradition, if a
person sleep the preceding night, he is thre^gsftl' with divers mis-
fortunes Therefore, the fervent believers spend the whole night in
worshipping a star which is also called Koshin, and the night’s vigil is

known as Kosliin-machi. — As that occurrence is also called the day of
the Ape (saru), the Shinto god Saruta-liiko, thanks to his name, has
a share in the devotion of the believers.— Finally, feastings take
place before big stones, numerous in country districts, on which 3
monkeys are engraved, one of which (mi-zaru), hides his eyes so as not
to see, the 2nd

(
kika-zaru) stops his ears so as not to hear, and the 3rd,

(iwa-zaru), covers his mouth so as not to speak.
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Eoshi no Fuji, j{# ^ . Another name for Washigasu-yama

(Echigo).

Eoshi no mine, / |Ii£ . Name given to the mountain ranges of

Kurohime-yama and Hashitate-yama (Echigo).

Eoshi no mizu-umi, IS S j$j . A lake in Echigo (15 Km. in

circumference). Also called Fukushima-gata. — Another name of the

Kamo no mizu-umi (Sado).

Eoshi no mono-bugyo, Mi ^ 4^ 47 • I'1 the Tokugawa days, an
official entrusted with the guard of the Shogtm’s arms, his sabres of

honor received for some great exploit, etc. He was always an expert-

connaisseur of the quality of blades. The title created in 1653, was
hereditary in the Honnami family but was abolished in 1866.

Eosho, M IE • Nengo

:

1455-1456.

Kosh5, fM. f"'f • Bonze and sculptor of the 11th century, ancestor of

Nara-horimonoya. He descended from the emperor Koko. The
famous Uukei was one of his descendants.

Kosho-gumi, /]' M . In the Tokugawa days, the guard com-
missioned to watch over the Shogun's apartments in the Palaoe of

Edo. Created in 1606, it was called at first Hanabatake-ban (guard of

the flower garden).

Eosho-ji, !&- Tf • A temple founded in 1233 at Uji, S. of Kyoto,
by the bonze Dogen (Shoyo-Daishi ), who established there the Sudd
branch of the Zenshu sect.

Eosho-ji, H jE Tf •
,

A temple founded at Kyoto in 1456, by the

bonze Renkyd, and which became the seat of a branch of the Shinshu
sect.

Kosho-shu, /J' M ^ In the Tokugawa days, samurai on duty in

the Shogun's palace. The palace was divided into 4 parts, called

:

on-omote, naka-oku, oku and o-oku. In the first two were held the
official ceremonies, receptions, etc. In the 3rd, the Shogun attended to

public business
; the 4th was reserved for the ladies of the palace, there-

fore, the kosho-shu had no access to it. But on anniversary and other

solemn days, when the Shogun slept in the oku, 2 kosho watched near
him. The kosho-shu were 30 in all.

Kosho-tenno, # BE M. 5th Emperor of Japan (475-393 B. C.)

Mimatsu-hiko-kaeshine no mikoto, succeeded his father Itoku at the age
of 31. History is silent about this reign of 83 years.

Eoshu, Ep
<H'] . Chinese name of the province of Kai.

Edtaifujin, Jll A • Formerly a title given to the triK^ptieliicr

of the emperor. She was also called Fujin, Nyogo, Chi'^^^^ee

Eotaigo, . Formerly a title of the Empress ircnvager,

whether she had been before that time, Kogo or Chiigu or Nyogo or
Junko or Jo-in.

Eotaishi, ^ ^ ^ . The heir apparent to the throne. He was also

called Taishi, Haru no miya, Togu, Shoyo, Chokun, Choni, Hitsugi no
miya, Hitsugi no miko, etc. The emperor Keitai was the first to

appoint his successor by an imperial decree (531 A.D.) : this custom was
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generally followed afterwards ; neglected during the civil wars, it was
re-established by Beigen-tenno in 1683. At the ceremony

(rittaishi), in

which the title of Kotaishi was conferred, a sword called Tsubokiri no
tsurugi was presented to the prince. Orders issued by the Prince
Imperial were allied reishi ; his travels, ipjokei ; petitions addressed to

him, jdkei. He bad. a right to the title of denka His palace Togu no
miya, was administered by a taifu. His wives were called Nyogo or

Miyasudokoro.

Kotaitei, M. KJ • A title borne by the heir apparent if brother

to the emperor whom he was to succeed.

Koteda, M ffl • d family of samurai from the clan of Hirado
(Hizen) ennobled after the Restoration —Now Baron.— Among their

ancestors of the 16th and 17th centuries, were several Christians, re-

markable for their constancy in the faith.

Kotesashi ga hara, /J' ^ M- In Musashi. A place

where Nitta Yoshisada defeated Sakurada Sadakuni (1334) and
where his son Yoshimune gained a victory over Ashikaga Takauji

(1352).

Koto, * W. In Owari. An ancient castle, built in 1534, by Oda
Nobuhide. He had until then resided in the castle of Nagoya, but
intending to give the latter to his son Nobunaga, he built that of Koto
for himself, and resided therein. There Nobunaga performed gem-
buku.

Koto-amat*u-kam i
,

iJi] 5^ • The 5 Shinto gods, Ame no Mina-
kanushi, Takamimusubi, Kamimusubi, Umashi-ashikabi-hi-koji and
Ame no Tokotachi.

Kotohira-jinja, w ^ iP# ®t • Commonly called Kompira. A
famous Shinto temple, founded at Sanuki (Shikoku), it is believed, by
Kukai (Kobo-Daishi)

at the beginning of the 9th century, after the model
of which a great number of other temples have been constructed all over

Japan. This temple whose true name was Zozu-san, was sacred to

Kompira, a divinity imported from India through China, and very

difficult to identify. In 1872, the temple of Kompira, until then Bud-
dhist, was given over to Shintoism, but the difficulty is to determine which
deity was worshipped there. According to some, it was a certain Koto-
hira, who, by similarity of name, was no other than Kompira ; others

say, it was Susano-o or Onamuji, or Omononushi, or Kanayama-hiko,
etc. Moveover the emperor Sutoku, who died in exile not far from it

(1164), is also worshipped in that place. In spite of the obscurity that

shrouds his personality, Kompira is very popular and invoked especially

by seamen and travellers.

Kotoku, . Nengo

:

1452-1454.

Kotoku-tenno, # fS 5c JL 36th Emperor of Japan (645-654).
Ame-yorozu-toyoshi no mikoto, also called Karu no Oji, succeeded his

sister Kogyoku at the age of 49 years. As heir apparent, he had prepared
with Naha no Oe (later on Tenchi-tenno) and Nakatomi no Kamako,
the assassination of the Soga, Emishi and Iruka. His accession was the
beginning of a new mode of government, to a large extent copied from
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China The use oi the nengo was adopted, and the reform inaugurated

at that time bears the name of Taikwa, the first nengo. (Taikwa no Jcai-

KOTOKU-TENMO AMD NAKATOMI KAMATART.

shin— which word see). The so-called reform was completed only 56
years later, in the reign of Mommu. Kotoku died after a reign of 10 years.

Kotomari-saki, /J' 0l# . A Cape N. of Mutsu, forms the bay of

Kotomari (Kotomari-wan) . Also called Gongen-saki.

Koto no Naishi, 4>J ?n ft f# Lady superintendent of all the

female personnel of the Imperial Court. This personnel was presided over

by 4 shoshi

:

the first had the title of Koto no Naishi

:

the next two were
known by their family name, e.g. Gen-Naishi, To-Naishi, etc. : the last

was called Shin-Naishi. The apartment where the Koto no Naishi ful-

filled her office was the Ghokyd no tsubone

;

the orders, which by imperial

command she transmitted to her subordinates, were called johosho.

Kotoshironushi no kami, ^ ft )# . A Shinto deity. Also

cilled Katsuragi-hitokotonushi, Yae-kotoshironushi. Son of Okuninu-
shi, he assisted his father in the government of Izumo, when Takemika-
zuchi was sent to request him to recognize the rights of Ninigi no mikoto.

Kotoshironushi yielded to the grandson of Amaterasu and gave over his
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estates. He it- is that is worshipped at Futara-yama
(.Nikka) and at Mi

Katsuragi
(Yamato).

Kotsubo-saka, /]' Hi • A place in Sagami. near the present
village of Tagoe, where a battle was fought between Wa4& Yoshimori
and Hatakeyama Shigetada (1180).

Ko-uji, /)' . Lateral branches of a family
; the main branch was

called O-uji.— See Uji, 0-uji.

Kowa, M f[l • Nengo

:

1099-1103.
Kowa, Jjb In Nengo

:

1381-1383.
Koyama, /h lU . In Totomi. An ancient castle built in 1571, by

Takeda Shingen opposite that of Hamamatsu, then occupied by Iej/asu.
He called it first Noman-jd, then Koyama-jo. In 1575, Ieyasu besieged
it, but he had to retreat before the army of Takeda ICatsuyori. The
castle was abandoned after the rum of &© Takeda (1582).
Koyama no ike, rAfl ill life • A lake in Xnaba (14 Km. in circ.).

Koya-san, jgj if ill . A mountain hi Kii, also called Takano-yama,
Nanzan, famous for its numerous Buddhist temples. The first, Kongo-
bu-ji, was founded by Kukai in 816. Tbaula to the liberalities of the
emperors and the daimyo of the province; the monastery became very
prosperous. It occupied 223 hectares of land on which rose 723 main
buildings, besides 440 outhouses. During the Middle Ages, it had
soldiers of its own

(sohei), who, more than once, caused disturbance in
the neighborhood. Koya-san was for a long time, a place of exile for
persons of rank. There Hidetsugu, nephew to Taiko, was invited to
commit harakiri (1595) ;

to that place too Oda Hidenobu, Chosokabe
Morichika, Masuda Nagamori, etc. were banished after Sekigahara
(1600). A certain number of temples were destroyed by fire; and the
decline of Buddhism, after the Restoration, dealt a last blow to the pros-
perity of the famous monastery. The immense cemetery of Koya-san
preserves the tombs, if not the bodies, of a great number of celebrated
men : Taira Atsunwri, Kumagaya Naozane, Takeda Shingen, Akechi
Mitsuhide, Ji Kamon no kami, the bonzes Kobd-Daishi (Kukai), Enko-
Daishi (Genku ), etc. It is believed that those who have their tomb near
that of Kobd-Daishi, obtain through him the grace to start a new life in
Paradise (Jodo) : hence, the great number of funeral monuments erected
in this place.

Koyomi, M (Chinese : reki). Calendar, almanac. We have very
little knowledge of the manner in which months and years were counted
in ancient times. The regular occurrence of the seasons and the
phases of the moon, formed the basis thereof, and every year,
some scholar of the time was commissioned to publish in advance a
calendar (hi-oki), which was no doubt very summary. In 552, the king
Ml l&dara (Korea), sent some astronomers

(reki-hakase) to Japan, who
up a calendar, which was however not accepted. In 602, the

< Kwanroku, came also from Kudara, and brought with him the

(reki-hon) used in China to make out the calendar : this time, a
•Japspese, Yakoshiso Tumafuru, was appointed to study the new science,

&Jm the first day of the year 604, the Chinese calendar was
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adopted. It was called Genka-reki. In 690, to the Genka-reki, was
added the Giho-relci

;

by and by, the latter alone remained in use, but
underwent certain modifications called Taien-reki (763), Goki-reki (856).

A new change produced the Semmei-reki (861), which was used during

823 years. In 1684, Shibukawa Shunkai published a new calendar

(Tenkyd-reki)
,
which was no more a simple reproduction of the Chinese

calendar, adopted to things Japanese. Reformed in 1754, by Abe Yasu-
kuni and Shibukawa Kokyo (Horeki-kojutsu-genreki), in 1798, (Kwansei

-

: fski), and in 1842 (Tempo-relci)
,

it was abolished in 1872. An imperial
' decree determined that the morrow of the first day of the 12th month of

that year, would be the first day of the 6th year of Meiji 1873 and that

henceforth, the Gregorian calendar would alone l>e used. However, in

the country districts especially, the old calendar is followed concurrently
with the new.

Kojo Sanjin, H lU A • Nom de plume, chosen by Ozaki Toku-
taro (1866-1903), a novelist who adopted for his works, a new kind of

style, more akin to similar productions of the West.

Kozuke, _L ff One of the 13 provinces- of Tosandu ; comprises 1

1

districts, winch have formed Gumma-ken.— Chinese name : Jo$hu7~~
First called Kamitsukenu, it was formed with the western portion of the
ancient provinces of Kenu (645). In memory of Yamitmakeru, Ao
had; ^oiirned there, the dignity of governor of the province was reserved
td^Mice of the blood, who bore the title of Taishtt, and wag repre-

:

%y a Suke. In the Kamakura times, the Adaeki was
Kozuke-shugo. Niita Yoshisada, native of the province, was -appointed
Shugo in 1334, prince Narinaga-shinno, being Taisfm. In the Ashikaga
period, the title of Shugo was given to the Uesugi, built thec&eHta
of Shirai, which was confided to the Nagao. The Scjo of Odmmm
and Takeda Shingen divided the province afterwards isstweea themseh-ss,

and in 1593, it passed into the possession of Tokugaim SayOnu,

Kozuke-shinno. _h 5f -|0 •— See Munenaga-shinno.

Kozuki, _k }i . In Hanma. An ancient castle, which in the 16th
century, belonged to the Kozuki family. Hideyoshi took it in 1577, and
entrusted it to Amako Katsuhisa, who, in the very next year, was besieged

by Kikkawa Motoharu and Kobayakawa Takakage and committed
harakiri.

Kozu-shima, jjity $1 ft) • One of the 7 isles of Izu

;

also called

Kamitsu-shima (23 Km. in circ.).

Kub5, J} An honorific title at first reserved for the emperor.
At the time of Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, it began to be applied to the Shogun,
then to the Kwanryb of Kwanto, etc. Thus we read of the Kamakura-
kubo, Koga-lcubo, Horilcoshi-kubo, etc,

Kubota, !K ffl • Ancient name of the CSstle of the Satake daimyo
at Akita (Deuia), and by extension, of the msy itself.

Kuchiki, pj /fi • In Omi. Formerly, residence of the daimyo of

the same name.

Kuchiki, pj /fc . A family of dammjG descended from Sasaki Nobu-
tsuna ( + 1242) and through him from the u’da-Genji.
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Yoshitsuna, $£ M Settled at Kucliiki-dani and took its name.

Tanetsuna, M (+ 1550). Gave hospitality to the Shogun
Yoshiharu, who was obliged to flee from Kyoto (1528). In 1539, he
saved the sen of Yoshiharu, Yoshiteru, then only 5 years old, and kept

him at Yase. Having become Shogun, in 1545, Yoshiteru gave Tane-
tsuna the title of Mimbu-slwyu. The latter died while fighting against

Takasliima Etchu no kami.

Mototsuna, jt $*) (1549-1632). Grandson of Tanetsuna, sup-

ported the Shogun Yoshiaki (1568), fought against Asai (1570), and was
appointed Kawachi no kami (1590). He sided with Ieyasu in 1600, and
was present at the siege of Osaka (1615) ;

he had then a revenue of

12,000 k. Shortly afterwards, he shaved his head.

Nobutsuna, m. • Was transferred in 1627 to Shikanuma

(Shimotsuke— 20,000 k.)

.

Tanetsuna, lift $] . Was transferred in 1649 to Tsuchiura

(Hitachi— 30,000 k.). At last, in 1669, the family settled down at

Fukuchiyama (Tarnba— 32,000 k.), where it remained until the liesto-

ration.— Now Viscount.

Eudara, ft • An ancient kingdom of Korea, also called Hakusai,

Benkan. Founded 15 years before the Christian era, it was supposed to

have been conquered by Japan at the time of the expedition of Jingo-lcogo

(200), proved constantly a faithful ally, and had often to ask for help

against its turbulent neighbor Shiragi, which finally conquered it (663

A.D.). At that time, a large number of people from Kudara accom-

panied the remnants of the army that returned to Japan. They were
made to dwell especially in Settsu. Whence it happened that formerly

there was in that province a Kudara-gori, (district) a Kudara-mui a
(village), a Kudara-gaxea (river), a liudara-dera (Buddhist temple), etc.

Eudara Eawanari, ft if} il'J hX ( + 853). A. descendant of the Ko-
reans established in Japan, he won fame for his skill in handling both the

pen and the sword. He became successively Mimasaka gon no shdmoku

(823), Harima no suke, Aid nd received the name ofKudara Ason.

Eudara Eeifuku, ft |j$, M (698-766). A descendant of Giji,

king of Kudara, became Muisu no kami. At the time of casting the

To-daiji (Nara) Daibutsu, the gold imported from China for the gilding

was found to be insufficient. Just then gold mines were discovered in

Mutsu ; Oda-gori and Keifuku presented the required quantity of the

precious metal (746).

Eudara Sake no kimi, ft if} }@ R Grandson of the king of Ku-
dara, displayed arrogance towards Ki no Tsunu no Sukune, who was sent

from Japan to fix the limits of the provinces and districts of San-Kan (353

A.D.), to inquire after their productions, etc. Ki no Tsunu complained

to the king, who in reparation of the insult, sent his grandson as prisoner

to Japan. After some time, the emperor Nintoku set him free, and learned

from him the art of hunting with a hawk, art which had been practised

already for a long time in Korea, but was still unknown in Japan.

Eudo, X 0 • A family of daimyd in Izu, descended from Fujiwara

Muchimaro.
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Shigemitsu, % (+ 1181). Was commissioned to quell a

revolt olMinamoto Tametomo (1170), who had been exiled to the
island of Oshima (Izu), after the Hogen war (1156), and was causing
disturbances. In 1 180, he sided with Yoritomo, was defeated with
him at Ishibashi, and killed shortly afterwards.

Suketsune, (+ H93). Son of Suketsugu and nephew
of the above was despoiled of his domains by his uncle ltd SuJcechika
and shut up in Kyoto. He revenged himself by wounding his uncle

severely, and killing his son Sukeyasu. The son of the latter, Soga
Sukenari and Tokimune, after having long waited for a favorable oppor-
tunity, at last succeeded in assassinating Suketsune in the very camp of
Yoritomo (1193). This is the famous vengeance of the Soga brothers.

—

See Soga Sukenari.

Euga, !K • A family of kuge, descended from
Asuka-shinno

( + 835), son of Kwammu-tenno.— Now
Marquis.

Kuga-nawate, ^ 3% M • A place in Yamashiro,
where Nagosh i Takaie, general of the Hojd, was defeated
and killed by Akamatsu Enshin (1333). In 1527,
Miyoshi Katsutoki fought a battle against the Shogun Yoshiharu.
Eugatachi, 5§ fiji ££ Wy In olden times, a kind of ordeal.

In case of di^Kist. the two adversaries had to plunge their hands
into boiling w&tei. from which trial the innocent party was supposed to

come out unseals^;,
'

Euge, Nobles of the imperial Court. Most of them be-

CONCERT AT A KUQE'8 HOUSE.

longed to the Fujiwara, Sugawara, Taira, Minamoto, Kiyowara, Abe,
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Urabe, etc. This nobility was distinct from the military nobility
(Jaimyo), over which it had precedence at Court.

Kuge-ryo, & ^ Formerly a pension paid to officials according
to their rank.

Kuge-shohatto, & ^ JM • A code of 17 articles, drawn up in

1615 relating to the princes and nobles of the Imperial Court. It
was enacted after an agreement between Ieyasu, Hidetada and the
Kwampaku Nijo Akizane. It was also called Kinchugata go-jornoku,
Kugechu go-hatto.

Kugv5, & ®I1 • A title given to the Court nobles not lower than the
3rd rank (san-i). The name is sometimes used as synonymous with
huge.

Kugyo, 5V BH (1201-1219). 2nd son of the Shogun Minamoto
Yoriie. He was only 3 years old at his father’s death; his grand-
mother Masa-ko intended to make a bonze of him and placed him in the
temple of Hacliiman-gu of Tsuruga-oka (Kamakura

) where he received
the name of Kugyo. With years grew also the hatred and jealousy
which he had conceived against his uncle Sanetomo, who had been raised
to the Shogunate in his stead, and he swore vengeance. He waited long
for a good chance. In 1219, Sanetomo received the title of Udaijin and
repaired to the temple of Hachiman to thank the gods : Kugyo was
hidden in the crowd. After the ceremony was over, the Shogun des-
cended the steps of the temple when Kugyo rushed upon him and
struck him with a dagger. He profited of the disorder which followed,

to make his escape, but was detected and killed by Nagao Sada-
kage.

Kuji-ki, IJI Id • A work on the origin of Japan, which was at-
tributed to prince Shotoku-taislii, but was lost at the time of the fall of the
Soga (644 A.D.).

Kujd, Jl fife A family of kuge, descended from Fujiwara Michiie
(1192-1252). It was one of the 5 branches (go-sekke), from which the
empress and the Kwampaku were chosen.

Michiie, 'M — See Fujiwara Michiie.

Norizane, ff (1210-1235). Son of Michiie, became Kwam-
paku in his father’s place (1231), and Sessho at the accession of Shijo-
temio (1233). He is often called Doin Sessho.

• Sukezane, (1669-1729). Son of the Kwampaku Kane-
haru, became himself Kwampaku and Dajo-daijin. Was a distinguished
painter. — The descendants of the family bear at present the title of
Marquis.

Kujo-haitei, X IS Ifr Name given to the emperor Chulcyo,
deposed by Hojo Yoshitoki, after a reign of 70 days (1221).

Ku-ju-ku ri no hama, Jl -\- )l lAL tH (Lit. : coast of 99 leagues).
Name given to the eastern coast of the provinces of Kazusa and Shimosa
for an extent of about 60 Km. It is also called Yasashi no hama,
Yadate no hama.
Ku-ju-ku-shima wan, jl + Jl fg{ .

(Lit. : Gulf of 99 isles).

A gulf W. of the province of Hizen (Kyushu)
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Kukai, fh} (774-835). Born at Byobu-ga-ura
(SanuJci), of the

Saiki family, entered a Buddhist temple while still quite young, and at

19, took the name of Kukai. In 804, he went to China, where for 2
years, he studied under the most

®
famous master’s. On his re-

turn, he engaged in a discus-

sion organized by the emperor
between the most learned

bonzes and surpassed them all

in eloquence and science. After

that, he began to preach the

Shingon doctrines. In 816,
seal oe Kueii:.. lie retired to Mt. Koya (Kii ),

where he founded the temple
of Kongoba-ji

,
which became one of the largest

in Japan. Many statues and paintings, whose
authenticity is at least doubtful are attributed to him. He invented the

alphabet called liiragana, and wrote the poem (iroha-uta) composed
of 47 syllables after the manner of Japanese poems. In 921, Kukai
received from the emperor Daigo the posthumous name of Kobo-Daishi,
by which he is generally known.
Kuki, Jl fy A family of daimyo, originating in the province of

Shima and descended from Fujiwara Tadahira (880-949).

Yoshitaka, M [it (1542-1600). Governed the province of

Shima, where he had built the castle of Toba. He submitted to Nobu-
naga (1569), and served in his campaigns against the bonzes of Naga-
sliima, etc. Hideyoshi appointed him commander of the fleet which was
to serve in the expedition of Korea (1592-). In 1600, he sided against
Iryaxu, was defeated and lulled himself.

Moritaka, M Son of Yoshitaka, took in hand the govern-
ment of Shima province (1599), and served under Ieyasu’s colors, whilst

his father sided with Ishidd Kazushige. He was confirmed in his pos-

sessions and saw his revenues increased from 26,000 k. to 46,000 k.

On his death, his two sons divided his domains and formed the two
branches of the family.

v >•. i nr l. fHisataka - Takamasa - Takanori (a)
Yoshitaka-Moritaka

jTakasue . Takatsune - Takanao (b) (c)

(a

)

— The Eldest branch — Resided first at Toba (Shima), then at

Sanda (Settsu— 36,000 k.) (1634-1868).— Now Viscount.

(h

t

— Younger branch— Resided from 1633-1868 at Ayabe (Tamba— 19,500 k.).— To-day Viscount.

(c) — After the Restoration, a member of the above branch, until then

a samurai of the Ayabe clan, was ennobled.— To-day Baron.

Kukunochi, v - Son of Izanagi and Izanami, worshipped
as the tree god (Shinto)

.

Kuma-gawa, 5^ Jtf Ji| • a. river of Higo province (63 Km.) famous
for its rapids. Also called Yatsushiro-gawa. — The Kuma-gawa, the
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Fvji-gawa (Suruga), and the Mogami-gawa ( TJgo), are called Nihon san
kyiiryu (the 3 rapid rivers of Japan).

Kumagaya, # • In Mikawa. An ancient castle built by Kuma-
gaya Bitchu (1530), Jcerai of Imagawa

:

besieged in vain by Matsuo
daira Kiyoyasu, grandfather of Ieyasu, but captured by the latter

(1566).

Kumagaya, $8 # • A family of daimyd, descended from Taira
Sadamori.

Naosada, $ • Settled down at Kumagaya (Musashi

)

and
took its name.

Naozane, ig Jf (4- 1208). Son of Naosada, first served under
Taira Tomomori and contributed with Oha Kagechika to the defeat of

Yoiitomo at Ishibashi-yama (1181). Shortly afterwards, he passed over
to the Minavwto and at the battle of Ichi no tani (1184), aided by his

son Naoie and Hirayama Sueshige, obliged the Taira to escape by sea.

There it was' that he pursued and killed Taira Atsumovi — Legend has
embellished this episode so far as to pretend that Naozane substituted

his own son for the young heir of his former masters. — In 1192, having
fallen out with Kuge Nacmitsu about the limits of their respective do-

mains, he retired to the temple of Kurodani (Kyoto), where he took tlie

name of Remho, and put himself under the direction of the famous Genku.
He died in 1208.

Kumamoto, ^ • Capital of Kumamoto-ken (60,000 inh.). Ancient
castle built in the 15th century by Ideta Ridenobu, vassal of Kikuchi : it

is called nowadays Chiba-jo. It was enlarged towards 1525 by Kano-
kogi Chikamasa. It passed into the possession of the Otomo and the

Shimazu. In 1587, Hideyoshi gave it to Sasa Narimasa, and, the next
year, to Kato Kiyomasa, whojn 1599, undertook to rebuild it entirely on
an enlarged plan. The Kato, dispossessed in 1632, were replaced by the

Hosokawa (540,000 k.) who occupied the castle until the Restoration.—
In 1876, a mutiny broke out there among some samurai dissatisfied with
the new regime, bat it was promptly quelled.— During the Satsuma war,

Colonel Tani 7'oteM stood a siege of nearly 2 months, after which he
was rescued by general Kuroda (April, 1877).

Kumamoto-ken, fil Jg£ . Department in the province of Higo.
Pop.: 1,212,000 inh.— Capital: Kumamoto (60,000 inh.) — Principal

town: Yatsushiro (t2?Cpfr inh.).

Kumano, <8 Sf <£>.|piue of the S.K. part of Kii province.

Kumano-gawa, )l| . A river (138 Km.) which rises in

Yamato, where it is called Totsu-gawa, enters Kii and empties itself into

the sea at Shingu. Also called Otonashi-gawa, Shingu-gawd, Naru-
gaua.— The sea which washes the S.E. coast of Kii has received the

names of Kumano no ura, Kumano-nada, Kumano no oki.

Kumano-jirja, $8 £p jjiiji fit Generic name for the 3. great temples
of Kumano : Rongu, Shingu and Nachi.— The Hongu temple, founded

81 years B.C., is sacred to Fusumi no mikoto, Hayatama no mikoto,

Ketsu-miko and Amaterasu-o-mikami.— In the Shingu, founded in the

first century of the Christian era, Fusumi no mikoto, Haytamano mikoto
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and Ketsu-miko are worshipped. The temple of Nachi, dedicated to the
same deities and to Izanagi, is in the neighborhood of the famous cascade
(140 m.), of the same name.— The 3 temples are also called Kumano no
san-zan.

Kumaso, & • Ancient inhabitants of southern Kyushu. The
efforts of several centuries were necessary to bring about their subjection,
which was completed only after the expedition of Chuai and Jingo-kog’d
(193-200). They are believed to be a branch of the Sow tribe from
Borneo, who seeking a more temperate climate, or being carried out of
their way by storm, landed on the coasts of Satsuma, and settled in
that country.

Kumazawa Ryokai, K! 7 (1619-1691). Also called Banzan.
By birth, Nojiri Jirohachi. He was brought up by Kumazawa Morihisa,
his grandfather on the mother’s side. He followed the lessons of Nakae
Toju. In 1645, he was engaged as professor by Ikeda Mitsumasa, daimyo
of Okayama. In i 656, he came to Kyoto, and opened a school of political

economy and administrative sciences. It was attended by quite a num-
ber of kuge. Its very success drew upon it the suspicion of the Bakufu,
and Ryokai had to seek shelter on Mt. Yoshino (1666). Invited by
Matsudaira Nobuyuki, daimyo of Akashi, he accepted his offers and
followed him when he was transferred to Koriyama (1679), and Koga
(1685). From that city, he addressed to the Shogun a memorial on the
reforms he deemed urgent in the administration. For this interference,
he was condemned to prison and from that time abstained from all

criticism.

Kumebe, The guard established by Jimmu-tenno and
commissioned to watch at the gates of the Imperial Palace. It became
later on the Konoe-hyoe.

Kume-mai, M An ancient dance performed in the Imperial
Palace, at the time of the Daijo-e. When Jimmu-tenno advanced upon
Kii, Okume no mikotq executed & dance while siuging a war song. That
was the signal for the atiac'fe, vaulting in a Vkjt&ry over Yasotakeru

.

Such
was the origin of the ^called fir-rif Okume, the ancestor of
the Kume. I a * ,

, A

Eume no atae, Jm > Chief of the immebe. The first who
received that title was Omm fo miktif.o,4xWpaqjon in arms of Jimmu-
tenno. He transmitted, liiohis flefoendanfe, who took the name of Kume.
Eumon, X • In tfess Bamg/sum peiUcA, a written order, issued

by the Kumon-jo or \
Kumon-jo, h of the Archives, established

by Yoritomo at KamahvJa it 1184. 'Oe J&romdto was its first titulary.
In 1191, the name was ck&agiwi to See Mandokoro.
Kumotori-yama, # ill . A mouw&'s 9n the borders of Kai

and Musashi (2,090 rq.).

Kunai-sho, & ft W • 0r MiVa 710 tsukasa. Department
of the Imperial Household. The Taikwa reform (645) had established a
Kutmi-kwan (office) which, in 702, was changed to Kunai-sho. The
minister had the title of Kunai-kyo and was empowered to collect the
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revenues of the provinces and domains of the crown, etc. The Kunai-sho
liad under its direction :— 1 shiki (Daizen)

;
— 4 ryd

(Moku , Oi, Tonomo,
Ienyaku): — 13 tsukasa (Ogi, Naizen, Zoshu, Kaji, Kwannu, Enshi,
Doko, Uneme, Hondo, Shuyu, Uchi-kamon, Kyoto, Uchi-some)— (which
names see)

.

Kunajiri-jima, M & ^ • The southern of the Kurile Islands (628
Km. in circ.).

Kuni, iS A family of imperial princes, issued from the Fushimi
branch.

Asahiko, %. (1824-1891). Son of prince Fushimi Sada-
yoshi, was adopted by the emperor Ninko (1836) and entered the temple
of Seiren-in. Secularized in 1863, he took the name of Nakagaiva no
Miya and was raised to the dignity of Danjo-in, high Inspector of justice,
of good morals, of the conduct of officials, etc. Exiled to Aki (1868),
and pardoned, he received in 1875, the name of Kuni, and in 1883,
his family was declared a branch of the Imperial Family for two genera-
tions. The present head of the family is prince Kunihiko, born in 1873.
Kuni, m •_

Province, country. By the Taiktva reform (645), Japan
was divided into 54 provinces. Temmu-tenno in 681, separated Iya
from Ise, Izu from Suruga and divided Echi into Echizen, Etchu and
Echigo. Gemmei-tenno separated Dewa from Echigo, Tango from
Tamba, Mimasaka from Bizen, Osumi from Hyuga (712). A little

later, lzumi was formed with a part of Kawachi, Noto was taken from
Echizen, and Awa from Kazusa. In 823, two districts of Echizen
became the province of Kaga. The number of provinces was then 66,
(without counting Kinai) which number
did not change until the Bestora-
tion.— In 1868, the province of Mutsu
was subdivided into Iwaki, Iwa-
shiro, Rikuzen, Rikuchu, Rilcuoku, and
Dewa was divided into Uzen and Ugo.
The following year, the island of Ezo
(Hokkaido) was cut up into 11 provinces.

The kingdom of Ryukyu (1879) .and
the island of Formosa (1895), having
been annexed to Japan, the number of
provinces is to da-y. 87.

Kuni, ® -
- M first a miko (danc-

ing girl), in the great temple of Izumo,
she went to Kyoto, formed a group of

dancing actresses, and had great

success. She even played before Hide-
yoshi, who presented her with a
necklace. Later on, she returned te

her native province, shaved lies 1»5
and died towards 1640. She is cyedsfeci

with having created the popakr
theatre, called shibai or kabulci. She is commonly called Izumo o Kuni.
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Kun-i, ffl] & . (Lit. : rank of merit). The Taiho code (702), esta-
blished 12 ranks {to), assigned not only to scholars and warriors hut
to those who built temples, who distinguished themselves by their filial

piety, who fostered agriculture, etc. — Compared with the Court ranks (i),

the first rank of merit (itto) corresponded to the first degree of the 3rd
rank {sho-san-i), and the 12th (ju-ni to), to the 2nd degree of the 8th rank
(ju-hachi-i-ge ). — In 1875, the 12 ranks of merit were reduced to 8.—
See lkai, Kwan-to, etc.

Kuni-bugyd, ^ • A title created in 1184 by Yoritomo and
equivalent to military governor of province. Before that, there was a
shugo at the head of every province. Yoritomo added a bugyd, whose
special duty was to regulate military matters, to look to the punishment
of crime, etc. He was also called zatsumu-bugyo.
Kuni-mochi-shu, M tfc In the Ashikaga days, a title given to

the greatest daimyo, governors of one or more provinces, such as the
Hosokawa, the Yarnana the Shiba, the Hatakeyama, etc. Towards
1440, there were 19 of them

;
at the end of the 15th century, 15.

Kuninaka Kimimaro, M 4* & Jft (+ 774). A Korean who came
to Japan and settled down m the village of Kuninaka (Yamato), of
which he took the name. He was an expert in the casting of metals,
and commissioned to cast the To-daiji Daibutsu

(Nara ) (746).
Kunin-asayu-bito, & A 18 5/ A In the Toku^mM^nays, a

servant who followed the Shogun when he went to the Palace.
He carried the utensils necessary for his master’s servicellliilk chargeH^ditay the Tsuchida family, which received for that purpose
a»itf§$9fance of rice for 10 persons (ju-nin-guchi).
Wn-bugyo, & t? • a title created in 1 338, and assigned to

a high official, commissioned to transfaifejis* orders of the Shogun to the
provinces, which had from 10 to 30 to execute them, according
to their distance from the capital. The 4-»t who received that title was
Suiva Encliu

.

v • i
:

Kiini no mikotomochi, M ^ an official, who by
express order of the emperor, was sentifi agency, to govern a pro-
vince. Thus, in Nintoku-tenno’s reig%MM -^m^T6tdmi no kuni no mi-
kotomochi; and in Yuryaku-tenno's Shiragi and Mimana.

no miyatsuko, ^ ijg . W'pwibft of provinces esta-
blished by Jmimu-tenno. That title was first given as a reward to those
who had conquered or pacified a province, which they continued to
govern Jiimmi-tennd, established only 9 governors. In Keitai-tenno'

s

tune (507-531), there were 144. Those that governed an island were
called Shima no miyatsuko. That title was suppressed by the Taikwa
reform (645).

Kuni-tokotachi no mikoto, |f i®. A Shinto deity, who
forms the first of the 7 generations of heavenly deities (Tenjin shichi-
dai). At the time when the earth was separated from heaven, a
new tong appeared, resembling the stem of the plant called ashi (a kind
of reed \enanthus japonicus)

,
which by and by was changed into a

deity : this was Kum-tokotacJii. He is honored mostly in Omi
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Kuniyoshi, pSJ 'p
, In Wakasa, at present, Sagaki. An ancient

castle belonging to the Euriya daimyo. Katsuhisa was dispossessed by
Asakura Norikage (1563). Nobunaga gave back the castle to Katsu-
hisa in 1569, and Hideyoshi confided it to Kimura Hayato no suke

(1583).

Kun6, M In Totomi. An ancient castle possessed by the Kuno
family, lcerai of the Imagawa, then of the Tokugawa. Muneyoshi hav-

ing been transferred by Ieyasu to Sctkura (Shimosa), was replaced by
Matsudaira Shigetsuna (1590). The castle was abandoned about the

year 1620.

Kunohe, ft J3 • 111 Matsu, near the present town of Fukuoka.
Ancient castle, built towards 1575, by Kunohe Masazane, who revolted

against his suzerain Nanibu Nobunao and refused later on to submit

to Hideyoshi. The latter sent Gamo Ujisato and Date Masa-
mune against him : Masazane was besieged in his castle, and killed

(1591).

Kuno-zan, !K #15 lU • A hill, near Shizuoka (Suruga ), on the sea

coast. It is 300 metres high, and commands a magnificent view. A
Buddhist temple had been erected on its summit. In 1568, Takeda
Shingen ordered it to be pulled down and replaced by a castle to resist

the Hojo and the Imagawa. On the fall of the Takeda (1582), it passed

into the hands of Ieyasu. Towards the end of his life, Ieyasu com-
manded the castle to be razed and chose the site for his burial place.

He was buried there in 1616, and the guard of his grave was confided

to the Yanagiwara. A magnificent temple was erected near by
(Kuno-jinja). The following year, the body of Ieyasu was trans-

ported to Nilcko, and the temple alone remained, where he is wor-
shipped as Toshogu-daigemgen.— Kuno-zan is also called Fudaraku-
san.

Kunsho, HU) $ • Decoration ; order of Knighthood. There are in

Japan 6 orders
: ,

1° Kikukwa-sho, $j ;}£ jgfc . The order of insti-

tuted in 1876, reserved for sovereigns and mersj%st® of pisaody femifes.
— Has but one class.

2° Tokwa-sho, $ • Order of the Paulowtm in

1876, granted to princes and persons of very high Tank, —» noa
class.

3° Kyokujitsu-sho, M 0 & • Order of the Bking Sum, ip

1875, awarded for military or civil services.—8 chtstos.

4° Zuiho-sho, 3jg Order of the Sacisi !Smmsat iusfetedl sn

1888, to reward civil or military services.— 8 classes.

5° Hokwan-sho, 3S *£ j=i: . Order of the Grown, 1883,. re-

served for ladies.— 8 classes.

6° Kinshi-sho, & . Order of the Golden Kite, created in 1890,

rewards great military exploits and gives right to a pension. — 8

classes.

There are moreover several civil and rxhBtary medals.
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Kura - bugyo, ^ ^ ff In the Kamakura shogunate, an official

commissioned to collect the taxes in money and kind which were sent by
the provinces, to deposit them in the public coffers or stores and to look
after their management.

Kura-bugyo, 39c ^ • In the Tokugawa days, officials com-
missioned to inspect the rice stores of Asdkusa (Edo), and to distribute

pensions (Icirimai

)

to the Bakufu samurai

:

that distribution was made
3 feaes a year. The kura-bugyo created in 1G36, were a t first 3 in

number, later on, 7. They received as wages 200 hags of rice (liyo).

They had under their orders 54 tedai, 15 mornhan, 35 kuraban, 200 '

ko-

age, 70 momibiki, etc.

iSaragano, ^ Sp • 111 Kozuke. An ancient castle, which be-
longed first to the Kodama, then successively to the daimyo : Uesugi,
Hojo, Takeda. In 1582, Takigaica Kazumasa, who had been appointed
Kwanryo of Kwanid by Nobimaga, took possession of it, but he was dis-

possessed of it by Hojo Ujikuni. After the fall of the Hojo (1590), the
castle was abandoned.

Kuragatake, ^ rK • 111 Kaga. An ancient castle of the Togashi
daimyo. Captured by the troops of the Ikko-shii in 1488, it was wrested
from them by Sakuvia Moiimasa and burnt (1572).

Kurahashi, ^ A huge family, descended from Abe no Kura-
hashimaro.—Now Viscount.

Kurahashi-jima, $$ |l|| . An island of the Inland Sea, belonging

to the province of Aid

;

shuts in the Kure bay to the south. Also called

Seto-jima, Ondo-jima. (100 Km. in circ.).

Kurahashi no sho, M Wi ££ • In Settsu. In 1221, the ex-em-
peror Toba intended to grant this domain and the neighboring one of

Nagai to two dancing girls, but the Shikken Hojo Yoshitoki refused to

acquiesce to this desire, which was one of the causes of the Shdkyii war.

Kurai, {4 •
(Chinese : i) . Rank in the Court hierarchy. — See Ikai,

Kwan-i, etc.

Kurama-dera, ^ # A temple, iS^lDch. N. of Kyoto, founded
in 770 by the bonze Kantei-Shonin. Th«»)S®/#as that Ushiivaha-maru
(later on, Yosldtsune) was shut up while yet quite a child to become a

bonze (1160) ;
he escaped in 1174, fled to Mutsu to Fvjiwara Hidehira

and prepared for the struggle against the Taira. Kurama-dera is

situated on a mountain called Kurama-yama or Matsuo-yama.

Kurando, A •
‘— See Kurddo.

Kura no tsukasa, M v! • Formerly, an official intrusted with the

Imperial Seal, Robes, Treasures, etc.

Kura-ryo, ft 5§f • One of the 6 offices (ryo) depending on the

Nakatsukasa-sho, intrusted with the guard of the Imperial treasures

:

gold, silver, precious stones, vestments, fabrics, objects offered as tribute, etc.

Kuratsukuribe no Tori, $£ Jo • A famous painter and
sculptor, in the reign of Suiko (593-628). To him are attributed the

paintings in the Horyu-ji temple near Kara, and the 12 statues of

Shumisen, in the same temple. He is also known by the names of

Doshi, Ton Busshi.
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Kurayoshi, "pf • A small town in Hoki (8,600 inli.). Was, in

the Ashikaga days, the residence of the Yamuna, daimyo, governors of
the province, who in 1524, were despoiled by Amako Tsuneltisa. There
too, the Satomi family, formerly very powerful in Awa (Tokaido), became
extinct in 1623.

Kure,^. A sea port in Aki province, 37 Km. S.E. of Hiroshima
(62,800 inh.). Since 1887, the seat of a maritime prefecture

(Chinjtifu).

Kurikara-dani, fft f!l #D H & • In Etclm, near the borders of

Kaga ; the scene of a battle between Kiso Yosliinaka and Taira Kore-
mori (1183).

Kurikoma-yama, ill • A mountain on the borders of Riku-
zen, Rikuchu and Ugo. Also called Koma-ga-take. (1,650 m.).

Kuriko-yama, 3? ill . A hill near Uji (Yamashiro), also called

Kvlcome-yama, Kunimi-take, Shimmei-zan. In 1113, the troops of the
Kofuku-ji temple of Nara, on their way to burn down the Kiyomizu-
dera (Kyoto), were shattered there by Minamoto Tameyoshi. There too,

the army of Hojo Yasutoki camped before the battle of Uji (1221).

Kuriyagawa, M J!l • A village in Rikuchu, near which Minamoto
Yoriyoshi, defeated and killed Abe Sadato (1062).

Kurobane, M ffl In Shimotsuke. A place where Hideyoshi,
after having defeated the Nasu daimyo, installed Oseki Takamasu, whose
descendants resided there until the Restoration (18,000 k.).

Kurobe-gawa, M ft I
• A river which waters the north of Etchu

(78 Km.).

Kuroda, BJ • A place m Owari, where in 1388, a battle was
fought between Toki Noiinao and Shimada Mitsusada. In the 16th
century, Wada Kawachi, kerai of Oda Nobunaga, built a castle there,

the guard of which was confided to Sawai Saemon. In 15f|^2§j||fe-
yoshi gave it to Hitotsu-yanagi Naomori, who, in 1600, was tisfi^ftjed
to Kambe (Ise), and the castle of Kuroda was abandoned.

Kyssofte* ik 31 A family of daimyo, descended from the Sasaki of

Otm and through them from Uda-Genji.

Mototaka, ® HI (1524-1585). Mino no kami,
aervsa first Modem Masamoto, daimyo of Himeji
{Buitm), then Nchinaga. Shaved his head and took

the nameof 8den.
-— # ifij (1546-1604). Son of Moto-

taka, wae first kerai of the Kodera ; married the

daughter of Masamoto and himself bore the name of
Kailem Until the Ml of that family. Hence, -dfe «ame of Simeon
Ctmdem, wbj& the ancient missionaries give hirh-lfe iSaeir writings. In
1569, lie defeated the troops of Akamatsu, whs haS come to besiege
Himeji. In 1573, he came to Kyoto, where for the first time, he saw
Nobunaga and Hideyoshi

:

he headed the vanguard which the latter led
into Chugoku. He tried in vain to draw his former suzerain Kodera
Norimoto, to Nobunaga'

s

party : Kodera persisted in making alliance

with the Mori and was despoiled of his possessions (1577). Yoshitaka
served as intermediary between Hideyoshi and Kobayakawa Takakage
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to bring about a peace Afterwards, he served in the campaign of Shi-
against the Chosokabe (1585) and of Kyushu against the Shimazu

190 T*
h
1\ recelve

f
as fief 6 districts of Buzen province

a
(
H°'2J

)

.,

k -)

l

and fixed h'% residence at Nakatsu. But his intelligence
th® J^10?8 susceptibility of Hideyoshi, heyielded the administration of his domains to his soil

JSagamasa and took the name of Josui (1589). When
Kobayakawa Hideaki, only 20 years old, was appointed
commander in chief of the expedition to Korea (1597)
Yoshitaka was ordered to accompany and counsel him!
IJunng the Sekigahara campaign (1600) he remained in
Kyushu, and in concert with Nabeshima Naoshige, Koto
Kvyomasa, etc. captured the castles of Usuki (Bimgo),
Yanagawa, Kurume (Chikugo) . Ieyasu tried to attach —
him to his party and give him a high office in the government • but aftera courteous visit to Edo, Josui returned to Kyushu, where he ’died aftera few years.— Yoshitaka had been baptized in 1583, by the name ofSmeon, and until death, proved faithful to the faith

7
he had em-

^t^ama8
^o^ * (1568

:
1623). Son of Yoshitaka, came toat the age of iO, and was intrusted by Nobunaga to the care ofHideyoshi then daimyo of Nagahama (Omi). He served in the Kyushucampaign (i 587) and m Korea (1592). In 1600 he sided with Ieyasuand fought at Sekigahara. In reward for his services, he was transferred

,
here/U

i cha
?ged its name to Fukuoka. He

iSfuntiS tbifp nr r °rd
l

erS? mdetada.— Nagamasa hadIieen baptized, while still young, with the name of Damian, but he

pSlSm,ned lukewariu
’
and abandoned his religion when it was

Yoshitaka - Naga.asa/^yuki - MiUu,uki[|— ; f*INagaoki - Nagaslnge -Naganori - Nagaeada
(c

!

10 1868

J-720000k)
WhiCh

’
residedfrom 1688 to 1721 at Naokata «Ohiku -

to 1868

Ennobled in 1700, resided at Shimodate {Hitachi) in 1703 was trans

SSI-^o
(»nt1732 and td -“)

Bp7T^iy0t
?
ka

’ m m (184°-1900)- flayed a brilliant part in theRestoration and was commissioned to subdue the last remnants of the
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Shogun’s army, who had fortified themselves in Hakodate. He besieged

the city and received the capitulation of Enomoto Takeaki, the insurgent

leader (1869). During the Satsuma war, he compelled the rebels to raise

the siege of Kumamoto, after 2 months’ fruitless efforts (1877). He was
several times minister and president of the Privy Council.

Kuroda, n E0 • A family of samurai from the clan of Kagoshima
(Satsuma), ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

Kuroda, IS EH • A family of samurai from Shizuoka, (Suruga),

ennobled after the Restoration. — One branch bears the title of Viscount,

another that of Baron.

Kurddo, A • Or Kurando (for Kura-bito). Officials of the

Kurodo-dokoro.

Kurodo-dokoro, A An office created in 810, by the emperor
Soga, to manage administrative matters and the wording of irapeml
decrees. Fujitvara Fuyutsugu and Kose Notari were its first tiMlansa.

In 897, its president jjeceived the title of Betto, which was assigned So

Fujiwara Tokihw& -;Its members were at first kuge of high rstrsfc.

Later on 3 menl5&®M the 5th rank (go-i) and 4 of the 6th rank (romt-i)

were added to their number. They were called Higero and managed
the daily routine work, the repasts of the Court, etc. Moreover, yoafig
men of high families were intrusted with the commissions, the roees&gas,

etc. They were the Hikurddo. Besides, there were 8 zoshiki, 20 Aiksps-

shu, 20 takiguchi-bushi, 3 suito, 6 kctoneri, etc.

Kurohime-yama, M m ill A mountain on the borders of Shinam
and Echigo (2,095 m.).

Kuroishi, ^ . A place in Mutsu

;

was from 1814 to 1868, the

residence of a branch of the Tsugaru family (10,000 k.).

Kurokawa, Jl| • In Mutsu, a district of Aizu. Ancient castle

built by the Ashina daimyd, who were despoiled in 1589 by Date Masa-
mune. The latter left his residence of Yonezawa, and settled at Kuro-
hma, but the next year Hideyoshi obliged him to return to his former
domains, and gave Aizu to Garno Ujisato, who changed the name of

Euroimwa to Wakamatsu. — See Wakamatsu.
EM'okawa, m Jll • In Echigo.— Was, from 1723-1868., the resi-

dence, of a branch of the Yanagisawa family (10,000 k.).

Kurokawa, ^ Jl| . A family of samurai from the clan of Komatsu
(Iyo), ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Kuroki, n /tc • A family of samurai from the clan of Kagoshima
(Satsuma), ennobled in 1895.— Now Count.— Tame8&4®{ « . Born in 1844, chose a military career. At
the time of the Chinese war (1894-1895), he was commanding the Kuma-
moto (Higo) division and assisted at the siege of Weihaiwei. In the

Manchurian campaign (1904-1905) he was commander of the 1st army.

Kuroki-gosho, ® • A village in the Oki islands, where
the emperor Go-Daigo dwelt during his exile (1332). A Shinto temple
has been erected on the site of the emperor’s dwelling.

Kurokuwa-gashira, & WiM- the Tokugawa days, the chief

of the kurokuwa. The latter, 470 in all, served as game-beaters in the
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Shogun's hunts. In ordinary times, they were employed in carrying
messages, etc.

Kuromaru, % • In Echizen. An ancient castle of Shiba Taka -

tsune. The latter was besieged there by Nitta Yoshisada. (1336).
Kuro-shio, ^ • The Black Current, whose waters, coming from

the south, maintain a relatively mild temperature on the southern and
south-eastern coasts of Japan. Its width is about 75 Ivm., its depth
about 900 m.

;
its rapidity varies with the direction of the winds.

Kurotani, & # A temple built in the 12th century, by the bonze
Genka, N.E. ot Kyoto, where he began to preach the doctrines of the
Jodo-sliu sect. There too Kumagaya Naozane retired in 1192.
Kurozumi-ha, M. • One of the 10 Shintoist sects, established

by Kurozumi Munetada (1779-1849). Claiming the sun to be the prin-
ciple of all life in this world, it pays special honor to Amaterasn-6-mi-
kami and prescribes to its devotees the practice of long breathing, as a
very healthful exercise

Kurume, !K # A. town of Fukuoka-ken, capital of Chikuqo
province (29,000 inh.). After his expedition to Kyushu, (1587), Hide-
yosln installed Mori Ilidekane there, who was besieged in 1600 by Nabe-
shitna Katsushige. In the same year, Tanaka Yoshimasa became
daimyo of Kurume; he was replaced in 1621, by Arima Toyouji, whose
descendants resided there until the Restoration (210,000 k.).

Kururi, In Kazusa. An ancient castle built in 1445 by
Takeda Nobunaga, then Shugo-dai of the province. It passed to
the Satomi (1480), then to the Hojo (1575). In 1590, Ieyasu placed
Matsudaira Tadamasa there. It became the residence of the daimyo
Tsuchiya (1602), Sakai (1680), and Kuroda (1742-1868) (30,000 k.).

Kurushima, • A village at the northern extremity of Iyo
Was, m the 16th century, the residence of a family of the same name
who entertained quite an army of pirates on the coasts of Shikoku and
Kyushu, and even sent flotillas to Korea and China.
Kurushima, A family of daimyo, originating in Iyo and

descended from Kono Michiari.
~ Michifusa, id. (1562-1597). Struggled against Chosokabe

Motochika who attempted to seize his domains, then submitted to Hide-
yoshi (1585) who confirmed him in his possession of Kurushima (Iyo —
14,000 k.) At the time of the Korean expedition (1592), he commanded
a flotilla of war junks, obtained some successes and was appointed Izumo
no kami. He returned to Korea after the rupture of the negotiations
and was defeated and killed in an engagement.

7 Michichika, ?d Si (1580-1611). Son of Michifusa, was in
1601 transferred to Mori {.Bungo — 12,500 k.), where his descendants
resided until the Restoration.— In 1616, the ideographs of the family’s
name were changed to^|} J| {Kurushima). — To-day Viscount.
Kurushima-kaikyo, ZfimM A strait between the northern

extremity of Iyo and Oshima island.

Kusaka, U T* . A district of Kawachi, where Jimmu-tenno was
defeated by Nagasunehiko, when he attempted to penetrate into Yamato.
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Kusanagi no tsurugi, $£ gg. — See Ame-no-murakumo no tsurugi.
Kusatsu, ftt • A village in Kozuke, renowned for its hot springs,

the temperature of which varies from 35 to 70 degrees centigrade.
Kusatsu, ^ • In Omi

;
junction of the Tokaido and Ndkasmdo.

In 1509, Ouchi Yoshioki was defeated there by Rokkaku Takayon.
Kusha-shu, {ft . A Buddhist sect, brought from China to

Japan by the bonzes Chitsu and Chitatsv, towards 660, M the same
time as the Hosso-sh

u

sect of which it is a branch.
Kushira, {in • A place in Yamato

:

it was from 1'680-1868, the
residence of a branch of the Nagai family (10,000 k.).

Kushiro, $l| U • One of the 11 provinces of Hokkaido

;

comprises
o districts. Pr. town : Kusliiro (5200 inh.), which contains many rem-
nants ascribed to the Koropok-guru. mmm
Kushizu, 4® . A kuge family, desce^jfeg from Fujiwara Uona.— Now Viscount. ' 1

Kusuishi, M B?C v\ • Formerly an offlM depending on the war
department, intrusted with the teaching of the musical instruments :

drum
(tsuzumi), flute (fue), etc., used in time of war.

Kusunoki, ...

Moroe (683-757).

A family of daimyo, descended from Tachibana no

Masayasn

Tosliichika Masaihige (Wu<la) Masau.ii Masasue

Masatsnra Masatoki Masayuki Masanori
- 1

Yukitada Takaie

_ | |

Masgfcsteg Masamoto Masahide
. .

:

|

—
"

|

Masahira
1

Masamori
'

1

Tomoshige ( HWa)
1

Morinobu Masataka
1

Morimune
1

Masanao
j

Morihide

|

Shigetoki

Nagashige Masamitsii
1

Takashige Masatoshi
(Kusunoki

)

MasanagaMasatora

Takasuc

Masatora Toshishige

Masahiro

Masashige, IE hit (1294-1336). Eesided E. of the temple of
Kongd-zan (Kawachi). When the emperor Go-Daigo was expelled from
Kyoto by H&jd Takatoki, (1331), and fled to Mt. Kasagi, he appealed to
Masashige and commissioned him to defend his cause. Masashige levied
troops, fortified Kongd-zan, built the castles of Akasaka and Chikaya,
and began the struggle with the Hey6. After the capture of Kamakura
by Nitta Yoshisada (1333), he defeated the bonze Kembo at Mt liyama,
and pacified the region. In reward, he received the title of Kawachi no
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kami and the government of the provinces of Settsu, Kawachi and Izumi.
When Ashikaga Takauji revolted in Kwanto, Nitta Yoshisada went to

fight against him, whilst Masashige remained to protect Kyoto (1335).
Yoshisada having been defeated at Hakone, Takauji marched upon the
capital. Masashige advanced to check him, but
was defeated at TJji and Go-Daigo had to seek-

shelter on Hiei-zan (1336). Yoshisada, joining

forces with Yu^jj^nehiro, Naim Nagatoshi,
etc. once mor^ vtf^ked Takauji, put him to

flight and the emperor at Kyoto.
But Takauji soon returned from Kyushu with
a numerous army. Masashige and Yoshisada
attacked him at Hybgo, near the Minato-gawa
river. After prodigies of valor, they yielded to

overwhelming odds, and Masashige covered
with wounds, 11 in all, committed harakiri
with his brother Masasue. After his death, the

emperor conferred on him the title of Sakon-c-chujo and the rank of
sho-san-i. After the Bestoration, he was raised tci.

vthe.,rank of ju-ichi-i
and in 1871, a temple (Nanko-san) was erected ii|^J$|nor on the spot
where he died for the cause of the legitimate 80ver^ft» Masashige has
remained as the type of loyalty and devotion to tMWpHal dynasty.

Masaie, SEZfZ (+ 1348'). A relative of Masashige, succeeded
him as the head of his partisans, during the minority of Masatsura. After
the battle of Minato-gawa, he repaired to Urizura (Hitachi). He was
attacked there by the northern troops but put them to flight, killing their
two generals, Satake Yoshifuyu and Goto Motoaki. The following year
(1337), he accompanied Kitabatake Akiie in his expedition to Kyoto.
When Masatsura took the field, Masaie served under his orders, and
with him was defeated and killed at Shijonawate.

Masatsura, JE (1326-1348). Eldest son of Masashige, was
only 10 years old at his father’s death. In 1347,
he took the leadership of his partisans and rose

against the Ashikaga ; he put to flight Hosokawa
Akiuji, who had invaded Kawachi, and defeated

Yamana Tokiuji, who had come to the rescue of

Akiuji. Thereupon Takauji sent Ko Moronao
and Moroyasu with 60,000 men to attack Masa-
tsura. The latter, with his brother Masatoki and
his cousin Wada Takahide, defended himself
valiantly at Shijonawate (Kawachi), but as his

army was quite inferior to that of his enemies,
he was overwhelmed and perished with all his

partisans. He was only 22 years old. A temple (Shijonawate-jinja

)

has been elected on the spot where he died.

Masanori, IE $1 (+ 1390). The youngest son of Masashige

;

became head of the Kusunoki clan after the death of his brothers. He
took the field in 1361, defeated the Sasaki, and then, joining sides with
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Hosokawa Kiyouji, who had just embraced the southern cause, became
master of Kyoto, whence he was expelled one month later by the Shootin
Yoshiakira. Then joining forces with Wada Masatake, he won a
victory over the Shogun’s army and reappeared in Kawachi. On the
death of Go-Murakami (1368), departing from his family traditions
he entered into a parley with Hosokawa Yoriyuki and submitted to the
Ashikaga. He was then attacked by his former companion in arms
Wada Masatake, but with the aid of Yoriyuki, he succeeded in repelling
him. After which, Masanori himself, besieged the southern emperor in
his stronghold of Kongo-zan (1373). In 1378, he undercook a new
campaign with his son Masakatsu. Then, after a defection of 12 years
he submitted again to Go-Kameyama, who was then confined to Mt'
Yoshino. (1381). His castle of Akasaka was captured the following year
by Yamana Ujikiyo.

b J

77
Masakatsu, IE W- • Eldest son of Masanori, continued, even

i oon
th
l
fuS10n

,°
f

,

the tw0 Parties -
to stmggle gainst the Ashikaga. In

1399 he revolted m Izumi with Ouch* Yoshihiro, but they were
uGieatccl

.

.

Masamoto, IE jt Brother of Masakatsu, conceived the pro-
ject of assassinating the Shogun Yoshimitsu, but he was found out and
put to death by Urakami Yukikage (1402).

Mitsumasa, % IE • A descendant of Masanori. Attempted
to assassinate the Shogun Yoshinori and to raise to the throne a pnnee
ol the southern dynasty

,
but he was arrested and beheaded at llokujoqa-

hara (Kyoto) (1429).
J J

~ Masatora, IE pi • a descendant of Masanori, was Kawachi
no Kami. He served the Shogun Yoshiaki, and was Shitsuji of Nohu-mga. He shaved his head and received the title of Shikibugyo-hom.
±5y order of Hideyoshi, he wrote in 1588, a narrative of the visit of the
two emperors to the Jurakcitei.— At the time of the Restoration, re-
searches were made to discover an authentic descendant of Masashiqe to
confer on him a title of nobility, in memory of his illustrious ancestor.Many candidates came forward, but none could prove his descent with
certainty : thus it happens that the name of Kusunoki does not appearm the roll of Modern Japanese heraldry.

^
Kusuri-gari, A pastime, in former years, during which

p ants used in medicine were gathered in the fields. Later on, the
otn day ol the 5th month was set aside for that purpose.
Kutani, A, ^ • A district in the south of Kaga province

;
renowned

for its porcelains: 3000 workmen are employed and the annual manu-
facture amounts to 200 or 300,000 yen.

Ku-to-ko, A I? ft Formerly the 9 ranks
were^ divided according to the amount of taxes the
jochu-ko, joge-ko ; chujo-ko, chuchu-ko, chiige-ko

;

gege-ko. — In 706, the number was reduced to 4 :

and ge-ko.wahara ^ i? ' A family of huge, descended from Fujiwara
Michizane — Now Viscount.

1

the families

Pay
:
jojo-ko,

. _ .
gechu-ko, and

dai-ko, jo-ko, chu-ko
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Kuwana, ^ ^ • A town of Ise province (20,200 inh.). Was in

the 16th century, the residence of the Ise family, vassals of the Kita-
batalce. In 1576, Oda Nobuo constructed <i castle there which was con-
fided to Amano Masatoshi. Hideyoshi gave it to Ujie Yukihiro. In
the Tokugawa days, it was occupied successively by the daimyd : Honda
(1601), Hisamatsu (1617), Okudaira (1710), and Hisamatsu (1823-68)
(100,000 k).

yrs-TT—yama, ill A family of daimyd, originating in Kuuayama

* ligeharu, (1 521-1606). Served Hideyoshi In 1585,
he hrdlt n' castle at Wakayama (Kit) anil received a revenue of 30,000 k.

Shigeharu [
Kazushige-Kajuharu

.

“ IMotoliaru -Saaanaru
.Kazutada (a)

(*>)

((/) — Elder branch which resided from 1600 at Shinjd (Yamato—
16.000 k.) and was dispossessed in 1682.

(6) — Younger branch which settled down at Gose (Yamato— 26,000
k.) in 1600 and became extinct in 1629.

Kuya-Shonin, •& _L A (903-972). Was first called Koslid.

Having become a bonze, he took the name of Kuya.
Wandered from province to province, building brid-

ges, digging wells, opening up roads, and all the while
preaching Buddl^^'^En 951, an epidemic ravaged
Kyoto : Kuya caKpf^|trge statue of “ Kwannon with
11 faces,” set it c^p^^ir, and carried it all about the

city, after which the scourge ceased. Thereupon a

temple was erected, called Rokuhara no Kwannon-dd
or Eokuhara-mitsu-ji, to receive the wonderful statue,

which is still worshipped there. Kuya then set to

work preaching Buddhism in the provinces of Dewa
and Mutsu, where it was still very little known. He
died at the Saiko-ji temple, where he dw?elt in the
intervals of his peregrinations.

Kuze, A Hi A family of daimyd originating

in Mikaua, and descended from Murak&t-A-Genji.
- Hironobu, (1561-162&). ”Was a kerai of leyasu and

semxl in all his campaigns.

Hiroyuki, (1609-1679) On the death of his father, was
raised to the rank of daimyd and received in 1665, the fief of Sekiyado
(Shimdsa — 35,000 k.). His descendants established themselves succes-

sively : in 1683, at Niwase ( Bitchu) ;
in 1686, at Kameyama (Tamba —

45.000 k.) : in 1697, at Yoshida (Mikawa)

;

in 1705 at Sekiyado (Shimdsa— 53,000 k), where they remained until the Restoration, but then-

revenues were reduced in 1862, to 43,000 k. — Now Viscount.

Kuzuryu-gawa, Bj || jl| . A river in Echizen (125 Km.). Also
called Funabashi-gaica, Kurotatsu-gaica.

Kwacho, 0 1M. A family of imperial princes, founded in 1868, by
prince Hirotsune, t# 6th son of Fushimi Kuniie. — The present

KOYA SHf.NIN.
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med to

nd per-

birth of

head of the family is prince Hirotada, born in 1902, 2nd son of prince
Fushimi Hiroyasu ^ ^ .

Kwaifuso, fU 13. • The first collection of poems published in
Japan

;
was compiled in the 8th century by Omi no Mifune.

Kwaikei, ft ® . A sculptor of the lith century, pupil of Jokaku.
Kwajiba-mi-mawari-yaku, ‘X $ $ & M A title created in

1722 and borne by 10 officials of the firemen brigade, c
command the firemen in case of fire and to ascertain the c

Kwambun, % % . Nengu

:

1(561-167*2.

Kwambutsu-e, ?$ % ff A ceremony established ii

formed on the 8th day of the 4th month in memory of u- uuuu «_>i

Shaka. In the Imperial Palace, a special apartment (Kwambutsudo-ja)

,

was fitted up for the festival (891), which consisted in burning incense
before the statues and images of Buddha. It was also called Bussho-e.
Kwammu, 'b • Another name given to the Sadaishi, official of

the Benkwan-kyoku.

Kwammu-tenno, fl SC H . 50th Emperor of Japan (782-805),
Prince Yanuibe or

Yamato-h iko-sume-
ragUyatcru no mi- r' ® - ' ' ' ' * - * v'~' ' * "

koto, eldest son of

the emperor Konin,
succeeded his father

at the age of 44.

He resided first at

Nayaoka ( Yama -

shiro); then, in 794,

moved to Uda, in

the district of Ka-
dono and called the

place Heian - kyo

(Kyoto), which was
to be the capital of

Japan for more
than 10 centuries.

He commissioned

the learned Omi no
Mifune, president

of the Daigaku, to

fix the posthumous
names of all the
emperors. Until

then, they were
called by the name
of their capital

or their personal

names: from that

time, date the names
KWAMMINTENNn.
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of Jimmu, Suisei, Nintoku, etc., by which they are known in history.

Kwammu had to quell a revolt of the Ebisu : he sent against them, Saka-
noe no Tamuramaro who expelled them from Suruga, which they had
invaded, to Mutsu, and built the fort of. Izawa. Tamuramaro was the

first to receive the title of Seii-taishogun. In 799, a ship coming from
India, brought cotton gis®m %> Japan, unknown in the country till then.

They were planted in N&0&06 and Saikaido, and from that time dates

the making of cotton fa]0sdk!jmmen).— Before dying, Kwammu received

from the bonze Saicho a sort of Buddhist baptism, administered then for

the first time in Japan.

Kwampaku, & . From 88-2 to 1808, the highest dignity at the

Imperial Court. First called Azukari-mosu
,
the Kwampaku was all

powerful at Court. He represented the emperor, and at times even
took his place in all important questions. He served as intermediary
between the emperor and the officials.— See Sckkwan-seiji, Sesshd-kwam-
paku, etc.

Kwampd, % IS • Nengo: 1741-1743.

Kwampyd, % 3* • Nengo

:

889-897.

Kwampyd ho-6, '$L M. A name given to the emperor Uda,
because, in the 9th year of the Kwampyo-era (897), he abdicated and
had his head shaved.

Kwampyd go-ikai, % jft A sort of political testa-

ment, transmitted by the emperor Uda to hissoju Daigo, when he yielded

the throne to him in the 9th year of the Kwampyd era (897).

Kwan-ami, #1 |SpJ jjfl
.
— See Ktoanze.

Kwan Sazan, ^ |lj (1748-1827). Born in Bingo, came to

Kyoto, where he followed the lessons of Nawa Rodo

;

then returning to

his native province; opened a school which became very flourishing.

Kwan-daka, St $j . During the Shogunate of Kamakura and
Kyoto, the revenue or produce of a domain was estimated in money
(kwammon) : the amount of revenues of a daimyo or official was called

kwan-daka. Hideyoshi, towards the close of the 16th century, substi-

tuted the valuation in koku of rice
(
koku-daka)

.

Kwan-ei, 1f£ & • Nengo: 1624-1643.

Kwan-ei-ji, $£ A Buddhist temple built at Ueno (Edo) in

1625 by the bonze Tenkai, in the precincts of which were buried the

Shogun Ietsuna (+ 1680), Tsunayoshi (+ 1709), Yoshimune (
4- 1751),

Ieharu (+ 1786), lenari (-f 1841) and Iesada (-1- 1858). It always
had at its head a prince of the imperial family, whom the Shogun thus

had at their disposal, with the possibility of opposing him to the reigning

sovereign, should the latter show any tendency towards independence.

The last Rinnoji no miya, was secularized at the time of the Restora-

tion and became prince Kitasliirakawa. The temple Kwan-ei-ji was
burnt down in 1868, during the battle of Ueno between the imperial

army and the Shogun's followers.

Kwan-en, % . Nengo,: 1748-1750.

Kwangaku-den, tl IS IP • Formerly, rice-fields whose revenues
served to support the s||$®§6 of the Daigaku. Shomu-tenno, was the
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first to grant the Univeraity for that purpose, 30 cho (about 30 hectares)
of rice-fields (733) ;

the emperor Kwammu in 785, added 102 cho in
Echizcn. In the 11th century, the Tatgal;u declined by degrees and the
kwangaku-den disappeared.

Kwangen, % % . Nengo : 1243-1240.

Kwangi-ten, ® % — See Shoden.
Kwan-i, {4 • (Lit.: kinds of head-dress). In 003, the empress

Suiko, following the counsel of Shotoku-taislii, divided, after the Chinese
fashion, the nobles and officials into 12 classes, distinguished by the color
of their head-dresses Qmnsnuri=» bwan) ; Kotoku increased the number tjfe.-

19 (049), Tenchi, to 20 (062), Temmu, to 48 (082). W*
Kwan-i ju-ku kai,M -f* % [5g . The 19 degrees in the hierarchy:/r

of nobles and officials, created by the emperor Kotoku in 649 : taishoku

( ). shoshoku, taisliu
( $$;), shosliu, taislii ( ), shdshi, tailava( 0 )-jo,

taikwa-ge, shokwa-jo, shokwa-ge, taizan( [lj

)

-jo, taizan-ge, sliozan-jd,

shozan-ge,taiotsu (~£i)-jd, taiotsu-ge, shdotsu-jd, shootsu-ge and risshin

(:it M )• — Li 662, Tenchi-tenno, leaving the first 6 degrees as they
were, changed the character Java to kin (3$), in the following four (7-10);

thus we have : taikin-jo, taikin-ge, shokin-jo and shokin-ge

;

the classes

from 7 to 18, received between yo and gc the intermediary chu, taikin-chu,
shdkin-chu, taizan-cliu, shdzan-chu, taiotsu-chu, slidtsu-chu, finally, the
risshin class was changed to tailcen ( ) and shdken, which brought the
number of degrees to 26.

Kwan-i ju-ni kai, ft ~f* — I® • The 12 degrees in the hierar-

chy of nobles and officials created by the empress Suiko in 603 : taitoku

(f&),shotoku, taijin (p), slidgin, tairei ( |ft§ ), shorei,' taislnn (ft),
shoshin, taigi (fg ), shogi, taichi,

( ^ )
and shoclii.

Kwan-i shichi shoku ju-san kai, S 14 -t -+• H Pg • The 7

colors, fixed for the kammuri of the 13 hierarchical degrees, established

in 047. Two years later, the number was increased to 19.

Kwan-i soto, tif f4 la • Concordance of court ranks (i) and offices

(kwan). The Taihd code (702), had made it the rule that the title of

Dajo-daijin should correspond to ju-ichi-i ; those of Sadaijin and Udai-
jin, to slid-ni-i and ju-ni-i; Dainagon, to sho-san-i ; Dazai no sotsu, to

ju-san-i; the same with the whole hierarchy of officials. When the
court rank was al>ove the office, it was made known by the character

gyo (fj) : Sangi ju-san-i gyo Gydbukyd

;

whilst, when the office was
above the rank, shn (?)•) was used : Sho-san-i shn Udaijin. — See Ikai,

Kwan-to.

Kwanji, . Nengo: 1087-1093.

Kwanjo, ij® ^ . A Buddhist ceremony, in which the bonze pours a
little water (kanro, sweet dew) on the head of the believer, to remit his

sins, purify his heart, and aid him to attain perfection. The ceremony
was performed when a person received the imposition of the Buddhist
precepts or when he shaved his head. A;. $U<idhist name was then
taken. Thus the bonze Gyogi gave the pisgator Shomu the name of

Shovian (748), Go-Takakura received from G'dsunn-Daishi, the name
of Gyojo (1212). This ceremony has been called the Buddhist baptism.
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Peop^«iw
to the Ofiunese

Kwanju-ji, ^ . A great temple of the Tended sect, founded

^ n? '{
>y
S
16 m

?
ther of the «“PeK» Daigo, at the beginning of

imperial

1

i^nily
^ * 01 a loug time» i,: was governed by a prince of the

Kwanjuji, ffli . A huge family descended from Fujwara
Yoshikado. — Now Count.

Nengo: 1229-1231.
Nengo : 1004-1011.
Nengo: 1037-1020.
Or better Kwanzeon dai-bosatsu (Sanscr. Avalb-

assistant of Amula-butsu, who became, through the
ipprn °f mind, the goddess of pity (Jiuddh.). Accordin'*

, ,
- legend, she was born in Setchoan province, and was

daughter of the governor of the town of Souilin

;

her name was Myo-In

rnr f
age °f

m,’
S
,

he rePaired to Nakujaku-ji, a prosperous
temple of oOO bonzes. The bonzes, struck by the beauty of the girl kept
her m the temple and prevented her from going out. Her father, in-
formed of the fact, put all the bonzes to death and burnt the temple

; his
daughter perished m the flames. The next night, she appeared to himand mformed him that she had escaped from the fire and had become a
goddess Thereupon, she received the name of Sengan-scnju-kwanzeon-
°°*atsu

;

(goddess with a thousand eyes and a thousand arms, embracing
the earth).— In Japan, she is represented in different ways : with several
laces (Ju-iclu-men Kwannon), with thousand arms (Senju Kwannon),
with a horses head (Bald She is also called Nyo-i-rin
(precious stone able to fulfil all thg:%S5®s of those that possess it) whichmay be translated by “almighty.’*- -

Kwannonji, SB, # ^ . In Omi; an ancient castle, which, from the
l/th century, belonged to the Sasaki, who were dispossessed bv Nobu-
mget. m 1568.

1 -

ICwannon-zaki, SB, # l^r • a cape in Sagami, which commands
the entry of Tokyo bay.

Swan-O, SB M Ne?igo of the northern dynasty : 1350-1351.
Kwanroku, SB W) A bonze from Kudara (Korea), who came to

Japan m 602 and taught astronomy, the reckoning of the calendar etcHe was named Sozu.

Kwanryd, ^ ® • A title of two high officials in the Ashikaga days :

one, Kyoto-Kwanryo, prime minister of the Shogun, was always takennom the Shiba, Hosokawa or Hatakeyarna families, which were for that
leason called ,the san-kwan ; the other, Kwanto-Kwanryo, governor of
Kwanto, was first taken from the younger branch of the Ashikaga, then
lrom the Ucsugi, etc. — See Shitsuji, Kwanto-Kwanryo, etc.

Kwansei, (ft gfc . Nengo

:

1789-1800.

..
Kwansei igaku no kin, As the disputes between

the different Confuciamst schools of ltd Jinsai, Ogiu Sorai, etc., con-
stantly increased, the Bakufu, following the advice of the Kwanju
~

^lisu
^
an

’
decreed in 1795, that all interpretations at variance

teachings of Shushi (a celebrated commentator of Chinese
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classics, 1130-1200), would be regarded as heterodox (i-gaku

)

and con-

sequently interdicted. But this measure only contributed to increase

the rivalry among the schools. — See Tokugawa-jidai no keigaku-

lia.

Kwansei no san-kijin, % Sfc H -Si A • Takayama Hikokuro
Masayuki, Gamo Kumpei ffidezane and Hayashi Shihei Tomonao, who
during the Kwansei ei^iai distinction by their loyalty to the Imperial
cause.

Kwansei no san-S-afeV 'M H &] Three famous Confucianists

who, during the Kwansei era, commented on the works of the Chinese
scholar Shashi (1130-1200) : Koga Seiri Yasukc, Bito Jishu Ryosuke
and Shibano Ritsuzan Hikosuke.

Kwanshin-ji, HE ifr tF • A Buddhist temple, founded in Kawachi,
in the reign of Montoku-tenno (851-858) and enlarged by Kukai. It

was also called Hi-no-o. It served as a shelter to the southern emperor
Go-Murakami, who also was buried there (1368).

Kwansho, % JE • Nengo

:

1400-1465.

Kwanshu, "fl • A .title givau to the chief of the Kurodo ; also to

the chief-bonze (zasu) of the J&t-tn-pan temples.

Kwanto, |}M Jfc . (Lit. : east; of the barrier). A name given first to

the region which extended' from the Osaka (j§t f^j) barrier, (Omi),

near lake Biwa, and later on- -to-tke provinces situated east from the old

Hakone barrier.

Kwan-to, *gf . Hierarchy of officials. — Officials are divided into

3 classes : Shinnin, Koto-kwan and Hannin.
Shinnin, . Who constitute the highest class, arc ap-

pointed by a decree bearing the seal of the Emperor, and the Imperial

seal, and signed by the Prime Minister. The rank of Shinnin is held

by the Prime Minister, the Ministers, the members of the Privy Council,

by Marshals and Admirals, the Vice-Minister of Justice, the prefects of

Tokyo, Osaka and Kyoto.

Koto-kwan, . The Koto-kwan, or officials of high
rank, are divided into 10 classes (to) : the first 3 hold the title of

Chokunin ($] ££), the 7 others are called Sonin (^ •{£). The Ghokunin
are appointed by a decree bearing the Imperial seal, and enforced by the

Prime Minister. The Sonin are appointed, on presentation of the

Ministers, by a decrOa bearing the seal of the Privy Council.

MfeBaHSj, H •££ . The Hannin or officials of inferior rank, arc

divided into § -eSsasKWl they are appointed by the respective ministers. —
See Thai., Kucap-i,

KwaoKfr'b&.gyg, s

gf tr • Luring the shogunate of Kamakura,
an official serving as intermediary between the daimyo, officers of the

Bakufu, etc., and the Court of Kyoto, for demanding and granting titles,

offices, etc. That charge was maintained by the Ashikaga and, from
1370, it became hereditary in the family of Settsu Mitsuchika.

Kwanto-gundai, $] ^ 3S|Ht Formerly an official intrusted with
the management of the Shogun’s domains. His rank was below that of

Kanjo-bugyo and above that of Gimmi-yaku.
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Kwanto-hakke, MM A %. During the Middle Ages, the 8
great families of Kwanto : Chiba, Oyama, Yuki, Nagayama, Satalce,
Oda, TJtsunomiya and Nasu.
Kwanto-hassho, ISA))?, The chiefs of the 8 great families of

Kwanto who, towards 1450, sided with Ashikaga Shigeuji against the
Uesugi : Chiba, Yuki, Oyama, TJtsunomiya, Nasu, Satomi, Satake and
Oda.

Kwanto-ha8shu, D M A M • The 8 provinces east of the Haleone
barrier: Musashi, Awa, Kazusa, Shimosa, Shimotsuke, Hitachi, Kozuke
and Sagami.

Kwanto-kwanryo, il Jfc ^ M • Governor of Kwanto. In 1335,
a survivor of the Hojo, Tokiyuki, attempted to seize Kamakura. Ashi-
kaga Takauji, commissioned by Go-Daigo to repress the revolt, marched
against Tokiyuki and defeated him, whereupon, he attributed to himself
the titles of Sei-i-taishogun, Togolcu no Kwanryo, etc., and after the ex-
ample of Yoritomo, began to deal out to his officers, titles and domains.
When he returned to Kyoto, he appointed as Kwanryo, first his brother
Tadayoshi, and then his son Yoshiakira, with Uesugi Noriaki as Shi-
tsuji (minister). Yoshiakira was recalled to Kyoto in 1349 and replaced
by his brother Motouji, in whose family, the title of Kwanryo was trans-
mitted for 90 years. At that time, (1439) the Uesugi, until then Shitsuji,
called themselves Kwanryo, and the descendants of the Ashikaga took the
title of Gosho or Kubd.

Kwanto san-suke, I5JI flc H -fr The 3 great families of Kwanto,
whose chiefs bore the titles of Suke : Chiba no sake, Kazusa no suke, and
Miura no suke.

Kwantoku, % ffi • Nengo

:

1044-1045.

Kwanwa, % ?IJ • Nengo

:

985-986. It is also read : Kwanna.
Kwanze, 8H, iH: • A family that excelled in composing and perform-

ing sarugaku or no. They descended from the Taira and were first

called Yusaki.

Kiyotsugu, ft*) -ft ( 1354-1406) „ Also called Kwan-ami, founder
of the school which bears his name (Kicanze-ryu), was a Shinto priest
(negi) of Kasuga temple at Nava, where he had his dances performed. The
Shogun Yoshimochi engaged him in his service. He has composed 15 no.

Motokiyo, % fpjf (1375-1435). Qs Se-ami. Son of Kiyotsugu,
composed 93 no.— Motomass, (-f 1459), Motoshige (+ 1473), Masa-
mori (+ 1501), Nobumitsu (14.35-1516), Mototada (1509-1583), Koku-
setsu (+ 1626), Motoaki (1722-1774), Kirjotaka (1837-1888), etc.,
walked in the footsteps of thek ancestor MotoHyo. They are all known
by the title of Kwanze-tayu.

Kwasho, |g . In the shogunate of Kamakura, a passport- signed
by the Shikken and Bensho, which travellers had to exhibit at itebfti.

- -

riers (sekisho) in order to be allowed pass.

Kwasho-bune, ;’S Pft iftfi
• Formerly, boats allowed to circulate mi%~-

out permits
(kwashoh Later on, the name was given to boafe plyisig

between Kyoto and Osaka. At present, the barks circulating on ' the
Yodo-gawa are so called.
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Kwazan-in, 0 ill $£ An ancient palace of Kyoto, to which tjaer

emperor Rwazan retired after his abdication (986). Go-Daigo-4mm
resided there for some time after the defeat of Takauji (1336). 3ft ims
destroyed during the Onin war (1467).

Kwazan-in, 0 |Jj . A huge family, descended from FidwMm
Morozane (1042-1101). It was one of the 7 Seika.

Ietada, ,T. (1062-1136). Son of Morozane, was the first to

take the name of Kwazan-in.
Morokata, fSJi ^ (1300-1332). Son of Morombu, supported

Go-Daigo in his struggle against the Hojo. When the emperor had to

flee from Kyoto, Morokata put on the emperor’s dress, and while the
latter sought shelter on Mt. Kasagi, he repaired to Hiei-zan, to recruit

troops. Arrested by the emissaries of Hojo Takatoki, he was banished
to Shimosa, the domain of Chiba Sadatane, where he died in the follow-

ing year. After his death, he received the posthumous title of Dajo-daijin.
The temple of Komikado-jinja (Shimosa), is erected in his honor.

Iekata, Sf (1331-1367). Son of Morokata, also distin-

guished himself by his loyalty to the southern dynasty. Their descen-
dant bears at present the title of Marquis.

Kwazan-tenno, 0 ill M • 65th Emperor of Japan (985-986).

Morosada, son of Reizei-tenno, succeeded his uncle En-yu, at the age of

17. After a reign of 2 years, the death of his favorite wife, Tsune-ko,
caused him so much grief, that he abdicated and retired to Kwazan-in
where ho. died at the age of 41

.

Kwazoku, 0 M Tile nobility which comprises the ancient huge
and daimyo, and the persons that have been ennobled (shin-kumoku)
since the Restoration.— In 1869, the title of kwazoku was conferred upon
148 huge families, 288 daimyo families, 12 Shinto priests and 30 Bud-
dhist priests of noble birth

; in all, 478 families. In 1884, all the noble
families received one of the 5 titles created that year. In 1905, the
nobility comprised 11 dukes (ku), 35 marquises (ko), 90 counts

(
haku),

360 viscounts (shi), and 285 barons (dan)
;
in all, 781 families, number-

ing about 4,000 members, who constitute the Japanese aristocracy.

Kyoden, Jfc (1761-1816). By birth, Iwasc Sei. Born at Edo,
became a skilful designer, but distinguished himself especially as a novelist.

He introduced a new style of novel, which remained in vogue until the
Restoration. He has also published some burlesque poems.

Kyo-ga-misaki, (up . Cape N. of Tango.

Kyogen, JfH g? . A sort of comic play, which was performed during the

intervals of the no. The principal families that hereditarily composed and
performed kyogen were the Okura, the Ghomyo, the Sagi, the Izunii, etc.

Kyogoku, M *0? • A family of daimyo, descended from Uda-Genji,
through Sasald Ujinobu, Omi no kami.

{Stef;Stei it!

{

Takaliiro -Takakuni -Takayori (c)

Tak?-i'?it»a>Takanao -Takamori- Takazumi -Takashige (d)

Ta&WrJe&i-Takatomo-Takaaki - Takayiiki -Takanaga. (el
I

Takatsugu

Takatomo
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(«) — Eldest branch. — Takatsugu, ® X (1500-1609). Served
Nobunaga, who made him marry his niece, daughter of Asai Nagamasa
and sister of Yodogimi. Hideyoshi his brother-in-law gave
him the fief of Otsu (Omi — 60,000 k.). He sided with
Ieijasu, and was l>esieged in his castle by Tacliibana
Muneshige and Tsukushi Hirokado, but he entered into a
parley, concluded a peace and fled to Koya-san. Not-
withstanding his flight, he received the very same • year

(1600), the domain of Obama ( Wakasa — 92,000 k.).

Shortly after, yielding to the earnest entreaty of his mother, and his

brother Takatomo, Takatsugu received baptism with his whole family

(1602).

D D

D

Tadataka, j$ (1593-1637). Married, in .1607, the 4th
daughter of the Shogun Hidetada. He served in the siege of Osaka
and carried off as trophies, more than 300 heads of the enemy (1615).
His revenues were by and by increased and in 1634, he received the flef

of Matsue (Izumo — 260,000 k.). But he died 3 year’s later, without
leaving any heir and his domains were confiscated. — However the

Iiakufu appointed Takakazu, son of his brother Takamasa, as head of

the family, and gave him the fief of Tatsuno (Harima — 50,000 k.).

In 1658, the family was transferred to Marugarm (Sanuki), where it

resided until the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

(ft) — Branch separated from the preceding in 1694 and installed at

Tadotsu (Sanuki — 10,000 k.), where it remained until the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

(c) — Younger branch. — Takatomo, jg} #|) (1571-1621). Served
Hideyoshi and received in 1592 the fief of Iuta (Shinano — 80,000 k.).

He sided with Ieyasu, and besieged the castle of Gifu (Mino). After

Sekigahara, he was transferred to Tanabc (Tango — 125,000 k.), and
shortly after, built the castle of Miyazu, where he settled down. He
served in the two campaigns of Osaka (1614-1615). — Takatomo had
been baptized in 1596 by the name of John.

Takahiro, j8t (1599-1677). Was only the adopted son of

Takatomo. After the latter’s death, he retained the fief of Miyazu, but
had his revenues reduced to 75,000 k. His bad administration as well as

that of his son Takakuni (1616-1675), caused them to be dispossessed by
the Shogun Ietsuna (1666) . Takakuni was banished to Nambu ;

Takahiro shaved his head and was confined to Okasaki, near Kyoto.

Takayori, ft? . Grandson of Takahiro, and son of Taka-
kuni, wTas banished to Tsu at the same time as his father (1666) ;

in

1687, he was pardoned, received a pension of 2,000 k. and took rank
among the Koke (which word see)

.

(d) — Branch whjefa, in,1$04, (T&Kfdte (Tango) ; then from
1688-1868, at — To-day Viscount.

(e) — Youngest bc0K<sfa. (1603-1665). Son of

Ruchiki Tanetsuna, In 1620, he received a

revenue of 10,000 k. wfere his descendants re-

mained until the Restfcrs^W Bw
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Kyohd, Nengo: 1716-1735.

Kyo-ke, jh $fc. A branch of the Fujiwara %^^|oanded hy Maro
(095-737), son of Fuliito. Thus called, because had the title of

Sakyo-tayu. "...

Kyo-kudari - bugyo, In the Kamakura times, an
official, commissioned to examine the complaints made against the
officers in Kyoto, and to judge the crimes or offences which they might
he guilty of. He was also called Kyo-lcudari-shippitsu.

Kyokujitsu-sho, A& FI $: • Order of the Rising Sun. — See
Kunsho.

Kyokusui no en, fil 7jt • An amusement customary at the Im-
perial Court, from the time of the emperor Kenso (486). It was held on
the 3rd day of the 3rd month : the amateurs of poetry met on the banks
of a little stream, down which, cups of sake (rice-wine) were made to

float. Every competitor had to compose a Chinese poem (shi), after

which, he ha.d the right to stop a cup and drink its contents.

Kyckntei Bakin, 2f£ Mg ^ (1767-1848). A famous novelist.

He was hern in Edo, and received counsel and aid from Kydden. He
has written 142 novels, the best known of which are: Hakken-
den (story of 8 dogs representing the 8 cardinal virtues), in 106 volumes,
written from 1814 to 1841 ; Sliichiya no kura (the pawn-broker’s
store-house), Yumihari-zuki-den, etc. In 1842, the censorship of the

Bakufu prohibited the publication of the novels and Bakin was reduced
to silence.

Kyokwan, 'g . A generic name for all the charges or offices

held in Kyoto. The other's were called Gekwan.
Kyoroku, Nengo: 1528-1531.

Kydshoku, I® . Formerly, a title of two officials attached to the

administration of the two sections (Sakyd and Ukyo) of the capital.

They kept the register of the social state, the census of the population,

superisfea5#)#»e-JX4iintenance of the roads, bridges, etc. In the Toku-
yawa %&0jmhidai was so called.

Ky4%i^i|SjiS>,- A city of Yamasliiro province (379,500 inh.). — In
792, 0fe$8£^.Ktcammu, then residing at Nagaoka ( Yamasliiro),

comm^iBnsejt -ffi&iiwara Kohiromaro and Ki Kosami to look for a

suitable ??!*? lo# tpssibundation of a new capital
;
they selected the village

of Uda, in the district of Kadono. The works began at once and 2

years later, the emperor took possession of his new palace, which he
called Heian-jo (castle of peace)

;
the city itself received the name of

Heian-Kyo (which see). It was also called Kyoto (capital), Baku,
Rakuyd, and, in opposition to Nara, Hokkyo, Hokuto (northern capital).

From 794 to 1868, Kyoto was the residence of the imperial court. From
1190 to 1333, the prosperity of Kamakura, injured somewhat that of Kyoto,
but, when the Asliilcaga Shogun installed themselves there, it recovered
its former importance

;
later, it suffered from the long civil wars,

wbksh often ruined it. In the Tokugawa days, in proportion as Edo pro-

spered!, Kyoto declined. Finally, at the time of the Imperial Restoration,

iiis capital was transferred to Edo, which became Tokyo (Eastern
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capital), and Kyoto, received the official name of Saikijo (western capital)

(1868). — However Kyoto, remains to this day, the city of great
memories, the Moscow of Japan, which preserves in its numberless
Buddhist and Shinto temples, marvellous specimens of Japanese art —
Kyoto is at present the^^fsl of Kyoto-fu.

Kyoto daikwan,^.:^' It *g . In the Tokugawa days, an official

commissioned to admi^ifl^ she 5 provinces of Iiinai. The charge was
first filled by the Macffi-migy<5 ; in 1680, it became a special office, under
the authority of the Shoshidai. From the close of the 18th century, it

became hereditary in the Kobori family. It was also called Kyoto-
gundai.

Kyoto-fu, M 1$ /fr A department formed with the provinces of
Yamasliiro, Tango and 5 districts of Tamba.— Pop. : 984,000 inh. —
Capital: Kyoto (379,600 inh.).— Princ. town: Fushimi (21,000 inh.).

Kyoto m&cbi-bugfttt, % Rif ^ . In the Tokugaioa days, an
official, residing at Kyoto arid intrusted with the collection of taxes in the
5 provinces of Kinai and of Or,ri

s
Tamba and Harima. This office was

established in 1600, and was filled by an official first called Kyoto-gundai.
In 1665, two officials were ^pointed who received the title of Machi-
bugyo, and were moreover empowered to judge lawsuits and superintend
the temples.

Kyoto nana-kuchi, m -fc P . Formerly the 7 gates of the
capital : Higashi-Sanjo, Fushimi, Toba, Shichijo-Tamha, Nagasaka,
Kurama and Ohara.

Kyoto shichi Kwannon, ^ ® -fcl # . The 7 temples of
Kyoto dedicated to the goddess Kwannon : Iiakudo, Kaivasaki, Yoshida-
dera, Kiyomi/.u-dera, llokuhara-mitsuji, Ilokkaku-do, and Renge-6-in.

Kyoto shichi Yakushi, -tr ^ fril The 7 temples of Kyoto
dedicated to Yakushi-Nyorai : Kwankei-ji of Gion, Gokoku-ji of Yawata,
Ohata-dera, Houn-ji of Tadekura, Enryaku-ji, Chinko-ji and Byodo-ji.
Kyoto Shoshidai, SIS 0r ?1J it • In the Ashikaga period, the

chief of the Samurai-dokoro bore the title of Shoshi. He had himself
sometimes replaced by a Shoshidai. The office of Kyoto Shoshidai was
created by Nobunaga. In 1600, leyasn granted that title to Okudaira
Nobumasa, then to Itakura Katsushige. The duty of the Shoshidai,
official representative of the Shogun at Kyoto, was to inspect the Imperial
Court, the huge ; to judge lawsuits, etc. He had authority over the bugyd
of Kyoto, Fushimi and Nava, over the Kyoto-daikwan, over the officials

of the Nijo (Shogun’s palace at Kyoto), etc. Every 5 years, he had to
repair to Edo to render an account of his administration to the Shogun.
A former Osaka-jodai or a Waka-doshiyori was generally selected for
the office of Shoshidai. He received annually 10,000 k. and had under
him 50 yoriki and 100 doshin. The office was suppressed at the begin-
ning of 1867.

Kyotoku, 2f£ fjg . Nengo

:

1452-1454.

Kyotoshi, M If} • Formerly an office belonging to the Kunai-
shv and empowered with superintending the manufacture of porcelain,
earthenware, etc.
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Kyo-un, !M (H Nengo: 704-707. Also called Kei-un.

Kyowa, Jf£ ^[1 • Nengo : 1801-1803.

Kyu-an, 5e Nengo: 1145-1150.

Kyuhoji, ^ A village in Kawaclii, where, during the Osaka
campaign (1615), Oliosokabe Moricliika was defeated by Todd Takatora.

Kyuju, jK §§ • Nengo: 1154-1155.

Kyushu, jl W • (Lit- : 9 provinces). One of the 5 large islands of
Japan. Formerly called Tsukushi, Ghinzei, it occupies a large space in

the ancient national legends. It was in Kyushu, on Mt. Takachiho,
that Ninigi no mikoto descended from heaven to earth. It was from
Kyushu, that Jimnm-tenno, his great-grandson set out for the conquest of
the other parts of Japan ; it was also the scene of the expeditions of Jingo-
kogo (200), and Hideyoshi (1592) embarked there for Korea

;
there too

the first Europeans landed (1542) ; it was Kyushu that, in the Satsuma
war (1877), made the last attempt to prevent the Europeanization of the
land. — Kyushu, besides the largest island known by that name, com-
prises 150 smaller ones, having an area of 43,615 Km2

. It is

divided into 9 provinces, 8 departments and 82 districts
(kori), which

contain 2,520 cities or villages. Its population numbers 6,811,250 inh.

Kyushu no Miya, A ‘H\ & — See Yasunaga-shinno

Kyushu tandai, )h ;Mf ft . The military governor of Kyushu, in

the Hojo and Ashikaga times. The title created in 1275, was first con-
ferred on Hojo Sanemasa, commissioned to organize the national defence
against the Mongols, and until the end of the Kamakura shogunate, this

office was always filled by a Hojo. The last, Hidetoki, was defeated and
slain in 1333 by the Otomo.— In the Ashikaga period, the title was
maintained : Imagaica Ryoshun bore it from 1371 to 1396.

\*a*» Ji
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M
Mabechi-gawa, ^ Jl| • Fiver (98 Km.) which risesm the N.-E

part of Btkuchu flows through Mutsu and empties itself into the Pacific
Ocean near Hachinohe.

Machi-bugy6 , BT $ • Under the Tokugawa, mayors or gover-
nors of the ernes of Edo, Osaka and Sumpu. From the year
1719, there were, in the city rM Edo two such governors who exercised
their power by turns. Theymwed 3,000 k., and had under their com-mana 25 ?/on/a and 128 dosriin.— V. Kyoto machi-bugyo.
Machi-doshiyori, HIJ" ^ ^ . Under the Tokugawa, officers whose

duty it was to maintain order among the people of Edo, to collect taxes,
to watch over the chiefs of districts (nanus^^p.
Machijiri, Wf • Family of huge dfifeilp from Fujuvara Michi-

taka (953-995).— Now Viscount.

Madenokoji, {it, 3? /J' . Family of kuge descended from Fuji-
wara Yoshikado.— At present Baron.
Madenokoji, Hll. ^ B • Branch of the above family, from which

it separated since 1882. — At present, Baron.
Maebara Issei, j|ij • A samurai of the Ohoshu clan, who

rendered great assistance to the imperial cause at the time of the Besto-
ration and who, on this account, was appointed prefect of Ecldqo, then
bangi (1869) and Vice-Minister of the War (Hydbu-tayu) (1870). But
dissatisfied with the tendencies of the interior policy of 1871, he retired
into Ins province and prepared for a revolt. Having learned that some
tumult had occurred at Kumamoto (1876), he gathered some few hund-
reds of soldiers and started an E&ktffagato)

.

Defeated, he
tried to escape by sea *»«*' *»<« — i . n

with his chief

Kensuke.

Maebashi, mf
was formerly called

dence of a family of £;

powered by the Hojo l

these, Takigawa Kahn
possession thereof,

retired into Owari !i-

Ieyasu gave it to HU
dence of the Sakai

gy-&hty/?£h(Nagato)

.

Defeated, he
^headed at Yamaguchi,
hihiko and Okudaira

the Gumma-ken.— It

;le Ages it was the resi-

Uesugi. It was over-

by the Takeda. After
of Kwanto (1582), took
ation of Nobunaga, he
Umayabashi. In 1590,

j®l, it became the resi-

(170 0001c)
a -—-.*3-1868, of the Matsudaira

Maeda, M ffl • A family of daimyo, who came from Owari and
descended from Sugawara Micliizane (847-903).

,
Toshiie, ^ij ^ (1538-1599). Served Nobunaga at first who in-

trusted to his keeping the castle of Arako (Owari). After the destruction
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of the Asakura (1573), he established
.
himself at Fuchu (Echizen—

33,000 k.)
t
obtained the province of Noto (1581) then that of Kaga

(1583). During the campaign
against the Hojo (1590), he,

together with Uesugi Kagekatsu,
received orders to take the castles

in Kozuke and Musashi. At
the time of the Korean expedi-
tion (1592), he accompanied
Hideyoshi to Nagoya (Hizen),

and directed military affairs from that place,
when the latter returned to Fushimi. He was one
of the 5 tairo who had been appointed governors
during the minority of Hideyori and it is to him

more particularly that the Tailed, at the point of death, confided his son.
It is then not astonishing that he tried to combat the ambitious views of
Ieyasu ; he died the following year. Tosliiie is often called Kaga-Dai-
nagon.

I! Mitsu(aka -Tsunatoalii

Toshitsugu-Masatoshi
Toshiharu -Toshiaki

loshitaka -Tosliitoyo -Toshihiro -Toshiyoshi
Tosliimasa

,
(®) —.Senior branch Toshinaga, fij £ (1562-1614). Eldest son

(rt Toshm like Ins father, tried to prevent civil war, but did not succeed,
no children, he adopted his youngest brother Toshitsune, who

OTlftrothed to a daughter of Hidetada, whilst he himself married a
v#m$$bter of Ieyasu. In 1600, he joined in the campaign against Uesugi
Kagekatsu, the battle of Sekigahara, obtained the domains of
lus brother Tm$t0</>sa

(Noto— 215,000 k.), who had fought on the side
of Hideyori. mi^Income was then 1,250,000 k„ a wealth never attained
by any daimyo under the Tokugawa. He erected the castle of Kana-
zawa (Kaga), and resided therein. In the year 1615, Hideyori tried in
vain to draw him to his party.

Toshitsune, ^|] (1593-1658). Toshinaga'

s

brother, suc-
ceeded him. Took part in the siege of Osaka (1615) and defeated Ono
Hani/usa’s a^nv

?: .. In 1639, he made over to his son Mitsutaka, the
administration domains and retired to Komatsu, whence the name
Kematm^hqmmwhich is often given to him. — Up to the [Restora-
tion, his desceriiMij lived at Kanazawa {Kaga— 1,027,000 k.).— To-
day, Marquis.

(ft) — Junior branch, resided from 1639 to 1868 at Daishoji (Kaqa —
100,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

(c)— Junior branch, which resided from 1639 to 1868 at Toyama
(Ete.hu— 100,000 It.) .—To-day Count.— After the Eeatoration, a. branch
of this family received the title of Baron.

(d) — Branch that from 1616 to 1868 resided at Nanukaiehi (Kozuke— 10,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.
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(e)
,,

,
-Toshimasa, ^ ^hird SOS!. of Toshiie, received from

the hands of Thdeyoski the, fief of Namo. (Noio~ 215,000 k.)- having
taken side against_Ieyam in 1600, he was-deprived of his domains which
returned to Ins eldest brother. .

Maeda,
ffl • Ancient darned family, issued from the Fujiwam

or, according to others, from the Sugawam and. allied to the above family’— Mu“ehlfa, f^A
a53^1602). Was fist a bonze on the Hiei-an, then adhered to Oda Nobunaga and was called Gen-i •&* in Gen-iHo-m -£ ia_ ?£ PP (hence the name of Glienifoin or Guenifoin’, whichwas given him m the letters of the old missionaries), Mimbukyo ho-in,

Tokuzen-m Gen-i. When Nobutada was attacked in the palace of Nijoby Alcechi MUsuhide (1582) he confided his son Samboshi-maru (Hide-
nobu) to Munehisa who conducted him to Gifu and then to Kinosu.
Hideyoshi having become Kwampaku, chose Gen-i as one of the 5 bum/6
and gave him the fief of Yalcami (Tamba— 50,000 k.). When theemperor Go-Yozei and the ex-emperor Ogimachi came to visit Hideyoshi
in his new palace ot Jurakutei (1588), Munehisa had to regulate and
prepare all the details of the reception : he studied with the utmost care
the lules of the ceremonial adopted when the emperors Go-Komatsu and
Go-Hanazono formerly visited the Ashikaga Shogun, adapted it to the
present circumstances and succeeded to the satisfaction of everybodyNamed governor

(shoshidai) of Kyoto, he embellished the city at thesame tune as he rendered it more healthy. Being obliged to search for
the Christians of the capital, he endeavored to arrest only as few as pos-
sible say the ancient Jesuits

;
whilst the Japanese authors attribute tohim the hist idea of obliging those arrested to tread under foot the holy

images m order to discover those who belonged to the forbidden religion—
a process that was used with so much rigor under the Tokugawa. In 1G00
eigning sickness, he was able to abstain from rejoining Ieyasu, without
entering openly into the party of Ishida Kazushige, and could keep his
domains. Munehisa had two sons who were baptised in 1595, the elder
one Hidenon Sakoii, (1577-1602) under the name of Paul, and the other
Munetoshi, under the name of Constantine. This latter inherited the fief
of Yakami but, m 1608, he showed signs of insanity and was deposed.
Mae-ga-take, $1 • Mountain (2,800 m.) between Kai and

ohinano.

•o and received ag$8Sna» HiJ M| • Family that came firMCS:
Mobility in 1903.— To-day Baron.

i«r.- T
n°sat°. MiM • In Omi An ai&^§£astle belonging to the

^wfe111
.

148
I»

the Shbgun Yoshihisa besieged Takayori therein:- '**&.«Sis., siege, he took sick and died at the age of 25 (1489).
*U, ff. • Seafiort (8.500 inh

) of the province of Tango

U 1 ~ ’,r-- 11 ,nantimc prefecture (Chinjufu). Formerly
called Tanabc (See name).

Maizuru, $f. • .former name of the city of Yonezatva ( Uzen ).
ftkl* S • Ancient family of daimyo that resided at Maki

(.Kazusa 100.000 k.) m the 16th century. Was deprived of its pos-
sessions by Ihdeyoslu in 1590.

*
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Maki, M Mv • A samurai family of the Saga (Hizen) elan, made
noble after the Restoration.— At present Baron.

Makimuku, H |n] . Ill Yarnato, was the residence of the Imperial
Court under the rule of Suinin (29 B.C. — 70 A. D.) and of Keiko
(71-130).

Makimura, • A samurai family of the Yamaguchi
clan, made noble after the Restoration.— To-day Baron.

Makino, ;|ic s? • A daimyo family that came from Mikawa and
descended from TaJccchi-uchi no Sukune.

j

Miluunari -Tadanari -Tadatoki (a)

•il Yaaunari -Yasunnclii-Yasushige- (b
ISadanari -Tadakiyo -Tndataka (c

i -Narisada -Nariharu -Narinaka (d

(a) — Senior branch, resided successively: in 1590, at

Tako (Kozuke) ;
in 1610, at Nagamine

(Echigu) ; then from
1018-1808, at Nagaoka (Echigo— 74,000 k.).— To-day
Viscount.

(b) — Junior branch, resided, in 1034, at Yoita (Echi-
go) ;

then from 1702-1808, at Komoro (Shinano—
15.000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

(v) — Junior branch which, from 1034-1808, resided

a Mineyama ( Echigo— 11,000 lc.). — At present Viscount.
(d) — Branch that resided successively : in 1083, at Sekiyado (Shi-

mosa)
;
in 1705, at Yoshida (Mikaiva)

;
in 1712, at Nobeoka Hyiiga),

and from 1747-1808, at Kasama (Hitachi— 80.000 k.). — At present
Viscount.

Makino, Sf Daimyo family from Mikawa ; installed in 1044
at Sekiyado (Shimosa), it was transferred in 1668 to Tanabe (2$jjgjg$i^
35.000 k.) where it remained till the Restoration.— At present V)»$saat
Makita, j$ ffl

• Daimyo family, which, before the
resided at Asao (Bitchu— 10,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

Maku-bugyo, SS p iff
_

Under the Tokugawa, an official whose
duty it was to see to the making and the preservation of tents, curtains,
etc. This office, created m 168'?, had at first only one titulary

;
later on,

it had two.

Makura no soshi. '.$& $r, A classical work in 12 volumes,
written at the end of the 10th century by Sei Shonagoti, a Court
lady.

Makyu, 0; g (Chin.
^
Makung). The chief port of the Pescadores.

Mameto no watashi, . In former times, a ford of
the Kisogawa from Oxvari province into that of Mino. During the war
of Shokyu, (1221), the imperial army was defeated at that place by
Hojo Yoshitoki’s men.
Mamiya Rinzo, flfl ilT ^ M (1781-1845). From Hitachi, was

commanded in 1805, to explore with Matsuda Denjuro, the island of
Karafuto (Saghalien). Thence, he passed into Eastern Siberia and
returned, via China. He has published an illustrated account of his

Naviaada-Yasunaii
1526-1507 1555-1600

Tad anal

(Narinor
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He was the first Japanese who had ever penetrated into
travels.

Siberia.

Mampuku-ji, ^ M ^ • A temple built in 1661, near Uji (Yama-
s/nro), by the Chinese bonze Ingen, who established therein the Obaku
branch of the Zen sect. It is to the present day the principal seat of the
sect and is also called Obaku-san. The architecture of the temple and
its dependencies, m the purest Chinese style, differs considerably from
any Japanese construction. Ingen’s first successors were likewise Chinese
bonzes. Among the great benefactors of the temple, we may mention
the ex-emperor Go-ML-no-o and the Shogun Tsunayoshi.
Manabe, 111] A daimyo family from Mikaiva, descended from

1’ ujucara 'tylcgtfysfi.

The first raised to the rank of a daimyo
17 10 >

the fief of Takasaki (Kozuke— 50,000 k.). —
i 7on

in
.

1717 to Murukam (Echigo), and, in
1mn)> where it remained to the time of the Kestora-

tioil. ^;Td»%
i
>:!tigcount.

M ® t 1802 ’1884 )- Ittohu, was sent to Kyoto in

.• ri
>y t ie t'curd H Naosuke, in order to defend the political views

of.the Baku/

a

and the conclusion of the treaties. He was successful in
Ins endeavors to obtain the imperial sanction and to check the enemies of
the shuguaate

;
but after the assassination of the Taira, he saw his

revenues reduced to 40,000 k.

Man-an, $ % (1591-1654). Bonze of the Zen-shu sect; at the
request of Nagai Naomasa, daimyo of Yodo ( Yamashiro), he rebuilt the
temple of K6slw-ji.

Manase, llll i£ #fi • A family of renowned doctors. The best known
are: Dosan & - (1506-1594), named also Shokei IE IM ,

who was a
I .hriofia ( vintioA 1 » r\ ~ 1 , vr , . » .

^ ' .

siiuchin n % (1.644,1 pm. 1 1 t
Mandokoro, gSc M-’ Central Administration/. a fIn 1184, Yontomo had created the Kumonjo '

wards changed its name to Mandokoro (1191). I \
Bettd' (president), Fujiwara Yukimasa, its liei (v^lto
Toshinaga and Nakahara Mitsuie were its secs^fffl^5^®^^.^^a t
Anshu £ ± and Gliikaji % & and all the,4®^^&Sl!®KjAl
the Mandokoro bore the seal of these four officials. £-|
and the Rensho alone sealed these documents.
Ghikaji were for a long time hereditary in the ^ts
Kitgowara. — Under the Shogunate of Ashikaga^ the ’title of BettS was
suppressed the president was called Shitsuji, and life sufetitute, Skiteu-.
jidcu.— Ihe name Mandokoro became also a title of honor- to Kmm-
paku s wife was called Kita no Mandokoro, and his motor 'Q-Mdikokojo

Man-en, &jj$ . Nengo: 1860.
, .

‘ =

SS tF A temple built at NikfcS in 810 by a pupil _
of Shodo-Shonm, Kyobin, who became its first superior (§jS} It_
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became the principal temple of Nikko, and its chief bonzes were named
by the Emperor. This rank was abolished in 1421, and then again
re-established in 1614 and given to the famous Tenkai. In 1654, the
second son of the emperor Go-Mi-no-o, Shijo-shinno, became its superior

;

the temple was named Rinno-ji, and the Tendai sect made thereof its

principal house. From that time, its superior has always been a prince
of royal blood, who was called Rinnoji no Miya. Shijo-sliinno s 12th
successor, Kogen-hoshinno, was secularised and is known as prince
Ritashirakaxca. In 1871, the temple took its former name of Mangwan-
ji, only to be renamed in 1884, Rinno-ji. At the present day, it has
lost much of its original splendor.

Manji, Jn • Nengo

:

1658-1660.

Manju, jit, ^ Nengo

:

1024-1027.

Mannen-tsuho, ^ jj& 'jH . Copper money
made in 760, under the reign of Junnin-tenno. It

was valued at -j^th of the Taihei-gempo, a silver

money piece struck at the same time.

Man-yo-shu, M Hi (Lit. : collection of

10,000 leaves). A compilation of old poems, made
towards 750 by Tachibana no Moroc. It contains
over 4,000 pieces, mostly tanka (piece of poetry of 31 ,UNK,;N t”0"0 '

syllables), much esteemed by connoisseurs, and constitutes at the present
day a most precious source of philological, historical and archeological

information.

Marishi-ten, 0 ^ij 3C (sanskr. Mdritchi). In Brahmanic style,

the personification of light; the same as Krishna. In the Chinese
and Japanese Buddhistic style, Queen of Heaven, who resides in one of
the stars of the Great Bear. She is represented as having eight arms,
two of which carry the emblems of the sun and moon.— Some authors
explain this name as a Chinese transcription of the name of the holy
Virgin Mary.

Marubashi Chuya, % M & 'M • Samurai of Yamagata (Dewa )

who called himself son of Chosokabe Motochika. After more than 30
years, to avenge the death of his father, he came to Edo and plotted with
Yxd Shosctsu against the Shogxm Ictsuna (1651). Both were to provoke
an uprising, Shosetsu at Sumpu (Shizuoka), and Chuya at Edo. But the
plot was discovered : Chuya was arrested and crucified at Shinagawa-
Marugame, % *86 • City (25,000 inh.) of Sanuki. Ancient castle,

belonging successively to the daimgo Ikoma (1587), Yamazaki (1611),
then from 1658-1863, Kyogoku (50,000 k.).

Marumo Chikayoshi, % ^ IS O •.
Daimgo of Fukuzuka (Mino— 20,000 k.), who, having token side against Ievasu (1600), was besieged

in his castle by Icliibashi Nagakatsu, deprived of his possessions and
banished to Raga.

Marune, % ft . <^®mri. There, Nobunaga built a castle (1559)
which he confided to Morishige

:

the latter was besieged therein
and defeated, the folk'i«^'w? year, by Matsndaira Motoyasxi, vassal of

Imagawa Yoshimoto.
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Matsudaira, ^ • Patronymic
families, related to the Tokugaiva,

name of a certain number of

most of them descending

from Yasuchika, son

of Chikauji (+ 1407).

{

I< iyoyasu
Nobutada
Yasulaka -Y'asusadu

Cbikamori -Cbikatsugu

Nagucbika Nobusada -Kiyosada -Ietsugu

Yoshiharu -letada -Tadayoslu

Toshinaga -Nobukazu -Nobuyoslii

. I Xorikatsu -Cbikanori
Norunoto -Nor.masa

[Chikakiy0 -Cbikamasa

Chikanaga
Norikiyo -Norito -Masanori -Masatake

-Morichika -CbikayosM-Togoro -Kiyoyosbi

-Sadatsugu -Chikatada -lebiro -Iotada

-Nobusada. -Chikaniitsu-Kazumitsu -Masachika

( (ienshin -Nobunaga -Tadatsugu -Kagetada

i (Tadakage -Tadasada -Yosliikage -Koretada

Chikatada

Xobuuutsu

Nobubiro

( Vokuyam)
(il/lit)

( Utloiw)

(Fakamn)

(Sakurai

)

(Fojo)

(Fujii

)

(Ogyu)

(Takiicaki)

(Takeya)
(Ka.tulu.uv)

( Qkusa

)

(Goyu)

(Fukambo

)

(A'umi)

(Nagaeauxi)

( Yoda)

The other branches of the family were those of Okochi, Okudaira,

Ochi, Matsui

;

besides these, two issued from the Tokugaiva of Owari,

one from Kii, four from Mito and the Takatsukasa branch (for details,

see further on)

.

Lastly, during the Edo shogunate, the Tokugaiva conceded to a certain

number of noble families (Maeda, Date, Kuroda, Asano, Nabeshima,

Mori, Ikeda, Hachisuka, Yamanouchi, etc.) the priviledge of using the

name of Matsudaira, and in the daimyo armory (bukan), we can see 52

families bearing that Siam®, There are even 27 at present, of which 1 is

a Marquis, 3 are CoufKfe ;®»are Viscounts and 1 is a Baron.

Matsudaira (EcHfedce), ft ^ & Htf §£• A family issued

from Hideyasu, 2nd soil 6rIeyasu.
Hideyasu, ^ M (1574-1607). Was brought up by Hideyoshi,

and took part in his campaign in Kyushu against the Shimazu (1587).

In 1500, Yiiki Harumoto, daimyo of Shimosa, having no children, asked

Hideyoshi to get him an adoptive son; Hideyoshi selected Hideyasu,

who from that moment, bore the name of Yuki and entered into posses-

sion ’of the fief of Yuki (100,000 k.). In 1600, he accompanied his

father in the war against Uesugi Kagekatsu, then assisted at the battle

of Sekigahara, after which he received the daimyate of Kita-no-

slio (Echizen— 670,000 k.). He died at the age of 33, leaving 5

sons, whose descendants formed the 8 branches of Matsudaira of

Echizen.
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Ilideyasu

Tudanao -Mitsunaga -Nobutomi -Asagoro -Nobuhiro
t„.i 1 Masacbika -Tsunamasa -Yoshikuni -MunemasaTailamasaf ?{?

!
. ,

. „
IMUsuanchi-Naokata -Xaotomo -Naoyuki
I Isnnataka -Tsmmcliika-Yoshito -Nobufusa

Aaomasa {Chikayosl.i-Chikatoki -Cliikatoiuo-Chikaakira
llakamasu -Naotaka -Naomiclii

f-aomoto -Naonori -Motociiika -Tomonori
Naoyoshi -Naoakira -Xaotsuiie -Naoyaau

(a)

(10
(-'>

(<l)

(«)

(0

SI

(a) — Senior Wh. --- Tadanao, 595-1650)
. Succeeded

his father m the fief of Ecluzen and ceded to his brother Naomoto the
name of Yuki, which he had borne till then. He was scarcely installed
at to, when he displeased his kerai, who appealed to the Shogun,
and Honda Tomimasa was named his counsellor. At the siege of Osaka
Tadanao did not arrive at the appointed time

; this disposed leyasu against
him, but when he had joined the army, he distinguished himself and
defeated Sanada Yukimura's troops : he then received the title of Sangi.
binding this reward not in proportion with the services rendered, he re-
turned home dissatisfied, led a disorderly life, was deprived of his posses-
sions m 1622, and banished to Ogiwara (Bungo). — It is believed that
he was baptized in 1620, during his stay at Kanazawa (Kaga), and, if
this fact is correct, it no doubt contributed to his disgrace. The fief of
Ecluzen passed then into the hands of Tadamasa, Tadanao’s brother

.

— Mtounaga, Jt & (1 615- J 707). Oldest son of Tadanao, was,
i,*

11?® of hl« father 8 disgrace (1622), sent to Takata (Eclugo —
240,000 k.) to take possession of the fief of Tadavuisa, the latter having
been called to Fukui. He allowed evil counsellors to direct him, was
dispossessed in 1681 on account of his arbitrary administration, and
banished to Matsuyama (.Iyo).

. Adopted son of Mitsunaga, received in
16,0, the fief of Isuxyama (Mimasaka— 100,000 k.) ; his descendants
remained in possession till the Restoration. — At present Viscount.

After the Restoration a branch of this family received the title of
Baron.

<*).
- -Tumor branch. Tadamasa, 1 (1597-1645). Took

part m the siege of Osaka, (1615), from thence he brought 57 heads of
his enemies as a trophy. He obtained the fief of Kawanakajima
(Slunano— 1 50,000 k.), and m 1619 was transferred to Takata
(Eclugo— 250,000 k.). When Tadanao, the head of the senior branch
was deprived of the dannyate of Fukui (1622), Tadamasa took his
place, and his descendants kept it till the Restoration (320,000 k

)

,
— Yoshinaga or Keiei, ft * (1829-1890). The last of his

family, played an important role at the time of the Restoration. — At
present Marquis.

(c) — Junior branch
gawa (Echigo— 10,0

(d) — Branch issm

of Hideyasu, resided s_.„.

in 1633, at Matsumoto- ',

at Matsue (.Tzumo—

« 1868, resided at Itoi-

mm&l-
601-1666), third son

.. ,, AEchizen— 50,000 k.)

;

itj) J&en from 1038 to 1868
;%#it.
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(e) — Branch which from 1666 to 1868, resided at Hirose {.Izumo—
30.000 k.).— At present Viscount.

(/') — Branch which from 1677 to 1868, resided at Mori (Izumo—
10.000 k.) — At present Viscount.

(f/)
— Branch issued from Naomoto, i£ M (1604-1648), 4th son of

Hidetjasu. It resided successively : in 1624, at Katsuyama, (Echizen —
30.000 k.)

;
in 1634, at Ono, (Echizen— 50,000 k.) ; in 1644, at Yama-

yata {Dewa — 150,000 k.)
;
in 1648, at Himeji {Harima)

;

in 1649, at
Murakami

(Echigo) ;
in 1667, at Himeji

;

in 1682, at Hida
(
Bungo) ;

in

1686, at YamagMa; in 1692, Shiragawa (Mutsu ) ; in 1741, at Himeji

;

in 1749, at Ui^jjim»shi
(
Kozuke); in 1767, at Kawagoe

(Musashi); and
from 1863 to Umayabashi (170,000 k.).— At present Count.

(h) — Branch iSStfed from Naoyoshi, iiC & . 5th son of Hideyasu,
who resided : in 1624, at Kinomoto (Echizen— 25,000 k.)

;
in 1635, at

Katsuyama (Echizen— 35,000 k.j
; in 1644, at Ono (Echizen—

60.000 k.) ; then from 1682 to 1868, at Akaslii (Harima — 100,000 k.).

To-day Viscount.

Matsudaira ( Hisamatsu, (k, fe )•— See Hisamatsu.

Matsudaira ( Ogyu, jz ifu )• — Family issued from Norimoto (1443-
1534), which, residing at Ogyu (Mikawa), took the name of that place.

Noriinoto-Xorimasaf
!

Ienori
fti

ISaiietsugu-Noritsugu-Norimori (c)

IChikakiyO'Chikamaaa-Kazunoi'l -Narishige-Tadatcru -Terushigc (dj

()— Senior branch Norimasa, ^ ]E (1480-1541). Sided with
the Imagawa.

Sanenori, jfll ^ 1553-1582). After the ruin of the Imagawa,
offered his services to Ieyasu.

Ienori, (Sc ^ (1561-1600). Beceived from Ieyasu, in 1590, the
lief of Nawa {Kozulcc— 10,000 k.), then, in 1600, that of Iwamura
(Mino— 20,000 k.). — His descendants were successively: in 1638, at

Hamamatsu {Tutomi)
;
in 1645, at Tatebayashi (Kozuke— 50,000 k.) ;

in 1661, at Sahara (Shmwsa— 60,000 k.)
;
in 1678, at Karatsu

(Hizen);

in 1691, at Toba (Shima— 70,000 k.)
;
in 1710, at Kameyama (Ise)

;
in

1717, at Yodo (Yamashiro) ;
in 1723, at Sahara; in 1745, at Yatnagata

{Dewa)
;
and finally from 1764 to 1868, at Nishio (Mikawa— 60,000 k.).— At present Viscount.

() — Branch which established itself, in 1682, at Komoro {Shinano— 22,000 k.) then from 1702 to 1868, lived at Iwamura (Mino— 30,000
k.). — This branch was also called Ishikawa.— At present Viscount.

(c) — Branch issued from Sanetsugu, Jfc ^ (1577-1646), brother of
Ienori; from 1703, it had settled at Okudono (Mikawa— 16,000 k.).

—

To-day Viscount.

(d) — Branch which resided successively: in 1601, at Sannokura
(Kozuke)

;
in 1617, at Nishio {Mikawa— 17,000 k.) ; in 1621, at Kame-

yama (Tamba— 20,000 k.)
;
in 1634, at Tsuruzaki (Bungo)] then, from

1658 to 1868, at Funai (Bungo—22,000 k.)— To-day Viscount.
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Matsudaira (Fujii, $£ # ) . Family issued from Tosliinaga vf|] ^
(4- 1560), which, residing at Fujii (Mikaica), took the name of that
place.

Nobukazu, fg — (1548-1632). Accompanied Ieyasti into
Kicanto, settled at Nunokawa

(Shinwsa ) ; then, in 1601, was transferred
to Tsuchiura (Hitachi —30,000 k.) ; in 1617, to Takasaki (Kozuke—
50.000 k.), and in 1619, to Sasayama (Tamba). The two sons of
Nobuyoslii (1576-1621) became each the head of a branch of the family.

k.w $
()— Senior branch, descended from Tadakuni, & 1$ (1597-16591,

From Sasayama, it was transferred: in 1649, to Akaslii
(
Harima—

70.000 k.)
;
in 1679, to Koriyama ( Yamato

)

; in 1685, to Koya (Shimusa).
In 1693, Tadayuki having become insane, was deposed

;
his son Nobit-

michi was sent to Niwase (Bitcliu), and, in 1697, to Kami no yama
(Dewa— 30,000 k.), where his descendants remained till the Restora-
tion.—At present Viscount.

()

— Junior branch issued from Tadaharu, J& H# (1598-1669).
Resided successively : in 1642, at Tanaka (Suruga— 18,000 k.) ; in 1644,
at Kakegaiva (Totomi— 28,000 k.) ; in 1648, at Kameyama (Tamba);
in 1680, Atlwatsuki (Musashi — 38,000 k.)

;
in 1697, at Izushi (Tajima);

lastly from 1706 to 1868, af Ueda (Shinano —53,000 k.).— To-day
Viscount.

Matsudaira (Sakurai, #). — See Sakurai.
Matsudaira (Takiwaki, jfiU Vi,)-

— Family descended from Norikiyo,
son of Chikatada. From 1704 to 1868, resided at Kojima (Suruga—
10.000 k.).— Now Viscount.

Matsudaira, (Katahara, Hi J$).— Family descended from Oki-
tsugu, son of Nobumitsu, who had settled at Katahara (Mikaica) and
took the name thereof.

Ietada, ^ (1547-1582). Took part in Ieyasu’s campaigns.
Ienobu, IE (1569-1638). Went, in 1619, from Katahara

to Takatsuki (Settsu— 25,000 k.)
; then, in 1635, to Sakura (Shimosa— 35,000 k.).

Yasunobu, }& ff? (1600-1682). Came back, in 1640, to Taka-
tsuki

;

then, in 1649, was called to Sasayama (Tamba— 50,000 k.).—
His descendants resided from 1748 to 1868, at Kameyama (Tamba —
50.000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

Matsudaira (Fukamizo, ® ?$). — Family issued from Motoyoshi,
whose son, Tadakage, stationed at Fukamizo (Mikawa), took the name
of that place.

; Yoshikage, (1511-1556). Fought under Kiyoyasu and
Hirotada, grandfather and father of Ieyasu, and was killed in a battle
against Kira Yoshiakira.

, Koretada, {fi Si, (1537-1575). Assisted Ieyasu in his cam-
paigns and was killed in a battle fought against Oyamada Masayuki,
kerai of the Takeda.
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Ietada, 5?, (1555-1600). Died whilst defending the castle of

Fusliimi against the army of Ishida Kazushige.

Tadatoshi, 5fiJ (1582-1632). Deceived in 1601, a revenue of20,000

k. at Fukamizo, then was transferred, in 1612, to Yoshida

(Mikawa— 30^)00 k.). — His descendants lived: in 1632, at Kariya

(Mikawa

)

;
in 1649, at Fukuchiyama (Tamba— 45,000 k.)

;
in 1669, at

Shimabara (Hizen— 70,000 k.)
;
in 1749, at Utsunomiya (Shimotsuke);

lastly from 1773 to 1868, at Shimabara (70,000 k.). — Now Viscount.

Matsudaira (Nomi, ife j|).— Family descended from Mitsuchikce,

who took the name of his residence Nomi (Mikawa).

Shigeyoshi, Ig pj (1498-1580). Served successively Kiyoyasu,

Hirotada, and Ieyasa.

Shigekatsu, J[ 0 (1548-1620). Deceived in 1612, the fief of

Sanjo (Echigo— 20,000 k.)
;
he was transferred in 1617, to Sekiyado

(Shimosa— 20,000 k,), and in 1619 to Yokosuka (Totomi). — His des-

cendants resided : in 1626 at Sanda (Settsu ) ;
in 1630, at Kami no yama

(Dewa)\ in 1632, at Takata (Bungo)

;

then from 1645 to 1868, at Kimki

(Bungo — 30,000 k ).— Now Viscount.

Matsudaira (Nagasawa, f?)-
— A family daSSesS^ed Aom Nobu-

shige, son of Nobumitsu. Masatsugu, a des®sd»t ®
' Nobushige,

adopted Masatsuna, son of Okochi Hidetsuna

;

•{fedJsee.tSsa family took

the name of Okochi. (See that name). , i . ;

Matsudaira (Yoda, EB).
— Branch issued im%f Mmh&o, Yasu-

chika’s son. Stationed in 1594, at Fujioka 000 k.), it

died out in 1625.

Matsudaira (Okochi, Okochi.

Matsudaira (Okudaira, M 3*)-— Branch of the Okudaira family.

(See that name).

Tadaaki, & P)j (1583-1644). Son of Nobumasa, was adopted

by Ieyasu, whose grandson he was, and received for himself and his

posterity the name of Matsudaira. He resided successively : in 1602, at

Sakute (Mikawa) : in 1610, at Katneyama (Ise— 50,000 k.)
;
in 1615,

at Osaka (Settsu— 100,000 k.) ;
in 1619, at Koriyama (Yamato—

120.000 k.) ;
in 1639, at Himeji (Harima— 180,000 k.).

Tadahiro, (1628-1700). Was transferred in 1648 to

Yamagata (Dewa— 150,000 k.) ;
in 1668, at Utsunomiya (Shimotsuke)

;

in 1681, at SkiniMwa (Mutsu

)

;
in 1692, at Yamagata.

rp i r- T-A \
- fTadamasa-Tadatoki -Tudahira -Tadakutsii (a)

Xadaaki-'Ia(Ialnro|
Ta(lanao .Xadaakira-Tad atsune-Tadatomi (I.)

(a) — Senior branch, which, after the death of Tadahiro, resided in

1700, at Fukuyama (Bingo) ; in 1710, at Kuwana (Ise) ; in 1823, at

Oshi (Musashi— 100,000 k.). — At present Viscount.

(b)— Junior branch, issued from Tadanao, & (1651-1726), which,

in 1700, took possession of Handa (Mutsu), was transferred in 1734 to

Usui (Kozuke), and, from 1767 to lb68, resided at Obata (Kozuke—
20.000 k.).— At present Viscount

Matsudaira (Matsui, #)•— See Matsui.
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Matsudaira (Hisamatsu, !K &)•— Family issued from Sadatmna,
third son of Hisamatsu Sadalcatsu (1569-1623), uterine brother of

Ieyasu.

Sadatsuna, /£ (1592-1651). Third son of SadaJMtsu and
heir to his elder brother Sadayoshi, resided first at Yamakawa
after the war of Osaka (1615), he was transferred to Sh&mMjma
(Hitachi— 30,000 k.)

;
in 1619, to Kakegawa (Totomi— 55,0^$,^;; in

1625, to Yodo (Yamashitv— 65,000 k.) : in 1633, to Ogaki (Mino—
85,000 k.)

;
in 1634, to Kuivana {lie •—.100,000 k.).— His descendants

resided : in 1710, at Takaim (ISchigd)'; in. 1741, at Shirakawa (Mutsu ).

Sadanobu, M p (1758--18*29). 7th son of Tokugawa (Tayasu)
Munetake, was adopted by Matsudaira Badabeni and succeeded him in

1783 at Shirakawa. He di®ingm&bed bimsalf by a wise administration
and, in 1787, was named nyu, then i'ma of the
Shogun Tenari (1790). He took henceforth a
leading part in the government of the Bahifu,
and to him the prospedty of the Kwamd ®ra

(1789-1801) is usually attributed. Sadanobu
opposed the emperor Raka'ku who intended to

give his father Sukehito-shinno, the title of

Dajd-tenno, although he had never reigned

(1793). Several times the Russians tried to

open communications with the Japanese : they

were sent to Nagasaki, where they met always
with an evasive answer

;
moreover, Sadanobu

had all the coasts inspected with care and forts

constructed so as to prevent any attempt at landing. He withdrew from
office in 1812, had his head shaved and took the name of Gaku-o. Sada-
nobu, one of the great ministers of the Shugunate of Edo, is also known
as a writer ; he left several works. He is often called Matsudaira Etchv
no kami. In 1823, hi&miSadanaga was transferred from SliiralMwa to

Kuivana (Ise— 100,090 k.) where his family resided till the Restoration.

Sadaaki, tM
,

The last daimyo of Kuivana, took an import-

ant part in the defence of the Shugunate at the time of the Restoration
;

he was degraded in 1868. — His descendants at present bear the title of

Viscount.

Matsudaira (Hoshina, ^).— See Hoshina.

Matsudaira (Owari). — Branch issued from Yoshiyuki, son of

Yoshinao (Owari) and grandson of Ieyasu. They reside, since 1700, at

Takasu (Mino — 30,000 k.). — At present Viscount.

Matsudaira (Owari).— Branch issued from Yoshimasa, son of

Yoshinao (Owari) and grandson of Ieyasu. Established in 1683, at

Yanagawa (Mutsu), became extinct in 1729.

Matsudaira (Kii). — Branch issued from Yorizumi, son of Yori-

nobu (Kii) and grandson of Ieyasu. From 1670 to 1868, the family

resided at Saijo (Iyo— 30,000 k.). — At present Viscount.

Matsudaira (Mito).— Branch issued from Yorishige (1622-1695),

son of Yori/usa (Mito) and grandson of Ieyasu. Installed in 1639, at
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ShimdtsU (Hitachi— 30,(>00 k.), it was transferred in 1642, to eJ*aka-
maisu {SmiviM— 120,000 k.), where it resided till the Restoration. — At
JJS9S8Sit 'VISBOWafcr—«-

o
(MMo). — Branch issued from Yorimoto, son of Yon-

aed grandson of Ieyasu. Since 1700, it resided at Moriyama
(Mutsu— 20,000 k.). — To-day Viscount.

Matsudaira (Mito).— Branch issued from Yoritaka, son of Yorifusa
(Mito), and grandson of Ieyasu. Since 1700, it resided at Fuchu (to-day
Ishioka) (Hitachi— 20,000 k.).— At present Viscount.

Matsudaira (Mito). — Branch issued from Yorio, son of Yorifusa
(Mito) and grandson of Ieyasu. Since 1682, it resided at Shishido
(Hitachi— 10,000 k.). — To-day Viscount.

Matsudaira (Toda, BJ).

—

Se&Hoda.
Matsudaira (Ochi, M H?)-

— feom Kvyotake Jftfg.son
of Tokngawa Tsunashige and brot^^p^tet Shogun lenobu. it resided

successively : in L706, at T<UebayaM$0iki&t i— 50,000 k.); iri 1728, at

Tanakura (Mutsu)
;
in 1746, at Tdiehtiyashi ; and from 1836 to 1868,

at Hamada (Iwami— 60,000 k.). (Bcwky Viscount.

Matsudaira (Tojo, ^ {(£)• — Bee Tvkugaim Tadayoshi.

Matsudaira (Takeda, Ys EH ) -— Bee Tolcugawa Nobuyoshi.
Matsudaira (Echigo, M !£.)— See Tokugaica Tadatem.
Matsudaira (Takatsukasa, Jj$ uj).— See Yoshii

Matsue, fe il - Chief town (34,700 inh.) of the Shimane-ken and of

the Izumo province. Ancient castle built in 1601 by Horio Yoshiharu
and occupied by his family till 1633. Was then the residence of the
daimyd Kyogoku (1634-1638), and, from 1638 to 1863, Matsudaira
(186,000 k.).

Matsui (Matsudaira), fr Daimyd family, descended from
Minamoto Tameyoshi (1096-1156). Koreyoshi son of Tamcyoslii, resided

at Matsui (Yamasliiro) and took the name of the place.

Yasuchika, ^ (1521-1583). Served Ieyasu who authorized
him to take the name of Matsudaira. Took part in the campaigns
against the Imagawa, the Asakura, the Asai, the Takeda, and received

a revenue of 20,000 k. in Suruga.
Yasushige, M £ (1568-1640). Resided successively : in 1590

at Yorii (Musashi — 20,000 k.)
;

in 1601, at Kasama (Hitachi—
30.000 k.)

;
in 1608, at Yamaki(Tamba— 50,000 k.)

;
in 1615, at Sasa-

yama (Tarriba)
;
in 1619, at Kishiivada (Izumi— 60,000 k.). — His des-

cendants were transferred : in 1640, at Yamazaki (Harima) ;
in 1649, at

Hamada (Iwami) ; in 1759, at Koga
(
Shimosa) ; in 1762, at Okazaki

(Mikawa)
;
in 1769, at Hamada (70,000 k.)

;
in 1836, at Tanakura

(Mutsu — 75,000 k.) and finally, in 1866, at Kawagoe (Musashi—
84.000 k.). —At present Viscount.

Matsui, fe fr Samurai fan«Sj?"$£ the Kumamoto (Higo) clan

,

whose head was governor of the citybl JMSushiro and possessed a revenue
of 30,000 k. — At present Baron.

Matsuida, # B3 or Matsueda, fe . In Kdzuke. Old castle

belonging to the Annaka daimyd, deserted m 1590.
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Matsukata, Jj . Samurai family of Kagoshima (Satsuma),
made noble in 1884.— To-day Count.

Masayoshi, IE . Born in 1840, was one of the most
remarkable politicians of the Meiji era. He was several times minister
and president of the Council.

Ma.teuki, fe Me • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara Yorimune.
(093-1065). —To-day Count.
Matsuki, Me • Family whose head was chief of the temple of

(*eku (Ise). Made noble in 1885. — At present Baron.
Matsukura, fe • In Etchu. Old castle built towards the middle

of the 14th ceufeay by Fumon Toshikiyo, of the Ashikaga party. Be-
came the property of Monwnoi Naotsune, then of Shiina Yasutane ;
Uesagi Kaget&m captured it and confided it to the custody of Kawada
Buzen no kami, who was besieged therein and defeated by Shibata
Katsme (1579).

Matsukura, ^ . Daimyo family from Yamato and descended
Irom the Fujiwara.

Nobushige, ft $ (1522-1586). Served the Tsutsui of Iga—— Shigemasa, $ gfc (1574-1630). Sided with Hideyoshi who
him the castle of Futami (Harima) (1587). He was transferred in

1600, *0 Go/o (Yamato— 25,000 k.) then in 1615, to Shimabara (Hizen- 60,000 k.). In 1624, some of his ships were carried by the wind
towards the South and landed at Luzon : the sailors entered into com-
munication with the inhabitants of the island and made some exchanges
then returned to Hizen and gave an account of it to their daimyo, Shige-
uiasa, who told them to return to Luzon and to obtain all the informa-
tion they could on these islands, and then asked at Edo the permission to
lead an expedition against the Philippines, boasting that he would be as
successful as the Satsuma-daimyb, Sliimazu Iehisa, who, some 20 years
before, conquered the Ryukyu. The Shogun Iemitsu seems to have

.
gtycvi his consent to this foolish entreprise, but the death of Shmmuua
feassffid its realisation.

' * ' '

Shigeharu, TR in (+ 1638). llis tyranny towards his vassals
the insurrection of Shimabara

.

After the repression of the revolt
us wm dispossessed and Finished k>. Tsuyama (Mimasaka), where a

..• rr>m*-gc from the Shogun came to incite %im to commit hat atari His
son bhigetoshi was then banished to Takamatsu (Sanuki).
Matsumae, M . In Oshima (Hokkaido)

.

Old castle built in 1601
by Matsumae Yoshihiro, where the family resided till the Restoration.’Was besieged in 1869, by Enomoto Takeaki, commander of the Shogun’s
fleet The same year, the name of the city was changed to Fukuyama.
Matsumae, © fiij • Daimyo family from Wakasa

and descended from the Takeda.—— Nobuhiro, ft M.- Son of Takeda Kuni-
nobu, in 1442, settled in Ezo, where he helped the go-
vernor Kakizaki Shuri-tayu

, to repress the uprising of
the Ebisu, married his daughter and took the name of
Kakizaki.
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Suehiro, ^ iff . Nobuhiro’s great-grandson, made laws for
the Ebisu, encouraged them to commercial entreprises, etc.

;
he may

be considered the first colonizer of Ezo.

Yoshihiro, IM Jsft (1550-1618). Suehiro's son, submitted to
Hideyoshi in 1587. He built in the district of Matsumae, a castle which
he named Fukuyama-jo, and changed his name from Kakizaki to Matsu-
mae. He continued the work of colonization which his father had begun
and favored the immigration of the other provinces of Japan into Ezo.

Akihiro, Not having been able to prevent an incur-
sion of the (Russians into the island, lie was transferred to Yanagaiva
(.Matsu

)

(1807).

Sadahiro, ill . In 1821, returned to Matsumae, where his
family resided till the Restoration (30,000 k.).—Now Viscount.— After the Restoration, a junior branch received the title of Baron.
Matsumine, . Small city of Ugo, formerly called Matsuyama

(See that word).

Matsumoto, fe . Town (31,400 inh.) of Shinano. Was formerly
the seat of a provincial governor and was called Fukashi (See that name)

.

Under the Tokugawa, Fukashi became Matsumoto and was successively
the residence of the daimyo Ishikawa (1583), Ogasawara, (1013), Tocla
(1617), Matsudaira (1633), Hotta (1638), Mizuno (1642), then from
1725-1868, Toda (60,000 k.).— Near Matsumoto, are the rains of the
castles of Hayash i and Iga/va, where the Ogasawara, governors of the
province, resided during the Middle Ages.

Matsumura, • Samurai family from the Kagoshima (Satsuma)
clan, made noble after the Restoration.— At present Baron.
Matsumura Gekkei, gl (1742-1811). Founder of the

Shijb School of Painting at Kyoto. Also called Goshun.— His brother
Keibun ^ X. (1780-1844) continued his traditions.

Matsunaga Hisahide, fe (1510-1577). Also called
Banjo. Vassal of the Miyoshi, he sided in 1529 with- Chokei,
entered with him into Kyoto (1549) became governor of that city,
fought against the Sasaki, who supported the Shogun Yosliiteru
(1558), pacified the province of Izumi and constructed the castle
of. Sliilci (Kawachi

)

(1560), from which place he governed the
provinces of Yamato and Kawachi. He then received the title of
Banjo-shosuke (whence his surname of Banjo). In 1563, he poisoned
Miyoshi Yoshioki, son of Chokei, and had Yoshitsugu declared his
heir. Two years later, the Shogun Yoshiter-u having refused to name
him Kwanryo in the place of Chokei, who had died the year before,
Hisahide with his son Hisamichi, came to attack the palace of Nijo and
Yosliiteru killed himself. Hisahide then named a child of two years Shogun
and ruled as he pleaseo aoon after, a war broke out between himself
and Miyoshi Yoshitsugu, bat being attacked at the same time by Sasaki
Ynshikata, he made praoe with Yoskitsugn.. In 1568, he submitted to
Nobunaga who named him governor (shugo) of the province of Yamato
A little later (1572), uniting his forces with those of Yoshitsugu, he revolted

;

defeated by Nobunaga, he abandoned his ally and thus contributed to the
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destruction of the Miyoshi. In 1577, he was contemplating a new
revolt

;
this time, Nokimga sent his son Nobutada and Tsutsui Junlcei

to besiege him ir* fas castle of Shiki. The castle was burned and
Hisaliide killed hisaae1£;

Matsu-no-o-yama fellu • Hill near the village of Sekigahara
(Mino). In 1564, Nobunaga stationed Fima Mitsuharu on it, to oppose
the Asai and the Bokkaku. At the battle of Sekigahara, the army of
Kobayakaiva Hideaki was stationed at that place (1600) : seeing leyasu’s
side would be victorious, he suddenly went over to him, entered the plain,
defeated the troops of Otani Yoshitaka, and thus decided the fate of the
battle.

Matsunoshima, & W* In Ise. Was formerly called Hosokubi.
Towards 1560, Kitabatake Tomonori built a castle there which was later
on occupied by his son-in-law and heir Oda Nobuo. Hideyoslii gave it

to Gamo Ujisato, who having taken up his residence in the castle of
Matsusaka abandoned Matsunoshima.

Matsuoka fe Rfi] • In Settsu. Ashikaga Takauji, defeated at
Uchidehama by his brother Tadayoshi (1351), took refuge in the castle

of Matsuoka, with the intention of killing himself
; but as peace was

concluded, he returned to Kyoto.

Matsuoka, [S3 • In Hitachi. From 1622 to 1868, the residence
of the daimyo Nakayama (25,000 k.).

Matsuo-matsuri, • The Shintoisttemple of Matsuo (Matsuo -

jinja), founded in 701, is situated in the -western part of Kyoto. They
venerate Oyamagui and Itsukushima-liime in it. The annual feast of the
temple begins in the 4th month on the day of the monkey, and lasts a
full month. Later on, a second feast, celebrated in the 11th month,
was added to the first one.

Matsuo-saki, iWf Cape N. of Aicaji island.

Matsuo-saki. % lift . Cape, S. of Tosa.

Matsurigoto-bito ft] *j§ • In certain administrations, an official

Mow the Sake. When two, the first was called Oi-matsurigoto-bito and
the second, Sunai-matsurigoto-bito.

Matsusaka, %Z In Ise. Ancient castle built in 1570, by Seta
Chosuke, vassal of the Kitabatake. Hideyoslii gave it to Gamo Ujisato
(1582) ; Furuta Shigekatsu succeeded him in that place (1590). In
1619, it belonged to the Tokugawa of Kii, and till the Restoration, it

was left in the custody of a jodai.

Matsushima, Archipelago, in the bay of the same name
N.E. of Sendai (Bikuzen), composed of 800 small picturesque pine-clad
islands. It is one of the three most renowned views (san-kei) of Japan.

Matsushiro, fe it • Town (8000 inh.) of Shinano. Ancient castle

formerly called Kaizu-jo. Was the residence of the daimyo Kiyono.
Takeda Shingen rebuilt it in 1537, and confided it to Oyamada Bitchu
no kami. After the ruin of the Takeda, (1582), Nobunaga offered it to

Mori Nagakazu. Under the Tokugawa, it belonged first to the domains
of the Shogun, then from 1622-1868, it became the residence of the
Sanada daimyo (100,000 k.).
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Matsushita, fe f . Daimyo family descended from Sasaki Yasu-
tsuna- and which took its name from a village ofMiJcawa where it was at
first stationed.

Yukitsuna, Lord of Zudaji (Totomi), was Hideyoshi’s
first master. Once Kwampaku, the latter extended to the children and
grandchildren the favors he was no more able to bestow on his former
lord, Yukitsuna having died before that time.

Yoshitsuna. pf (1537-1598). Yukitsuna’

s

son, served
Hideyoshi who bestowed on him a revenue of 10,000 k. at Kuno (Totomi,)
with the title of Ticami no kami.

Shigetsuna, ffi fjft (1580-1628). Resided at Nihommatsu
(Mutsu— 30,000 k.)

Nagatsuna, ffl • Son of Shigetsuna, was transferred to

Miharu (Mutsu) at the death of his father and, in 1645, dispossessed on
account of his excesses.

Matsushita Zenni T S M • Daughter of Adachi Kagemori.
Akitajo no suke, wife of Hojo Tokiyuki and mother of Tokiyori.

Matsuura fe • Daimyo family of Hizen, descend-
ed, according to some, from Abe. Yoritoki, and according
to others, from Minamoto Tom, son of the emperor Saga.
The latter say that Miimmoto Hisashi, great-grandson
of Torn, settled in the district of Matsuura (Hizen) and
took its name. Yoshi then would be his descendant to

the 18th generation.

Yoshi, m At the time of the assassination of the Shogun
Yoshinori, (1441) shaved his head and built a temple at Hirado (Hizen),

where he lived in retirement.

Shigenobu, fff (1549-1614). Son of Takanobu, followed

Hideyoshi in his campaign against Satsuma (1587). Two years later,

he shaved his head and took the name of Sosei-Hoin. He fought in

Korea under Konishi Yukinaga, and assisted Kobayakawa Takakage in

defeating a Chinese army.

Takanobu-Shigenobugjj^^V0;^^^^'^jHj^U, g
(a) — Senior branch.

—

Atsunobu, M fB (4- 1637). Through the

care of his mother, a daughter of Barthelemy Omura Sumitada, he re-

ceived baptism in his childhood, but, later on, far from keeping his faith,

he became a persecutor of the Christians. His descendants resided, up to

, of the Restoration, at Hirado (Hizen— 60,000 k.) — Now Count.

. ‘0A — Junior branch installed at Katsumoto (Tki— 10,000 k.). —Now
¥iStount.

Matsuura Sayohime, ® l§ • Wife of Otomo Sadeliiko.

When her husband was sent to Korea to fight against Shiragi, (536)

Sayohime ascended a mountain of the district of Matsuura (Hizen),

gazed for a long time after the vessel that was carrying away her hus-

band, and not being able to tear herself away from that place, died on
the mountain and was changed into a stone, says the legend.
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Matsuyama, ill In Yamato. Ancient castle, belonging suc-

cessively to the daimyd Taga (1588), Fukusliima (1600), Oda (1615),

and was finally abandoned in the year 1695.

Matsuyama, & ill • Town (36,600 inh.) in the province of Iyo.

Ancient castle built in 1603 by Kato Yoshiaki. Was, later on, the resi-

dence of the Gamo daimyd (1627), then, from 1634 to 1868, of Hisamatsu
(150,000 k.).

Matsuyama, ill In Bitcliu In 1333, Takahashi Hidemitsu,

named governor of the province, settled in that place. It passed to

the Hosokawa, then to the Mori (1575), the Ukita (1582). Under the

Tokugawa, it belonged successively to the daimyd : Kobayakawa (1600),

Kobori (1602), Asano (1610), Ikeda (1617), Mitsutani (1639), Ando
(1695), Ishikawa (1711), and from 1744 to 1868 to Itakura (55,000 k.).

— Since the Restoration, it is called Takahashi.

Matsuyama, lU • In Musashi. Ancient castle built in the be-

ginning of the 15th century by the Ueda daimyd

.

The Uesugi took it

in 1488, and the Hojo in 1537 ; retaken in 1561 by Uesugi Terutora, it

fell again, the following year, into the hands of the Hojo. Ieyasu

gave it in 1591 to Matsudaira Ichiro; it was at last abandoned in

1600.

Matsuyama, ill • In Deioa. Was from 1647-1868 the residence

of the daimyd Sakai (25,000 k.). — Is called to-day Matsumine .

Matsuzaki Hakkei, ft# 0 ^ (1682-1753). Samurai of Sasa-

yama (Tamba), studied Confucianism first at Kyoto under ltd Tdgai,

then came to Edo and followed the teaching of Ogiu Sorai and of Miioa

Shissai. Studied also military art. He wrote several very valuable

l)ooks.

Matsuzono, & ^....Family descended from Fujiivara Tadamichi

(1097-1164) and fo% |
ittached to the temple of Kdfuku-ji (Nara ).

—
Now Baron. |f Is

Matto, #1 H Towards 1570, Tokuyama Noriliide built

a castle there which, in 1582, passed into the hands of Maeda Toshinaga,

then of Niwa Nagashige, to return in 1600 to the Maeda. — Also called

Matsutd.

Maya-Bunin, IB A • Japanese name of the mother of Shaka.

Meiji, Jp • Nengd which began with the Imperial Restoration

(1.868). The year 1906, is its 39th year. The principal events of this

period are

:

1868. — Abolition of the Shogunate.— Imperial Restoration.

I860.— Edo, chosen capital of the Empire, receives the name
of Tokyo. End of the resistance of the Shogun's adherents

(
Hakodate

,

25th of June).

.1870. — Opening of Tokyo and Niigata to foreigners.

1871.— Abolition of the daimyd'

s

fiefs and division of Japan into

departments.

1872.— Inauguration of the Railroad from Tokyo to Yokohama (June

12th). — Law rendering the military service obligatory. — First National

Exhibition at Tokyo.
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1873. — Adoption °f the Gregorian Calendar,— Conflagration of the
Imperial palace.— Repeal of the edicts against the Christians.— Erec-
tion of the primary schools.

1874. — Saga’s insurrection. — Expedition to Formosa.
1875. — Japan cedes to Kussia her rights to the island of Saghaliue

(Karafuto) m exchange for the Kuriles
(Chishitna).

i870. — Treaty with Korea. — Carrying two swords is forbidden,
loots at Kumamoto {Higo) and at Hagi (Nagato).

1877. — Insurrection of Satsuma (Feb.-Sept.).
I87'J.— Annexation of the Ryukyu islands (Okinaica-kcn).
1881. — Promise of a Constitution for the year 1800.— Organization

ot political parties.

1883.— First streetcars — Establishment of the Official Journal
(Kivampo).

1884. — Creation of the 5 titles of nobility (led, ko, haku, shi, dan).
1885. — Constitution of the Ministers' Council (Naikaku)

:

10
Ministries. First Cabinet ltd. — Establishment of the Yusen Kwaislia
S.S. Co.

1887.— The Emperor takes possession of the new Palace, begun in
looJ.

1888. — Erection of the Privy Council (Sumitsu-in). — Administration
ol Kuroda (April) -- Eruption of the Banda i-san (Iivashiro) (Julv).

1889. — Promulgation of the Constitution (Feb. 1.1th)
;
Assassination of

Viscount Mori Arinori, Minister of Public Instruction.— Interdiction
of the duel.— Adm. of Yamagata (Dec.).

1890.— First session of Parliament (Nov. 25th).
1891.— Burning of the house of the Senate and the Congress (Jan.

19th) .— Attempt ofTsuda Sanzd against the life of the Czarowitz (Nicolas
II) at Otsu (May 11th).— Adm. of Matsukata (May). — Great earth-
quake m Mino, Owan, etc. (Oct. 28th). — Dissolution of the Chamber
(Dec.).

1892.— Second Adm. of ltd (Aug ).

S' ~ }
Var with CI

?

ina (Au%- l8t> (8ee for details, Nisshin-sensd)

.

189o. — Treaty of Shimonoseki (March 30th), ratified in Clieefu (May
8th). Intervention of Russia, France and Germany : retrocession of
Liao-tong peninsula

1891).— Erection of an administration
(takushokumu) in Formosa.

Tidal wave in Rikuchu : 35,000 killed (July 2nd). Second Adm. of
Matsukata (Sept.).

1897. — Death of Queen Dowager (Jan. lltli). — Adoption of the gold
standard (Oct. 1st). — Germany occupies Kiaochao (Oct. 14th) and
Russia, Port-Arthur (Dec. 20th).

1898. — 3rd Adm. of ltd (Jan.).— Revision of the Civil Code.

—

Adm. of Okuma (June).— 2nd Adm. of Yamagata.

1899.

— The new treaties are put into execution: Japan opened to
the world (Aug.).

1900.— Marriage of the Crown Prince (.May 10th). — 4th Adm. of ltd
(Oct.).
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1901. — Adm. of Katsura (June).
1902. — Treaty of alliance with England.
1904. — War with Russia (Eeb.) (For details, see Nichiro-senso).
1905. — New treaty of alliance with England (Aug. 12th). — Peace of

Portsmouth (Sept.) Riots in Tokyo.
1906.— Adm. of Saionji (Jan.).

Mei-5, I!)] fjjg Nengo: 1492-1500.

Meireki, Bj] . Nengo

:

1655-1657.

Meirin-do, fty] . Name of Schools existing at the time of the
Shogun at Nagoya, Kanazawa and Nagasaki.— For the two first,

see Shihan-gakko ; for the 3rd, Tokugawa-bakufu-gakko.
Meitoku, f>J) • Nengo during which the schism of the two dynasties

ended. For the Northern dynasty it extended from 1390 to 1393
;
the

dynasty of the ?4ouih adopted it after the reconciliation and for the year
1393 only,

....
Nengo : 1764-1771.

Met;, i?8 * . Masks used by the performers of sarugaku, kybgen, etc.

Also called oimitegaia

.

The making of the masks became a special branch
of art. --The moet-fenowned artists in that line were:— in the time of
the Hojo, Akatsunt, Ryoemon and the bonze Nitsuhyd ;— under the
Ashikaga, Sankobo, Iseki, Beimel, Joman;— under the Tokugawa,
Kawachi leshige.

Meryo, My • Formerly, official dependent on the Hyoe-fu, whose
duty it was to watch over the food and the harnesses of the horses in the
imperial stables. There were two of them ; the sa-meryo, and the ti-

mery6. This title was hereditary in the family of the XJmakai-
obito.

Metsuke, @ f’J* • Under the Tokugawa, officials whose duty it was
to watch over the keeping of the rules. The overseeing of the dairnyo
was made by the b-metsuke, and that of the hatamoto by the metsuke.
Every year, one of them was sent to Nagasaki to inspect. In the palace
of the Shogun, there were always two of them on watch, in the hall
called Rikyo-no ma. The metsuke were created in 1617, and numbered
16 members. They were under the authority of a Waka-doshiyori.
Meyasu-bako, 0 Hi I® In 1721, the Shogun Yoshi/mune ordered

a box to be placed in the hall of Council, on the days of audience, to
receive the complaints, petitions, observations, etc., of any one who
wished to address himself to the central government. The Shogun
alone possessed the key of this box, and opened it himself to examine the
reclamations.

Mibu, 3; Ql In Shimotsuke. Ancient castle built in 1462, by Mibu
Tanenari. The village, which until then had been called Ueno-hara,
was named Mibu. The Hojo of Odawara stormed it towards the middle
of the 16th century. Under the Tokugaiva, it was the residence of the
dairnyo Hineno (1600), Abe (1635), Miura (1639), Okochi (1692), Kato
(1695), then from 1712 to 1868, Torii (30,000 k.).

Mibu, 5 $£ Kuge family, descended from Fujitcara Yorimune
(993-1065).— To-day Count.
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Mibu, 3: dfe Family descended from the emperor Suinin through
Otsuku no Sukune. Had formerly the superintendence of the Nijo
house. — At present Baron.

Mibu Tadamine, 3r AL’, (867-965). Famous poet. Was one
of the com-sk-rs of the Kokinshu.

MicM*&S‘UO rnatsuri, it ^ All ancient festival, established to
charm -$mf She influence of the evil spirits: it took place in Kyoto on
the 15th day of the 6th mouth.
Michi-bugyd, •— See Michigata-gakari.

Michikata-gakari .fj • In 1659, a Michi-bugyd was created
whose duty it was to look after the repairing of the streets and loads of
the Shogun’s capital ; in 1666, a Josui-bugyo was put in charge of the two
aqueducts of the Tamu-gawa and the Kanda-gawa. One hundred years
later,, these functions were added to those of the Fmhin-bugyo.
Michinaga-shinno, ^ & M 3: (+ 1360). Son of prince Mori-

nciga and grandson of the emperor Daigo. Was Hitaclii-taishu and
Sei-i-tai-shogun of the southern dynasty. Fought in Hitachi, then
in 'l'amba and in Harima against the Asliikaga ; then sided with the
northern dynasty.

Michinoku, Jfe • Ancient name of the province of Mutsu.
Michi-no-omi no mikoto, it tS ft • A descendant of Takami-

musubi no kami. Was first called Hi-no-omi no mikoto. Companion in
arms of Jimmu-tcnno, he took part in his expedition to the Fast and
when the conqueror was stopped in Kamano (Kii) by the difficulties he
encountered in passing into Yavmto, he made it easy of access by open-
ing roads. It is on that aocoyttt/ that Jimmu gave him the name of
Michi no omi. He distingufehad himself in the battles of E-ukashi and
Yasotakeru. After the enthronement of Jimmu at Kashhcabara he was
named chief of the kumebe, the guards of the imperial residence; the
following year, he received grants of lands and the full aebaiaferation of
the war department.

Mido-dono, %HI & Jg . Ancient residence of the Fvjiuara Michinaga
( +- 1027) at Kyoto. It was at first called Kyogoku-dcno, from the part
oi the city where it was located

; the name Mido-dono was given to it

after Michinaga had built thereon the temple of Hosho-ji (1022). Michi-
naga was called Mido-kwampaku. Ichijo-tenno’s widow, daughter of
Michinaga, had her palace in the same precincts. There were born the
emperors Go-Ichijo, Go-Shujaku and Go-Reizei, and also the four
daughters of Michinaga who consecutively became empresses. Next to
the imperial palace, it w-as the richest house of Kyoto.
Mie-ken, H • Department formed by the provinces of lse,

Iga, Shima and two districts of Kii. — Pop.: 1,051,000 inh.— Chief-
town : Tsu (32,520 inh.). — Principal cities : Uji-Yamada (27,700 inh.),

Yokkaichi (25,200 inh.), Kuwana (20,150), Ueno (14,600 inh), Matsu-
zaka (13,000 inh.) etc.

Mihara, EL M • Town (9,500 inh.) of Bingo. Ancient castle built in
1549 by Kobayakawa Takakage. Passed into the hands of the Fuku-
shima (1600), then of the Asano (1619).
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Mihara-yama, M ill . Volcano (800 m.) in the island of Oshima

Miharu, ^ ^ • Small city (7,(550 inli.) of Iwaki. Ancient castle

that belonged successively to the daimyo : Gamo (1590), Koto (1627),
Matsushita (1628), then from 1645 to 1868, Akita (50,000 k.). In
1868, it was captured by the. troops of the Shirakawa clan that had
joiued the imperial cause.

Mii-dera, H # # • — See Onjd-ji.

Miike, —
fife

In Ghikugo. From 1621 to 1805, was the residence
of one of the branches of the Tachibana family (10,000 k.).

Mikado, 'M .
(Lit. : Noble gate). The Emperor.— This title is

especially in use among foreigners : the Japanese say Tenshi, Tenno, etc.

Mikado-zukasa, f¥] is] . Official formerly in charge of the keys of
the imperial palace and of the gates of the outside fortifications.

Mikage-hama, • In Settsu. Ashikaga Takauji and Ko
Moronao were defeated there by Isliido Yorifusa (1351).

Mikami, H _h • In Omi. Was, from 1698 to 1868, the residence
of the Endo daimyo (12,000 k ).— Mikami-yama, the mountain situated
in the neighborhood, is also called Omi no Fuji, Shiojiri yavia, Mukadc-
yama : its beauties have often been sung by the poets.

Mikata-ga-hara, 111 Totomi. Takexla Shingen was
defeated there by Tokugawa Ieyasu (1572).

Mikawa, M M • One of the 15 provinces of the Tokaiclo. Con-
tains 10 districts, dependent on Aichi-ken. — Chinese name : Sansliu. —
Is thus called on account of the three rivers that flow through it, the
Toyo-kawa, the Yahagi-gaica and the Ohira-gawa.

Mikawa san bugyo, M H $ tf • The three vassals of the
Tokugatva, entrusted with the government of the province of Mikawa at
the time of Nobunaga : Honda Shigetsugu, Koriki Kiyonaga and Amano
Yasukage.

Mikazuki, ^ H fl. In Harima. Was from; 1G97 to 1868, the
residence of the Mori daimyo (15,000 k.).

Miki, H - In Harima. Ancient castle btfilS m i486 by Bmho
Naganori. Hideyoshi captured it in 1580.

Miki-zukasa, al ifi i3j • Formerly an office sBtrasted wifei . ibo
sake (wine made from the rice) destined for the j.sipenal Jable.

Mikkaichi, HH#- In Echigo. Was from 1728. ,to 1868, tbs
residence of a branch of the Yanagisawa family. flOJlXX) i,).‘

Mikkyo, £ IS: or Misshu, $£ & . Another nine* of 'the $hiwsv/l-

shu sect.

Miko, ft) -f • Title given formerly to the cihMkm. •-*~The

Taiho code (702), regulated that the brothers and sons of
,

Eippei^r
should bear the title of Shinno, his grandsons and greaLgrandsons, that

of 0. Junnin-tenno decided that the title Shinno should f%«to»ferred by an
imperial decree (760). In the sequel, as the princes watfe increasing in

number, and had thus become a heavy burden on the royal treasury, it

became customary to give a family name
(Minamoto,

Taira, Yosld-

mine, Tachibana, etc.) to the Emperor’s relatives and to force the others
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to become bonzes.— In the beginning of the 17th century, it was decreed

that only three families should bear with light of inheritance, the title of

Shinno : Fushimi, Katsura, and Arisugawa. In the following century,

they added the Kan-in family
;
this constituted the shi-Shinno-ke, i.e the

four branches from which an heir could be chosen to any Emperor not

having an heir. Moreover, 13 temples were designated (Rimio-ji ,
Ninna

-

ji, Daikoku-ji, etc — See Miya-monzeki), over which princes were to rule

that had become bonzes ( Hb-shinno ).— At the time of the Restoration,

this custom was abolished
;
to the Shi-shinno, were added other princes

:

the Kitashirakawa, the Komatsu, the Kuni, etc., whose descendants,

after two generations lose their title of prince and enter into the ranks of

the common nobility. The Emperor’s sons bear by right, the title of

Shinno : they require no formal decree for that.

Mi-ko, -f- Young girls, who perform the sacred dances, kagura,

etc., in the large Shintoist temples. Some among the older ones pretend

to have communication with the dead and with the gods, and to know
the future.— They '.are also called kannagi.

Miko-shiro, j^i -f- The prince Itoshiwake no Miko, son of the

emperor Suinin, having died without progeny, the Hoshi-be clan was
formed, which was called Kosliiro no tami (people ssplaelsxg the children).

Likewise, in order to perpetuate the memory of YamMoteJm'u no mikoto,

the Takeru-be were instituted. The Imperial Goal's took upon itself to

administer the domains allotted'.to the miko-shiro. This efetasge custom

was kept in vigour, during many centuries.

Mikoto, If: , ^ • In ancient times, a title of respect given to high

personages. Was gradually reserved for the Shintoist gods. Even at

the present day the imperial princes receive this title after their death.

Mikoto, W! or Mikotonori. Order, imperial decree. In ancient

times, it was also called 6-mikoto, tenno no ose-goto, lcami no ose-goto. At
the time of the empress Suiko (604), the Chinese words sho, choku, chokugo,

etc., were substituted for them. The name sho, was reserved for all im-

portant decrees'solemnly promulgated before the whole Court
;
for instance,

a message to foreign ambassadors, the change of the nengd, the intro-

duction of a new standard of money, a general amnisty, etc.

Mikuni-toge, H HI PH? • Pass (1,280 m.) on the boundaries of

Kozuke, Ephiyo Shinano.

|jg| ilj . Name given to a great number of moun-
tains boundaries of three provinces : Etchu, Kaga and

Noto Kozuke and Musashi ;

—

Inaba, Hoki and Mimasaka ;

-Izm^MoU. tried 'Bingo

;

—Kii, Kawachi and Izumi

;

—Ghikugo, Higo

and Butijf&v tyamato and Iga ;
—Tamba, Tango and Tajima, etc.

Mikura-jima, [Si jk ^4 One of "the 7 islands of Izu (28 Km.
in circuit).

Mikuriva, W Of or Mikuri. Ground formerly given to the temples,

esp. to those of Ise, and the products of which served in the kitchen (kuriya)

.

They were administered by the Mikunya-zukasa,\Mikuriya-azuka ri.

Mikusa, H ^ In Harma- Where Yoshitsune defeated the Taira

in 1184.
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Mi-kusa no kan-dakara, - ffl fiji gg . The three sacred emblems,
bestowed by Amaterasu-b-mikami on Ninigi no mikoto, when he landed
in Hyiiga : Yata no kagami, Ame no murakumo no tsurugi and
Yasakani no magatama.— They are also called San-shu no shinki.
Mimana, -f£ 1$ One of the ancient kingdoms of Korea. Was

conquered in 562, by Shiragi.

Mimasaka, ^ ft . One of the 8 provinces of the San-yb-db.
Contains 5 districts, which belong to the Okayama-ken.— Chinese name

:

iSfrkushu. —Was separated from Bizen in 713.
Mimbu-sho, R % !§ or Tami no tsukasa. One of the 8 ministries

created at the time of the Taikwa reform (646). Corresponded to the
present Home ministry. Had to take up the census, to gather
the taxes, to build new bridges and repair the old ones, etc., and to take
6|arge of whatever pertained to agriculture. The Minister bore the title
of Minibu-kyo

;
he had under him a taijo, a tayu, a gonkwan, etc. The

Kame-ryb and the Chikara-ryo depended on the Mimbu-sho.
Mimi-nashi-yama, If ill . Mountain in Yamato.— It forms

tftith the Unebi-yama and the Ama no Kagu-yama, the Yamato san-zan
(the three mountains of Yamato). — Also called Miminan-yama, Kuchi-
nashi-yama, Tenjin-yama.

Mimi-zuka, If Y4. (Lit. : Mount of the ears). A mount in the
enclosure of the Hb/cb-ji temple, near the Daibutsu (Kyoto). There were
buried the noses and the ears of the Chinese and Koreans killed dur-
ing the expedition of Korea (1592-1598). Not being able to follow
the custom of those days, and send the heads of the enemies fallen in
battle as trophy of their victory, the conquerors were satisfied with.

A •'

cutting off the noses and,.,

the noses)

.

Mimizu, ^ Ar & •

defeated by Shimazu

— Is also called llana-zuka (Mount of

'uga. Place where Otomo Yoshishige was
(1578).

5$ jl| • River (110 Km.) in

Kuge family, descended

Mimizu-kawa,
Mimurodo, n _

Kanemitsu. — Now Viscount.

Min, (])] • The Chinese dynasty of the Ming (1368
replaced the Gen (jq Yuen) and was deposed by (he
dynasty of the Shin (fjf Tsin).

Minabuchi Shoan, j$j (nil Hri £ • Descendant of the emperor Ojin.
In 607, went to China where he studied the system of administration
and government of that country. Having returned to Japan, he enjoyed
great influence and counted among his disciples the prince Naka no Oe
(Tcnchi-tennb) and Nakatomi Kamatari.
Minagawa, it jl(

.

In Shimotsuke. Was, in the 16th century, the
residence of the daimyo of the same name, then of the Toda (1609-1612)
and of the Honda (1615-1640).

Minagawa, jl| • Daimyo family from Shimotsuke and descended
from the Fujiwara.

Hiroteru, 88 (+- 1625). Fought first on the side of the
Hojo of Odatvara, then submitted to Hideyoshi and obtained 30,000 k.
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of revenue at Minagaiva (Shimotsuke

)

(1590). In 1603, he was named
preceptor of Tadateru, son of Ieyasu and transferred to Iiyama (Shi

-

nano— 40,000 k.) then, dispossessed, in 1616, at the time of Tadateru'

s

conspiracy.

Takatsune, T# Jdf • Hiroteru's son, received in 1623, the fief

of Fuchu (Hitachi— 15,000 k). The family became extinct in him
1645.

Minagawa Kien, Jl| jit [U (1734-1807). Renowned professor in

Kyoto. Had as many as 3,000 scholars.

Minakuchi, P In Omi. Old castle, built towards the year
1583, by Nakamura Kazuuji

;

it passed then into the hands of Naga-
Isuka Masaie, who was besieged therein in 1600 and the castle destroyed.

Having been rebuilt soon after, it became the property of the Shogun and
later on, the residence of the Kato daimyd (1682), the Torii (1695), and
from 1712-1868, the Kato (25,000 k.)

Minami, “$j - Family descended from Fujiwara Kanemitsu, and
connected with the Kofuku-ji temple

(
Nara).— Now Baron.

Minami Iwakura, ($j ^ Family descended from the Mura-
kami-Genji and connected with the Kofuku-ji temple (Nara).— Now
Baron.

Minamoto, • Family name given to a great number of sons and
grandsons of emperors. — The princes of the imperial family steadily

increasing in numbers and consequently the expenses of the Court becom-
ing abnormal, Saga-tenno, gave the name of Minamoto (Chin. Gen)
to his seventh son and younger brothers (814) it is the origin of the
different Minamoto-uji or Genji families, distinguished from one another
by the name of the emperor from whom they descended. Thus we have
the Saga-Genji, the Seiwa-Genji, the Uda-Genji, the Murakami-Genji

,

Kimmyo

Monlnku.

Hikaru

ISeiu-a - -

I Yoshiari

Kokn- - Uda- -

Yozei

Sadayasu
Sadazumi- Tsunemoto- MitsunakaJ

Shujaku
I

Daign •

Tokiyo

Atsuzane

[Seiwa-Genji

I

Beizei.

En-yu
Tamehira ri„ ••

Tomohira purakami-Genj!
.Takaaki Toshikata- DaigO-Genji
Hideakira

)

(Masanobn {™j|^ Uda-Genji

(Sliigenobu
j

At first the familiee'^!%l' JssJS :^^--jBai^^_bore only the name of
Minamoto ; then, 4ch branch, besides the
patronymic (uji) special one (myoji), usually
taken from the distr^^^B&

:
in .sisided : Ashikaga, Toku-

gawa, Matsudaira, Kitabatake, etc.

—

(See Seiwa-Genji, — The four principal
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Minamoto families were those who descended from the emperors SanaSnwa, Uda, Murakami. Some of their branches had offices at Courtand Kept their rank as huge, but most of them entered the military carrierand established fchemneage of the Shogun and the great daimyo.— Besides
those four pm^tfamilies, history mentions as having received the name

Of the emperor Nimmyo, 8 of Montoku, 3 of Ydzei,
14 ot Koko, 4 ot Daigo 4 grandsons of Sanjo, and very many princesses

;

butmost of these branches became extinct after one or several generations
Minamoto (Saga-Gengi). Makoto, ft (810-869). 7th son of

t he emperor Saga

,

received the name of Minamoto in 814. He wasSadaijm (857) and as he lived in a quarter of Kyoto called Kitabe, he is
often designated by the name of Kitabe-Daijin.

VS-sTa
""" 9th son of Saga-tenno, was 'Udmjin

(840) aud Sadaijm (849). He is often called Higashi-Sanjo-mmin.
‘jj. Aa:ira, (814-843). Brother of the two preceding,
gaku no hami (832), Sangi

{849). When the emperor Nimmyo, his
brother, died (850), he shaved his head and took the name of Sosa. Hewas called Yogaica-Saisho-Nyudo.

Sadamu, & (815-863). Of the same family as the precedingknown by the mmeoi Shijo-Dainagon, had great talent for music.

ri .

To™’ ® (822-895). Of the same family, was Sadaijin (872).He received the name of Kawara-Sadaijin.
^ (845-913). Son of the emperor Nimmyo, joinedTohhl^M Sugawara Michizane

:

the latter was accused

the
P mS D

V° m 0r
?r

r^ replace him hy his own s°n in law,
the pi nice lokiyo-shintw. Michizane was exiled to Tsukushi, andHikaru replaced him m the office of Udaijin (901). He is called Nishi-
sanjo- Udaijm.

~ Shitagau, /lIM (911-983). Descendant of Sadamu, is known asa poet and a literary man Was one of the compilers of the collection ofw (951)
' <See Nashitsubo no go nin).

.Received the titles of Mimbu-osuke, Izumi no karni, Noto no kami. Com-posed several works. Became bonze under the name of Ambo-hoshi.
Minamoto (Daigo-Genji). Takaaki, & fi)J (914-982). 17th

•

th
mrm

Per
°J -

receird in 920
’
the name of Minamoto. Was

<ki !fi
and Sadaijm (968). He married Fujiwara Yasu-ko,daughtei of Morosuke, who was later on married to the emperor Mura-

TnTrn^
heCTe th?'n

?}
her of the Pritlce Tamehira-shinno

.

In 969,
Wlt

^
Mmamoto Mitsunaka and Tachibana Shigenobu,

TaZhtZ
Bf^el4enf’ and to replace him by his brother

.ZfZ rp
Pl°t was discovered and Takaaki was sent in dis-

11

Tsukushi with the title of Dazai no gonno-sotsu. He was

uX
G

tL
V° yea;S.by thG emPeror En-yu. He is usually known

^ 16
°\.

Ntshi^l
!'!!a no Sadaijin. A distinguished man oflottcis, lie has written an Autobiography.

1 1 OoVr
T
A?f

h
;

ik
z

ata
V^,f

(959 -10
.

27)' 8011 of Takaaki, was Chunagon

name)’
Mmbukyo

(1010)- He is one of the Shi-Nagon (See that
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Takakuni, [>J| [SI (1004-1077). Son of Toshikala, was Gon-
chu-nagon, Dainagon. He is named TJji no Dainagon. Retired to TJji,

he wrote several books.

Toshiaki, fill (1044-1114). Son of Takakuni, is the first

who received the title of Betto of the Court of the ex-emperor Shirakawa
(1087) and that of Shissei-Daijin. Was also Gon-dainagon and In-
spector (azechi) of the provinces of Mutsu and Dewa.

Hiromasa, t# flft (918-980). Grandson of the emperor Daigo,
obtained fame as a musician. Wishing to receive lessons from the famous
Semimaru, he went during three years, every evening, to the door
of this musician’s house, without gaining admittance. At last con-

quered by such perseverance, Semimaru accepted him as his

scholar. Hiromasa is often designated by the name of Hakuga no
Sammi.
Minamoto (Murakami-Genji). Morofusa, fiili Bs (1003-1077).

Son of the prince Tomohira-shinno, is known as a writer and a

poet. In 1020, he received the name of Minamoto and was successively

Naidaijin, Ukon-c-taisho, Udaijin, Sakon-e-taisho ; lastly, on the

day of his death, he was named Dajd-daijin. He is known under the

name Tsuchimikado.

IToshifusa-Moroyori
* a

\Akifusa -Masaznne-Masasada-Masamicln-Michichika

Toshifusa, B (1035-1131) Son of Morofusa, after having

occupied the highest positions including that of Sadaijin (1083) and of

Sakon-e-taisho (1093), he had his head shaved and took the name of

Jakusliun. The people called him Horikawa-Safu. He has left an
Autobiography. (Suisa-ki).

Moroyori, f&li IB (1070-1139). Followed the steps of his an-

cestors and became a distinguished man of letters : he had studied under

Oe Tadafusa. He is called Ono no miya.

Masazane, Jfjt JJ (1059-1127). Rose to the dignity of Dajd-

daijin (1122) and was above the Kwampaku. He is known under the

name of Kuga and has left a diary called Kuga-Shdkoku-ki.

Michichika, j$i.
(1149-1202). Descendant of the above

nobles, took part in the government during 7 consecutive reigns. His

adopted daughter married the emperor Go-Toba and was the mother of

Tsuchimikado.— Michichika is the ancestor of the huge Horikawa,
Tsuchimikado, and Nakano-in.

Minamoto (Uda-Genji). Hideakira, PJ] (+ 940). Son

of the prince Tokiyo-shinno and grandson of the emperor Uda, his

yacfiier was the daughter of Sugawara Micliizane. Was Kurodo no

li and Sa-chujo.

Masanobu, !Jft ft (920-993). Son of the prince Atsuzane-

s&imS and grandson of the emperor Uda, was Sadaijin. He is

few under the name of Tsuchimikado. His daughter married

Fujiivara Michinaga.
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Minamoto (Seiwa-Genji). — Branch issued

from Sadazumi-shinno (874-916), son of the

emperor Seiwa, and from whom descend the

three families of Shogun : Minamoto, Ashikaga
and Tokugawa.

Tsunemoto, ^ (894-961). Son of

Sadazumi-shnno, took part in the campaign
against Taira Masakado in 940, against Fuji-

wara Suviitomo in 941, and was named CUin-
jufu-Shogun. In the year of his death, he
received for himself and for his descendants
the name of Minamoto.

Mitsunaka, ft (912-997). Son of

Tsunemoto, was Cliinjufu-Sliogun. He retired

to Tada (Settsu )

:

for this reason he is often

called Tada Manju and one of the branches of his

family bears to the present day the name of

Tada. MINAMOTO MITSUNAKA.

Yorimitsn-Yorikuni

Yorinoliu -Yoiiyoshi

Yorihiro
Yorisuke
Yorizane

Sanekuni - Yukizane (Akiyuki
•

(Mltsuyuki

Yorimasa

Yoriyuki
Mitsushige

Kunifiisa - Mitsukuni- Mitsuuobu-

Yoritsuna

{

Nakamasa

Kuuinao

Koveyuki
Yukiyori

I

Nakatsuna (Tada)
Hirotsuna (,01a)

Kanetsuna
Yorikane

( Mitsnmoto (Tnkij

(Mitsunaga

Yoshiie -

Yoshiehika fYoshinobuxo3mcniK^
Tameyoshi (&e^ tuUe)

Yoshitada

Yoshikuni

(Yoshishige

( Yoshiyasu

Yosbiloki
(Ishikawa

)

Yoshitsuna ( Ishibashi

)

Yosliinuri

Yoshiraitsu
Yoshikiyo- Kiyomitsu

Moriyoshi- Yoshinobu

f
Yoshizumi ( Yamuna)

I Yoshitoshi (Sutomi)

I Yoshikane (Nilta)

l Yoshisue (Tokugawa)
(Yoshikiyo (Hosokawa

)

(Yoshikane (/Ishikaga

)

Katayoshi (tiutake)

Yoshitsune ( Yamamoto

)

I

Mitsimaga (Hemi)
Nobuyoshi

(
Takeda)

Nagamitsu (Ogasawara)
Yoshisada ( Yasuda)
Masayoshi ( Takenimcld

)

Katanobu
Tomonobu
Tomomasa (Hiraga)
.Kagehira
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Yorimitsu, @ % (944-102.1). Became famous on account
of the feats he performed with his four companions (shi-tenno),
Watanabe no Tsuna, Sakata no Kintoki, Usui no
Sadamichi, and Urabe no Suetake. A fox
having chosen the roof of the imperial palace f

for his abode, Yorimitsu shot a large arrow
at it and killed it on the spot. Having re-

ceived power to clear the city and its environs
of banditti that terrorized the country, he ex-

\

terminated them and closed the campaign with
' WW

the death of the famous bandit Oe-yama
(Tamba)

.

Yorinobu, ® ff (968-1048). Brother WV*
of the above, showed great valor and was f 1

named Ghinjuju-Shogun . In 1031, he re- W yv) \V
pressed the revolt of Taira Tadatsune in Shi- A

Yoriyoshi, ® & (995-1082). Son of
Yorinobu, accompanied his father to the war

M“° YO"“"T’"’-

against Taira Tadatsune and was named Saga-
mi no kami, then Mutsu no kami. He was ordered to fight against
Abe no Yoritoki, who had rebelled in Mutsu : the war lasted 9 years
(1055-1063) and finished with the
defeat and death of Yoritoki and v

his sons. Yoriyoslii was then
named Iyo no kami, and is JilrawP

;known as Iyo-nyudo because he
had his head shaved soon after f
this occurrence.

Yoshiie, & % (1041-
1108). Oldest son of Yoriyoshi,

when a boy, was called Genda. f
At the age of 7, he performed the

*if
ceremony of the gembuku in the

temple of Hacliiman, at Iwashi- //
mizu (Yamashiro) and was from £>* gr

Hacliiman nWkamo V01tlY0S1II.

Taro, Having mastered in a
very short time all the branches of military art, he made his
Siist experiment at arms during the expedition conducted by
his father against Abe Yoritoki, distinguished himself and on this
account revived the name of Deica no kami, (1064). In 1081,
the bonzes of the Mii-dera temple came to besiege Hiei-zan

:

Yoshiie was asked to repulse them. Named Chinjufu-Shogun,
he had to repress the Kiyowara revolt in 1087 ; at first defeated,
he at last succeeded in his . :gsi^voi-s, owing to the timely help
his brother Yoshimitsu br^^^him from Kyoto. Yoshiie has
remained one of the most ^hfified heroes of' the Middle Ages

c* /

AT2
MINAMOTO YORIYOSHI.

his brother Yoshimitsu bn:

remained one of the most !
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'

YOSHIIE PURSUING ABE NO 8ADAI0

{by Daihi, acc. to Tosa Mittuoki)

Yoshitsuna, ^ ^ + H34). Yoshiie's brother, made the

gembuku in the temple of Kamo and was called Kamo Jiro. He took

an active part in the campaign against Abe no Sadato (1062), was called

Mutsu no kami and repressed the revolt of the Taira, Morosuke and

Morosue, in Dewa (1093). In 1109, his nephew Yoshitada having been

murdered, Yoshiaki, son of Yoshitsuna was accused of the crime and

condemned to death. Yoshitsuna, wishing to take revenge, levied an

army, but was defeated by Tameyoshi and banished to the island of Sado,

where he died.

Yoshimitsu, is % (1056-1127). Yoshiie’s brother, made the

gembuku in the temple of Shinra-mycjin and was called Shinra Saburd.

Having been informed that his brother Yoshiie found it impossible to

overpower the Kiyowara, who had revolted in the district of Mutsu, he

came to his help with an army, and took a prominent part in the victory

(1087) . When he returned to Kyoto, he was named Gyobu-shdyu.

Yoshikuni, H PS (+ 1155). Son of Yoshiie, settled in the dis-

trict of Nitta (Kozuke)

.

He was Kebiishi and repressed a sedition of

Satake Masayoshi in Hitachi. After a quarrel with the Udaijin Fuji-

wara Saneyoshi, this latter’s house was burned by the servants of Yoshi-

ukni, who, on that account was obliged to retire to Ashikaga
(
Shimotsu

-
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ke) (1150), where he died. He is the forefather of the Nitta and the

Ashikagd femi&g.

Y©sMe.Mka» M IS ( I- 1117) 2nd son of Yoshiie, was gover-

nor of TsukmhiaM brought about troubles on account of his bad admini-
stration. Being recalled to Kyoto, he refused to obey and put the im-
perial envoy to death. Exiled to the Oki islands, he went into Izumo,
killed the governor ofthe province and took his place

;
but he was defeated

by Taira Masamori, who had been sent against him (1107). Having
become a bonze, he sought a retreat in Mutsu, tried again to raise the

standard of revolt, but was defeated and put to death.

Tameyoshi, 25 (1096-1 15G). Called first Mutsu Shird. Son
of Yoshichika, was heir of his grandfather Yoshiie. At the age of 13, he
carried arms against his grand-uncle Yoshitsuna. Named Kebiishi in

1123, he checked the disturbances caused by the bonzes of Hiei-zan.

During the Hogen war (1156), he sided with the ex-emperor Sutoku,
was defeated and put to death by order of Kiyomon, notwithstanding
the prayers of his son Yoshitomo, who was unable to obtain his pardon.

Yorimasa, (1106-1180). Son of Nakamasa and a des-

cendant of Yorimitsu, became famous, both as a poet and a warrior. In
1153, he killed with an arrow, the nue (a monster having the head of a
monkey, the body of a tiger, and the tail of a serpent) which was seen

flying over the imperial palace and shrieking horribly. A little later, he
was named Hybgo no kami. During the civil ware of Hogen (1156) and
Heiji (1159), he sided with the ex-emperor Go-Shirakawa, his protector.

In 1178, he was raised to the 3rd rank in the Court (san-i), and as he
shaved his head at that time, he was called Gen san-i-nyudo : he is best

known under this name. His connections however with the Taira were
becoming more and more strained ; Kiyomori's tyranny brought about
the climax. In 1180, Kiyomori wished to place his grandson Antohi on
the throne, who was then only two years old, thus forcing his son-in-law

Takakura to abdicate at the age on 20. Yonmasa then resolved to de-
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throne the Taira and to replace Antoku by the prince Mochihito, son of

Go-Shirakawa. He secured the help of the bonzes of Nara and
despatched Minamoto Yukiie into the provinces to recruit adherents to his

cause. The plot was discovered to Kiyomori, who opposed the con-
spirators with an army commanded by his son Tomomori. Yorin$0&&j
sent the prince Mochihito to Nara, whilst he, with 300 resolute

intrenched himself near the river Uji-gawa, and prepared to receiv^ffil
enemy. He gave orders to destroy the bridge ( Uji-bashi), but the
assailants forded the river and began a bloody fight. Kanetsuna and
Nakatsuna, sons of Yorimasa were killed

;
Yorimasa himself, wounded

by an arrow and forseeing certain defeat, went to the temple Byodo-in
and there, sitting on his fan, committed harakiri.

Nakatsuna, 'ft (+ 1180). Son of Yorimasa, fought under
his father against the Taira, and was killed at the battle of Uji-bashi.

He was the ancestor of the Ota daimyo.

Toshitomo, Jjijj (1123-1160). Son of Tameyoshi, was Shi-
motsuke no kami. During the Hogcn civil war (1156), he was the only

member of the whole Minamoto family, who sided with Taira Kiyomori
and besieged the palace of Sliirakawa defended by his father and brother
Tametomo. The latter were defeated

;
Yosliitomo begged in vain for his

father’s life : Kiyomori had him put to death. When peace was re-esta-

blished, Yosliitomo was dissatisfied, because compared with that of Kiyo-
mori, his reward was too small. Moreover, Fujiwara Michinori having
refused to accept the hand of Yosliitomo'

s

daughter for his son and accepted

the daughter of Kiyomori, war soon broke out again. In 1109, Kiyomori
being at ICumano, Yosliitomo, in concert with the Kebiislii Fujiwara
Nobuyoii, set fire to the palace of the ex-emperor Go-Sliirakawa,
secured the person of Michinori and put him to death. Kiyomori hastened
to Kyoto and entrusted the repression of the insurrection to his

son Sliigemori. Being defeated, Yosliitomo fled -to Owari, where he was
murdered by one of his kerai, Osada Tadamune,
who sent his head to Kyoto. His wife Tokiwa
Gozen fled with her three children (See Tokiwa
Gozen)

.

Tametomo, 3$ (1139-1170). 8th
son of Tameyoshi, is often called Ghinzei Hachiro
Tametomo. It is said that he was 7 feet high
and of a Herculean strength. Being sent at the
age of 13 to Kyushu, he established himself
in Bungo, where he caused disturbances in a
very short time. He returned to Kyoto in 1 154,

joined his father during the Hogen war (1156),
and was banished to the island of Oshima (Izu).

Gradually, he took possession of the 7 islands of

Izu, and again contemplated to overthrow the

Taira. Kudo Shigemitsu, Izu no suke re-

ceived orders to attack him (1170). Seeing the

fleet of the latter coming towards him, Tametomo took an arrow and aim-
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ing at the principal, boat, shot, it with such force that it pierced the hull and
foundered the boat ; ShsiS z#a;med home and committed harakiri.—
Tametomo's exploitehave passed into legend which even says that he
was able to escape fe%n OktiZina on a small skiff that landed at the
Ryukyu, on the is|ap& e»Eed; Oni-ga-shima, and that he became the
ancestor of the royal femily of tbs archipelago.

Yoshikata, H -gt { f 1155). Brother of the two preceding had
a contest with his nephew Yoshiliira, levied soldiers to figh| fesfec, but
was defeated and killed.

Yukiie, ff^(+ 1186). 10th son of Tameyoshi, was 1

first

called Yoshimori. After his father and brothers had been defeated by the
Taira (1156), he retired to Shingii, in the Kumano district (Kii), and was
for this reason surnamed Sliingu Jura. In 1180, he was selected to

carry to the provinces prince Mochihiio's invitation to rise against the
Taira

;

he then joined his nephew Yoritomo who was beginning the cam-
paign,. Hot able to agree with Yoritomo, Yukiie left him, went to Yoslii-

nakadB$$$>iano and followed him in his expedition against Kyoto

:

he
was tfeeji mined Buzen no kami. When Yoshinaka was defeated (1184),
Yukiie 'fleet into the province of Kii and, the following year, sided with
Yosliitsune against Yoritomo. The latter having risen in arms, Yukiie
fled to Izumi, where, by order of Yoritomo, he was put to death by Fuji-
wara Yoshiyasu.

Yosliihira, §£ (1140-1160). Eldest son of Yoshitomo, was
only 15 years old when he bore arms against his uncle Yoshikata, whom
he defeated and killed at Okura (Musashi) (1155). He had been sur-
named Kamakura Aht-Genda. During the Heiji war (1159), he left

Kamakura and joined his father at Kyoto, fought bravely against Taira
Shigemori, but was defeated, and obliged to retreat to Owari. His father

sent him to recruit troops in the North, where, having learned of the death
of Yoshitomo, he secretly returned to Kyoto, but was soon discovered,

arrested and beheaded at Rokujdgahara.
—— Tomonaga, ft- (1144-1160). Son of Yoshitomo, accom-

panied his father when the latter fled from Kyoto after his defeat (1159)

;

at Ryuka-goe
(Yamasldro), in a battle against the troops of the Yokokawa

bonzes, he was wounded by an arrow. Having arrived at Aohaka
(Mino), his father ordered him to go with his brother Yoshiliira and levy
some troops in Kai and in Shinano : Yosliihira left at once, but infla-

mation having set in Tomonaga'

s

wound, it was impossible for him to

go further. Irritated with this mishap, Yoshitomo dreaded to desert him
and to continue his route whereupon Tomonaga asked his father to kill

him with his own hand. Yoshitomo following in this, the customs of the
times accepted and despatched his own son. Tomonaga was buried on
the spot

; some time after, Taira Munekiyo violated his grave, beheaded
him and sent the trophy to Kyoto.

Yoritomo, (li47-l 199). The first Minamoto Shogun.
3rd son of Yoshitomo, made the gembuku at the age of 13, a little

liefore the beginning of the Heiji civil war (1159). After the defeat of
his father, he fled with him, left him at Aohaka (Mino) and took refsps-
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at the house of the mayor (ekicho

)

of the village of Oi. He was discovered

by Taira Muneki/yo, and taken to Kyoto. Kiyomori intended to put him
to death, but at the petition of his mother, he was contented with exiling

him to Hiruga-oshima ( Tzu) (1160) : ltd Sukechika and Hgjo Tokimasa

had charge of him. He had connexion with the Sukechika'

s

daughter

who bore him a son : in his fury, Sukechika wanted to kill him but

Yoritomo managed to escape and took shelter in the house of Hgjo Toki-

fj8||Mw^a#sd in a similar manner with Tokimasa’s daughter,

and it was in vain that the father sent her to the

p^rnnee, Taira Kanetaka

;

she eluded Jus watchfulness

efef M Spritomo. In 1180, when Mochihito sent orders to

.. . ;iyf|ff against the Taira, Yoritomo was the,first to respond

/JsS&^K®^^p|led soldiers in Izu and in Sagmui but was defeated

%$agami) by Oba Kageclvika (1181). He retreated

of HaJcone, where he gathered his adherents, stop-

.. ... ,.»> . .

Owari, they joined *

„„,***, vo™.
the army brought

up from Sliinano by Yosliinaka and Yukiie, and defeated the soldiers of

Taira Shigehira. Lastly, they came to Kyoto, from whence the Taira fled

to the west, taking with them the young emperor Antoku (1183). Yoshi-

naka, once master of Kyoto, acted with such lawlessness, that he

provoked the anger of the ex-emperor Go-Shirakawa and the jealousy of

Yoritomo, who sent an army commanded by his own brothers Noriyori

and Yoskitsune against him : Yosliinaka was

The
,
victors then turned their efforts against

repulsed at fahim tani (Scttsu), at Yashima

wa (Nagato). Dissensions having arisen betwea^^^H^g^
tmute the latter, to escape from his brother whd£

*

opportunity to assassinate him, fled to Matsu,
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by Fujiwara Yasuhira, acting by Yoritomo'

s

command (1189). Yori-

lonvo then had undisputed sway: in 1190, he was name! Sotsuilwshi

(superintendent) of the 06 provinces ; two years later, he received the

title of Sei-i-tai-shogun. A new era began for Japan, that lasted for

nearly 7 centuries
;
the authority, no longer in the hands of the Emperor,

was wielded by his powerful lieutenant-general, the Shogun. Y&rkem
showed himself cruel to opponents and all those whose influence he feared.;

his uncle Yukiie and his brother Yosliitsune had already been despatched

by his order
;
he directed also that his other brother, Noriyori, be put to

death (1193). We have however to concede that he was an eminent

administrator, and his organization of the Baknfu of Kamakura proved

that he had real genius for government. Yoritomo, often known
under the title of Kamakura-Udaisho or Kamakura-dotw, died at the

ags of 5$, from the effects of a fall from horseback. — See Kamakura,
lianafoira-Bakufti

,

etc.

.AiA~3foriyori, fR (1150-1193). Brother of Yoritomo, was edu-

cated by Fujiwara Norisue. In 1180, he went at the head of an army
and helped Oyama Tomomasa to defeat Shida Yoshihiro in Shimotsuke.

By command of Yontomo, he, with yos/ii<SM?ur,-fought against Yoshinaka,

defeated and killed him at Aicazu (Omi) (1184). He then marched

against the Taira and defeated them at Ichi no tani

:

he was in conse-

quence named Mikarca no kami. Two months after, he carried on the

campaign and went as far as Bungo

;

this prevented him from taking part

in the battles of Yashima and Dan no ura. He then returned to Kama-
kura, and when Yoritomo proposed him to fight against Yosliitsune, he

energetically refused. The union between the two brothers became more
strained and matters were made worse by calumny. Finally Noriyori was
banished to Shuzenji (Izu) and very soon after was put to death.

Yoshitsune, #2 (1159-1189). The youngest son of Yoshi-

tomo, was named Ushiwaka in his childhood. After the Heiji war, he

was pardoned by Kiyomori on condition that he would become a bonze ;

lie was therefore placed in the temple Kurama-
dera, under the care of the learned Gakujitsu.

At the age of 11, reading the annals of his

family, he resolved in his mind to walk in the

footsteps of his ancestors. Vainly did Gakujitsu

try to inspire him with love for religious exercises,

Yoshitsune stealthily escaped from the temple

and took refuge in the palace of Fujiwara Hide-
liira, in Mutsu: in this journey, he was ac-

companied by Benkei, whom he had beaten in

a fencing pass on the bridge of Gojo {Kyoto) and
who became his inseparable companion. In
Omi, he made the gembuku and chose the name
of Yoshitsune, a name which he was to bring to

a great celebrity : he was then 16 years of age.

In Mutsu, Hidehira gave him shelter in the stronghold of Hiraizumi.
As soon as he heard that Yoritomo had levied troops to march against
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the Taira, he hastened to join him with 2,000 horse (1180) : the two
brothers met near the Kise-gaiox, a river in Suruga. In the mean
time, Yoshinaka, having arrived at Kyoto and excited disturbances,
Yoritomo sent his two brothers Noriijori and Yoshitsune against him;
he was defeated at Uji, then at Sefoand at Awazu (Otni) (1184). Yoshi-
tsune then entered Kyoto, where he was received by the ex-emperor Go-
Shirakawa and lodged in the imperial palace After a few days’ rest, he
continued his campaign against the Taira who had erected a stronghold
near the sea, at Ichi no tani (Settsu). With fcfeslsdp of Noriyori, he at-
tacked the powerful Hcike army from two differrides and completely
defeated it ; those who survived, fled by sea tow®r^^i West. Yoshitsune
returned to Kyoto,.was received with enthusiasm and obtained the title

of Kebiishi. This ino-easing popularity of his younger brother bred
jealousy in the mind of Yoritomo. Early in the following year, Yoshitsune
re-opened the campaign. The Taira, after their defeat at Ichi no tani,
had earned away the young emperor Antoku, and made a stronghold at
Yashima, in Sanuki

(Shikoku) : Yoshitsune attacked and obliged them
to retreat to Nagato, where he closely pursued and completely crushed
them at Dan no ura (1185) . The emperor Antoku was drowned with ha
grandmother, Kiyomori’s widow

;
his mother, the empress Kenrei mm-

in was saved. As to the Taira, most of them perished in the sea
;
the

prisoners were put to death. After this victory which secured the triumph
of the Minarnoto, Yoshitsune returned to Kyoto and then to Kama-
kura. Yoshitomo’s jealousy was growing all the while

;
a certain warrior,

Kajiwara Kagetoki, who had had some dispute with Yoshitsune, calum-
niated him before his brother and when he arrived at Koshigoe, a small
distance from Kamakura, he was forbidden to enter the city. Yoshitsune
vainly tried to appease his brother, he had to return to Kyoto

.

There he was
named Iyo no kami, but Yoritomo forbade him to take possession of his office
and named a Jit

6

to replace him. Soon after, Yoshitsune was ordered to
separate himself from his uncle YakHe and to deliver the latter to Yoritomo

;

feigning some malady, he evaded the order
;
his brother getting always

more and more irritated, requested the ex-bonze Tosabo Shoshun to go to
Kyoto and to assassinate Yoshitsune ; but the un-forseen happened : Sho-
shun was killed by his expected victim. Then, Yorimoto started for
Kyoto ; Yoshitsune resolved to fly to Tsukushi, but a storm drove him
back to the shore

;
he hid himself in Yamato, then at the Yoshino-san,

at Tabu no mine, and even at Kyoto

;

lastly, disguised as a pilgrim and
accompanied by his wife, his faithful Benkei and some servants, he wend-
ed his way towards Mutsu to be again sheltered under the hospitable roof
of Fushiwam Hidehira. The latter received him cheerfully and gave
him the stiSgsglaoM of Koromogaiva as a place of refuge. But Hidehira
died the folfeiiag year and his son Yasuhira had not the courage to resist
Yoritomo’s order 'to march against Yoshitsune and to kill him. An army
was sent to lay siege to Koromogaiva : Yoshitsune defended himself
with great valor, but finding it impossible to resist such great numbers, he
killed his wife and children and then committed suicide. He was 31
years old. Yasuhira sent his head to Kamakura.—-According to a
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legend, Yoshitsune did not die then. He was able to escape to the island

of Ezo and is now honored by the Aim under the name of Gihjo-daimyo-

jin.—According to others who base their opinion on a similarity of name
(the Japanese pronunciation of the Chinese characters of the name Mina-

moto Yoshitsune would Ire Gen Gikyo), he emigrated to Mongolia, where

he became the famous Gengis-Klian (1157-1226).—At all events, Yoshi-

tsune is, to the present day, one of the most popular heroes of Japan
;

poetry and the theatre vie with each other in celefe5»t»g his exploits.

Yoshinaka, -fl
1 (1 154-1184). Son of TiisM&ita and grandson

of Tameyoshi was brought up by Nakahara Kan-ito., iff- the mountainous

district of Kiso (Shinano), hence his name Kiso Yoshinaka under which

he is often known. At the age of 13, he made the gemhuku in the

temple of Iwashimizu. In 1180, obeying the orders of piince Moclii-

hito, he levied troops in Shinano and marched against the Taira

;

the

governor of the province, Ogasawara Yorinao tried to oppose him, but he

was defeated. The following year, Jo Nagamochi a daimyo of Echigo,

came to attack him, but was likewise defeated. The Taira, Michimori

and Tsunemasa, then made war against him : they were beaten in Echigo,

and Yoshinaka remained thus sole master of several provinces. His uncle,

Yukiie, after a quarrel with Yoiitomo, joined him and both, with a large

army, directed their steps towards Kyoto (1182). The Taira, vainly

sought to oppose their progress
;
they were defeated and, when they

saw the enemy approaching their city, they fled., l&kk-g with them the

young emperor Antoku. Yoshinaka entered Ei0fa without difficulty,

and was received as a liberator by the ex-emperor Go-Shirakawa, who
named him lyo no kami. Yoshinaka then resolved to put the prince

Ilokuroku no Miya, son of Mochihito-Q on the

throne, but the ex-emperor opposed his views.

Yoshinaka, irritated at this opposition, gave full play

to his anger and filled Kyoto with terror. He
secured the person of the ex-emperor, burned the

palace, deposed the Kwampaku, replaced him by

a child 12 years old, and at last had himself named
Shogim. Yoritomo, hearing of this, placed his two
brothers, Noriyori and Yoshitsune at the head of an

army of 60,000 men and sent them against Yoslii-

naka, who was defeated at Seta and kiBM'J&i the

battle of Awazu (Omi) ; he was 31 years old;,--” Yoshi-

naka had always been surrounded by 4 feMyisompanions at arms who
died with him : lmai Kanehira, Higuchi Kanemitsu, Tate Chikatada

and Nenni Yukichika : they were called his shi-ten.

Yoriie, $8 (1182-1204). 2nd Minamoto Shogun. Eldest son

qf Y&ritomo, was at first called Ichiman. He was 17 years old when
-hsS'-itather died, and, although he had then received the title of So-shugo-

his mother Masa-ko formed a Council which was composed of her

Hojo Tokimasa, of Oe Hiromoto a nd of 1 L other members
;
these

w-sts -entrusted with the Government affairs. Yoriie showed great ardor

Iff learning the military art, fencing, horse-riding etc.; but his morals

SEAL OF
MINAMOTO YOSHINAKA

(II&2).
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were very low and this estranged all men from him. fn 1202, he was
named Sei-i-tai-shogun, but fell ill the following year. Masa-ko then sug-
gested that the 38 provinces of the Kwansai should be given to his brother
Semman (Sanetomo ), and the 28 provinces of the Kwanto to his son
Icliiman. Hihi Yoshikazu, Yoriie’s father-in-law, thinking the partition
unfair to Ills grandson, presented a complaint to his son-in-law, and
formed with him the design of destroying the Hojd. Masa-ko heard
of tins and informed her father Tokimasa who sent Amano Tokage to
kill Yoshikam. When the news of this murder had spread, the whole
family of tbs Hiki rose in arms, but Tokimasa ordered the palace of Ichi-
nmn, where they had assembled, to lie set on fire and all perished in the
dames (5.203). Yoriie was ordered to shave his head and was confined
in Shuzenji (lsu\ where Tokimasa had him assassinated the following
year.

Sanetomo, ff (1192-1219). Third Minamoto Shogun. 7o-
riie's brother, succeeded him as Shogun, whilst the administration re-

mained in the hands of his mother Masa-ko, his uncle Yoshitoki and his

grandfather Hojd Tokimasa. At the age of 12, he changed the name Sem-
man which lie had borne until then to Sanetomo. In the following year
Tokimasa planned to destroy him, and to replace him by his son-in-law,
Hiraga Tomomasa, hut the plot was revealed to Masa-ko who hastened
with her son to the palace of Ydshitoki : Tokimasa was obliged to shave his

head and retire to Hojd (Izu) whilst Tomomasa was put to death at

Kyoto (1205). Masa-ko continued to govern with her brother Yoshitoki.

At the beginning of the year 1219, Sanetomo, having received the
title of Udaijin, ordered a ceremony of thanksgiving to be held at the
temple of Hachiman, on the Tsurugaoka hill, near Kamakura. He
was leaving the temple and standing on the steps, when he was
assassinated by his nephew Kugyd, son of Yoriie

;

he was then only 28
years old. He is the last of the Minamoto Shogun.

Ichiman, y* (1200-1203). Eldest son of Yoriie, lost his life

at the time when his relatives on the mother’s side endeavored to secure

for him his father’s succession.— See Yoriie.

Kugyo, & IS • — See Kugyd.
Senju-maru, T* jL (1201-1214). Third son of Yoriie, was

only 12 years old, when Izumi Chikahira levied an army against the

Hojo in order to raise him to the rank of Shogun. Chikahira was defeated
and Senju-maru was obliged to become a bonze under the utmie of Ei-
jitsu (1213). The following year, Wada Yoshimori took up Chika-
liira's plan

;
he was likewise defeated and Senju-maru fell with his party.

Minamoto Ari-ko, f (1171-1257). Adopted daughter of the

Naidaijin Michichika, married the emperor Go-Toba and was the
mother of Tsuchimikado. In 1204, the emperor had his head shaved
and took the name of Shdmei mon-in. She died at the age of 87.

Minamoto Chika-ko, if- . Morochika’s daughter, was the wife
of the emperors Kameyama and Go-Daigo. By her second marriage
she had several children among whom prince Morinaga-shinno. She
is known under the name of Mimbukyo-san-i.
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Minase, 7jt itii • I* 1 Settsu. A famous Shintoist temple, where
honor is paid to the emperors Go-Toba, Tsuchimikado, Sutoku.

Minase, 7.]t 83 • Kuge family, descended from Fujiwara Michi-
taka (953-995) and the chief, by right of inheritance, of the Shintoist

temple of Minase (Settsu).— Now Viscount.

Minato-gawa, JH • Small river of the province of Settsu,

which enters the sea between Kobe and Hyogo. In 1336, it was the

scene of a bloody battle, where Kusunoki Masashige, defeated by Ashi-

kaga Takauji, killed himself.

Mincho-ryu, P)J • School of painting, Chinese style, esta-

blished by the bonze Mincho or Cho Densu (1352-1431). The best

known of its members are Josetsu and Shubun.

Mine, . In Ise, to-day, Kawasaki. Was under the Ashikaga,

the residence of a family of daimyo, bearing the same name. Nobunaga
dispossessed them in favor of Takigawa Kazumasu (1569), who was in

turn dispossessed by Hideyoski (1591).

Mineyama, ^ ill In Tango. Since 1620, the residence of a

branch of the Kydgoku family. (13,000 k.).

Mino, tfi $2 • One of the 13 provinces of the Tosando. Comprises

15 districts depending on the Gi/u-ken.— Chinese name: Noshu .— In

olden times, was called Minn (three plains) from the three plains Kaga-
mi-no, Ao-no, and Kamo-no.

Minobu, p{ . Village of Kai, famous on account of the great

temple Kuonji, built in 1273 by Nichiren, whose remains are venerated

in that place. It is to the present day the principal seat of th<?^kjbf&~$hu

sect. Minobu-san is also called Futidari-mine.

Mi-no-o no mikado, %>%'& PJ The emperor Seiwa re-

ceived that name, l>ecause his grave is in the village of Mi-no-o (Yaniashiro).

Minowa, 9% ‘Ml • In Ilozuke. Old castle built towards 1525, by

Nagano Nobunari, a vassal of the Uesugi. In 1565, Takeda Shingen

besieged Nagano therein, who, being defeated, killed himself. After the

destruction of the Takeda (1582), Nobunaga gave the province of Kozuke

to Takigawa Kazumasu, but the Hojo secured it not long after that. li

Naomasa to whom Teyasu had given the castle of Minowa (1590),

left it to take up his residence at Takasaki. (1598).

Mi-oya no kami, /M1 Title under which, Tamayon-hime,
the mother of Jivwnu-tenno, is honored.

Miroku, M (Sanscr. Maitreya). The Bosatsu who will be born

a^iu.in the year 5,000 after Shaka entered Nirvana and who in turn

ibecome Buddha.

I .SKt'Saki, H I1# • In Sagarni. Ancient castle belonging to the Miura
It passed, later on, to the Satomi (1556), then to the Hojo of

Odawara, and was abandoned in the year 1590.— In 1808, the Bakafu
built a fort at Misaki to protect the coasts.

Misasagi, lU • Tombs of emperors or of some high officials. In

ancient times, the emperors were placed in stone coffins and buried on the

top of an eminence made for that purpose and surrounded with ditches.

At the time of Mommu, the empress Jito, his predecessor, was cremated
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i7S.£j>-and it became customary to deposit the remains of sovereigns in
the large Buddhist temples, Hokke-clo, Senyu-ji, etc. The imperial tombs
were placed under the care of the Jibu-slio. — See Sanryd-bugyd.

Misen-to, llj WJ •
.

Another name of the island of Miya-jima,
whose highest mountain is called Mi-sen.

Mi-shima, 12. • Island (12 Km. circuit) on the N.W. coast of Nagato.
Mishima, cm itfi • Town (9,200 inh.) of the Shizuoka-ken, chief city

of the Izu province.

Mishima, H ^ - Samurai family of Kagoshima (Satsuma

)

made
noble in 1837.— Now Baron.

Tsuyo, >jfi (+ 1888). Was prefect of the Sakata and the
Yamagata-ken, Police inspector, etc.

Mishima-nada, 7jt AH 8S • 0lie of the 5 principal basins of the
Interior Sea, between the provinces of Aki (Hondo) and of Ljo (Shikoku).
Misshu, & fy; • (Lit.: secret religion). Another name of the

Shingon Buddhist sect This sect demands 10 degrees of perfection or
of self-knowledge, and it is only after having arrived at the last, that the
faithful will be able to grasp the source and the depth of his own thought,
and to discover the secret of becoming “ Buddha ” even in this world.
Misshu-ryobu, ‘4f; n' M The two parts, wisdom (kongO-lcai)

and reason (taizd-kai), of which the Buddhist perfection is composed in
the Misshu or Shingon sect.

Mitake, H •{& • In Totomi. Ancient castle belonging to the Sliiba
daimyo (15th century).

Mitake,- • The highest mountain of the Tsushima islands

(487 m.). Also called Nita-clake.

Mi-take, fjJ • Mountain situated 18 Km. W. of the city of Kbfu
(Kai) ; famous for its temples.

Mito, 7X J3 . Chief town (33,800 inh.) of the department of Ibaraki
and the province of Hitachi.— Ancient castle of the Daijo family

; Edo
Michifusa occupied it in the beginning of the 15th century, and his des-

cendants held it till 1590. At that date it passed into the hands of the
Satakc. leyasu installed therein his sons Nobuyoshi (1600), Yonwbu
(1603), then Yorifusa (1609) ;

this latter formed the branch of the Toku-
gaiva of Mito (350,000 k.), one of the three families (san-ke) from which
the Shogun could be chosen.

Mito, . Branch of the 1'okwjmxi,fessiiy .—See Tokugaioa (Mito).

Mito Komon, tK I3 ftt 1*3 - —See' TeUugmm Mitsukuni.
Mitori-ba, M • -Reclaimed fend sft, the foot of mountains or

on the banks of rivers, and which was iassS, abS according to its surface,

but according to the annual harvest it produced.
Mitoshiro, W ft it Bice-fie&fe, ike taxes of which went to the

maintenance of the Shintoist temples.

Mitsui, H # • Family of bankers, merchants and manufacturers,
made noble in 1900.— Now Baron.

Mitsuke-ga-hara, M pft • In Totomi. Old castle built by the
Imagaica daimyo. Tokugaiva leyasu was defeated there in 1572 by
Takeda Shingen.
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Mitsukuri, Yp Ancient castle in Omi ; it belonged to the ltokka-
ka daimyo (Sasaki). Nobunaga secured it in 1573.

Miura, H M • Daimyo family of Sagami descended from Taira
Takamachi.

Tamemichi, M i§ • Settled, in the 11th century, in the dis-

trict of Miura (Sagami) and took the name of the place. Towards 1060,
he built the castle of Kinugasa.

Yoshiaki, ip Rj] (1093-1181). Son of Yoshitsugu and great-

grandson of Tamemichi, had the title of Miura Osuke and resided at the
castle of Kinugasa (Sagami). When Yoritomo began his campaign
against the Taira, he sent his son Yoshizumi and his grandson Yoshi-

mori to the arm}'. Having heard of the defeat of Ishibashi-yama, he
levied other troops and routed Hatakeyama Shigetada ; but the latter

soon came back and laid siege to Kinugasa, where Yoshiaki met his death.

Yoshimnne -Yoshimori (TFatfa)

Yoshiaki

Yoshizumi

Aritsugu - Yoshinri
I Morizumiizumi

|

Tomomura

iMitsuzumi
Toshimura

Tomouji -

Sadamura <

Yasoraura jEKagemura
I luigayasu

YosliiniurajMitensiixsEa
|

Ieroafa- - Ycsliiyuki <

Nag&iaSIa
ShlgsjiHJva

Taneraunt - Yoriannra
Yoshisnke
Sliigetoki

Shigezumi- Shigemura

{

Ieyasu - - Shigctane

_ (Yoritane

Yosliiliaru (Tatara)

Yosliisue (Nagai

)

Kagetsura

Yoshitsura\
(Sauxtra)

Yoshiyuki ('I'sukui)

Tamekiyo (Ashina)
Yoshizane (Okazaki)

Sforitsura

Ietsura

iTaneuji -1 Yasuzunii
' Yosliiuji

Tsunetsura
Hiromori
Moriyoshi
Mitsumori
Moritoki - Yorimori -

{

Tomokazu
Kagemura
Muuekane

Sumitada

..
(Kage-Jji

Tadanji -tShigeuji
(Motomura

Ieuji

Kageyoslii

Moriaki - Yoshitsugu
Sadayoshi
Kancmura- Kaneyoshi

Yukimura
Tomoyuki
Yukitsune- Tomotsuue

fArimura
Yukimura s Sadamura

t Motomura
Koreinura
Icmura- - Tomomura

{

Yoshiyasu
Tokiaki - Tokitsiigu

Yoshizumi, p (1127-1200). Son of Yoshiaki, also called

Arajiro, sided with Yoritomo against the Taira (1180) and, with the help

of his brother Yosliitsura, defeated Hatakeyama Shigetada at Kotsubo
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(Sagami)

.

Defeated In his turn at Kinugasa, he retired into Aim, whence
he returned to take part in Noriyori's expedition towards the West, and
was intrusted with the defense of the Siam province. He assisted at

the battle of Dan no ura (1185) and took part in the campaign against

Fujiwara Yasuhira (1189).

Yoshitsura, H . Brother of Yoshizumi, is also called Sa-
wara Juro. He took part in the battles of Kotsubo and Kinugasa, then
in the campaigns against Yoshinaka and against the Taira. His achieve-
ments at Ichi no tani made him famous. Yoshitsura is said to have been
7 and a half feet high and was gifted with Herculean strength.—— Yoshimura, W (+ 1239). Son of Yoshizumi, helped to re-

press the revolt of his cousin Wada Yoshimori against the Hojo (1213).

When Kugyo had murdered the Shogun Sanetomo, he had him arrested

by Nagao Sadakage and his head sent to HojoYosliitoki (1219). A little

before the Shokyu war (1221), his brother Taneyoshi, then stationed

MIUIIA YOSHIMURA PRE8ENTINO THE HEAD OP HIS BROTHER TANEYOSHI TO Hojo YOSHITOKI.

at pressed him to side with the ex-emperor Go-Toba, Yoshimura
reveal, plot to Yoshitoki, marched with him to Kyoto and himself
presented his own brother’s head to his lord. IV .'Afeconduct, he entirely

won the Shikken’s confidence and took hcnce^^1

,^ large part in the
government of the land.

.V.wl'.'- <

— Taneyoshi, M (+ 1221). Brother oi'Yoshimura, w&sKebi-
ishi. After his quarrel with the Shikken Yoshitoki, he supported the ex-
emperor Go-Toba in his designs against the Hojo and wrote to his brother
to induce him to follow his steps, but Yoshimura delivered the letter to

Yoshitoki. During the ensuing civil war, Taneyoshi, after having fought
with great valor, was defeated and killed.
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41 ^ (1104-1247). Son of Yoshimura, is also called

Suruga J'iro. He followed his father to the Shokyu war (1221), and was
named Wakasa no kami, afterwards Hyojoshu (1235). He enjoyed the

full confidence of the Shikken Tokiyori, but could not agree with Adaclii

ICagemori. Their rivalry brought about the civil war : Tokiyori sided

with his grandfather Kagemori, and Yasumura was defeated and killed

with all his family in the premises of the temple Hokke-do (Kyoto).

Mitsumura, it #>)( + 1247). Brother of Yasumura, was Kebi-

ishi and Noto no kami. He perished with his whole family in the war
against the Hr,jo.— He was the last of the senior branch of the family.

---Yoshiatsu, §& [s] (+ 1516). Son of Uesugi Takamasa, was
adbpfed by Miura Tokitaka, who had no heir. Some time after, a son,

Tamnori, having been born to him, he forced Yoshiatsu, to become bonze

in the temple of Sosei-ji (Sagami). Yoshiatsu, at first seemed to he re-

signed to his fate, but in 1496, he -levied troops, laid siege to the castle of

Arai, where Tokitaka was staying, defeated and killed him, and took

possession of his domains. In 1499, he had his head shaved and took the

name of Bosun. Besieged in Okazaki, (Sagami) by Hojo Soun, he was
defeated, took refuge in Arai, where, being again attacked, he committed

harakiri, together with his son Yosliimoto.— Thus ended this family

which for several centuries, had l>een at the head of the province of

Sagami.
Miura, H M • Daimyo family, descended from Miura lemma, son

of Yoshimura (V. art. above).— Elevated to the rank of a daimyo in

1639, in the person of Masatsugu (1600-1641), the family resided suc-

cessively : in 1639, at Mibu (Shimotsuke) ; in 1691, at Nobcoka (Hyuga) ;

in 1712, at Kariya (Milcaica) ; in 1747, at Nisliio (Mikawa) ; lastly, from

1764 to 1868, at Katsuyama (Mimasaka— 23,000 k.).— At present

Viscount.

Miura,H fill
• Samurai family of the Yamaguchi clan (SumT), made

noble in 1884. — To-day Viscount.

Miwa, H ¥A •
I *1 Yamato. Isshiki Yoslvitsura was defeated in that

place and killed in 1440, by the army of the Shogun Yoshinoti.

Miwa Shissai, H (1669-1744). Confucianist from Kyoto.

Taught Oyomei’s Chinese philosophy, and published a translation of his

book (Denshuroku)

.

Miys, fS Jn ancient times, the palace of the emperor was called

mi-aralm ot mi-ya. The large temples of Ise-Daijingu, reproduce exactly

their type of 4;0ri3«uction. Under Ojin-tenno's reign (270), Korean

carpenters e#a)fe to Jv.pan, and from that time, the imperial palace was

built in Kotoan fityfe. In 643, the Chinese style was adopted and used

in the cofisfcueiaon of the Nara (710) and Kyoto (794) temples.

Miya, ^ Shintoist temple.— Also called jinja, yashiro, etc.

Miya, & • Title of princes and princesses of the imperial family.

—

From ancient times the princes’ palaces were called miya and according

to their situation, Yotsu-tsuji no miya, Jtsu-tsuji no miya, Tokiwai no

miya, etc. ;
Gradually, the name of their residence was given to the

princes themselves. Those among them, who became bonzes, took the
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name of the temple they entered : Ninnaji no Miya, Hinnoji no Miya
etc. and were called Miya-monzcki.

Miyabe, IflS . Daimyo family of the 16th century.

TsimMf^u, $2 Pi (1528-1599). First a bonze at the Hiei-zan,
followed As^^Mzmasa, who gave him the domain of Miyabe (Omi),
which name^p^p:. After the destruction of the Asai (1573), he served
Iiideyoshi, mMvm the castle of Toyohini, then thatf^pgfcm (Inaba)
(1582). After the Kyushu campaign against the .90p|||| (1587), he
obtained an increase of revenues.

Nagafusa, M M Son of Tsuyimasu, succSehea'liitn in the
possession of the fief of Tottori, but having fought against Ieyasu, he was
dispossessed (1600).

$£ Jl| . River (126 Kin.) in he. Also called Watarai-
gawa. 'Mw&tf&ttva.

Mi$||||(gva, & i'l • Name of the-Jinzu-gawa, in its superior course,
in HiM’.
Miyagawa, & Jl| • In Omi. From 1698 to 1868, the residence of

the Hotta daimyo (13,000 k.).

Miyagi-ken, ^ M • Department formed by 14 districts of Riku-
zen and 3 of Iwaki.—Pop., 899,000 inh.— Chief town : Sendai (93,500
inh.)—A principal city : Ishincmiaki (18,600 inh.).

Miya-jima, ^ tfig .— See Itsuku-shima.
Miyake, lH ^ . In ancient times, name given to rice-fields belonging

to the imperial domain, then by extension, to the granaries wherein they
kept the rice produced in such fields, and finally to the officials having
charge of same. It is to the emperor Suinin, that the construction of the
first of these granaries is due, and under the rule of Suiko, they numbered
181. The officials who were at the head of these miyake had the title of
miyake-obito ; the farmers who cultivated these rice-fields were called
tabe and their chief, tabe no muraji.—ESygg,.^ the present day, several
villages bear the name Miyake, b^use|||§§|f|prmerly possessed a rice

f^aiy. _ llliifl
Miyake, ^ . In Settsu. Ancierit^saii® belonging to the Hoso-

kawa daimyo

;

was in 1549 the scene of a battle between Hosokawa
Harumoto and Miyoshi Chokei.

Miyake, H ^ • Daimyo family, originally from Mikawa and des-
cended from the Uda-Genji. It resided : in 1604, at Uemi (Mikawa)

;

in 1615, at Kameyama
(Ise)

;

in 1635, at Niiharu (Hitachi) ; then from
1664 to 1868, at Tawara (Mikaiua— 12,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

Miyake-jima, ^ One of t islands of Izu (30 Km.
circuit)

.

Miyake Kwanran, -
at Kyoto, was a disciple of

teaching of Kinoshita Ju

i! (1674-T718). Confucianist. Born
Keisai

;
came to Edo and followed the

Then served Mito Mitsukuni, and in

1712, succeeded Arai HakiistWifi the service of the Bakufu.
Miyake Shosai, H ^2 k'T ^ (1662-1741). Confucianist. Born at

Abash i (Hanma), was disciple of Yamazaki Ansai. He left several
works.
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Miyako, • Town where the emperor resided
;
capital. Kyoto was

often designated under that name.

Miyako-Fuji, % & ± • Another name for Hiei-zan.

Miyako-gawa, ^ Jl| . River (49 Km.) in Rikuchu
;
enters the

Pacific Ocean at the Miyako port, Also called Hei-gawa.

Miyako-jima, "M i& M* - Island (45 Km. circuit) of the Ryukyu
archipelago ; belongs to the Okinatva-ken.

Miyako Yoshika, SB &. # (848-879). Man of letters and savant.

Of the Kuwabara family. His brother HaraJca was also a distinguished

man of learning.

Miya-Monzeki, ^ PI . Title given to Buddhist temples that were
governed by an imperial prince, and, by extension, to these princes

themselves. 13 temples possessed this privilege :

itinno-ji, Sft £ ^
Ninna-ji, tffl#.-
Daikaku-ji, A % S
Myoho-in,
Shogo-in,

Seiren-in, # K •
-

Chion-in, JS K •
-

Kwanju-ji, SJ 1® #
En-yu-in, IB1 M -

-

Manju-in, S IS •
-

Emma-in, U 8? K •
-

Shoko-in, Bg_$5 K •
-

Bishamon-do, H, 'A> I

• Taid&i feet).

SSisgoB „ ).

Nilcko no Aliya— (NikHa

Omuro-gosho — ( Kyof/o
—

. — Saga-gosho— ( „ — >, „ ).

- Shin-Hiyoshi-Mon&ki— KySSo— Teiuhi Sect).

- Alori-goten— ( Kyoto— 'ifej&i Sect).

- Aioata no Aliya— (liyatu— Skndai Sect).

- Kwacho-goten— ( Kyoto— Jodo „ ).

- Alinami- Yamashina-golen — (Kyoto— Skingnn Sect).

Kajii no Aliya
,
Nashimoto — ( Kyoto — Tendai

- Take no ura Oo-Alonteki— ( „ — „
- Byorta-in, Komn-Sabirai— (Uji— „

(Kyoto — „
'IS-- ( „ - „

Miyanari, ^ A family attached for centuries to the Shintoist

temple of TJsa (Bungo).— Now Baron.

Miyanokoshi, ^ ^ • In Shinano. Was in the 12th century, the

residence of Kiso Yoshinaka.

Miyanoshita, 'gf T . Village of Sagami, known among the
Europeans for its delightful climate, its scenery and hotsprings.

Miya-no-uchi no tsukasa, ® ft Old name for the Kunai-sho.

Mi-yasu-dokoro, ,8
> 0r • Apartment of the Palace where the

Emperor takes his rest. Towards the 9th century, this word served to

designate the secondary wives
(nyogo ,

koi, etc.) of the Emperor. Later
on, it was applied to the princes’ wives.

Miyazaki-ken, ^ tf# fig . Department of Kyushu, formed by the

province of Hxyuga. — Pop. : 490,000 inh. — Chief town : Miyazaki
(7,700 inh.) — Principal cities : Miyakonojo (13,200 inh.) Kobayashi
(12,800 inh.).

Miyazu, ^ . Town (8,900 inh.) of the Tango province. Old
castle built in 1584, by Hosokawa Tadaoki. Under the Tokugawa, was
successively the residence of the daimyb Kyogoku (1600), Nagai (1669),

Abe (1681), Okudaira (1697), Aoyama (1717), and from 1758 to 1868,

Hoxijo (70,000k.).

Miyoshi, —
. Daimyb family, issued from the Ogasawara and,

through them, from the Seiwa-Genji. At the beginning of the 14th
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eeirtury, Ogasawara Nagafusa settled in Shikoku. His descendant from
the 8th generation came to the district of Miyoshi (Am), took the name
ot the place and served the Hosokawa, then all powerful in Shikoku.

Yoshinaga-Nagayuki

Nagamoto

Nagateni

Yasunaga

Masanaga fJJ
asakats ' 1

IMasayasu

Choke! -

l Yoslutsugn

{

Yosliikata
Nagaharu
Nagasuke

,

Fuyuyasu - Fuyotsngn fM
Kaznmasa (Sogo) $

Nagateru, ^ 1520). Also called Yukinaga, was Chileu-
zen iio kami. At the time of the division which took place in theHosokawa family at the death of Masamoto (1507), he took arms against
Sumiyuki, defeated him near Kyoto and had Sumimoto, adopted son
ot Masamoto, nominated as Ktoanryo. The following year, Ouchi
Yoshioh returned to Kyoto with the dispossessed Shogun Yoshi-
tane- Nagateru vainly tried to stop him, he was defeated and had toreturn to Awa with Sumimoto. In 1511, he had his head shaved and

n
-f'

Ue
t°

f
• ^aving gathered an army, he marched

aga nst Kyoto, entered the city, but was defeated by Asakura Takakage
(1519). He waited m vain for help from Sumimoto. Attacked a second
time, he was again defeated and killed himself in the temple Chion-in.~

(+ 1549)- Brother to Nagateru, was Eclii-
zen no kam*- lo|j name of Sosan. He became a bonze and

™ mnSt“El#,he' H°KkaW“ * «***

1,
3

agamoto, 7C (+ 1532). Eldest son of Nagateru, was first
called Motonaga and was Chikuzen no kami. In 1520, he entered

217? v
th

?
a™y ; the Shogun fled to Awa and was

by iosh*l
i?

ru - I“ 1532
> Nagamoto had his head shaved and

klTE? °f A
?'T fa0m

t
tlme afier

- having been calumniated toHosokawa Harumoto, he was, by order of the latter, put to death in

smci^'nnfl,
H°n^wan^: More than 70 of his servants committed

suicide on the same occasion.

® Eldest son of Nagamoto, first had
m

6
i?
f
i

No>'\na0a
t

and was Chikuzen no kami. At the age of 17

,^vfl ,lS
C

tv

he
^
0f

-

1S 'f^vejfasaiiaga and of Matsunaga Hisahide, he

wme
1548,

u®
to°k the name of Gh6kei - Having had

t^ anX T* M?sa
?
a,Ja '

he ask^ his lord Hosokawa Harumoto for

but f • i6Vy tr0op® 111 Settsu
> Numi and Kawachi,

rfT-8
he

i fTlred permission
- Harumoto sided withMasanaga. 6hokei irritated, at once attacked and defeated Masa-

K’ he,\ establishing Ujitsuna as chief of the Hosokawa clan,

V?,
w“ t and besieged Harumoto in his castle of Miyake (1549). He

k 2
80 fai

\
as to °biige iid t

kill himself, and, raising the siege, he again turned his arms against
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Masanaga, whom he gefi&iecL Harumoto fled into Omi and asked the

Shogun Yoshiteru for help. Chokei meanwhile entered Kyoto, and in-

trusted the city into the hands of Matsunaga Hisaliide (1550) . Two years

after, he returned, forced the Shogun to submit, and had himself made
Shobanshu and Shuri-tayu (1560). After that he besieged Hatakeyama
Takamasa, took his castle of limon (Kawachi), and installed himself

there. Takamasa went into Kii, levied new troops and returned to

attack Chokei, but was again defeated and at last peace was restored

in the Kinai (15(52). The following year, Yoshioki, son of Chokei died

from the effects of poison given him by Matsunaga Hisahide. Chokei

then adopted Yoshitsugu, a son of his brother Sogo Kazumasa, but

there never reigned great harmony between them. Hisahide’s influence

besides, was always on the increase : in 1564, he had Chokei’s brother,

Fuyuyasu, put to death
;
shortly after, Chokei himself fell sick and died

at the age of 42.

Jikkyu, jif (+ 1559). Brother to Chokei. His true name
was Yukitora. Was Buzen no kami. He resided at the castle of Miyo-

shi (Awa ). In 1552, he put Hosokawa Mochitaka to death and seized

his possessions. Hisamitsu Yoshioki, Mochitaka’

s

vassal, intending to

revenge his master, levied troops against JikJeyu, but was defeated and
killed. The Shogun then sent an army into Aim and Jikkyu died on the

battlefield.

Fuyuyasu, % IM (+ 1564). Brother of the former, defended

the castle of Aralci (Scttsu) and was murdered, by Matsunaga Hisahide.

He was a distinguished poet.

Yoshitsugu, ^ (+ 1573). Nephew and adopted son of

Chokei, allowed himself to be influenced by Matsunaga Hisahide. With
him, he took part in the assassination of the Shogun Yoshiteru and of his

brother Shuko (1565). Once installed at the castle of Takaya, he
soon fell out with Hisahide: Nobunaga restored peace and con-

firmed Yoshitsugu in the possession of half of the province of Kawachi
(1568), with the castle of Wakae. In 1572, Yoshitsugu, hearing that

a quarrel had arisen between the Shogxin Yoshiaki and Nobunaga,
sided with the Shogun

;

but Nobunaga besieged Wakae and Yoshitsugu,

killed himself. About that time, the family disappeared from the

records of history : its last representatives were defeated in Shikoku by
the Chosokabe.

Miyoshi, H • Samurai family of the Clwshu clan, made noble

after the Restoration.— Now Viscount.

Miyoshi Kiyotsura, H # fpMf (847-918). In his youth, he was a

scholar of Rose Fumio. Later he became minister under the emperors

Seiwa, Yozei, Koko, TJda and Daigo, and wrote the history of the 3 first

mentioned. In 914, he presented the emperor Daigo with a memoir of

12 chapters on the ameliorations to be carried out in the administration of

the government. He is one of the great men of the Engi era.

Miyoshi Yasunobu, H # M (1140-1221). Son of Yoritonw’s

wet-nurse : whilst in Izu, Yoritomo kept him well informed of the events

that happened at Kyoto. At the time of the organization of the Bakufu,
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be was named Monchu-jo no shitsuji and kept this office for over 30
years. At the age of 82 years, he transmitted the charge to his son
Yasutoshi, and died in the same year.

Mi-yuki, ^ • Name given to the places where the Einperor
stopped in his excursions. They were also called Gyoko. V^hsh.
he travelled to several places, his journey was called Junlco. The Taiko
code (702), fixed the whole ceremonial of these journeys : the liKperiftl

guard (hyo-e, eji) watched the roads to prevent any one from leaving
or from joining the procession on its way, etc. The Engi code (927)
added to it a visit to the temples that were on the route, remunerations
to officers and officials, etc.

Mizoguchi, M o • Daimyo family, originally from Owari and des-

cended from Mvnamoto Yosliiviitsu
(
Seiwa-Genji). From 1598 to 1868,

it resided at Shibata (Echigo) ; its revenues, that were at first of 50,000 k.

were raised to 100,000 k. in 1860. — Now Count.

Mizu-cho, 7jC • Under the Tokugawa, the surveying register.

Mizuha no me, H ^ • Hod of the waters (Shinto) Son of lza-
nagi and Izanami.

Mizu-kagami, 7jC M • Historical work treating of the period from
the time of Jimmu to that of Nimmyd (660 B.C.— 850 A.D.). — The
author is supposed to be Nakayama Tadachika (1131-1195).

Mizuki, M • Hi Chikuzen. In 664, a large dock was built, sur-
rounded with strong embankments as a protection against the incursions

of the Chinese and Korean pirates.

Mizuno, 7jC ff • Daimijo family descended from Minamoto Mitsu-
masa, son of Tsunemoto (Seiwa-Genji). In the 15th century, Mitsusada
settled at Mizuno (Oivari) and took the name of the
place.

Tadamasa, J& &. ( f 1543). Occupied conse-

cutively the castles of Okawa (Owari), Otaka (Owari)
and Kariya (Mikawa). His daughter married Toku-
gawa Hirotada and was the mother of Ieyasu ; whence
the prosperity of the family.

Tadamasa

{

Katsushige-Katsutoshi-Katsusada

TadakiyofTadamo‘0 '^anaoladakiyo{ T , -Ta.lntak,,

(«)

. (b)

(Tadamasu -Tadataka (<•)

Dai (Denzu-in) wife of Tokugawa Hirotada and mother of Ieyasu.
Tadamori -Tadamoto -Tadayoslii-Tadaharu -Tadamitsu (d)
Norikata -Shigenaka ’ (e)

(a)— Eldest branch Nobumoto, fjf % (+ 1576). Shimotsuke
no kami, in 1543, deserted the Imagawa, his liege lords, in order to follow

Oda Nobuhide ; this estranged the Matsudaira and the Tokugawa from
him until the day when they also rallied round Nobunaga. Having had
a quarrel with Sakuma Nobumasa, Nobumoto was accused before Nobu-
naga who gave orders to Ieyasu to put him to death : Ieyasu obeyed and
sent the head of his uncle to Nobunaga.

Tadashige, $ (1541-1600). Was the brother of Nobumoto,
but at the death of the latter, he was chosen heir to his castle of Kanya
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(Mikawa). He served Hideyoshi who named him Izumi no kami
and raised his revenues to 40,000 k. He was murdered by Iiagai
Hidemusu.

Katsushige, /$, (1564-1651). Took part in the Kyushu
expedition (1587) under the leadership of Sasa Narimasa. During the

Korean war, his conduct was disgraceful. He passed from the army of

Konislii Yukinaga to that of Koto Kiyomasa, then to that of Kuroda
Nagamasa, of Miura Shigekatsu, etc. Having returned to Japan, he
sided with leyasu, his cousin, and was named Hyiiga no kami. In 1615,
he was transferred from Kariya to Koriyama (Yamato— 60,000 k.),

and in 1619, to Fukuyama (Bingo— 100,000 k.). In 1638, he helped

to repress the Shimabara insurrection. In 1646, he had his head shaved
and took the name of Sok-yic.— His direct lineage stops in 1698. An heir

was chosen for him in the person of one of his relatives, who, in 1703,

received the castle of Yuki (Shimosa— 17,000 k.), where his family

remained till the Kestoration.— To-da.y Viscount.

(b) — Branch which resided successively : in 1602, at Obata (Kozuke)

;

in 1616, at Kariya (Mitcawa) ;
in 1632, at Yoshida (Mikawa)

;
in 1642,

at Matsumoto
(
Shinano

)

;
in 1777, at Numazu (Suruga — 50,000 k.). At

the Restoration, it was transferred to Kikuma (Kazusa).— Now Viscount.

(c)— Branch that resided at Minakami (Tamba), then at Hojo (Awa),
and, since 1827, at Tsurumaki (Kazusa— 15,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(d) — Branch that resided successively : in 1615, at Yamakawa (Shimo-
tsuke) ; in 1635, at Tanaka (Suruga)

;
in 1642, at Yoshida (Mikawa)

;
in

1645, at Okazaki (Mikawa) ;
in 1762, at Karatsu (Hizen

)

; in 1817, at

Hamamatsu (Totomi) ; in 1845, at Yamagata (Dewa — 50,000 k.). At
the time of the Kestoration, it was transferred to Asahi-yama (Omi).

—

Now Viscount.

(e) — Branch installed since 1619 at Shingu (Kii— 35,000 k.).— Now
Baron.

Mizusawa, 7.K • Town (8,300 inh.) of Rikuchu. Was in the

Middle Ages the seat of the Chinjufu or general government of the pro-

vince of Mutsu.

Mizu-shima, 7jC • Name given to two small neighboring islands,

one (Kami-Mizu-shima) belonging to the Bizen province, the other

(Shimo-Mizu-shima) to that of Bitchu. In 1183, Iiiso Yoshinaka’s

army was defeated in that place fey the Taira.

Mizutani, 7jt ^ • Datmyb family which, remained at Shimodate
(Hitachi), from the end of tbs 16fch century, was transferred in 1639 to

Matsuyama (Bitchu—50,000 k.)-, tend died out in 1693.

Mochihito-0, 1-1 tl "E (1150-1180). 4th son of the emperor Go-
Shirakawa. His mother, daughter of the Gon-dainagon Hidenari, was
not of sufficiently high rank to receive the title of Shinnb. When Mina-
moto Yorimasa rose against the Taira (1180), he called Mochihito to him
promising to raise him to the throne in case he should be successful : the

prince accepted and Yukiie was sent to the provinces to find supporters

for their cause. Defeated with Yorimasa at Uji-bashi, Mochihito fled to

Nv i and was killed by an arrow whilst on his road there. He is also
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allied Sanjo no Miya, Talcakura no Miya. He left G sons : the eldest

was the prince Hokuroku no Miya ; the 5 others became bonzes.

Mogami, fi* _h • Ancient daivujo family of Deica.

Yoshiakira, % (1546-1614). Son
of Yoshimori, took advantage of the general
confusion to increase his domains at the ex-
pense of his neighbors. He submitted to Hide-
yoshi and gave his daughter in mt&jjjjjplo Hide-
tsugu ; it was in vain that he for her
life

;
she was beheaded at the sail|§|3i|| as her

husband (1595), and Yoshiakira kept a deep re-

sentment against the Taiko. No wonder then that

in 1000 he sided with Ieyasu, fought against TJe-

sugi Kagekatsu and saw the revenues of his fief

of Yamagata (Dewa) increased to 520,000 k.— Yoshitoshi, $1 Yoshiakira'

s

grandson, was dispossessed
of his large estate on account of misgovernment and transferred to Omori.
(Omi—10,000 k.) : he died in 1631 without leaving any heir.

Mogami-gawa, Jft ± HI • River (242 Km.) that rises in the group
of mountains of the Azuma-yama, S. of Uzen, passes trough Yonczawa,
flows towards the N., separates Ugo from Uzen, and enters the sea near
Sakata. In its upper course, it is also called Matsukaica, and in its

lower course, Sakata-gawa. The Mogami-gawa, the Vujikaxoa
(Suruga)

,

and the Kuma-gawa (Higo), are called the “ Nihon san kyiiryu
"

(three
rapid rivers of Japan).

Mogishi, S& • Formerly an official depending on the Jibu-slio
and having charge of whatever pertained to funerals, burials, imperial
tombs, etc. In 808, this title was joined to that of Kusuislii.

Moitori no Muraji, ® In olden times, officer of the corpora-
tion

(
moitoribe.

)

whose duty it was to furnish the necessary water for the
Imperial Palace. The first who received that title was Otokashi, agata-
nushi of Taketa and companion at arms of Jimmu-tenno.

Moitori-zukasa, ± ?K pj • Formerly Moitori nomiyatsuko. Since
the Taiho code (702), an offiee depending on the Kunai-sho, and having
charge of the water, ice, dish®, required for the Shintoist and Buddhist
ceremonies. The direction office became hereditary in the family
of Kiyowara Yorinari. Gradually, moitori became mondo, and we find
the titles of Mondo no kami, JH ,

jo {ft ,
sakwan

/ft. ffc .

Mokucfcii, B ft • From the beginning of the 12th century it

became customary for the govemo^^^ovinces (kokushi) to remain in

Kyoto, whilst an official named ilMill or Rusu-shoku, replaced them
in their provinces.

Mombu-sho, nfl 'M Office of Public Instruction, created in 1885.

Momiji-yama, M il] • Hillock in the old castle of Edo, between
Hon-maru and the Nisid no maru, where a temple was built on the
tombs of the family of the Tokugawa Shogun.

Mommu-tenno, 3t M- 42nd Emperor of Japan (697-707).
Ama no mamunetoyo-ihoji or Kara no Oji, grandson of the emperor

JU03AMI YOHHIA K lit A.
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Tenchi, son of the prince RusakaM no tenno) and of the

empress Gcmmei, when only 14 ye;fi'3-ofs«&, -ha ‘succeeded his aunt and

grandmother Jit6. The Taiho code (Taihb-njb) dates from his reign.

This code copied the Chinese code'of the time and completed the reform^

inaugurated by the Taikioa era (645-649) . Mommu died at the age of

25 and was succeeded by his mother Gemviei.

Momokubarino, Id S? - In Mino. The emperor Temmu pos-

sessed a country house in that place and Ieyasu established his head-

quarters there before the battle of Sekigahara (1600).

Momonoi, 44 • Old daimyo family descended from Ashikaga

Yoshikane (+ 1199).

Yoshitane, SI Ini • Son of Yoshikane, established himself at

Momonoi (Kbzuke

)

and took the name of the place.

Naotsune, iff ’ft?
• Great-grandson of Yoshitane, was named

governor (slnigo)
of Etchu by Takauji. Defeated by Kitabatake Akiie at

Kamakura and at Aono ga hara (Mino) (1337), he in his turn defeated

him at Kara (1338) . He likewise defeated Akinobu, Akiie’

s

brother, on the

Otoko-yama. When disunion set in between Takauji and his brother

Tadayoshi (1350), Naotsune sided with the latter, passed with him to the

side of Go-Daigo and went into Etchu to recruit his troops. He returned

the following year and occupied Hiei-zan: he was dislodged from that place

by Takauji and Kb Moronao. In 1354, he joined Shiba Takatsune

and marched on to Kyoto whence Takauji had to flee into Omi ; being in

want of provisions, he returned into Etchu, where he had soon to

defend himself against Takatsune and his son Yoshimasa, who, having

passed to the Northern party, had received orders to combat him. He was

defeated by Yoshimasa in 1369 and in 1370
;
after this date, history

does not mention his name anymore ; it is also certain that his whole

family was destroyed in the struggle against the Ashikaga.

Momoshiki, ft • Ancient name given to the imperial Palace,

—

some say, because all the officials (
liyaku-kwan

)

had their appointed

place therein ;
— others say, this name was given to it, on account of the

dimension of its outside enclosure.

Momo-yama, ll]
Hill near Fushimi (Yamashiro), on which

Hideyoshi built a magnificent castle in 1593 ;
this castle was destroyed

after his death and its remains distributed among the different temples of

Kyoto.

Momoyasobe, w A + M In ancient times, name by which the

ensemble of offices and functions were designated. Later, it was also

called hyakhwan-shoshi.

Momozono-tenno, gj % Emperor of Japan (1747-

1762). Toliito eldest son of Sakuramachi-tenno succeeded him at the

tender age of 7 and died after a reign of 16 years, during which reign

the entire authority was in the hands of the Shogun Ieshige.

Mon, & Heraldry, escutcheon. The Mon was generally used in

Japan, during the Middle ages. In time of war it could be seen on the

banners, the helmets and the cuirasses of the warriors ; in time of peace,

they wore it on the overcoat (haori

)

at five different places, once on the
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back, twice on the sleeves and twice on the breast: hence the name
<7o-mon-baori, by which it was known. The higher daimyd usually

had three different mon, the others had two, and the simple samurai
only one. The imperial family has the Chrysanthemum with 10
petals (kiku no go-men) (1 ) and the paulownia (kiri no go-mon) on
its escutcheon (2). — The best known mon of the high families are:

that of the Tokugawa, 3 leaves of asarum in a circle (mitsu-aoi

)

(3) :— Toyotomi, Ashikaga, Oda, Hosokawa, Ucsugi, the paulownia

(2) ;
— Matsudaira, 6 leaves of asarum in hexagonal form (4) ;

—
Taira, llccda, a kind of butterfly with unfolded wings (5) ;

— Mina-
moto, 3 leaves of gentian (rindo) above b leaves of small bamboo (sasa)

(6) ;

—

Iiojo, 3 triangles (mitsu-uroko) (7) ;—Besides flowers and plan^,,.,,,,,,.

birds, butterflies, fans, Chinese characters, geometrical designs, cros^^M.
the swastika {manji) and even Mount Fuji were used in herold|pjjtt
—Since the Restoration, the mon is not the exclusive right of

kwazoku and shizoku : the simple heimin have the power to use one.

Monchujo, |BJ • High Court of Justice established at Kamakura
in 1184 by Yoritomo : Miyoshi Yasunobu was its first president.

Installed first in the palace of the future Shogun, it was in 1199, trans-

ferred outside the city. It was the supreme court for all civil cases.—It

continued in existence under the Ashikaga Shogun, the charge of Sliitsuji

(president) being controlled in turn by the members of the Ota and the

Machino families.

Mondo, i tK •
— See Moitori-zukasa.

Mongaku-Shonin, ft _L A • By birth, Endo Morito. He lost

his father Shigeto, when yet a child, and was brought up by Haruki
Michiyoshi. At the age of 18, he became enamored of his cousin Kesa
Gozen, who was married to Minamoto Wataru. After long hesitation

and resistance, she feigned to yield to his solicitations on condition that

he would first kill Wataru. Morito consented and, the following night,

he entered the house of his cousin
;
hut Kesa Gozen took the place of her

husband and received the fatal blow destined for him : Morito then
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became a bonze and took the name of Mongaku. Some time later, be
undertook to rebuild the temple Sliingo-ji of Mount Takao (Yuma

-

shiro) and started on a begging tour for that

purpose : he presented himself before the ex-
emperor Go-Shirakatva, then residing at the
temple Hosho-ji, but having failed in some
way in the respect due to his sovereign, htsumt
banished to Izu (1179). There he sjbet YfU'i-

tomo and pressed him to begin was: yififch! • fee.;

Taira

;

he secretly went to the oS
ICiyamori, at FuJcuhara, whither tlse tfcuit

had been transferred, and, through ihe .>«&&
;

offices of Fujiwara Mitsuyoshi, obtained from
Go-Shirakawa a rescript addressed to Yoritomo,
commanding him to take up arms and deliver

the emperor from the tyranny of the Taira. Yoritomo hesitated no more
and entered the lists. After his victory, he had the Shingo-ji repaired
and always treated Mongaku with the greatest kindness. The ruling
emperor Go-Toba, showed rather more ardor for pleasure and enter-
tainments than for administration : Mongaku advised Yoritomo to

replace him by his brother Morisada-shinno, but the Shogun recoiled

iro»li doing such an act. When Yoritomo died (1199), Mongaku believed

tba moment opportune to accomplish his design, but the plot was dis-

covers and the turbulent bonze was exiled to the island of Sado, where
he died miserably at the age of 80.

Mon-in, ["] • — See Nyo-in.

Mononobe, % ® . In olden times, a body of men whose chief had
the title of Monotwbe no Muraji. He had charge of the Palace guard,
of the execution of criminals, etc. Later on, every miyatsuko (gover-

nor of province or district) had a guard of 20 mononobe. — In 808,
the mononobe were joined to the ejifu. (See Ejifu, Emonfu). The term
mononobe was then given to the whole military class and became
synonymous with samurai. The family which, for several generations
had the title of Muraji, kept the name of Mononobe.
Mononobe, % $5 • Ancient family descended from Uviasliimade no

mikoto.

—-Me, a • Son of Iro/ii, descendant in the 9th generation of

Umashi-made. At the accession of Yuryaku-tcnno (457) to the throne,
he was named O-muraji. In 474, he defeated and killed Asahird, who
was plundering the province of Ise.— Okoshi,^ m- Grandson of Me, received from Kimmti-
tenno the title of O-muraji. In 552, the king of Kudara sent him a
statue of Buddha and some Buddhist books as a present

; the emperor
called on his ministers to ask their advice in reference to the reception to be
given to this new divinity. Soga no Inatne proposed to venerate it with



E of the country. Okoshi
isult to the Kami. Kim-

ied a temple in its honor in

Jell victims to a contagious

Sauce of the outraged gods.

Ind the statue thrown into

lift ft it (+• 536). Was minister during the reigns

W, Keitai, Ankan and Senkwa. In 512, Ktulara asked
the pfp^gMffi^^'mission to annex the 4 districts

(agata)
of Mimana.

and gave orders to Akarabi to carry his answer to
the but on the advice of his wife, Akarabi feigned
sickhWsras not' to be burdened with a mission injurious to the gods,
who had, at the time of the Jingo-kogo expedition, shown clearly that
they wanted Mimana to be subject to Japan. In 527, he repressed a
revolt of the governor of Tsukushi, Iwai, whom he defeated and killed in

the district of Mii.—— Moriya, f
(j

! M. (4-587). Son of Okoshi, succeed- g-y
ed his father in the office of O-muraji. Like his father,

he was an implacably enemy of anything that savoured of

Buddhism, and, together with Nakatomi no Katsumi,
opposed Saga no Umako’s plans that were favorable to KWfyWff
the new religion. Their party gaiired the advantage J.

under the reign of Bitatsu (572-585), but his successor

Yozei himself became a Buddhist and the Soga
triumphed. At the death of Yozei (587), the two parties, J FjwfjM
pretending to have a right to present a candidate to the
throne, came to open war : the battle was fought near r j \u
Mount Shigisen ( Yamato) ; Moriya and Katsumi were & W
killed, as also the little prince they had intei^y® raise H0X01)01 ,E „01UVA .

to the throne. ggg®|||
Montoku-tenno, 55th En-^||§||pf Japan (851-858).

Michiyasu, eldest son of Nimmyo-tenno, succ^^56̂ in at the age of 24.
He had to repress a revolt of the Ebisu in Matsu (855) and an insur-

rection of the inhabitants of the island of Tsushima (857). Died at the
age of 32.

Monto-shu, Vini — See Jodo-shinshu.

Monzeki, P>j j$ .
— See Miya-monzcki.

Monzen-barai,
|

ll
j hIJ $5 • Under the Tokugawa, punishment inflict-

ed on the samurai. The guilty man was deprived of his pension, his

swords were taken away and he was publicly driven before the gate of

the bugyo or of his own claimyo. He then became “ ronin.”

Mori, t$ ML In Tzumo. From 1677 till 1868, residence of a branch
of the Matsudaira of Echizen (10,000 k.).

Mori, - In Bungo. Old castle that was built, according to tradi-

tion, by Mmamoto Tametomo towards the middle of the 12th century.

At the end of the following century, Kiyowara Tomomichi settled there

and took of Mori. In 1470, it passed to the Otomo, then

MONONOllE 110111Y A.
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towards 1540, to the Mori. From 1(301 to 1808, it was the residence of

the Kuriisliima daimyo (12,500 k.).

Mori, ijjjj • Daimyo family coming from Mino and descended from
Minamoto Yoshitaka (+ 1159), 7th son of Yoshiie (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Yoslnnari|,?“?“;
osl'‘

N fNagatake-Naganari-Tadatsugu (a)
I ladama.a ^‘'=a<sue"[

Nagatoshi . Naganori.Toshiharu ((,)

(a) — Elder branch.— Yoshinari, nf fig (1523-1570). Son of Yoshi-

yuki, Echigo no kami, first served Saito Toshimasa, then Oda Nobu-
naga and was killed whilst fighting against Asai Nagamasa and Asakura
Yoshikage.

Nagayoshi or Nagakazu, f* — (1558-1584). Succeeded
his father as lord of Kanayama (Mino

)

and took part in Nobunaga's
campaigns against the bonze3 of Ndgashima ( Ise) (1575) and against the

Takeda (1582) ;
after the destruction of the latter, he received 100,000 k.

as revenue in Shinano. He was killed a’t the battle oi Nagakute, whilst

opposing Icyasu.

Tadamasa, *& g>c (1570-1634). Younger brother of Nagayoshi,
succeeded him in his fief of Matsushiro (Shinano—120,000 k.). In 1603,

he was transferred to Tsuyama (Mimasaka— 185,000 k.) with the title of

Mimasaka no kami. — His great-grandson having died without issue in

1697, his domains return to the Shogun-, then a relative, Tadatsugu,
was chosen to perpetuate his name and received 20,000 k. income

;
in

1706, he settled at Ako (Harima

)

where his descendants remained till

the Restoration. — To-day Viscount.

(ft) — Junior branch which from 1697 to 1868, resided at Mikazuki
(Harima— 15,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

Mori, ^ Samurai family of the Kagoshima (Satsuma) clan, made
noble in 1887.— Now Viscount.

Arinori, (1847-1889). Was minister of Public Instruction

since the year 1885, when, on the day of the proclamation of the Constitu-

tion (Feb. 11th, 1889), he was assassinated by a Shinto fanatic—
Nishino Biintaro, by name. Humor has it that one day, whilst visiting

the temples of Tse, Arinori raised the sacred curtain with his cane in

order to lie able to look into the sanctuary, and it was this insult offered

to the gods that Buntaro pretended to revenge. Arinori had studied in

England and introduced many happy reforms in the management of

different schools.

Mori, ^ M Daimyo family issued from the province of Aki and
descended from Oe Hiromoto (1148-1225).

Suemitsu, ife % (+ 1221). Son of Hiromoto,
the first to take the name of Mon.

Tokichika, B# ^ Grandson of Suemitsu,
settled at Yoshida (Aki).

—— Motonari, % gK: (1497-1571). Descendant of

Tokichika in the 9th generation. Resided at Sarukake,
in the district of Tajilii (Aki)

.

Having had a quarrel with his suzerain

Amako Tsunehisa, he joined Ouchi Yoshitaka and fought against him.
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spssssssiPmony and received in acknowledgment ofhis serviceTt^ti k of 7Wtayu and the privilege to bear on his escutchSn
ZW*‘

the imperial chrysanthemum and the paulowniaMeanwhiIe
’
his sons were fighting for him in all A

directions: nearly the whole San-yd-do and theban-m-ao were under his power. War broke -Y

4

out between hun and Otomo Sarin, the most
powerful of the. Kyushu daimyO, but the Shogun M \\Yoshiteru acted as mediator between them : adaughter of Sunn was betrothed to the grandson
of

;

Voto«a/Y, who was to keep only the castle of i
Moji (Buzcn) in Kyushu. On the other side theAmako continued their resistance to their ancient
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T»kamoto-TermuotofS‘‘*.®n?r ‘ •'t^'inahiro -Yosliiuari
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tNantaka -Motokata -Mototsngii (hi
Motoharu (Kikkawa

)
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ak??e (Kobayakawa) ,'V'

Motoaki -Motoyasu y
1
)

Motomasa'
Hidem0t° ^IitS,lll *r0 "'

r81ln*n'0 *0’^ototon,o (0
Hidekane -Motonobu-Motofiisa

^ ^
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YoshraJa, deposed by Nobunaga, shel& ^4
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NoSunaga displeased, helped Katsuhisa and Yukimoro and enabled them
to carry on the war : they invaded Tajitna, and Yamana Toyokuni joined

them
;

in Inaba, they fortified themselves in the castle of Tottori.

Motoharu marched against them and Toyokuni surrendered whilst

Kalsuhisa fortified himself in Wakaza. The following year (1575),

Terumoto brought fresh supplies to Motoharu and Katsuhisa again entered
Tajima. Two years later, Katsuhisa and Yukimori, re-entered the field,

and forming the van-guard of Hideyoshi'

s

army, they stopped at the
castle of Kozuki (Harima)

; Terumoto came and besieged them
; they

were soon reduced to the last extremity and Katsuhisa committed
harakiri (1578). Meanwhile, Hideyoshi was advancing, and having
traversed Inaba, laid siege to the castle of Takamatsu, defended by Shimizu
Muneharu, Terumoto'

s

vassal. Having stormed the place, he sent the
bonze Ankokuji Ekei to Terumoto to make peace. Whilst the delibera-

tions were pending, Hideyoshi received the news of the assassination of

Nobunaya. He at once invited Muneharu to commit harakiri, and
announced his intention to Terumoto to continue the war : Takakage
however brought his nephew to accept the propositions of peace.

In 1587, Terumoto assisted in the Kyushu expedition against the

Shimazu. In 1591, he built the castle of Hiroshima and used it as

his residence
;
he now had a revenue of 1,200,000 k. Before dying,

Hideyoshi chose him as one of the 5 Tairo who were to form the
regency during the minority of his son Hidcyori. In 1600, he fought
against Ieyasu and during the campaign of Sekigahar&i ke,, y/&e intrusted

with the castle of Osaka. On the news of the
.

‘allies, he
surrendered at once, and to gain favors with the vij^^jfet^^^so far as

to behead the son of Konishi Yukinaga, who had to him.
This shameful villany did not soften Ieyasu who,1»^c^-p^^5es from
him and left him only Nagato and Suwo, with a Mt#i3t5©-$?f.^9,000 k.

Soon after, Terumoto shaved his head, took the name of S&i snid left his

domains to his son.

Hidenari, ffl, (1595-1651). Son of Terumoto, succeeded
his father in the government of Nagato and Suwo and, in 1601, built the
castle of Hagi {Nagato), where" he resided. In 1608, he obtained the
privilege to bear the name of Matsudaira and the title of Nagato no
kami

;
at the same time'ite itaei^apd’an adopted daughter of the Shogun

Hidetada. In 1615, ^S(the siege of Osaka.—— Narihiro, ^14-i^lS) . Descendant of Hidenari and,
like his ancestor, lord Suwo, was a distinguished man of
letters and wrote several'

'

'

Motonori, X Son of Hiroshige, daimyo of
Tokuyama (Suwo), was adopted in 1851 by Yoshichika, brother and
successor of Narihiro. At the time when he assumed the administration
of his domains, the shogunate was endangered

;
the expulsion of foreigners

and the restoration of the imperial power was the order of the day.
The emperor Komei secretly sent a letter to Motonori, asking his

support, and the protection of Kyoto was intrusted to the two clans of

Satsuma, and Choshu. The Shogun Iemochi received orders to expel
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foreigners and to bring about some reforms in the government. Follow-
ing the instructions he had received, Motonori ordered his men to fire on
the European vessels that passed the channel of Shimonoseki (1863).
Being blamed for such a rash action, he attributed this disapproval to the
influence of the Shogun and in order to protect the emperor from evil

counsellors, he resolved to become master of his person
;
to that end, a

a great number of savmrai from Nagato assembled in Kyoto and soon
entered into conflict with the toops of Aizu and Satsuma. The emperor
published an edict, depriving Motonori and Yoshichika of the title of
daimyo and ordering the Shogun to march against Chdshu. In the mean-
time, the combined forces of the nations concerned in the affair were
preparing to demand satisfaction for the aggression of the preceding year.
At that time, two young samurai of the dreaded clan, were making their
way to Yokohama : their names were ltd Shunsuke and Inoue Bunda

;

they were destined to play a great part in the government of the Re-
storation, and become two of its great ministers. At the time of the
aggression of their prince, they were in England

; they left, at once, pro-
mising to obtain satisfaction from their daimyo ; they obtained a respite

of 12 days, but their efforts remained fruitless: Shimonoseki was
bombarded, and Motonori was obliged to promise an indemnity of 15
million francs and the free passage of the straits (Sept, 1864).

’ Mean-
while the Shogun had given orders to the neighboring daimyo to attack
the rebel : assailed at the same time from three sides, Chdshu was every-
where victorious (1865-1866). Shortly after, the Shogun died suddenly at
Osaka (Sept. 1866)

;
the emperor Komei soon followed him to the grave

(Feb. 1867), and the expedition against Nagato was abandoned. In the
beginning of 1868, the Shogunate was abolished and Motonori re-
established in all his titles and dignities. His troops were conspicuous in
the defeat of the Shogun’s army at Fushimi, at Toba, and at the
capture of Shizuoka, Edo, Wakamatsu and Hakodate. On the advice of
one of his samurai, Wo Kdipi, when CouuM'lor of State, Motonori was
the first to propose that Ihfe to the Emperor their fiefs

and their revenues,— Whes; tfad hfe -natality were created, Motonori
received the title of Dish®, Hh 5th sg»v entitled to found a branch
with the title of Bajceafi

(6)— Junior Brsrn^h 'fernS. Jfom l&Aka, H (1603-1680).
Hyuga no kami, 2*3 -Frdni 1634 to 1868, it resided at
ToJcuyama (Suivo~~ 3D,t'ffti X), -f TcHtaydiscount.

(c) See Kikka-m,
(d) -- See Kobhyakatfa.
(e) — Motoyasu9j£ < Bu&isedesl Jus .brother Motoaki, who had

died without issue, ruffes ife command of his brother
Takakage during the expedition to Korea. During the campaign of
Sekigahara (1600), he besieged the castle of Otsu, was defeated and
dispossessed.

(/) — Motokivo, % flf Son of Motonari, was adopted when yet
a child by the Hoida family, whose name he took. He fixed his resi-
dence in the castle of Sarukake (Bitchu). In 1577, he made a campaign
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in Sanulci, then, together with his brothers Motoharu and Takakage, he
fought against Amako Katsuhisa and against Ukita Naoie. In 1583, he
established himself in the castle of Yamanaka, again assumed the name
of Mori and received the title of Iyo no kami. He attended the expedi-

tion to Korea.

Hidemoto, H % (1579-1650). Sou of Motokiyo, first bore arms
in the war against the Hojo of Odawara (1590) and took part in the ex-
pedition to Korea. He returned a little before the death of HideyasM isitd

received a revenue of 200,000 k. in the provinces of Nagato, Smoo, gad
Aki

;

but after Sekigahara (1600), he was reduced to the small Seasftin:

oiFucliu (Nagato— 50,000 k.). Hidemoto is often called Toymni m ..

Sangi.— His descendants resided at Fuchu (or Toyoura) till the M^km-
tion.— Now Viscount.

In 1653, a branch of this family . settled at Kiyosue (Nagato—
10.000 k.), and remained there till the. Jtesfeoration. — Now Viscount.

(g)
— Hidekane, Q, (1566-1601). 9th son of Motonari, was

adopted, when a child, by Ota Hidetsuna. When Hideyoshi had
made peace with the Mori, he took Hidekane with him to Kyoto and
later on gave him the name of Toyotomi. After the Kyushu expedition

against the Shimazu (1587), he received the fief of Kurume (Ghikugo—
210.000 k.) and the title of Jibu-tayu. It was during this campaign
that he became a Christian, having being brought to make that step by the

advice of Kuroda Yoshitaka. He was baptized and received the name of

Simon. He took part in the expedition to Korea. At the time of the

Sekigahara campaign, he followed Tachibana Muneshige, daimyo of

Yanagawa, and fought against Ieyasu. He had no success in besieg-

ing the castle of Otsu (Omi

)

that was defended by Kyogoku Takatsugu.
During his absence,Nabeshima Naoshige, daimyo of Saga, came to invest

Kurume, but Kuroda Yoshitaka and Kato Kiyomasa invited the

garrison to surrender. After the campaign, Hidekane was dispossessed

and retired to the estate of his nephew Terumoto with his son Francis

Motonobu.

Mori, • Daimyo family of Owari, descended from the Uda-
Genji through Namazue Takahisa. Was first called Mori, then assumed
the name of Mori.

Takamasa, ifo &. (1556-1628). Followed the fortunes of

Hideyoshi, took part in the expedition of Korea, and in 1594, received the

fief of Saeki (Bungo— 60,000 k.) In 1600, he sided against Ieyasu,

who was content with reducing his revenues to 20,000 k. — His
descendants resided at Saeki till the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Mori, ’f!)
• Daimyo family of the 16th century.

Katauaoba, Wit (+ 1601). Served Hideyoshi, who gave him
the fief ofKokum 0uzen— 60,000 k.). He assisted in the expedition

to Korea, then, in 1600, having taken sides against Ieyasu, he was
banished to 2’osa, where he died soon after.

7 W ft. (+ 1615). Son of Katsunobu, was exiled

with his M'&sr, but at the time of the siege of Osaka, he secretly fled

from Tosa with his son Katsuie and came to offer his serasas to
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Hideyori. Both killed themselves when the castle fell into the hands of

the enemy.

Mori san-ke, ^ H • The three principal vassal families of

the Mori in the 16th century : Kikkawa, Kobayakawa and Shishido.

Mori Soi, (+' 1638). Samurai of Konishi Yulcinaga, who,
after the death of his master (1600), retired to Amakusa and was one of

the chiefs of the Shimabara insurrection. He was killed at the capture

of Kara.
Mori Sosen, jffl j|I| (1747-1821). Famous painter, was born in

Nagasaki but lived in Osaka. He showed special skill in painting

monkeys.

Morikawa, ^ Jl| Daimyd family from Owttri and descended
from the Seiwa-Genji.

Shigetoshi, Jr; (1584-1632). Son of Ujitoshi, was ennobled

in 1627 and received a revenue of 10,000 k. at I/cumi (Shinwsa) with the

titles of Naizen no kami, and Dewa no kami. When the ex-Shogun
Hidetada died, Shigetoshi killed himself (junshi)

in order not to survive

his master. — His descendants were at Jkumi till the Restoration. — At
present Viscount.

Morikawa Kyoroku, Ji| ff ^ (1641-1715). Poet (asp. in the

hokku style) and painter, pupil of Basho.

Morikuni-Shinno, 7j
: #|S |g £ (1301-1333). Grandson of the

emperor Go-Fukakusa and son of the Shogun Hisaakira-shinno, at the

age of 7, succeeded his father who had been deposed by the Shikken

Hojo Sadatoki (1308). After the destruction of the Hojo Ire became

bon2e and died the same year.

Morinaga-Shinno, M & IS £ (1308-1335).

Son of the emperor Go-Daigo and of Minamoto jgfc

Chika-Jco, daughter of Morochika. At the death

of the crown-prince Kuninaga-shinno, Go-Daigo mj&Ok
had resolved to repl^eHpn by Morinaga, but

Hojo Takatoki opp^C^C'- anc' brought the

choice on Kazuhito-l-f^. ;«(? son of Go-Fushimi w,
(1326) : Morinaga bSisfr' bonze and took the

name of Son-un, and the following year, was Oj
made chief (

zasu) of the temples of Hiei-zan. r V*
He established himself in the village of Oto MOKisin^^s
( Yamato ), hence the name of Oto no miya which

was given to him. In 1331, when Takatoki was marching
Kyoto to dethrone Go-Daigo, Son-un with his brother SonchjjF-

naga-shinno), placed himself at the head of the troops levi^^f^^
bonzes, and tried to arrest the advance of the enemy, but he was^^^^i
He then concealed himself in the district of

the garb of bonze, took his name of Morinaga\
together partisans to his father’s cause. After

(1333) he was named Sei-i-tai-shogun, but

ing been calumniated before Go-Daigo, he was
the Nikai-dd of Kamakura and placed under
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Tadayoshi. In 1335, Hojo Tokiyulci came to attack Kamakura , Tada-
yoshi was defeated

and fled. Before his

flight he had his

prisoner put to death
by the hands of

Fuchibe Yoshihiro.

Morioka, 05] .

Chief town (33,000
inh.) of the Iwate-ken
and of the province of

Rikuchu.—After hav-

ing defeated Fujiwa-
ra Yasuhira (1189),

Yoritomo divided the

provinces of Matsu
and Deiva among
several of his officers

:

Nambu Mitsuijuki

received 5 districts

(Icon) and settled at

Tega-saki. Later on,

one of his descendants
fixed his residence at

Sannohe
; finally, in

159G, Tosliinao built

the castle of Morioka,
where his successors

remained till the Res-
toration. — The city

and the former fief of

its daimyd are to the present day known by the name of Nambu.
Morioka, fg 00 • Samurai family from Kagoshima (Satsuma)

ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Baron.
Morisada-shinno, ^ M Si 3E (1179-1223). 2d son of the emperor

lakakura. He was taken to the West with his brother Antolcu by the
Taira (1183) then brought back to Kyoto after the battle of Ban no ura.
After the Shokyu war, his son, then 10 years old, was chosen by the
Shikken Hojo Yoshitoki to succeed Chiikyo-tennd (1221) ; Morisada, who
had his head shaved in 1212, received the title of Dajo-ho-o and the name
of Go-Takakura-in

;
it was the first time that a prince had the title of

Dajd-tenno. He married the daughter of Fujiwara Motoie and lived in
his palace, the Jm/yo-dn

;
for this reason he is often called Jimyo-in.

Moriyama, -$|j . Ill Owari. Old castle built towards 1525 by
the Oda family. -

Moriyama, !
.j

:

ill , In Iwaki. Was, from 1700 to 1868, the re-
sidence of a branch of the Matsudaira family (20,000 k.), that came
from the Tokugawa of Miio.

ASSASSINATION Of MOKINAd A-Sll JNNo
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Moriyama, ^ ill In Etchu. The shugo of the province, Shiba
Yoshimasa, was besieged there by Momonoi Naotsune (1335). Towards
the end of the lGth century, the castle became the residence of Maeda
Toshinaga, who later on settled at Toyama.
Moriyoshi-yama, ^ pf ill Mountain (1600 m.) in Ugo.

Mororan, i? • Port (4200 inh.) of Hokkaido, chief town of

the Iburi province.

Morokoshi, Jjf ± • US ® Name formerly given to China and
often extended to Europe.

Moruyama, tJ* lU • In Omi. Was at the end of the 16th century

the residence of a daimyd, Ujie Yukitsugu (15,001 k.).— Also called

Moriyama.
MjifhjL~56 -f- . Japanese name of the Chinese philosopher Mencius

(371-mfsp-)-
ffl Samurai family of the Kumamoto (Higo)

clan

ennob®*»& the Eestoration.—To-day Baron.

Motojime-yaku, % P? 1% • Under the Tokugawa, an official im-
mediately below the Kin-bugyo.

Motoori Norinaga, & M it & (1730-1801). Famoi^,;.

letters. His family came from Taira Yorimori. Born at

applied himself to the study of Japanese antiquity, calling on
Kamo Mabuchi to obtain the explanation of difficult

passages. He intended to counteract the exaggerated

attention which was then given to Chinese literature :

(kangaku), and for this purpose, raised the ancient

Japanese literature
(wagalcu

)

to its former place of

honour. He published 55 works, containing in all

more than 180 volumes
;
his principal work, to which

he devoted more than 30 years (1764-1796) is the

Kojoki-den. His works contributed not a little to the

revival of Shintoism and to the Restoration of the im- „0T00RI homwao*.

perial power whilst they opened a new era to

national literature.— Kada Azumanaro, Kamo Mabuchi and Norinaga
are called the three great literati (san-daijin

)

of Japan
;

to them was
added, later on, Hirata Atsutane, thus forming the Kokugaku shi-daika
— The son of Norinaga, Haruniwa (1763-1828), his adopted son Ohira
(1758-1833), his grandson Uchito (1792-1855), continued his teaching.

Motosu-ko, sfc -M Lake (12 Km. circumference) in Kai ; one
of the 8 lakes that lie at the foot of Mount Fuji.

Mugi-saki, iKf . Cape, S. of the province of Shima.

Mukai-jima, fa Island (26 Km. circumference) of the Inland

Sea, S. W. of the Bingo province, opposite the port Onomichi.

Mukai-jima, fa ^ . Island (14 Km. circumference) of the Inland
Sea, opposite the port Mitajiri, S. W. of the Smvd province. Called

also Mukd-jima.

Mukdjima, fa & . .
Village in Yamashiro^lf§§|en the Uji-gaica

and the Ogura pond. Hideyoshi erected a castle which he left in

1595 for that of Fushimi. After his death (1&$$j:Myasu took up his
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residence in the same place. Towards 1620, this castle was abandoned

at the same time as that of Fushimi.

Muko no minato, ® ?§ • Ancient name of the port of Hyoc/o

(Settsu), very much visited even in olden times. It was the landing place

of fes ships carrying the tribute of the San-kan (Korea). Later on, it

osjled Wada no -toman, Hyogo.

M&kwan, | 1 (+ 1293). Also called Fumon. Renowned bonze

of the To/uku-ji temple in Kyoto. After his death, he received the titles

of Busshin-Zenshi and Daimyd-kokushi. He is the founder of the

Nanzen-ji temple.

Munakata, ^ $£ • Family descended from the Minamoto and by

inheritance, the head of the Shintoist temple of Munakata-jinja, situated

in the district of Munakata (Chikuzen), between the villages of Tashima
and Oshima.

Kiyouji, fpf R . Named in 914 chief (
daiguji) of the Muna-

kata temple, from which he took his name.

Ujikuni, R [U . Descendant of Kiyouji, built in 1182, a castle

on Shira-yama, to protect the temple and its dependencies. In 1216,

he adopted Ujitoshi, son of Otomo Toshinao, and transmitted him his

charge. ,

Ujihiro, R - Became daiguji in 1444. He defeated

Shoni Noriyori who had intended to strip him of his domains (1469),

and obliged him to escape to Tsushima.

Okiuji, & R • Son of Ujihiro, joined Ouchi Yoshioki in order

to repulse a new attack of Shoni Noriyori (1506).

Ujio, R jlj} (+ 1551). Sided with Ouchi Yoshitaka, when this

latter was attacked by his vassal Sue Harukata ; he was defeated and

killed himself in the temple Dainei-ji at Fukagawa, (Suwo).

Ujisada, R it . Was constantly at war with his neighbors.

He died in 1586, and at his death his family disappears.

Munenaga-shinno, Si EE (1312-1385). 4tb son of the emperor

Go-Daigo. In 1326, he became bonze, took the name of Soncho, resided

in the temple of Myoho-in and became head (zasu

)

of the Tendai sect. In

1331, togethejg^jggp bis brother Son-un (Morinaga-shinno)

,

he fought,

against Sasaki ik-,:;inobu, was captured at Kasagi-san and exiled to

Sanuki. AtejeEi^f ruin of the Hojo, (1333) he returned to Kyoto, and
when Takauji revolted against Go-Daigo, he put aside his priestly garb

and resumed his former name of Munenaga : he is also called Kozuke-

shinno or Shinano no Miya. He was then named Nakatsukasa-kyd

and, later on, Sei-i-tai-shogun. He fought in Totomi, in Shinano and
in Echigo against the partisans of the Ashikaga. In 1377, he re-entered

the temple Hase-dera, passed from thence to Shinano and came to

Ii-no-ya (Totomi), to die. A temple was built there in his honor in

Munenaga-shinno was a distinguished poet. His son, Okinaga-0,

died before him.

Munetaka-shinno, # gl£ (1242-1274) . 2nd son of the emperor

Go-Saga, was chosen, in 1252, by Hojo Tokiyori to succeed the deposed

Shogun Yoi-itsugu. In 1266, pressed by the bonze Rydki, he took the
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rsfjoiution to free himself from the tutelage of the Hojo, but the plot

having become known, he was deposed and confined in the Rokuhara
{Kyoto). He shaved his head and took the name of Gyosho (1272).

Munetaka had two sons : Koreyasu-shinno, who succeeded him in the

charge of Shogun, and the bonze Shintaku, chief of the Emma-in temple.

His two daughters married the emperor Go-Uda.
Munin-to, A ^ (Lit- : Islands without inhabitants). — See

Ogasawara-jima

.

Muraji, ^ • One of the 8 kabane created in 682 by the emperor
Temmu. It was given to the head of some corporations : Mononobe no
Muraji, etc.

Murakami, ft _k • Town (7,800 inh.) of Echigo. — Was first named
Honjo, and was the residence of a family bearing that name, and vassal

of the Uesugi. Passed then to the daimyo Murakami (1596), Hori
(1618), Honda (1644), Matsudaira (1649), SakaJcibara (1667), Honda
(1704), Okochi (1710), Manabe (1717) and, from 1720 to 1868, Naito

(70,000 k.).

Murakami, ft _k • Daimyo family descended from Tamehira-
shinno, son of the emperor Murakami.

Yorikiyo, IS fjff . Son of Chinjufu-shogun Minamoto Yori-

nobu, was adopted by Norisada, son of Tamehira-shinno, and was the

first who took the name of Murakami.
Yoshiteru, It % (4-1333). Also called Hikosliiro, descendant

of Yorikiyo, showed himself an ardent defender of the southern dynasty ;

he was killed, whilst defending prince Morinaga in the mountains of

Yoshino. His son Yoshitaka died before him, at the age of 18.

Yoshikiyo, it fit (1501-1573). Lord of Kuzuo {Shinano),

fought during 30 years against the Takeda, Nobutora and Shingen ;
in

1553, he asked help from Uesugi Kenshin, of Echigo, and assisted him
in his campaign of Kaioanakajima. In 1565, he resided at the castle

of Nechi (Echigo), then had his head shaved (1569) and ceded his domains
to his son Kunikiyo.

Yoshiakira, It ( + 1624). First served Niwa Nagahide,

then Hideyoshi, who gave him the castle of Honjo (Echigo — 95,000 k.).

After Sekigahara, he was one of the counsellors of Tadateru, son of

Ieyasu, and when this latter, charged with having aspired to the

shogunate, was dispossessed, YoshiaJdra was also deprived of his domains
and banished to Sasayama (Tarnba) (1618), where he died.

Murakami-Genji, ft Y. W. Patronymic name of the families

descended from the sons of the emperor Murakami, who received the

name of Minamoto.

Murakami-tenn5, ft _h • 62nd Emperor of Japan (947-967).

Nariakira, 16th son of Daigo-tenno, at the age of 21, succeeded his

brother Shujaku. In order to diminish the influence of the Fujiwara,
he did not, at the death of the Kwampaku Tadahira (949), give him a
successor but assumed the government himself. The first fire that

destroyed the imperial palace took place under his reign (960) : it was
the palace that had been built by Kwammu-tenno in 794. Murakami-
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tenno died at the age of 42. The following list indicates the principal

families issued from him and bearing the name of Minamoto.
Rekei-tenno

Kn-yn-tenm

Tomoliira-Morofusa-Toaliifusa

Masazane -Masasaila -Masamiclii

Masakane -Sadafusa -Radalada

Kuga
Ilorikaiva

1’suchinrikittlo

Nalca-nn-in

Kilabalake

Okvchi

I

Akamaluu
Nawa

j
Arinin

I Okvdaira
Tarnehira -Norisada-Yorikiyo -Mitsukiyo-Yorimitsu Murakami

Murakuni Oyori, t'l" ® (+ 676). Faithful servant of prince
O-ama (Temmu). At the time of the Jinshin civil war (672), he opposed
the emperor Kobun and defeated the imperial army in Omi. After
Kobun had killed himself, Oyori cut off his head and sent it to O-ama,
who, once on the throne, rewarded him by conferring on him various
domains. — His son Shigamaro succeeded him.

Muramatsu, £]- $3 . City (7200 inh.) of Echigo. Was from 1644
to 1808, the residence of the Hori daimyo (30,000 k.).

Murasaki Shikibu, ^
(+ 992). Daughter of Fuji-

wara Tametoki, SJiikibu no Jo.

She married Fujiwara Nobutaka
and was maid of honcr to the

empress Jot6 mon-in, wife of

Ichijo-tenno At a very tender
age, she showed an astonishingly

good memory and great facility

for poetry. She is the author of

the Gcnji-monogatari and of the

Murasaki Shilcibu Nikki. When
reading the Genji-monogatari,
the emperor Ichijo said that the

author must have known the

Nihon-ki by heart
; it is for this

reason that she was surnamed Nihonki no Tsubone.— She had a daughter
who married the Dazai-daini Takashma Nanalci, and was the nurse of
Go-Icliijo-tenno

;

she is usually called Dazai-sammi ; she cultivated

poetry and wrote the Sagoromo-vumogatari.
Murata, H . Samurai family of Kagoshima (Satsuma) ennobled

after the Restoration. — Now Baron.

Murata Harumi, # EG ^ M (1746-1811). Man of letters, a pupil
of Kamo Mabuchi.

Muro Kyuso, ^ ^ (1658-1734). By his true name Naokiyo.
Famous Confucianist. Received lessons from Kinoshita Jun-an. In
1711, with the recommendation of Aral Halcuseld, he became a functionary
of the shogunate and settled on Surugadai hill (Edo), whence his
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name Skundai-sensei. By his teaching, he made the philosophy of the
Chinese Tchou-hi (1130-1200) popular. He left several works. — His
son Fukken or Kolcan (1706-1739), succeeded him.
Muromachi, M? . District of the city of Kyoto where in 1378,

Ashikaga Yoshimitsu established the government of the Shogun.
Muromachi, Wf . Huge family, descended from Fujiwara

(Saionji) Michisue (1090-1128). — No\?gg||.
Muromachi-bakufu, fflf & M 1Sft78

,
Ashikaga Yoshimitsu

built a palace which was named Hana (flower palace) or Muro-
machi-dono, in the district of Muromachi (Kyoto). Yoshimasa had it

rebuilt in 1459. — From there the Ashikaga Shogun governed the country,
whence the name Muromachi-bakufu given to their administration.

Muromachi-banshu, M WT f£ & • Under the shogunate of the
Ashikaga, guards of the Muromachi palace. The samurai of Kyoto were
divided into 5 sections (go bansliu or go lcaban) having a ban-gashira
at their head. They kept guard in turn. Those who were with the
Shogun on the reception days of the 1st of the month and of the 5 sekku,
were called sessakushu. The tsumeshu guarded the Shogun whilst he
was a minor. The o-hcya-shu protected the Shogun during his sleep.
Lastly the guards that remained all the day in the apartment called
kosode no ma, were known by the name o-kosodc go-banshu.
Muromachi-dono, if HJ ^ . Name given to the shogunal palace of

the Ashikaga at Kyoto. The one built by Yoshimitsu in 1378, was
properly named Hana no gosho ; the second built by Yoshimasa (1459),
Karasumaru-dono.—The name Muromachi-dono was also employed to
designate the Shogun himself.

Muromachi-jidai, if HJ B.’f ((; . The period of the shogunate of the
Ashikaga, beginning in 1392, date of the fusion of the two dynasties of
the N. and of the S, and lasting till 1490, accession of the Shogun
Yoshitane.

Muromachi ju-ichi i, If Wf + • The 11 classes of officials

under the Ashikaga : ichizoku, daimyo, shugo, tozama, hyqjoshu, tomo-
shu., moshitsugi, bangata, kunibito, bugyo, and sue-otoko.

Muromachi san-kwanryo, i? BJ
- H W fill

• At the time of the
shogunate of the Ashikaga, the three families Shiba, Hatakeyama, and
Hosokawa from which the Kwanryo (first minister of the Shogun), was
chosen.

Muromachi shi-shoku, % Bf pg • During the shogunate of
the Ashikaga, the 4 families : Yamana, Akamatsu, Isshiki and Sasaki
from which the ministers of the Kwanryo were chosen.

Muroto-misaki, i? ^ ift? . Cape S.W. of Tosa. Also called Toji-saki.

Musashi, $£ • One of the rlJfi^ivinces of the Tokaido. Has 20
districts (kori), 8 of which depend' 45ifssent on the Tokyo-fu, 9 on the
Saitama-kcn, and 3 on the Kana^^^en. — Chinese name : Bushii.

Musashi-bo Benkei, W M — See Benkei.
Musashi shi-ke, The 4 most powerful families of the

Musashi province during the Middle Ages : Narita, Beppu, Nara and
Goi.
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Musashi shichi-td, $£ -t: M The 7 vassal families of the Ucsu-
gi, who, at the time of the Ashikaga, divided among themselves the

Musashi province. They were the Tanji, Kisaiclii, Kodama, Inomata,
Nishino, Yokoyama, and Murayama.
Musha-dokoro, $$ UK ' From the 10th century, the apartments

of the samurai who attend an Emperor after his abdication.

Mushanokoji, ^ /]' Kf • Kuge family descended from Fujiwara
(Sanju) Saneyuki (1083-1162).— Now Viscount.

Musha roku-gu, SU The 6 principal parts of the armor
of the ancient samurai : sune-ate (leg-armor), liagi-te (cuissart), do
(trunk), Icote (armlet),

kubi-yoroi (neck-piece)

and ho-ate (helmet).

Musha - shugy5,
{& f? At the time

of the prosperity of the

bushido, a great number
of fencing schools were
established, whose gra-
duates spread over the
provinces to place their

learning at the service of

the daimyd : they were
called musha-shugyo.

Muso - kokushi,
% &S1 fSti • — See Soseki.

Mutsu, Pi . An-
cient province of the

Tosando, which com-
prised the whole N.E. of
Hondo. In 1869, it was
divided into Iwaki, Iwa-
shiro, Rikusen, Rikuchu
and Rikuoku or Mutsu.
—Chinese name : Oshu.
— In ancient times, it

was called Michinoku,
then simply Michi, from
whence the name Mutsu.
Mutsu, Pi Ja . Nor-

thern part of the ancient
province of Mutsu ; named also Rikuoku. Comprises 9 districts

(kori),
8 of which depend on the Aomori-ken, and 1 on the Iwate-ken.
Mutsu, Pi . Samurai family of the Wakayama clan (Kii)

ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Count.—
- Munemitsu, 'fii (1844-1897). Studied at Edo, and support-

ed^ the Imperial Restoration. He was, in 1875, a member of the Senate
(Genru-in) Implicated in the Satsuma rebellion, he was condemned to
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5 years iiiipiisonme^S^3|fpfe%=S9sSfiS«tsJjps8y» Europe. Later
on, he became of Agriculture
and Commerce (18S^|hSl^®^5B ^JS^gSt^us (1892). As
such, he aided in _#igsf!se Powers and re-
ceived the title of a Count after the con-
clusion of the treaty^: 3|fe health obliged him to
resign in May 1896,“am ndTStiTSS tdinsolgtzgavii.).

Mutsuhito, 1£ t - 122nd Emperor of Japan.

—

Mutsuhito, Sake no
miya, son of Komei-tenno, was born at Kyoto Nov. 3, 1852. In 1860,
he was named crown-prince and when his father died, Feb. 13, 1867, he
succeeded him. He was then only 15 years old. The following year,
the Shogunate fell and the Imperial Restoration followed as a matter of
course. A new era began, that of Meiji (See that name, to which is

appended a summary of the principal events of the reign,) of which,
1909 is the 42nd year. The coronation ceremony took place at Kyoto on
Nov. 12, 1868, and the following April, the capital was transferred to
Edo which received the name of Tokyo. On Feb. 9, 1869 the
emperor married Haru-ko, 3rd daughter of the kuge Ichijo Tadaka, born
May 28, 1850

; they had not any children.— The crown-pri|^|f«

SHINTOIST CEREMONY -AT THE IMPERIAL PALACE.

Yoshiliito, Ham no miya, was born on August 31, 1879, son of
Mme Yanagiwara Ai-lco ; he was named heir presumptive on Nov. 3,

1889. On May 10, 1900, he married Sada-ko, the 4th daughter of the
duke Kvjo Michitaka, by whom he has 3 sons.

Myochin, HU . Family of artisans which, during 22 generations
(from 1200 to 1750), was famous in the art of forging and tempering
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swords. The best known of its members are : Munesuke, the fouuder

of the family at Kyoto, and his son Munekiyo, who established himselt

at Kamakura.
Myoden, £ H . Ill the Middle Ages, when a person had cleared

some waste land in order to change it into rice-fields, he became the

proprietor thereof, and to distinguish these lands from the Government rice-

fields (leaden), they received a special name and were designated by the

gesieral term of myoden. Their possessor was called myqju

:

if his

domains were considerable, he was a daitnyo

;

if not, he was only

shomyo. At the time of the feudal system, these terms daimyo and

shomyo were reserved to the. families of the military class according

to the extent of their fiefs.

Myoe, flj} M See Koben.

Myogi-san, & & ill
Mountain (000 m.) in Kozuke. Has three

principal summits, the Shirakunw, the Kindo and the Kinkei. bamous

for its temple Myogi-jinja, dedicated to Yamatotakeru no mikoto.

Myohodo, sjj H •
Curriculum of the branches of study in the old

University (Daigaku)

:

comprised esp. the Chinese law.

Mydji, ffi
Family name. Before the Bestoration, only the

samurai and the nobles had a family name. It was generally taken from

the name of the locality where one of their ancestors had resided. Since

1870, the lower classes were also obliged to adopt a family name.— See

Kabanc, uji, etc.

Myoko-zan, $ ill
Mountain (2,460 m.) on the boundaries of

Echigo aud Shinano.

Myokyo-do, HJj ifi One of the branches of study of the old

University (Daigaku), comprised especially Chinese classics.

Myoman-ji, fcj? if Temple built in Kyoto in the 13th century

by the bonze Nichiju, and which became the seat of a part of the Nichi-

ren sect. In 1898, the name of this part of the sect was changed to

Kempon-hokke-shu.

Myoshin-ji, <6 tF • Buddhist temple, W. of Kyoto. At first, villa

of Kiyowara Natsuno (782-837) and of his descendants, was afterwards

the place of retreat of the ex-emperor Hanazono (1318). He presented

it to the bonze Egen (Kwanzan-kokushi)

,

who changed it into a temple

of which he became the first Superior (1350). Burned during the Onin

war (1467) the temple was rebuilt and became the principal seat of the

Binzai branch of the Zm-shu sect. Besides 42 secondary temples m its

precincts, the Myoshin-ji is overseer of 3,800 temples all over Japan.

Myosho-tenno, gj 3E % a • Empress (109) of Japan (1630-1643).

Oki-ko, daughter of the emperor Go-Mi-no-o and of Tokugawa Kazu-/co

(Tofuku-mon-in) sister of the Shogun Iemitsu, succeeded her father at the

age of 6. After a reign of 15 years, during which the power was

practically in the hands of her uncle Iemitsu, she abdicated in favor of her

brother and withdrew to a place of retirement where she lived for 53

years.
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Naba, j)|5 Wi • Or Naha, Nawa. Capital ("35,500 inh.) of. Qkiniiw($.-

ken (Ryukyu).—It is here that the troops of Shimazu Iehis<

' "" "

1(509. When the Catholic missionaries, after two centuries >

tion, tried to re-enter Japan it was at Naba that they
themselves provisionally and there they resided from 1.844

from 1855 to 1862. ‘ >
Nabekake, ^ In Shimotsuke. Satake Yoshinobu

quished there in 1600 by SakaJcibara Yasumasa, Minagawa Hiroteru,
etc. generals of leyasu.

Nabeshima, ^ . Family of daimyo of Hizen, descendants of
Shoni Tsunefusa and through him descendants also of the Fujiwara.

Shigenao, X%, fpf . Son of Tsunefusa, established

himself at Nabeshima (Hizen) towards the end of the
15th century, and took that name.

Naoshige, iK (1537-1619). Grandson of
Shigenao, aided his suzerain Ryuzoji Takanobu in his war
against Otonw Sorin (1570). When, in 1584, Takanobu
wished to attack Satsuma, Naoshige tried in vain to dis-

suade him : he took part in the campaign in which Taka-
nobu was defeated and killed. Masaie son of Takanobu, succeeded him ;

but little by little Naoshige became independent in his domains. He
followed the campaign of Hideyoshi against the Shimazu (1587) and in
1590 established himself at Saga (Hizen). He also took part in the
Korean war. In 1600, he sent his son Katsushige to assist leyasu in his

expedition against Uesugi Kagekatsu ; but Katsushige did not arrive in
time and let himself be induced by Ishida Kazushige to embrace his party,

after which he laid siege to the castle of Matsuzaka ( Ise). Being inform-
ed of these events, Naoshige hssstened to call back his son and sent him
against Tachibana Muneshige, daimyo of Yanagawa (Ghikugo), who was
then opposed to leyasu. Owing to this, Naoshige was confirmed in his

fief of Saga and his revenues raised to 35l|jili&.

{( Tadanao -Mitsup|^;®unasliige (a)

Mot08hige-Naoyc#SS#Si'y&totake (b)

Naozumi -Naoyuki -Naotatsu (e)

Tarlashige -Masashige-Naotomo -Naomoto (d)

(a)—Eldest brach

—

Katsushige, M M (1580-1657). Son of Nao-
shige. Sent by his father to join the army of leyasu (1600), he was
induced to join Ishida Kazushige'

s

party, and besieged the castle of Fu-
shimi, then that of Matsuzq^lfsf). Kecalled to Kyushu by Naoshige,
he returned to leyasu s pai|g§®!||| fought against Tachibana Muneshige
of Yanagawa (Chikugo). |^jp! g. the Osaka campaign (1615), he stayed

at Saga, to prevent, if nec^SIff^any intervention of the Satsuma clan.
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During the Shimabara insurrection (1637), he sent his two sons first,

and afterwards took part himself in suppressing the rebellion. His de-

scendants lived at Saga (Hizen— 357,000 k.) until 1868. — Marquis, at

present. — After the (Restoration, 3 branches of this family received the

title of Baron.

(/>) — Branch which from 1614 to 1868, resided at Ogi (Hizen— 73,000
k.).—Now Viscount.

(c) — Branch which from 1635 to 1868, resided at Hasuike (Hizen—
52.000 k.).—Now Viscount.

(d) — Branch which from 1610 to 1868, resided at Kashima (Hizen—
20.000 k.).—Now Viscount.

Naeki, . In Mino. Ancient castle which belonged successive-

ly to the daimyo : Toyama (1573), Kawajiri (1583), then again, from
1600 to 1868, to the Toyama (10,000 k.).

Nagahama, . Village (9,800 inh.) of the province of Omi, on
the N. E. coast of lake Biica. Formerly called Imahama. About the year

1510, Uesaka Yasusada built a castle there, which Asai Hisamasa after-

wards captured. In 1573, Nobunaga gave it to Hideyoshi with a revenue

of 180,000 k. Hideyoshi rebuilt the castle and changed its name to that

of Nagahama ; after several years he repaired to Himeji (Harima) and
confided the care of Nagahama to Shibata Katsuie, then to Ishida Kazu-
shige. Under the Tokugawa, the Naito daimyo resided there from 1606
to 1628, after which the castle was abandoned.

Nagai, jfc # Family of daimyo, native of Mikawa and descended

from Taira Yoshikane.

I X- ... f Naoyuki -Naonaga-Naomitsu (a)

Naokatsuj
' na

iNaotsune-Naoliiro-Naohira (b)

(Naokiyo -Naotoki -Naotane -Naomichi (c)

(a)

—

Eldest branch

—

Naokatsu,|Jj %£ (1563-1626). Served Ieya-

su who gave him a revenue of 12,000 k. in 1600. After the Osaka cam-
paign (1615), he received the fief of Kasama (Hitachi— 35,000 k.), then,

in 1622, that of Koga (Shimosa— 75,000 k.).

Naomasa, f»I (1587-1668). Eldest son of Naokatsu, was
transferred to Yodo (Yamashiro— 100,000 k.) in 1634.

Naoyuki, Yi In 1669, was transferred to Miyaza (Tango-
— 75,000 k.).

Naonaga, f>4 Js . Was killed during a ceremony at the temple

of Zojd-ji of Shiba (Edo) by Naito Tadakatsu and his domains were
confiscated (1680).

Naomitsu, ii( H • Brother of Naonaga, after whose death he

received 10,000 k. of the revenues of Kashira (Yamato), where his de-

scendants lived till the Restoration.—Now Viscount.

(ft) — 2nd branch which resided successively : at Karasuyama (
Shimo

-

tsake) in 1687
;
at Ako (Harima) in 1702

;
at Iiyama (Shinano) in 1706

;

at Iivatsuki (Musashi) in 1711; finally, from 1756 to 1868 at Kano
Mino— 36,000 k.).—Now Viscount.
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(c) — from 1649 to 1868, resided at Takatsuki (Settsu— 35,000k!). — Now Viscount.

Nagakubo Sekisui, J4: ’K # ?K (19th century). Samurai of
the Mito clan. Composed several works on Geography.
Nagakute, f| ^ . In Owari. During the campaign of Komaki-

xjama (1584), Ieyasu gained a victory there over the army of Hideyoshi,

_ two. of whose generals, Ikeda Nobuteru and Mori Nagakazu, were killed.

ri^^Sfibat greatly raised the reputation of Ieyasu.

~^$®S®matsu - ^ ^ ' Family samurai °f the Yamaguchi clan
_^^$^bmiobled after the Restoration.—Baron, at present.

:_f3lli»mori, ffc . lu Mino .
.

Ancient castle, which in the 14th
was the residence of the Toki daimyo, governors of the

Nagano, j* Wf In Ise. During the Kamakura shOgunate was the

residence of the Kudu daimyo, descendants of Suketsune. It then passed
to the Kitabatake, the Nikki, the Toki. In 1568, Nobunaga placed his

brother Nobukane there.

Nagano, jx Wf • Capital (31,400 inh.) of Nagano-ken, also called

Zenkoji on account of the large Buddhist temple of that name.

Nagano Kaku, & Wf ffl (1783-1837). Man of letters of the Iyo
province.

Nagano-ken, Wf M . Department formed of the province of

Shinano.—Pop. : 1,322,000 inh.—Capital : Nagano (31,400 inh.).

—

Prin. towns: Matsumoto (30,800 inh.) Ueda (23,700 inh.), Iida (14,000
inh.), Kami-Suwa (10,200 inh.), etc.

Naganuma, . In Shinano. Prom 1615 to 1688 was the re-

sidence of the Sakuma daimyo (13,000 k.).

Nagao, % • Family of Echigo daimyo, descendants of Taira
(Muraoka) Yoshibumi. They were for several centuries vassals of the

Uesugi till Terutora, adopted by Uesugi Nonmasa, became the head of

that family.

Kageharu, ffc -ft Vassal of Uesugi riA-^|,^fgevolted against

him and defeated him. They made peace in 1478*. - &%geharu shaved
his head and took the name of Igen ; the straggle was again renewed
after the death of Akisada (1510).

Tamekage, . Kerai of Uesugi Fusayoshi, dared to

reproach him for his negligence in directing his clan, and Fusayoshi,
wishing to get rid of him, attacked him at Nishihama (Etcliu) in 1509,

but was overcome and killed. At that moment, a large number of Uesu-
gi'

s

vassals rallied to the cause of Tamekage. The following year, Uesu-
gi Akisada came in his turn to fight him, but ended like Fusayoshi.
Usami Sadayuki, to revenge his master, continued the war against Tame-
kage, and it was not till 1538 that peace was concluded. Tamekage
was killed a short time after, in fighting against the troops of the bonzes of

Ikko-shu of Kaga.—His son Terutora becagj^hg famous Uesugi Ken-
shin (see that name). 111®®
Nagaoka, [HSJ • Town (9,800 inh.) in|f||§|||>. Ancient castle at

first called Zoo-san-jo. Belonged successivJp^Plhe daimyo : Nagao,
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Ilori (1598), Tokugawa (1610), Hori (1616), finally, from 1618 to 1868
to Makino (74,000 k).

Nagaoka, il; [S3 In Yamashiro. Was from 782 to 794 the resi-

dence of the emperor Kwammu, which place he left for Kyoto. The
district of Nagaoka was given by Nobunaga to Hosokawa Fujitaka, who
bore the name for several years. From 1626 to 1649, it became the
domain of Nagai daimyo (10,000 k.).

Nagaoka, g [53 . Branch of the family of the Hosokawa daimyo
of Kumamoto (Higo), ennobled in 1891. — To-day Viscount.

Nagara-^awa, g & Jl| - River (122 Km.) in Mino, which empties
itself into the Kiso-gaiva.— Also called Gifu-gawa, Gunjo-gawa, Gotc-
gawa, etc.

Nagara-yama, g ill • Hill ill Omi, near the town of Otsu and
lo the West of the temple of Mii-dera. It is there that the emperor
Kobun being defeated killed himself (672).

Nagasaki, ft lit# • Capital (151,500 inh.) of Nagasaki-ken. — This
was formerly but a poor fishing village called Fukae no wit, Nigitatsu or

Tama no ura. In the 12th century, it was a part of the domains of

Taira Norimori, then from the 13th to the 16th century, belonged to a
family Nagasaki, which gave it its name. In fene middle of the 16th
century, it passed under the jurisdiction of Cmtura Sumitada, who,
seeing foreigners trading chiefly at Hirado, opened for them the
ports of Yokose and Fukuda, then in 1568, that of Nagasaki, which in a
few years, became an important town. After the campaign of Kyushu
(1587), Hideyoshi seeing the increasing prosperity of that port, detached
it from the domains of Omura and made it an imperial city under the
direct control of the government. In 1603, leyasu placed a bugyo or

governor there in the name of the Slidgun. From 1640 to 1859, Naga-
saki "WisR the only town in Japan where foreigners—Dutch and Chinese
only—were permitted to traffic

;
it was also one of the 5 ports opened

to Europeans by the treaty of 1857.

Nagasaki, g (Kf . Family of which seva&I members bore the title

of Naikwanryo (minister) of the Hfy'd, SMMxm of Kamakura.
Yoritsuna, ®S ffi (+1398). Minister of Shikken Sadatoki,

whom he induced to make away with his' grandfather Adachi Yasumori,
and for this purpose accused the latter of wnapimig against his grandson
(1285). Implicated in fais tea in. a conspiracy against Sadatoki, he
was put to death with one of iris sons.

Takasuke, i® 1833). Minister of Takatoki, exercised

a great influence on the feeble character of his master and governed ac-

cording to his whims. His exactions and arbitrary doings caused several

revolts and brought on the QettftS war (1831), which ended in the
ruin of the Hojo. Takasuke and his son Takashigu perished with Taka-
toki in the burning of Kamakura.
Nagasaki-bugyo, g [I# ^ ff Official charged with the adminis-

tration of the town of Nagasaki, overseeing the commerce with Holland
and China, the defence of the neighboring coast, etc. Ogasawara Ichi-

an was the first that received the title (1603) .— In 1808, the bugyo Matsu-



daira Yasuhide
English ship “ Dial
it before it left.

le, because he could not prevent the

the port of Nagasaki,, nor burn

Nagasaki-ken, i£j . Department formed by the 0 districts of

Hizen, the islands of I/ci, Tsushima and a large number of smaller

ones.—Pop.: 879,400 inh.— Capital: Nagasaki (151,500 inh.).

—

Prin. towns : Sasebo (52,500 inh.), Nishi-Arie (11,500 inh.), Tomie
(10.000 inh.).

Nagasawa, J4:
• ill Etchu. In the 14th century, was the re-

sidence of a Nagasaiva family, which combated Nagoshi Tokikane and
^fc^jitted to Momonoi Naotsune (1336). When the latter joined the

;^si|ern party, his son Naokazu, besieged at Nagasawa by Shiba Yoshi-

was vanquished and killed (1370).

Nagaehima, lltf) • In Ise. Ancient castle built, about 1555,
by ltd Shigeharu and which passed into the hands of the
bonzes of the Kensho-ji temple of Ikko-shu. Nobunaga seized it, and
gave it to Takigawa Kazumasu (1574), with the northern districts

of the province of Ise. In 1583, Kazumasu having sided with Nobu-
taka against Nobuo, the latte .rendered himself master of Nagashima,
which he confided to Amd^jlS&etoshi. The following year, Hideyoshi
gave it to Fukushima Under the Tokugawa, it was succes-

sively the residence of tIWtfmtimyd : Suganuma (1600), Hisamatsu
(1620), Malsudaira (1635), Hisamatsu (1649), then, from 1702 to 1868,
Masuyama (33,000 k.).

Naga-shima, jx Wj . The most southern of the Amakusa group
(86 Km. in circ). Belongs to Satsuma province.

Nagashino, 14: • In Mikawa. Ancient castle of the Suganuma
daimyo. In 1561, Sadakage left the Imagawa to serve Ieyasu

;

10
years after, he passed over to the Takeda. In 1573, Ieyasu took it and
confided it to Okudaira Nobumasa, who was besieged there by Takeda
Katsuyori

;

but Nobunaga and Ieyasu came to his help and defeated the
army of Katsuyori (1575).

Nagasune-hiko, Sfi®. Governed the region of Yamato when
Jimmu-tenno came to conquer it. He fought the invader, defeated
him several times and obliged him to retreat. When Jimviu presented
himself again, Nagastme prepared to fight him again, but was killed by
Umashimade no mikoto, his nephew.

Wagatani, ^ ^ . Family of huge, descended from Taira Taka-
mime. Also called Hase.— To-day Viscount.

Nagato, § P’j • One of the 8 provinces of Sanyodo. Comprises 5
districts which belong to Yamaguchi-ken. — In ancient times, was called

Anato.— Chinese name : Choshii.

Nagato-keigo-ban, H: P3 @ Guard formed in 1275 to pro-
tect the coast of Nagato and the adjoining provinces and prevent the
landing of the Mongols. Existed till about 1330.

Nagatoro, 0 In Uzen. Was from 1698 to 1868 the residence
of the Yonezu daimyo (11,000 k.).
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Nagato-tandai, & f"3 ££ j£§- Title created in 1275, and assigned

to the official charged with the government of Nagalo and of the coast-

defence against the invasion of the Mongols. The first that received the

charge was Hojo Muneyon and, till the ruin of Kamakura, it was
reserved to a member of the Hojo family. The Nagato-tandai were also

called Chugoku-tandai.

Nagatsuka Masaie, if: 15 IE ^ (+ 1600). At first kerai of Niwa
Nagaliide, he passed into the service of Hidegoshi, who gave him the fief

of Minakuchi (Omi— 50,000 k.), and appointed him as one of the 5

buggo. After the death of Hidegoshi, he opposed Iegasu, and with

Chdsokabe Morichika, besieged the castle of Anotsu (Ise)

;

vanquished

at Sekigahara, he fled to his castle of Minakuchi, which, soon

after, was invested by Ikeda Tcrumasa. Masaie hid himself for some

time at Sakurai-dani (Settsu),
but was found out and committed

suicide.

Nagayama, ill Family of samurai of Kagoshima (Satsuma),

ennobled in 1895.— Baron at present.

Nagaya-O, M £ (684-729). Son of prince Takechi-shinno and

grandson of the emperor Temmu, he was appointed Sadaijin in 724.

Having conspired against Shomu-tenm, he was besieged in his house by

Toneri-shinno and Fujiwara Umakai

:

he then killed his wife and

children and committed suicide. Nagaya-O was remarkable as a literary

man and a poet.

Nagi-nami futa-hashira, Vi 111} — • Izanagi and Iza-

nami.

Nagi no yama, IK lU • Mountain (1590 m.) between Mimasaka

and Inaba.

Nagoshi, M •
Branch of the Hojo family, descended from Toim-

tolci, 2nd son of Yosliitoki, Shikken of Kamakura.

Takaie, $ (+ 1333). Son of Sadaie, descended in the

5th generation from Tomotoki. He was charged by Hojo Takatoki

to march against Kyoto with Ashikaga Takauji, and depose Go-Daigo

(1331). He was killed in a combat against Akamatsu Enshin at Kuga-

nawate.

Takakuni, Rif #15 • Son of Takaie, served Takauji and aided

him in the fight against the southern dynasty.

Nagoshi no harae, ig M Shintoist ceremony of purifica-

tion which takes place in the 6th month. Also called Minazuki-

barae.

Nagoya, ^‘11. Capital (285,000 inh.) of Aichi-ken and of the

Owari province. — In the 14th century, was the residence of a Nagoya

family. About 1525, the governor of the province, Shiba Yoshimune,

constructed a castle there which be confided to his son-in-law Imagawa
Ujitoyo. Oda Nobuhide took it in 1532 ; then, when Nobunaga changed

his residence to Kiyosu, Nagoya was abandoned. In 1610, Iegasu,

having given the province of Owari in fief to his 7th son Yoshinao,

made all the daimyo contribute to the erection of a large castle which

is to-day one of the best preserved in all Japan. The branch of the
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Oivari Tokugaiva resided there from 1610 to 1868 with a revenue of

620,009 k

Nagoya, 1£ M • Port of Hizen. In 1592, Hideyoslii built a
residence there and dwelt in it at the beginning of the Korean
expedition.

Naiben, ft ffi

.

Officials charged to regulate the details of certain

feasts
(sechi-e) at Court. They were chosen from among the Shokei.

Naidaijin, ft A 6- Formerly minister, who, under the Udaijin
and the Sadaijin, took part in the administration of the Home Depart-
ment. Nakatomi Kamatari was the first raised from the title of Naijin
to that of Naidaijin (662) ;

after him, Yoshitsugu (771) and Uoiia

(779) bore the same title
; but, as it was not embodied in the Tailcwa

and Taihu codes, it had no permanent possessor. It was first called

Uchi no 0-omi or Uchi -no Otodo.

Naidantonin, ft M 20 A • Or Hikitsuke-gashira. Under the

Kamakura l^psate, president of the Hikitsuke-shu.

Naidojd; ft III Formerly a Buddhist temple in the interior of

the Palace, ’''.^/^iquette did not permit the Emperor, the Empress,
etc., to go to the temples frequented by the people, the bonzes were called

to the Court from time to time to perform their ceremonies at the
Naidojo.

Nai-en, ft 3? •
(sechi-e), celebrated at the Palace the 21st.

22nd, and 23rd of month of the year: it took place in the Ninju-
den

;

some poets re&ie&lr works before the Emperor who then gave a
banquet to the princes and the huge.
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Naifu, ft iff • Chinese title corresponding to Naidaijin and some-
times used in that sense.

Nai-hyogO-shi, ft Formerly aboard charged with the

keeping of the arms, aKBbv,- eks., <#$he Imperial Palace. In 808, it was
joined to the Hyogo-njek

Naijin, ft 15 •
—

Naijusho, ft M • Formsi-iy, bureau of the employees and servants

of the Imperial Palace. There were 300 Naiju, and the Kwampaku
had the title of Naijusho no betto.

Naikaku, ft . Since 1885, Cabinet, Council of Minister's.

Naiken-shi, ft {£ . — See Kamakura-bakufu-shoshi.

Naiki, ft 12, — See Uchi no shirusu-tsukasa.

Naiku, ft ^ Shintoist temple, near the village of Uji-Yamada

(Ise). It was built 4 years before Christ, and was dedicated to Tensholco-

daijin (Amaterasu) and to Tajikara-o no lcami. The sacred mirror, one
of the 3 imperial emblems is preserved there. For centuries an im-
perial princess was at its head. It is customary to have it rebuilt every 20
years and always after the same model and the same dimensions. The
present temple date® from 1 900.

Naikubu, ft • Or Naigu, ft . Title of the superior of the

bonzes, who, in ibe first month of the year was called to the palace to

explain the Buddhist books, Kongomyo-kyo, Saisho-o-kyo
,
etc.

Nai-kwanryo, ft ^ f?0 • Title borne by the prime minister of the

Hojo, regents
(shikken ) of Kamakura from 1200 to 1333.

Naikyobo, ft ijj Formerly pavilion of the Imperial Palace in

which music, singing and dancing were taught to young maidens. At
its head was a Betto chosen from among the Nagon. Created in 765, it

was afterwards suppressed.

Nairan, ft . Official created by Yoritomo, and charged with inspect-

ing the Imperial Court, to inform the Shogun of all that occurred there.

This title corresponds to the Shoshidai of the Tolcugawa shdgunate.

Nairei-shi, ft if® ft] • Former office, dependent on the Nalcatsu-

kasa-sho, and having charge of the protocol, the ceremonies, and etiquette

to be observed in the Imperial Palace, also of the punishment of crimes
that were committed there. — In 808, it was joined to the Danjo-dai.

Naishi-dokoro, ft f# Or Kashiko-dokoro, 0\ . Hall in the

Imperial Palace in which the sacred .m'ibsK venerated (Yata no mi-
kagami). — The same name was given to S3?e njfecor itself.

Naishinno, ft Hi 2: Title given by, Saase to the princesses who
were the nearest relatives of the T&ee who did not marry
became first high-priestesses of the. skieiiv,Maples of Ise or of Kamo,
then, from the 13th century, ama (Baddhefe nans) . The Restoration
abolished this custom. When an emperor had no daughters, he adopted
those of a prince and appointed them Naishinno.

Naishi no tsukasa, ft is] . Former bureau, charged with the

service of the Empress’ house. The personnel, composed of women only,
had at its head 2 Naishi no kami fnj ,

4 Naishi no suke, Jj{L
,

4 Shoji or Naishi ft : it comprised 100 Joju
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Naito, ft 0 • Family of daimyo, native of Mikawa and descended
from Fujiwara Hidesato.

(Tad aoki

{

Ienaga -Masanagaf
vMasaharu -Masachika (c)

Nobunari -Nobumasa-Nobuteru -Nobuyoshi (d)x ubii.'v'j vv
(Kiyonari -Kiyotsugu-Masakatsu (e)

(Tadasato -Tadamasa< Masatsugu-Masakatsu-Masatomo (f)

(Tadashige -Tadatane -Tadakatsu (g)

(a) — Eldest branch Ienaga, % i* (1546-1600).

Served Ieyasu who in 1590, gave him the fief of Sanulci
(Kazusa— 20,000 k.) . Charged with the guard of the

castle of Fushimi, he killed himself rather than surrender.—— Masanaga, ifc jx (1568-1634). For his services at

the siege of Osaka (1615), saw his revenues raised to 50,000
k., was then transferred to Iwakidaira (Mutsu—70,000 k.)

in 1622.— Transferred to Nobeoka (Hyiiga — 70,000 k.)

in 1747, his family lived there till the Restoration. — Now Viscount.
Younger branch, which, from 1670 to 1868, resided at UnayayaWm— 14,000 k.).— Viscount at present.

• Branch which resided : in 1628, at Izumi {Mutsu)
;
in 1702, at

'Malaga
(Kozuke) ;

then, from 1748 to 1868, at Koroino {Mikawa —
20,000 k.). — Viscount to-day.

{d) — Nobunari, -ft )& (1545-1612). Son of Tokugawa Hirotada
and step-brother of Ieyasu, was adopted by Naito Kiyonaga. He served

Ieyasu and in 1590 made himself master of the castle of Nirayama {Izu),

which belonged to the Hojo, and received it in fief with a revenue of 10,000
k. In 1601, he was transferred to Fuchu (Snruga— 30,000 k.), then in

1606, to Nagahama (Omi— 50,000 k.). — After him, his family lived at

Tanakura (Mutsu) in 1628
;
at Tanaka {Suruga) in 1705, finally at

Murakami (Echigo— 50,000 k.) from 1720 to 1868. — Now Viscount.

(e)— Branch which from 1691 to 1868 resided at Takato {Shinano—
33,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

(/)— Branch which from 1693 to 1868 resided at hoamurata
{Shinano— 15,000 k.).— Now Viscount.

{g) — Branch which resided at Sano {Shimotsuke) in 1626
;
at Toba

{Shima— 32,000 k.) in 1634.

Tadakateu, & . Was dispossessed and invited to commit
harakiri for having killed Nagai Naonaga in the temple of Zojo-ji at

Shiba {Edo) (1680).

Naito, ft M Family of daimyo of the 16th century, native of

Tamba.
Genzaemon, 28 M ("3 • Served Nobimaga and received

from him the fief of Kameyama {Tamba— 200,000 k.),

Yukiyasu or Joan, it) 3c (+ 1626). Also ca?M J£
succeeded bis father in the fief of Kameyama

;
but having &5®^^^^he

Shogun Ybshiaki, he was dispossesed by Nobimaga in 1 573 . In,

expedition, he fought under the command of KonisM Yuki?rMg&MS^m
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chosen, on account of his knowledge of the Chinese characters to treat

for peace at Peking. The emperor of China having proposed to

confer on Hideyoshi the title of king of Japan, YuJciyasu was told that

his mission had ended in a failure and he retired to the domains of

Yulcinaga in Higo, then to Maeda Toshinaga in Kaga, who gave him
a revenue of 4,000 k. He had been baptized in 1564 by the name of

John ; on account of his faith, he was banished to Manila in 1 614 with

Takayama Ukon, Ukita Hisayasu, Shinagaiva Uhei, Shinagawa Gombei,

etc. He died after 12 years of exile.

Naiyaku-shi, ft ijg tjJ . Or Uchi no kusuri no tsukasa. Formerly

an office depending on the Nakatsukasa-sho, having charge of medicines,

consultations of physicians, etc., at the Palace. In 736, it was joined to

the Tenyaku-ryd.

Nai-zenshi, ft ^ ft] . Or Uchi no kashiwade no tsukasa. Office

depending on the Kunai-sho, and having to provide for the Emperor’s

table. The office of karni Ifs was hereditary in the two families of

Takahashi and Azumi ; upon the latter being banished under Ku-arn-

vm-tenno, the Takahashi remained sole titulars.

Najima, % | •— See Fukuoka.

Nakadori-shima, 4* il MS • An island (246 Km. in circ.) north of

the Goto (Hizen) archipelago. It is the largest of the group and is also

called Higashi-jima. . - s
Nakae Toju, 4* il0 111 (1608-1648). :|S»;at Ogawa (Omi), lie lost

his father while yet quite young, and was Ismgfc* up by his grandfather,

kerai of Kato Yasuoki, daimyb of Osu (Iyo). He fled from Shikoku to

find his mother in Omi, and continued there the studies he had com-
menced

;
he then began to teach moral, insisting on the notions of re-

spect and mutual affection. He it was, who first taught the philosophy

of the Chinese Oyomei 3E PJJ in Japan, whose doctrines are generally

opposed to those of Shushi . Toju left more than 20 works and
has been surnamed the sage of Omi (

Omi-seijin).

jf&kae Tokusuke, 4» £C M ft (1847-1901). Materialist, a philo-

sopher principally known by his last work Ichi-nen-yu-han (one year

and a half), which is, so to say, the resume of the doctrines which he

pxofesed during life. He had studied in France (1871-1874). After his

return, he was named Secretary of the Senate (Genro-in), then Director

of the School ssf Foreign Languages. He translated the works of J. J.

Rousseau isto -Japanese.

Naka-fSW®, M IS J 1
!

• River (110 Km.) which takes its rise in

Tsurugi~yaim&, wafers the province of Awa (Shikoku), and empties into

the Pacific Ocean at Tomioka.

Naka-gawa, $($ 14 jlj • '$pg|!(94 Km.) which rises in Shimotsuke,

flows into Hitachi, waters Mwt:igsSi empties itself into the Sea at Minato.

In its upper course, it is callei '$&i&ii-gawa.

Nakagawa, 4* JU • Family of daimyd, native of Settsu and des-

cended from Minamoto Yorimitsu (Seiwa-Genji)

.

Kiyohide, ft (1542-1583). Was first in the service of

Araki Murashige and, in 1573, overcame and killed Wada Koremasa,
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a partisan of the Shogun Yoshiaki. At the time of the revolt of Mura-

shige, he abandoned the latter and attached himself to Nobunaga, who
gave him the fief of Akutagawa (Settsu— 120,000 k). He was killed at

the battle of Shizu-ga-take.

Hidemasa. &. Eldest son of Kiyohide, died during the

Korean war.

Hidenari, H (1570-1612). Succeeded his brother Hidemasa

and received the fief oiTahtda or Oka (Bungo —70,000 his

descendants lived till the Restoration.—Count at piesant- TV-
Nakagawa, 41 Jll

v
- ®amily descended from

Was one of the 5 families attached to the temple oi: a -

Nakahara Chikayoshi, 4» M M M (1142-1307), BiS«8n*P
Fujiwara Michinaga (966-1027), he served Yoavcrntf'*,

chief of the Kumonjo (1184), then Kuji-bugyo

Amano Tokage as governor of a part of Kyushu ; hiffl^j^fflraiw
took the name of Otomo and is the ancestor of th|g||gBWj s».

Nakai Riken, MM (1732-1816). «>#
letters and a Dutch translator. V VHH j
Nakai Shuan, 4* # (1693-1758). Confucianist oTOsaka.

Nakajima, 4» lli| • In Mikaioa. Was, from 1623 to 1672, the re-

sidence of a branch of the Itakura family (50,000 k.).

Nakajima, 41 • Family of samurai of the Kochi (Tosa) clan,

ennobled after the Restoration.— Baron at present.

Naka Michitaka, MM r@i (1828-1879). Samurai of Morioka.

Pedagogue and historian.

Nakamikado, 4* ® l"J • Family of huge descend-

ed from Fujiwara Yoshikado.— Marquis at present.

—After the Restoration, a branch received the title ot

Baron. (Hi^aA
Nakamikado-tennS, 4* $P f"i % M • The 114th

Emperor of Japan (1710-1735). Yasuhito, the 5th son of

Higashi-yama-tenno, succeeded him at 9 years of age.

His reign, during which the power was wholly in the

hands of the Shogun Yoshimunc, was the most prosperous epoch of the

Tokugawa (era of Kyoho) shogunate. At 35, Nakamikado abdicated in

favor of his son and died two year%J|,JgfeR

Nakamochi-bugyo, 4* ^ ^
shogunate, who, when the Shogun
containing the necessary objects fo!

An official under the Kamakura
led, carried the box (

karahitsu

)

Voyage. When Yoritomo went

to Kyoto in 1190, that office was confided to Honfuji Tsugicliika and

his family : he was the first that bore that title.

Nakamuda, 4* EH . Family of samurai of the Saga (Hizen)

clan, ennobled in 1884.— Viscount at present.

Nakamura, 4* M In Owari. Birthplace of Hideyoslii and Kato

Kiyomasa

:

the former is honored in the temple of Tosen-ji, where a

holly Qiiragi) planted by him, is seen
;
the second is venerated in the

Myoko-ji temple.
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Nakamura, 4* H In Iwaki. Was from tfe og^Sdle of the 16th
century till 1868, the residence of the Soma daim0.:i&3$)00 k.).

Nakamura, 4* -H" • In Tosa. Ancient cast|#,.«feire the daimyo
Icliijo resided from 1470 to 1572. A branch of the Yamanouchi family
also lived there from 1656 to 1689.

Nakamura, 4* # • Family of daimyo of the 16th and the 17th
centuries.

Kazuuji, J K • (+ 1600). Served Hideyoshi, who gave him
successively the fiefs of Kishiwada (Izuvvi) (1577), Min-akuchi (Omi)

(1585), Fuchu (Suruga—140,000 k.) (1590). He died just when he had
made preparations to accompany Ieyasu in his campaign against Uesugi
Kagekatsu.

Tadakara, J& — (1590-1609). Son of Kazuuji, waa-Sssss-
lerred to Yonago (Hoki— 175,000 k.), but died at the age of 19 ivlsbout
an heir.

Nakamura Eeiu, 4* ft ^ (1832-1891). Pedagogue and man of

letters. Founded the school called Ddjin-slia at Koishikawa (Tokyo) in

1868.

Nakamura Ranrin, 4* It (1697-1761). Confucianist of Edo.
Nakamura Ritsuen, ij5 jjl gj (1816-1881). Confucianist of

Minakuchi (Omi).

Nakamura Tekisai, 4* ft 't8 (1629-1702). Celebrated Con-
fucianist of Kyoto, rival of ltd Jimai.
Nakane, 4» . Family of samurai of the Fukui (Ecliizen) clan,

ennobled after the Restoration. — Baron at present.

Naka-no-in, 4* • Family of kuge, descended from Minamoto
Morofusa, (Murakami-Genji). — Count at present.

Naka no Oe, 4* Jz it •— See Tenchi-tenno.
.

Naka no shima, 4* • Island (65 Km. in cSttjdiin the Oki group.

1 1 was here that the emperor Go-Toba was banished by Hojo Yoshitoki

(1221) and died after 18 years of exile.

Naka no shima, 4* • Island (25 Km. in circ.) in the group called

Kawabe-shichi-td (Iiagoshinm S. of Kyushu.
Naka-oku, 4* Is • One of tag apartments in the shogunal palace

of Edo, where the ceremonies .fesis flace.— See Koshoshu.

Nakasendo, 4* fill it • (Lit- : Road in the Mts of the Centre).

Route constructed in 702 : it connects Kyoto and Edo passing through
the provinces of Yamashiro, Omi, Mino, Shinano, Kozuke and Musashi.
As it follows the Kiso-gawa for a long distance, it is also called Kiso-kaido.

It counted 69 relays (eki).

Nakatomi, 4* E • Ancient family descended from Ame no Koyane
no mikoto, a faithful servant .ofArmimmu famksmi.

Kamako, & -IF - £s3k fei «nperor Kimmei (540-

571), he was a great wfeSa it was first imported
from Korea in 552, and iifea the Soga, partisans

of the new religion.
• Katsumi, ?§p <•£ 58?), - Son M'Wmmko, made common

cause with Mononobe nqM«r^f ® hksdsi tjjs fcsroduction of Buddhism.
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of Katsumi, succeeded

IsJPSAh (G44) Before dying,
* *• name of Fujiwara for

of Kamatari, although

r(,
out between the two

«•

j
:

the Soya triumphed and
After the death of Ip’

parties in regard to tjLj

Katsumi was killed

Kamatari,
in supplanting the &
ho received from tl

himself and his des

Omimaro, «, yc ® \ i , . .

lie had adopted the name of Fujnvara, was authorized by the emperor

Momma to take that of Nakatomi again. He was put at the head of

the temples of Ise and charged with every thing that regarded Shintoism.

Nakatsu, 4* # Town (15,000 inh.) in the Buzen province.

Belonging successively to the daimyo Kuroda (1580-1000), Hosokaica

(1600-1032), Ogasawara (1032-1710), and from 1717 to 1808, to Oku-

daira (100,000 k.).

Nakatsukasa-sho. 4* $ One of the 8 offices created at the

Taikwa reform (049). Placed between the Emperor and the Council of

State (
Dajukwan), he transmitted the imperial orders and the petitions of

the functionaries, drew up the laws, decrees, and historical annals, kept

fcfce ^agisters of the employments, dignities, taxes, etc. The minister had

, title of Nakatsukasa-kyo: he had under him : 1 tayii, 1 shoyu, 1

2 shojo, 2 sakwan, etc. 8 jiju (chamberlains) attended the

wSi^jror ;
90 toncri formed the body-guard ;

2 dai-naiki, 2 chii-naiki and
.‘{3' ‘‘&-naiki were charged with drawing up the imperial messages

;
2

'mit&ininotsu
,
4 chu-kemmotsu and 4 sho-kemmotsu kept the keys of the

storerooms (kura) and supervised the entrance and exit of all the

necessary objects. Finally, the Nakatsukasa-sho had as dependants:

1 shoku (Chugu-shoku), 6 ryd (otoneri-ryo, tosho-ryo, kura-ryo, naidono-

ryo, on-yo-ryo and takumi-ryo) and 3 shi (nai-yaku-shi, nairei-shi and

gwako-shi).
,

Naka-umi, 4* Lake (64 Km. incirc.) N. E. of Izumo. Also

called Nawa no ura, Yonago-fuka-ura.

Nakayama, 4» ill • Family of kuge descended from Fujiwara

(Kwazan-in) Ietada (1062-1136).

Tadachika, & §1 (1131-1195). Grandson of Ietada and son

oiTadamune, wrote the history of Japan from Jimmu-tenno to Nimmyo

(850), under the title of Mizu-k^$mh He also left a Journal. The

chief of the family bears at presetff^'fttle of Marquis.

Nakayama, 4» ill Familf^M.^myd descended from Tanji no

Mabito and through him from tbfe etrifferor Senkwa. Was vassal to the

Hojo of Odawara.
Nobuyoshi, ft § (1576-1642). Bizen no kami, was tutor of

Tokugawa Yorifusa of Mito (1608). —From 1622 to 1868, his family

resided at Matsuoka (Hitachi— 25,000 k.).— Baron at present.

Nakazono, 4» SI • Family of kuge descended from Fujiwara

Kosemaro, son of Muchimaro (680-737). — Now Viscount.

Nakinin, Family related to the ancient royal dynasty of Ryu-

kyu, and ennobled after the annexation of the archipalago. — Now Baron.
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Nakoso no seki, fy) -— See Kikuta no seki.

Namazue, fll • In Omi. Ancient castle belonging to the daimyo
Sasaki : in 1568, Yosliikata and his son Yoshisuke took refuge there after

the taking of their castle of Rwannonji, but Shibata Katsuie, sent by
Nobunaga, besieged them also in that place, and made himself master of
the castle (1573).

Namba, • Family of huge descended from Fujiwara Tadanori
(1076-1141). — Now Viscount.

Namban-ji, 1ft • (Lit. : temple of the southern barbarians).
The Jesuit missionaries, who, as early as 1560. had formed a Christian
community at Kyoto, were obliged to leave that town on account of the
troubles which followed the tragic death of the Shdgun Yoshiteru (1565).
Father Froez returned in 1568 and obtained from Nobunaga permission
again to make his abode in the capital and there to preach. Japanese
authors even assure us that Nobunaga gave to the chapel erected then and
there and to its dependencies the name of Eiroku-ji (temple Eiroku : the
year 1568 was the 11th of the Eiroku era)

;
but the people called it by

the name of Namban-ji. All was destroyed in 1588, after the first edict
of proscription by Hideyoshi. — The Namban-ji was situated near the
gate called Shijo-bd-mon. At the time of its fall, a bell was brought to
the Myoshin-ji temple, where it remained for over 3 centuries. In 1906,
it was put into the Ueno Museum (Tokyo).

Namboku-cho, tft 4b • The two branches of the imperial family,
that of the South (nan) and that of the North

(
hoku), who in the 14th

century, contended for power.

Namboku-ch5 jidai, tft 4b $8 ft • Period of the history of
Japan from 1336 to 1392, during which there were two reigning dynasties
at the same time : one, called the southern dynasty, which was the lawful
one ; the other, called the northern, upheld by the Ashikaga Shdgun.
Nambu, tft ® . In Kai. Mitsuyuki, descended from Takeda Yoslvi-

kiyo, installed himself there in 1180 and took the name- In 1189, he
went to Mutsu.

Nambu, tft 4$ • Name formerly given to the domains of the daimyo
of that name, that is, to the present province of Rikuchu.

.
Nambu, tft tti! • Family of daimyo descended from Takeda Yoshi-

kiyo (Seiwa-Genji).

Mitsuyuki, % f? Great-grandson of Yoshi-
kiyo, established himself at Nambu (Kai) and took that
narae - After the campaign of Yontotno against Fujiwa-
ra Yasuhira, he received the domain of Sannohe \

(Mutsu) (1189).

. Nobunao, fi K (1546-1599). Was adopted by
his uncle Yasunobu who had no children, and to preserve

x
his domains, he had to war against Kunolie Masamne,
who wished to adopt his brother Sanechika. He demanded assistance
from Hideyoshi, who sent troops under Hidetsugu, and Masazane was
vanquished (1591). The following year, Nobunao accompanied Hide-
yoshi to Nagoya (Hizen).
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Toshinao, jfij [£[ (4- 1632). Son of Nobunao, constructed the

castle of Morioka, where his descendants lived till the Restoration.

Nobmiao-Toshinao-Sbigenao
{

ci ; „i..f Yukinobu-Nobuoki^' 8e"Hbu ^Masan0bu-N0 biiiuitMi

Naofusa -Naomasa -Michinobu

(a)

do

(«•)

(a) — Eldest branch which, from 1601 to 1868, resided at Morioka

(Mutsu — 130,000 k.). — Now Count.

(ft) — Branch which from 1680 to 1868, resided at Shichinuhe (Mutsu
— 10,000 k.). — Viscount at present.

(c) — Branch which, from 1664 to 1868, resided at Hachinohe (Mutsu

— 20,000 k.). — Viscount at present.

Nambu, jft ® . Family of samurai of the Kochi (Tosa) clan, en-

nobled after the Restoration. — Now Baron.

Nami-ai, i)Jt
-6* • Village in the south of Shinano. It was there

that Wakiya Yosliiham, defeated by Takauji, retired with prince

Munenaga-shinno (1369). Prince Korenaga-shinno died them in 1424,

and has a temple erected in his honor at that place. There, finally,

Nobutada brought to his father Nobunaga, the heads of Takeda Katsu-

gori and of his son Nobukatsu (1582).

Nanakoshi-mine, -k ££ M Mountain on the border's of Kii,

Kawachi and Izumi. Also called Yoko-yana

Nanakusa no kayu, -k & According to a custom brought

from China, on the 7th day of the 1st month, the Emperor was presented

with a dish composed of 7 plants (nazunct, hdkobera, seri, gogyo, aona,

suzushiro and hotoke-no-za)

,

and all the Court ate of it in turn. This

practice spread among the people little by little, and to its effects is attri-

buted preservation from diseases.

Nanao, k M • Town (11,700 inh.) in the Noto province, south of a

gulf which is divided in two by the island of Noto-jima : this is the finest

harbor on the W. coast of Japan.— In 1398, Hatakeyama Mitsunori,

named governor of the province, built himself a castle, which was taken

by Uesugi Kenshin (1576).

Nanchin, • Gathering of savants called to choose a new nengo

(name of era)
;
after due discussion, the name was made known to the

Emperor, who wrote it with his own hand and then had it published.

Nan-cho, 1ft *5$ • Southern dynasty during the civil wars of the

14th century (1336-1392). It descended from the emperor Kameyama,
whilst that of the North came from Go-Fukakusa.

Nando-yaku, $J . Under the TokugdVM, 'efface charged with

the jewels, clothing, furniture, etc
,
of the shogun^ jrskee, — stuffs offered

by the daimyo and hatamoto,— objects given as isr«fe^s, etc. The head

,

appointed in 1635, was called Nando-gaslzira and had 60 doshin under

him. Later (1648) they distinguished the moto-kata from the harai-kata,

the first having charge of all that entered the palace, the latter, of all that

left it.

Naniwa, iSd • (Contraction from nami-haya : swift waves). Name
given by Jimmu-tenno to that side of the Settsu province which borders
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on the delta of the YofifaMma, then, later, to the whole province. The
emperor Nintoku^(31 his palace (Naniica Takatsu no miya)
there, as also 7iTdtoiit'!fi^^p.54) (Naniwa Nagara-toijosaki no miya).
I he city of Osaka at'p^Sfft occupies about the centre of the ancient
district of Naniica.

Naniwa no horie, H $L ® iT • Canal dug by orders of the em-
peror Nintoku to preserve the capital from inundations (323) . The work
was done principally by Koreans that had emigrated to Japan. It ism this canal, that the emperor Kimmei, at the instigation of Mononobe
no Okoshi and Nakatomi no Kamako, threw the Buddhist statues sent
by the king of Kudara (553).

Naniwa-Sgori no murotsumi, it
:

&L U Sft In the time when
regular intercourse was held with Korea, a building erected in Naniwa
to receive foreign envoys. It was also called Naniwa no murotsumi,
Tsu no murotsumi.

Nanjo, ft . Family of daimyb, who, in the 10th century, occupied
the castle of Hancislii (Hoki— 60,000 k.) and were deprived of it bv
leyasu in 1600.

Nankaido, tfi thf M (Lit. : Region of the South Sea). One of the
grand division of Japan. It comprises (5 provinces : Kii, Awaji, Awa
Sanuki, Iyo and Tosa.

Nan-ke, jfj % One of the 4 ancient branches of the Fujiwara
family, founded by Muchimaro (680-737), son of Fuhito It disappears
from history towards the end of the 9th century.

Nanori, % ^ • Or jitsumyo. Surnames Takauji, leyasu, Yori-
tomo, are nanori Formerly distinct from the tsusho or zokumyo, they
are now confounded, every man being permitted to have only one
surname.

Na-no-tsu, £ • Ancient port of Tsukushi, situated on the actual
site of Hakata (Chikuzen). In former times, a very active emporium .of
commerce carried on Korea and China.—
Ports) were formerly i?j$W-tsu (Ise), Bo-no-tsu .(SiximmaiS and
no-tsu. '

Nanso-gwa, gj Style of drawing which ‘die, Japanese'm
quired from the school of Shiibun and of Sesshu ; it in t)3s6 called Jhimm-
ywa. Ikeno Taiga, Watanabe Kwazan became ceM'rlated in this. art.

Nantai-zan, #J 9ft ill - Mountain (2,490 in.) wMmotwkel N! 6S
Nikko. Also called Kurogami-yama, Kita-Fuji, Gkjtzenji-mn.
Nanto, ft US . (Lit.: Southern Capital). N&oje giveji .Nara,

after the removal of the capital bo Kyoto. — Also used tcJ SMg'na'fe ish»
large temple Kofuku-ji (Nara).

Nanto shichi-dai-|L.|^ijM^jte #. The 7 great Buddhist temples
of Nara : Iddai-ji, K^^^i^^^ii-ji, Genko-ji, Taian-ji, Yakushi-
ji, and Horyu-ji.

Nanuka-ichi, ^ fffMi^0^izuke. Was from 1616-1868, the
residence of a branch Kaga (10,000 k.).

Nanushi, £ •
^^^-^^^^ugawa, mayor of a town or village.

1 he nanushi of Edo coff^poii'dsu to the kuclio (mayors of counties) of
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£&3&5oMages, also called shoya, US the soncho. This ol'lice,

^l^l^tl-i^aiSolHiicient families, was often hereditary.

^ . Temple of Kyoto, central seat ot the llinzai

sect. Being at first a palace to which the emperor

after his abdication (1274), it was converted into a

Fumon or Mukioan (
Busshin-Zenji) in 1290.

Hl it $tk ffi (1570-1619). Vassal of Uesugi, ho

supported Kagekatsu in his struggle with Ieyasu. When Kagekatsu was

transferred to Yonezawa (Dewa) (1601), he gave Kanetsugu a revenue ot

60 000 k.
;
but the latter divided 55,000 k. among his samunu, and, con-

tenting himself with 5,000 k., retired into solitude to occupy Ins leisure

with art and literature.

Naohito-shinno, [ft tl ii £ (1703-1752). Son of the emperor

llinashi-yama ; he is the ancestor of the princes Kan-m no miya.

Nara, & fi. • Capital (30,600 inh.), of the department of the same

name in Yamato province.—Was the capital of Japan from 710 to <84

(See Nava no miyako). The present town occupies only the western

part of the old one. After the transfer of the capital to Yamashiro,

Nara received the name of Nanto (southern capital). Its numerous

temples, which harbored armies of mercenaries {solid), frequently caused

troubles, owing to the continual strifes against the rival temples ot llici-

zan. The Asliikaga placed a governor (Nanto-bugyo) at Nara to

forestall these troubles. Nobunaga and Hideyoshi deprived the temples

of all their territorial possessions and made it impossible for them to

lew troops. When Hidenaga, brother of Hideyoshi, received the govern-

ment of Yamato province (1585) he placed a machi-zukasa at Nara.

The Tokugawa changed that title to that of Nara-bugyd.—Of its former

splendor there remain only the Daibutsu, some old temples and a hne

park stocked with deer.
. „ „ ;CI .

.

Narabara, i'h R( • Family of samurai of Kagoshima (
Satsuma )

clan, ennobled in 1896.—Baron at present.
.

Kara-hue-vo # lit M ffi
Title created in 1613 and given to an

official who, under 'the authority of the Shoshidai of Kyoto, had charge

of the administration of the town of Nara, the watch over the tern-

T)lcS GiiC
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Nara-iidai ^ S ft • t sidence of the imperial Court (710-784).

Nara-ken f t M Department of Yamato province, - Pop.

:

568,300 inh.— Capital : Nara (30,600 inh.). — Pr. towns : Konyama

(14,000 inh.), Totsukaiva (11,200 inh.), etc. ^
Nara no mivako. ^ tit Ja . In 710, the empress Gemmei trans-

ported the imperial Court to the district of Sd-no-kami ( Yamato) and

there had a town built which was called Nara no miyako the palace

itself being named Heijo. Contrary to the usage followed until then, the

successors of Gemmei lived in the same place, and Nara was thus the

capital during several consecutive reigns, till the day when Kwammu

transferred it to Yamashiro (784).

Nara-tenn5, ¥ M X M. - -See Heijd-tenm.
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Narinaga-shinno, fiSi Ji 3E (1325-1338). 10th son of the em-
peror Go-Daigo, was appointed Kozulce-taishu and Kwanto-kwanryo
in 1333, then sent to Kamakura and named Sei-i-tai-shogun
after the deposition of his brother Morinaga. In 1338, Komyo ,. the
emperor of the North, chose him heir (lcotaishi) : he then returned to

Kyoto, was dismissed shortly after, confined at Kwazan-in, and
put to death with his brother Tsunenaga-shinm. H-s ms 13 years
old.

Narita, f& fH
;

Small town of Shimosa (5,200 lab.) 'famous for Its

grand temple Shinsho-ji (see that word), dedicated ft where
pilgrimages are made from all parts of Japan.

Narita, J& U3 • Family of vassal daimyo of lh&,Tohi.gm>a ; from
1590 to 1623 it resided at Karasu-yama (Shimoimke—85,000 fe).

The last, Ujimune, dying without heirs (1623), his domains reyagtect to
the shogunate.

Naru-ita, Oft • (Lit. : sounding board). It was customary,, in the
corridors of the imperial Palace, to leave boards unfastened »t certain
intervals so that the noise they produced might give notice of seme o»a
approaching : it was the naru-ita or kenzan no ita.

Naruse, Jfi iff! Family .of daimyo descended from Fujiwara Tada-
miclii (1097-1164).

Masakazu, JE — (1538-1620). Served Ieyasu, who, in 1607,
gave him a revenue of 20,000 k. at Kurihara (Hitachi). Of the two
sons of Masakazu, the elder, Yukitord, ff died in 1639 without
heirs, and his domains were confiscated.— The 2nd, Masanari JE ffa

entered the service of the Tokugawa of Nagoya, and was charged with
keeping the castle of Inuyama (Owari— 35,000 k.), where his de-
scendants lived to the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Naruse - gawa, 1ft )\ |
. River (98 Km.) in Kikuzen

;
empties

itself into the gulf of Ishinomaki.

Naru-shima, {Vf £) • Island (67 Km. in circ.) of the Goto group
(Hizen).

Narushima Shichoku, & ill Hi (1778-1862). Confucianist.

Author of the Tokugawa-jikki.

Naruto-kaikyo, 1ft [

ll

j • strait between Awa (Shikoku

)

and
Awaji. Called also Nanito no seto.

Nashimoto, M Branch of the princely family of Fushimi,
founded by Moriosa (+ 1881), son of Fushimi Sadayoshi, after the

Restoration. — The present head of the house is prince Morimasa, born
in 1874, son of prince Kuni Asahiko, adopted by Moriosa. In 1900, he
married Itsu-ko, daughter of Marquis Nabeshima.

Nashitsubo, MM- Or Shoyo-sha. Apartment reserved for the

ladies of the Court in the ancient imperial Palace of Kyoto.

Nashitsubo no go-kasen, M M $ ©; ill! • Name given to 5
poetesses, all ladies of honor to the empress Joto-mon-in, widow of Ichijo-

tenno : Murasaki Shikibu, Izumi Shikibu, Akazome Emon, Uma no
Naishi and Ise Osuke.— Later were added Sei Slionagon and Ko-
Shikibu-, which made up the Nashitsubo no shichi-kasen.
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Nashitsubo no go-nin, g i S A • Name given to Onakatomi

Yoshinobu, Kiyowara Motosuke, Minamoto Sldtako, Ki Tolcibumi and

Sakanoe Mochiki, who, in 951, by order of the emperor Murakami, were

united to the Nashitsubo to collect the Go-sen-waka-shu (collection of

poems).

Nasu, )$ • Ancient family of daimyo of Shimotsuke, descended

from Fujiwara Michinaga (966-1027).

Sukeie, • Installed himself in the district of Nasu in

1125, and took that name. His descendants became more and more

influential and under the Ashikaga, became one of the 8 great families of

Kwanto (Kwanto-hakke). During the civil wars of the 15th and the

16th centuries, they vanquished their neighbors, the daimyo Utsunomiya,

took their domains and built a castle at Karasu-yama.
‘ issSc^haru, ft Bpf (1546-1609). Was transferred by Hideyoshi,

in 159S% fiiWukuwara, in the district of that name (20,000 k.).

$ . Was dispossessed in 1685 for having dis-

inherited his son Suketoyo in favor of Sukenori, son of Tsugarn Nobumasa,

whom he had adopted.

Nasu shichi-ke, $1 -fc §£ • The 7 families, who, in the Middle

Ages, divided the district of Nasu (Shimotsuke) among themselves:

Fukuwara, Ashino, Otawara, Oseki, Okamoto, Sembon and lono.

Nasu-zan. 1$ fTlU • Volcano (1910 m.), on the confines of Shi-

motsuke, Iwashiro and Iwaki. Also called Gha-usu-dake.

Nawa, jg ft] . In Hoki. Ancient castle of the daimyo of the same

name. There Go-Daigo landed after escaping from the island of Old

(1333) : he was received by Nawa Nagatoshi, who gave him an asylum

at Funanoe-sen.

Nawa, £ ?II • Family of daimyo descended from Akamatsu Suefusa

(Murakami-Genji)

.

Tadafusa, AS. Jfi • Son of Suefusa, established himself at Nawa
(Hoki) and took that name towards the end of 12th century.

Nagatoshi, ^ 3M+ 1336). Deceived

Go-Daigo who escaped from Oki where he was

exiled, and installed him in the castle of Funanoe-

sen, which belonged to him. Hearing of this, Hojo

Takatoki sent the Sasaki, Kiyotake and Masatsuna,

to besiege I<unanoe-sen
;
but they were repulsed

:

Masatsuna was killed and Kiyotake fled (1333).

After this victory, Nagatoshi charged his son

Yoshitaka to escort the emperor to Kyoto. The fol-

lowing year, he received as recompense the pro-

vinces of Hoki and Inaba. When Ashikaga

Takauji revolted in Kwanto, Go-Daigo sent Nitta

Yoshisada against him and charged Nagatoshi and Kusunoki Masashige

to defend Kyoto. After the defeat of Yoshisada at Hakone, Nagatoshi

tried to hinder the progress of Takauji, but was defeated at the bridge of

Seta and killed in trying to re-take Kyoto. Nagatoshi is considered as

one of the most generous defenders ;of the legitimate dynasty
;
a temple

NAWA NAGATOSHI,
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(Naiva-jinja) is dedicated to him at Nawa. The family, which was

hereditarily at the head of the temple, claimed descent from Nagatoshi,

and was ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Baron.

Negi, 9$ ja • Formerly, official charged with the offerings and peti-

tions addressed to Amaterasu in the great temple of Ise. Later, this

name was given to all the Shintoist priests (kannushi).

Negoro-dera, #£ %i ^ . Temple founded by the bonze Kakuhan
in 1130, at .the village of Negoro (Kii) ; it belonged to the Shingi branch

of the Shvujon sect. Under the Ashikaga. it became very prosperous : it

had as many as 2700 temples under its jurisdiction and supported an

army of solid who caused frequent troubles in the province : it was

besieged and destroyed by Hideyoshi in 1585, and the ruins served to

rebuild the Daigo-ji, near Kyoto.

Nehan, jg 8$ • The Buddhist Nirvana. — Nehan-e is the feast held

on the anniversary of the entrance of Shaka into Nirvana.

Nernuro, % • One of the 11 provinces of Hokkaido. Comprises

5 districts (kori ).— Capital : Nemuro (7,900 inh.).

Nengo, if Sfe • Era, period of years. — During the first 10 centuries

of their history, the Japanese reckoned their years either from the

enthronement of Jimmu-tenno, (660 B.C.), or after the sexagesimal cycle,

or again from the commencement of each reign. Kotoku-tenno borrowed

from China the custom of giving a name to the and decided that

the first year of his reign should be the 1st of the Taiicwa era (645). Six

years after, the emperor, having received the presont of a white pheasant

from the province of Nagato, concluded that this event merited to be

handed down to history and changed the name of the era to that of

Hakuchi (white pheasant) : this was the first change of era (kaigen).

Kotoku died in the 5th year of Hakuchi (654), and his two immediate suc-

cessors, Saimd and Tenchi, suppressed the nengo. Temmu re-established

them in 672, and since then, the custom was followed without interrup-

tion : the accession of an emperor to the throne, an important event, happy

or unhappy, brought about a change in the era. In the reign of Murakami-

tennb (947-967) the astronomer Abe Sdmei introduced the Chinese

custom of changing the name of the era in the 1st (ki-no-e no ne) and

the 57th (ka-no-lo no tori) year of the cycle. The reigns which counted

the greatest number of nengo are those of Go-Daigo (1319-1338) and of

Go-Hanazono (1429-1465), which had, each 8. From the Taikwa era

(645) totheMeiji (1868) there have been 229 nengo. At the imperial

Restoration, it was decided that each reign should have only one nengo.

— See kaigen, nanchin, etc.

Ne no hi no aaobi, ^ H $£ Custom introduced in the reign of

Uda-tenno (889-897) : on the first day of the Rat in the first month of

the year, the people went to the country, rooted up some young pines,

emblems of longevity, and took a repast in the open air.

Ne no kuni, ifft PS . Country to which Izanagi retired in his old

age. Certain commentators presume it to be the province of Izumo

;

others, the land of the dead, in the next world, also called Yomi, Yomi

no kuni, Yomotsu-kuni.
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Nezu-ga-seki, J5jc BS • Barrrier erected in former times on the

frontiers of Dewa and Echigo to stop the incursions of the Ebisu.

Ni, M • (Abbreviation of Bikuni) Ama, a Buddhist nun,

Nichi-in, B jfi : (+ 1180). 7th son of Chiba Tsunetane, became a
bonze in the temple of Enjo-ji, near Nara. When Mochihito-0 rebelled

against the Taira, he accompanied him, fought under him, and when
the prince was killed at Komyo-ji, Nichi-in put 6 of his adversaries
“ hors de combat ” before falling in his turn.

Nichi-in, B . Bonze of the Nichiren sect, who, in 1320,

founded the temple of Honsei-ji in Echigo which became the seat of a

branch of the sect.

Nichi-O, B jjj • (1565-1630). Bonze of the Nichiren sect, founder

of the Fuju-fuze branch. Chief of the temple of Myogaku-ji, he dis-

pleased Hideyoshi, who exiled him to Taniba (1595), then to Tsushima
(1600) ;

pardoned in 1612 by Ieyasu, he returned to Kyoto, where he
died.

Nichira, B |?§ • Son or Arisuto, Japanese official in Korea, he lived

in Kudara. The emperor Bidatsu, wishing to restore the power of

Mimana, called him to ask his advice : the people of Kudara having

resisted a long time, at last consented to his departure. He therefore

went to Japan (583), conferred with the Emperor and was assassinated

on his return to Korea.

Nichiren, B 31 • (1222-1282). Celebrated bonze, tounder of the Hok-
ke-sliu sect. A descendant of Fujiwara Fuyutsugu, Tomosuke, Shonagon
and Bitchu no kami, established himself at Nukina (Totomi) in 1077, and
Masanao, one of his descendants took the name of Nukina. Shigetada,
great-grandson of Masanao, was dispossessed by Hojo Tokimasa in 1203
and exiled to the district of Nagasa, in Awa (Tbkaido) : there he settled

in the village of Kominato, where he espoused the daughter of a certain Ono
Yoshikiyo, a native of Shimosa, and became a fisherman. This Shigetada
was the father of Nichiren, who at his birth (1222) re-

ceived the name of Zennichi-maru. From his youth, he
applied himself to the study of Buddhism, became a

bonze of the Shingon sect and took the name of Nichi-

ren (lotus of the sun). In 1253, he commenced to pro-

pagate a new doctrine, preached by Shaka in his last

days and contained chiefly in the sutra Mybho-renge-kyo
(book of the Lotus of the good Law) . The title of this

book was turned into a prayer used by his disciples, whose number
increased from day to daf;

: ; 'Jt* 1260, he published a work (Ankdhi-ron),
in which he discussed theM#:SiB to assure the peace of the State, violent-

ly attacked the other se^si, 1 .tihd went so far as to predict the Mongol
invasion. He dared to address his work to the Shikken Hojo Tokiyori,

who, being a fervent advocate of the Zen-shu sect, answered by exiling

him to ltd (Tzu). Pardoned after 3 years, he returned to Kamakura
and renewed his attacks on the rival sects ; this time, he was
imprisoned with his disciple Nichiro and condemned to be beheaded at

Tatsu-no-kuchi ; but Tokimune commuted this sentence to that of exile

SEAL OF NICHIREN

(1274).
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and Nichiren was sent to the island of Sado (1271). He lived

there only 2 years, and on his return, built the temple of Kuon-ji at
Minobu (Kai), which became the seat of his sect. Several years after, he
founded the temple of Sochu-ji at Ikegami (Musashi), where he died at

the age of 61. His body was cremated and the ashes sent to Minobu.—
To the Buddhists, Nichiren is an incarnation of Bosatsu Jogyo, one of
the first disciples of ShaJca.

Nichiren-monka roku-roso, FI il i"J T ^ ftf The 6 prin-
cipal disciples of Nichiren: Nissho H flg (+ 1323), Niclnro FJ jjjj

(+ 1319), Nikko [1 J&l (+ 1288), Nitcho H IR (+ 1317), Nichiji |1

(+1293), and Nikko |J [nj (+ 1314).

Nichiren-shu, H iE n? • Or Hokke-shu. Buddhist sect founded by
Nichiren in 1253. The doctrine of this sect is that of the siitra Myoho-
renge-Jcyo, which contains the last instructions of Buddha ; these instruc-

tions were preached for the first time by Nichiren. It is the doctrine of
the 3 great secrets : adoration (lumzon) ,

law (daimoku) and moral (kaidan),

which resume all the discourses of Shaka ; it is however so profound that
only the Buddha and the highest Bosatsu can comprehend it. It is no
doubt on account of the excellent doctrines which they profess, that the

followers of Nichiren have always been the most turbulent and fanatic

Buddhists in Japan. Little by little the sect split into 9 branches,
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which at present, have 5,194 temples about 3,700 bonzes, chiefs of tera,

and 1,283,600 adherents.

Nichiren-shu bumpa, H fr M The 9 branches of the

Nichiren sect are

:

!• Itchi, — Founded by Hichiro (13th century) at Ikegami (Murnshi

)

2. Shoretsu, & £ „ Nichigetsu ( „ ) „ ( „ )

3. Honseiji, & !&. „ Nichi-in (1320) in Hchigo.

4. Myomanji, ^ IJS # „ .Niszlm (1381) at Kamakura.

5. Hachihon. A no „ HkhiryU (1420) at Ikegami.

6. Honryu-ji, (t 1*? IKtAbt (1885) at Hanazono (Higu).

7. Fuju-fuze, _ + + Bi » Kkhfo (1595) in Bizen.

8. Fuju-fuze-komon, ^ 3S + R* l"J „ Mkko (Mth century) in Bizen.

9. K5mon, RH ,, MKP (about 1280) ut Ikegami

In 1898, the names of the still existing branches were modified and
read as follows

:

The Myomanji branch became the Kempon-hokke-ehu, Ufl jfc

„ Hachihon „ „ Hommon-hokke-thu, PI ji; 1)5 Sk

„ Honseiji „ „ Hokk*sh% r£ HB £
„ Honryuji „ „ Hommgohokke-shu, * (t ii )|

i

Kornon Honmon-shd,

Nichiro, H fill (+ 1319). Disciple of

Nichiren; was imprisoned with him at */' \

Kamakura (1271). He is the founder of Jm '=-4

the temples of Hondo-ji (Shimosa), Myo- A
hon-ji (Kamakura) Hommon-ji (Ikegami), / \ \rj» V\
Honkoku-ji (Kyoto), and of the branch f(\ v\\
Itchi-ha. He received the posthumous title

,

J

I Xvf
of Daikoku-Ajari. j l

Nichiro-senso, HRIlf

.

The Bus- |
*

so-Japanese war of 1904-1905, of which the
HI0I1[B5_

following are the principal facts.

1904 — Feb. 6 — Rupture of diplomatic relations. — The Japanese fleet

leaves the Port of Sasebo (Hizen).

1904 — Feb. 8 — Night attack on the Russian fleet at Port-Arthur.—
Landing of the Japanese vanguard at Chemulpo
(Korea).

„ 9 — Attack on Port-Arthur (Ad. Togo). — Two Russian
ships (Variay and Koreetz) sunk at Chemulpo. (Rear-
Ad. TJryu).

„ 11 — Declaration of war by tbe Emperor of Japan.

„ 24— First attempt to block Port-Arthur.
March 6 — Demonstration of Kamimura’s squadron before Vla-

divostok.

„ 27 — Second attempt to block Port-Arthur.

„ 28— First engagement on land at Chengju (Korea).
April 7 — The first army (gen. Kuroki) occupies Wiju (Korea).

„ 13— The Russian battleship Petrqpaulovsk strikes a mine
and sinks : Admiral Malarof perishes with more
than 600 men.
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1904—April 30— The first array crosses the Yalu.May 1 — Battle of the Yalu.
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Nichiryu, H |5H . A bonze M&Mren sect, founder of the
Hachihon branch. It was he th&lpiP£ the temple of Hound-
ji, where Nobunaga was assassina^i'.,

Nie no ki, HID . A fortified’ ertcfoste, directed in Deww&ym% the
present village of Niida), which had a little garrison to lt®^»,tbe
Ebisu. In 1189, Fujiwara Yasuhira, defeated by Yoritoma^'Slight
refuge there hut was put to death Yukibumi, tEe ''com-

mander of the castle. |
Nigao, An ancient fanny 'eSilaimyd, that, in the 16th

century, occupied the castle of Nfyii^tpewaf. Ieyasu transferred them
in 1602, to Takeda (Hitachi— lippfk.). On the death of Takanobu
(1560-1623), his children became samurai.
Nigihayabi no mikoto, if H . Or Kushitama-Nigihayabi,

a descendant of the elder brother of Ninigi no mikoto
;
he passed over

from Kawachi to Yamato, where he married Kashikiya-hime, sister of
Nagasune-hiko, who recognized him as his chief. He was the father of
Umashimade.

Nichiryu.

CUKKUONY OF T1IANXSCIV1NQ PERFORMED AT.

-^Conclusion of the treaty of peace.

-^Ratification of the treaty of peace.

^
Nigite, ft? Banners or strips of heinp or paper, which are hung in

Shinto shrines in memory of those that were made at the time of
Amaterasu’s retreat in the heavenly Bock-cave {Ama no iwa.) — (See
Amaterasu-d mikami).
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Nihommatsu, H ^ fe • A city of Iwashiro province (8,500 inh.) —
An ancient castle built by Hatakeyama Mitsuyasu, which received the

name of Nihommatsu. Yoshitsugu, his descendant in the 5th genera-
tion, was dispossessed in 1586 by Date Masamune. In 1590, the castle

became a part of the domains of Gaind Ujisato later on, in the Toku-
gawa period, it was successively occupied by the daimyo : Matsushita
(1602), Kato (1628), and Niwa (1642-1868) (100,000 k.).

Nihon, H 4c. (Lit. : origin of light), japan. It was in 67 1 A. D.
that the Chinese gave the name of Jeupenn to the archipelago situated

east of their empire
;

the Japanese adopted this name, but modified its

pronunciation. — See Dai-Nihon.

Nihon-gwaishi, II 4c . A history of Japan, from the shogu-
nate of Yoritomo, (1192) down to the victory of leyasu (1600), published

in .1827 by Rai San-yo. It contains 22 volumes.

Mhon ju-ni kei, H ;£ + — ;!:• The 12 landscapes, considered to

be the most beautiful in Japan : Tago no urn (Suruga), Matsushima
(Rikuzen), Hako-saki (Itikuchu), Ama no hashidate (Tango), Waka no
urn (Kii), Lake Biwa (Omi), Itsukushima (Aki)

,
Kisakata

( TJgo), Mount
Asama (Ise), Matsue (Izumo), Akashi (Harima) and Kanazawa (Musashi).

Nihon-kai, [J 4^ M The Sea of Japan, between that country,
Korea and China.

Nihon-ki, H $£ . Or Nihon-sholci. 0 $ f g . A collection

of ancient chronicles of Japan, from its origin to the end of the reign of

Jito (696), written with Chinese ideographs by prince Toneri-shinno, 0
no Yasumaro, etc., in 720. It is also called Yamato-bumi. — The Nihon-
ki is with the Koji-ki, the only authority for all that concerns the primi-
tive period of Japanese history, and the two works often differ, especially

in their chronological data. -Tb# official chronology follows sometimes
one, sometimes the other, »kk1 times, rejects them both, to follow a third
opinion. To state an inste-.'Kp-v the ages of the first emperors at the time
of their death, are given

~

1. Jimmu : -

2. Suiaei

:

3. Annei

:

4. Itoku:
5. Kosho

:

6. Koan

:

7. Korei

:

8. Kogen

:

9. Kaikwa:
10. Su.jin:

11. Suinin:
12. Keiko

:

13. Sriinu:
14. Chuai
15. Ojin:
16. Nintoku

:

17. Kicliu:
18. Hansho

:

19. Inkvo:
20. Anko:
21. Yuryaku:

Koji-ki, 137 years^ASfet-i i, 127 •years — Official Cliro., 127’

» 45
yy yy

80'
yy yy yy

84'

yf 49
yy yy

57
yy yy yy

57

yy 45 » yy 77
yy yy yy

77

yy 93
yy yy

113
yy yy •y 114

yy 123 yy ’
yy 102 „ (of reign)— yy yy

137

yy 106 yy yy 76
>, l „ )- yy yy

128

yy
57

yy yy 57 yy ( „ )
—

yy yy
116

yy 63
>) yy 60

>, ( „ )~
yy yy

111

yy 168
yy yy 120

yy jy yy
119

yy 153
yy yy

140
}> yy )) 141

yy 137 yy yy 196
yy yy yy 143

yy 95 yy yy 107 yy yy yy
108

yy yy yy !) yy y* 52
yy 130

yy yy lio
yy yy yy

111

yy 83 yy »> 87 „ (of reign) - yy y> 110
yy 64

yy yy 70
yy yy

70

yy
60

yy yy 6 „ (of reign)— yy yy
60

yy 78 yy yy 42 » ( „ )- yy yy 80
yy yy yy ,.. yy yy yy

56

yy 124 yy V 23 „ (of reign)— yy );
62
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The above table is enough to bring borne to tbs xeatler hum 'hax& it

must have been to make an authsafe 0teosaRCgy of the eaSanes 'of

Japanese history, and at the same isfeags, l\ow;SMte eonMstt®* fee m
merits that has been adopted. Mo&om; fee Wirtm-M9uBiea at "sadasoe
with itself, and, on analysing it ®!e«slyj ifc 'sSuttefe sojre life acfeiafem

which are quite unexpected. Tte^Jfc fetg&i-I, that tbs «sspfceas? j£»W
was born in the 54th year of the e£ 8whtme or tbs ?.gi£v yea? A..&,

Now, it is said elsewhere, that the same Keiko was appointed heir to the
throne in the 37th year of his father’s reign, at the age of 21

;
which is

equal to saying that 17 years before his birth, he was already 21 years

old.—Another instance. Prince O-usu no mikoto, twin brother to

Yamatotakeru, was born in the 12th year of Keiko (82 A.D.)
;
yet in

the 4th year of the same reign, i.e. 8 years before he was born, he
seduced the daughter of Minotsukuri-kao. — Yamatotakeru clseS in ifes

43rd year of Keiko (113 A D.)
;
now, his son Chuai was born in ifoa

year of Seimu (149), i.e. 36 years after his father’s death. Add fo> febia,

the improbable longevity of the first sovereigns, the age at which feey
have children (Jimmu at 80 yeais, Itoku, at 12 years, Sitfm, Ski St),

Suinin, at nearly 100 years), and you can form an idea of the coy^dpace
which the Nihon-ki deserves. — Motoori Norinaga had already noticed

between Japanese Chronicles and Korean Annals a discrepancy of two
cycles <120 years). Such contemporary historians as dare to express an
opinion on the matter, hold that the same proportion should be extended
to the whole period between Jimmu and Nintoku (660 B.C.-399 A.D.),

thus 10 cycles (600 years) seem to have been interpolated
;
the first

emperor of Japan was probably contemporaneous with the Christian era.

Be that as it may, Japanese history can hardly be considered as existing

previous to the year 500 A.D. The annals of the 6th century ought to

be accepted with the utmost reserve
;
and it is only from the 7th century,

that we begin to tread on solid ground. On the whole, the Nihon-ki, is the

first of a long series of official compilations (See Riku-kokuslii), the authors

of which were content to write down events in their chronological order,

month after month, day after day, with neither criticism nor commentary.
Interesting from a literary standpoint, it has but little historical value.

Nihon-ki no Tsubone, H ^ •— See Murasaki Shikibu.

Nihon Ban kei, H ^ ^ • The 3 landscapes, considered to be the

most beautiful in Japan : Itsukushima (Aki), Ama no Hashidate {Tango),
and Matsushima (Rikuzen).

Nihon-seiki, H $1 . A history of Japan in 15 volumes by
Rai San-yo (1780-1832).

Nihon shi-sei, H if- E9 S4 • The 4 great family names in Japan :

Fujiwara, Tain(, Minamoto, Tachibana.

Niigata, $f ju • Capital of Niigata-ken and of Echigo province

(58,800 inh.). From 1869 to 1899, it was one of the 5 ports opened to

foreigners.— Formerly called Tsuchifuta no sato.

Niigata-bugyo, ff . An office established in 1833, and
assigned to a representative of the Bafuku, who had to inspect the boats
coming and going on the river of Niigata (Shina?io-gawa)

.



Niigata-ken, ff Sit |$ • A department formed from the Echigo and
Sado provinces.— Pop. : 1,882,600 inh. It is the most densely populated

province of all Japan.—Capital: Niigata (58,800 inh.)— Chief towns:
Takata (20,300), Aikawa (Sado) (12,500), Shibata (11,400), Nuttari

(10,700), Naoetsu (10,600), etc.

Nii-jima, One of the 7 isles of Izu (27 Km. in tiro.).

Niimi, iff & In Bitchu, was from 1698 to 1868 the residence of

the Seki daimyd (18,000 k.).

Niiname-matauri, ff . A ceremony held in the Imperial

Palace, in which the emperor offers to the gods the first fruits of the

new rice and afterwards partakes of it himself. This feast which can be
traced up to remotest times was fixed for the “ Eabbit ” day of the 11th
month. Since the introduction of the Gregorian calendar, it is held on
the 23rd of November. It is also called Shinjo-sai.

Niiro, ffi & The principal vassal family of the Shimazu daimyd
(Satsuma)

.

Ni-i no ama, Ni-i dono, -ft*- A name given to

Toki-ko, wife of Taira Kiyomori, and to Masa-ko, wife of Minamoto Yori-

tomo, because they held the second Court rank (ni-i).

Niitabe-shinno, $r EH 3: (+ 735), Son of the emperor Tem-
mu ; he was noted for his administrative talents, but would not consent

to be appointed heir apparent (731).

Niitaka-yama, lU • (Lit. : the new high mountain). The
name given by Japanese to Mount Morrison after the annexation of

Formosa. It is 3895 meters high and thus Mount Fuji

(3,780 m.) by some 100 meters. The Empemi Mmself chose the

name.— Taka-yama is another name for Mt. Fuji.— The Chinese
called it Yu-shan (Jap. : Gyoku-san).

Niiya, iff & • In Iyo, was from 1623 to 1868 the residence of a

‘branch of the Kato daimyd (10,000 k.)

Nijo, H • A family of kuge, descended from Fujvwara Michiie

(1192-1252). It was one of the 5 families (go-sekke) from
which the empresses, the Sessho, and the Kwampaku were
chosen. — To-day Duke.

Yoshizane, (1216-70), Son of Michiie, was
the first to take the name of Nijo. He became Sadaijin
and Kwampaku. He has received the name of Fuko-pn-
in.

Michihira, iH (1287-1335). Great-grandson
of Yoshizane, appointed Kwampaku in 1316, was replaced after the
accession of Go-Daigo (1319) by Ichijo Uchitsune, and later on re-

instated in his office (1327-29). He served the emperor Go-Daigo
faithfully and received the name of Nochi no Komydshd-in.

Yoshimoto, & (1320-88). Son of Michihira, was succes-

sively : Udmjin, Sadaijin, Kwampaku, Dajo-daijin, Sangu (1376),
Sessho t& iiorthem dynasty (1382). He has received the posthumous
name of-M&M no Fukd-on-in. A distinguished poet and man of letters,

he is the author of some 15 books.
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Mochimoto, f# & (1390-1445). Grandson of Yo.rkifmco, was
Kwampaku (1424), Sessho (1429), Dajo-daijin (1433), then again Kwam-
paku (1434) He has received the name of Nochi no Fukusho-in.

Nijo-dairi, “ |j . An ancient palace in Kyoto. At first

occupied by Fujiwara Micliinaga (966-1027) and Norimichi (993-1075),

it became later on the residence of the emperors Go-Reizei (1051) and
Toba (1124).

, f
Nijo-jo, — At first the Kyoto residence of the Shiba daimyd

* of Owari, it passed over to the Oda, and, in 1569, Nobunaga built a castle

there for the Shogun Yoshiaki. After the deposition of the latter (1573),
he c&e4 ?t to prince Masahito-shinnd. In 1582, Nobutada, son of

Nobitkaga, after an attempt to save his father who was besieged in the

Honno-ji temple by Akechi Mitsuhide, retired to the Nijo castle where he
was himself attacked and overpowered by the enemies of his family. He
committed suicide, and the castle was burned.— It was located near the

imperial Palace, in the ward called at present Shimodachi-uri.

Nijo-jo, — M • A palace built in 1.600 by Ieijasu, west of Kyoto.

It was the residence of the Shogun when he visited Kyoto. Ieyasu
resided there in 1611

;
Hidetada in 1617 and in 1626, received the visit of

the emperor Go-Mi-no-o, his son-in-law at this place, lemitsu sojourned

there in 1634, after which, for more than 2 centuries, no Shogun appear-
ed in Kyoto. In 1863, Iemochi repaired thither, and received from the

emperor Komei, orders to expel the foreign barbarians. Finally, it was
from the Nijo palace, that Keilci, the last Tokugawa, handed over to the

emperor his resignation as Shogun (1867). It became imperial pro-

perty by the name of Nijo-nkyu (detached palace of Nijo) and is still one
of the richest and most interesting monuments of the former capital.

Nijo-j5 joban, H M % II • At the time of the Tokugawa
Shogun, an officer intrusted, under the authority of the Shoshidai, with
the guard of the inner part of the Nijo palace.

Nijo-jo zaiban, H M #E § • At the time of the Tokugawa
Shogun, a detachment of troops intrusted with the guard of the Nijo
palace. Every year, a fresh guard was sent from Edo ; it numbered 150
men, divided into 3 sections who replaced one another every 4 months.

Nijo kura-bugyo, H M ff • A title created in 1625, and
assigned to two officials intrusted, under a Kanjo-bugyo, with the guard
of the stores (kura)

belonging to the Nijo palace (Kyoto).

Nijo Takakura-dono, — r&j If ® • An ancient palace of

Kyoto, also called Sanjo-bomon-tci. It was the residence of the Ashikaga
Shogun Takauji, Yoshialcira, Yoshimoclii, Yoshitane.— It was located in

the ward known to-day as O-ike-don Takakura.

Nijo-tenno, — % M The 76th Emperor of Japan (1159-1165).

Morihito, son of Go-Shirakawa, succeeded bis father at the age of 16.

It was during his reign that Taira Kiyomori, for the second time victorious

over the Minamoto (Heiji no ran— 1159), became the undisputed master

of all Japan. Nijo died at the age of 23.

Nijo Tomi-no-koji-dairi, 4' S# ft M- An ancient

palace in Kyoto, situated in the ef Tomi no koji. It was the resi-
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dence of the emperors Go-Horikawa, Go-F-ushimi. Go-Daigo. There also
was held the coronation ceremony of Go-Saga (1243) and of Go-
Fulcakusa (1247),

Nijii-go Boeateu, n -f* 3£ ^ . The 25 most revered Bosatsu
of Buddhism : Kwannon, Seislii, Yakuo, Yakujo, Fugen, Bunshu, Shi-
shiko, Darurd, Kokuzo, Tokuzo, Hozo, Sankai-e, Kongo, Konzo, Komyd-o,
Kwagen.ro, Shuho-6, Nisshb-o, Gwakko-6, Sammai-6, Seijison-6, Taijizai-
6, Ta*^o%-3, Muhenshin and Hakugu-6.
Ni-pppi dai-shu,

“
-f ft . 21 collections of poems, from

the Kokin-shy (905) until the Shin-zoku-kokin-waka-shu (1438).
Ni-ju-ni sha, H -f* H gfc The 22 most popular Shinto temples

:

Ise, Iwashimizu, Kamo, Matsuo, Hirano, Inari, Kasuga, Oharano, Iso-no-
kami, Yamato, Hirose, Tatsuta, Sumiyoshi, Hiyoshi, Ume-no-miya,
Yoshida, Hirota, Gion, Kitano, Nibu, Kibune, and Miwa.

Ni-jii ryo, H + • 20 dependencies of the imperial Palace, contain-
ing the head-offices of various administrations

; Otoneri, Zusho, Kura,
Nuidono, Takumi, Daigaku, XJta, Gemba, Misasagi, Kazue, Chikara,
Moku, Sa-me, and U-me, Hyogo, On-yo, Shuden, Ten-yaku, Oi, Kamon
and Saigit.

Ni-ju-shi setsu, H + 29 fiJS . The 24 divisions of the year in the
old calendar : Risshun, Usui, etc. — See Appendix XIV.

Nikai-do, “
Pff ^ An ancient fortified temple of Kamakura, in

the dungeon of which prince Morinaga-shinno was confined arid assassi-
nated (1335).

Nikaido, Zl Pff ^ • An ancient family of daimijb descended from
Fujiwara Yukimasa.

Yukimasa, fr • Son of Yulcito, was the first to take fcihe

name of Nikaido. He served Yontomo and became successively Jsu'rna-
shugo, Yamashiro no kami and Shitsuji of the Mandokoro.

Yukimori, ft ® (1182-1254). Son of Yukimitm and grand-
son of Yukimasa, served the Shogun of Kamakura and was a minister
of the Shikken. He was one of the authors of the Joei-slnki-moku.
-r— Yukifuji, ff 0 (1246-1302). Was Kebiishi (1282), Dewa no

kami (1288), and Rensho (minister) of the Shikken.

.
—7- Sadafuji, it if& . Was Kebiishi and Dewa no kami, and tiled

in vain to prevent Hbjo Takatoki from dethroning Go-Daigo (1331). He
besieged Morinaga-shinno at Mt. Yoshino and defeated Murakami
Yoshimitsu, whose head he sent to Kyoto.

Nikkan, H M • A bonze, disciple of Nichiren, became chief of the
Kuon-ji temple of Minobu (Kai).

Nikki, fc ?fc . A family of daimyd descended from Minamoto Yoshi-
kiyo (+ 1183) ( Seiwa-Genji).

Sanekuni, ff |1] . Grandson of Yoshikiyo, was the first to take
the name of Nikki, from the village of Niklci, in Mikawa where he fixed
his residence.
~— Yoriaki, © (1299-1359). Descendant of Sanekuni, served

Ashikaga Takauji, and fought for the northern dynasty. He became
Suwd no kami, Iga no kami and Shitsuji (minister) of the Shogun.
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—~~f l%shinaga, tH (+ 1367). Brother of Yoriaki, distinguished
kmp^;bi8 bravery in the campaigns against the southern dynasty.
Havwig Become an object of jealousy for his companions in arms, who
attempted to take his iife, he left the service of the Ashikaga, and fortified

himself in the castle of Nagano (Ise), where he was besieged in vain.

Later on, he became reconciled with the Shogun Yoshiakira and was killed

while fighting against Kitabatake Akitoshi. — The Sakakibara daimyo
descended from a family of the same name.
Nikko, H . A small town in Shimotsuke province (7,500 inh.), re-

nowned for the beauty of its temples and its picturesque scenery.— In 766,
the bonze Shodo-Shonm built a temple there which he called Shihonryu-
ji. In 808, Tachihfins Toshito, governor of the province, rebuilt the
temple on a large*- ' ggala and called it Honryu-ji. Two years later,

Kydbin, disciple of built the Mangwan-ji, of which he became the
first high priest. In 820, Kukai (Kobo-Daishi) visited these mountains
and changed their name of Futara-yama (Chinese : Niko-zan, ZL ill)

to Nikko (light of day). Jikaku-Daishi erected 3 other large temples,
and 36 smaller ones (850). The emperors Kwammv, Heijo, Nimmyo,
Go-Toba, later on Yoritomo and Sanetomo, granted landed property to
the temjfles, which eventually came to possess, towards 1220, as many as
70 villages and a revenue of 180,000 k.— In 1590, Hideyoshi confiscated
all their domains, leaving them nothing but the village of Ashio (600 k.)

:

only 9 temples were preserved, all the others being demolished or trans-
ported elsewhere. — But in 1617, when the remains of Ieyasu were trans-
ferred to Nikko, a magnificent temple was erected to receive them. From
that time, under the able administration of the high-priest Tenkai, Nikko
gradually recovered its former prosperity. In 1645, the emperor Go-
Komyo conferred on Ieyasu the posthumous title of Tosho-daigongen and
decreed that every year an imperial messenger (reiliei-shi) should carry
presents to his tomb. On the death of the Shogun lemitsu (1651), his
remains were transported there and a temple was erected to his memory.
In 1654, a son of the emperor Go-Mi-no-o, became high priest of the
Tendai sect and established himself in Nikko. The primitive temple
then took the name of Binno-ji.— At the Restoration, all the revenues
(240,000 k.) reverted to the crown. The temple of Ieyasu

(Toshoyu),

was turned into a Shinto shrine, the temple of lemitsu remaining
Buddhist.— Although fallen from its pristine splendor, Nikko is still one
of the most interesting and most frequented resorts in Japan. The chief
objects of interest at the p{^,&#::day are the temples built in and about
the seventeenth century. .Sfe 'Srst object to claim attention is the Sacred
Red Bridge closed to ordfe^y .mortals except on certain festival days.
The Mongwan-ji contains the Sambutsu do, or Hall of the Three Buddha,
so called because three gigantic images are found there. The Mausoleum
of Ieyasu may be said to be the principal centre of interest. Prominent
among the structures is a five storied pagoda of graceful form, 34 m high
and painted in pleasing colors. It is fronted by a granite Toni 9 m.
high whose columns are 1 m. thick. The Holy of Holies is not acces-
sible unless by special permission. Here Buddhist art is seen in its
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acme. Besides the mausolea of the Shogun there are many other objects

of great interest.

Nikko, U I(+ 1288) A bonze who accompanied Nichiren his

exiled master to Sado (1271), and later on, built the temple of Myohon-ji
(Awa ), where he died. He is the founder of the Komon branch of the

Hokkesh-u sect.

Nikko, 0 m • A bonze of the Nichiren sect.
; disciple of Nichio, he

founded, in the 17th century, the Fujufuze-komon branch.

Nikko-Bosatsu, 0 % ^ SI • A Buddhist divinity that resides in

the sun.

Nikko-bugyd, 0 ft . Officials established in 1700, and
intrusted with the maintenance and guard of the Shogunal temples of

Nikko, with the feasts and receptions, the administration of the town, the

administration of justice in the provinces of Shimotsuke and Kozuke, etc.

They were two in number and served in turn six months at a time. They
had under their command 6 shihai-gimmi-yaku, 36 doshin, etc.

Nikk5-gongen, 0 % *§, • Another name for the Futara-jinja
or Tosho-gu at Nikko.

Ni-kwan, H *if . The two great administrations of the Taihd Code.
(702) : the Jitiji-kwan, a kind of department of Worship and the Dajo-
kwan or Council of State.

Nimbetsu-cho, A )}
[
]

• In the Tokugawa days, the register of

the social state, held by the mayors (sato-osa ,
nanushi). It came into

use at the time when, to root out Christianity, every body was forced to

present himself to the bonzes for the Shumon-aratame. The formality

had to be undergone at first every year, but from 1726, it recurred only
in the years of the “ Bat ” and the “ Horse.”

Nimmyo-tenno, tl §U ^ • The 54th Emperor of Japan (834-

850). First called Masara, he was the 3rd son of Saga-tenno, and
succeeded his uncle Junwa at the age of 24. He was a noted scholar

and musician. He died after a reign of 18 years, and was buried

Fukakusa, whence the name of Fukakusa-tenno, by which he is aim'

known.

Nimpyo, tl • Nengo : 1151-1153.

Nin, ££ • A promotion in dignity (kwan)

;

e.g. Ise no kami ni ninzu.
— The promotion to an office (shoku) was styled ho {Samurai-dokorobetto

nihosu) ; the promotion to a Court rank (kurai), was jo (Sho-ni-i ***

pm). VV?

Nia-an, H £ . Nengo : 1166-68.

Ninigi no mikoto, f| ^ ^ Or better, Amatsuhiko-hikoho no

Ninigi, grandson of Amaterasu-6-mikami. The country of 0-yashima
(Japan), had by degrees fallen under the rule of the descendants of

Sumno-o, established in Izumo. Amaterasu wished her descendants

to recover the regions they had been deprived of, and sent Takemika-
suchi and Fulsunushi, who brought about the submission of Okuninushi
ftnS bis son Kotoshironushi. Thereupon, Amaterasu presented her

grandson with the 3 sacred treasures, the precious jewel (Yasakani no

ntagaiama)

,

the sword (Ame-no-murakumo no tsurugi) and the mirror
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Yata no kagami), which, to this very day, are still the symbols of the
Imperial Power. After this, Ninigi descended from heaven, followed
by a numerous suite, and alighted on
the summit of Mount Taltachiho (Hyu

-

ga)

;

thence he proceeded to Satsuma, and
established his residence at Cape Ata no
Kasasa, where he married Kono-hana-
sakuya hime, daughter of Oyamatsumi.
Jimmu-tenno was their great-grandson.

Ninji, {Z jo • Nengo

:

1240-42.

Ninji], fZ fg . Nengo: 851-853.

Ninken-tenno, iZ g 5? M • The 24th
Emperor of Japan (488-498).

—

Oke, son of
Ichinobe-oshiha no Oji, succeeded his brother
Kenso, at the age of 39. Their father had
been killed by Yuryaku-tenno, who looked
upon him as a rival to the throne (457),
whereupon, the two princes, still quite

young, fled to the district of Akashi (Hart

-

ma), where they lived in seclusion. Discovered in the reign of Seimei,
they were brought back to Court, resumed their rank, and the younger
one, Oke, was appointed heir to the throne (482). He reigned
by the name of Kenso (485-487), and was succeeded by his elder
brother Ninken, whose reign of 11 years presents nothing remar-
kable. It was in 493, that the first tanners and curriers came
over from Korea and the Japanese became acquainted with their
art.

Ninko-tennS, {Z # X Hi • The 120th Emperor of Japan (J 817-
46), Ayahito, son of Kokaku-tenno, succeeded his father at the age of 18.
During his reign of 30 years, the authority was in the hands of the
Shogun Ienari and Ieyoshi ; but already the prestige of the Tokugawa
began to decline : every year some foreign ships appeared on the Japanese
coasts, books were published, demanding the revival of Shintoism and
the restoration of the imperial power

;
dissenssions broke out in the very

family of the Shogun, and it was easy to foresee the impending ruin
of the political structure raised 2 centuries before by Ieyasu and
lemitsu.

Ninna, {Z ?n • Or Niniva. Nengo : 885-888.

Ninna - ji, iZ ?D t? • A tempfeidf^-Skingon sect, founded in 886,
N. W. of Kyoto, by the emperor retired thither after

his abdication (899), had his head the name of Kongoho.
Thereupon, the temple received the name of O-muro, by which it is com-
monly known. From that time, the head of the temple has always been
an imperial prince.

Ninnaji no Miya, iZ ?D vF ^ • — See Atsuzane-shinnb.

Ninshoji, p Ill Omi

;

was from 1621 to 1868, the residence
of the Ichibashi daimyb (18,000 k.). — To-day Nishi-oji.

NINIGI NO MIKOTO.
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Nintoku-tenno, f|§ 5c ^ • The 16th Emperor of Japan (313-

399). O-sasagi, 4th son of Ojin-tenno, succeeded his father at the age

of 23. On the day of his birth, an owl (tsuku )
entered the room where

he was born, whilst a wren (sasagi) flew into the house of Take-

shiuchi no Sukune, to whom a son was born on the same day.

Now the wren was
a bird of good omen,
whereas the owl was
ill-omened. There-

fore Ojin gave his

son the name of 0-

sasagi and his mi-

nister’s child he
named Tsulcu. 0-
sasagi had an elder

brother Waki-ira-

tsnko, whom his

father had destined

for the throne, but

who refused the

honor. On the other

hand, O-sasagi, not

to go against the

will of his father,

declared he would

never consent to take

his brother’s place.

This state of things

continued For 2 years,

when Wakiiratsuko

put an end to his

own life, to oblige

his brother to accept

the throne. The lat-

ter proved worthy of

the horror, and has,

to the present day

been looked upon as

one of the most
popular sovereigns, on account of the zeal he displayed for tW wsifare

of his subjects : he fostered agriculture, exempted husbandi^itffroin

taxes for several years, dug canals, built dikes, erected houses for n'sB, etc.

— After a reign of 87 years, he died at the age of 1 10, according to

some (in which case, he must have been born when his father was 90
years old),— of 143, according to others.

Ninwa, {2 f[1 Or Nvnna. Nengo . 885-888.

Ni-5, H EE (Lit.: the two kings). The 2 statues, generally of

frightful aspect, which may be seen on either side of the outer gate of

NINTOKU TENNO.
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the larger Buddhist temples. They represent Indra and Brahma, whose
office it is to ward off the evil spirits. The gates they guard are called
Ni-d-mon.

NIG (BY UNKEI.)

Ni-o-e, fn 3E # • A ceremony which used to be held in the Palace,
in the 3rd and the 7th months to secure good harvests and to ward
off epidemics. The bonzes read the Ni-6-gokoku-hangyc^^it
Nippon, 0 Japan.— See Nihon and Dai-Nih^t \

„

Nirazaki, iJi itef . In Kai province. Takeda Xatoyv”5. feated by
Nobunaga at Nagashino (Mikawa

)

built a castle at Nimazatci'which he
called Shimpu-jo, (1575) and which was captured at the time of the fall

of the Takeda (1582).

Nirayama, llj . In Izu province. An ancient castle built towards
the close of the 15th century by Hojo Soun. It was besieged in 1590
by Oda Nobuo and Hachisuka Iemasa. In the Tokugawa days, it

belonged to the Shogun, who confided it to a daikwan of the Egatca
family,

Nire, t • A family of samurai from Kagoshima (Satsuma),

ennobled after the Restoration. — To-day Viscount.

Nishi, M • The name of two families of samurai from Kagoshima
(Satsuma) ennobled in 1895. — To-day Barons.

Nishi, ® • A family of samurai from Shizuoka (Suruga), ennobled
after the .Restoration. — To-day Baron.

Nishigori, $$ . A family of kuge descended from the Fujiwara.— Now Viscount.^^
Nishi-hachijo-dono, © A {(£ -M3 . Residence of Taira Kiyomori,
W. of Kyoto. It was burnt after his death, in 1181.
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Nishi-itsutsuji, gg K ifc . A family descended from Minamoto Nasa-
nobu (920-993) ( Uda-Genji) and hereditarily attached to the Kofuhu-ji
temple (Nara ).— To-day Baron.

Nishijin, gg St • (Lit : western camp) . A name given to the north-
western ward of Kyoto, because, at the time of the civil war of Onin
(] 469), the western army, commanded by Yamana Sozen had its camp
there. Later on, this ward became renowned for its fabrics

(Nishijin-

on).

Nishiki-e, . Drawings of persons, birds, flowers, etc.
,
reproduced

by wood engravings. Devised for the first time by Suzuki Harunobu, an
artist from Edo (1718-1770), they were also called Edo-e. JJtagawa
Toyohtni, Katsushika Hokusai

,
etc., became famous in this kind of art.

Nishi-Kirishima-yama, gg % Uj • A volcano on the boundary
between Hyuga and Osumi (1650 m.). Also called Karakuni-dake.
Nishi-maru, gg % In the Tokugawa days, a palace, situated west

of Edo castle, and serving ns residence to the heir of the Shogun. It had
as officials, one Itiiju, 2 Wakacloshiyori, 2 Sosha-ban, 6 Sobashu, etc.

Nishina, £l ^4 . A family, descended from Taira Sadamori, and,
from the 12th century, established in Shinano.

MoritS, 1$ ( + 1221). Having gone to Kumano one day
with his son, he met the ex-emperor Go-Toba, who took him into his
service. Hojo Yoshitoki, apprised of the fact, deprived him of his estates.

Go-Toba tried in vain to have them restored to him : the Shilclcen re-

mained inflexible. The emperor was highly incensed at this, and ap-
pealed to arms against the Hojo. During the ShoJcyu war, Morito
passed over into Etchu, to support the imperial cause, but was defeated
and killed at Tonami-yama.

Nobumori, i$S |£ (+ 1582). 4th son of Takeda Shingen ; was
adopted by the Nishina family. After the defeat of his brother Katsuyori,
he fortified himself in the castle of Takato (Shinano

)

and prepared for
resistance. Oda Nobutada sent a bonze to him and promised to let him
go unhurt, if he surrendered. Nobumori, irritated at this proposal, had
the unfortunate bonze’s nose and ears cut off and sent him back to his

master. Attacked shortly after, lx© : E*»ted valiantly but was defeated
and killed.

Nishino Buntaro, gg ¥? %. M (1865-1889). A samurai of the
Yamaguchi clan (Suwo). He came to Tokyo (1887), where he held an
office in the Naimu-sho, but was deeply engaged in politics. Having
heard that the Minister of Education, Mori Arinori, had acted irreverent-
ly in a visit to the shrine of Ise, he repaired to the place to ascertain the
fact, and returned with the resolution to avenge the insult offered to the
Sun-goddess, by the Minister’s blood. He carried his scheme into effect

on the very day of the promulgation of the Constitution (Feb. 11, 1889),
but was immediately attacked and killed by the attendants of his victim.

Nishi no shima, fg W!j • An island of the Oki group (81 Km. in ciro.).

Xishio, gg % • A small town in Mikawa (7400 inh.). An ancient
castle occupied at first by the Makino daimyo, it passed into the hands of
the Tokugau-a in 1542

;
was afterwards the residence of the daimyo
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Tanaka (1590), Honda (1601), Matsudaira (1617), Honda (1620), Ota
(1638), Ii (1645), Masuyama (1659), Doi (1663), Miura (1747), and
Matsudaira

(Ogyu

)

(1764-1868) (60,000 k.).

Nishio, ® A family of daimyo, descended from Kira (Seiwa

-

Genji).

Yoshitsugu, (1530-1606). Son of Kira Mochihiro,
successively served Nobunaga, Hideyoshi and Ieyasu. His descendants
settled, in 1617, at Tsuchiura (Hitachi), in 1649, at Tanaka

(
Suruga ), in

1679 at Komoro (Shinano), in 1682, at Yokosuka (Totomi), where they
remained until 1868. (350,000 k.).— To-day Viscount.

Nishi-ohira, ® • In Mikawa. From 1748 to 1868 it was
the residence of the O-oka daimyo (10,000 k.).

Nishi-dji, ® • A family of ktige, descended from Fujiwara
TJona (721-783).— To-day Viscount.

Nishi-okawa, ® JIJ • A river (125 Km.), which takes its rise in
Mimasaka, where it is known as the Takata-gawa. It traverses Bizen,
flows through Okayama and empties itself into the bay of Kojima .—Also
called Asahi-gawa, Sasase-gawa, Mino-gawa.

Nishi-sanjo, A family of huge, descended from Fujiwara
(Sanjo) Sane/usa (1146-1224). At first called Sanjo-Nishi.— Now
Count.

Nishi-sanjo no dairi, ii E ft 1 • An ancient palace of Kyoto,
to which the emperors Shirakawa (L086) and Toba (1123) retired after
their abdication.

Nishi-takatsuji, ® it • A family, descended from Sugawara
Michizane and ennobled (1882) in the person of Nobukane, younger
brother to Takatsuji Fusanaga. — To-day Baron.

Nishi-to-in, ® f[S] i?£ • A family of huge, descended from the Taira.— Now Viscount.

Nishi-yotsutsuji, ® E9 ifc . A family of huge, descended from
Fujiwara (Saionji) Michisue (1090-1128).— Now Viscount.

Nisshin, 0 fit . Japan and China.

Nisshin-sens5, 0 fpf ^ • The war between Japan and China
(1894-1895) . In the spring of 1894, troubles caused by bands of robbers,
called Togaku-to, broke out i» Korea. The government of that country,
unable to restore order, asked China to send some troops

; Japan, in
accordance with the treaty of 1885, also despatched troops to Korea.
Hence the war, of which the principal events are as follows :

July 14,1894: Rupture of diplomatic relations.

„ 27, „ : The Naniwa (Jap. cruiser, capt. Togo

)

sinks the
Kowshing (Chin. Transport.)

„ 29, „ : The Japanese are victorious at Gazan (Asan)
(Korea)

.

Aug. 1, „ : Declaration of war by the two Emperors.
>• 26, „ : Treaty of alliance between Japan and Korea.

Sept. 16, „ : Capture of Heijo (Pyong-yatig) (gen. Nozu).
„ 17, „ : Naval victory of Kaiyo-to

(Yalu) (Adm. ltd).

Oct. 8, „ : Victory of Wiju (marshal Yamagata).
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Nov. 6-7, 1894

:

j££
Feb.

March

April

May

Capture of Kinchu and of Tailen-wan (marshal

\ Oyama)

.

$J2, : Capture of Rydjun-ko (Port-Arthur) (marshal Oyama).
JO, 1895 : Capture of Kaiping (gen. Nogi).

2, „ : Taking of Ikai-ei (Wei-hai-wei) (gen. Odera).

17, „ : Surrender of the Chinese fleet to admiral ltd.

19, „ : Rikdsho (I/i Hung-chang) arrives at Shimonoseki.

4, „ : Taking of Nyuchan (gen. Nozu),

24, „ : Koyama Toyotard fires a revolw ai Li Hung-chang.

30, „ : Armistice for 21 days.

17, „ : Treaty of Shimonoseki.

8, „ : Ratification of the treaty of Shimonoseki at Ghefoo.—
Intervention of Russia, Germany and France.

May-June, „ : Taking possession of Formosa (Taiwan) and the

Pescadores (Hoko-to).

Nisshu, H ‘H'l • The Chinese name for Hyuga province.

Nisshu, H -ft (1314-1392). A bonze, founder of the Gemmyo-ji
temple (Kamakura) and of the Myoman-ji branch of the Nichiren sect.

Nitcho, H • A famous reformer of the Nichiren sect, in the 15th

century
;
he was at the head of the Kuon-ji temple at Minobu (Kai) from

1472 to 1500.

Nitta, EQ • A district in Kozuke, where Minamoto Yoshishige,

grandson of Yoshiie established himself, towards the end of the 12th

century, and of which place his descendants assumed the name.

Nitta, ffl IQ A family of daimyo, descended from Minamoto Yoshi-

shige, son of Yoshikuni and grandson of Yoshiie.

(Ieuji (Utate) (Yoshiaki

Yoshikane- Yosliifusa- Masayoshi? rYoshisadal YoshiokL
iMasanji-Motouji-Tomouju lYoshimune

Yoslnnori ( Yamana)
lYoshisuke ( Wakiya)

Yosliitoshi (Satomi)
.Yosliisue (1’okugawa)

Yoshishige, Ig ( + 1202) . Eldest son of Yoshikuni, received

the name of Nitta Taro. When Yoshitomo began war against the Taira

(1180), Yoshishige sided with him and accompanied him to Kamakura.

In 1611, the Tokugawa, whose ancestor he was, had the title of Chinjufu-

shogun conferred upon him.

Yoshisada, SI A (1301-1338). At first served in the army of

Hojo Takatoki, against Kusunoki Masashige in Kawachi (1333), but

induced by prince Morinaga-shinno to embrace the southern cause, he

retired to Kozuke, where he levied troops. Soon after, at the head of

20,000 men, he marched upon Kamakura, captured the place and put

an end to the Hojo domination. As a reward, he received the titles of

Sa-chujo and of Harima no kami, with the two provinces of Kozuke and

Harima as fiefs. When Ashikaga Takauji revolted against Go-Daigo

(1335), Yoshisada was sent against him and defeated him on the banks

of the Yahagi-gawa (Mikaxva), and in Suruga, but he was defeated

in his turn, at Hakone (Sagami)

.

Recalled to Kyoto, he could not prevent
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Takauji from getting possession of the city
;
but shortly afterwords, aided

by Kitabatake Aldie, he expelled him and defeated him at Hyogo {Settsu).

Having recruited a fresh army in Kyushu, Takauji
re-entered the field and at Minato-gawa (Settsu),

won a signal victory over Yoshisada and Masa-
shige, in which the latter lost his life £(1336).
Taking the princes Tsunenaga-shinno and Taka-
naga-shinno with him, Yoshisada sought refuge in

the castle of Kanasaki (Echizen)-; besieged shortly

after, he fled to Soma-yama, where he collected

fresh troops and attacked Shiba TaJcatsune at

Fujish’>i$& (Echizen). During the battle, he was
str^t^fJan arrow and died, scarcely 38 years old.

Yo$ife0s» is considered as one of the staunchest

supporters of the legitimate dynasty
; he is honored

in a temple (Fujishima-jinja) erected on the very spot where he died.

Yoshisuke, — See Wakiya Yoshisuke.
— YoeMaki, fg gg (+ 1337). The eldest son of Yoshisada,

NITTA YOSHISADA.

; in all the campaigns of his father, and, when the latter, besieged
in the castle of Kanasaki {Echizen), fled to Soma-yama, he remained to

keep the enemy at bay, but when he saw that all further resistance was
fettUees, he put an end to his life and prince Takanaga-Shinno followed
his example.
—--YosMoki, M (+ 1358). Second son of Yoshisada, aided

K-Udibiitafa} Akiie to besiege Kamakura, and with him entered the
place us 1337. Akiie, having been killed the following year, was re-

placed by his brother Akinobu ; Yoshioki with Akinobu fortified

Mt. Otoko„ hut was defeated and obliged to seek refuge on Mt.
Ybshino. In 1352, together with his brother Yoshimune and his cousin
Wakiya Yoshiharu, he expelled Ashikaga Motouji from Kamakura, and
took possession of the city; but being himself dislodged by Takauji, he
repaired to Echigo and retook the field in Kozuke and Musashi. He was
made a prisoner by Talcezawa Nagahira. Hatakeyama Kunikiyo,
minister of Motouji, condemned him to death. He was drowned in the
Rokugo-gawa, at Yaguchi no ivatari (Musashi

)

where he is worshipped
under the name of Nitta-daimyojin.

Yoshimune, ^ (1332-1368). 3rd son of Yoshisada, who,
on the death of his elder brother Yoshiaki, was chosen to inherit the
domains of his father. He fought at first against Ashikaga Yoshiakira, on
Mt. Yoshino, and then defeated Takauji at Kanai-ga-hara (Musashi).
After that he fortified himself on Mt. Tuefuki, with ;.pra?.ee Mvnenaga-
Shinno ; but he was besieged by Takauji and fore^f SO seek shelter in

Echigo { 1352). He conquered half of that province .-l^^uilt a castle.

He was killed in an engagement with Uesugi Norimasd.
Sg-tlt-klila, j| ~}j (+ 1410). Son of Yoshimune, continued to

the end to!%Mft>r the southern dynasty, even after it had surrendered
its rights to its northern rival (1392). In 1395, he was defeated and
fled to Mutsu. The next year, he defeated the Yuki and the Ashina and
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established himself at Shirakawa. Made prisoner in a final attempt
against Kamakura, he was put to death at Shichi-ri-ga-hama.—After the

Restoration, a descendant of the above daimyo received the title of Baron.

Niwa, ft ffl A family of daimyo originating in Owari and des-
cended from the Fujiwara.

Nagahide, n ^ (1535-1585). Son of Nagamasa,
served Nobunaga, who made him marry the daughter of

his elder brother Nobuhiro and gave him the fief of Sawa-
yama (Omi— 50,000 k.) (1571). He was afterwards

intrusted with the construction ef the castle of Azuchi

(1576), and in return received the domain of Obama (Wakasa —
100,000 k.).

• Nagashige, Je $ (1571-1637). Son of Nagahide, married, in

compliance with Hidcyoshis order, a daughter of Nobunaga, and took up
his abode at Fuchu (Echizen

)

(1583). He succeeded his father at Obama ;

in 1598, he was transferred to Komatsu (Kaga — 100,000 k ), and
received the title of Kaga no kami. When the Sekigahara campaign
broke out, he was engaged in a contest with his neighbor, Maeda
Toshinaga, and was rather slow in answering the summons of

Teyasu, who after his victory, dispossessed him and had him closely

watched in Edo. However, after several years, he gave him a revenue
of 10,000 k. at Futto (Hitachi). In 1619, Nagashige received the fief

of Izumi (Mutsu — 20,000 k.), then in 1622, that of Tanakura
(Mutsu— 50,000 k.).

Mitsushige, % Iff • Son of Nagashige, was transferred, in

1642, to Nihommatsu (Mutsu— 100,000 k.), where bis descendants resided

till the Restoration. — Now Viscount.

Niwa, ft #3 • A family of daimyo, originating in Owari, and des-
cending from Minamoto Yoshiuji (Seiwa-Genji)

.

— They resided succes-

sively at Ibo (Mikawa) (1603-1638), at Iwamura (Mino) (1638-1742),
and at Mikusa (Harima— 10,000 k.) from 1742 to 1868.— To-day
Viscount.

Niwaae, Jj&M- In Bitchii, an ancient castle built by Ukita Naoie.
In the Tokugawa days, it tvmonged to the daimyo Togawa (1600), Kuze
(1683), Matsudaira (169®, and lastly from 1699 to 1868 to Itakura
(20,000 k.).

Niwata, EQ • A family of kuge, descended ffiOm the Uda-Genji.
—Now Count.

Ni-yodo-gawa, £; Jl| . A river (94 Km.) w|)Ms:take9 its rise at

Mt. Ishizuchi (Iyo), enters Tosa, receives the the Mori-
kawa, the Buntoku-gawa, the Kuroiwa-gawa, tfcs Kasaka-gawa, and
empties itself into the Pacific Ocean, S. of Kochi. Formerly called Nic-
dono-gawa, Kami-gawa.

No, fig . Tn olden times, the only public plays were the sacred
dances, kagura, etc., which were pantomimes of the old Shimtd myths.
In the 14th century, a spoken dialogue was add 3d, recalling certain
legends, or celebrating the exploits of popular heroes. Such was the
origin of the “ No,” which were in great vogue at the time of the
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Shogun Yoshimitsu and Yoshimasa. Five families, which received
a pension under the Tokugawa regime, hereditarily practised the
profession of “ No ” actors

; Iiwanze (256 k.), Komparu (SOD k.),

Hosho (100 k.), Kongo (100 k.) and Rita (200 k.). The of
these families possessed the title of tayu and had under their orders,

quite a number of musicians and “ figurants ” (waki, tsure, kyogenshi,
fue, taiko, otsuzumislii, kotsuzumishi, etc.). On the occasion of feasts

in the shogunal palace, they would give a performance of a “ No.”
From the Kith century, the No still held a select place in the
entertainments of the nobility, but they disappeared from the pro-
gram of popular festivals, being superseded by the modern theatre

(shibai ,
kabuki).

USHIWAKA AMD BENKEI ON THE BBIDGE OF GOJo.

Noami, ft! pp'1'J® • A celebrated artist of the loth century, a painter
(of the Shutiun aefeool), and a professor of the tea,

Nobeoka* $] or Nobioka. In Hy$ga,. : :~1&. r

?ra» formerly
called Again seceived the name of Nobeoka MS83. It was
the residence of the daimyo Takahashi (1587h- : ^inA (3613), Mwra
(1692), Makino (1712), and Naito from 1747 to ;S8B6,

:

: (#.000 k.).

Nobono, fig Wf In Ise (to-day, Kaumd^&dr^ . Ft was there'
that Yamatotakeru no mikoto died, on his return from his expedition to
the East. (113). A temple was erected there in his honor in 1879.
Nochi no san-bo, (Lit. : the 3 later Bo) . Three learned

kuge of the reign of Go-Daigo (1319-1338) whose names ended with the
ideograph "fusa

”
(in Chinese, bo). They were Kitabutake Chikafusa,

Madenokoji Nobufusa, and Yoshida Sadafusa. — They were called the
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later bo in distinction to the three others, called the “ san-bo," who
nourished towards the end of the 11th century. They were Fujiwara
Korefusa, Fujiwara Tamefusa, and Oe Tadafusa.
No da, $f 03 • A place in Settsu, where Nobunaga defeated the Miuo-

shi (1570).
J

Noda, EB • A castle in Mikawa. In the 16th century it belonged

r°
daimyo, vassals of the Imagawa, and of the Tokuqawa.

in 1575, Ieyasu fought a battle there against Takeda Shingen.
.
Noda, 03 • A family of samurai from Kumamoto (Higo), ennobledafter the Restoration.— To-day Baron.
Nod^ygyo, An official, at the time of theKamaki^p^Mgun, intrusted with the care of the furniture, cloth and

vestment®, hanging to the Shogun’s palace and kept in an apartment
called noden. This office was later on called Nand,o-yaku.

Nogi, 75j/fc . A family of samurai from Yamaguchi (Suwo), ea-
nobled in 1895.—Now Count.

iao«
Kiten, # .ft. Born in 1849, was governor of Formosa in

18Jb. Curing the Russo-Japanese war, he commanded the army that
invested Port-Artbur (1904).

Noguchi, Sf D . A castle in Harima. In
:p8 $6th century, it

belonged to the Nagai daimyo, vassals of the Bessfo,.
'

'Mdeyoshi obtain-
ed possession of it m 1579.
Noheji-wan, gf i&i& M The south-eastern part of Aomori bay,

,..,
i’ 0J1“ia > S?. ^ • A castle in the island of Oshima (Iyo). In the

16th century, it belonged to the Murakami, vassals of the Kbno, who
made themselvts a name among the Japanese navigator of the time.
1 heir ships traded not only with the neighboring provinces, but even
with Korea and China. Their name disappeared from history at the
beginning of the 17th century.

Nojima-ga-saki, Wf iWf . A cape, S. of Awa province.

v
Nojiri-ko, gf pc :M • A lake in the north of Shinano. Also called

tuyo-ko. (18 Km. in circ.).

Noma-misaki, f? fi!) iKf . A cape S. W. of Satsuma.
Nona no Sukune, Sf % ® m Born in Izumo, was possessed of

extiaordmary strength. There lived at the
Yamato, Taema no Kuehaya, who boasted
muscular power. The emperor Suinin
pitted the two together, and Taema was
beaten. (23 B.C.). This was, according
to tradition, the origin of wrestling (sumo-
tori). After his success, Sukune lived at
the Court. It was he that advised to
substitute clay statues (haniiva) for the
human victims that were buried with
persons of rank. These clay statues were
lirst used at the burial of the empress Hi-
hasu-hime (3. A.D.). Thereupon Sukune
was put at the head of the potter’s guild, with the title of Hanibe no Omi.

same time
of having

a

no
man in

rival for

NOMI NO SUKUNE
/N>

TAEMA NO KUEHAYA.
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Nomi-shima, ffg H Hi • An island in the Inland Sea, dependent
on Aki province (60 Km. in circ.).

Nomiya, Sf 'gf A family of huge, descended from Fujiwara Ieta-

da (1061-1135).—Now Viscount.

Nomo no misaki, Sf fil
• A cape S. of Hizen

;

also called

Wakitsu-zaki.

Nomura, Sf id • A place in Mino, which was, from 1601 to 1631,
the residence of a branch of the Oda family (20,000 k.).

Nomura, Sf ft • A family of samurai from Yamaguchi (Suwd),
ennobled in 1887.—To-day Viscount.

Nonaka Kenzan, 5? ill (1616-1664). A samurai of the

Tosa clan, to whom his lord, Yamanouchi Tadatoyo, gave an important
share in the government of his fief. Having disputed with the other

councillors of his lord, he was banished from the province and died the

following year. His true name was Yoshitsugu.

Nonoguchi Takamasa, Sf P §}? IE (1792-1871). Samurai of

the Tsuwano clan (Iwami). Was one of the first to demand in his writ-

ings, the restoration of the imperial power.

Nonoichi, Sf -V Iff . A town in Kaga, formerly called Nttm>khi.
It was from the 11th to the 16th century, the residence of tbs 'Ttyashi

daimyo, governors of the province.
_

,,{

Nonomura Ninsei, Sf *r ft ip. . A celebrated potter and painter

of the 17th century.

Norikura-dake, it K- A mountain between Hida and
Shinano (3160 m.).

Norikura-dake, ^ $Jc iifc • A mountain between Shinano and
Etchu (2730 m.).

Nori no tsukasa, ^ f$ !£ . A former name for the Shikibu-

sho.

Norito, jjjft pj or Noritogoto. Shinto prayers used especially in the

purification ceremonies (harai) .

Nori-yumi, pJ • A festival formerly held in the Imperial Palace,

on the 1 8th day of the first month. The emperor assisted at an archery

tournament between the different bodies of the Guard. (Sakon , Ukon,
Toneri, etc.) The losers were condemned to drink sake (rice wine) and

to perform dances.

Nosaki, • A part of the taxes of all the provinces, reserved for

the principal temples and for the Imperial tombs.

Noshiro-gawa, fig ft Jl| • A river of Ugo (102 Km.). In its upper
course it is also called Yoneshiro-gawa, and in its lower course, Shi-ju-

hachi-gawa.

NSgk|sau-sh6, H The Department of Agriculture and
Coijjs^' established in 1885.

MB il? m • The Chinese name of Mino province.

Noshu, fig <)H . The Chinese name of Noto province.

Ndso-numa, • A lake in Yamashiro, source of the Uji-

gawa~( 10 Km. in circ.).
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Noto, fig 2 • One of the 7 provinces of the Hokurokudd, comprising

4 districts, which belong to Ishikawa-ken. It forms a peninsula, jutting

into the Japan Sea. — Chinese name : Noshu.

Noto-jima, fig 2 WiJ • An island in the gulf of Nanao (Noto) (57

Km. in circ.).

Nozaki, if tf# . A family of samurai from Kagoshima (Satsuma),

ennobled after the Restoration. — Now Baron.

Nozu, if 3* • A family of samurai from Kagoshima clan (Satsuma),

ennobled after the Restoration.— Now Count.

Michitsura, ii£ U . Born in 1842, was colonel during the Satsu-
ma war. Brigadier-general in 1885, he commanded the division of Hiro-

shima (Aki) when the war with China broke out (1894). He began the

campaign under the command of Marshal Yamagata, and, in the month
of November, succeeded the latter who had fallen sick, in the command of

the first army, with which he occupied a large part of Manchuria. After

the war, he received the titles of Count and Marshal. He commanded
the 4th army in the Manchuria campaign (1904-1905).

Nuidono-ry5, #f Jj& $ • Formerly an office, belonging to the Naka-
tsukasa shd, and intrusted with the needle-work and the artists that did it.

Nuimono-tsukasa, $$ tj] • Formerly an office in the Imperial

Palace, intrusted with the vestments and needle-work.

Numadate, ftg . A castle in Ugg in the 16th century, it be-

longed to the Onodera daimyo, who were. Ci'&CCasessed by leyasu in 1600.

Numajiri, ffl . A place in Shimot where Satake Yoshishige

defeated Hojo Ujiyasu (1571) and was himself defeated by Hojo Ujinao

(1585).

Niunata, ffl EB • A small town in Kozuke (6000 inh.), where Numata
Kagetoki built a castle in 1153, which was captured by Nagao Kageharu
in 1510, and afterwards came into the possession of the Hojo of Odawara.
leyasu gave it to the Sanada daimyo (1590), who were dispossessed in

1681, when the castle was abandoned. Rebuilt in 1703, it' was until

1730 the residence of the Honda daimyo, then of the Kuroda (1730-

1742), and finally of the Toki (1742-1868) (35,000 k.).

Numazu, iS fk • A town in Suruga (1.9;7:90 inh ), with an ancient

castle built by Takeda Katsuyori in 1579J castle passed over to the

Nakamura (1583) and to the Olcubo (160(§, family having died out

in 1613, the castle was demolished and was only rebuilt in 1777 by the

Mizuno who resided there until the Restoration (50,000 k.).

Nureki-saki, ill# - A cape on the E. coast of the island of Sado.

Nushiro, {$. ft • To-day Noshiro, fig ft >
a, town in Ugo, where

Abe no Hirafu headed an expedition against the Ebisu and erected a fort

with a garrison in 658 A.D. At the beginning of the 19th century,

the Tokugawa placed a bugyo there to keep a lookout on the coast.

Nutari, ft & . To-day Nuttari ag
,
a town in Kchigo, where in

618, a fortified “enceinte” was erected to keep off the Ebisu (Nutari no Id).

Nyaku-oji, $]? 3E P A family descended from Fujiwara Uona,
and hereditarily established at the head of the temple of Nyakud-ji,

near Kyoto.— To-day Baron.
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Nyogo, it • From the time of Kwammu-tenno (782-805), the title

of the second wife of the Emperor. She was generally the daughter of a
minister and came in rank immediately after the empress.

Nyo-in, 1% • The widowed mother of an Emperor, who shaved
her head and took the title of mon-in. The mother of Ichijo-tennd,

Fujiwara Aki-ko, was called Higashi-Sanjo-in (991). Later on,

Aki-ko, widow of Ichijo, took the name of Joto-mon-in (1039), and from
feat time, the custom prevailed of adopting the title of mon-in. As to the

asms which preceded this title, it was taken first from the empress’s place

of retirement and afterwards, from the gates
(mon) of the Imperial

Palace. When the same name was held by two nyo-in, the prefixes kd

(olS), and shin (new) were used to distinguish them.

i'f'O'Dkwan, f£ Offices held formerly by the ladies of the Im-
perial Palace. The Naishi-dokoro, presided by the Naishi no kami, was
the central office of this administration. The other officials were the tenji,

shoji, myobu, nyo-kurodo, tokusen
,
toji, uneme, etc.

Nyo-ni no Miya, A title given to the second daughter of

the Emperor. The terms, Nyo-san no Miya (3rd), Nyo-shi no Miya
(4th), etc. were also used.

Nyo-o, 3: • A title given to the female descendants oi the

emperors to the 4th generation, after which, they ceased to belong to the

Imperial family.

Nyo-5-roku, 3* ffli • Formerly a pension granted to princesses

(nyo-o) ;
the distribution was made in the Palace, on the 8th day of the

month.

W§p>rai, ill A honorific title given to the Buddhas.

. W-yotei, it Empresses that reigned and are numbered in the list

dfSdlereigns with the title of Tenno. They were: Suiko (593-628),

Kogyoku (642-644), who reigned a second time by the name of Saimei
(655-661), Jito (687-695), Gemmei (708-714)

,
Gensho (715-723) ; Koken

(749-758), who reascended the thra*j« with th© name Shotoku (765-769).

Then after a lapse of 9 centuries,

machi (1763-1770).

Nyudo, A • Entering relig?SG,£

—The person who did so.

Nyudo-naishinno, A.jI ft li cit

princesses, that shaved their heads and entered a Buddhist monastery.

Nyudo-shinno, A US • Title given to Imperial princes that

became bonzes. When the title of prince was conferred upon them only

after they had embraced the religious life, they were called Ho-shinno.

Nyugyu-in, ^ ^ An office belonging to the Kunai-sho and
placed under the authority of the Ten-yaku-ryo (Court physicians). It

was intrusted with the supply of cow’s milk for the Imperial table. The
headman had the title of Nyugyu-in-bettd

;

under him were the nyushi,

azukari, etc.

(108^1645), and Go-Sakura-

Idh.), becoming bonze or ama.
'•

T

A y.vSitle given to Imperial
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